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LNertagin the b~bigh
Bghted Student Association's
aDIUIIl Welcome Party on

~-"'' Aug.

28. The party

..... at 9 p.m. as partygoers

popcorn, SnOW"
eaaes, GuShers, Fruit-by-theJloot, and Fruit RoDups before
attempting the Iilany activities
UOUDd the McKee Library.
Jnfl8table attractions included a four-man jOust, human foosball, dodgeball and
basketball. Other activities
ranged from hair-coloring and
face-painting to water-balloon
volleyball.
"Having been here for
four years, it definitely was
more than I had come to ex. . . . OD

ertag
in the
library was
an epic ide'~
Wk8 an epic idea, despite the
long line.'"
Fw the .evening's finale,
students followed a trail of
blue lights back.to the outdoor
amphitheatre for a showing of
the 1996film "Space Jam."

'"I should bave made sure
_...,___...___-.,.-__ that she stopped before I
;. ·
looked away and paid atten·
A senior liberal arts educa- tion aD the way throu&h the
tion major suffered only mi- eroawalk.•
nor iqjuries after a cross walk
There wme 4,378 pedesaccident in front Qf 1batcber triaD fatalities in the United
South on August 25·
States in 2008, dOWn from
The victim was checked 4.699 in 2fXY7, liiCCOJ'ding to
by EldTs on scene and was the ~ational Highway Traffic
then transported private- Safety AdininiMtation.
ly to a local hospital, said
Although this victim • had
Kevin Penrod, director of only SC!Jlpes and bruises,
campus safety..
a 2008 ci'osswalk acci"1 looked at the driver and dent victim "'has laad Tongthought that she saw me," ·term
medical
complicathe victim said.. "I looked tions since tile accident,
the other way to pay atten- Penrod said.
tion to a truck and the next
"She jumped back up
thing I knew, there was and thought she was OK,
pain in lOY leg and I was on but it turned out later
the ground.
that she wasn't." said Ka-
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For once,
an NFL star is
making head.:'
lines for all the
right reasons'

tie McGrath, reference and
instructioD librarian, referring to the 2008 acddent.
Traffic
and
aceidents
are stirring up plans for a
more effective erosswalk
system in the next few years.
Several possibilities are more
crosswalks that flash, more
speed bumps, more traffic
directors or possibly a .sky
bridge, Penrod said.
"Look both ways, take the
headphones out of your ears,
get off that cell phone and
be aware," McGrath said.
"Be responsible for your personal safety because, even
if you have the right of way,
you can be dead right."
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A Word to theW se

Jesus I.oves me, this I know (part one)
BRIAN NYA.MWANGE
est tool in saving sinners is
SA Pww....,
_ _ ___,_ His amazing love for the lost.

People
become
Christians
because
they realtheir
ize
n e e d ,
right?

Steps to
Christ by Ellen G. White gives
us one of the greatest form:tlas to truly understanding
pure religion.
American writer Harriet
Beecher Stowe once ~id, "I
would not attack the faith
of a heathen without being
sure I had a better one to put
in its place."
Satan has tried to make
people think of God as a severe judge without, pity. He
pushes that the Creator is
always watching for people
to make mistakes so He can
punish them. To show them
that this is not true, Jesus
came to live in this world.
The Bible doesn't say, "For
God so gave a great theological thesis on the depravity of
man and the supremacy of
Himself, that... " No. The Bible tells us that God's great-

He is love. And God uses
many ways to make Himself
known to us and bring us
closer to Him.
The apostle John saw how
high, deep and broad God's
Jove is. John wanted to tell
about it, but he could not
find the right words to describe it so he said, "See how
very much our. Father loves
us!" 1 Jobn 3:1 (New Living
Translation).

' ' People become
Christians
because they
realize their
need, right?
My question for you this
week is, "Do you know?"
Have you comprehended
what is the breadth, length,
height and depth of the love

of Christ?
The Son of God came from
heaven to give people a clear
picture of the t-"ather.
Let us get back to the principal pixels of Christianity so
that we can live His love in
high definition.

"When you come to the word of God, you are not looking for
something. you are listening to someone. •
-Brian Nyamwange

CHRISTOPHER WALTON
aN~~:CFWSID..JE""nLllnn.
......L __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Big changes have come
to the Village Market over
the summer.
The floors and ceiling are
new; every shelf has been
moved and there are new
energy-saving freezers. New
signs show where everything
j.s located; the walls have been
painted in bright, vibrant colors; there is new outdoor seating and the existing indoor
seating has been redone. Also,'
Southern Adventist University
students are now able to pay
for deli items with· their student card meal plans.
. "Nothing is the same. Everything has been changed," said '.
Gary Shockley, Village Market
general manager.
More changes are ongoing.
New high-efficiency coolers
for the dairy and produce areas are waiting to be installed.
Ceiling tiles are still coming,
along with more LED lighting, all to be installed by the
end of September. Additional
outdoor seating continues to
arrive, and new indoor seating should be opening up next
to the Village Market in the
coming days.
"It was so old-school before," said Anna Bach, a
freshman pre-dental hygiene
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major. "(like the tables outside. It looks a lot better; it
looks bigger."
The changes were made in
order to better compete with

ket will be paying the money
back over the next three years.
None of the funding has come
from tuition dollars.
"We're trying to think of

<la;tomer.; rnjoy the newliJ~ ren oval ed Village Market cht"f.-kottt!'i,

stores such as Earth Fair and
Fresh Market, Shockley said.
He also sees the improvements
as. a chance to use the store to
reach out to the greater Chattanooga community.
"It's been my drive to use the
store as a witness for Christ,"
said Shockley.
The majority of the funds for
the renovations were raised
by The Committee of 100, a
group dedicated to supporting Southern Adventist University. The Committee raised
$soo,ooo and lent it to the
Village Market to begin its
renovations. The Village Mar-

[the Village Market] as its own
business," said Doug Frood,
associate vice president for financial administration.
All of the changf}S made so
far are only part of phase one
for the Village Market's ultimate renovation. plan. Phase
two is to enlarge the deli area,
making it self-service, and
moving the bakery from the
Southern Adventist University
cafeteria to the Village Market, allowing the bakery to seJI
in both areas.

Expo showcases ministries
KALEIGH LANG
ED!]QI!

:k'Cl'IIIUoutho.'t'I\M.I •

September 9,

Village market gets a fresh look

M.t.NAC!NC

~on them accent
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At the first vespers of the
school year, Chaplain Brennon Kirstein welcomed returning student missionaries and encouraged the new
student body to be missionoriented by signing up at the
Mission Expo.
"This year's vtston is Jesus-obsessively, undeniably
Jesus," Kirstein, said.
At the conclusion of vespers, !;tudents filed out onto
the A W. Spalding Elementary
School field where 29 booths
were set up for the Mission
Expo. The numerous booths
off@red a variety of local misThere
sion opportunities.
are ministries to match virtually any talent a student may
have: fro m evangelism, audio

visual, expressions of praise,
singing, feeding the homeless,
improve, working with inner
city children, to giving door to
door Bible studies.
"For southern to have so
many ministry options shows
that drawing people to Christ
is one of our main goals,"
said Khrisna Virgil, a senior
mass communications major. "This university is still
on target for speeding up the
coming of Christ by spreading
the gospel."
Although the exact number
of involved students is unknown, Kirstein is working
with more than 100 leaders
to make these local missions
possible each week.
Last year the student missions office sent out 91 students that served all around
the world.

Currently there are 74 active Southern student missionaries and the Evangelistic Resource Center (ERC) is
gearing up for more summer
evangelistic trips.
Students are welcomed
to sign up and get involved
throughout the school year by
contacting the campus ministry office.
Ministry Opportunities:
• Chattanoo~a for Christ
• West Side for Jesus
• Flag Camp
• Advent Home
• Prayer Tag
• Hungry for Jesus
• Wellbeing Ministries
• Life Groups
• Sabbath School
• Student Missions
and more ...
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Dorms use $60,000 for renovations

President Bietz noW interim pastor;
Nixon now professor
JAROD KEITH
SnnW•m•

Southern Adventist University President Gordon
Bietz accepted a position as
interim senior pastor at the
Collegedale Church of Seventh-day Adventists in August, following the resignation
of John Nixon, who is now
a full-time professor in the
School of Religion.

' ' With Bietz filling my former role,
I think it sends the
message that the
church and the university are united.
Nixon resigned citing ongoing health issues and a growing personal sense that he was
losing effectiveness as senior
pastor. In an interview last
week, the former pastor said
that the offer from Southern came at just the right
time. Since thiS year's freshman class is the largest in
the university's history, there
was a need for an additional
religion professor. •
Nixon · comes from a combined background of minis-

try and educatioq. He taught
graduate and doctoral level
theology courses at Andrews
University for six years and
the Collegedale Church is the
third university church that
he has worked for. While senior pastor at the- Collegedale
Church, he frequently taught
as an adjunct professor in the
S~hool of Religion. He was
also an adjunct professor at
Atlantic Union College and
Oakwood University.
"I don't feel like a fish out of
water," Nixon said. "I'm still
a pastor. Tm just exchanging
the pulpit for the lectern."
Nixon said that Bietz was
the perfect fit for his old job.
"With Bietz filling my former .role, I think it sends the
message that the church and
the university are united,"
Nixon said. "It shows how
much the school cares about
the church."
Nixon went on to note that
Bietz was a great choice be. cause of his previous pastoral experience in the
Collegedale Church.
"Dr. Bietz already has a
good rapport in th~ church
community," Nixon said. "He
was the pastor of the Colleg- ·
edale Church before becoming
president of the university. It's

September 9, 2010

CHRISTOPHER WALTON
NfWS EDIJQR

good for people to see a familiar face in the pulpit."
Bietz has been adjusting to
balanci~g both his role as university president and church
pastor, spending ·Tuesday
through Friday mornings at
the church and those afternoons (plus Mondays) at the
university. Bietz said that
his pastoral duties include
preaching on a regular basis
and attending a few meetings
a week with church leadership.
He adds that the university
cabinet is having to pull extril
weight on various tasks that
would normally have more
presidential involvement.
"It's working really well;"
Bietz said, "maybe a little better than I expected."
Bietz said that, for him,
keeping a balanced routine during this time is
very important.
"I have found, from a personal standpoint, how important it is to maintain a sleep
schedule and an exercise
schedule," Bietz said.
President Bietz expects to
remain interim senior-pastor
through December.

Talge Hall and Thatcher
Hall have both received major
updates over the summer.
At the end oflast year, both
dorms were found to have
money left in their budgets,
giving each the opportunity
to use an additional $30,000
for renovations.
"These are highly used
buildings. You've got to put
money back into them to keep
them up," said Doug Frood,
vice president for financial administration.
Four of Thatcher Hall's side
lobbies on its first and second
floors Ita received new paint
and furniture, and the lobby
outside of Thatcher chapel
has received similar treatment. New carpet is coming
for the lobbies, and all of the
hallways on both the first and
second floors.
·
"I feel very blessed to do
these kinds of renovations,"
said .Kassy Krause, Thatcher
Hall dean.
Krause chose to begin renovations with the basement,
working her way up; the first
and second floors were the
next ones on her list.
Talge put some of the money into a current renovations
project: room improvements.
Talge's 3W3 Hall is having
11 rooms updated based on

student suggestions. Dwight
Magers, Talge Hall dean, said
the three main items students
asked for were more lighting,
more counter space and more
storage. Eight of the rooms are
completed with at least one
other to be completed by the
end of the month.
"Hopefully, next summer
we'll change 20 or 30 rooms,
now that we've got it down,"
Magers said. "My wish is that
we could do a whole floor."
Talge Hall's second and third
floor central lobbies were also
redone with new furniture,
paint and plants. Talge's basement was carpeted, and eight
more chairs were purchased
for the basement television
room. New furniture was also
purchased for the conference
room, giving the room a more
modem feei.
"We're trying to keep up
with the times; make the
building more user-friendly,"
Magers said.
Based on current estimates,
Frood expects to see each
dorm receive an additional
$4o,ooo to $so,ooo to continue with more renovations
next summer. However, he
states that the primary aim
is to make sure that the dormitories are making enough
money to stay in good repair
and to pay back debts, such as
the debt of $3 to 4 million still
owed for Talge's new wing.

Students promote Southern at General Conference session
SUZANNE OCSAI
SuuWama

Southern showcased the
creativity of its students at
the 59th General Conference Session held in Atlanta,
June 22-July 3.
The GC session is held every five years for the purpose
of approving changes to the
church manual and voting in
new church leaders at the GC
and division levels.
Southern recruited students to help spread the
Southern message at the
GC through creative and
supportiVe avenues.
Leading up the session,
students wrote and designed
an inspirational give-away
book telling their testimo-

location, being the first booth . year planning and constructmany visitors saw as they en- ing the final design for the
tered the exhibit area.
booth which included an
Ryan Pierce, graphic de- interactive wall.
sign manager for Marketing
Visual Art and Design stuand University Relations, dents collaborated to create
said Southern spent over
the wall based on the biblical
messages found in Luke 8:14,
Hebrews 11:6 and Matthew
5:14, explained Kenneth Willis, associate professor in the
School of Visual Art and Design, and Michael Reynolds,
jun1or interactive media major
who helped develop the wall.
While standing in front of
the wall, digital thorns would
start to encroach on a person's
silhouette. As soon as the person reached their hand toward
the ceiling, digital streams of
light would begin to descend
on the person and turn their
Southerns' information booth at General Conferance

nies of how Southern has
made a difference in their
spiritual,
personal
and
academic growth.
Because the GC was held in
the Southern Union, Southern
was given a prime exhibit-hall

a

silhouette white. If the person
then reached out and touched
someone, the light would fill
the second person's silhouette
as well.
"I think that there's a lot of
technology and applications of
technology that the Adventist
Church hasn't even thought,of
using for promoting Christ,"
said Willis. "Everyone who
came to experience the interactive wall left with a huge
smile on their face. "
At the GC session, students
also witnessed the Adventist church gain a new president when Ted Wilson was
voted to replace Jan Paulsen
as head of the Seventh-day
Adventist denomination.
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ANDREA TAYLOR

KALEIGH LANG

position: editor
year: sophomore
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: writer or editor
for magazine
hobbies: writing, photography,
reading , singing

position: managing editor
year: senior
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: work for a
mission organization
hobbies: gymnastics,
rock climbing, snow skiing

,
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KATIE FREELAND

position: news editor
year: senior
major: business administration
and public relations
career pl~s: attorney
hobbies: spending time with
family and friends, reading,
movies, music, games

position: photo editor
year: senior
major: mass communication,
photography and international
studies, Italian
career plans: photojournalism
hobbies: photography, traveling,
ukulele

MArrTAYLOR

AIMEE BURCHARD

position: layout editor
year: senior
major: film production
career plans: film editor,
photographer
hobbies: photography,
working on film projects

position: front page design
year: senior
major: mass communication,
advertising and graphic design
career plans: ADRA
hobbies: baking, art, decorating,
singing, playing guitar
i"

,.
t

(

ISRAEL GoNZALEZ

position: circulation manager
year: sophomore
major: mass communication,
advertising
career plans: television
advertising
hobbies: sports
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JARODKEITH

DEANNA MooRE

position: copy editor
year:Jumor
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: print editor
hobbies: editing, singing,
baking, gardening, eating

position: Lifestyles editor
year:Jumor
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: magazine editor
hobbies: tennis, swimming,
cooking, reading, photography

-DANIELLE QuAlLEY

CAITLYN MAYERS

position: Opinion editor

position: Humor editor
y, ar: senior
major: graphic design, print
career plans: Don Draper
hobbies: orchestra,
wind symphony, watching 1V

year:J~mor

major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: screenwriter,
journalist, author
hobbies: ice skating, roller
blading, writing, singing, acting

ANGElA McPHERSON

BRIAN GoNZALEZ

position: Religion editor
year: senior
major: print journalism a.nd
religious studies
career plans: author, speaker ·
hobbies: writing, thrift
shopping, adventuring, contra
and swing dancing

position: layout design
year: semor
major: vocal performance and
graphic design
career plans: opera singer,
college professor
hobbies: singing, reading,
media, music, photography

ANDREW GARCIIAZO

position: Sports editor
year:Jumor
major: mass communication,
writing and editing
career plans: sports journalist
hobbies: watching and playing
sports, reading books
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REUGION EDITOR: ANGELA McPHERSON

Abiding in the force-field
ANGELA McPHERSON
RELIGION fDITOI

"You can be Captain Picard,"
I stated with authority. "111 be
Counselor Troy."
I was 5 years old and already a sci-fi fan, by virtue of
my dad's love for Star Trekand my love for sitting on the
couch cuddled up with Dad.
It's been twenty years
since I've played •"Star
Trek pretend," but I still
th}nk a lot about one sci-fi
idea-force-fields.
If you're piloting a ship in
outer space, a force-field is
essential to your survival. It
keeps out enemy fire-also,
it sounds like this: "Ping!
Zip! Wahhhh! Khhhhhhhh,"
as enemy fire is being deflected. (It's cool to hear your
own triumph).
As long as the shields are
up, you've got a peaceful,
secure ride.
I've also been thinking a lot
about this other idea-abiding. I've been trying to figure out practical ways of un-

derstanding how abiding in
Christ works. Then I read this
quote and thought, abiding
in Christ is like living inside
of a force-field.
In "Thoughts From the
Mount of B}essings," Ellen G.
White writes, "The Father's
presence encircled Christ, and

' ' If you're pilot- .
ing a ship in outer
space, a force-field
is essential to
your survival.
nothing befell Him but that
which infinite love permitted
for the blessing of the world.
Here was His source of comfort, and it is for us. He who
is imbued with the Spirit of
Christ abides in Christ. The
blow that is aimed at him falls
upon the Savior, who surrounds him with His presence.
Whatever comes to him comes
from Christ. Pie has no need to
resist evil, for Christ is his defense. Nothing can touch him

except by our Lord's permission, and 'all things' that are
permitted 'work together for
good to them that love God.'
Romans 8:28."
God's presence encircled
Christ; it sbielded Him. Jesus
lived in God's force-field, and
nothing could penetrate it except by God's choosing.
So I've been walking around
this last month picturing myself inside of a bluish electrical, circular force-field, the
"Jesus force-field," as I term
it. Playing a bit of pretend is
helping me to gr.a sp what it
means to abide in Christ. :
I don't have to stress or worry about what happens today.
Christ is my defensive shield.
If I surrender to Him and put
myself in the force-field, whatev~r comes my way is either
deflected by Him (Ping! Zip!
Wahhhh! Khhhhhhhh!) or accounted for. I can trust Him
and He'll pilot me through it.
I've become a big fan
of abiding.

OutReach
Announcements

"Friday:

2:00pm

West Side 4 Jesus

6:00pm

Heritage

ursing Home.Ministry)

Sabbath:

2:00pm

We

t

Side 4 Jesu~

2:00pm
2:00pm

orne

2:00pm

God is our Song

2:15pm

Flag Camp

·Transportation Provided. Get Involved!

Keep it down: my battle with spiritual bulimia
ALYSSAFOLL
CONIMIBIJTOR

I have a friend who has suffered with bulimia the last few
years in college, and it's been
really difficult to watch this
eating disorder take its toll.
When I first met her, she
was vibrant and thin. I was
continually amazed at all the
foo~ ;he could eat and retain ~er slenderness-which I
wrongly attributed to genetics
or the fact that she was active
and athletic.
I didn't know that she was
also going to the bathroom
and purging after every meal.
She was obsessed with her
looks and while she appeared
that she was healthy, she was,
in fact, starving.
The road to recovery has
been long and painful for my
friend. After being confronted
by her concerned father, she
started treatment for her eating disorder. I have felt really

awkward around her. I want
to tell her to eat something or
take her out to an all;You-caneat buffet, but tha~ not what
she needs at all.
Apparently, she has to recover by eating really simple
foods and then keeping them
down. This process reminds
me of my finicky stomach after I've had the flu. Invariably,
I beg my mom for something
other than saltines or dry toast
and her response is the same,
"Wait. See if you can keep your
crackers or toast down." Now, .
it's the same for my friend.
I think she's had a few relapses; this disease has such
a vicious cycle. She's used to
hinging on all the food she
wants and then purging it
from her system. Now she has
to learn to allow the food to
digest and nourish her body.
Every day and every meal
is a struggle.
Actually, this story is not
about my friend at all. I don't

have a friend who is bulimic.
This is a parable about me ·
and my walk with Christ. I
have been convicted of being
spiritually buliinic.
I was first convicted of my
disorder while reading Shane
Claiborne's book "Irresistible Revolution" and the term
"spiritual bulimia" is one that
he coined, as far as I know. I
recognized my spiritual condition by the symptoms almost immediat~ly: hinging
without digestion.
My primary binge comes
from reading. I have this insatiable hunger to read, know,
and understand. I gorge myself on books about theology,
spiritual formation, missional
living and"discipleship.
But then· I can't· digest all
that I've read.
My reading sets up a false
.dichotomy that I can consume
all that I want, but neve~; allow what I've read to shape
and form me as evidenced

by my un-changed life and
practices. The irony is that
while I appear really healthy
because I read a lot" and want
to grow spiritually, I'm slowly
starving myself.
I wrote that a bulimic person doesn't recover from their

''I've become spiritually thin, all while
gorging myself on
a feast of Christian
teachings and
theological studies.

disorder by going to an allyou-can-eat-buffet; it starts
with PB&J that you can actually swallow and your body digests. I feel like God has been
saying that to me.
"Can you swallow what it
means to take up your cross
and follow me and actually
keep it down? You've just
read five books on justice and

hospitality, but are you living •
rlghtly and being hospitable to
others? You say that·you believe in the Sabbath, that you
keep the Sabbath, but your life
practices don't reflect the pace
and rhythm that Sabbathkeeping brings. Are you allowing my word to nourish you
and to give you energy to run
the race with perseverance?"
Appearances can be deceiving. I look like I am a healthy
Christian. I appear well-read
and intellectual. I look like
I've been eating. But the truth
is I've become spiritually
thin, all while gorging myself
on a feast of Christian teachings and theological studies.
Irony abounds.
I want to be changed by
all that I absorb. I want to be
transformed by Christ and His
word that is nourishing me. I
refuse to read a book, regurgitate its thesis to others, and
remain unchanged. I want to
be healed of spiritual bulimia.
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Church check: a blessing or a curse?
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
OnNKlN

Eorroa

It's Sabbath morni~g. The
birds are chirping, the sun is
• shining and I roll over and look
at the clock: 9:30 a.m. Ah, the
only day I don't have to wake
up before dawn. I wriggle out
from under the covers, stretch
my muscles and greet the Sabbath day with a smile. Time to
get ready for church. I think

door, and it swings open. My
RA, chipper as Bambi in the
forest, greets me with a smile.
I can only imagine the way I
looked-hair still wrapped,
pajamas still on, sleep in my
eyes, an annoyed expression
on my face; I'm positive I was
not a pretty sight to see. After giving me a once-over and
scribbling on her clipboard,
my all-too-chipper RA says,
"Don't forget to sign out!" And

''

I still have to shower,

and do my hair, and ...
I sigh.

I'll go to Renewal today, so I
have two hours to get readyknock, knock, "Church check!"
Before I can even fathom why
my -sabbath morning is being
interrupted before it begins, I
hear th~ click of a key in my

the door closes just as quickly
as it opened. I stand in the center of my room, dumbfounded.
How on earth am I supposed
to get ready for church and be
out of the dorm in one hour?
I still have to shower, and do

my hair, and ... I sigh. My glorious Sabbath day of rest turned
sour in only a matter of 30
seconds. After three years of
attending this school, I still
wonder: Why church check?
Convocations,
worships
and vespers are one thing,
but I h~ve yet to understand
the reasoning behind church
check. The fact that we are required to be out of the dorm
at 10:30 a.m. baffles me, especially since we have several
different churches on and off
campus that start at various
times. I would prefer that we
remove the "church check"
policy altogether, but if that
isn't possible, we should at
least remove the check-out
time. It takes time to get ready
for church, and we should
have the option of deciding
what time to leave the dorm
for the desired church service
we wish to attend.
It seems as though this
church check policy was put
in place to "encourage" us to

Express yourself: the

attend Sabbath morning Services, but I 9,on't think that
church attendance is something that should be checked
on; that should be left up to
the individual and God. We're
all adults here, you know.
This policy has turned relaxing Sabbath mornings into
running and hiding from the
RA to avoid church check.
Who wants to stuff themselves
into their refrigerators and
desk drawers every week just
to avoid having to leave the
dorm at a designated time?

God~given power

of opinion

open, employees get hired, power of opinion was given on for doing so. I had the idea
students
get accepted into the to us by God the Creator. The that stating my opinions were
OriNION Eouo•
school of their choice, rela- fact that He gave us the pow- a negative thing, and that I
The power of opm10n is tionships are formed or end- er of choice and the power to should keep them to myself.
something that everyone on ed and more, all depending think and reason for ourselves As I grew older, I realized that
this earth possesses. Like on someone's <_>pin- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , expressing my opinions
was very important, and
faith, the power of opinion is ion. I've even seen it
that as long as I did so
something that can never be here on our campus.
in a manner that was
controlled or taken away from Whenever a student
appropriate, it was OK,
you by anyone else. Every hu- wants to know whethwhether other people
man being has an opinion, er or not they should
agreed with what I had
even if that opinion isn't ver- take a class from a
..-to say or not. There will
bally expressed. You'd be sur- particular professor
never be a ti~ne when
prised at how many opinions . or ~at a certain meal
everyone will agree
are formulated in the minds in the cafeteria, they
with everything that
of individuals every second of usually go and ask
you say, so why not
the day. Opinion is crucial to ai-ound for people's
express yourself?
decision-making; an opinion opinions before makmust be formulated before a ing a decision. Someillustrated by Brian Gonza;ez One thing that I found
important to realize is
choice is made. It can be as times, the opinions of
simple as walking into the others help us shape our own is proof of that. That power of that being opinionated and
cafeteria, seeing what's on the opinions about certain things. choice allows us to formulate being rude is not the same.
menu and saying, "That looks
Keep in mind that opinions opinions that affect the deci- It is possible to be rude while
expressing your opinions, but
gross, I don't want to eat that," are not always accepted with sions we make.
It took me many years to the two are not synonymous.
to something as complex as open arms. In fact, through~That university seems like an
ut history there are several understand that my opinions It took me a while to differexcellent school, I think I want instances of people being are important. When I was entiate between the two, but
ridiculed, criticized and even younger I seldom expressed when I no longer allowed peoto become a student there. ·•
Opinions are very important persecuted for exercising my opinions about certain ple to make me feel as thougk
things for fear that I would I was committing a crime for
in shaping our society. Politi- that power.
I strongly believe that the be criticized or looked down expressing myself. Now, when
cians serve in office, schools
DANIELLE QUAlLEY

Sabbath mornings should
be spent in communion with
God, greeting Him on His special day and taking the time to
get ready for church or whatever other Sabbath plans one
may have. I think the RAs deserve to spend their Sabbath
mornings with God too, instead of chasing us out of the
dorm. I assume that's just one
of those policies we just have
to deal with, even though I
find it utterly ridiculous. But,
that's just my opinion.

people make comments like,
"you are so opinionated," or
"Danielle you are so blunt," I
just smile and thank God for
giving me the power to even
form an opinion. I also realize
that by others calling me opinionated, they are being opinionated themselves!
Southern students, I encourage you to express your opinions. This schoQl is our school;
we attend classes, make new
friends, connect with old
ones, eat in the cafeteria, go
to events and experience our
university in many different
ways. Therefore, this opinion
column belongs to you. Any
thoughts that you may have,
whether positive or negative,
are welcomed here. Do not
feel like you have to suppress
it. As long as your opinions are
expressed appropriately, go
for it! God gave you this gift
even before your brain was developed enough to even have
an opinion. Form it, share it,
express it-it's yours! Exercise
your power of opinion!

'
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Welcome-to lifestyles
DEANNA MooRE
l!FESJY!fS ED!Jl)R

Lifestyles-it's a broad word
right? So how does this word
make a whole section of our
newspaper? That's completely
up to you.
This section of the Southern Accent wants to highlight what makes your lifestyle unique. Just by being at
Southern you are exposed to
an array of diverse cultures,
music, worship practices,
fashion, cooking, technology and routines. So what
makes you stand out? The life

you live and the adventures
you've experienced construa
your originality.
This year you can expect to
see students' work on various topics emphasizing the
uniquenes~f their lifestyles
and the lifestyles they've experienced. Our goal is to inform,
inspire and ultimately change.
So you, as a reader, have the
opportunity to participate by
sending in your work.
If you are interested in
contributing
your
work,
e-mail your articles to
dmoore@southern.edu.

Fitness as a choice
SOPHIE ANDERSON
CONJRIBlfiOR

What is the number one fitness challenge that faces students at Southern Adventist
University? Through my extensive research (asking my
friends and classmates), I've
discovered that we all face one
giant dilemma-or perhaps I
should say the lack thereof.
Time is something we all
want more of. Honestly, take
a look at your daily· schedule.
Do you have an extra hour
or half hour to spare to fit in
a workout?
Consider the time it takes to
trek over to the Hulsey Wellness Center, running track
or just plain walk outside
your door. Add into that the
time that it takes to workout, then shower, because it's
SO HUMID here in Tennessee, and finally get ready for
the rest of your day. This can
be an extremely tedious and
time-consuming process.
"So now what do we do
about it?" you ask. Well, my
fellow university student, that
is a very good question. Here
is where it becomes a challenge. Using your time wisely
takes on a whole new mean-

ing. Not only must you be
wise with your time, but you
must also be efficient. I know;
it sounds like a pointless way
to spend 20 to 30 minutes of
your day sweating out three
miles on a treadmill or lifting heavy weights; however, it
will help you in all aspects of
your life.
Often, when we think of
exercise, a mental picture of
someone huffing and puffing
along, sweating profusely and
in utter pain comes to mind.
This is not how it has to be.
Make exercise fun. Make it
a part of your social time and
bring a friend along, not only
to keep you comp~y on the
elliptical, but al o1o keep your
morale up and even kick your
butt to keep going.
So whatever it is you enjoy
doing, go, be active and use
the body that God has given
you to reach your full potential. I ask you again-What is
the number one fitness challenge to students here? Well,
that is your choice. Make it a
choice, not a challenge.

Saying goodbye to Peru This
CONDIBUJOM

The old Peruvian man
stepped out of the cab. He took
a few steps down the dirt road,
then turned and addressed
the young American who was
still standing next to the car.
"iBendiciones!" (blt!ssings),
said the Peruvian to the American with a smile and a slight

' As

What pained him most was
leaving those he would probably never see again. There
were the families that had received Bible studies. Some
had received all the lessons,
but had backed out of baptism.
However, there were those individuals he had studied with
who had given their lives to
Christ and had been baptized.
He knew that he would prob-

he pas~ed through
town, his eyes rested on
the familiar sights of fruit
markets, motorcars and
children selling candy.

bow of his head. The old man
saw the young American smile
and respond, "Y a usted," (and
to you too). What he didn't see
were the tears that began to
form in the American's eyes
as he got back in the cab and
was whisked away through the
small town for the last time.
He hadn't known the man at
all, but he wished him blessings, and that's what got to
the American. As he passed
through town, his eyes rested
on the familiar sights of fruit
markets, motorcars and children selling candy. He passed
the tiny restaurant where he
had first ordered in broken
Spanish almost a year before.
What made his eyes a little
moist was that he was leaving
all of it.
He was leaving all those
patients who had come to the
mission's clinic. There had
been thousands of people who
had received penicillin shots
and parasite meds, and a few
that had even let him operate
on them. If only they knew he
was just a kid.

ably never see them again, but
they had all promised to meet
each other in heaven. He knew
for sure that he had to be there
to make sure they kept their
word.
He had learned many things.
He had learned that the richest experiences in life can only
be obtained if you step outside
your comfort zone. Most importantly, he had learned that
no matter how inadequate.;md
unqualified you feel, if you step
up to the task in faith, God will
equip you to do His work. In
the process, He will lead you,
not necessarily down the easiest road of your life, but on the
adventure of your lifetime.
As the cab continued to
whisk him away on his journey back home; as it took him
away from a country where
natives wish strangers blessings, towards a very differ~nt
country, the blazing Peruvian
sun sank out of the sky and
the coconut palms began to
sway, as ifto wave goodbye to
the young Anlerican as he was
taken away into the night.

Weekend
Go out on the town and

see the sights

•• •••••••••••••
Stratospheerius/Fiddle
funk jazz
Riverfront Nights
Music Series
Ross's Landing
Chattanooga, 1N
Saturday, Sept. 11, 7-10pm
Free
http:/ fwww.RiverfrontNights.
com

Arts in the Park Festival
Veterans Park, Collegedale
Sunday, Sept. 12, Noon-Dusk
Free
http:/ fwww.artsintheparkfes
tival.com/
Atlanta Braves vs. St.
Louis Cardinals
Turner Field
755 Hank Aaron Drive,
Atlanta, GA
Sunday, Sept. 12, 8:05p.m.
$12
http:/ fatlanta.braves.mlb.
comfindex.jsp ?c_ id=atl
Artist Anne Bagby's 'The
World Within'
River Gallery
400 E. 2nd St.,
Chattanooga 1N
Sept. 1-30
Free
http:/ fwww.river-gallery.com
31st Annual Mountaineer
Folk Festival
Fall Creek Falls
2009 Village Camp Rd.
Pikeville, 1N
Sept.10-12
Free
http:/ /www.visitfallcreekfalls.
com/events/

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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Glen Coffee: A higher call~ng
ANDREW GARCILAZO
5rous

EDITOR

On August 13, 23-year-old
San Francisco 49ers running

back Glen Coffee abruptly
retired. No reason was given, no official report was ~e
leased and, naturally, the
rumors swirled.
One minute Coffee was diagnosed with a rare disease,
the next he had simply had
. enough of the 49ers and coach
Mike Singletary. It wasn't until Coffee explained the reasoning behind his decision
that the clamor surrounding it
began to fade, only to be met
with respect and admiration.
Glen Coffee's journey began
at the University of Alabama.
Following a standout junior
season for the Crimson Tide,
Coffee decided to forego his
senior year and enter the 2009
NFL Draft. He was selected
in the third round by the San
Francisco 49ers and signed
to a four-year, $2.578 million
contract with an $828,ooo
signing bonus.
Young and talented, Coffee
quickly established himself
as one of the best young runnip.g backs during his 2009-10
rookie season. He rushed for

STATLINE

7

The number a pitches an
average major league base
ball lasts

20

The most homeruns ever hit

iA a single month
(Sammy Sosa)

42

The most interceptions ever
thrown in a single season <'
(George Blanda)

97

The most consecutive free
throws made
(Micheal Williams)

155
The miles per hour of the
fastest tennis serve ever recolded dl.irlng a match
(Andy Roddick)

226 yards and one touchdown
as the primary backup to probowler Frank Gore.
During the offseason, Coffee
worked hard to improve his
game, putting on 10 pounds of
muscle in an attempt to better
absorb the pounding he took
as a running back. As Coffee
reported to training camp in
July, there was no hint of the
retirement that came just a
few weeks later. On that hot
August afternoon, he suddenly
packed his bags, emptied his
locker and left.
Squashed in a single stroke
was the fame and glory of an
NFL career. Gone was the adoration of fans and the millions
of dollars that went with it. For
a 23-year-old running back,
the retirement just didn't
make s~nse. Why would such
a talented young man walk
away from a life and career
that so many people desired?
It's simple, really: Glen Coffee had a higher calling.
"True happiness is glorifying God and glorifying Christ,"
Coffee said in an interview
about hi~ retirement with
the Mobile (Ala.) Press Register. "That's what true happiness is .... And for me, that
wasn't the NFL. That wasn't

where I needed to be."
COffee is apparently considering a future preaching
the word of God. While at the
University of Alabama, Coffee
stumbled upon Christianity.
He was baptized in 2007 andf
soon began spreading his story at various speaking engagements. It was then that Coffee truly felt his life diverging
from football.
"It's something that I really felt like I shouldn't have
entered the NFL in the first
place," Coffee said of his
situation." I'll be happier,
not necessarily because I'm
without football, but because
I'm letting Him do His work.
Whether it was leaving football or leaving something else,
another job, it doesn't matter.
I'll be happy because I'rp following His will."
Coffee's clear and direct
calling in life truly is a blessing, one that he is fortunate
to have. Not many are easily able to drop everything to
follow their life's calling, let
alone walk away from millions
of dollars. His decision clearly
highlights his drive and passion for peace within.
"I've been considering fulltime ministry," Coffee said in

Photo by AP Photo/Paul Sakuma

San Francisco 4gers running back Glen Coffee (29) drives past Atlanta Falcons
players in the second quarter of an NFL football game, in San Francisco, Sunday, Oct. 11, 2009.

a separate interview with Paul
Bessire of SportsRadiointerviews.com. "I feel that that's
something that's got to come
to you. It's not something that
you can plan out 1ike, 'I'm going to ao this. I'm going to do
that.' Right now, I'm going to
let it come to me.
In a world so focused on,
fame and fortune, the news
surrounding Coffee's sudden
retirement has been a breath
of fresh air. For once, an NFL

star is making headlines for all
the right reasons.
Coffee wasn't caught dog
fighting or drinking oddly colored drinks. He wasn't arrested after a nightclub shooting,
nor was he accused of sexual
assault. No, Glen Coffee simply had a higher calling. And
maybe, just maybe, we can
learn something from him.

A new year, a new season for intramurals
G
ANDREW
ARCILAZO
Sroi!IS Enrro•
· -'~·

Intramurals are here.
·
It's only the second full week
of school and intramurals are
already underway.
"I'm excited for basketball
season so I can get out and
have fun playing," said Jos~ph
Thomas, a junior biomedical
sciences major. "I can't wait to
hit the court."
'This year students will
have a chance to play everything from basketball and
flag-football to volleyball
and soccer. Softball games
started this Monday and will
continue until early October,
outhern's
culminating in
annual All Night Softball
Tournament.
Flagfootball
is
the
next
sport in line, with signups
starting on September 27.

·.,..I loved in tram urals last
year, " sa1'd H asl e1 Toruno, a
senior international business
major said. "They were a great

to join a team."
But good athlete or not, the
main goal of intramurals is
simply to have fun.
"I look at intramurals as
very Christ-like," Seymour
After realizing I could have
said. "Sure we are competitive
but we go about it. the righf
fun and play without wor~ng
way. Playing has definitely
been one of the funnest areas
about how bad I was, I decided
of my col)ege experience.
to join a team.
"Students should definitely
sign up to play," said Hampway to meet people, take a Bryan Seymour, a senior reli- ton, "it's not something they
breather from your homework gious studies major. "Every- will regret."
and get a workout in."
one is trying to win."
The month of September
In Divisions B and C, the features softball and flag-footTeam signups generally take
place l!e week before play be- competition is less extreme ball with futsal (indoor soccer)
arriving in October. Volleyball
gins. In addition, games are but still enjoyable.
usually scheduled anywhere
"At first I didn't want to play . and 3-on-3 basketball start
from 6 to 10 p.m.
in intram urals," said Jillian in November.
To sign up for intramurals
Each sport is separated into Hampton, a junior elemenmultiple divisions to account tary education major. "After or for more information infor the different competitive realizing I could have fun and cluding the upcoming sport
levels of Southern's students. play without worrying about schedule, visit www.southern.
Division A carries the best of how bad I was, I decided edu/intramurals.

~. ~

the best, while Divisions B and
Care a few steps lower.
"The competitive nature in
Division A is intense," said
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Fail of the Week
Thumbs up: Everyone's back!
Collegedale can be a little lonely·
during the summer.

Thumbs down: Classes have
started. As much as we love
being here, classes aren't
THAT much fun.

w
C

Thumbs up: Campus is full.
Now more people can live in
Southern Village.

Thumbs down: No moretlf
home cooking for the next
few months. C

Thumbs up: The VM sushi. That
stuff is awesome!

Keep your eyes open for epic fails on campus: spelling fails. parking fails, you name it!
Snap a photo and send it to accent@southem.edu.
The best fail of the week will be featured in that 'week's issue of the Southern Accent!

p

HUMOR BDri'OR'S WARNING:

The Humor Editor has determined that content found on the Hwnor Page is strictly humorous in nature and not necessarily to be taken
as truthful or offensive.
liiMJ fJIIIy- directed.
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LOMA LINDA UNIVERSilY

I School of Dentistry I School of Medicine
School ofNursing I School ofPharm<tcy I School of Public Health
School of Religion I School of Science & Technology

School of Allied Health Professions

A Seventh~day Adventist Institution Integrating Health, Science, and Christian Faith

Please. visit llu.edu/explore
We offer over 200 programs in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behav•oral and Soc1al Sciences
B1olog1cal Sc1ences
Cardiopulmonary Sc1ences
Cl•n•cal Laboratory Sc1ences
Chn<('al M1n1stry
Commun•cat1on Sc•ences & Disorders

Loma Linda University will be at SAU
on the following 2010 dates:
tt

Allied Health Professions: September 8-9
Pharmacy: September 13
Medicine: October 25-27
Dentistry:. November 3- 4

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dentistry
EthiCS
Geomformauc Systems
Health Policy Management
Med1cal Bas1c Sciences
Medione

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nurs•ng
• Pubhc Health
Nutnt1on
• Radiation Sc~ences
Occupational The1apy • Rehg•on and the Sc1ences
Pharmacy
Ph'{Sical Therapy
Phvs1c1an Ass1stant

New self-defense class
available on.campus
JAIME JACOBSON
SuFFWam•

Campus Safety Patrol Officer
Josh Fraker, his wife and the
Collegedale Police Department
will teach students in Southern's new Rape Aggr~ion
Defense class (RAD).
Campus Safety and the
Collegedale Police Department will be teaching students to be 4tlert, instinctive,
aggressive and l)ltattive in
dangerous situations.
The focus of the class is to
fight back, create a distraction
and escape from a threatening
encounter. Volunteer instructors will use body suits for
hands-on practice in simulated
scenarios and teach techniques
for kicking, punching and how
to think and react efficiently.
. Chattanooga ranked
11
among the top 20 for the
highest crime rates among
U.S. cities, according to the
Ochs Center for Metropolitan
Studies in an article in Chattanooga Times Free Press.
Despite Chattanooga's prox-

A portion oftheHickman Science Center eel( exhibit is shown here.
A"'DREW GARCILAZO
Sro!JIS EODO!I

The second floor of Hickman Science Center is
slowly being transformed
into a museum-quality exhibit, complete with fossil collections, artwork and
interactive touch screens.
Work continues to progress
on the Origins Exhibit and
much of the display has now
been completed. The majority
of construction is scheduled
to be finished at the end of
this semester.
"We are moving forward on all fronts," said
Keith Snyder, chair of the
Biology department.
The self-guided exhibit is
separated into three major
parts: the cell, the geologic
column and intelligent de-

sign. Together, these exhibits cover most of the hallways on the second floor of
Hickman.
When finished, a large collection of fossils and artwork
will show how the geologic
column can be understood as
consistent with the biblical
account of creation.
"We are almost done,"
said Snyder, "but we are
still working on g~tting the
displays up."
Production on the displays
began two years ago as the
second part of a three-phase
vision to form an understanding of origins at Southern
Adventist University.
"We hear evolution is bad,
but not why creation is good,"
said Snyder. "We are trying to give students a reason
to believe."

The motivation for the Science Center exhibits was really the students. Southern
wants its students to realize
that origins £an be both scientifically strong and biblically
correct, Snyder said.
In addition, a group of
Southern professors have
formed a faith-science discussion group that meets every
three weeks to discuss various aspects of origins. Classes
have also become available
for students to gain a better
handle on how human beings
came to be.
"I think it's an important to
know where we came from,"
said Jillian Hampton, a junior
elementary education major.
"I am glad the school is doing
something to teach us how we
got here."
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imity to Southern's campus,
some students feel they are
confrontational enough to not
be in danger.
"In general, I think [the
class] is a good idea," said Annalyse Hastings, a sophomore
mass communicaction major.
"I might do it, but it's not a high
priority to me because I don't
live in an area where I feel like
that's going to be an issue."
Kevin Penrod, director of
Campus Safety, believes awareness is not strong enough and
wants to encourage confidence
and give students experience in
reacting to threats or attacks.
"If we train 60 people and
one person walks away victorious, we've succeeded,"
Penrod said.
So far, the RAD class has
attracted more freshmen and
sophomores but is open to
all ages. Whether students
are simply in the mall alone
out jogging or in a secluded
area, the goal is that they will
be trained well enough to
prevent harassment and attacks from occurring and
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Then in the
silence, God
would find me.
Or I would find
God. PAGE
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A Word to the Wise

Jesus loves me, this I know (part two)

---=---------BRIAN NYAMWANGE

Let's talk
about more
significant
things than
the love of
God. What
about sin,
prophecy
or heaven
perhaps? Wrong! There is
nothing more important
than knowing God's love.
St. Augustine of Hippo
once said, 1'he peace of the
rational soul is the ordered
arrangement of knowledge
and action."
So what does knowing
God's love really mean? Let's
break it down.
Last week I asked the
_q uestion, "DO you know?"
Does it mean that your life
is filled with comfort and
rest, joy and peace? Or does
it mean that you find your
greatest high spending time
in the word of God? Or even
that your lips continuously
burst forth with the ceaseless praises of the Lord Jesus
Christ? Not exactly.
Christianity is not about
regurgitating the facts but
about figuring out the point.
It is not enough to know the
who, when and where. We
need to understand what it

means to be a Christian and
why it matters. ·
It means much more than
just .kno~ about God.
God wants us to know Him
and His love, mercy and
goodness, in very personal
and real Ways;- to enjoy His
presence in~ our )ives and
to see and then join Him in
His activity and work in an<f
around us.
The Hebrew word for
"kno~edge•is"yada•(yaw

dah) which means "to know
in a relational sense" and not
just in an intellectual sense.
The word finds its context in
more than 900 places in the
Old Testament. God's sole
mission is to make Himself
known to the beings that He
has created in a way more
intimately than scholarly
(John 17:3, Exodus 7:5, Exodus 33:13, Psalms 48:3).
God's glory is His character and this week I want you
to begin to see t~at His glory
truly fills the whole earth.
And if you don't know anything else, know that he loves
you (1 Timothy 1:15).
The Bible unfolds truth
with a simplicity and a perfect adaptation to the needs
and longings of the human
heart (SC 107).
There is nothing more important than knowing God's
love.
,

"When you come to the word of God, you are not l<~oking for
something, you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange
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Southern launches Master of Social Work
COURTNEY CtJITER

SunWama

Southern Adventist University has launched its Master of Social Work program
With more than so graduate students having enrolled
this semester.
The program will prepare
students for careers in advanced social work, expand-

ing their education towards
one of the top ten careers that
is expected to grow within the
next decade.
Half of the curriculum consists of face-to-face classes
that meet twice a month, and
the remainder of the course is
done online through e-class.
Most students will graduate
with an MSW degree within
12 months.

"Next year, 75 students are
expected to be enrolled," said
Sharon Pittman, MSW director. The department will
continue to search for funding to go towards community
service projects and graduate
assistap.tships.
Interested graduates can
apply at Southern's graduate
website portal.

Library featu~es art by Barry Moser
INGRID HERNANDEZ

SunWa•n•

McKee Library will be featuring the art of Chattanoogaborn artist Barry Moser as
part of its 40th anniversary
celebration.
The works will be on display
in the library Sept. 23 through
the end of the semester with a
CQmplementary exhibit in the

John C. Williams Gallery lasting through this month.
Barry Moser has illustrated
and designed more than 300
books including Dante's "The
Divine Comedy" and Lewis
Carroll's "Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland." His work on
the Pennyroyal Caxton Bible
was featured in the first oneman exhibit by a living artist
at the Library of National Gal-

lery of Art in Washington D.C.
"For our 40th anniversary
we wanted to bring someone
of standing to appropriately
celebrate the event," said Joe
Mocnik, director of libraries.
"Barry Moser is of that caliber."
Moser will be on campus
Sept. 22 and 23 to give a lecture in the library.

Professor presents evening of music
CoURTNEY CUTTER

SuEE WRITER

reset the stage to perform.
The concert featured professors from Southern's School

of Music and a cellist from the
Nashville Symphony Orchestra and the Chattanooga area.

Piano, voice, violin and
cello-all were showcased
in "Ein Shumann Abend"An Evening of Music by
Schumann with Peter Coo~
per and friends on Sept. 6 in
Ackerman Auditorium.
The focus of the concert was
Robert Schumann's broad
range of compositions, written
during the 1830s and 40s.
Students, faculty and the
community were invited to listen to a German Arabeske on
the piano and eight love songs
Justin Peter
performed by Professor of Mu- Projessorspjrrrusic Peter Cooper and Julie Penner perform a German lied
sic Julie Penner accompanied · by Schumann.
by Cooper on the piano. After
a brief pause, a piano quartet
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WSMC Classical go.s hired
a Southern Adventist University alumna as office manager
this past May.
Emily Kurlinski graduated
from Southern with a major
in music theory and literature.
As WSMC's new office man-

ager, she hopes to bring increased professionalism to the
station's music programming.
"I think WSMC has a unique
opportunity to help people
who don't consider classical
music realize they actually like
it," said Kurlinski .•
Kurlinski's description of
WSMC's roles in the community includes keeping a close

tie with the Chattanooga symphony, informing the public
on upcoming art events and
recording Southern events.
Her favorite part of the job is
working with students who
enjoy classical music.
·
"Clas\ical music relates to
everyone's experiences," said
Kurlinski, "there's something
for everyone."
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Students return to teach
at Southern
ROCHELLE BANNER

SnuWarna

At the English Department convocation on Sept.
9, Southern alumni Amanda
Jehle, Autumn Wurstle and
Melissa Turner gave advice to
students about what to expect
after graduation.
Jehle received her bachelor's degree in English with a
minor in religion and a certification in secondary education.
Upon graduating from Southern she was offered a spot in
Andrews University's English
graduate program. She took
her graduate record exam in
May and had her tuition cut
in half due to her high score.
She is now an instructor in the
English Department.
"Don't just wait around for
the opportunity to fall in your
lap; you have to start moving
forward," said Jehle. "If you're
not sure exactly what you
want to do, start pursuing several options. God will provide
opportunities in the direction
He wants you to go."
While a student here at
Southern, Melissa Turner be-

gan planning what she would
do after graduating. She made
the decision to attend Meet
the Firms, a program where
different organizations come
to Southern looking to hire its
students. At Meet the Firms,
she found Chattanooga magazine, where she did an internship for three months. She
later was hired by them and is
a writer for a teen magazine.
"Take advantage of Meet the
Firms," Turner said. "It's there
to help you, and the internships you do now can benefit
you in the future."
· Autumn Wurstle received
her bachelor's in English and
secondary education with a
minor in religton. She went on
to teach at Forest Lake Academy in Florida. Through them,
her graduate degree was financed and she was able to attend the University of-Central
Florida to complete her graduate studies. Upon graduating,
she made the decision to teach
English as a second language
in Taiwan. While there, she
accepted an offer as an assistant professor in Southern's
English department.
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Lawn Concert performed at the Goliath Wall . ·
Even the students who
chose not to perform their
own compositions selected
Despite a 30 percent chance songs which were important
of rain, Campus Ministries to them. Amanda Lefurgy, a
held its annual Lawn Concert senior public relations major,
for vespers at the Goliath Wall said she has wanted to perfor the first time on Friday, form in the lawn concert since
Sept. 10.
she first came to Southern. She
More than 20 students per- performed The David Crowder
formed 12 musical numbers Band's "How He Loves."
"It's one I heard rewith voice, guitar, keyboard,.
violin and even ukulele. The cently; it was easy to play,"
concert alternated between Lefurgy said. "It's kind of
songs and Bible verses chosen. been an encouragement to
by the performers.
me recently."
"We've always wanted to do
With the success of this lawn
lawn concert at the Goliath concert, more lawn concerts
Wall," said Bernelle Taitague,
campus ministries assistant
chaplain. "It was just a really
cool atmosphere."
The styles of music performed ranged from popular
contemporary Christian songs
to self-composed works.
"I loved how much people
wrote their own music; how
much creativity they shared,"
said Michael Pichette, a senior music education major.
"I liked the messages. People
told their own stories."
CHRISTOPHER WALTON

NEWS EDIJDII

at the Goliath Wall are being
considered fbr the future, Taitague said.
"If God wills things to happen, then it doesn't matteryour human efforts," Taitague
said. "He will still use it for His
honor and glory."
While there had been worries that the lawn concert
would be rained out, Taitague
reported at the conclusion of
the program that the storm
which had been heading toward Collegedale dissipated
before it could hit.

Photo by Niki l'l!nola

Mike Watung and Jhenifa Parker perform at the vespers lawn concert.

Students cre~tes fruit of t~e Spirit cP.alk art
,.

KEviN GUTIERREZ
SnuWama

Using pastels, students
drew different sce4es, people,
animals or objects. they felt
represented the fruit of the

Spirit. A panel representing
faithfulness features a captain at the wheel of a ship as
he braves a storm around him.

Another panel depicting selfcontrol, shows a marionette
freeing itself from the controlling strings.

More than 100 students
got down on
ground and illustrated the fruit of
the Spirit outside
Brock Hall during the School
of Visual Art and
Design convocation Sept. 9.
The artwork
is made up of 18
panels: two panels for each fruit
of the Spirit. The
panels will be
displayed on the
second floor of
Brock Hall, said
Giselle
Hasel,
assistant professor in the School
Photo by Leo Macias
of Visual Art Students !XJlor with chalk on the 2ndjloor dock ofBrock Hall for the School of Visual Art ana Design
convocation.
·
and Design.

Although~t

Wl\8--a-<lepartrnental
convocation, art majors weren't the only
studen~ attending.
Jacqueline Olivas, a
sophomore ~profit
administration and
developement major,
was one of the students from other departments happy to
help out.
"I really like art, and
it's such a stress reliever," Olivas said. "It
makes you feel good.
It's like exercise."
Every year, the
school has a convocation involving an art
project. Last year, the
school did a-chalk art

project featuring the story of
Creation. A local church used
the artwork for its vacation
Bible school over the summer,
Hasel said.
Randy Craven, dean of the
School of Visual Art and Design, hopes students will be
inspired to see art from a different angle as a result of these
annual convocation projects.
"The goal is always that we
try to help students understand that art can be used in
ways that are a witness, and
that art doesn't have to be
about advertising a product or
sorpething commercial," Craven said.
The fruit of the Spirit, as
found in Galatians 5:2223, is "love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and
self-control."

f
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·Foreign Film series begins
MICHELLE CARMONA
5JAHW.!HR

The Modern
Languages
Department's
foreign
film series begins Thursday at 7 p.m. in Miller Hair
room 201; and will continue
once a month at the same
day and time.
Since the foreign film series
was created, students have
taken advantage of stimulating discussions at the end
of every film, at a convocation pour that is usually
more convenient.
"They are not just films you
watch for fun," said Lorianne
NavaHo, · a junior international business major: "They
are films you watch to learn
something; they are films that
ma)ce you think. The timing of
the films are very convenient
since the mornings for me are
very busy."·
Before each film, light
snacks are provided for the
students. After every movie,

NEWS
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Universit}r Senate begins new year

a discussion takes place be- BRANDON COBOS
tween Professor Carlos Parra, 5JAHWRmR
Professor Pierre Nzokizwanimana and the students about
Many
students
know
the characters, how they inter- about, or have at least heard
acted with each other, differ- of, the Student Association
ent topics cover:ed in the film Senate. However, when it
and what the audience. gen- comes to the University Senerally liked and did not like ~te, most students are much
about the film.
less aware.
"It was interesting seeThe University Senate, a
ing the different types of ·3o!.. member group comprised
themes and traditions pre- of faculty, full-time staff and
sented in the films," said academic administrators, has
Ingrid Hernandez, a junior a purpose of establishing,
public relations and business amending and reviewing uniadministration major.
versity policy, curriculum and
Not only does this film se- other factors relatiug~ to best
ries offer convocation credit; running the University.
students enrolled in French
Students are also encourclasses with Professor Nzo- aged to communicate their
kizwanimana also receive ideas to the University Senate.
extra credit.
"The students' voice is very
"I think it's favorable for important," said Joe Mocnick,
students, if they have missed director of libraries and this
a quiz or got sick;" said Lay- year's chair-elect.
la Suzuki, a junior nursing . Mocnick encourages stumajor. "Those extra cred- dents to take their ideas to
its can give them a well- those involved with senate or
needed boost."
to the SA senate, whose presi-

dent has a position in the University Senate.
The University Senate's
members arrive at their positions by varying · means.
Twenty of the members are
elected by the University As- .
sembly, the larger body of all
faculty and full-time staff. Five
are in position due to "ex officio"-the position they hold at
Southern. Five are executive .
positions, such as chair and
chair-elect, and are appointed
by nomination and election in
the University Assembly.
·Communication
within
Senate cari sometimes be a
problem. Lorraine Ball, assistant professor of journalism and communication, was
the Senate chair last year.
She feels that Senate could be
better structured to allow for
more efficiency.
"There are no precincts.
The~ not a designated senator for concentration, department or even building." Ball
said. "I think there could be

better communication if there
was an easier way of knowing
who your senator is by a logical structure instead of having
to look that person up online
or in a handbook."
While .there might be some
operational issues, Senate's
purpose still stands. According to the Senate section
of the university employee
handbook, the body exists
·"to bring into close working relationship spokespersons representing the major
interests of segments of the
University Assembly along
with a representative of the
Student Association."
The University Senate meetings, held the second Monday of each month . during
the school year, are open to
all faculty, full-time staff and
students as long as seats are
available.

Southern releases free mobile application
KATIE FREELAND
PHoTo Emma

Southern's website attracts
more than 39,000 people.
Shen Isaac James, eCommunications. manager at Southern, saw this statistic, he
knew there was a need for a
mobile application that would
make it easier for people to
find information.
"We first started talking
about it about a year ago,
when we saw a rising trend
in iPhones and iPod Touches
being used to access the site,"
said James. "We thought it
would be a great way to get
them more information that's
organic to their device."
With features like the dining hall menu, Wi-Fi authen- ·
tication, an event calendar,
and live-streaming of WSMC,
users ha~e found the app extremely useful.
"I like that Southern is making an effort to modernize its
experience for students," said
Kristopher Haughton, a senior
graphic design major.

Currently, iPad app is in the · al~o in the works.
works, specifically with more
"I can't wait for the Anfeatures for visitors to cam~ droid app to come out,"
pus, such as.self-guided tours, said Haughton.
Students appreciate the ease
said James. An Android app is

A student shows off Southern's new mobile app on his iPhone.

of use and how informational
theapp is.
"I use the dining hall app
the most," said Theo Brown, a
senior film production major.

"That thing is fantastic."
Some people have expressed
concern about the safety issues that the directory feature
could cause.
"When the user logs in on
the application, it authentiCates with Southern's website.
Only faculty and students can
see student profiles in the directory," said James, "so that
isn't a security issue."
Since its release, more than
500 people haye downloaded
the app, and it has a four-anda-half star rating in the iTunes
store.
"I'm actually very happy
with this app," wrote one reviewer. "It gives me easy access to things that are kind of a
pain to get to through Safari."
To learn more and download the app, go to southern.
edu/iphone.
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Nursing graduates, students serve overseas
ROCHELLE BANNER
STAFF WRITER

Two nursing alumni have
chosen to do missionary work
in places like Mongolia, Chad
and Brazil, until God leads
them elsewhere.
After
graduating
from
Southern, Beaver and Rebecca
Eller bought an airplane and
headed to Mongolia, unsure of
where funds would come from,
to provide medical evacuation services where the roads
make emergency transport
almost impossible.
"The purpose of our ministry is to reach the people
of Mongolia, first physically,
then
spiritually,"

the Ellers wrote on their
online blog.
Another alumni couple,
Gary and Wendy Rob-

class on campus and was inspired by the personal-stories
of other missionaries.

erts, offer medical care ' '
in a small hospital in
Chad, Africa. They re.
main there even after
the loss of their firstborn son to malaria.
•·
•
Michelle Figueroa,
a nursing graduate
currently seeking h~r
B.S, was in Chad with
the Roberts this past
year as a student missionary. Figueroa says
that Southern's School
of Nursing effectively
"That class really had a huge
promotes service. During her
third year as a nursing student influence on my decision to
she took a missionary nursing be a student missionary,"

The purpose of our
ministry iS tO reach the
people ... first physically,
• • }}
t h en spiritua y

French Senate ·p asses ban on full Muslim veils
PARIS (AP) - The French
Senate on Tuesday overwhelmingly passed a bill banning the burqa-style Islamic
veil on public streets and other
places, a measure that affects
less than 2,000 women but
that has been widely seen as
a symbolic defense of French
values.
The Senate voted 246 to 1 in
favor of the bill in a final step
toward making the ban a law
- though it now must pass
muster with France's constitutional watchdog. The bill
was overwhelmingly passed
in July in the lower house, the
National Assembly.
Many Muslims believe the
legislation is one more blow
to France's No. 2 religion,

Figueroa said.
Southern's School of Nursing does more than just promote
mtsstonary
- work, they take students on short-term
mlSSlOn trips to
wherever medical attention is needed.
Dana Krause, associate professor of
nursing, has chaperoned trips in the U.S.
andothercountries.
During
_spring
break
in
2008,
Krause led about
15 students to Brazil, 450 miles down
'
the ' Amazon
River. Krause
and her students met with
Brad Mills, a Southern nurs-

France's Kenza Drider, wearing a niqab, poses during an interview with the
Associated Press in Avignon. (AP Photo/Claude Paris)

and risks raising the level of the nation's
Islamophobia in a country its secular
where mosques, like syna- ·a notion -of
gogues, are sporadic targets of contrary .to
hate. However, the law's many their faces.
proponents say it will preserve

values, including
foundations and
fraternity that is
those who hide

ing alumnus, and his wife
Lina, who are continuing the
Luzeiro Oight bearer) Pro- .
gram, which consists of boats
traveling the Amazon, giving medical care and spreading the gospel to otherwise
unreached areas.
For a week, Southern nursing students volunteered at
the medical clinic, gave evangelistic meetings and participated in activities with
the Brazilian children such as
gymnastics, swimming and
puppet shows.
"They did so good, . above
and beyond my expectatio):ls,"
Krause said.
Krause plans to take another group of stUdents to Brazil
this year.

Emotional Kanye closes VMAs
· Taylor Swift absolved Kanye
West of last year's onstage sin
with one somber song, and
West, also in song, beat himself up once again over his
misbehavior.
The Swift-West drama took
center stage at Sunday's M1V
Video Music Awards in Los Angeles, with both superstars addressing or dancing around the
incident that won't die.
- Both dramatic performances delivered on pre-show hype
of a Kanye-Taylor sequel and
overshadowed the evening's
other _ moments, including
Lady Gaga's eight-win sweep.
Among her awards was video
of the year for "Bad Romance."
The stage_ for both songs
was set last year, when West

interrupted Swift's acceptance
speech, saying her trophy
should have gone to Beyonce.
While West didn't address
the trophy-gate incident directly onstage, he rapped and
sang a song that mocked the
boorish behavior that has up~
staged his music: "I always
find something wrong; you've
been putting up with my (expletive) for too long," he said,
before launching into the an
unprintable chorus, which included the line: "Let's have a
toast to scumbags."
West was booed by some
members of the audience prior to h1s performance.

Chattanooga utility provides nation's fastest Internet servi~e
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn.
Chattanooga's cityowned electrical utility has
started offering an Internet
service that is among the fastest in the world, and it is hoping the move will attract businesses looking to relocate.
The Chattanooga Electric
Power Board's new Fiber Optics network will provide a 1
gigabit-per-second · Internet
service. The -utility said the
service is more than 200. times
faster than the average national download speed today.
At a cost of $350 a month,
it's also much more expensive than the typical residen(AP) -

tial plan. Harold DePriest,
the Chattanooga Electric
Power
Board's
president ·
and CEO, said residential customers don't really
need that Iast a service, but
brl.sinesses might.
He said the high-speed service won't;___be ·costly for EPB
to operate, yet it should put
the Chattanooga community
at the forefront of attracting
businesses - possibly Internet providers - that can benefit from having it.
"Chattanooga represents
the next frontier in communications technology, with
limitless potential for new
applications for education,

entertainment, health care,
industrial development and
more," DePriest said in a
statement.
The Chattanooga utility is
working with telecom equipment maker Alcatel-Lucent
SA on the project.
DePriest said the fast Internet service is immediately
'available.
DePriest said providing the
high-speed Internet service is
part of the utility's $37 million
fiber-optic network venture.
EPB
provides
electricity,
television,
telephone
and Internet· service to more
than 169,000 residents in
a . 6oo . square-:mile area m

southeastem Tennessee and
northwest Georgia.
In a....community with a new
Volkswagen new assembly
plant and the Uni-versity of
Tennessee at Chattanooga's
SimCenter
computational
engineering lab, Mayor Ron
Littlefield said the Internet
service announcement has
helped put Chattanooga "on
the short list of progressive
communities in the world."
"It's a great place to imagine
the future,': Littlefield said at a
news conference Monday.
He said Chattanooga would
"welcome Google or any
other technology company"
that would be interested in

using such a high-speed
Internet system.
Google Inc. earlier announced plans to select one
or more communities for a
1 gigabit network by the endof this year and spokesman
Dan Martin said there _have
been about 1,100 responses.
Martin declined comment
about the planned service by
Chattanooga's EPB.
"We're excited to see enthusiasm for ultra high-speed
broadband," Martin said in an
e-mail - statement. "It's clear
that people across the country are hungry for better and
fa's ter Internet access."
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·The God phone booth
back. At first I listened \O the
radio a5 loud as I. could stand
it, but that grew old as com"Go out and talk in your mercials would interrupt and
phone booth," my Mom used "nothing" wpuld be on for
to say to me when the hour minutes on end. I'd, get fruswas getting late and our pa- trated and tum it off.
per-thin walls would tremble
Then, in the silence, God
against the sound of my voice would find me. Or I would find
on the phone. "We can hear
you. We're trying to sleep."
So I would leave my room,
cell phone pinned ·to my
ear, and walk out our gravel
barefootdrive-usually
tomycar.
This was my "phone booth." .
Safe from all prying-or sleeping:-ears.
I still do this at my house
here off of Apison Pike-even
though there's no need. Our
walls are not paper thin and I
have never been chastised for
talking too late or too loud. I
just feel comfortable in my
phone booth-I feel safe. It God. Or both, all at once, in
is there that I have my most peaceful succession. I started
deep, vulnerable and electric reveling in the silence, I startconversations.
ed longing for the silence-beIt is also there that I pray.
cause, in it, I started prayingI used to work 40 minutes to God. Audibly. Out loud.
from my home. I woke up and
I used to wonder what fellow
drove in five days a week-40 . drivers thought when I stopped
minutes there, 40 minutes at traffic lights, because God
ANGELA McPHERSON
REliGION EDITOR

Here is your Friday

AIMEE BURCHARD

l.uour

EDITOR

A lot of things come to mind
upon the · contemplation of
Friday's definition: day of relief due to the coming weekend rest; a sort of breather
fro1p. the week, another day of
work for some, or my favorite
-a day of preparation.
But why do I wait till this
day to prepare for Sabbath?
Sure I'm not off going crazy
during the rest of the week,
but I'm certainly not always
in tune and the room of my
heart is not always as clean as
it should be. I will not pretend
that I am perfect; I am not indebted to the world.
Yet there are times when I
feel I ha,ve a debt, but I amin

the dark as to whom I need to
pay. These are the .days that
come with clouds, covering

single shred of me, what in the
and I would be wrapped up in road trips, especially at night.
But the other day I was sit- world would He do?
full-on conversation. I would
I want . to know. 1 need
talk to Him as if He were sit- ting outside ofThatcher Sou!}l,
ting right next ~o me-or right and I felt an overwhelm- to know.
In that moment, I realabove my Windshield, because ing need to talk to God like
I usually looked up when I I used to-right there in my ized that though I have been
spiritually signed, sealed and
phone biloth.
was speaking.
My hands gestured and
So I laid my head on the delivered to Christ for yearsmy face "expressioned" and , steering ~heel of my Nissan- my emotional heart has not
the car was in park-and I been sold out. .
prayed. I don't even know for
I didn't even make a cogni- .
what-Ijust prayed for Christ. tive choice to "un-sell" it. It
And Christ gave me a thought: got "un-sold" for me. My emoI once heard some evange- · tions just go places before I
. list say-it was a famous one, even know they've gone. My
like Billy Graham or Charles heart can long and strive for
Spurgeon-that when he was 50 things at once-completely
young, he committed to selling devoid of peace. Completely
out completely to Jesus Christ. conflicted. Completely hurting
He said he wondered what and aching and longing.
God would do with someone
This, Jesus said, is not
who wasn't afraid to give him- being sold out-at least
self in his entirety to Christ, to not emotionally.
What would it be like to long
use as He pleased.
Photo illustration by Katie Freeland
And I was struck with a for just one thing? And what if
that one thing was Christ and
longing to do the same.
I would cry or laugh or vent
This longing was new. It Christ alone?
and resent the parking lot at was fresh. It was pounding
If I honestly gave Him every
work when I drove in. "Je- and inflicted and compelling. single shred of me, what in the
sus time" in my phone booth I wanted to sell out to Jesus world would He do?
was the best L'ling about Christ. Again. So completeI want to know. I need
ly that He is the only One I to know.
commuter employment.
I do so much running and
He healed me in those times. see or seek.
The question struck me: striving. It's time to strive for
He spoke to me in those times. I
still do this sort of thing on long If I honestly gave Him every Him. Again.
~

On Fridays I feel most of
the results of this debt lifted.
I remember I need not lean

One who knows and-loves me acter, all because I do not
best. He knows everything . take the time.
about me an~ ·yet I continue
Naturally, one will be drawn
to have love for another who
continually demonstrates love
for them, and thus ~ had been
drawn to claim my love for
Christ. My desire is to continue to know Him better and to
"Share what He has done in my
life with others.
Like preparing on Fridays
for Sabbath, I want to start this
semester with a clean slate, a
clean heart and a realization
·that Christ has _already given
· me the victory, I just have to
go out and claim it.
Like the picture at the top, I
don't want Christ to come and
Photo illustration by Matt Taylor
ask why my house, or heart,
was
clean last week but not
on my o~ ~trength, ,bt~(on .in .a state bereft of knowlthe everlasting . arms . of the . edge concerning His char~ · this one.

~~ lh®l!l~ w~ <S~~@Jj\}
~@J~~ w~~[!{

~~ ~ fNl~iJ !)IJ.
eyes and slowing steps with
threat of failure.
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Fo-o d for thought: what's not working with the cafeteria
KATHRYN MATIENSON
CoNTRIBUTOR

Tuesday afternoon is ticking away and you, have just
finished studying for your Old
Testament quiz.
As you put away your Clear
Word Bible, your stomach lets
out a growl that rivals Asian
the lion. Determined to find
sustenance, you make your
way up the stairs and head towards the cafeteria.
As you reach the first set
of stairs, you glance up at the
menu screen and what you
see stops you in your tracks.
Confused, you shake your
head a~d 1ook again to make
sure that your eyes aren't
playing tricks on you.
For ten minutes, you stare
up at the screen hoping against
hopes that it will change.
Just then your friend Christy
from developmental psychology walks up beside you, and,
before she can say hello, she
notices the befuddled expression on your face. ·

She shoots you a questioning
look, but you cannot find the
words to answer and instead
you raise a shaky hand and
point toward the source of
. your befuddlement.
Christy looks at the screen
and her eyes widen as she
· utters the phrase you've
been thinking since you first
walked in-"What in the world
is Succotash?"
If you are a student at
Southern AdventiSt University, chances are that you
have eaten in. the ~feteria at
least five times. It only takes
that many times for one to
realize that the cafe isn't exactly serving its students. I've
-walked into .fu.e cafeteria hundreds of times only to take
one glance at the hot bars and
walk straight to the sandwich
or salad bar. It's not like I expect to like everything on the
menu, but when I and other
countless students are bypassing the line four times a week,
there's a problem. I know that
we have other options such
as KR's place and the Cam-

pus Kitchen, but who really after month"? Bad!
wants to walk that far every
I would personally appreday? It only takes a couple of - ciate the cafeteria switchmonths into the school year ing things up every once
before campus eating starts ~o and a while. This is my third ·
look pretty grim.
year at Southern, and it sad-.

''

For ten minutes, you
stare up at the screen
hoping against h5)pes
that it will change.
''

Even worse is the fact that
the menu repeats itself constantly. Why do we have to
have pasta day every single
week? Why can't we have
another m~al added to the
Sabbath lunch rotation? Frichick? Good. Lasagna? Good.
Broccoli and · rice casserole?
Good. The same meals month;..

dens me that the menu has
barely changed.
My fellow students and I are
sick of eating the same things
over and over again. I'm not
· saying we should get rid of the
old favorites, but rather they
should be spaced out more so
that we don't get sick of them.
What's my solution to the

lack of student control ov~r the
menu? The cafeteria should
implement an online voting
system where the students
vote every month for their favorite and least favorite meals.
Then, every two months, the
meal that receives the lowest rating must be taken off
the list and replaced with
something new.
Also, whichever committee
chooses the menu should have
some form of student representation. Maybe even start a
taste-testing panel?
I know that the committee members are faced with
budget issues and time constraints, but I don't think that

means the student body's
opinion of food choice should
be left out.
I am not claiming to be an
expert on how to run a cafeteria, or asking for Panera and
Olive Garden to replace pasta
day, I'm just trying to provide
the cafeteria management
· with some food for thought. ·

Bringing together Christ and culture
So as. I pondered these two to BCU, LAC, Asian Club and
points;
culture and worship, I Student Missions, but that is ·
OPINION EDIJDR
began to think of something not nearly enough to fully unOne of the things that I
else: What if worship had a . derstand and appreciate those
love about Southern is its
cultures represented as ·
cultural diversity.
well as the hundreds of
Before coming here as a
other ·cultures that walk
student, I pad no idea what to
the promenade beside
expect culturally. Now in my
you and me each day.
junior year, I can honestly say
We have excellent culthat our campus has a beautitural diversity and excelful array of cultures.
lent worship_ services;
Being from New York City,
putting the tWo together
I grew up around a lot of dif- 'oam~zeme.
would be a great way
ferent cultures, but I've.never . As I think of the culturto further enrich tis as
had that up-close and person- al diversity here, my minQ
Christians and as a culal opportunity until I became also wanders to our worturally diverse campus. ·
a student at Southern.
ship experiences. I absoHow would we even
I have met several people lutely love and appreciate
go about doing this, you
ask? I would suggest gethere over the years from the vespers and church serplaces that I didn't even know vices. The connection between . more cultUral feel to it? What ting in contact with Campus
existed, let alone ever been students and faculty during if, several times throughout the Ministries and finding out
to. I would have never imag- these services makes me feel school year, the student body what time slots are still availined myself being friends the presence of the Holy Spir- got a chan~ to experience the able for student-led worship
with someone who lives in it, and I feel closer to God than way Christ is worshipped else- services this school year. Then,
another country because of ·I could have ever imagined where, and participate in those put together a worship service
the slim chance of ever meet- walking through . the doors worship services?
that represents your culture or
I am well aware of the five- a culture of your choosing, and
ing them in th~ li(eti~e, . of tpe Collegedale Church
had Southern's campus not asa~hman.
weekends per year designated · share it with the student body
DAN1ELLE QUAlLEY

brought us together.
I often find myself attending
the cultural events on campus with wide-eyed wonder
and an empty awaiting
paper plate. I love learning about cultures that I
had limited or no knowledge of before, and the
different languages, costumes, food and cultural
backgrounds of Southem students -never cease

so that we can learn other
ways to worship.
I love learning about new
cultures, and what better way
to do so than ·through worship? I encourage all of us
,this year to share a slice of our
culture With the campus. We
are all one great big family,
and that is all the more rea- son for us to invite each other
to be a part of our individual
cultures, so that we can all
become more unified in the
midst of our diversity.
_ It's a beautiful thing to see
all of God's children coming together, uniting under
Him who created us, so that
we can worship Him with a
song that is composed of our
cultural harmonies. -

.r
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·Editor's
Picks
My favorite albums
right now.
•••••••••••• •••
Jon Foreman
Album: Winter
Genre: Alternative

Florence and the Machine
Album: Lungs
Genre: Indie/Pop
Gungor
Album: Beautiful Things
Genre: Christian/Alternative
TheShapeOfTheEarth
Album: Do I Dare Disturb The
Universe
Genre: Indie/Acoustic
The Format
Album: Interventions + Lullabies
Genre: Indie/Rock

D~A

Namaste: Yoga ju~t got hotter
"Try it and see how 'easy' you
think
it is."
L•usnus Eono•
She also went on to tell me
I have a lot of lazy muscles.
that many athletes are using
yoga as a way to prevent injury
I have no excuse not to use
them, other than having no
andprollideadequateamounts
idea that many of them even
of balance and stretch to their
existed. I definitely
muscles. She said
got a wake up call ,..-----------------------,......,., that at one point
last week.
she was a triathMy trusty comlete, but feels in
panion, Kristina
better shape now
Kyle, and I debecause of the bencided it was time
efits of yoga.
to see what this
Kay emphasized
yoga craze was
the fact that the
hot room helps.-to
all about. I have
stretch and lengthalways pictured
en your muscles
yoga as a bizarre
thing that Scienand joints because
tology people like
the heat loosens
them softly. This
Tom Cruise were
can help any athprobably
really
Oeanna Moor9ete who is having
into: I obviously
had a lot to learn.
with
difficulties
We headed downtown to having such a high tempera- muscles and joints.
"I have a high respect for
North Shore Yoga and partici- ture. Among the list there are
pated in a hot yoga class. Yes, these points: "Enhances va- yoga now." Kristina said
they do have hot yoga classes. sodilation so that more blood once we left the studio. "I
And by hot, I mean 105 de- is delivered to the muscles. have discovered a new form
grees of humid air blowing di- Speeds up the breakdown of exercise."
of .glucose and fatty acids.
We came away from our exrectly on you.
There were about 10 people Makes muscles more elas- perience with a new appreciain our class, some of whom tic, less susceptible to injury. tion for the intensity of yoga
were incredibly experienced. Improves the function of the and also feeling very cleansed
of the impurities in our body.
Kristina and I, on the other nervous system."
hand, were not. But, with or
There are obviously many I would encourage any colwithout experience, one learns misconceptions about yoga; lege student who is up for a
within the first few minutes some being that yoga is a class pretty extreme workout and
what this exercise is all about. for women and that it is a sim- who also needs to lower their
Yoga combines flexibility ple stretching exercise. I asked stress levels, to give yoga a try.
and balance and then throws our instructor, Kay Baker, I definitely realized· that yoga
is not just a trendy way to get
strength training ~ top of about this. ·
that. Your breathing pattern is
"Yoga is stereotyped as in touch with your inner self;
an important element as well.
'you roll around on the floor it is a hard core exercise that
It took Kristina and me humming and chanting.'" leaves. your body feeling rejuabout 20 minutes to get accus- She pointed out laughing. venated and purified.
DEANNA

MooRE

tomed to the heat, and even
then we were still very aware
of how hot the room was. I
have never sweated that much
in my entire life.
On their website, North
Shore Yoga gives reasons for·

Listen to Amr Diab, the father of Mediterranean Music
CuFrON

ScHALLER

CO~WURIITOI

Food for my sister and
me was always different. At
school, we would look in our
lunch bags and see pitted ol-,
ives, falafels, and cannolis.
We would look around and
see the other kids with their
Lunchables and white bread.
We always knew something
was different. My mother
made sure her culture, and all
cultures ,were introduced to
our family. My music tells the
same story.
Amr Diab is an Egyptian
artist who makes great music. I have been listening to

him ever since I can remember. It took a little getting use
to, since his music is only in
Arabic. Great songs from the

The highlight of listening
to Diab was w]Jen I landed
in Egypt and got into the taxi
to ride to our hotel. Our taxi

' ' Listening to him
would n~t only sweetly
serenade your ears, but
also make you a
cultured individual.
"Wayah" CD are "Ilia Habeb"
and "Wayah."

THURSDAY, September 16, 2010

MooRE

driver spoke a little English,
and we spoke just a little Ara-

hie, thanks to Professor Philip
Saaman. Our taxi driver, not
wanting to make the situation
awkward, asked if we would
like to listen to some music.
I looked through his cassette
tapes and saw Diab. He put
it in the car and the whole
situation changed. Our drive~
took us to meet his family
and have tea.
Amr Diab is a great artist
and his music is not something you will hear on the radio everyday. Listening to him
would not only sweetly serenade your ears, but also make
you a cultured individual.
Who knows, you might even
get free tea out of it.

This
Weekend
Go out on the town and
see the sights.
•••••••••••••••
Chattanooga Symphony
Symphony No. 5 Schubert
and Shostakovich
630 Chestnut St.
Chattanooga, TN
Thursday, Sept. 16, 8 p.m.
$12.50 with student ID
http:/ jwww.chattanoogasymphony.org
Legally Blonde-The Musical
Memorial Auditorium
399 McCallie Avenue
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Sept. 18. 8-10 p.m.
http:/ jwww.chattanoogafun.
com/events
Walk for Farm Animals
2010

·Ross's Landing Riverfront
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Sept. 19
Registration at 10 a.m.
$15-20 registration fee
http:/ fwww.walkforfarmanimals.org

Chattanooga Market-Cast
Iron Cookin'
First Tennessee Pavilion
1826 Carter St.
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Sept. 19,
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
http:/ jwww.chattanoogamarket.com
Selah in Concert
Collegedale Community
Church
4995 Swinyar Dr.
Collegedale, TN
Sunday, Sept. 19, 6:30 p.m.
$21
http:/ jwww.collegedalecommunitychurch.com
Artist Anne Bagby's 'The
World Within'
River Gallery
400 E. 2nd St.,
Chattanooga TN
Sept.1-30
Free
http:/ jwww.river-gallery.com
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Matt Lein·a rt: from college star to NFL b~st
ANDREW GARCILAW

season for the Cardinals, he
played in 12 games and threw
Ryan Leaf, Charles Rodgers,
for 11 touchdowns and 12 inJaMarcus Russell.
terceptions. He even set a
These names are synrookie record with
onymous with failure;
405 passing yards
in a single game. As
that is the only reason
they are remembered.
far as rookie seasons
Russell was the first
go, Leinart played
pretty well.
overall pick in the
Then, during his
2007 NFL Draft. Leaf
sophomore season
and Rodgers were both
Leinart broke his
second overall picks in
collarbone, effective1998 ru:td 2003 respecly ending his season.
tively. They were desKurt Warner became
tined for greatness, or
so the critics thought.
the C~iils startToday, these three
ing quarter back
players are three .,.of
and remained the
the biggest NFL busts
starter for the next
two seasons.
of all time. Anq forDuring
, that
mer Heisman Trophy
winner Matt .Leinart is
span, the Cardinals
poised to join them.
·
AP Photo by Pat Sullivan were
as successMatt Leinart scratches his head during his .first practice with the Houston Texans Wednesday,
ful as they've ever
On September 4, Sept. 8, 2010, in Houston.
Matt Leinart was cut
;
been. In 2008 they
from the Arizona Cardinals, BCS National Championship.
hind starter Matt Schaub and reached the Super Bowl but
completing the collapse of a
"It was probably one of the backup Dan Orlovsky. If Lein- lost to the Pittsburgh Steelers
once-promising young ca- greatest feelings I've had in my art's lucky, he'll get a chance to 27-23. The following season,
reer. It was the lowest oflows entire life," Leinart told ESPN compete for the backup· spot, the Cardinals advanced to
for Leinart, a low that, six the night he won the Heisman. for whatever it's worth.
the second round of the playFor a former Rose Bowl offs, losing out to the eventual
years ago, was unimaginable.
Six years later, his professionMVP, Orange Bowl MVP Super Bowl Champion New
In 2004, Leinart, then the al career is in disarray.
Cut by the Cardinals, several and Associated Press Player Orleans Saints.
junior star quarterback for the
University of Southern Cali- t~s were found to be inter- of the Year, Leinart is a disIn the offseason, Kurt Warfornia, was awarded the Heis- ested in the former Heisman grace. But where did his ner retired and Matt Leinart
was finally on the brink of
man Trophy, college football's winner. The Houston Texans career go wrong?
most prestigious· award. He were one of those teams, and
During ... Leinart's rookie becoming a full-time startSrous

ED!TOI!

threw for 3,322 yards and 33
touchdowns during his stellar
2004 campaign and led USC
to their second consecutive

signed Leinart to a one-year
deal worth $630,000.
He became the Texans
third string quarterback be-

er. That hope, however, was
short lived.
When coach Ken Whisenhunt named journeyman
Derek Anderson the Cardinals starter in August, Leinart
sounded off.
"I'm frustrated and disappointed."
Leinart
told
the Arizona Republic. "I'm
not really sure what's being
askedofme."
A few days later, Leinart was
without a job. Now, he's the
third string quarterback for
the Hduston Texans. He was
once one of the best college
quarterbacks of all time, but
you wouldn't know it today.
Whether Leinart is too in
love with the Hollywood lifestyle, lacks the work ethic or
just hasn't been given a chance
is up for debate. For some reason, the guy simply can't perform at the highest level.
Sure Leinart may have won
the Heisman, but that doesn't
mean a thing in the NFL. College stars like Reggie Bush,
Vince Young and even Mark
Sanchez have all outplayed
Matt Leinart at the professional level, which goes to
show how tough it really is to
succeed at the highest level.
Just ask JaMarcus Russell;
he'll tell you.

Rumor central: !\nthony, Vikings and. Fernandez
ANDREWGARCILAW

Srou EnnoR

Carmelo Anthony trade
talk heats up
According to an ESPN report, the Chicago Bulls are
interested in trading for
Denver Nuggets superstar
Cannelo Anthony.
Anthony has been offered a
three-year, $65 million extension to stay with Denver _but
reports indicate Carmela has
no interest in resigning with
the Nuggets but would rather
become a free agent at the end
of next season or be traded. A
trade would ensure the Nuggets get something in return
for Anthony's departure.
When asked about his situation Mthony replied, ''I've
been hearing that for five
years. I'm a Denver Nugget.

I'm here, I'm with the Nuggets.
I don't become a .-free agent
until next year, if I decide not
to take that extension."
The 26-year-old forward averaged 28.2 points per game
last season and has averaged
i4.7 points per game over the
course of his career.
Minnesota Vikings to
become the IA Vikings?
An interesting story has
started to develop thanks in
part to a Forbes report stating the Minnesola Vikings
are contemplating a move t o
Los Angeles.
The potential relocation
centers on the Vikings stadium. Team owner Zygi Wilfs
lease on the Metrodome ends
after next season and so far
he'-s been unable to work out a
deal for a new lease.

According to Forbes, "If ·
Wilf does not have an agreement for a new stadium in
Minnesota he will probably
move the franchise to Los
Angeles, where two separate groups want to build
new stadiums. ~
The article stressed that
the Vikings owner "has
been doing everything possible" to keep the team in
Minnesota,
but
that
the process isn't going well.
Boston Celtics interested in Rudy Fernandez
The Boston Celtics have
one roster spot left on their
bench and according to the
Boston Globe, the team is
looking at·fiiling it with either
Portl!ind Trailblazers guard
Rudy Fernandez or ft;ee .ageot
Larry Hughes.

"We're just continuing to
explore available players
and trade possibilities and
see what sort of options are
there," Celtics ·president of
basketball operations Danny
Aing~ told the Boston Globe
a few weeks ago. "There are
some trade discussions that
we're having. I don't know the
likelihood of those happening, but we'll continue to not
rush into something unless it's
something that we're really excited about."
Fernandez is also receiving
interest from the New York
Knicks and Chicago Bulls
and averaged 8.1 points per
game last season. Hughes averaged 9.6 points per game
in 31 games for the Knicks
lastsea§on.

STATLINE

120

The average number of CI>OCUSSion&
' doting !he oou- of an NFL $11ooon,
Mlh one coming aboot
every O(hef game.

714

The t1Utllbe< of fights doting IllS!
year's NHL season Zenon Konopka

led !he leage -

33

142

Number oft"""" Atlanta lltaves

manager Bobbby Cox has been
ejedOO. He iS !he oll-llme ~.

660

The distance In feet of the longest
home run ever hit dun~ an MLB
game, courtesy of M1~ey Mantia.

Days

unt~

the start of the NBA
reoular season
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CAITLYN MAYERS

Confession of a Caucasian·
CAJTLYN MAYERS
HuMOR EorroR

to celebrate and embrace my
own culture too.
What would we do? First
off, I'd call it White Hot Night.
Everyone would wear white
to the party and we'd have
black lights everywhere, that
way I'm not the only one that
glows. No ·dancing would be

I am white. I am not your
typical white, I am translucent
white. I do not tan and you
can see me if the lights are off.
M~ybe that's why I've never
won a game of flashlight tag.
My family is white.
My morn is white andJ''
my dad is white. Mytt
family is predominantly
Irish, with a little British and German thrown
in. When it comes time
00
in the school year for the
"ethnic nights" to begin,
I feel quite left out.
I l6ve celebrating
·
other cultures. I'm a big
fan of the food of other
cultures as well. I have
travelled to many countries allowed because white peoand thoroughly enjoyed im- ple can't dance, and because
mersing myself in new expe- we're Adventists, we don't
"riences, but I'd 1ike a chance

know how to dance. I'd have
tunes pumping from my iPod.
What music? Celine Dion, The
Carpenters, Coldplay, Susan
Boyle and the latest American Idol winner's new album.
We would eat lots of food: vanilla ice cream, vanilla wafers;
crackers, milk, and lots and
lots of mayonnaise. After stuffing our faces,
we'd watch NASCAR
and play board games.
But seriously, why
can't we have a white
club? I'm very sad that

When it COmeS time in
t h e sch 1year £or the
"ethnic nights" to beo-in
there are nights to celo.a. ' ebrate every race but
I feel quite left out. wm
rn.y OWn. Ju.st because I
every tune ~ play
hide n' seek in the snow
doesn't mean I can't
have a party to celebrate my whiteness and the
culture that has helped define
who! am.

THU
Cooler weather: These last few
mornings have been absolutely
fabulous!

Homework: It's the third week
of school and we're already
swamped.

Deparbnent convocations:
Fun and convocation can finally
be used in the same sentence.
Pasta day was cancelled:
because of construction in the·
Presidential Banquet room.
Who uses that room anyway?
Happy hour at KR's: Those
slushes are even more irresistible
at half price.

HUMOR EDITOR'S WARNING:
The Humor editor has determined
that content found in Humor is
strictly humorous in nature and not
necessarily to be taken as truthful
or offensive.
Enjoy only as directed .

I hear enrollment
broke 3000.
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it's a solemn day ...

. . . as we mourn the loss of
the parking space.

New "Joker" release
ANDREA TAYLOR
EDIIQI!

Student Association's Joker
release party, themed Battle
of the Sexes, began shortly after 9 p.m. on Saturday, Aug.
18, at the Iles PE Center.
The night began outside
with hot dogs and root beer
floats. Students then made •
their way inside to participate in a few rounds of tug
of war between the genders;
the guys won.
For the rest of the night,
events were featured on stage
including: a food eating contest, musical performances,
speed dating games, improv
skits and Taboo. The couples from the dating games
were given gift certificates to

various restaurants for their
pending dates.
"I liked how the night started out with an icebreakerthe tug of war," said Woosly

'

likedhow
the night
started out
with an
icebreaker''

Calixte, a junior biology major, "but the improv was my
favorite part."
Concluding the night, the
2010-'11 "Joker" was distributed to students.

Southern to focus on illness prevention
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
•Su.uWaog

Followirlg a year where
sicknesses were common,
University Health Services
has teamed up with the service department in an effort to
fight illness.
The service department has
recently hired some students
to go around campus disinfecting everything that many
people touch including doorknobs, water fountains and
handrails.
"This is a brand new job
that requires a let of self motivation," said Becki Wilson,
office manager at the service
departinent. Wilson believes
that this particular job is one
of the most important around

campus because it protects
the individual health of students and the health of the
campus as a whole.
This effort started when
health services discussed sick. ness prevention methods this
summer. They noticed the
high illness rate last school
year and wanted to do more
to avoid such an outbreak this
school year.
Betty Garver, director of
the University Health Center,
feels that student health has
everything to do with prevention. Sleep ·deprivation, dehydration, unhealthy diet and
stress are the main reasons
students get sick, Garver said.
"We are thrilled to have so
many students," Garver said,
hut with the addition of more
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students comes more risk of
illness.
Students are also happy
about the new efforts to reduce sickness on the campus. Lawrence Spencer, a senior physical therapy major,
was very sick last year at one
point. Spencer says he appreciates Southern's efforts of
keeping the students healthy
and strong to take on the tasks
of the semester.
As ttie disinfection of
Southern's campus is underway, Health Services encourages all students to wash their
hands thoroughly, drink a lot
of water and get plenty of rest
as the winter approaches.
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Local art showcased in Veterans Park

A Word to the Wise

Loving the unlovable
li&..J:III--------Think of
the person
that
you
find most
detestable.
Someone
that pushes
all of your
buttons at
the same time. You know,
that person whose ·very
presence makes your blood
boil. Think about it. You
know them. You loath them.
But, the fact is that your
"great love" for God only
runs as deep as your love
for that person.
C.S. Lewis once said, "To
love at all is to be vulnerable. Love anything, and your
heart will certainly be wrung
and possibly broken. If you
want to make sure of keeping
it intact, you must give your
heart to no one, not even
to an animal.
"Wrap it carefully round
with hobbies and little luxuries; avoid all entanglements; lock it up safe in
the casket or coffin of your
selfishness. But in that casket-safe, dark, motionless,
airless-it will change. It will
not be broken; it will become

AsHLEY WAGNER

unbreakable, impenetrable,
irredeemable. •
Nobody said that loving
would be easy. It takes sweat,
blood and tears. However,
the greatest gift that God has
given us is the power. to love.
The loving heart of Christ
is displayed at • the cross
where God allowed those
whom He loved to hurt Him.

''Nobody said
that loving
would be easy.
It takes sweat,
blood
and tears.

SnuWR!uR

Art created by local students was the centerpiece for
the Arts in the Park Festival on
Sunday, Sept. 12.
The art came from grades
middle school students, with
more than 200 contributions
from 20 schools in the area.
The
Ooltewah ·Collegedale Chamber of Commerce
dreamed up the festival two
years ago as a way to bring
business to the local area, and

· : must have completed the ministerial trainee program, have
worked as an extern in a loThe School of Religion will cal congregation and proven
be recognizing this year's min- themselves both academically
isterial candidates as ready for and spiritually. This year the
school has 24 potential minservice on Sept. 24 and 25.
Students must be in their isterial candidates under consenior year to apply for ad- sideration for recognition.
"It is something of a 'way'
mission into the ministerial
candidate program. They also point, an exclamation point
AsHLEY WAGNER
STAEFW.ma
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ANDREA TAYLOR

Southern faculty and staff
from all over campus, along
with their spouses, went on a
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on their academic and spiritual journeys," said Greg King,
dean of the School of Religion.
"It is a time to publically affirm the students' calling from
the Lord to be a minister."
The speaker for this year's
recognition
weekend
is
Charles Bradford, former
president of the North American Division.

Faculty experience Israel trip

"When you come to the word of God, you are not lookilt(for
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange

1-\ALEIGH LA!\(:;

is

Ministerial candidates to be affirmed

He is willing to put Himself out there to speak a kind
word to those who speak
gossip about him, to extend
a hand of fello-wShip to the
hand that will slap Him right
back in the face.
The awesomeness of God
is in the fact that He loves the
unlovable and the only way
for others to know this love
is through the way that we
love them. Because, the fact
is, we may be the only Jesus
they will ever see.

MANAGING EDITOR

to celebrate local talent. There the Arts in the Park Festival a
were 50 local vendors selling yearly event. Additional inforhandcrafted goods, photo- mation ean be found at www.
graphs, paintings and food.
artsintheparkfestival.com.
"We want to
celebrate
all
forms of the arts
through this festival," said Suzanne
Burrell,
volunteer coordinator
for the event.
The Ooltewah
Collegedale Chamber of Commerce
The Arts in the Park Festival was
h opes to m ak~ Park on Sept. 12.'

trip to Israel from May 5-18,
lead by Greg King, dean of the
School of Religion.
The trip took the group of
4 7 as far as Masada, the Dead
Sea, Dan, Golan Heights, Golgotha, Bethlehem, Nazareth
and Jerusalem.
"This was a great experience
for me knowing the reality of
the Bible," said Dennis Pettibone, chair of the history
department. "I felt honored
to stand on the ground where
our Savior stood."
The group visited biblical attractions like the valley where
David fought Goliath, two
sites where Jesus was r,eportedly buried, the 2000-year-

old Jericho tree and the
Sea of Galilee.
Faculty from various departments including history
department, School of Religion, School of Journalism &
Communication participated
in the trip.
"The reason for the trip
was to build stronger relationships between Southern
Adventist University employees, and to walk with each
other where Jesus walked,"
said Mary Anne Poulson, office manager of the School of
Religion. "It was an awesome,
unforgettable trip.··
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. Ministerial
capdidates
from the School of Religion
who have been recognized as
ready to serve will be given
their first opportunity on
Sept. 27 and 28.
Representatives from local
conferences will be on campus

to interview candidates for
pastoral positions.
Georgia-Cumberland Conference and Florida Conference will be present. Advehtist Health, who is looking for
chaplains, will also be present.
"It gives the candidates an
opportunity to express their
commitment to their spiritual
gjfts and their calling into i:he

.... '

ministry," said Greg King,
dean of the School of Religion.
Not every candidate will be
chosen for a local conference.
Larger conferences are able
to hire a couple of people every year, King said, while
smaller conferences are only
able to hire when they have a
specific opening.
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Southern plans to expand campus housing
MIA LINDSEY

STAff Wan•

The planning process for
the construction of two new
Southern Village buildings
is underway.
President Gordon Bietz
met with Board of Trustees
Chair Gordon Retzer on Sept.
8 to discuss the development
of the new buildings. The
proposal will be discussed at
the board of trustees meeting next month and is expected to be approved, said
Marty Hamilton, associate
vice president for financial
administration.
Each building will house 34
students, resulting in a maximum number of 68 residents.

The plan is for one of the housing units to be placed at the
end of Timberland Terrace
and the other right at the start
of the street in front of the
parking lot, said Clair Kitson,
director of Plant Services.
The enrollment of undergraduate students at Southern
has increased by JI)ore than 10
percent in the last five years,
according to the records and
advisement uffice, and with
a record high number of 630
freshmen students this year,
the plan to add more housing
is a necessity.
As a resident assistant, Zaire
Burgess-Robinson, a junior
social work major, noticed the
growing number of students in
the dorms this year.

"I saw Southern having a
problem with finding rooms,"
said Burgess-Robinson. "It was
very uncomfortable for several

Both dorms have hired student chaplains as part of a
new ministry. Jolene Shafer, a

Jolene Shafer

sophomore elementary education major, and Jeffrey Harper, a senior theology major,
have step~ up to take the
positions of student chaplain
in the dorms.
"We're providing pastoral
care in the dorms by praying, talking, giving advice and
helping the atmosphere of
the dorm feel more spiritual,"
Shafer said.
At approximately 97 percent
capacity, the dorms are packed
this year with 722 students
in Talge and 752 students in
Thatcher and Thatcher South
and 223 in Southern Village.
With these gr~wing numbers,
there is a greater chance for
students to fall through the
cracks when it comes to meeting spiritual needs.
"We've got to get smaller,"
said Brennon Kirstein, Southern Adventist University chaplain. "We don't want students
to get lost in the numbers. Visitation ministry and prayer is
an attempt to meet that need."
The students are also noticing a difference. Even though
it is a new ministry, students
are enjoying having someone
come right to them, where and
when they need it most.
"I felt like God was in this
ministry," said Janel Tary, a
junior English major. "It was

Designs have already been
drawn and Southern will receive free soil in an agreement with the Tennessee Department of Transportation.
TDOT is currently working on
widening College Drive East,
the part of the road past Collegedale Academy that leads
to Apison Pike. The extra soil
will provide the base area for
the two possible buildings,
Kitson said.
The budgeted amount for
this project is estimated at $2
million. Once approved, construction will start immediately in order to finish in time
for fall 2011.

Markers behind some of the Southern Village apartments
where the new buildings will go.

New student chaplains give spiritual encouragement
EMILY LYNES

RAs who had to have roommates ... but if we continue to
accept students to Southern,
we need space for them to live."

the first time that someone
took the time to knock on my
door like that, it was such a
surprise and a blessing."
The chaplains say they
have already seen a positive reaction from students
willing to help.
In Thatcher, students are
volunteering to be hall chaplains. and spiritual leaders for
fellow peers.
"I think that it's important to get the idea out
that there's a safe environment for students to come
to meet their spiritual and
·e motional needs." said Jocelyn Prado, a junior pastoral care major, one of
the volunteers.
In Talge there is a new student-led prayer meeting startingTuesdaysatg:tsp.m.called
"Unceasing Prayer (UP)."
"Given the fact thatther$ so
many people in the dorms this
year, I'm looking for a committed, spiritual guy on each
hall to be praying and getting
to know people," said Harper.
"There are a lot of guys that
just stay in their rooms. So,
another guy out there praying
would help a lot."

Computing students, faculty begin
$1 OOK project
JACQUI REED
SnFFW.ma

A $1oo,ooo contract is underway at Southern's Center
for Innovation and Research
in Computing (CIRC) for a
Veterans Administration (VA)
software development project.
Compared to the five completed projects last year when
CIRC was established in the
School of Computing, the VA
project is, CIRC's largest venture to date.
The goal of CIRC is to
enhance .student learning
in the School of Computing by engaging students
in real-world research and
development projects.
"It's a place where students
can work and make money
while getting experience to
put OQ a resume," said Richard Halterman, dean of the
School of Computing. "It's a
win-win situation."
The VA project includes
funding for one full-time programmer and one part-time
student programmer. CIRC
currently has two other students working on additional
projects simultaneously.
"We don't want. it to get
too big because it has to
be managed by faculty,"
Halterman said.

In addition to earning a salary and building a resume,
students have the opportunity to apply to be funded for
their own projects. All students and faculty in the School
of Computing are eligible to
complete an application for
grants from CIRC.
This executes several of
CIRC's guiding objectives,
stimulating creativity and innovation through extracurricular projects and enriching
students' educational experience, as outlined on CIRC's
web site. Furthermore, it is
supporting faculty research
and enhancing faculty-student
interaction.
CIRC uses two project funding models. First, CIRC acts
as a s.u b-contractor, billing
an external organization for
the student labor and services
rendered. CIRC . also funds
projects · that are selected
through a grant process during an annual endqwment
distribution like the VA contract. Grant funding for the VA
project will last through April
2011 according to Tyson Hall,
director of CIRC.
Some of CIRC's other endeavors include jobs for
U.S.
Express,
Brighten
Labs and departnients on
Southern's campus.
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Information Systems trying to cut costs
LEoNEL MAciAS
STAFF Wanu

The Information Systems
Department at Southern Adventist University is brainstorming ways to save money.
President Gordon Bietz met
with top staff members from
IS as part of a larger strategy
to find savings in various departments. The meetings did
not bring up many new ideas
but mostly reaffirmed the ones
that IS is already working on.
In a few years, there might
not even be a full fledged com-

puter for every monitor in the
labs. IS is looking into the option of virtualizing computers.
This would eliminate the need
for buying many computers because every workstation would
be running on a server, while
the user experience would be
relatively the same. The staff
is still rrtulling over the decision because of the relatively
low cost of computers.
Another option considered
is switching the entire campus e-mail system to Gmail.
While the larger-than-seven
-gigabyte inboxes and larger

attachment sizes would be
welcomed, the idea was considered and not found to be
feasible because of the costs
and problems of migrating all
accounts to the new sy~>tem.
"There are advantages and
disadvantages," said Henry
Hicks, executive director of
IS. "The problem isn't in being
there, it is in getting there."
The option will be looked at
again in the future.
IS has found that they can
save a substantial amount of
money by buying new computers with a one-year war-

ranty instead of a three-year
warranty because the reliability of the computers is
relatively good.
"We've been using these
computers for two or three
years now and we've h~d
relatively little trouble out of
them," said Mike McClung,
associate director of IS. 'fhis·
saves the school about $100
per computer they buy and
100 to 150 are bought per
year, which translates into a
savings of nearly $15,000.
The upgrade schedule in
the labs is also being changed.

Depending on performance
requirements, lab computers will go from their current
three-year update cycle to a
four or five year cycle. McClung says that the computers
used for heavier duty projects
will probably still be updated
every three years.
"As staff and faculty administration, we are trying to
do everything we can to keep
costs down because we understand it's not easy to go to a
private school." McClung said,
"We are trying to do our part."

Vending machines causing good problems
JESSICA WFAVER
STAFF WRDfl

The vending machines that
are convenient for students
may be a hassle for the Food
Services Department.
Vending machines in three
different locations on Southem's campus have been
equipped with a card swiping
optioQ.. Similar machines have
been in the dorm before, but
they required cash. Now ~tu
dents simply swipe their cards
and the food is paid for by
their meal plan.
"I wouldn't buy from a vending machine unless I could use
my card," said Megan Sutherl~d, junior nonprofit administration and development major.
"I really think it's a good move."

Use of these machines has
increased dramatically since
installing the option to put it
on students' bills, said Sherri
Schoonard, Food Services director. This is causing other
repercussions around campus.
Some of the vending machines are stocked with sandwiches from the Kayak. The
success of the machines is
causing a drop in sandwich
sales, said Kayak Manager
Jerilyn . Pewsey. They are
now in the process of creating new sandwiches because
of the competition from the
vending machines.
Stocking the machines has
also becom~ao issue, Schoonard said. Students in Free
Enterprise (SIFE) had a part
in the planning process for

getting the machines: They
agreed to handle the re-stocking for a percentage of the
profit. They planned to stock
the vending machines every
other day, but food is going
quicker than they originally .
thought. Because of the popularity, the machines need to
be stocked each day and even
twice a day for the vending
machine in Talge.
"We have to keep up faster
than anticipated," said Carrie Harlin, SIFE director. This
caused a need to hire three
new employees to stock the
machines, Harlin said.
Schoonard said that the
need for more employees is
causing a drop in profits, but
profits are not the reason for
having the machines.

Photo by Katie ftoeeland

Jonathan Southerd uses his Southern ID card to purchase a drink from
the vending machine outside of KR's Place.

"They are for convenience
for students," Schoonard
said.
The vending machines are
worth the extra trouble they
are causing, Schoonard said.

"We are trying to make students happy."
Harlin said that plans are
underway to get more vending machines in other areas
around the campus.

College student aids in pastor selection
SUZANNE OcsAI
SuFEW.ma

A Southern Adventist University student will have a
voice in whom the Collegedale
church of Seventh-day Adventists board will choose as the
next senior pastor.
Jason Dedeker, a junior history major and Collegedale
church member, has been a
bo~d member for more than
a year and says that he carries the concerns of students
with him when he enters
board meetings.
"I do "feel like I represent
a different part than the

other [board] members,"
Dedeker said. "We would
want [a pastor] who could
speak to all generations. I
felt Nixon did that well. And
we want to connect with
college students."
Hilary Prandl, a junior mass
communications major, is
glad that there is a college student on the board.
"I think that's wonderful because then he has the perspective of the students," Prandl
said. "Ideally I would want
· [the new pastor] to connect
the school and the church because one of their main audiences is the school."

Prandl said that she feels
having a student on the board
can help the church find the
best senior pastor.
At the same time, Dedeker said . that the board
doesn't want to neglect its
other members.
"Some
[non-collegiate
members] might feel forgotten," Dedeker said, of the high
focus the church places on college students. "I try to keep
both sides in mind because
I'm a member of both."
Dedeker grew up in the
Collegedale church having
been dedicated as a baby and
baptized as a nineth-grader

there. It's also the church
where his mother was baptized as a young person. He
said that he understands what
it is like to be part of the Collegedale church as a non-collegiate member as well as a
collegiate member.
While Dedeker is a college
student and was when he was
nominated to be on the board,
he said that is not the reason
he was voted in.
"I don't feel like I'm a special
member because I'm a college
student," Dedeker said. "I was
chosen because I'm a church
member. I'm ju~t . a .regular
board member and I have a

vote just like everyone else."
Wolf Jedamski, pastoral director of Foreign Mission and
church administrator, said
that board "meetings, which
are open to the church members, are not scheduled while
the board meets to select the
new pastor. During this time
the board is known as the pastoral search committee. These
meetings are closed sessions
because of the sensitivity of
discussion relating to various
pastoral candidates.
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Students needed for weight-loss research

Food Services promotes discounts

AMY VITRANo

JESSICA WEAVER

Suu W.ma

Students who do not exercise regularly or have a highfiber diet, but are interested
in losing weight, have the opportunity to participate in a
research project testing a popular diet this semester:
Harold Mayer, professor in
the School of P .E, Health, and
Wellness, will conduct health
research on students willing
to follow The Full Plate Diet,
a New York Times and USA
Today best-selling diet book.
The diet claims that simply increasing fiber intake will result
in weight loss, according to
fullplatediet.org. Debbie Beihl, a senior physiol9gy major,
will use the research results
for her senior project.
For eight weeks this summer, 44 faculty and community members participated in

the first round of research.
Mayer and a team of students
used the diet and several different lab tests to track the
most effective way to lose
weight. The first group of par- _
ticipants folloWed the diet,
the second group followed the
diet while exercising to bum
calories and the third group
followed the diet while doing
intermittent training.
"If the full plate diet does
-what it claims, it will bring
positive attention to the university, but more..importantly
to how God planned for us to.
live," said Richard Schwarz,
Gym Masters coach who ·
has had weight-lGSs success
with the diet.
The research is cond\Icted in
the Hulsey Wellness Center's
Human Performance Lab.
Equipment in the~ lab provides
Southern with the same capabilities as institutions such as

Florida State University, University of Southern California
and NASA.
"With the lab we can do
anything the big boys can do,"
Mayer said.
Lab tests can determine
factors such as a person's
body fat percentage, the point
where a person stops buming fat during exercise and a
person's resting metabolism.
Community· members must
pay several hundred dollars to
have tests run in the lab, however, students can have tests
run for free.
"We want to help students.
be the healthi~st they can be,"
Mayer said. "The healthier you
are the better student you are."
Individuals. interested in information on participating in
the second round of research
can contact Professor Mayer
at hmayer@southem.edu.

Residence halls packed: campus a full house
JASON UPSON"

IDEE Warna

During the first week of
classes, the housing department faced a considerable
challenge . accommodating
the growing stUdent body as
Southern's enrollment passed
the 3,000 mark, with 16o· additional students more than
last semester's total count,
said Joni Zier, director of the
records and advisement.
Additional beds were not
available until the second
week of the semester. Every
resident assistant . was paired
with a roommate during this
adjustment period, said Jeffery Erhard, associate dean
ofTalge Hall.
"We didn't have any empty beds about a week ago in
Talge or Thatcher. Which is
very, very, very over the top!"
Erhard said. "When you put
people in a residence hall, you
just can't fill every space because some people can't live
with each other."
Talge Hall is currently housing approximately 722 students; a 49-student increase
from last semester's total of
675. Thatcher and Thatclier
South saw a comparable rise

of roughly so students over
last semester, said Dwight
Magers, dean of Talge Hall.
"It shakes out to be over 100
students from last semester."
said Erhard, "Not just in Talge
but all residential housing."
Plans to accommodate any
future increases in enrollment
are. already underway. . Renovations for several apartments
in Southern Village are in the
works, along with plans to
build new buildings. ·
"They're going to do some
renovation ·on Upper State.
Side, Lower State Side and
Virginia apartments," Magers
said. "Then they're probably
· going to build two new Southe:J;"n Village buildings."
· If enrollment rises again for
the .fall 2011 semester, some
junior andsenior students will
be placed in Southern Village,
Magers said.
The amount of students who
registered for classes this semester was unexpected.
"I was expecting roughly 55
to 70 more stUdents. Not 160,"
Magers said.
Despite the unexpected influx of residents, the housing
department saw the scarce ac-:-.
commodations as a good challenge and not a major prob- .

lem, said Erhard.
, The records office also had
one of the smoothest registration periods as most of the
kinks in the online system
·have been worked out. Zier
said that the additional load of
student registrations was not
a problem. For more information see page 2.

STAFF WRITER

Change is happening this
year throughout the cafeteria, Campus Kitchen, KR's·
place and the Kayak. There
are new menus _ and improvements all over the food
service department.
The cafeteria is looking to bake more items on
their menu instead of ti;ied.
They are also trying to use
more fresh foods.
"The salad bar is awesome,"
said James Shoemaker, a junior pre-physical therapy
major, "You can get a million different thi~.that are
good for you." J
The cafeteria is also going to focus on a nationa)
food holiday once a week.
. They will sell certain items
on discount or do something
special to recognize that
national food day.
The cafe celebrated ·1V
Dinner Day on Sept g.
Other national food days
to come iriclude; Chocolate Milk Day, Sept. 27 and
Taco Day on Oct. 4·
Other areas on campus are
t~ng new options as well.
"Ali four _places are doing
different specials at different
times," said Sherri Schoonard,
Food Services director. · ·

Campus Kitchen will be offering breakfast all day on Fridays. They will also offer a free
milkshake sample with the
purchase of certain products.
KR's Place will be selling
s~oothies at half-price on
Thursday from 2-4 p.m. as
their new happy hour special.
The Kayak is in the process
of creating new sandwich options, which will be available
in upcoming months said Jerilyn Pewsly, Kayak Manager.
They also have a smoothie of
the month. This is a tradition
continued from last year after
the November pumpkin pie
smoothie was a hit.
"We are trying to make
food service inore exciting in
all four places," said Schoo. nard. "We're trying tq give
everyone a choice."
Students seem to en. joy the new options in the
Food Services department,
"They do a very good job of
providing us with a variety
of choices," said Josh England, . a freshman general
studies major.
Food Services posts these
changes on their website,
southem.edu/food. They are
also 'available on their Facebook page, or via Southern's
newiPhone application.
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I fear you will see who I really am. I hope that you'll love me anyway.
ANGElA McPHERSON
Rn1c1oN EonoR

'

I have this fear.
This fear and I have gone
head-to-head through long
rounds of tears and prayers,
yet sometimes it still sticks to
me, like silly putty to my brain.
I fear that I am bothering
people just by being me.
I don't know where it comes
from, but it's just something I
know I have to contend with.
The other day I was asked
why certain people hold a special place in my heart.
I said, "They each do something that comforts and speaks
to an tnner fear or vulnerability-something that makes it
go away for a minute."
Saying things like, "I
love you just the way you

with a friend before he left for
a trip. · I loved his company,
though I was sure my appearance must be paining him in
someway.
So, I apologized.
"I'm really sorry. Look at
me. I'm a terrible frump."
He stopped me.
"Don't even worry about it.
That's not even what this is
about. It's about this: us talk-

writes to check in on me. "I
haven't . heard from you in
ages! Tell me about your life in
Angela-style!"
This friend has a life. A busy
life. But this friend still writes
every few months to check in.
When I know someone is actively carving out time for Jl.le,
I feel special.
I have anoth'er friend who
is intent upon askipg ques-

tions. It sounds simple, but
it's a radical concept: to give
of your conversation-time to
make another feel valued.
Saying · 1hings
like,
''You're not bothering
me."
One friend just decided
to peg it in one sentence: "I
don't want you to ever feel as
though you're bothering me by
talking to me or sharing your

ing and having nice conversation. Ilike this."
Suddenly I felt happy just
the way I was. A check-in.
I have another friend who

tions-maybe she's just curious-but she'll ask things and
wait for the answers. Then,
she thinks about the answers,
responds, and asks more ques-

thoughts. You're ·not."·
I had no idea how much I
needed to hear someone say
that until it was said.
Each of these things, in their

are."
I am insecure about my
epidermis. I'll just say it. My
skin isn't the seamless porcelain vibrance that you see in
magazines. I worry about this
due to the aforementioned
deeper worry-the fear I will
disappoint someone just the
way I am.
Once, I woke up straight
from a sleeping bag to visit

own way, addresses a very important part of who I am. The
part which is in repair.
Donald Miller says this is
what it was like to be with
Christ, in "Searching for God
Knows What."
"It must have been wonderful to spend time with Christ,
with Somebody who liked,
you, loved you, believed in
you, and sought a closeness
foreign to skin-bound-man. A
person would feel significant
in His presence...
"It must have been thrilling
to look into the eyes of God
and have Him look back and
communicate that human beings, down to the individual,
are of immense worth and
beauty and worthy of intimacy
with each other and the Godhead...
"If somebody loves us we
will do all kinds of things in
their name, for them, because
of them. They will make us
who weare."
I have no problem searching
for a God like that.

r

Beats: a different perception of judgement
BRUCE PEARSON
CoNullliiDR

.

I've been reading about the
Beats and their Zen-influenced ideas of judgment.
The Beats were individuals
who perceived judgment as a
bad action from one person to
another. Consequently, John
Leland writes in "Hip: The
History" that, "The enlightenment sought by the Beats ...
involved an assumption of forgiveness .... not absolution but
a hard acceptance of themselves as unacceptable."
Leland also writes, "To live
in the present tense is to claim
forgiveness as you go, making
peace with your flaws even as
you erupt in new ones. It is to
live outside of judgment - and
to allow others the same grace.

There are no wounds left by
one's flaws, only new flaws to
replace the old ones. In this
forgiveness l}ip can be both
noble and ennobling."
Jacques Doukhan writes in
"Revelation: The Apocalypse
Through Hebrew Eyes" that
the Hebrew notion of judgment is redemptive. Judgment is vindication. Well,
that's true if you're innocent,
or absolved, but not if you
stand guilty.
I suggest judgment is necessary, and good, because
it requires you to recognize
your flaws. It challenges you
to change, to mature and to
love better. If no one says,
"You're self-destructing," or,
"You're harming your friends
and family," then you can keep
on doing it. When you're con-

fronted with your self, when
Judgment forces you to recognize your wickedness, ·yo~

giveness doesn't mean anything. If there is qothing immoral about being evil, then
there is nothing moral about
being good-nothing objec·tively praiseworthy or advantageous.
If there is nothing wrong
with living "wrong," there is
nothing to be made right; Chuang-tzu would be right when
he says, "Those who would
have... right without its correlative wrong do not understand the principles of the universe." Yet this is absurd. The
Beats devoured themselves.
Their philosophy proved fatal
in their lives.
Ginsberg
followed
his
mother into psychiatric conbecome better (with the aid of finement. Both Kerouac and
our Father).
Burroughs abandoned their
If there is no judgment, for- children. Kerouac had an open

'

I suggest judg-

mentis
necessary, and
good, because
it requires you
to recognize
your flaws.

affair with Neal [Cassady]'s
wife ... There was a murder
and coverup, drug addictions
abounded. They were broken
people who shrunk back from
the discipline of judgmentanq all its benefits-for a comfortable "acceptance of themselves as unacceptable."
Hebrews 12:1o(b), 11 (NIV)
says, "God disciplines us for
our good, that we may share
in His holiness. No discipline
seems pleasant at the tim~,
but painful. Later on, however, it produces a harvest of
righteousness and peace for
those who have been trained
by it."
Judge me, Father. Convict
me of all my wrong, and give
me repentance that I may be
made righteous.

•
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etter to the editor
I was surprised at the article I read in the recent
publication of the Accent
regarding the cafeteria. Not
surprised at what it said, as
I can agree with parts of it.
But I was surprised that afterhaving signs up for a few
weeks now to encourage students to join our Facebook
page for the campus Food
Services that this article toUtlly ignored it.
It has been said that you
can please some of the people
some of the time, but you can
never please all of the people
all of the time. While the author complained about pasta
day, personally pasta day is
the only day I typically eat
at the cafeteria. There are a
variety of tastes on this campus and the cafeteria tries to
provide a variety of meals on
a rotation that will serve a variety of students.
The best way to get involved with the cafeteria and
other food service areas on
campus is to "like" the Face-

book page. While on your
personal Facebook account,
search for Southern Adventist University Dining. Then
click .. like." What difference
does this make? For starters,
it will keep you informed of
the various specials that are
being run by our food senice
areas and how the cafeteria
is trying to ... do interesting
things during the emester
such as.food holidays. Also,
there is a discussion thread if
you have a favorite recipe you
would like to have the cafeteria try out. Remember that
even non-vegetarian recipes
can be altered to be vegetarian. You can even post to the
wall and the cafeteria staff
will bt! able to see your comments and suggestions!
·
I
You have a voice! Be heard
by joining the Facebook community and "liking" Southern
Adventist University Dining!
.-Natalie Stark,
Food • Services
relations manager

Letter from the editor
Dear Natalie,
Thank you so much for
sending us this letter. Neither the author nor I had ever
seen· the signs posted about
the Facebook page; maybe
posting some more signs
might inform more students
of the opportunity to share
their voices.

I am sure that we as students are pleased to know
now that there is a way for us
to have some input about the
cafeteria menu,. and we appreciate the hard work of our
cafeteria staff.
I hope that after this information, the students and
food services w111 work closer

together in a relationship
that is sure to satisfy everyone's tastes.
-Danielle Quailey
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Love-hard to find, -wotth the -wait
ROCHELLE BANNER
COHD!IIUJDI!

Abraham Maslow, a famous
psychologist, defines love as
"belonging." He says that it is
the third most important thing
humans need. Love is ranked
directly behind our safety and
shelter, after our need for food
and water.
However, as college students, we are determined to

assert our individuality and
independence. But, let's be
bonest-no matter how strong
or independent we are, it is
always nice to have someone
who loves and supports us.
People were meant to enjoy
the feeling of being embraced,
as well as loving and being
loved in return.
We all need someone wh6,
unlike the rest of the world,
is not always against us. We

all want someone whom
we can confide in, but most
importantly someone who
~ows all of our strengths
and weaknesses and still loves
}IS anyway.
The desire to be in a relationship is evident, especially
as the seasons change. As
the weather becomes colder
outside, you begin to feel the
coldness of being alone on the
inside. Even those who feel
content
with being single often feel jealous
on days when
couples
seem
to flaunt themselves as a way to
mock them for
their singleness.
Even worse is
the awkwardness, and in
some cases the
discontent, of
hearing friends
speak of their
"significant other." The worst
feeling of all is

when your closest friends begin getting into relationships
and there you stand, alone.

not always going to be pelfect,
but most things that are worth
fighting for aren't perfect, and
that is why you fight for them.
If you find someone who
... .if you are only
will stay with you through
whatever life throws your way,
living for yourself,
then
they are worth keepthen are you really
ing. A relationship should be
living?
both balanced and honest;
when this is the case you will
Of course, there is more to a be able to weather the storm
relationship than being loved; because you have built a
witli the joys of a relationship strong foundation.
come responsibilities too, but.
Love is a part of our lives. It
the good outweighs the bad.
is not something we find after
A good relationship offers we have established ourselves
you all the wonderful things of in society, rather, it happens
friendship, but with a special when we least expect it. When
closeness. A good relation- you do find love, you will find
ship will teach you to work as so much more than you had
a team, making both people hopedto gain.
think beyond just themselves.
For love cannot be meaSometimes, the reality of a sured, neither can the value of
relationship is that person- someone who has been with
alities will collide. However, you from the beginning and is
if you are only living for your- willing to stick it out until the
self, then are you really living? end. It may be a hard thing to
Relationships are about admit, and maybe some of us
learning to live with the good never will, but the truth is no
of another person as well as matter how much we try to
the bad. Your relationship is run, love eventually finds us.

''
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Seven stress-busters for your week
hmurEono•

T

Some days, it's as though
the alarm clock is incessantly
beeping in your ear, as though
you're hitting snooze every
ten minutes. You're sitting
in class, nodding off and trying not to drool on your arm.
You're running out the door
and realize you're still in your
pajamas. Or my favorite: Eating completely slips your
mind until you've passed outalongside the promenade.
Stress: A natural part of life;
too much of it and suddenly
you're standing in your own
self-constructed pile.
If you've experienced any
of the above, or have lately
dreamed that you're falling or
wake up in a sweat, this article
is for you. Remember, your
body is not bionic-without
care and rest, you will putter out and sink. Who says
you don't have time to enjoy
life? Try some stress relievers
this fall:
1. Enjoy the outdoors.
Take a walk, feed the ducks,
play some tennis or plan a
picnic. Regardless of what
you're doing, remember to
BREATHE while you're out in
the fresh air. Filling your I ungs
with oxygen combats stress

and gives you energy.
2. Grooveshark. Listen,
all you Pandora fans. Yes, I
was one of you once, but no
more because of grooveshark.
Dance for joy because now
you can play all your favorite
songs, manage your own playlists and replay songs or even
start them in the middle. And
my favorite part is NO COMMERCIALS. Visit www.listen.
grooveshark.com to begin
your free account.

3· Create something.
"Just create something ... new,
and there it is, and it's you, out
in the world, outside of you
and you can look at it, or hear
it, or read it, or feel it ... and
you know a little more about ...

you. A little bit more than anyone else does ... " said Holly
Kennedy in "P.S. I love you"
Bake something, make a
taco, fix something, brainstorm, paint, journal, even
·create laughter-it will make
you live longer!
4. Do some card.io. But if
you don't enjoy running, don't
run. Find something that
you enjoy and exercise will
become fun. Try one of the.
Hulsey's many exercise class-

es. I've been enjoying the cycling classes. I can't walk right
now, but my legs are going to
thank me later.
5· Enjoy good food. Delicacies are everywhere and
there is no excuse not to en-

This

joy something other than the
cafeteria. Here are some food
genres along with a local restaurant to match. Puruse this
list of three to try them!
Indian: The Curry PotFantastic lunch buffet.
Sandwiches: The Yellow Deli-the perfect college atmosphere and open
24/5. Sunday 5 p.m. thru
Friday 5 p.m.
Italian: Carrabba's Italian
Grill-blows Olive Garden out
of the water and has a better
date environment.
6. Enjoy good spiritual
food. Spend time in the Word
or start a prayer journal. Books
I've enjoyed include "The Four
Loves" by C.S. Lewis, "Blue
Like Jazz" by Donald Miller
and "The Naked Soul" by Tim
Alan Gardner.
7· Do one thing you love
every day. Take a break from
the grind for at least 10 minutes to clear your mind.
8. Be Positive. When
you're tempted to be negative
count out five of your blessings and watch in wonder as
your stress melts away.
It is not just surviVing life
that defines living; those who
thrive in life truly live.

Music review: Dave Barnes, hunk of a magic maker
JANAMILES
CONJ81811JQR

I've never thought of myself
as the crazed fan type. Well,
except for that one time, that
trying-to-jump-over-peopleto-touch-Josh-Groban time.
But that was four years ago.
I was in high school. I'm
now a "sophisticated" junior
in college.
I went' to another concert · recently and afterwards I thought to myself,
"I just calmly enjoyed two
hours of wonderful music,
and now I will calmly meet
the man who provided this
soul-shifting experience."
But when that adorable
hunk of a magic maker was
breathing the same air as me,
my body jumped into crazed
fan mode: heart beating like
a humming bird on drugs,
sweating in weird places,
and stuttering all over myself. I was a quivering mess

because I was .abalt to meet
Dave Barnes.
Dave Barnes is a musician
that can't seem to fit into one
genre. Sometimes he's acoustic, sometimes he's blues,
sometimes he's Christian, just
to name a few. But whatever
he tries, he does impeccably.
His soulful voice fits perfectly with any type of song.
His lyrics are always unique,
thought-provoking and relatable. His love songs are spoton, with the ability to make
any girl wish she had a time
machine to prevent him from
marrying his wife four years
ago. I often wish I had such a
device, but then I also think he
wouldn't be as good at writing songs if he didn't have his
own love story.
My friend Danielle introduced me to Dave Barnes one
night last spring, and I immediately bought all of his music
on iTunes -five CDs (the sixth
one hadn't come out quite yet).

This is an impulse I usually try
to avoid as a paycheck-to-paycheck student, but I have never regretted it for a second. He
has a song for every occasion.
Every time I listen, it makes
my heart happier.

''

His love songs are
spot-on, with the ability
to make any girl wish
she had a time machine
to prevent him from
marrying his wife four
years ago.

I got to see Dave Barnes live
for the first time in Knoxville
andl fell in love all over again.
He is even more magical on
stage, which is the ultimate
test of a true musician. He was
fantastically funny, making

us explode with laughter. The
only serious moments were
while he was singing, but every moment in between had
us in stitches.
Afterward, we stuck around
with some other fans, hoping
that he would come out. Right
before we lost hope, one of the
stagehands told us to go out to
the lobby and he would bring
Dave out. And here is where I
became a quivering mess.
My heart was racing, which
is dangerous because I have a
heart condition, but we made
it through autographs and a
picture without any accidents,
urinary or otherwise. Then we
went outside and screamed.
And got in the car and
screamed because this man
is truly gifted. I honestly feel
blessed because he has shared
his gifts with the world.

. ....

Weekend
If your looking to get
out of your room this
· weekend, check out
some of these options
••••••••• •• ••••
Free Park Entrance at
Point Park- Public Lands
Day
Point Park- Lookout
Mountain
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday,Sept.25
Free
The Fantasticks
Chattanooga Theatre Centre
400 River Street
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Sept. 25,8-10 p.m.
$10-$25
http:/ fwww.theatrecentre.
com/
HyperlliteSkyhoundz
World Canine Disc Championship
AT&T Field
201 Power Alley
Chattanooga, TN
Sept. 25-26, 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Free
http:/ /www.hyperflite.com/
AEC CultureFest
Chattanooga Market
1826 Carter Street
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Sept. 26, 11 a.m.-4
p.m.
Free
http:/ /www.chattanoogamarket.com/
The Music Man
The Strand Theatre
117 North Park Square
Marietta, GA
Sunday, Sept. 26, 2 p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ fwww.earlsmithstrand.
org/
Sara Groves Concert
Calvary Chapel
3415 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Sept. 26, 7 p.m.
$12 in advance, $15 at door
http:/ fwww.saragroves.com/
concerts/

SPORTS
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Coming down the stretch
ANDREW GARCILAZO

5roas EDDD!t

For baseball fans this is one
of the best and worst times of
the year.
The excitement of the playoffs is just a few· days away,
and if you're lucky enough
to be a fan of the New York
Yankees or Tampa Bay
Rays, the season is about to
get interesting.
For others, your team has
battled all year long for a
chance to play in October.
Of the 10 teams currently in
contention, only eight will
advance to the playoffs. Two
teams will endure the heartbreak of a season lost during
the final days of play.
Then there are the teams
that never had a chance to
begin with. Case-in-point: the
Pittsburgh Pirates. As of Sept.
16 the Pirates won 47 games
and lost 97, earning them the
worst record in all of baseball.
For fans in Pittsburgh, the last
week of September is a merciful end to a painful season.

Like the Pirates, 20 teams
are now playing for pride
alone. In fact, of the six divisions in baseball, only threethe NL East, the NL West
and the AL East-remain
up for grabs.
In the NL East, The Philadelphia Phillies are clinging onto first place. With a
three-game lea~d over the
Atlanta Braves, the Phillies are on the verge of winning their fourth consecutive
NL East title.
"Every game counts," Phillies outfielder Shane Victorino
told MLB.com. "That's the
bottom line."
In the NL West, the San Diego Padres have let their onceformidable lead slip away.
Now, with just a half game lead
heading into the weekend, the
Padres must hold off both
the"San Francisco Giants and
the surging Colorado Rockies. Any game won or lost for
any team can make or break
their seasons.

Softball midseason in review
In the AL East, two teams
have emerged as the favorites-The New York Yankees
and the Tampa Bay Rays.
Bot"Jl teams have had the best
record in the majors at one
point during the season, and
both have at least one player
in the top 10 in home runs
and RBis-Carlos Pena and
Evan Longoria for Tampa
Bay and Mark Teixeira and
Alex Rodriguez for NY.
As such, the Yankees and
Rays firmly hold the two playoff spots available. The Boston
Red Sox are not expected to be
a factor going into the season's
final week, leaving the division and wild card berths for
the Yankees and Rays. Likely,
who has won which won't be
known until the last few games
of the season. ·
The Minnesota Twins, Texas Rangers, and Cincinnati
Reds safely lead the remaining
divisions and all are expected
to make the playoffs. For the
22 teams that don't, there's always next year.

Who is more hated, Kobe or LeBron?
ANDREW GARCILAZO

SrollS Eouoa

A few months ago, LeBron
James was one of the most celebrated men in the NBA. Then
came his move to Miami and
LeBron went from hero to villain seemingly overnight.
According to the Q Score,
which was released by CNBC,
39 percent of those polled
view LeBron in an unfavorable
manner. This number is a 77
percent increase from January's numbers, when moi:e
people liked LeBron than
disliked him.
Now, only 14 percent have
a positive view of the reigning NBA MVP, a mfinber
that seems to be the outcome of James' signing with
the Miami Heat-and his ridiculous one hour decision
special on ESPN.
Despite all that, the most
hated man in the NBA is still
Kobe Bryant. Forty percent
of those polled dislike Kobe,
even though he just won his
fifth and second consecutive,

NBA Championship.
The average sports personality has a 24 percent "hate"
score. When compared, this
highlighting the hatred fans
feel towards the two NBA superstars when compared.
For Kobe, who was accused
of sexual assault in 2003,
there's not much left he can do
to heal his relationship with
the public. After wipning an
Olympic Gold Medal and two
consecutive NBA titl~, most
still hate Kobe, which bbdes
ill for LeBron.
lq January of 2010, well
before "The Decision," only
24 percent of people disliked
LeBron. With more people actually likeing LeBron than disliking him. After taking his talents to south beach, however,
everything changea.
Now, in the Q Score's list of
most disliked sports personalities, only Michael Vick, Tiger
Woods, TerreU Owens, Chad
Ochocinco and Kobe Bryant
outrank LeBron.

ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPOU$

EDIJQR

With the softball season in
full swing, teams have had
more than two weeks to show
what they're made of. Several
teams have emerged as favorites with impressive stats
all around.
In Men's Division A, Team
Fresco and Havoc look to be
the teams to beat. At the end of
week nyo, both had outscored
their opponents by 35 runs
or more, easily tops in Division A. The team with the next
highest score only had a run
differential of 14.
In Ladies Division A, No
Fear pulled ahead of the pack.
They were undefeated heading
into the third week of play and
had a run differential of over
27, the highest in their division. The Heartbreakers and
Ballistic Bombshells also continued to hang tough behind
frontrunner No Fear.
"The games were a little intense," said Jeanna Stewart,

a junior elementary education major, who plays for the
Heartbreakers, "but I made
it home a couple of times. I
had a blast. I love my team, go
Heartbreakers!"
In Men's Division B North
and South, Pants on the
Mound (B South) only surrendered 11 runs to their opponents while scoring 45 runs of
their own. By the end of week
two, they were undefeated.
Dollar Zone (B South) also
looked to be a formidable opponent. They too were undefeated after two weeks and had
a run differential of 40 while
only allowing 14 runs.
Finally, In Ladies Division
B North and South, The Runs,
Knee Highs and BLAZN have
all established themselves as
solid teams. The Runs and
Knee Highs (B South) were
possibly the most impressive
Division B teams during the
first half of the season, with
impressive run differential totals of more than 28 runs each.

OP.eration
STATLINE

23
The longest hitting streak of
the year (Josh Hamilton of
the Texas Rangers).

146
The average number of
pitc~es thrown during a
major league
baseball game.

16
The number of times a
member of the Washington
Nationals has been ejected
this season. They lead the
.majors in ejections.

227

The number of home "runs
hit by the Toronto Blue Jays
this season as of Sept. 17,
which leads the majors.

j
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Worship, Lunch, Community
Outreach, 8e Evangelism
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Sabbath, Sept. 25

1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Wright Hall @9 a.m.
For Transportation to
,t; Atlanta North Church
:5 Arrive Back@ 7:30p.m.
~

a;

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~ Pastor Joe Cirigliano
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CAITLYN MAYERS

The promenade
who had marinated in Hoilister
perfume that morning.
HuMOR En!TQR
Yes, perfume. I have nothI do not do much walking. ing against Hollister, just the
As an art major, most, if n o t ' '
all, -of my classes are in Brock
Hall. However, this semester
is slightly different. I am taking somewhere in the 12-16
hour bracket load and most
of my classes are generals. I
have classes in Hulsey, Hackman, Mabel Wood and Brock,
and this semester I am spending a lot of time walking from
'place to place.
This time spent hustling
from class to class is a time for
thought and reflection. Sometimes. Most of the time I am
people-watching. Sometimes
I see people I know and wave
or say something to them, but, people that smell as strongly
' '
as the store. It was all I could
most often I just observe.
I am overly sensitive to do to walk behind him.
fragrances. The other day I
That same day I overheard
was walking to Brock and I two guys talking about the
was stuck behind this one kid recent fire drill. This quote
CAITLYN MAYERS

I always

have the urge
to shove that
stick between
the spokes of
people riding
bikes.

is verbatim: "I don't understand why we have to leave
the building during a fire. Why
don't they just let us go into
the bathrooms and turn the
water on." I am serious, this is
exactly what the guy said.
If you ever see someone
walking around with a broom
handle, that's going to be
me. I always have the urge to
shove that stic~ between the
spokes of people riding bikes.
Additionally, I also want to
shove long-boarders off their
boards when they come up
behind me.
As you can see, I am thoroughly enjoying my walking
time, and will now take this
time to encourage you to get
out and walk. Next time you
do, pay attention to your surroundings, listen in on others' conversations. You'll be
glad you did.

THUMBS dup

wn

It's Thursday: which means
it's almost the weekend.
KR.'s playing Jack
Johnson's album: for the
26,593rd time this semester.

4 weeks : until Midterm break

Help save space; get a vespers date
SuZANNE OcsAI ·
CONDIBIITQR

Tired of not finding your
perfect pew during vespers?
Perhaps it's because you're
not attending with your perfect match.
Authorities state that if

more students would go with
vespers dates it would help
save an average of three inches
per every two people.
Studies from the Pew Research Foundation* agree
when showing that vespers
daters who sit closer make
more space available for other

attendees, classified as nonvespers daters.
With enrollment at a record
high this year, school officials
are looking for new and creative ways to utilize space.
They recommend you do your
part as well.**

4 WEEKS UNTIL
MIDTERMS!:
AAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHH!

SOAP : Southern providing

awesome outdoor excursions for
awesome prices. Thanks SOAP!

*Not connected with the Pew Research Center.
**Actual school officials were not contacted during the writing of this article.

Rounding a'bout:
It's a yield sign, not a stop sign.

RUMOR. EDITOR'S W~G:
The Humor editor has determined that
content found in the hUJDOl' page is strictly
humorous in nature and not necessarily to
be taken as truthful or offensive.

lAC celebrates culture
It then contin·ued with dances
that represented
Thelles P.E. Center opened countries like Coat 9 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. lombia,
Puerto
25 for a "Carnaval" themed
Rico, Nicaragua,
Latin American Club Night.
Spain, Dominican
Once students entered the Republic,
Ecuagym they had the chance to dor, and a muparticipate in many Latin sic performance
American-based
activities. · from Mexico. The
Games from pingpong to hu- night ended with
man foosball were played on the last dance
different cornerS of the gym.
and the hosts
Tables were set up where thanked students
students could get their fac- for attending.
es painted, make their own
Hannah Thompmasks or play games like son,
freshman
dominoes and Uno. Students marketing major,
could also get their picture said her favorite
taken while wearing Latino parts of the night
clothing or sticking their were the dances
faces in scenes from Latin because she got to
America.
see all the differIngrid Hernandez, a ju- ent cultures. Thompson parnior public relations and ticipated in one of the dances
business administration ma- and said she had a great time.
jor, really enjoyed the way
"It was a new and exciting
the gym was decorated with experience that I won't forstreamers, flags and booths get," Thompson said. "I was
that
represented
many nervous at first but it was reLatin countries.
ally, really fun and I'm really
"I absolutely love the glad that I did it."
colors of LAC night," HerThe "Carnaval", Spanish
nandez said. "I think the for carnival, theme was about
carnaval theme is very rep- wanting to show how each
resentative of our culture." country celebrates its own
Around 10 p.m., students culture, while making stuwere ushered to the bleach- dents feel like they were part
ers where they were wel- of a real festival, said Nicole
comed by the hosts for the Garcia, a junior public relaevening, Larry MedinaJ a tions major and LAC presisenior nursing major, and dent.
Katherine Wilson, senior inGarcia said the club hopes
ternational studies and pub- to do a smaller cultural showlic relations major. Medina case second semester that
and Wilson spoke with Span- will focus more on the music
ish accents to set the mood of Latino cultures.
and even spoke some words
Go· to aceent.southern.
in Spanish.
edu to view a news video
The show began with Am- clip about the event.
ber Arthur, sophmore nursr
ing major and Gym-Master,
performing on the silks.
RAQUELLEvY

;:uSI(AJAFtJ:.F__.W11Rwmli:IL•--------,-

Students perform an Ecuadorian dance at LAC Night on Saturday evening, September 25.

Days·nrimbered for Hickman greenhouse
ANDREW GARCILAW
SwFWiml

... and the. excess water leaked
into the physics and engi-

Water leakage, mold and
mildew are forcing the biology department to remove
their; .greenhouse from the
Hickman Science Center.
Theprojectiscurrentlyup
for bid to various contractors
and construction should begin in a few weeks.
Built in 1<)96, the greenhouse has been unusable
for the past two years. The
problems began when the
rubber seals in the glass
shell of the greenhouse deteriorated, allowing water
to freely flow into the structure, said Clair Kitson, plant
services director.
The drains in the greenhouse floor were unable to
handle the additional flow
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The library
may be 40 years
old, but it's still
happening ' ,.
SEE NEWS PAGE 3

'~e
want you·
to thinK it [the

greenhouse] was
never there,"
Hamilton said.

''

neering department on the
floor below.
1"
A temporacy caulking fix
haS"kept the greenhouse from
future lea],cs as it aWaits construction"" Kitson said. Once
the project goes through the
bidding process, it will take
another three'to four months
until completion.
An estimated $150,000 is
expected to be put into the

removal, said Marty Hamilton, Southern's associate
vice president for financial
administration.
Hamilton '
said the project has been in
the works for more than five
years, but has never been a
top priority for the school.
When finished, a new room
will fill the s~ce the greenhouse once held: One of the
challenges this brings is for
the exterior of the newly rebuilt structure to look exactly
like the rest of Hickman.
"We want you to think it
[the gfeenhouse] was never
there," Hamilton said.
To do this, the outer glass
shell of the greenhouse must
I>e replaced with metal roof
roclC However, since the
shell is made out of glass, a
steel support structure must
continue.) on pg. 5
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A Word to the Wise

Collegedale K-9 Unit trains new narcotics dog

Exceedingly, abundantly, above all

BRANDON CoBOS
SnEFWamR

BRIAN NYAMWANGE
and that [you] might have
;aSAI!II..JI:Pwfw»Mr:Dli
. .IIIL-----~---- it more abundantly." John
10:10b (NLT).
He isn't asking you to enWhat if
you could ter for a chance to win His
go to heav- love. All you have to do is
en and you read the Word, know the Auwould have thor and tum your heart in
all of your with HiS name on it. It might
friends, all not seem that simple, ..but
your fam- God has promised to finish
ily, boundless resources and unlimited
time to do all your recreation
activities, but God wasn't
there. Would you still want
togo?
Heaven has been given as
an incentive for those who
follow after Christ, but the
King is the thing.
"To the believer, Christ is
the resurrection and the life.
In our Saviour, the life that
was lost through sin is re- the work that He has started
stored," Ellen White wrote in in you.
Wanting a nice car, beau"The Desire of Ages."
Life is full of chills and tiful house and 2.5 kids isn't
thrills that may seem fulfill- wrong, but they shouldn't
ing, but if we're being honest, eclipse your love for Jesus.
As Saint Augustine once
they are really temporary. My
argument is simple-Jesus is said, "Christ is not valued at
better! He is more beautiful all, unless He is valued above
and more awesome. He is all."
exceedingly and abundantly
above all you could ever ask
or think.
Jesus says, "I have come
that [you] might have life,

''

Christ is
not valued
at all, unless
He is valued
above all.

''

"When you come to the word of God. you ~t looking for
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange
'
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The
Collegedale
Police Department's K9 unit
has a new trainee for its
narcotics division.
Kugar, a Belgian Malinois, is
being transferred from explosives to narcotics detection,
Cpl. David Holloway said.
The training, which Holloway said typically takes 16 to
18 weeks, will most likely be
considerably shorter because
the dog has already been
trained in another field.

Collegedale's K9 unit is job, and that's what they're
frequently called out to vari- here for."
ous cases and not just in Collegedale. The unit works with
K9 units in Chattanooga, East
Ridge and Red Bank.
"When East Ridge needs another dog, we send a unit over
there," Holloway said. "When
we need assistance, we can
ask Red Bank for a dog. We all .
help each other out."
Holloway also said that the
K9 units are not as ominous as
they appear to be.
Photo by Katie Freeland
"K9 units do not entail
Kugar is currently in training with
'mean' dogs, but they have a
the Collegedale police.

SIFE to sell food at All-night Softball
JESSICA WEAVER
STAFF Wann

··.

Southern's Students In Free
Enterprise (SIFE) team will be
running a concession stand at
An-night Softball on Oct. 2 to
fundraise for their organization department.
SIFE will be selling bean burritos from Taco Bell, a variety
of pizzas from Papa John's and
rice lo mein and egg rolls from
China Kitchen. Students will
also be able to purchase snacks
such as water, soda, Gatorade,
hot cocoa, nachos, popcorn, ice
cream and candy bars, Kayce
Foote said, SIFE's public relations coordinator.
SIFE decided to sell food

after Mike Boyd, who coordinates Southern's intramurals
program, expressed concerns
about students driving into
town at late hours. SIFE also
said that students might enjoy the convenience of buying
food from such a close proximity during games.

SIFE will be selling the food
from the building between
fields one and two. They will
be open from 8:30 p.m. until
3:00 a.m. depending on how
well things are selling. Students must use cash to purchase items; ID cards will not
be accepted.
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Library Celebrates 40th. anniversary with 2 events
INGRID HERNANDEZ
§DFEW.IH8

McKee Library celebrated
its 40th anniversary with.two
special events: a lecture from
renowned illustrator Barry
Moser on Sept. 23 and a 1970Sthemed party on Sept. 24.
The lecture was planned
with community guests in
mind. It was an event where
McKee Library was able to
honor its named donors, the
McKee family. Barry Moser's
work has been hanging in the
library since early September
and will remain on display for
the rest of the semester.
"Barry Moser comes from
a conservative Christian heritage," said Joe Mocnik, director of libraries. "We wanted to
bring him not only to celebrate
our 40 years, but also to engage the community more."
The event was open to any

student or communi!}' guest
who was interested in attending the lecture. The library
has a DVD on Barry Moser's
work and is planning to have
it playing in the Knowledge
Commons room for those who

CoUR1NEY CtriTER

Country, blues and ragtime
guitar artist Ernie Hawkins
visited Southern on Tuesday,
Sept. 21 to give the students,
faculty and community a taste
of an unfamiliar music genre.
Few hands were raised when
Ernie asked if any were familiar with ragtime guitar. As the
reflection from Hawkins' guitar bounced across the walls in
the dark auditorium, his first
song "Whatcha Gonna Do" let
many in the audience receive
their first impression of true
bluegrass roots.
Hawkins played many cover
songs from a variety of ragtime artists who use Piedmont
style an alternating finger
picking technique simultaneously played with a melody on
the treble strings.
The audience eagerly interacted with Ernie on a handful
of his songs. Many clapped
along with the beat and sang
the catchy choruses.
"Now that I know you like
to sing, maybe we'll do some-

their own shirts to the sound years old, but it's still happenof '70s music.
ing. People can't even tell it's
"It was a pretty good tum- that old."
For refreshments, the liout for being Friday," said
Shelby Mixon, senior business • brary served Tang and Little
administration and marketing Debbie snacks. The 1000 Litmajor. "The library may be 40 tle Debbie snacks were a donation from McKee Foods.
"We're the ~nly building
that has the name [McKee],"
said Katie McGrath, reference
librarian. "The family is a supporter, but McKee Foods donates separately as well."
According to McKee Library
Year in Review, circulation
for books and media is more
than 22,000 and database
downloads have surpassed
300,000. The latest significant donation was the Mark
Twain collection of books,
which marks the library as an
important center for the research of Mark Twain.

Paul Bordlee and Shelby Mixon tie dye shirts at the McKee Library 40th Celebration.

Ragtillle guitar artist
perfortns at Southern
SuuWarna

have further interest in his art.
The second celebration was
designed to be a fun event for
students. From 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. students were able to visit the front lawn of the library
to p~ay twister and tie-dye

thing else together," Hawkins
said. After a brief intermission, he came back with requests · from students and
closed out the performance.
· Hawkins has played all over
the world in concerts, festivals, workshops and different
celebrations. He has traveled
with many great blues guitar
artists including his teacher,
the late Rev. Gary Davis.
Hawkins is not only a ragtime guitar player, but has
filmed several DVDs on guitar theory, recorded five
CDs and played electric guitar for the Blues Bombers,
on~ of Pittsburgh's favori-::e
R and B bands.
At the close of the recital
the audience stood to offer
Hawkins an applause.
"Thank you for asking me
to come down here" Hawkins
said, "I hope you had a good
time as I did."
Hawkins' music can be
purchased from his website,
www.erniehawkins.com,
or in retail stores across
the country.

Photo by Katie Freeland
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School of Visual Art and Design d~ops interactive media program
KEVIN GUTIERREZ

said Randy Craven, dean of
the School of Visual Art and
Design. There are four
The School of Visual Art_ interactive media students
and Design has cancelled its remaining.
Craven said it's difficult
interactive media major due to
low student enrollment in.. the to find ..students who are
interested in both the artistic
program.
The
interactive
media and technical programming
program was a combination of aspects that the degree
graphic design and computer requires.
"That skill set of being a
science. It focused on creating
interactive experiences such designer and computer proas websites, computer games grammer is rare," Craven
and virtual environments.
said. "It's a combination of
The university expected right-brain and left-brain
a m1mmum of 24 students thinking."
enrolled in the program,
Janice Bowles, a senior

interactive
media
major, years to establish itselflike the from the catalog. Some of the
felt people have a hard time other art industries have.
courses were added to the
understanding
what
the
"I don't think it's time yet," graphic design program. This
degree is about just from ·said Kenneth Willes, associ- is because of an increasing exate professor at the School of pectation for graphic designreading the title.
Visual
Art and Design. "I think ers to be able to design for web
"You say animation and
everyone knows we're gonna what we were trying to do was . as well print, Craven said.
draw cartoons," Bowles said. too early."
Interactive media cours"You say film and immediately
The remaining students es began as a graphic deyou think we're gonna make were offered directed study sign concentration in the
movies. If you say grapl}ic courses, in which the course 2005-'06 school year. It bedesign, everybody thinks work is done outside of a tradi- came a major in the 2008-'09
magazines."
tional classroom. The profes- school year.
Unlike the animation, film sor checks in on the students'
and graphic design indus- progress one to three hours a
tries, the interactive media week, Willes said.
industries are fairly new. It
Not all of the interactive
hasn't had the decades of media courses were removed

SA president's council forms

Modern languages clubs restart

SnFFWama

BRENDA AnELEKE

special committees designed to
improve their leadership and
organizational skills.

Suu Wama

The President's Council,
a committee of student volunteers who want to develop
and eXperience as leaders,
has been newly designed and

skill

SA.

Praid~nt

Brian Nyamwange meets with his council members on Monday, Sept. 27.

implemented by Brian Nyamwange, student association
president, to provide an open
forum and an ideal training
ground for aspiring leaders.
The first President's Council
meeting, on Sept. 19, informed
the students of their duties
and upcoming projects.
The members of the council
will work with the SA president
on special projects and sit on

I"

"The first assignment I gave
the board was to read the application properly, knowing fully
well that there were mistakes,"
Nyamwange said. "I wanted

If you're

to make them aware that as
leaders in the near future,
they will have to read properly
before signing any _contract
or agreement."
The main project the council will work on this year is
called No More Thumb Prints,
in conjunction with Hope for
Humanity. The purpose of this
project is to help bring literacy
to El Salvador.

loo~ing

·
MICHElLE CARMONA
.,.St:u&...,ut....WIIll.lll•u•TE~:~RL__ _ _ _ _ __

Student
Org8.nization
for Deaf Awareness
Southern welcomes back
two clubs that have been idle
for the last few years. The
Student Organization for
Deaf Awareness and the Italian clpb are now active and
ready to get involved with
the student body.
The Student Organization
for Deaf Awareness (SODA)
has existed previously, but it
has been inactive for a while.
Then, the department asked
Chelsea Glass, a junior· Spanish major, if she would become the new 'club president
because of her strong interest in American Sign Language and deaf culture. She
accepted the challenge and
said she is ready to accomplish great things with this
new opportunity.
"The purpose statement for
SODA this year," Glass said,
"is that we will be able to promote and encourage students

and faculty at Southern to
get involved in educating the
hearing about deaf culture and
engaging in ministry as well as
service to the deaf community.
My wish is that we will have a
blast while doing it!"
SODA's plans for the year
include filming a public service announcement video,
volunteering at deaf organizations in Chattanooga and
Southern Deaf Fellowship and
with movie nights.

Italian Club
Last year, many people traveled to different countries
through the Adventist Colleges
Abroad program. One of them
was Lacy Edney, a senior international studies major, who
has accepted the presidency of
the Italian club.
"There hasn't been a club
for three years," Edney said.
"When I came back from ACA
speaking Italian fluently, I
thought it would be a great

social experience for students
to be part of the Italian club.
Southern is not offering Italian
courses right now and it can
also serve as a practice outlet
for the students."
The Italian club has
plal:med activities such as
film nights, hand-made pizza
dinners and an Atlanta trip in
conjunction with the French
club.
The modern languages department attracts international students who can also benefit from the Italian club.
"I'm an international
stu,
dent from Colombia and my
third language is Italian," said
Maria Estevez, freshman biology major. "It is great to know
that I can be part of a club
where I can practice the language and meet more people
that enjoy it as well."

for a place to stay,

ask for·the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
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English department hires six new teachers
ROCHELLE BANNER
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Six new professors have
been hired by the English department at Southern Adventist University since January.
Kathy Goddard received her
M.A in creative writing from
Johns Hopkins University. She
now teaches creative writing
and college composition. Goddard describes her job here as
God-driven since she applied
and there were no openings.
Two days later she received a
call from Jan Haluska, chair of
the English department, asking
if she was still available; a week
later she signed a contract
with Southern.
"I feel very blessed to be
at Southern," Goddard said.
"I lost my job in mid-June
and watched God open up
this position here for me
at Southern."
After
graduating
from
Southern, Autumn Wurstle went on to teach at Forest Lake Academy in Florida.
Through the academy her
graduate degree was financed
and she was able to attend the
University of Central Florida
to complete her graduate studies. After teaching English as a
second language (ESL) in Taiwan, she rE!turned to Southern
and is teaching literature and
writing. She admits that with
this being her first year as a
professor, the biggest chalJange is getting through a <:lass

contiued from pg. 1
must be lowered into the
greenhouse and down into
the basement of the Hickman
Science Center, said Fred
Tum~r, corporate architect
for plant services.
,r
Construction is expected
to be difficult, especially wi~
fall weather approaching. Besides the insertion of the steel
support structure, rain will
also be a disruption, Turner
said.
Currently, no concrete
plans for a new greenhouse
have been drawn. If a new
greenhouse were to be built,
Hamilton said, it would be
built as its own independent
structure.

period without overwhelming
her students with lots ofinformation.
Amanda Jehle graduated
from Southern and then attended Andrews University,
where she graduated with a
M.A in teaching ESL. After
spending one year as a student
missionary teaching English
as a second language in the
Czech Republic, she returned
to Southem where she teaches
ESL and basic writing. She
said that she loved the time
she spent at Southern as a student, so she thought she would
enjoy working at Southern as
well.
"I couldn't have predicted
how wonderful it would be,"
Jehle said. "My colleagues
have been so supportive and
helpful I believe God knew
that this would be a great
place for me to learn and grow
as a teacher."
Laurie Stankavich enjoys
working with foreign students.
She teaches two ESL classes
and one basic writing class
here at Southern. She admits
that she likes being on a campus that is intellectual as well
as progressive. While attending Andrews University, Stankavich traveled to Taiwan as a
student missionary where she
discovered her love of foreign
cultures as well as languages.
While at Southern, she looks
forward to helping her stu- ~ ·
dents develop their abilities
in English and hopes that her

students will develop a passion for serving God and others with their talents.
Previous to teaching at
Southern, Janice Conerly
taught at private high schools
in Alabama. As well as Auburn University and Auburn
University Montgomery. She
moved to Tennessee to be near
her · family-especially her
grandchildren. Conerly teaches basic writing and believes
that teaching writing classes is
never boring. She said that the
best writing comes from pen
and paper, as famous writer
Truman Capote said of a word
process essay, "That's not
writing; that's typing."
Baley Whary is completing
her master's degree in English literature at the University
of Tennessee at Chattanooga
(UTC). Before coming to Southern, she was a professor at UTC,
where she is still employed. She
teaches college composition
at Southern and said that she
loves the .opportunity to help
students learn more about writing. Whary hopes her students
will learn to appreciate writing,
if notto enjoy it
Haluska expressed his excitement about the new professors.
"I'm thrilled with every one
of them," Haluska said."All are
full of energy, with successful
track records elsewhere. They
will add a lot to the quality
that's here already."

Kathy Goddard, assistant professor

Amanda Jehle, instructor

Autumn Wurstle, assistant profe6SOr

Janice Conerly, adjunct

Baley Whary, adjunct

Lauue Stankavich, assistant professor

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$5.·55
Pickuppr Delivery with SAU ID
All APplicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.
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Is "getting through" the week good enough?
ANGELA McPHERSON
REIJCION

Enno•

If I live through Tuesday,
then I'll be fine.
If I live through Thursday,
then I'll be fine.
If, then. If, then.
These are some Of my most
used phrases.
I've stumbled upon something I consider to be qtlite
important: I've been living my
life as something to be "gotten
through" so that my actual life
can start.
I guess by life, I mean a life
that doesn't consist of studying and tests. But, before that,
I dreamed of a life that didn't
' consist of work every morning.
Before that, I dreamed of
what I would be when I grew
up-and before that? Well, I
guess I just lived every day for
what it could give me. (I think
I was about 5 years old when
that sort of thinking was applicable.)
I've described college life as
"taking a big breath on Monday, going under, and coming back up gasping for air
on Friday."

My weekdays are something
to be tolerated so I can get
through to the weekend.
My weekends are something
to get through to get me to
newmqi)ths.
New 'months get me to
holidays or, glory of glOriesbreaks-and all of those? To
new years. What· a way to live.
Sometimes I feel like that
poor kid in "The Book of
Virtues" story, "The Magic
Thread." It's a fable that I'm
sure formed the basis for the
movie "Click." A kid gets a
magic ball of string. The string
can be pulled and time could
be skipped. However, in my
version, I'm tugging at the
string and it won't come loose.
Time won't skip.
So I mentally buckle down
and live for weekends, breaks,
and the never-neverland, far
off in the future--"when life
really starts."
Yet, what is life really but
our moments and days?
What comes after college
for me? A job, maybe a family, maybe travel? But all of
these things will probably
have mundane moments that

I'll want to get through as well,
won't they?
I don't know if we often
think of living in the moment
as a spiritual virtue, but it's
something I want to explore.
I can't keep living my_life
as if it's something to wade
through in order to get to
something else. I can't keep
living today as mereiy a precursor to tomorrow-because
it's always today.

I can't keep living today as
yesterday's leftover because
yesterday is gone. I have to
live in the now. Jesus said sq..
In Matthew 6:34 (NIV), He
said, "Therefore do not worry.
about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself.
Each day has enough trouble
of its own."
So I'm praying about it. I'm
praying to learn to relish the
great with the mundane. The

weekends with the weekdays.
The holidays with the midmonths. The glitz with the
cleanup afterward. The whole
shebang.
· Five-year-old thinking.
As Ferris Bueller once
said (and he wasn't a fan of
the mundane, either), "Life
moves pretty fast. If you don't
stop and look around once in
awhile, you might miss it."

God loves every sparrow that falls
ABIGAIL DRAGOMIR
O)HDI81JJDM

There once was a man
named George Thomas who
was a pastor in a small New
England town. One Easter morning he came to the
church carrying a rusty, bent
bird cage and set it by the pulpit.
Eyebrows
were
raised
and, as if in response, Pastor
Thomas began to tell a story.
He told how he was walking through town the day before when he saw a young boy
coming toward him swinging
the bird cage. On the bottom
of the cage were three little
wild birds, shivering with cold
and fright.
He stopped the boy and
asked, "What you got there,
son?"
"Just some old birds," came
the reply.

"What are you gonna do
with them?" he asked.
"Take 'em home and have
fun with 'em," he answered.
"I'm gonna tease 'em and pull
out their feathers to make 'em
fight. I'm gonna have a real
good time."
"But you'll get tired of those
birds sooner or later. What
will you do?"
"Oh, I got some cats," said
the little boy. "They like birds.
I'll take 'em to them."
The pastor was silent for a
moment. "How much do you
want for those birds, son?"
"Huh? Why? You don't want
them birds, mister. They're
just plain old field birds. They
don't sing. They ain't even
pretty!"
"How much?" the pastor
asked again.
The boy sized up the pastor
as if he were crazy and said,
"$10?"

The pastor reached in his
pocket and took out a $10 bill.
He placed it in the boy's hand.
In a flash, the boy was gone.
The pastor picked up the
cage and gently carried it. to
the end of the alley where
there was a tree and a grassy
spot. Setting the cage down,
he opened the door, and by
softly tapping the bars he persuaded the birds out; setting
them free.
That explained the empty
bird cage on the pulpit.
Then the pastor began to tell
another story.
He said that one day Satan
and Jesus were having a conversation. Satan had just come
from the Garden of Eden and
he was gloating and boasting. "Yes, sir, I just caught
the world full of people down
there. Set a trap, used bait I
knew they couldn't resist. Got
'em all!"

"What are you going to do
with them?" Jesus asked.
Satan replied, "Oh, I'm gonna have fun! I'm gonna teach
them how to marry and divorce each other, how to hate
and abuse each other, how to
drink and smoke and curse.
I'm gonna teach them how to
invent guns and bombs and
kill each other. I'm really gonna have fun!"
"And what will you do when
you get done with them?" Jesus asked.
"Oh, I1l kill 'em," Satan
glared proudly.
"How much do you want for
them?" Jesus asked.
"Oh, you don't want those
people. They ain't no good.
Why, you'll take them and
they'll just hate you. They'll
spit on you, curse you and
kill you. You don't want those
people!"
"How much?" He asked again.

Satan looked at Jesus and
sneered, "All your blood, your
tears, your agony, and your
life."
Jesus said, "Done!"
Then He paid the price.
In " The Desire of Ages"
page 480, Ellen White writes,
"The soul that has given himself to Christ is more precious in His sight than the
whole world."
And in "Ministry of Healing", page 135 she writes,
"If but one soul would have
accepted the gospel -of His,
Christ would, to save that one,
have chosen His life of toil and
humiliation and His death of
shame."
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Love-Escape bad relationships before it's too late
ROCHELLE BANNER
CONJWIIlanl

Last week, Rochelle gave
her opinion on the positive
side of relationships. This
week, she continues with
some negative aspects.
Many times people enter
relationships because they
want a special someone, but
the truth of the l!latter is that
relationships entail much
worry and often a lot of drama. When entering a relationship, there are a lot of things
that need to be taken into
consideration,;such as money,
family, friends and yes, exes.
The person you are in a relationship with seems to occupy your mind even when
they aren't p~ysically present.
When you are not with them,
·you find yourself thinking
about what they are doing or
if they are being faithful. Who
wants to spend the majority of
their day worrying about such
miniscule things? More important things should occupy
that brain of yours.
Another reason relationships are difficult is because

people sometimes enter them
for all the wrong reasons. For
instance, many people commit
to a relationship because their
'significant other' has the credentials that fit their parent's
standards; but they _may not
be suited to their own liking.
If this, or similar foolishness,
sounds familiar to you, my
advice is to get out and fast!
You've put so much into your
relationship that it may seem
impossible to get out. You
may not want to end things
for fear of regretting it, or,
worse yet, hurting the other
person's feelings.
However, the reason why
most relationships are unsuccessful is. because when a
problem arises, it is pushed
under the rug instead of being
resolved. Many times it is assumed that insignificant problems in a relationship don't
need to be addressed. I'm here
to tell you that they do.
You may think that if your
'significant other' is moody;
you can loosen him or her up.
The truth is, you can't change
someone. People will be who
they are, and even if they do

change, it will be a temporary
change to please you for the
moment.
Take my advice and think
about what's best for you.

are not the ones who have to
deal with the stress of your relationship, you are. From my
experience, if there's ever any
doubt in your mind that your

percent guaranteed to last. We
are faced with hassles on a
daily basis, and no matter how
hard we try to avoid them,
they are impossible to escape.

Don't follow your heart, use relationship will not work out
your head and move on·. Take then it is bound to end.
some time and thi~ about
As college students, we need
it; forget what your parents - to avoid adding any more hasthink are good credentials and sles to our lives, especially for
make your own. After all, they something that is not even 100

However, there is one hassle
that you can control- your relationship. It is not worth the
added stress of your already
stressful life.

Feedback: the opinion~ of two girls
NATAUE MEVS AND

THEA KING

COHQ1auma

On the return trip from our
weekly Walmart run, one of
our fellow students brought
to our attention the humor
article "Confessions of a Caucasian." What started off as
a casual conversation quickly
turned into a heated debate of
opinions. While the idea of a
"white hot night" made sense
to some People, it struck others the wrong way.
Hurrying off the SIFE bus,
we ran to find the nearest issue of the Southern Accent.
Trying to prove our opinions
right, my roommate and I
quickly flipped to the back of
the newspaper to read the article. In no time our smiles and
subtle chuckles slowly evaporated into confused, blank
expressions, and murmured
"Okays?" escaped our lips.

In "Confessions of a Caucasian" the Humor editor's idea
for a "white night" included
wearing all white; listening
to music by white artists, eating white colored foods, such
as mayonnaise, and watching NASCAR. That's like us
having a black
night where
everyone has
to wear black,
;
The only way a Caucasian listen to Lil'
night could be taken seri- Wayne, eat
ously by Southern Adventist Oreos withthe filling
University students is if the out
and watch Tynight was based on culture ler Perry reand not race.
/ runs. The only
thing
these
two
nights
would
have
and Asian Club all get their in
js color:
common
own night to celebrate their black and white.
The real idea behind ethnic
different cultures, so it would
only be fair that Caucasians nights at Southern Adventist
get a night too.
Uniyersity is to share the nu-

This article had nothing to do
with culture; it was based on
the issue of race. . ·
We both agree that having
a day to acknowledge the culture of Caucasians is a great
idea! The Black Christian
Union, Latin American club

merous cultures that make up- too boring and definitely not
our student body. The only your typical white hobby."
way a Caucasian night could
"I don't think - we need
1
be taken seriously by Southern . a white club; I don't
Adventist University students feel left out," "That was funis if the night was based on ny," "I don't get it," "Ummm"
culture and not race. Cauca- and "Ok?"
sians come from so many difOne comment that stood out
ferent parts of the world such to us the most was: "It seems
as Italy, Russia, 1!r~ce and out of place; labeled "humor"
Germany, just to name a few. to soften the content.
Let's clarify that we did not
So, why not represent~hat?
Show us your way of dressing, write this to bash a fellow stugive us a tl1-'te of your cuisine, dent or to make a small idea
and entertain us with your tra- into a big controversy. All we
ditional styles of music, danc- want to do is share our opining and games. That would ion. We understand that the
be tho/ true definition of a content found in the Humor
Caucasian night.
section is strictly humorous
Don't just take it from us. in nature and not meant to
We took it upon ourselves to be taken as truthful or ofask around campus what other fensive, as the Humor editor
students thought of the article. warns. But, when you take
Some of the reactions we got away the title "humor," and
were: "I think we could have look at the article for what
a Euro-Club and celebrate dif- it really is, it sounds like a
ferent cultures." "NASCAR is personal opinion.

"
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Beauty and the Bietz: Part One
TARA BECKER
CONDIIUJQB

Up the steps, past the pillars
and through the front doors
sits the queen of Wright Hall.
"Southern Adventist University," I hear her say as I
walk in. She's sitting at the
front desk, with the phone
to her ear listening carefully to the caller's request.
With confident grace she
punches in the extension
and hangs up.
She doesn't even need the
directory anymore, I think to
myself as I approach.
Cynthia Bietz has been the
face (and voice) ofWright Hall
for almost 28 years now.
"I need something to drink
before we start," she says to
me and she disappears into
a room and comes out with a
Blue Machine Naked Juice.
"He brought this home to
me as a little gift. He knows
I love these things," she says
holding up the juice and letting out a giggle. I smile, getting all the more excited about
our meeting.
"He" is Gordon Bietz, Southern Adventist University's
president. He's been president
of the university for more than
13 years now. Before that, he
was the president of GeorgiaCumberland Conference, and
before that, he was the head
pastor at Collegedale church.

This couple has been in the
spotlight for years.
Mrs. Bietz and I look at each
other and start getting a little
giddy. Some serious girl talk is
about to take place.

"I always count this as my
miracle stoiy," she says with a
smile in her eyes.
In the beginning.
The setting was La Sierra
University, the year 1965.
Cynthia·Botimer, a freshman,
didn't have the ~st luck with

men, and her mom was beginning to get concerned.
"At night she used to lift
her hands in prayer, praying
for me in my dating experiences that I would end up with

a good one," Cynthia laughs,
putting her hands in the
air. "Because some were not
so good."
In fact, the man she was currently dating, Roger, fell into
that category. -He was a senior
and was fun to be around, but

they were not headed in the
same direction.
"I knew .it wasn't going to
work out because he wasn't
at all interested in spiritual
things," she says.
Little did she know, this
man would put her on her
future
husband's
radar.
Gordon Bietz
They called them the "frantic
five." It was a joke, of course,
but maybe not so much. They
were senior theology majors
and they didn't have wives, or
even serious prospects.
Gordon Bietz wa.s one of the
five, but he wasn't letting the
pressure of finding a girlfriend
throw off his game. In fact, he
was known to take a different
girl out each week.
"I wanted to give them each
an opportunity to get to know
me," he jokes.
Even though this was the
trend in those days, Gordon
wasn't out to just date. He
wanted to find the girl, and
had been thus far unsuccessful in his search.
But one night, he saw her in
a picture. A guy in the dorm,
Roger, had Cynthia's picture
on his desk. They were in the
process of breaking up. They
weren't lining up on some key
things, and they both knew it.
"She'd make a good minister's wife," Roger said. "You
ought to date her."
Next week: The first
meeting

Embrace repetition
BRANDON ROBERTS
COND!BUJQB

Journal entry, June

12,

2009

Life in Bangkok has become
a routine-off to 7-Eleven for
breakfast, back to the church
to edit video, off to the streets
for lunch, back to the church to
edit video. Help teach an English class or two in the evening,
Bible study after that. Find dinner somewhere in between and
end the night hanging out with
my Thai friends, discussing
the Bible or helping sharpen
their English skills. "Life has
become a routine. I used to
dread routine, but I have found
that routine is good. It is what
people get used to that makes
them comfortable. If it wasn't
for routine I wouldn't know my

"smoothie lady" friend and her
three cousins that now attend
our church. If it wasn't for routine I wouldn't get my everyday
smile at the 7-Eleven for my
daily dosage of soymilk. Yes,
routine is a good thing. And I
am happy that I discovered this
during my time as a student
missionary.
.
As I look back on my journal
entry of more than a year ago, I
can't help but think about how
much life has changed since
then. I'm back in the states,
back to school, back to the
same old routine. We say it all
the time.
"Hey man, how's it going?"
"Nothing new. Same old
routine."
We say it like it's a negative thing; like life would be so
much better if we didn't have
to go to the same class every

day, clock into the same job
and see the same faces every
walk down the promenade.
I know sometimes it feels
this way. Wishing we had
something different, something new. I've felt this way
many times, but I still can't get
past a routine. It's what makes
people comfortable. It's what
allows people to open up. For
us to see whom we really are.
When I look at the life of
Jesus I feel like he lived a
life of repetition. He spent
around 29 years of his life
as a carpenter-a life full of
monotonous work.
I can imagine Him talking with his fellow craftsmen
and clients as he perfected his
skill and built relationships
with his customers, not letting
the repetition of life get him
down, but instead taking hold

of it and making the. most of
every moment.
He had a life of routine, and
a life of purpose. He had a life
with reason. He lived an ordinary life just like we do. He
had a job just like, well, some
of us. He saw people walk by
him on his promenade every
day. I have a feeling he made
it something special. I have a
feeling he used the repetition
to his advantage.
So, next time you have to go
to work or attend that neverending class, remember that
repetition may not be so bad.
When you see those familiar
faces at the register at KR's,
give them a smile and a friendly "heHo." Embrace the moment. Embrace the repetition.

,.

..

Weekend
Go out on the town
JVith your friends!

•

•• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Rock City's Enchanted
Maize
Blowing Springs Farm
271 Chattanooga Valley Rd.
Flintstone, GA
Thurs.~Sun. Sept. 30- Oct. 31,
9 a.m.-8 p.m.
$7-9
http:/ jwww.enchantedmaze.
com/
Yeasayer Concert
The Masquerade
695 North Avenue
Atlanta, GA
Saturday, Oct. 2, 8 p.m.
$20
http:/ jwww.yeasayer.net/
Make a Difference Tour
with Third Day, TobyMac
and Michael W. Smith
Encore Park
2200 Encore Parkway
Alpharetta GA
Saturday, Oct. 2, 7 p.m.
Starting at $23
http:/ /www.makeadifferenc
etour.com/
Chattanooga Symphony
and Opera presents:
Beatlemania
630 Chestnut St.
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Oct. 2, 8 p.m.
Starting at $37
http:/ jwww.chattanoogasymphony.org/
Fiddler on the Roof
Memorial Auditorium
399 McCallie Avenue
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Oct. 2, 8-10 p.m.
Starting at $31.50
http:/ jmemorialauditorium.
com/
River Rocks
Coolidge Park
200 River St.
Chattanooga, TN
Oct. 1-10,7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Free
http:/ jwww.riverrockschat
tanooga.com/
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Tin1 Tebow: the hun1ble superstar
linebacker and tight end, but the league's biggest stars.
Today, fans can't get enough
the position he always loved
was quarte_rback. Aftei: a year of him. Teammates liken the
In Denver, Colorado lives a
at Trinity, Tebow and his fam- craze surrounding Tebow to
young rookie quarterback with
ily moved and that of a rock star. Crowds
a clumsy throwing motion and
he began to line the practice fields and the
questionable potential.
play at Nease stadiums where Tebow plays,
The funny thing is; he's the
High School- hoping for a chance at an aumost popular player in the
a
school tograph. Eyen some reporters
NFL.
known for its are unable contain their admiHe hasn't won a Super Bowl
passing game. ration.
or an MVP; he hasn't . even
. Tebow
Tebow has become the goldstarted a game. Regardless,
quickly
be- en boy of the NFL. Some say
his jersey is the number one
came one of he will revolutionize the game.
selling jersey in the country
the top high Others hail him as the Bronand soldout stadiums follow
school
re- cos' savior.
him wherever he goes.
cruits in the
But what's his draw?
There's just something fas-,
For Tebow, football is life,
country and
cinating about this young man
was
named but he understands that
from Florida. He's not your
Florida's there's more to life than just a
typical superstar athlete; but
Player of the game.
then again, that never was h~
"From being a lot of places
Year for his ·
goal.
with
my dad on mission trips,
.
.
junior
and
sePhoto by AP Photo/Ed Androesko •
Tim Tebow was different
kind
of find out what true
you
Denver Broncos quarterback Tim Tebow throws a pass during practice as they prepare for
mor seasons at
from the start.
pressure
is
and what is just a
Sunday$ football game against the Indianapolis ~lts.
Nease.
Born in the Philippines -to
game,"
Tim
Tebow told the ·
It was then
Christian missionaries, Tebow
view with CBS, "but he's .really Tebow stood up and yelled, that Tebow began to amass Boston (;lobe while in college.
was instilled with his parents'
tried to focus his life on eter- "We have to be the best frea- the following he has today.
"Even though we love it so
Christian values from an early
After a stellar high _school much, football is just a game."
nal things, and.-eternal things kin' offense in the nation toage. These' values still guide
career, Tebow committed to
Tim Tebow gets it. His priare people and God and his day."
his behavior to this d_ay. In
work."
"He .wouldn't even cus~" the University of Florida. In orities are straight and his
fact, that is perhaps his most
2006, he became the start- motives are pure. In today's_
You will never hear Tim Pouncey said.
famous quality.
That's just the kind of per- ing quarterback and in 2007 messed up world, he's the kind
talk bad about a teammate.
Every summer while in high
he was awarded the Reisman of athlete that moms can. enYou will never hear stories son Tebow is.
school, Tebow traveled to the)
Growing up in Jackson- Trophy.'
courage their.sons to emulate.
of his wild escapades out on
Philippines where hi;5 dad ran
the town. That's not who Tim ville, Florida, Tebow was
Then in 2008, Tebow and That's rare.
an orphanage. There he would
He may not he the Tom
Tebow is. When it comes to home-schooled for his en- the Gators won the BCS Naplay with the kids and share
star NFL athletes, he breaks tire high school education. tional Championship, further Brady or Peyton Manning
his testimony. ·
Lucky for Tebow, a state leg- increasing Tim's popularity at .. some expect him to be, but
all stereotypes.
In college, Tebow would
he'll always be himself: He'll
"For me, I just want to be a isl~tion passed in 1996, al- home and across the country.
inscribe Bible verses onto his
good role model," Tebow told lowing the home-schooled
When Tebow entered the always lead his team in prayer
eye black and lead his team in
the St. Petersburg Times. "I athlete to compete for his local 2010 NFL Draft, he was se-· and he'll always end his interprayer before and after every
want to be someone that kids high school, Trinity Christian · lected with the 25th overall views with "God Bless." That's
game. In th~ off-seaso!J., he
pick by the Denver Broncos just who TimTebow is.
can look up to in today's soci- Academy.
would go to prisons and speak
He's different.
At Trinity, Tebow played and instan~y became one of
ety."

ANDREW GARCILAZQ .

Srous Eo!Toa

to the inmates about Jesus.
"[Tim is] very passionate
about football," Tim's father
Bob Tebow said in an inter-

Former Florida Gators center Mfke Pouncey recalls sitting on the team bus before
a game against Miami when

Who's the highest paid ithlete ever? It's not who you'd expect
ANDREW GARCILAZO

Srous E01roa

With all the money raked
in by guys like Tiger Woodt
Kobe Bryant and Alex Rodriguez, you'd expect the highest
paid athlete ever to hail from
the modern era, right?
·
Wrong.
According to an ancient
Roman inscription, Gaius
Appuleius Diodes, a Roman
charioteer, has made more
than Tiger, Kobe and A-Rod
combined. That's right, with
career earnings of more than
35.8 million sesterces (ancient

Roman coins), Diodes blows
today's superstal1' out of the
wa.ter.

Discovery.com interviewedPeter Struck, associate professor of classical studies at the

''Translate that kind
of money into today' s
world and . Diocles's
career earnings werearound $15 billion.,,
-

...

University of . Pennsylvania
who stumbled -~pon the · inscription in a Roman monument built for the charioteer.
Called "the most eminent of
all charioteers," in the monument, Diodes career started in
122 AD- when he was only 18
years old. He raced for more
than two decades and won
.1,462 of his-4,257 _ry.ces, a winning percentage of 34·
In additio~,; Diodes ·made
nine horses 100-time winners
. and one horse, pompeianus, a
200-time winner.

According to Discovery, it
is estimated "Diodes's total
earnings of 35,863,120 sesterces were enough to provide
grain for the entire population of Rome for one year, or
to fund the Roma_!!..Jll'my at
its height fOr more than two
months."
Translate that kind of money into today's world and Diodes's career earnings were
around $15 billion. That's
soll1e serious dough.
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Maladaptive brain activity changes
"Ugh," you sigh heavily
while slouching down behind
your steering wheel and think
about what might have been.
But unfortunately Taco Bell
did it again. They added meat
to your strictly vegetarian burrito. What are you going to do
about it?
A piece of advice: don't get
mad, be glad because they
most likely weren't trying to
purposely ruin..your midnightsnack-fit-for-a-college-student; the worker probably just
had a maladaptive brain activity change, or more commonly
known as a brain fart.

According to authorities,
brain farts are not uncommon
in work places that emphasize
repetitive tasks such as endless bean prep. Nor are brain
farts simply a figment of our
imaginations. They are pure
science.
In an interview with Wikipedia's top officials early
Tuesday afternoon, Wiki disclosed the name of a scientist
at the University of Bergen in
Norway who has studied the
brain fart extensively.
According to research done
by Tom Eichele, a neuroscientist at Bergen, maladaptive
brain activity changes can be
identified up to 30 seconds
before the Taco Bell worker

swaps your beans for beef.
That's probably about the time
you made your order.
Urbandictionary.com lists
a "brain fart" as occurring
"when someone knews how to
do something right but at that
instant he does it wrong even
though he is pro at it."
Wiki also reported that researchers think the cause of
brain farts to be "the brain
attempting to save effort on a
task by entering a more restful
state."
But hey, if I was up at midnight preparing food for you,
I'd put my brain on sleep
mode too.

.

~ .

*Parts of this article are completely factual, other parts are completely fictional. It is recommended that you read this while in possession of a grain of salt.

u

BS down
InTents. InTents means
3 things: Spiritual biessings,
double credit, and cooler
weather.
Food Services' shortened
hours: I know it's InTents, but
students with late classes can't
get any food .
Preview Southern is over:
I don't mind all the highschoolers on campus, but there
were so many of the~!
The Mayfield cow has left
campus: Frankly I think
it should be placed in the
middle of the roundabout.
All-night softball this
weekend: One of the few
opportunities to sign out of the
dorm at absurd times of night.
Fall is here: Bad news for
leaf blowers.

2010

Havoc, Bombshells win
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SnuWamR

Havoc and Ballistic Bo~b
shells took the win at Southern's All-night Softball tournament tradition continued
on Saturday, Oct. 2, as 39
teams went out to the softball
fields to showcase their athletic talents.

Softball season started with
a competitive Men's A-league
division. Saturday night was
no different.
Fresco, the A-league .team
that was an early pick to win
in the season and to win the
· tournament, was beat in the
championship round by Havoc, a team they beat during
the season, said Mike Boyd,

director of intramural's.
Havoc played outstanding in
the final round by hitting five
home runs in the game, two of
them coming from the same
player, Andrew Busche, a senior sports studies major.
"We felt tired earlier in the
night, but during that game
we carried each other and got

three teams left in the tournament as they beat three Aleague teams along the way,
but they were finally eliminated by Fresco.
Martin Shaw, a junior pastoral care major and one of
the players for Blitzkrieg, expressed a bit of surprise for
beating so many A-league

on a role," Busche said. "It
feels pretty good."
At the beginning of the
night the best of the Men's Bleague teams were matched
up against some A-league
teams. Dollar Zone and Blitzkrieg were . both B-league
teams that upset two A-league
teams in the first round. Blitzkrieg even made it to the final

teams, but also said "we kept
stringing together hits and
playing good defense... we
were glad to do it."
The ladies playoffs saw a
few teams fight for the ladies
All-night Softball crown, including No Fear, Heartbreakers and Ballistic Bombshells.
The champiopship round
came between No Fear, who
continued on pg. 4

Security cameras now in parking lots
Nev.· high-definition
surveillance cameras are being installed around the parking areas of Talge Hall.
These higher resolution
cameras improve the coverage of the current surveillance
system by keeping watch over
all;. vehicle exits and more
than half of Talge parking ar-

eas. The cameras, valued at
around $2000 per unit, are
effective for capturing facial
details from several hundred
feet away and in low-light
conditions, said Dwight Magers, Taige Hall dean.
"There are a couple of spots
in the parking lots where we
might not be able to get facial
recognition," Magers said,
"but we have a small enough
stutlent body that we'd eventu-

ally identify any wrongdoers."
Despite lacking full detail
camera coverage for Talge
parking lots, the combination
of card door access data and
digital surveillance recording considerably strengthens
eampus security.
There have been a few security incidents in years past,
Magers said, but nothing
since then.

)I
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Poll question

Status will
get you

D~ou think the

sexual urity vespers
nowher~, was a ropriate?
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Do you trust your man?
BRIAN NYAMWANGE
SA PaEUDENJ

He tells
you that he
loves you,
but you're
just
not
sure. Your
friends like
him, and
your family
adores him, but can you trust
him?
Stephen Covey, who wrote
"7 Habits of Highly Effective People" said, "Trust .is
the glue of life. It's the most
essential ingredient in effective communication. It's the
foundational principle that
holds all relationships."
Every relationship is based
on two things: trust and
communication. The more
quality time you spend with
the person you love, the better you get to know them.
It's risky, but as you create
an environment where you
can express yours.e lf without
feeling judged, you begin to
trust that person. You begin
to open up to them, and you
feel comfortable sharing who
you really are.
God has been trying to
communicate his heart to us
through his love letter, the
Bible. Many people live with

.JASON UPSON
SuFF Warn•

fue fear that they fall short of
God's expectations for them,
or even worse, thatthey don't
deserve God's love at all.
"But God demonstrates
His own love toward us, in
that while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us." Romans 5:8 (NASB).
This.th>e oflove is unconditional. Even though sometimes people may do things
that hurt us, if we value the
friendship, we choose to
make ourselves vulnerable.
God is all powerful and all
knowing, and yet His deepest desire is to be intimate
with you.

''glueTruStof life.the
is

,,

"Fill your whole heart with
the words of God," "Steps to
Ghrist," pg. 88. Even if you
are broken and hurting, God
has written to you to tell you
that He will never leave you.
He is still fighting for your
heart.
I am learning to trust my
man, and I want to love Him
with all my heart. His name
is Jesus. Do you trust your
man?

"When you come to the word of God, you a~ot looking for
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange

..

•
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Talge Hall survives ViewSouthern

A Word to the Wise

~.
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vited their high school friends
to stay in their rooms for the
duration of the event, said
Johnny Hodgson, a Talge Hall
resident assistant.
"Night check was fairly
easy," Hodgson said. "And the
pizza guy [Papa John's] made
quite a profit, too."

Connect celebrates Purim
SUZANNE OCSAI

Sun WKnFK

The Connect church service
ended their month-long study
of the book "m'- Esther with a
Purim celebration on Saturday, Sept. 25~
.
Purim is a Jewish celebration that commemorates the
sa1vation of the Jews from
Haman as depicted in the
book of Esther.
Instead of a traditional sermon, the message time was
supplemented by a theatrical performance on the life
1

of Esther directed by Jesse
Rademacher, assistant professor for the School of Visual
Art and Design.
Southern students portrayed the lives of many of
the characters including Esther, played by Anne Kelley,
a junior mass communication
major, and Haman, played by
Zach Goldstein, a junior animation major.
The service and celebrations
were not just for the audience
to observe but also participate
in. During the performance,

tfie congregation was encouraged to jeer Haman and cheer
when Esther and the king
were on stage.
The Celebrations ended with
a Jewish-themed potluck and
Jewish dancing after the service.
"I gained more of an appreciation for the Jewish culture,"
said Bonnie Christiansen, a
sophomore film production
major: "[I] was reminded once
again how brave Esther was to
risk her life by breaking protocol to see the king and intercede for her people."

New ice cream a~ the
. Campus Kitchen

JESSICA WEAVER
Suu W•rn•

New ice cream options have
been introduced to the menu
at the Campus Kitchen.
Ice cream cones, root beer
floats, banana splits and
brownie sundaes have been
added to the mimu in addition to the shakes and
smoothies which have been
served all year.
The new choices were
added in an attempt to ex-

pand the variety because
other places on campus don't
have those options, said Shirley Menhennett, Campus
Kitchen manager.
Karolina Grekov, a senior
international studies major,
said she loves that there will
be more variety.
"There really isn't any other
outlet for the ice cream lover,"
Grekov said.
Also, Menhennett said that
all the ice cream at the Cam-

pus Kitchen is non-dairy.
"Most students don't realize that it's dairy-free," said
Grekov, "but that is just another reason to love the ice
cream options at the Campus
Kitchen."
11enhennett
encouraged
students to try the new ice
cream and said the Campus
Kitchen would love to hear
feedback so that changes can
be made if necessary.

irtC'>. ~~~:oro

ANDREA TAYLOR
EDITOR

Southern caught a glimpse
of the future as hundreds of
high school and academy students packed into the alreadyloaded dormitories for the annual three day ViewSouthern
event from Sept. 20- 22.
Even with the mass of potential college students, Talge
Hall managed the additional

population with no problems
to speak of, said Dwight Magers, Talge Hall dean.
More than 580 visitors arrived on campus with roughly
200 of those students spending their nights sleeping on
borrowed floor space in Talge.
Accommodations for View
Southern ¥isitors virtua,ly
handled themselves. Many
current Talg~ residents in-
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Apison Pike renovations continue
BRANDON

Cosos

SuFF WanEK

Future Southern students
will find it easier to get around
due to expansion planned for
Apison Pike.
The expansion has three
projects, said Jennifer Flynn,
regional community relations
officer for the Tennessee Department of Transportation,
Project one will build a road
from the new Enterprise South
Interchange on Interstate 75

to where Old Lee Highway will have a continuous turn
joins Apison Pike.
lane, bike lanes and sidewalks.
Project two will widen Api- · Project one is much further
son Pike from where project along, with construction hopeone left off to Ooltewah-Ring- fully beginning next month.
gold Road.
Project two is in its design
Project three will complete phase and project three is only
the expansion by construct- in very early-stage developing a new four-lane road from ment. If all goes as planned,
Ooltewah-Ringgold to East the entire expansion will be
Brainerd Road. A bridge will completed between 2014 and
be built over the train tracks 2015. '
near Southern and the road
..,.
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InTents meeting theme: 'Lost, but Found'
EMILY LYNES

Paul Vunileva was the
speaker for Southern Adventist University's seventh annual InTents meetings from
Sept. 27 to Oct. 1.
The theme this year was
"Lost, but Found."
Vunileva,
an Arkansas
youth pastor, showed students
examples through the Bible
of being "lost, but found" he
also used examples of his own
personal life and inspired students to have a personal encounter with Jesus Christ.
"I want these young people
to see regardless of what addiction or issues, we can always turn the page," Vunileva
said, "because God's grace is
enough for all of us."
Southern students had some
positive feedback.
"Sometimes in the craziness
of university life I feel like I
have momentarily los~ my focus on Jesus," said Kara Ack-

erman, a junior nursing major, "and the InTents meetings
last week centered on the fact
that even when that does happen, God is right there·waiting
to find you as soon as you a:e
ready and want to be found."
Vunileva believes in the
importance of Jesus' mission
statement "For the Son of Man
came to seek and to save what
was lost." Luke 19:10 (NIV).
Southern
students
responded positively this year
by breaking the attendance
record of past years with an
estimated 1,500 students per
night, said Bernelle Taitague,
assistant chaplain for campus programming and outreach. Due to rain, the tent
that Southern usually rents
was unavailable, making this
larger tent providential.
With the speaker, the music
and the stud~nt participation,
the meetings were deemed a
success in the eyes of some attendees.

Pastor Paul Vunileva speaks at the InTents meetings on Monday, Sept. 27.

"This years InTents had a
more home-grown feel to it,"
said Laura Brownlow, a junior
international business major.
"The simple humility from the
speaker was refreshing."

What Pastor Vunileva wanted students to take away from
this week was simple.
"There is a heavenly Father.
He's a risen Savior, He's alive,
He sits high, but He reaches

down so low that H~ picks
each of us up. And because of
His sacii_fice we're no longer
lost, but found."

Cooler weather comes just in time for triathlon
AMY VITRANO
5DFFW81HR

Many students are excited
about the cooler weather, but
the competitors in the 26th
year of the Cohutta Springs
Triathlon Sunday, Oct. 3
were among some of the most
grateful.
The first leg of the triathlon
started at 1~:30 p.m. with a
half-mile swim in the Cohutta Springs Lake in Crandall,
Ga. Although the water temperature was 71 degrees, many
swimmers thought the water
felt warm due to the 6o-degree ·
temperature air.
Throughout the swim, lifeguards were dispersed along
the course in kayaks in case of
an emergency. Two swimmers
were assisted to shore.
After the swim, the participants moved on to the 18mile bike trek. The ride was
an out-and-back course, with
mildly hilly terrain. Despite
the complaints many participants had about the strong,

Triathletes dive into the water on Sunday as they commence the first part of the race.

cold winds, there were no bU<e
wrecks this year.
After transitioning off the
bike. and into running shoes,

the final leg of the race was a
four-mile run. The out-andback course, which also had
mildly hilly terrain, covered

some of the same ground as
the bike course.
Robert Benge, professor
in the School of P.E., Health,

and Wellness, who helps run
the triathlon each year said
Emergency Medical Services
(EMS) was especially grateful
for the cool weather because
most calls are made concerning dehydration and heat exhaustion. Fortunately, EMS
was not called ~nee.
Competitors of all ages had
different goals in mind. Richard Schwarz, Gym-Master's
coach, said his goal was to finish. Jessica Marlier,~ senior
physical education major, said
her goal was to simply have
fun and do her best.
Not only did Marlier meet
her goal of having fun, but she
also took tirst place overall in
the female division with a time
of 1:35:34. The overall male
winner was 19-year-old A.J.
Meyer from Cohutta, Ga., who
finished the race with a time of
1:22:56. There were nine age
groups and three relay groups
this year.
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Two students, one teacher build faculty housing
REED

are also building an efficiency
apartment in the basement.
When .t he first duplex was
Faculty housing is expand- built, the masonry and other
ing as two construction man- specialized jobs were conagement students work to tracted out. VVith Youngberg's
complete the interior of a du- experience in so many differ-.
plex and efficiency apartment ent aspects of the construction
on University Drive.
process, students are learning
Andrew Fisher and Kirk more skills and are capable of
Shoemaker spend five hours building the faculty housing
on ~onday and VVednesday with little outside help.
afternoons under the supervi"VVe want them to be as presion of John Youngberg, asso- pared as possible," Youngberg
ciate professor of the technol- said. "I'm t:]:lroWing in little
ogy, completing the other half things about how to go about
of the duplex that was the con- ·doing something if you don't
struction management pro- have all the cool tools so you
gram's first-year project. They can still get the job done. The
JACQUI

SuuW.ma

Photo by Jacqui Reed

Kirk Shoemaker wqrks on
woodcutting to help complete the
interior of the faculty duplex on
University Drive.
.,

s·tudents needed to run AV

young people that finish the
program will be able to build
houses no problem."
The construction management program, which takes
two years to complete, is designed to teach students the
construction process from the
beginning to the end. During
the first year, students learn
about putting up the structure. During the second year,
they complete everything inside the building such as wiring, heating and air conditioning, plumbing and flooring.
"I like the finish work, but
we haven't gotten there yet,"
Shoemaker said, when asked

Student Association updates website
MIA LINDSEY
SuuW.ma
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Campus ~inistries is looking for students who are willing to be part of the audio
visual team in charge 'of liye
streaming vespers and Renewal over the Internet.
This is the first year that
Campus ~inistries is overseeing the live streaming of vespers and the first year that Renewal is being streamed.
In previous years, the
School of Journalism and
Communication was respon-

rh

-11;

sible for the streaming of vespers each week but was unable
to continue because of a lack
of manpower, said ~ichael
Hadley, Campus ~inistries
audio visual assistant.
Campus ~inistries is also
looking to expand their team
of 15 students, who produce
vespers _- and Renewal each
week, to 30 so that each student team would only be responsible for one weekend a
month instead of two, as they
are currently.
Tom Goddard, Destiny Drama director and Campus ~in-

d1.

qCTO r 0 ~e\ ·

istries audio visual director,
said he trains each student in
the four main . tasks that the
production requires: audio,
video or romputer for song
service slides and other visuals, camera control, and technical directing.
"It's an opportunity for people to be involved in service,"
Goddard said. "It's a lot of fun
to operate as part of a team
[and] can be very satisfying."

.@

natural juices and"'

Creamy Bean Factory
Four corner (CoiJegedale)
423-396-3080
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what he liked most about the
program.
"It's a break from studying,"
Fisher said.
The duplex and efficiency
apartment will take until the
end of the school year to finish due to the limited amount
of time and people working on the · project. However,
despite the slow process,
Youngberg said the university is already looking ahead,
and has tom down another ·
building in preparation for next year's project.

Student Association is in the
process of updating their website in order to increase interaction ~th students.
A few of the featu~ that
will be available on the website
are minutes from the senate
meetings and a list of upcoming SAeve~ts, said Carl Reiter,
SA social vice president.
Reiter said SA had a website
last year but, few people were
aware of it.
The layout is the same as
last year and the only part left
to finish is putting the new

SA members' photos in place,
said Kelsey Larrabee, SA public relations director. Larrabee
will be handling most of the
information on the website.
Once finished, students will
be able to go to ·sa.southem.
edu to stay informed on what's
happening in SA and share
their opinions on the blog.
"VVe want to bridge lhe
disconnect between Student
Association and the student
body," -said Sabine Monice, SA
parliamentarian. "Hopefully
in the future they will not be
afraid to stop by the office and
voice their questions."
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Students paiticip~te in.excavation
AsHLEY WAGNER
5wEWR!IER

This past summer, 62
students and staff, led by
Michael Hasel, religion
professor and archeologist,
spent six weeks at an excavation site near the Valley
of Elah, in Israel, where the
battle of David and Goliath
made Biblical history.
The archeological site
Khirbet Qeiyafa is located near Azekah and Sucoh, and close to . the valley where the battle took
place. Excavations have
uncovered the remains of
an Iron Age two-gated city
that has been identified as
Sha'arayim ("two-gates"),
according to the Institute
of Archaeology's newsletter, "Dig Sight."
The
newsletter·
also
shares that Sha'arayim is
mentioned in the Bible
three times. In 1 Samuel
17:52, it is mentioned in relation to the David and Go-

liath story along with Azekah and Sucoh.
Alex Voigt, a senior the-

in the Bible, but when you
are actually there, it all becomes real," Voight said.

member on the excavation
this year, oversaw a fourby-four meter section of the

stones in a line and you
better watch out. It may
be a wall."
Southern's Institute of
Archaeology has teamed
up with the Hebrew University to work on this excavation project for three
years. Next summer is _possibly the last year students
from Southern will be
able to participate in this
excavation.
"If you can go, do it,"
McGraw said. "It shows
you the lands of the Bible in
their original setting. You
experience the culture, see
amazing places, and meet
wonderful people. "
For information on next
year's excavation, you can visJosh McGraw, Ross Knight and Alex Meyes take a break from digging in square T30 on
it southern.edujarchaeology.
Professor Hasel will be
ology major and particiThe group was looking for site. In his square, McGraw · sharing the latest discoveries
pant in•t-he excavation, said more Iron Age artifacts, but and his team found pottery, from these excavations at 7
it was amazing to look over ended up finding mostly coins and a ritual bath.
p.m. on Oct. 7 in Lynn Wood
the valley ·from the excava- Hellenistic age pieces, with
"You've got to be careful," Chapel. Convocation credit
McGraw said. "You have to will be given.
tion site and be able to see some from the Iron Age.
Azekah.
-.
Josh McGraw, a senior notice soil changes and ar"You see all the names archaeology major and staff chitecture. More than three

Student's works featured at recital
JAROD KEITH
Copy

EDITOR

A recital featuring works
composed by a Southern Adventist University student took
place on Sunday, Sept. 26.
Ethan McGrath, a freshman music theory and literature major, composed all of
,:~r:::~s~

Havoc, Bombshell win

the pieces performed, which
included a vocal duet, a solo
piano piece and pieces for
voice and piano. Pelformers
included Holly Greer, local
choir instructor; Julie ~enner ,
professor of music; Kevin De. Benedictis, vocal performance
major; Justin Hipp, a local
graduate student; and Joel

Thompson, McGrath's friend.
"I was honored to be able
to perform a piece by a live
composer," DeBenedictis said.
"Most composers are dead, so
it was fun to get feedback from
the composer arid to.debut his
works to the world."
~cGrath said he has been
planning the recital since last

spring and that he was pleased published. "When Lilacs Last
in the Dooryard Bloom'd," a
with the outcome.
"I am thankful for every- song based on a poem by Walt
body who came to support · Whitman, was published by
the event," McGrath said. "I Earth Songs. The sheet music
didn't know how many people is available at earthsongschoto expect, but the turnout was ralmusic.com.
good."
McGrath recently had one
of his choral compositions

--.
Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

eontinu.ed from pg. '1

came between No Fear,
who only allowed 20 ru.ns '
against them, and the Ballistic Bombshells, who had
scored 92 runs d~ring the'"
season.
The game wen,t jnto ex-.
tra innings but the Ballistic Bombshells eventually pulled off the win and
claimed the Ladies Allnight softball 'Crown.

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID·
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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When God ·called .me to'Scribble
ANGELA McPHERSON
REI !CION
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EDITOR

"Just put the cray6n down on
the page and color!" I said ·
Rosa stared at me, gripping the
crayon, white knuckling it
"It's fun!" I encouraged
She looked up at me with a face
that clearly said, 'This does not
look like fun."
There we sat, 6-year-old Rosa
and I. I was trying to convince her
to do one thing-scnbb1e.
Rosa is a little girl who has
autism. fve been her therapist
for the past four summers, and
I used to work with her full time
before I came'to schooL
For the longest time the thing
we worked on most was coloring.
For some reason, Rosa did not
like to color. She didn't like coloring books. She didn't even like to
pick up crayons.
I asked the behavioralist about
this one day, and she responded
with this: "Rosa doesn't like to
· fail. She likes to be right She likes
to do good If she thinks that she
could fail at something, she'd
rather not start it to begin with."
"Oh,"Isaid
Then the behavioralist started making ways that we could

get Rosa to move from a basis
of fear-of being incorrect, of
doing the "wrong" thing-to a
basis of having fun.
J ust·coloring.
Likeakid.
-:
Doing what she w~ created to do, instead of being
afraid of it.
This part was rough for me
because I identify with Rosa.
I haven't been able to open
my Bible once this week without seeing a passage regarding
fear and the disassembling of it.
The most hard-hitting of
these passages was Isaiah 41:810 from The Message:
"You're my se~t, serving
on my side.
"I've picked you. I haven't
dropped you.
"Don't panic. I'm with you.
"'Th.ere's no need to fear for
I'm your God.
"I1l give you strength. ~11
help you.
"I'll hold you steady, keep a
finn grip on you."
•
Don't panic? There's no need
for fear? I had to talk to God
about this. The conversation
went a little something like this:
Me: "What do you mean, I
don't need to fear? What in the

world am I afraid oft'
·~
God: "You know, you don't
color very much."
Me: "What do you mean?"
God: "Well, I've been watching you in your life, and you don't
color very much."
Me: "Elaborate."
God: "All this stuff about fear
and panicking-what I mean
by it is, you're reminding me of
Rosa."
Me: "When she wouldn't color?"
God: "Yes. And fm not talking
about literal crayons."
Me: "Goon."
God: "You've got a lot of fears

in your life. We've got to take
themapartandputthemaway.
Me: "Name some."
God: "You hawn't finished the
book you've been working on:
fear cf success and failure."
Me: "Gulp!"
God: "Sometimes you're super
loud and crazy in public-that's
the fear ofjust being yourself."
Me: "Gulp"
God: "I could goon."
Me: 'That's okay. I get it"
God: "It's like a big stutter.
You're wanting to color, to abide
and thrive in Me. To be the person I made you to be. And then
you get scared. You try, and then

I d.on'tloveyouryet
ScOTIKAI!EL
CQNDIBUTOR

Haveyouevertoldsomeoneyou
don'tlovethem? Not in the I-don'tlove-you-anymore sense, but in the
!-haven't-loved-you-yet sense?
To narrow the question further,
I don't mean in the fro-a-boyfriend-waiting-for-the-right-timeto-use-the-"L"-word sense, but
in the !-have-never-consideredloving-you-and-given-the-choice!-would-rather-leave-the-room

sense.
Narrower still, I don't mean
the it's-really-creepy-that-you'redown-on-one-knee-and-I -don'tknow-you sense, but in the
God-says-I'm-supposed-to-loveyou-but sense.
But others will know we are
Ouistians by our-what? love. A
circle is a circle because it is round
A Ouistian is a Ouistian because
he or she loves.

'Iiue love, that is self-sacrifice
without expecting reciprocation
and the ability to see each individual as bought by God, is at the
pinnacle of sanctification, whiCh
means that true love is the thing we
in our humanity fake the longest
But isn't it better to wear a mask
than to show your ugly face? To
'fake it 'til you make it?'
I leave the nicest apple. I act interested I give away things with no
strings attached But can a circle
fake being round?
Up to this point, I have apparently been operating under the assumption ~t the poople around
me are blind idiots. However,
last week, in the sense I described
above, I told a girl that I didn't love
her. It was .t he first time I had ever
said something like that
Co~tively, it was easier to
admit to stealing from my parents
or to my .porn addiction than to
admit that the identity-e&c;ential I

I

claim, by definition, doesn't apply
to me.

him or her and that you understand you're failing your God and

Youmightsay, "Don'tbesohard
on yourself, Scott God forgives
you." Deep down, I agree with you.
But go to a person you don't get

His religion.
And then you11 know what fm
talking about It's one thing to
know in your1 head tliat you don't
love someonJ-it's tough enough
to admit that-it's another thing to
say so out loud
Smprisingly, my moment of
honesty has led to my sipping of
the major paradox in Christianity-the admission of incapability
is the starting point to capability.
You know, like how you can't ever
seem to think of a forgotten word
until you ask someone for help.
It has caused ownership of the
weak collapsing distortion txeated
by my human thinking. It has reminded me that I've been manufacturing a veneer of. Ouistian
authenticity for myself rather than
going to the source of it
The real issue here is not tbatl
donllore this girl, it is in my re-

along with. Look that person in
the eye and soberly, solemnly and
apologetically say you don't lore

you get scared It's like Rosa with
the crayons."
Me: "I got it about the crayons
part."·
God: "Why don't you just
trust that I made the colors, I
made the page, and go ahead
and scribble?"
Me: "How do I scribble?"
God: 'Trust Put the crayon on
the page, start coloring, and don't
worry about it"
Today, I read from Isaiah 42:16. "But I'll take the
hand of those who don't know
the way, who can't see where
they're going.
"I'll be a personal guide to
them, directing them through
unknown country. ru be right
there to show them what roads
to take, make sure they don't fall
into the ditch.
"These are the things rube doing forthem-stickingwith them,
not leaving them for a minute."
As long as God is sitting beside
me, I guess fll start picking up
the crayons.

sistance to admitting that I cannot
·
love her on my own.
Love is so alien to us. The only
waytoexperienoeitsauthenticityis
to hear about it, we couldn't think
up something so pristine ourselves; believe in it, trust that such
a crazy thing as giving without expecting anything in return somehow makes sense; and surrender
to it, admit out loud that you are
yourself incapable of it.
' If you are failing to love som~
one, say so. It may be the beginning ofloving them. Besides, what
are you afraid of? People knowing
that you're not what you say you
are? They have probably figured
that out already.
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DANIELLE QUAlLEY

Response from the humor editor
I thoroughly enjoyed reading "The opinion of two girls"
last week. I am glad my article has· sparked such intense
discussion. I also agree with
their opinions expressed in
the article.
My article "Confession of
a Caucasian" was written as
satire. Although I do agree
with the premise of my article, the specifics I delve into
in the artide were purely intended for humor and not as
anything serious. I wanted to
stereotype white people pure-

ly for humor.
I also share in common
with these two ladies the
opinion that the ethnic nights
are purely for celebration
of culture. I think a European Heritage Club could be
fantastic, and ~oing some
of the activities they suggested would be wonderful.
In that sehse, like they suggest, we would have a true
Caucasian Night.
They conclude their· article
by stating they did not intend to bash me, which I do

not think they did. They did
write "it sounds like a personal opinion," and it is. I think
Southern needs a white club
and a white night.
My opinions were the impetus for writing the article,
but the article itself is not a
pure expression of my true
opinions. The authors also
stated that they did not want
to make "a small idea into a
big controversy."
I do not think this is a small
idea. I know several people
over the years that have at-

tempted to get a white club
started, and many white students have approached me
after reading the article and
have expressed their agreement with what I have said.
I think this is 1 something
that needs strong conside~;ation and, if necessary, I
\
will do what I can to get a
white club started.
I did not intend to offend
anyone, and ifl ltave done so,
I apologize. There is a warning on the ~as the ladies
who wrote "the opinion of

girls" have stated, that
content is strictly humorous
in nature and not meant to be
taken as truthful or offensive.
The humor articles are purely
my attempts at being humorous. My goal is to entertain
you and make you laugh, and
it certainly is nice to see some
intellectual processes going
on as a result of my content
as well.
-Caitlyn Mayers •
Humor editor

We don't want to see it: the problem with PDA
embarrassment before giving
me an apologetic smile. Yeah,
you should be embarrassed, I
It's a beautiful autumn af- think, irritated.
ternoon. The birds are singYes, I've made it into the
ing, the grasshoppers · are dorm, but seriously guys, is
chirping, and ine? Well, I'm there nowhere else you can
standing outside of Thatcher express your love for each
South waiting for the inter- other without making the
twined couple in front of the rest of us feel awkward?
door to move, so that I can go
I took the liberty of gostudy for my English literature ing on Wikipedia, because
test. Ugh. Where's the fire Wikipedia is so accurate,
hose when you need it?
to look up the definiI try not to look in the di- tion of the acronym PDA.
rection of Mickey and Min- Now, I've come up with
nie Mouse because I feel like my own definitions for
I'm interrupting something it, like "purely disturbby standing there, but I just ing activity," or "pretty
need to get inside. Oh no, darn annoying," but I've
pay no attention to me, I decided to stick with the
think to myself, tapping my definition we all know
foot impatiently.
and love: "public display
Finally, after about three of affection."
days, I muster up a mumbled
For those of you who
"excuse me" and awkwardly don't know what PDA is,
try to go around the couple .. just make your way to the outThe girl, realizing that yes, side entrance of any dorm on
people do need to get in and campus, and you'll get a front
out of the dorm, giggles with row seat. Thankfully, that kind
DANlELLE QUAlLEY

O..N!ON

Emma

of behavior is not tolerated in
any of the dorms, so at least I
can walk around inside without having to worry about
bumping into Harvey and
Sally trying to win the world

press that affection in one way
or another, but can we keep it
rated G please? I'm pretty sure
thatthereareplentyofwaysto
express affection towards each
other in a way that is appro-

awkward and uncomfortable
to us onlookers.
Some people might say,
"Well, if you don't want to
see, don't look," and I'm almost positive that someone
has thought that already
from reading this article.
However, since most of
us already cover our eyes
just .to get inside of our
dorms, maybe a better
solution would be for you
~ to expres~ your love more
a~propriately.
So, the solution to all
of this mayhem? Just
please be. considerate
of your fellow students
when expressing your
affection to your significant other. We're glad
that you are in love and
Photo illustration by Matt Taylor want to show it to one
another, and we wish you
well. But please, leave the
priate enough for others to see PDA-ing to the Blackberry or
without getting embarrassed. HTCDroid.
A hug or a quick kiss is fine,
but anvthing more than t at is

r------------------------.--__,.___...,

'·

record of the tightest human
pretzels.
I understand that couples
love each other and need to ex-

lf'you're looking ·for a place to stay,

ask fo-r .the Southern rate.

423-591 ..8500

423-305-6800
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Beauty and the Bietz: part two
T

B
ARA

ECKER

•

CoNTR•auxoa

Last week: Cynthia's college ex-boyfriend Roger suggested that Gordon Bietz ask
her out on a date.
The first meeting
Meanwhile, Cynthia heard
the name Gordon Bietz for
the first time. Another freshman on campus came up to
Cynthia, ecstatic. The girl had
been on a rare two dates with
the infamous Gordon and was
praying that therE! "'Would be
another, and apparently was
asking other people to do so
as well.
"Pray for me!" she said. "I've
gone out with Gordon Bietz a
couple of times. He's a senior
and I just love him. I want to
go on more dates!"
Later that semester, Cynthia
went on a date to an residents
assistants party. Gordon Bietz
was also there, with his date.
He was the life of the party that
night, heading up the games
and making everyone laugh.
And although he was having a
good time, he was also having

a hard time keeping his eyes
off a certain lady. Cynthia had
noticed it too, that night she
went home and talked to her
mom about it.

"There was this guy at an
RA party," she said. "He was
so funny. I felt like he was

looking at me all night long."
Third time's the charm
Her intuition wasn't far off.
Several weeks later she got a
call from Gordon Bietz. He

wanted to know if she would
go out with him on Friday
night. But she couldn't, she
had a date. Could she go Saturday night, he wanted to know?

Nope, ·she was going on a date
with someone else.
What
about Saturday afternoon, and
he'd get her back before her
date that night? Sure.
Now, little did Cynthia know
at the time, but Gordon never
did this. If he had to ask more

than once, he wouldn't be
asking again. But there was
something special about Cynthia that kept him asking.
So, that Sabbath morning in
December, Gordon took Cyn-'
thia on their first date. They
had a great time; she wore her
cute two-piece black dress and
he picked her up in his white
Chevrolet Corvair.
"We had a lot of fun laughing and talking," she said. "A
lot of people don't know the
funny side of him, but that's
what attracted me first."
They continued going on
dates for the rest of that year.
Then, after the summer, Gordon headed to Andrews University to attend seminary.
Although long distance was
hard, he and Cynthia made it
work by writing to each other
everyday.
And, when Gordon came
home that Christmas break,
he went back to Andrews with
a fiance.
Next week: "He never
did ask me to marry him"

"Tuesdays with Morrie:" An old man, a young man and life's greatest lesson
SuZANNE OcsAI
CONIRIBIOQR
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The book "Tuesdays with
Morrie" is the true story of Professor Morrie Schwartz and
his
former-college-studentturned-acclaimed-journalist,
Mitch Alborn. Referred to as
"Morrie's last class" Mitch is
the only student and the subject is the meaning of life. In
the 13 "classes" that Morrie
taught Mitch before the final
thesis (the book) was due, they
covered life and death, as well
as aging, culture, simplicity,
forgiveness and much more.
The book sat on my shelf for
some time before I picked it up
to discover one of the greatest
reads I have ever encountered.
A small page count promised a short reading time that
was perfect for my hectic college student schedule, and
it delivered effortlessly. Yet,
somewhere between page one
and page 192 I lost myself in
the story of Morrie, a former
college professor dying from
Lou Gehrig's disease, and his
former student, Mitch Alborn.
The yarn they weave through
these pages is one of hope and

meaning in the midst of despair and helplessness.
Lou Gehrig's disease, or
ALS, slowly eats away at a
p~rson's nerves, p~es the
person and slowly causes him
or her to lose control of various
_ bodily functions. Yet, despite
the disease, Morrie remains at
peace and feels it is his ministry to listen to the problems of
others throughout his illness.
Reading "Tuesdays with

tuesdays with.

Morrte

an old man, a young man,

and life's greatest lesson

IMitch Alborn I
Book cover design by Claire Vaccaro

Morrie" was like taking that
last class along side Mitch, a
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class that should be named
Life 101 with the description
of finding what is important
amid the torrent of what is
not. Morrie believed that what
the culture around us says is
esseatial isn't what is really vital to our lives.
Prestige, a high paying job,
lots of toys-that's not what
really mattered to Morrie.
Family, friends, the ones you
love-that's what mattered in
life. Being with them and sharing both the joys and trials together is what made life worth
living for him.
"Mitch, if you're trying to
show off for people at the top,
forget it. They will only look
down at you anyhow. And if
you're trying to show off for
people at the bottom, forget it.
They will only envy you. Status
will get you nowhere. Only an
open heart will allow you to
float equally between everyone" (pages 127-128).
Mitch's dying professor
teaches him how to appreciate what should really be important to society-the small
things. The things that make
each day a beautiful gift to unwrap every morning.

Toward the end of the book,
Mitch asks Morrie what he
would do if he could be perfectly healthy for 24 hours.
Morrie describes a day full of
simple joys. Such as getting
up in the morning and going for a jog; at this point in
the book, he is unable to even
stand because of the ALS. He
continues to tell Mitch about
sharing meals with friends.
"I'd ... then have my friends
come over for a nice lunch. I'd
have them come one or two at
a time so we could talk about
their families, their issues, talk
about how much we mean to
each other."
The book is filled with pictures of this kind of life. A life
that may seem a bit idealistic
yet produces the kind of peace
that Morrie felt as he neared
the end of his life. In the end,
it isn't just Mitch who Morrie
was teaching; it is the world
through Mitch that Morrie
impacts with the ideals that
experiencing moments with
loved ones is more important
than appearing perfect yet being out of reach.
Mitch Alborn is the comJO>cation speaker neXt week. ' ·

Weekend
Get out and get some
fresh air!

•••••••••• • •• • •
Rebecca St. James at SHE
Event
North Cleveland Church
of God
1846 Volunteer Drive
Cleveland, TN
Saturday, Sept. 9, 7:00 p.m.
$15-19
http:/ fwww.sheevent.com/
Ben Sollee at Chickstock
Greenway Farms
5051 Gann Store Rd.
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Oct. 10, 11 a.m.-7
p.m.
$5
http:/ fwww.chickstock.org/
The New Midnight Special Band
Chais Music Hall
The Walking Horse Hotel
Wartrace, TN
Saturday, Oct. 9, 8 p.m.
$10
http:/ fwww.walkinghorsehotel.com/
Josh Turner
Reaves Arena
401 Larry Walker Parkway
Perry, GA
Saturday, Oct. ·9, 7:30 p.m.
$28
http:/ /joshturner.com/
Bridge to Terabithia
Chattanooga Theatre
Centre
400 River St.
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Oct. 9, 7:30 p.m.
$8-10
http:/ fwww.theatrecentre.
com/
Transformation 6 and
Jellies Living Art Exhibit
Hunter Museum of
American Arts
10 Bluff View
Chattanooga, TN
Through Oct. 24, 12-5 p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ fwww.huntermuseum.
org/

...........
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Ichlro Suzuki may be·the greatest hitter of all time
players to play regularly for an
MLBteam.
At age 27, Ichiro's talent
was instantly questioned by
the U.S. media. Many thought
he was too small and too frail
to ever succeed in the majors.
Ten years later, those critics
could never have been more
wrong.
During his rookie 2001 s~a
son, Ichiro lead the American league in batting average,

the jump to the MLB.
When he did, Ichiro was
5roas EDITOR
more popular than ever in his
Ichiro Suzuki is an aberrahome country. And he still is
tion.
today.
At 5 feet 9 inches and 170
"When you mail Ichiro
pounds, Ichiro's slender frame
something from the States,"
belies his incredible talent.
his agent Tony Attanasio told
He has one of the most feared
the Seattle 'Times, "you only
arms in all of baseball. His bat
have to use that name on the
is lightning quick through the
address and he gets it [in Jazone. His speed on the base
pan]. He's that big."
paths is that of a track star.
The Chi<:ago Times once
But you wouldn't know all that·
called Ichiro "both the Michael
just by looking at him.
Jordan and Michael Jackson
Naturally quiet,
Ichiro
of Japan."
keeps a low profile. Besides
During the regular season,
being one of baseball's pest,
more thjn . ..so members of
the 10-time All-Star seems to
the Japanese media follow
shy away from the attention
Ichiro's every move. They
usually sought by superstar
crowd around him before and
athletes.
after every game, getting his
He doesn't make outrathoughts on everything from
geous statements or call out
the day's game to his personal
his teammates. Instead, Ichiro
life. Ichiro truly is a rock star
Photo by AP Photo/Elaine Thompson
goes about his business and
in his native country.
Seattle Marirters' Ichiro Suzuki singles against the Oakland Athletics in
leads the Seattle Mariners by the first inning during a baseball game Saturday, Oct. 2, 2010, in Seattle.
Forsomereason,thatpopuexample.
larity hasn't joined Ichiro in
After playing nine seasons 0.351; hits, 242 and stolen but in 1993 for the Orix Blue- the United States. Sure Ichin Japan's Pacific League, bases, 56. He also became the Wave of the Nippon Baseball iro's popular in Seattle, but
Ichiro arrived in the United second player in MLB history League in Japan, Ichiro quick-. he's no Derek Jeter. He isn't
States with much interest. Be- to win both the Rookie of the ly became a household name. beloved like a Michael Jordan
sides being oned Japan's best Year and Most Valuable Player He won three consecutive or a Brett Favre.
playefS, Ichir'o was also one awards in a single season.
MVP awards as well as seven
Despite that, his production
of the first Japanese position
These Herculean stats aren't Gold Gloves before . making hasn't slowed one bit. This
ANDREW GARCILAZO

something one would expect
out of a skinny looking outfielder with an unorthodox
swing. But then again, no one
ever thought Ichiro would become one of the best hitters to
ever play the game.
The only problem for Ichiro
is that he doesn't get the credit
he deserves. In Japan, however, it's a completely different
story.
After making his career de-

Can religion and sp~rts live.in peace?
ANDREW GARCILAZO

5roas EDIJOI!

The year was 2001.
At the time, the Los Angeles
Dodgers were in the midst of
a fierce battle for first place
in the National League West.
Lead by slugging outfi~lder
Shawn Green, the Dodgers
were poised to make a run a1: a
playoff berth heading into ihe
final week of the season.
Then on Aug: 26, Green,
who was leading the club in
almost every statistical category, decided to sit out the
Dodger's game against the Giants. · Why? Green wanted to
respect the Jewish holy day of
Yom Kippur.
"It's something I feel is an
important thing to do," Green
told ESPN. "To basically say
that baseball, or anything,
isn't bigger than your religion

and your roots."
Dodgers' fans were upset
with Green, but when you mix
sports and religion, some-·
times that involves making the
unpopular decision.
When you live your life a
certain way, it's hard to toss
that aside just because you're
a profes~ional athlete.
Just ask Tim Tebow or Troy
Polamalu or Brazilian soccer
star Kaka. For them, religion
is as much a part of their lives
as the sports they play, s<;>metimes even more so.
The life of Troy Polamalu,
safety for the Pittsburg Steelers, revolves around religion.
On the field, Polamalu can't
help but let it show.
Before each defensive series,
Polamalu and few other teammates form a huddle.and pray,
-and after each play Polamalu
makes the sign
of the
cross.
.t.A...; , • «•
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When the Steelers won the
Super Bowl in 2006, Polamalu
recognized there were more
important things in life than
winning a game.
"So what?" Polamalu told
the Pittsburg Tribune-Review.
"I didn't have th.at fulfillment
like what God could provide ·
for me."
Many athletes feel the same
way, but few display their faith
for all to see. Poiamalu is a rare
exception in today's world
But should religion have any
place in the world of sports? If
you live the life of a Christian
or a Jew or a Mormon, you
shouldn't have to ignore it for
a few hours.
Religion is life. Football is
just a game.

season Ichiro became the first
player ever to collect 200 hits.
in 10 consecutive seasons. Pete
Rose is the only other player to
reach that milestone, but not
in consecutive seasons.
In fact, Ichiro has been one
of the most successful players
of all time. He holds the record for most hits in a single
season with 262, which he accomplished in 2004. He.is also
a 10-time All-Star, a nine-time
Gold Glove winner, a six-time
MLB Hits Leader, a three-time
Silver Slugger winner and a
two-time MLB Batting Champion.
. Perhaps the only thing left
for Ichiro to accomplish is
winning a World Series. At 36
years of age, Ichiro still lias
a few seasons left in him. As
for the Seattle Mariners, well,
that's' a different story.
When Ichiro finally does retire, what a career it will have
been.
He began his playing days as
a skinny 140-pound kid with a
funny swing. He still has that
same swing today, but he's
one of the most accomplished
baseball players of alt time.
Who would've thought?

Quotes of the day
"The will to win is important, but
the will to prepare is vital.''
-Joe Paterno
"I always turn to the sports section first. The sports page records
people's accomplishment~; the
front page has nothing but man's
f a1'1 ures.. "
. -Earl Warren
"A good hockey player plays
where the puck is. A great hockey

player plays where the puck is go- .
ing to be."
-Wayne Gretzky
•
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·upcoming events calendar
Thursday, October 7
PreView Southern
11:00 a.m. Convocation, Latin American Heritage, Ues
PECenter
Speaker: Alena Fernandez, daughter of Fidel Castro
2:oo-s:oo p.m. Meet the
Firms, Church Fellowship
Hall
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory, Conference Room
A

·--

s:45 p.m. Student Organization Treasurer's Orientation,
Banquet
Presidential
Room
7.:00 p.m. Convocation, Alena Fernandez, Ackerman
Auditorium

Friday, October 8
Payday
1:00-4=00
p.m.
FREE
Walmart Transportation,

STUDENT LIFE
Is our campus too
crowded for you? Come
to the Student Center where
you will find our prayer
room. The Seminar Room
in the Campus Ministries
area has been decorated
and equipped for those who
want a quiet place to commune with God. The room
will be open from 8:30
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. each day
this week until it closes this
Friday at 1 p.m. Come and
commune with your Creator! For more information
call extension 2787.
Free Walmart Transportation: Friday, Oct.
8. Meet in front of Wright
Hall: 1-4 p.m.
The unanswered questions from the UNSHACKLED Vespers program Sept.
24, 2010 are presented on
the new FAQ portion of the
Chaplain website. Log-in to
ACCESS, go to http:/fwww.
southern.edu/ chaplain, and
then follow as responses to
student questions on sex-

Wright Hall
2:00 p.m. West Side 4 Jesus (Evangelism), Meet
in front of Wright Hall.
Transportation providea.
6:15 p.m. Har;tage. Nursing Home Ministry, Meet
in front of Wright Hall.
Transportation provided.
8:oo p.m. Vespers, Maria
Nedelcu, Church
7:16p.m. Sunset
Saturday, October 9
9 & 10:15 a.m. Adoration,
Church-Gordon Bietz
9:15 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School, Thatcher
South, Wolftever Room
9:45 a.m. A Heart Like HisWomen only-Collegedale
Academy, Room 105
10:00 a.m. HD Sabbath
School, Talge Hall Chapel
Roots Collegiate Sabbat
School, Church
Falling in Love with Jesus-

ual and spiritual purity are
posted by Faculty and Staff
members of Southern Adventist University. Resources for sexual purity are also
available on the website for
you or for you to share with
friends. For more information call extensiorr ~87 or
email chaplain@southern.
edu.
Do you want to learn
how to reach others for
Christ more effectively?
Everyone is welcome to
the Bible Worker's Training Seminar on Oct. 8 from
7:00 p.m. - 9 p.m. and
Oct. 9 from 10:00 a.m. 5:30 p.m. in Hackman Hall
Room #215. There will be
six sections on how to awaken spiritual interest in others, how to really plug into
the power ofthe Holy Spirit,
how to share your testimc.ny, how to prepare, write,
and give 3-point Bible studies, and how to get peopie to
accept truth and make decisions for Christ. This seminar will give you courage to
confidently share the truths
of God's word.

A

Women only-Collegedale
Academy, Room 103
Get Real, Collegedale Academy Library
10:30 a.m. Beautiful Feet
Sabbath School, White
Oak Room
•
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-Andy Nash
11:45 a.m. Renewal, ChurchGordon Bietz
2:00 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall
West Side 4 Jesus (Evangelism, Children's Ministry)
F.L.A.G.
Camp
(Children's Ministry)
·~
Advent
Home
(Youth Ministry)
4:00 p.m. In The Twinkle
of an Eye: A Student Led
Concert, Church
7:00 .p.m. Evensong, Church
8:00 p.m. Diversions, Student Organizations, Various Locations
9:oo-12:oo a.m. Open Gym

Do you want to learn
how to study the Bible
and how to give Bible
studies? Come to Road to
Emmaus every Thursday
@ 8 p.m. in Talge Chapel.
Worship Credit given. Only
worship option Thursday
night.
A student-led concert
will be held at the Church
o:r. Oct. 9 at 4:00 p.m. Join
us as we walk you through
earth's final events through
song, and fellowship together to remember that Jesus'
coming should be a reality in our everyday life, for
we know not the day or the
hour, but expect his return
in the twinkling of an eye.
If yOU have not picked
up your Joker, the student pictorial directory,
please stop by the SA Office.

The Showcase of Service
is only three weeks away! It
will be at 5 p.m. in the Iles
PE Center on Oct. 28, 2010.
Dinner will be provided.
Mark your "calendars so you
can find out how you can get
involved in projects tQ help

Night, Ues PE Center
Sunday, October 10
SAT Exams, Lynn Wood
7:30 p.m. Organ/Symphony Orchestra Concert,
Church
(Convocation
Cred,it)
1\Jonday, October 11
Canadian Thanksgiving Day
Colombus Day
GRE Subject Exam, L)lln
Wood
Futsal Tournament Sign-up
begins,
~ http:/ /www.southern.
edu/intramurals
3:30 p.m., University Senate

Center (Double Convocation Credit)
W~esday,

October 13
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher

Thursday,October14
Society of Adventist Communicators,
Rochester, ,
NY (14-i7)
11:00 a.m. Convocation,
Mitch Alborn, Church
3:30 p.m. Graduate Council,
Conference Room A
s:oo p.m. Futsal Team
Meeting, Hulsey Wellness
Center
7:00 p.m. Modern Language
Film Series, Miller 201

Tuesday, October 12
I&T Exams, Lynn Wood
5=3o-6:30 p.m. Enrollment
Services Open House,
, Wright Hall Lobby
7:30 p.m. Golden Dragon
Chinese Acrobats, Des PE

. the community.
Note-Card
Challenge:
Visit http:/ faccent.southern.edu to find out how to ·
enter for a chance to win
next week's Note-card Challenge and be the Note-card
Champion.

"BIRTHDAYS
October 7-Annah Okari,
Annie Munoz,~ Christine
Sailo, Dennis Steele, Hai
Vo, Jessica Gutierrez, Joylynn Michals, Michael Avila
October 8-Andrea Wilhelm, Clint Ratliff, Crystal
James, Jake Rocke, Luke
Miller, Ruth Bonet, Travis
Freed, Tristan Shaw, Tulsi
Bolwari-Montez
October 9-Alexander Erskine, ·Amanda Valladares,
Bill Rawson, Brent Learned,
Faith Anderson, Jeannette
McLauchlan, Matthew Gunther, Zaire Burgess-Robinson
October to-Abner Fuentes, Amber Williamson,

Brittney Burtnett, Jordan
Marin, Joshua Ortiz, Joshua Toppenberg, Keri Mau,
Laura Messerly, Linda Marlowe, Mia Slocumb, Sarah
Bonet, Scot Anderson, Vinita Sauder
October 11-Ashley Santos, Brooke Wade, Elizabeth
Paiva, Hal Conley, Jordan
Hill, Josh Jaeger, Steven
Kim
October 12-Alex Bates,
Amanda Withers, Annalisa
Molina, Benson Prince,
Deanna Baasch, Isaac Tyman, Kaylin King, Martha
Lajpop, Zach Goldstein,
Paul Byrkit
October 13-Aaron Warner, Andres Palacios, Chase
. Armayor, Clinton Olson,
Cordaro Prather, Dale Pickett, Jacque Wollemberg,
Jeanna Stewart, Judy Sloan,
Landon Durham, Miguelina
Santana, Nick Griffin, Seth
Neria
October 14-Chris Hansen,
Christine Jett, Esther Myers, Heinz Wiegand, Marshall George
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Mobile Home for sale
Attractive t4X6o mobile
home (840 sq ft) close to
Southern Adventist University and the great new Hulsey
Wellness Center. Three
bedroom/2bath all electric
home comes with stove and
refrigerator. Wood buming fireplace for cozy living
room appeal. Washer/dryer
and some furniture included. Installed on beautiful
Grindstone Estates (Adult
section) Located not far from
Hamilton Mall. '07 model,

CLASSIFIEDS
purchased new in '09 One
person owner, lived in only
8 months. Lot rent includes
free cable. 2 t/2 yrs left
on warranty. Heap puinp
means lower bills. POSSIBLE
OWNER FINANCING. Email photos available. PRICE
GREATLY REDUCED:
$25,000
Contact: Jodi Patterson
jodi72@comcast.net
~

.

95 VW Jetta for sale
95 VW Jetta 2.ol.Black,
Manual. Only 91,500 original

1

miles.
Recently serviced. Good
to run another tooK. All
fluids have been flashed and
changed.
Perfect car for a student!
Looks and drives great, kind
of racing car style. Call
Vitalie Milis at 423.838.3654
to schedule viewing and test
drive.

Cannondale SM 500 for
sale
Blue, 18-speed mt. bike
w/26" tires, has good sturdy

To ADD OR REMOVE CI..ASSIFIEDS EMAIL

frame, great on and off the
trails. $200 obo. Drive it
home today!
Contact Jonathan Hargus at
jhargus@southern.edu

Male roommate wanted
Looking for male roomate
to share an apartment off
campus.
Contact Kevin at
719.235·3469
HP Laptop for sale
1-year old bronze HP Laptop for sale. I want to sell it

-

www.southern.edu/meetthefirms

ACCENTCLASSIFIEDS@GMAIL.COM

THURSDAY, October 7, 2010

because I would like to buy
a Mac. It is the HP Pavilion
DV4-1220US 14.1-Inch Laptop (2.0 GHz AMD Turion X2
RM-72 Processor, 4GB RAM,
250GB Hard Drive, DVD
Drive, Vista Premium). Ive
used it mostly for school and
internet. Needs new battery
which are only $40 on amazon. Asking $400 obo.
Contact Yvonne Pierce at
yvonnes@southem.edu

THURSDAY, October 7, 2010
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HUMOR EDITOR:

CAITLYN

MAYERS

Ironic and random thought~
CAITLYN

MAYERS

HuMoR EmmR

Most of my day is comprised of random thoughts.
My writing has a very streamof-consciousness feel to it, a~d
I believe it reflects those ranslom ~oughts. Listed below
are random facts or thoughts
I have that I find funny.
I was walking on the promenade last Wednesday when
I saw a guy blaze past me
on a rip stick and then eat it
when he hit a crack or something. It was glorious. I had
been waiting three years for
that to happen:·The man who owned Segway died while riding one of
his Segways off a cliff and into
the water below at his estate.
Fall is now upon us, which

I am in two music groups
means it rains frequently. · I
was one of those people that and spend a lot of time in the
forgot an umbrella and got music building. The other
drenched. It also means peo- day there was a guy walking
ple break out the rain boots. · around singing an N*Sync
People who wear them look song. If you have the time,
ridiculous. I think it would walk around the building and
be hilarious if you ran around listen to everyone practice.
pouring water into their boots. . Most of the time you hear
I'm dying laughing right now some beautiful · music, and
other times you hear N*Sync.
as I'm writing-this.
A friend of mine was at the
My friends and I have been
referring to the roundabout as Kayak the other day and she
Taylor Circle Circle.
heard a guy ask for a salad and
Every time I see Campus a VS to be blended together .
Safety's little meter maid cart, into a smoothie.
There was a man in WyoI think about how much fun
it would be to get in a high- ming that dumped white laspeed chase with that particu- tex paint on himself hoping to
avoid being tased by police. It
lar vehicle.
I wish the roundabout foun- still hurt just as much as withtain was a jacuzzi. I also wish out the paint.
-~
the promenade was a lazy river and we could float to class.

!

·It's Thursday: Which means
Friday, and the weekend, are
pon us.

Bandwidth limits: It's getting
old.

Southern becoming more
involved with social media:
t's great to see different
departments on Facebook and
Twitter.
The duck pond: It's has
been looking gross these
last few months. Those poor
ducks.
Now that the weather is
cooler: It's easier to play an
intramural game without getting
heat stroke.
Exhaustion: It's only
October and there are already
messages going up about
pulling all-nighters.

TJ.IC KeY f6 TO

~At:LA5!S

WUERe I CAN EARN AN
'A' WfTI.IOUT IIAVI#Jia
TO PUT ANY RfAI..
EJ:FOilT
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Fidel Castro's daughter
speaks for convocation

Photo by Justin Feter
Alicia Fernandez, the daughter offormer president ofCuba Fidel Castro, speaks !1_~ convocation on Thur.'ld.ay,
Oct. II, 2010.

Fire safety encouraged o~ campus
JAIME JACOBSON

Campus Safety is promoting awareness and conducting
experiments to prevent tragedies during October, National
Fire Safety Month. The National Fire Protection Association is focusing this year on
educating people about smoke
alarm protection.
Southern's campus routinely times residence hall
fire drills. This year, Thatcher
Hall completed the drill in
less than 10 minutes. Talge
Hall bad to redo the dpll two
nights after the original try
because of poor timeliness.
Campus Safety officer
David Houtchens . said the
reason that the drill took too
long at first was because students just didn't know where
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to go. He stressed the importance of getting out as soon as
the alarm sounds.

''They

need to
knowhow
to get
out''

This year married housing apartments had a fire
drill, which wasn't routine in
past years:
~ I hated making families
with little kids do that, but
they .need to know how to get
out," Houtchens said.
.
Houtchens emphasized the
value of knowing where to go

during a fire.
"When you go into a building do you know two other
ways to get out?" Houtchens asked, adding that many
people don't understand how
disorienting smoke from a big
fire can be.
Katie McGrath, reference
-and instruction librarian,
said that in the past, McKee
Library has provided space
for a fire safety exhibit. The
displays are provided by
Campus Safety and deliver
a powerful insight for students to view. Campus Safety
is currently communicating with McGrath about this
year's display.
Campus Safety hopes to
eventually host a smoked
hall experiment on campus
for volunteers to practice fire

..

continued on pg. 5

Colden Dragons
Check out the Accent's video
coverage of the Golden Dragons' performance at
http://accent.southern .edu

that the conditions in Cuba
are repressive. She and her
family were finally allowed to
The daughter of Fidel Cas- leave Cuba after waiting for
tro told students on Oct. 7 eight years. She said that it's
that her father continues to a difficult environment, espeinfluence world hatred to- cially for people who are not
ward America and has caused part of the Communist Party.
"There is no freedom or
Alina Fernandez spoke to opportunities," she said. "If
more that t,6oo students and you are a faithful Christian,
·people from the community you are not allowed to be part
for convocation at the lies of the Communist Party. If
P.E. Cent . ernandez' fa- you're not from the party, you
ther is the former president are not accepted."
of Cuba and current leader of
Fernandez
found
the
the Cuban Communist Party. conditions so unbearable,
"I was so afraid every day in she escaped from the isCuba," Fernandez said later land in 1993 disguised as a
in an interview. "You are so Spanish tourist.
afraid that you cannot sleep
"I always felt that I was livbecause you think that they ing in a nightmare, and everyare going to come (or you at day I woke up and said, 'What
some point."
day will I be able to leave this
During the morning con- countty?"' Fernandez said.
vocation, Fernandez sumStudents said they enjoyed
marized Castro's life and the convocation, especially
how he met her mother and those with a personal conneca brief history of Cuba un- tion to the situation in Cuba.
der Castro's rule. Afterwards, Victor Paez, a sophomore fi·
she answered questions from nancial management major,
the audience.
shares such a connection. His
She spoke again at a Latin family managed to escape to
American Club fundraiser the United States by raft.
primarily open to the com"I thought the convocation
munity. The entire event was went well," Paez said. "We aca question-and-answer ses- tually got somebody I actually
sian with the audience. Qries- know and she was hilarious."
tions ranged from Castro's
However, both Gonzalez
personal life to Cuban and . and Paez felt the speaker
Latin American politics.
could have shared more
Fernandez, a straigbtfor- details about her personal
ward critic of the goverrl-- relationship with her father.
ment her father established, - During the interview,
eommented on the results of Fernandez was asked what
Castro's revoluti9p..
she would do first if she
"He didn't accomplish any- had the power to change
thing important," Fernandez Cuba's situation.
said. "The result in Cuba is
"I would have to spend
pathetic. The country is a a long time thinking about.
ruined country."
what I would do because
Maria Gonzalez, a sopho- it wouldn't be an · easy
continued on pg. 4
more nursing major, agrees
LAST WEEK'S POLL RESULTS:

Do you think the sexual purity
vespers was appropriate?

jf[
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SA focuses on community service
MIA LINDSEY
SxuF Wam•

deadline for submission is Oct.
"Our goal this year, along
27, said Kelsey Larrabee, SA
with more students at Compublic relations director.
. munity Service Day, is to make
However, the T-shirl de- [community service} more of a
sign contest is not the only lifestyle rather than only for
way students can be involved MLK day," Abrahams said.
with community service.
For more information, stu·there are a variety of places pents can email kelseyl@southwhere students can serve in- ern.edufordetailsontheT-shirt
eluding cleaning national contest and Leroy Abrahams
parks, serving in poor areas at abrahamsleroy@southern.
of Chattan~ga and volun- edu for general community serteering at schools, said Leroy vice information. Students can
Abrahams, SA community alsri look for ways to sexve at
service director.
http:/ jsouthernsexves.com.

Student Association is pro--~-------- page 86.
viding students with more opIn fact, you are God's
· portunities to be involved with
investment-His
Think greatest
community service this year.
about your masterpiece. He is intimately
Students can participate
most pain- involved in the experiences
in designing the T-shirts for
ful experi~ of your life. God feels _every
Community Service Day, Jan.
ence. Who ounce of anguish, every sec17, 2011. SA is looking for
was there, ond of sadnesS that you feel.
a design that portrays this
"You hear, 0 Lord, the
where were
year's theme, "llluminating
you,
and desire of the afflicted; you
our sphere of influence." The
· how
did encourage them, and you lisstudent whose design is cho· you feel? Was it a break- ten to their cry," Psalm 10:17
sen will be awarded $100. The
up? Was it losing some- (Th.e Message Bible). Just as
one you love? Was it a the pam of a paper cut is not
paper cut? No?"
easily ignored, your pairi is
A paper cut probably isn't felt by God. He knows what ·
the first thing that you think you are going through.
This type of instrument is fre- ished the performance and
CoURTNEY CUTrER
Pour out your heart to
about. You know the wound
STAFF W.ma
quently used as a practice piece encouraged the audience to
is eventually going to heal, Him and you will find that
ask him questions and to
Peter Sykes, a distinguished for beginner organists.
so you try to ignore it. But,
Sykes
explained
that
the
come onto the stage to look at
pedal piano artist, performed
when you're experiencing
pedal
piano
was
"a
very
rare
.
the
unique piano.
at Southern Adventist Unitile pain, it's all you can think
You hear,
instrument"
and
noted
"this
is
Peter
Sykes has performed
versity on Tuesday, Oct. 5, for
about. Sometimes things
probably
the
only
piano
pedal
all
over
the world and has
students and the community.
0 Lord, the
that seem so trivial can feel
concert
going
on
tonight
in
the
earned
many
achievement
Sykes played a variety of .
so discouraging.
desire
of
the
entire
world."
awards.
He
is
currently
an asworks on the manually asMany people feel like they
Mter
playing
compositions
sociate
professor
of
music
and
sembled piano-an electronic
afflicted; you
are not important-a space
from
five
different
composers
chair
of
the
historical
perforpedal board that is attached to
filler, an ID number, 11 staencourage
the
top of an acoustic piano. and giving a brief explana- mance department at Boston
tistic. They ask themselves,
tion about each, Sykes fin- University.
them, and
"How could the God .who
oversees the affairs of the
you listen to
universe possibly care about
my insecurities, my frustraINGRID HERNANDEZ
"I like it because it's right
theircry ' '
tions and my loneliness?" ·
SuEEWRnu
in front of me," said Caitlin
But "God cares for every- He has been With you the
Schwarz, sophomore nursing
Toilet Times, McKee Lithing and sustains every- whole time. Even when othmajor. "I wouldll't have known
brary's newsletter, has been
thing that He has created.... ers don't notice, and no one
about
the Barry Moser exhibit
redesigned this year and , can
No tears are shed that God seems to care, God finds sigif
it
wasn't
right there."
be found hanging in the stalls
does- not notice," Ellen White nifica!lce in the insi~ficant.
The
library's
faculty has
and above the urinals of the liheard
positive
feedback
about
braiy bathrooms.
Photo by katie Freeland
"When ·you come to the word of God, you. are not looking for
the
newsletter
saying
students
· The periodicals department 'The Toilet Times, • McKee Lisomething; you are listening to someone."
appreciate the tiny bits of increated Toilet Times ip 2005 brary's newsletter, is displayed in
each stall in the bathrooms of the
-Brian Nyamwange
formation.
after reading about the idea in library.
Mixon said, "If you're looka library journal. Overseen by
ing
for a more interesting
magazine
version
of
"The
New
the library's public relations
place
to use the bathroom,
York
Times"
would
be
like.
committee, the newsletter is
come
to
the library."
Toilet
Times
is
published
currently updated by library
to
keep
students
updated
on
student workers Shelby Mixon
and Marcella Morales. The library events. The newsletter
newsletter's latest look is based also features quotes and ranANDREA TAYLOR
EDITOR
on an inspiration of what a dom facts for enjoyment.

Guest pianist perfortns

c;;,

Library redesigned Toilet Times newsletter
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Communication Club holds its annual C~N Trip
ROCHELLE BANNER

SuuWama

. Twenty students went on a
trip to the CNN studios in Atlanta Sept. 30.
The students included Communication Club members as
well as students in the Southern Connections class.
Some of the trip highlights
included being able to see the

newsrooms and production
studios and being able to experience what it was like to be
a reporter for CNN. Mter the
tour, the students visited the
Martin Luther King memorial,
also in..Atlanta. Some students
took a tour through the house
in which King grew up while

others watched a documentary on his life.
"I totally didn't expect" said
Nathan Lewis, a junior mass
communication major. "that
we would be able to tour the
actual house that MLK was
born and grew up in."
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Cherokee council house built.for out,d oor leadership program
BRANDON CoBos
STAFF

W~ITER

The outdoor leadership
program has a new meeting structure, which is patterned after a Cherokee
council house.
The recently constructed,
open-air structure is located by the challenge coul1'e
and will be used as a meeting location for the outdoor
leadership program and ·will
eventually be available for
others to use.
Slli\h a structure has been
an idea for a long time, said
Mike Hills, outdoor leadership programs director.
"It really i.s a dream come '
true for us," Hills said. "Our
students have been having
to go to other schools to use
such a facility. Now we have
our own. It's another step of
our master plan to offer our
students the best facilities."
The seven-sided wood
structure can sit around 75
people.
Carl Swafford, graduate
dean and . outdoor teacher

education coordinator, said
the idea was conceived when
outdoor program professors
first saw-a council house.
"Professors saw this as an
excellent. outdoor facility for ·
our classes, both undergraduate and graduate." Swafford.
sa:id. "We also felt like it could
be used for non-academic activities, meetipgs and other
functions on campus. We purchased tli.e plans from the National Park Service and have
been looking for the money,
suitable site and opportunity
to build it."
Marty Miller, associate professor in the outdoor leadership program, believes the
structure is a great fit for the
program.
"Thl option to now be able
to meet . in a structure yet
still be outdoors is perfect
for us. since we're, you know,
the
'outdoor'
program,"
Miller said. "Especially since
our program really doesn't
have
many
classrooms
o~ good meeting places."
Future 'p lans for the council
house include· adding a fire

The recently constructed, open-air structure is located by the challenge course and will be used as a meeting
location for the outdoor leadership program and will eventually be available for others to use. It was modeled
after a Cherokee council house.
·

ring in the middle and making the structure available for
others to use.
"We would like to see this
eventually being able to be

used by other groups for
things like vespers or outdoor gatherings." Miller said.
"We're still working on usage
policies, but hopefully it won't

be much longer."

.

Biology an:d allied health department hires 2 new professors
ANDREW GARCILAZO

SnuWama

Two new professors, Ben
T~ornton and Randy Bishop,
have infused the bioJogy and
allied health department with
a fresh look.
Ben Thornton joins South-

Ben 'f.Qornton
....,

-

ern as an associate professor conservation biology from Anof biology, teaching ecology, drew's University in 2000.
Soon after, Thornton began
general biology a.J,ld environ. teaching at Union College.
mental toxicology,
In 1994, Thornton gradu- He taught at Union for seven
ated from Southwestern Ad- years before accepting an inventist University with a bach.: vitation to join the biology deelor's in biology. He then went partment at Southern.
on to receive his master's in · Thornton has a doctorate
in environmental toxicology
from the University of Nebraska and has published numerous works in his field.
Thornton says he has .enjoyed his time at Southern so
far, and enjoys workirig with
students as well as spending
time with his family.
Bishop, the new allied
health programs adviser and
an assistant professor, is a
Southern alumnus who graduated in 1994 with 'a bachelor's
in business management. In
1997, he earned a master's
in physical therapy from An-

drews University.
·Bishop thep _began a sevenyear stint teaching at Highland Academy, a Seventh-day
Adventist boarding school located in Portland, Tennessee.
He enjoyed his time there, ,
especially his interaction with ,
the high school stUdents.
.
When the opportumty arose
to continue his:teaching career
at Southern, Bishop acknowledged it was tough to leave the
academy.
In the end, his familiarity
with the school, as well as the
prospect of a new challenge
,promft~o Bishop to accept
the position. In a way, he felt it
was "almost like coming back
home."\ 1
Bisholi now teaches anatomy anti physiology and is
programs adviser for the allied health department. His
busy schedule does not lend

'

...

well to the transition from
high . school to college, but
Bishop feels God is seeing him
through. -·:
So far, he has enjoyed the
student interaction and feels
very positive about the care~r
move.
B_ishop enjoys the.outdoors,
including hiking and camping,
as well as running and sports.

-

...
~-
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Nursing clinicals experience change
Nursing professors are also
making sure the students are
prepared for clinicals in a hospital setting. Beginning last
semester, nursing fundamentals professors implemented
an official head-to-toe assessment test in which nursing
students had to complete a
physical assessment of a patient in less than 15 minutes.
This year's group will also
be taking a medicine administration calculation test in
which they must get a score of
100 percent.
After passing the assessment test, students can begin their clinicals and are
allowed to interact with the
patients. This fall's clinical group is doing so in
new uniforms.
Many nursing students believe the new uniforms, forest
green scrubs, are more practical than the previous uniforms, white pants and a forest green polo shirt, because
the green scrub pants don't
show dirt, blood or any other
mess a nurse might encounter.
Amalia Abarca, a sopho-

more nursing major, says
the uniforms aren't just
more practical, but look
more professional.
"They're the ideal uniform
for student nurses," Abarca
said. "You feel more like a
nurse wearing scrubs."
Abarca, Perfe and the other
79 nursing students in this
fall's group will start the second half of their fundamentals
clinicals on Oct. 19. ·

Shari Cherenfant, a sophomore history major.
Diller expects that the research will improve her skills
in the classroom. "I will be a
better teacher for having spent

a lot of time doing research
and writing" Diller said "and
having my work edited, rejected and critiqued by other
scholars."

Because classes in the nursing program last only half of
a semester and clinicals are
Nursing clinicals, which
only one day a week, previous
give nursing students the opclinical groups got only about
portunity to perform what
four days in a real hospital setthey learned in their skill
ting. Allen and other nursing
lab classes on real patients,
professors felt that students
have started again this year
needed experience in a mor~
with several changes from
hands-on acute care environprevious years.
ment.
Nine groups of 81 students
Rhod Perfe Uaguno,.. a junior
nursing
major, is in
one of the clinical groups · that
go to Erlanger
hospital.
He
says the.change
is for the b~t
ter because· ·it
prepares students for real
situations.
"I like that
Erlanger is a big
hospital," Uaguno said. "It
can be a little
intimidating,
but it opens up
Photo by Stacy Owens
•
Jordyn Henderson, a sophomor~ nursing major, practices a tuberculosis skin test on Mithe opportumty
·chelle Wildman, also a sophomore nursing major, on Sept. 28, 2010 .
to learn more."
RAQUELLEVY

SnuWama

in total started clinicals for the
first time at four local hospitals: Parkridge Medical Center, Parkridge East Hospital,
Erlanger Hospital and Memorial Hospital, said Kerry Allen,
assistant professor of nursing.
This is a change from previ.o us years when nursing students would sfart out the first
two weeks of their clinicals at
a nursing home.

Fidel Castro's
daughter
speaks for
convocation
continued from pg. 1

decision," Fernandez
said in Spanish. "That'll
have me thinking for
days, at least. What can
you do for a country that
is absolutely devastated?''
She then added with
a smile, "Tum on some
music so people can
start dancing and lift
their spirits."

History professor takes sabbatical .BRENDA AnELEKE

Snu Wanu

History professor Lisa Diller
is taking the winter 2011 semester off after teaching at
Southern for about nine years.

She will be doing researc!J: and
turning her dissertation into a
book.
Her dissertation is on English Catholics in 1960, and her
research will take her all the
way to England to examine ar-

chives in the Catholic diocese
Diller is taking the semesin London. Other archives she · ter off because she thinks it
intends to visit in~ude the is hard to sustain a research
Huntington Library in south- process when meeting with
em California, the Newberry students, planning classes and
Library in Chicago and the grading.
Folger Shakespeare Library in
"She
has
Washington, D.C.
taught
for
Diller will also be reading more
than
diaries, political treatises and seven years
Catholic publications in Eng- and I think
land from the 168os, 1690s she is due for
a sabbatical,"
and early 1700s.
.
She will supplement her re- said Dennis
search with information from Pettibone,
the archives to strengthen her chairman of
argument about what it really the
history
takes for religious toleration department.
to develop.
Students
When she finishes her re- will also miss
search, Diller plans to meet Diller's preswith British academic pub- ence.
lisher Boydell and Brewer.
"She is a
"I have finally taught at great profesSouthern long enough to be sor who reawarded a sabbatical. We can ally
knows
only have one every seven her stuff and
years," Diller said. "Now I will will be greatly
have the time to do it."
missed," said

NATIONAL
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Southe-rn Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

•
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433

South East
Youth Conference
The South East Youth
Conference is holding its
annual conference with the
theme "Infinity, The Pursuit
of Excellence" at Southern
Adventist University Oct.
13-17.

The main speaker is Samuel Pipim, director of Public
Campus Ministries. Sabbath
School speaker is Golden
Lapani, a former Muslim who

Fire safty encouraged on campus
continued fro m Pp·

~

safety in a mock dormitory setting. Pamphlets and
banners that focus on getting
out and sta)ing alive can be
found on campus.
With the weather getting
cooler and space heaters
becoming more prominent,
Houtchens suggests some
precautions for students.
Keeping aisles open at
events, getting oufas soon as
an alarm sounds, changing

has brought 32,000 people
to Christ.
The South East Youth
Conference is a student-led
organization at Southern
seeking to raise a generation
of young people pa,ssionate
about Christ and His soon
return.

· smoke alarm batteries and
even pulling the wicks out of
candles-are all ways to prevent dangers. ·
Five 'years ago Southern
suffered the tragic loss of a
student in a fire in Thatcher
Hall. Houtchens said after
the fire, the sprinkler systems in b.oth residence halls
were updated md all hollow residence all doors
were exchanged for solid
wood doors. A year earlier,
a fire in the ceiling of L)nn
Wood Hall left damage but
. no injuries.

Schedule of Events:
Thursday · 7p.m.
(Convocation Credit)

Evening meeting

Collegedale Church

Friday
8p.m.
(Vespers Credit)

Vespers

lies P.E. Center

Sabbath

9:30a.m.

Sabbath School

lies P.E. Center

Sabbath

11 a.m.

Divine Service

lies P.E. Center

Sabbath

2-5 p.m.

Seminars

Collegedale Church

Sabbath

6p.m.

Sunday

11 a.m.

.Evening Meeting
Outreach

•

lies P.E...... Center
-~

Meet at Wright Hall

iI
Now offering valet service!
Call today to schedule an
oil change for your vehicle:

719.429.0947

·'-..-
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Living with a spiritual condition
ANGELA McPHERSON
Rn!CIQN EQIIOII

"I knew God was blessing
my life. I knew it. But I was
still sad."
I just read that from my
prayer journal. The honesty of
it makes my stomacb flinchmainly because of the honesty
of my following statement:
I don't like that dichotomy.
I don't like that I can know
that God is blessin~'1Ily life but
still be sad.
Still hurt.
Still want.
Still ache.
I long for the ability to cognitively process something
and directly change my emotions.

I want to be able to take
truisms like: "God is blessing
my life," or "God is holding
my hand," or "God is working
things out," and put them in
my mind.
Then, like a ·computer, I
want to run one of those three
statement-programs and get
the desired effect-happiness.
Instant happiness.
Therein lies the rub.
Lately I've been noticing
much about patience in scripture-patience, patience, patience-and as a human this is
almost unbearably difficult.
"Wait on the Lord ... and He
will strengthen your heart,"
Psalms 27:14 (NKJV) or "do
not grow weary in doing
good," 2 Thessalonians 3:13

(NKJV).

What happens when I can
cognitively read these statements, but they are not a magic balm to my h~rt?

learning curve, all about the
fall-but-get-back-up and be
strong enough to know that
you'll fall-again-but-get-backup.

''tively
I long for the ability to cogniprocess something and
directly change my emotions.

,,

What happens when I can
acknowledge the truths of
these things and still ache?
It's come to my attention:
that God, often times, does not
'quick-fix' me:
God seems to be all about
the process. He's all about the

I think He both sees and
creates beauty in, and within,
this process.
In the midst of such a process, ordinarily 111 look up to
Him and cry, "This is difficult!"
The response doesn't even

.

have to come from Him to· be
valid, because I look back at
myself and say, "So was the
cross."
The cross. People wear
them aro'!Jnd their necks, artists paint pictures-all symbolizing this one instance of
sadness, hurt and pain miXed
with God's blessing to our
lives. The cross.
The cross was a process.
So are our spiritual conditions. But maybe they are
beautiful, even in, or even because of, the pain.

c

Doing something with the opportunity of time
• MEUSSA

FAIFER

COI\ITR!B!IIOR

~

Time. It's an interesting
concept.
Living things grow with
time. Living things also decay
with time. Memories are made
over time. Memories fade after time. Time develops love,
understanding and peacefulness, but it also broods hatred,
bitterness and eiscontent. •
Time really has two types of
effects: positive and negative.
Nothing is stationary with
time; nothing is neutral. Time
signifies change.
•
Every time I think about
how time has ch!ffiged my life,
I'm amazed. I look back and
see all of the ways that time
has affected me positively. I
also cringe at the ways that
time has affected me negatively.
On the one hand, I've really
grown up. I've learned how
to share, laugh and forgive.
I've learned how to press on
through
disappointments,
how to love the people in my
life, and how to have faith.
But the other side is ugly;
I've decayed. I've learned how
to reserve, cry and begrudge.
I've learned how to expect the
worst, how to guard myself

fUld how to doubt.
Both growth and decay are
part of the human experience.
We were create.d for life. We
were created to flourish. But
something went wrong. Now
we wither, even while we're
blooming.
What's with the rant on
ti~; anyway? What does this
all mean? Are we to b slaves
to time? Are we powerless to
decide whether we grow more
or decay more? It's ju~ a cycle, right?
We live and grow; we decay
and die. Those are facts of life.
One of the definitions of
time in the Oxford English
Dictionary is "a or the favorable, convenient, or fitting
point of time for doing something; the right moment or occasion; O),)portunity."
So what if I told you that we
still have time? While we're
breathing, while we're blossoming, while we're decomposing, we still have time.
The first keyword I want
to pull out ot that definition
is "opportunity." We have a
choice. Every day, every hour,
and every minute is the right
moment or occasion for us.
We don't have to live in defense, letting disappointments
and negative effects of time

seep into our roots .
What if we could not only
stop our decay, but reverse
the withering that has already
crippled us?
The second keyword is "doing." This is offense, people.
If we want to grow in all the
positive ways that time pro-

hurt, bitter, angry, sad, doubtful, distrusting · or otherwise
"decayed" we are, there is
Someone who can reverse
our withering hearts, minds,
spirits and souls. Then we've
got to latch on to Him. Actively. We have to be willing to
work with Him and open up to

vokes us to, we have to be proactive! We've got to be aware
of our growth as well as our
decomposing, and we've got to
be aware of what renews us, or
Who, rather.
We have to know that no
matter how battered, bruised,

Him-which is quite a task in
itself-and then He will work
on our behalf.
Even then, we can't stop
doing. It's a never-ending process of give and take. He gives
you an invitation to come to
Him. You take it. You give him

whatever you're holding on to,
whatever is decaying you. He
takes it. He gives you new.life,
new joy, new growth. You take
it. He gives you an invitation
to come even closer to Him.
You take it.
You get; the picture, right?
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OPINION EorrnR:DANIELLE QuAILEY

The blight of ignorance
TJ GRIFFITH AND BLAisE ADAMs
Ccwra"rma
"Nothing in the world is
more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." Martin Luther King, Jr. (1963).
Almost 50 years ago, these
words were etched into the
minds and hearts of many who
came to hear King speak. King
had a dream, yet half a century later, many Americans still
promote a racial divide.
Because of King's work, we
as students, faculty and staff

are blessed with the opportunity to convene on this ethnically diverse campus. However, as Americans, we tend
to embody the type of ideology King implores us to avoid.
Even though we have been
given this unique opportunity,
there are few who act upon it.
Think for a moment.
How many friends of different racial backgrounds do you
have? How many are black,
white, yellow, khaki, red, blue
or purple?
Do you know where they
come from? Instead of them

just being "Asian" have you
ever considered. that they may
come from India, Japan or
New Jersey? Did you know
that your "white" friends
might rome from Italy, Germany, Russia or Jamaica?
What do you truly understand
about the people around you,
the ones who you call your
friends?
On the flip side, what do you
know about you? Once you establish an identity, you create
a foundation for the lens you.
use to view the world. Do you
even know who you are?

It's not always about dollars and cents
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
O"NION

Emma

I was scouring the Web for
some information on a homework assignment when an
article popped up in my AOL
news feed: "Because of Unpaid
Fee, Firefighters Let Home
Burn." Shocked and appalled,
I clicked the link that led me
to the full-length article and
began to read.
Gene Cranick's mobile home
in western Tennessee caught
fire when his grandson burned
some trash nearby. Firefighters rushed to the scene, but
did not save Cranick's burning home. Why? Because he
.hadn't paid a $75 fire subscription fee to the city.
Cranick
told
reporters
that he had forgotten to pay
his fee that year and that in
previous years he had al~
ways paid on time. Cranick
called 911 and told the operator that he would pay the fee
if the firefighters came, but
it was too late.
Instead of rushing to the
scene to save the home engulfed in flames, the firefighters arrived to protect the
home of a neighbor, who had
paid his ·fee. They soaked the
neighbor's property to protect against any flames that
might spread from Cranick's
home, but not one drop of
their water touched the burning mobile home. The man

Photo illustration by Katie Freeland

lost everything, including
three dogs and a cat, all for
the sake of $75·
Sometimes the quote "For
the love of money is the root of
all evil" from 1 Timothy 6:1o·
(NIV) isn't far from the truth.
This isn't the first story I've
read where money has gotten
in the way of people doing the
right thing just because it is
the ii.ght thing. Why does ev-

erything seem to be all about
the money? Whatever happened to the principle of ethical behavior? The golden rule?
The idea that you should help
your brother if he is in trouble,
no matter what?
If I was one of the firefighters at the scene that day, the
fact that someone was going to
lose the place that they lived,
as well as their beloved pets

and possessions, would be
reason enough for me" to turn
on my water hose and put out
the fire.
I imagine that Cranick
begged the firefighters to help
him as they stood and watched
his home burn to the ground,
but they just wouldn't. How
could they watch such . a
thing without one firefighter stepping up and saying,
"I'm going to help this man,
fee or no fee?"
· I read later that it wasn't the
decision of the firefighters to
allow this to happen, but the
law of the city. If homeowners don't pay the subscription
fee, firefighters are ordered to
let the fire burn. After the incident, the city manager said
that he saw nothing wrong
with how the firefighters dealt
with the issue, and that they
did what they were supposed
to do. Letting . someone's
house burn to the ground
because they forgot to pay a
small fee iS' the right thing
to do? Someone needs to go
back to Ethics 101.
I've noticed in some situations that the almighty dollar
is the basis on which peo!lle
decide how much or how little
they help someone else. Even
in small matters like helping a
friend with homework or buying a friend lunch because they
forgot their money at home.
Some people wonder, "What
will I get in return if I do this

for-you?" Or better yet, "Unless I get paid, I'm not doing
this." People get so blinded by
the dollar sign in front of them
that they can't see the person
who is in desperate need of
help.
·
That's why as Christians, we
need to remember to be like
Christ, not worrying about
what we can get, but what we
can give. I truly believe that
those firemen would have got:;ten far more satisfaction from
saving that poor man's possessions and putting a smile on
his face, than from a mere $75.
Thankfully, the president of
the lnternational Association
of Firefighters ..said that firefighters shouldn't be forced
to concern- themselves with
who has paid up, but with who
needs their services.
I believe that we should all
have that mindset when it
comes to helping others. The
fact that someone really. needs
you should be reason enough
to give of yourself to help him
of her out.
It's about saying "How can
I help you?" instead of "What
do I get if I do?" or "What do
you need?" instead of "What
can I get in return?" It's about
helping those in need because
it is the right thing to do. It's
not always about dollars and
cents.

-·
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Beauty and the Bietz: Conclusion
TARA BECKER
CONDa.Hsm.

They had been dating about
a year now, but had spent less
than six months living in the
same place. Gordon wasn't
worried about it though, he
knew early o~ that she was
"the one" and intended on
making that clear this Christmas break.
One Sabbath afternoon,
Gordon took Cynthia up in the
mountains· to have a picnic.
They were sitting on a blanket surroundett by beautiful
scenery when Gordon leaned
over and said those 10 special
words, "I want you to be the
mother of my children."
And apparently, that's bow
they got engaged.
"And I never actually said
yes," Cynthia says, laughing.
"Because he never did ask me
to marry him."
But nonetheless, a wedding
happened. That summer, on
Aug. 27, Gordon Bietz married
Cynthia Botimer in the La Sierra University Church.
Now, 43 years later, Cynthia
Bietz smiles as she finishes

telling me the story. I sigh and
then laugh at myself.
"It's good to hear successful
love stories," I say. "It doesn't
seem like those happen very
often these days."
Mrs. Bietz nods her head.
"The Lord did the picking,"
she says. "I couldn't find a per-

son any better on this earth for
me. He's fun, he's smart, he's
a good Christian, he loves the
Lord and he always looks for
the good in people."
It's refreshing·to hear. And

even more refreshing to see
when they interact. Even now,
43 years later, they haven't
forgotten what it means to
love one another.
:'You have to tcy to think
of the other person and their
desires, not just alw~s your
own," she says, explaining

how they make their marriage work. My eyes. drift to
the Naked Juice sitting on her
desk and my mouth curves upwards. Nice work Dr. Bietz, I
think.

A lot of things have happened in their lives since that
day in 1965. Gordon Bietz
got his doctorate, they moved
from California to Collegedale and had two beautiful twin girls somewhere
along the way.
The girls are now grown up
and have love stories of their
own. In fact, two weeks ago
Gordon and Cynthia Bietz
went to Nashville to babysit their three grandchildren
for the week. But they don't
have to go somewhere to feel
like they're a part of a family.
They've invested in this community, turning their marriage into a ministry.
"I like this work, leading a
school," she says. "Because
you feel like you have a family
that you're a part of, and that
you love and grow with."
I pack up my things, say
"thank you" profusely and
start to head out. Just after I
turn to leave I hear the phone
ring and Mrs. Bietz's warm
greeting.
Through the doors, past the
pillars, and down the steps, I
take a deep, contented breath.

Getting p~st the Mexican stereotype
EDuARDO ARRoYo
CoNJW•••an•

Is there a predetermined
way that Mexican people
look? Do Mexicans have tan
skin, dark hair, dark eyes, a
mustaches, short stature and
big hats? Although some of us
know that this is nothing more
than a hasty Keneralization,
many Americans, including
Latin Americans, believe in
this idea.
I know that you can't generalize all Americans as wearing boots, going hunting and
hanging 'their Confederate flag
on their fro nt porch. The same
goes for every other ethnicity.
You can't stereotype. ,
I can remember many Spanish-speaking people trying to
talk to my father in broken
English; they automatically
thought he was Caucasian
American because of his light
complexion, blond beard and
6'2" height. He would always
reply in Spanish, "I can speak
Spanish, I'm from Mexico:''
My familY. is all pretty .pale;
I'm the "tan" one of them,
so they are used to people
telling them, "You don't

look Mexican." My family
The Spanish conquered the
would always laugh about it.
Aztec Kingdom on Aug. 13,
Many times, people make ·1521 and established Mexico
generalizations when they as a colony; they ruled and
only· bother to determine. a populated Mexico while killing
• person's ethn~based off or enslaving the native Indiof certain criteria for a "Mex- ans. Finally, Mexico declared

''

_If they meet a pale skinned,
blue-eyed Mexican, they automatically think that he is Caucasian; they never bother to
ask what ethnicity he is.

ican." If they meet a pale
skinned, blue-eyed Mexican,
they automatically think that
he· is Caucasian; they never
bother to ask what ethnicity he
is. So, why is it that this kind
of generalization still goes on?
Like many things, the bad
habits are what stick the most.
Here is a small hist01y of Mexico and its people to help you
understand more of what I am
t rying to get across.

independence from Spain on
Sept. 16, 1810-that's a total of
289 years of European rule.
Now you can ee why there
are many Mexicans that do not
look "Mexican.·· The largest
ethnic group- is the mestizos,
constituting
approximately
60 percent of Mexico's population. Mestizos are people of
mixea Native American and
European heritage. Unmixed
Native American peoples

make up the second largest
group; official statistics put
them at about 10 percent of
the population.
Also, about 9 percent of
the population, mostly i1_1
Mexico City and other large
metropolitan areas, are of
· unmixed white European descent; the rest are frorri other
Latin American countries and
Asia. That is why we can't
judge what Mexico's people
are supposed to look likeit's a melting pot.
There are ways of being
more aware of these generalizations. Simply ask what ethnicity people are. We can also
start by being more conscious
about. other people's cultures
and ways of living.
As brothers and sisters in
Christ, we should all be more
accepting of other people.
Like Paul said in Romans
12:10 (NIV), "Be devoted to
one another in brotherly love.
Honor one another above
yourselves."
This should be the goal of
everyone. Then, hopefully, the
stereotyping will end. ·

. .-

Weekend
Cow tipping rocks!
Forget about late night
movies!

•••••••••••••••
Star Watch
Hickman Science Center
Friday. Oc_t. 15
8:30-11 p.m.
Free
https:/ /www.southern.edu/
event_ calendar/
Annie
The Colonnade Theatre
264 Catoosa Circle
Ringgold, GA
Saturday, Oct. 16
7:30p.m.
$12-15
http:/ fcolonnadecenter.org/
The Goo Goo Dolls with
The Spill Canvas
Tivoli Theatre
709 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Oct. 16
8p.m.
Starting at $35
http:/ /www.googoodolls.
comftour.php ·
Jackie Greene
The Masquerade
695 North Avenue
Atlanta, GA
Saturday, Oct. 16
8p.m.
$12
http:/ /jackiegreene.com/
Cleveland Apple Festival
Downtown Cleveland
Broad Streest
Cleveland, TN
Sunday, Oct. 17
1-6 p.m .
$4
http:/ /www.clevelandapplefestival.org/
Stone Mountain Las e rshow Spectacular
Stone Mountain Park
1000 Robert E. Lee Drive
Stone Mountain, GA
·Through Oct. 30
6:15p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ /festivals.stonemountainpark.com/
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My take on the NBA preseason top 1S
ANDREW GARCILAZO

Srous EDIJQR

After one of the most hectic
NBA offseasons of al~ time,
the season ahead looks very
promising.
Will the star-studded Miami
Heat mesh into a championship contender? Can the Lakers defend their title for a third
consecutive season? Will Shaquille O'Neal push the Celtics
over the top?
It all begins October 26.
1. Los Angeles Lakers (Record last season: 57-25)
As the defending NBA
Champions, the Lakers have
locked up the number one
spot in the rankings . The
injured right knees of Andrew Bynum and Kobe Bryant continue to be a concern.
Bynum may not be ready to
play until mid-November.
And while Kobe's diagnosis
is less serious, the injury
could hamper his playing
time early in the season.
With the additions of Steve
Blake and Matt Barnes, the
Lakers should prove to be

an even better team this season. But will it be enough?
2. Boston Celtics (50-32)
Even though the Celtics' roster is filled with aging
stars, last year they proved
you can never count them
out. It's doubtful the addition of Shaquille O'Neal will
make the Celtics any better.
Expect their defense to be
one of the best ...in the league,
but will that be enough for
them to win it all? Perhaps.
3· Miami Heat (47-35) .
Never has so much hype
surrounded a team that is
yet to play a game. LeBron
James, Dwyane Wade and
Chris Bosh need to prove
themselves. Until they do, the
Heat will simply remain one
of this season's unanswered
questions. Their bench depth
is suspect, they lack a point
guard and it may be harder
for the H~at to get off to a fast
start than everyone thinks.
4· Chicago Bulls (41-41)
The Bulls are definitely a
team to watch. With the additions of Carlos Boozer and

Kyle Kover, along with the
improvement of Derek Rose
and Joakim Noah, the Bulls
appear to be a formidable
force heading into the season.
5· Orlando Magic (59-23)
The Magic won 59 games last
season, so what? Vince Carter
was a complete bust last year;
now, he's one year older. The
only bright spot for the Magic
is Dwight Howard. He's one of
the best big men in the game,
but he can't win all by himself.
Don't expect Orlando to win
59 games again anytime soon.
6. Oklahoma City Thunder (50-32)
At 22 years old, Kevin Durant is the best young player in
the NBA. He's already won a
scoring title and a FIBA Championship, and many think
he'll win the MVP award this
season. What does that mean
for the Thunder? They're
going to be pretty good.
7· S.an Antonio Spurs (5032}

Tim Duncan is growing
old. As he ages, so do the
chances of the Spurs win-

ning an NBA Championship.
8. Dallas Mavericks (55-

12. Phoenix Suns (54-28)

The Suns exceeded expectations last year. With new
Dirk Nowitzki still lackS a forward Hedo Turkoglu on
sidekick, which in the long · board, can Phoenix one-up
run is going to cost the Mav- themselves? Don't count on it.
ericks dearly. New acquisition 13· Houston Rockets (42Tyson Chandler should pro- 40j
vide Dallas with a legitimate
Yao Ming is back, but with
inside threat, but team owner a reduced role. The RockMark Cuban will need all the ets should be a decent team,
luck he can get this season. but don't look for anything
9· Portland Trail Blazers special out of Houston.
(50-32)
14. Atlanta Hawks (53-29)
If Greg Oden can ever play
Joe
Johnson's
masa full, injury-free season 1 the sive contract may end up
Trail Blazers are going to be a hurting the Hawks in the
team to look out for. Without short run and in the long.
Oden, the~e ,il playoff team. 15. Denver Nuggets (53-29)
With him;tbey're much better.
Denver is still looking to
10. Milwaukee Bucks (46- ship disgruntled superstar
Carmelo Anthony out of town.
36)
Brandon Jennings and If the deal goes through, the
Andrew
Bogut have
a Nuggets will have effectively
good shot at leading their killed the slim shot they had at
team to a division title. challenging the Western Con- ,
11. Utah Jazz (53-29)
ference powerhou~es.
Sure the Jazz lost CarTeams that just missed
los Boozer and Kyle Kover, the cut:
but fans shouldn't worry.
New York Knicks, PhiladelCoach Jerry Sloan will have phia 76ers, New Orleans Horhis squad ready to compete. nets.
27)

NBA general managers poll results announced
ANDREW GARCILAZO

SroaTS Emma

1f you're thinking the LA
Lakers are the team to beat
this NBA season, you're not
alone-so do the NBA general

Los Angeles Lakers player Pau
Gasol, left, drives for the basket
against FC Barcelona's during
the NBA Europe Live 2010 Tour
in Barcelona, Spain, Thurs_day,
Oct. 7, 2010. (AP Photo/Manu
Fernandez)

Last week, NBA.com released the results of their annual GM Survey. Sixty-three
percent of the GMs who responded felt that the Lakers
are most likely to win the 2011
NBAFinals.
The Lakers, who have won
two c~nsecutive NBA Championships, are in familiar. territory. Last year, 6o percent of
general managers felt the Lakers would win it all.
The Miami Heat was voted
the second most likely to win
the championship, with a
third of the vote.
Other questions asked included who the GMs thought
were the best players at their
position, the best coach
and which team was most
fun to watch.
Kobe Bryant was voted the
best shooting guard in the
NBA, and LeBron James the
best small forward. Pau Gasol, LA Lakers, was named
best power forward; Dwight
Howard, Orlando Magic, was

named best center; and Deron Williams, Utah Jazz, was
named best point guard.
¥J<ers coach Phil Jackson,
who has won 11 NBA Titles,
was voted tH best coach in the
NBA, with longtime Utah Jazz
coach Jerry Sloan coming up a
distant second.
Finally, two thirds of general mangers felt that Kevin
Durant of the Oklahoma City
Thunder was most likely to
win the MVP Award. In last
year's survey, LeBron James
was the favorite with 69 percent of the vote.
So, just how well do GM
surveys predict the upcoming
season? Last season, the GMs
correctly chose the winner of
the NBA Finals and the winner
of the MVP Award.

GM Survey Highlights
Which team will win The 2011 NBA Finals?
1. Los Angeles Lakers 63.0%
2. Miami 33.3"/o
3. Boston 3.7%
; •·
• Last year: Los Angeles Lakers 60. 7"/o
J"
Who will win the 2010.11 MVP?
1. Kevin Durant, Oklahoma City 66.7%
2. Kobe Bryant, L.A. Lakers 25.9%
Also receiving votes:
Dwight Howard, Orlando; LeBron Ja!lles. Miami
· Last year: LeBron James 69.0%
Which team Is the most fun to watch?
~1. Oklahoma City 51 .8%
2. Phoenix 23.2%
3. Dallas; Lakers; Miami 7.1%
6 . Golden State 3.6%
• Last year: L.A Lakers 30.8%
Which player would you want taking the game-winning shot?
1 . Kobe Bryant. L.A. Lakers 78.6%
2. Carmelo Anthony, Denver; Kevin Durant, Oklahoma City 7.1%
Also receiving votes:
Dirk Nowitzki, Dallas; Dwyane Wade, Miami
·Last year: Kobe Bryant 89.7%
Who is the toughest player in the NBA?
1. Ron Artest, L.A. Lakers 37 .0"/o
2. Kobe Bryant, L.A. Lakers 18.5%
3. Dwight Howard, Orlando 7.4%
• Last year: Ron Artest 42.go,4

•stats courtesy ot NBA.com
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Upcoming events cale dar
Thursday,~ober14

Society of Adventist Communicators,
Rochester,
NY(14-17)
u:oo a.m. Convocation,
Mitch Alborn, lies PE Center
3:30p.m. Graduate Council,
Conference Room A
5:00 p.m. Futsal Team
Meeting, Hulsey Wellness •
Center
7:00 p.m. Modem Language
Film Series, Miller 201

··-

FTiday,~ober15

National Boss Day
PRSSA National Conference,
Washington;~(15-19)

1:00-4:00
p.m.
FREE
Walmart Transportation,
Wright Hall
2:00p.m. West Side 4 Jesus
(Evangelism),
Meet in front of Wright Hall.

STUDENT LIFE
Is our campus too
crowded for you? Come
to the Student Center where
you will find our PRAYER
ROOM. The Seminar Room
in the Campus Ministries
area has been decorated
and equipped for those who
want a quiet place to commune with God. The room
will be open from 8:30
a.m.-9:30 p.m. ·each day
this week until it closes this
Friday at 1 p.m. Come and
commune with your Creator! For more information
call extension 2787.

Transportation provided.
8:oo p.m. Vespers, Samuel
.Pipim, SEYC, lies PE Center
8:30 p.m. Star Watch, Hickman Parking Lot
7:06 p.m. s_~nset
Saturday, October 16 ..,.
9 a.m. Adoration, ChurchClifford Goldstein
9:15 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School, Thatcher
South, Wolftever Room
9:45 a.m. A Heart Like HisWomen only-Collegedale
Academy, Room 105
10:oo a.m. Roots Collegiate
Sabbath School, Church
Falling in Love with Jesus
-Women
only-Collegedale Acaderl\y, Room 103
Get Real, Collegedale AcademyLibrary
worship option Thursday
night.
Evensong this Sabbath
will be presented by Southern's I Cantori Chamber
Choir. Saturday, Oct. 16 at
7:00p.m. in the Collegedale
Church.
If you have not picked
up your Joket", the student pictorial diuctory,
please stop by"flte SA Office.

Free Walmart Transportation: Friday, Oct.
15. Meet in front of Wright
Hall: 1-4 p.m

The Showcase of Service
is only two weeks away!
It will be at 5 p.m. in the lies
PE Center on Oct. 28, 2010.
Dinner will .be provided.
Mark your calendars so you
can find out how you can get
involved in projects to help
the community.

Do you want to learn
how to study the Bible
and how to give Bible
studies? Come to Road to
Emmaus every Thursday
at 8 p.m. in Talge Chapel.
Worship Credit given. Only

Note-Card
Challenge:
Don't forget to visit http:/ I
accent.southern.edu
to
find out how to enter for a
chance to win next week's
Note-card Challenge and be
the Note-card Champion.

10:15
a.m.
Adoration,
Church-Gordon Bietz
10:15 a.m. French Sabbath
School, Miller #201
10:30 a.m. Beautiful Feet
Sabbath School, White
Oak Room
One Accord Sabbath School,
Hulsey Amphitheater
10:45 a.m. Divine Hour,
Sponsored by SEYC, Samuel Pipim. lies PE Center
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-Clifford
Goldstein
Roundtable Sabbath School,
Church Seminar Room
11:45 a.m. Renewal, ChU!fh
-Gordon Bietz
·
2:00p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall
West Side 4 Jesus (Evangelism, Children's Ministry)
Patten Towers (Evangelism
Ministry)
The SA Fall Festival is
coming soon! Get ready
for fun, games, and food at
the Hidden Hills Far{ll on
Oct. 31, 2010 at 6:oo p.m.
Student organizations will
be sponsoring games, so
come and support all of your
favorite clubs! There will be
fresh apple cider, a potato
bar, and caramel popcorn.
Transportation is provided
and rides will leave Wright
Hall at 5:30 p.m. and end
at 6:30 p.m., ~n start up
again at 8:30 p.m. and end
at 9:30p.m.
Senior Class Organization
Senior class organization
meeting is Tuesday, Oct. 19,
at n:oo am in Lynn Wood
Hall. Come and elect your
officers and sponsors.
If you are not able to attend
the senior class organization meeting and want to
run for an office, please provide a s.tatement to Volker
Henning, Associate VP for
Academic Administration, in
Wright Hall by Oct. 18.

God is Our Song (Singing
Ministry)
2:00-5:00 p.m. Various
Seminars, Sponsored by
SEYC, Church
3:oo-s:oo p.m. D.E.E.'P.
Concert featuring Oakwood and Southern Adventist University Students, Collegedale Church
6:oo p.m. Final Charge,
Sponsored by SEYCSamuel Pipim, lies PE
Center
7:00 p.m. Evensong, I Cantori, Church
8:oo p.m. Men's Club Bowling Night, Holiday Bowl,
Chattanooga
Sunday,~ober17

in Chattanooga, Meet in
front of Wright Hall.
7:30 p.m. Wind Symphony
Concert, Church (Convocation Credit)

!
Monday, October 18
3:30 p.m., Undergraduate
Council
Tuesday,~ober19

n:oo a..m. Senior Class Organization Meeting, Lynn
Wood
6:oo p.m. Tornado Siren
Test
VVednesday,~ober20

4:00 p.m. Adventist Heritage Tour Leaves
s:oop McKee Library Closes

No Field Trips or Tours
Employee Apple Festival, Bietz Bam-N-Yard
u:oo a.m. SEYC Outreach

BIRTHDAYS
October 14-Chris Hansen,
Christine Jett, Esther Myers, Heinz Wiegand, Marshall George
October 15-Brittany Jepson, · Brittany Weis, Elisabeth Zeller, Jonathan Cross,
Mindi Rahn, Sandy Wolfe,
Stephanie Laroche
October 16-Amanda Gonzalez, Castwell Fider, Giesleydi Altamirano, ·auian
GoJilet, Haley Hamilton,
Jared Williams, Jodi Mehlenbacher, Jon Remitera,
Judith Choi, Keith Blackburn, Molly Gibb
October 17-Alyssa Rogers, Andira Ferguson, Ashlee Dollar, Brittany Poarch, Dwight Magers, Holly
Huang, Jeena Foronda, Joe
Valente, Katlyn Goodwin,
Matthew Keaton, Megan
Sutherland, Melissa Couser,
Melissa Swanson

October 18-Andrew Aldridge, Angelica Batista,
Braam Oberholster, Cindi
Young, Craig Stephan, David Olson, Elaine Plemons,
Katherine Dodd,
Keely
Tary, Rina Mendoza, Sarah
Ruf, Sean Bispbam, Shanshan Zhang, Shelby Tanguay, Stacey Sausa
October 19-Angela Crider, Bianca Brieno, Cassidy
Stone, Chris Conley, Jessica
Breetzke, Johnathan Lewis,
Leah Elrod, Steve Bauer
October 20-Austin Neal,
Carmen Trinh, Evgeny Chirshev, Jennifer First, Kayla
McConnie, Luke Whiting,
Oluwakorede
Ajumobi,
Roxana Martinez, TJ Limerick
October 21-Adam Johnson, Amy Fullam, Jaime
Jacobson, John Peralta, Joseph Boyer, Josh Korson,
Linda Crumley, Lucas Valenca, Tyler Quiring

If you're looking for a place to stay.

ask for the-Southern -rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

HUMOR
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Love: tips and tricks for true love
someone will want to go on a
second date with you.
Be super needy.. Call/text
the other person all the time.
Send him e-mails. Follow
them to classes. You're guaranteed to get him then.
Once you've bagged your
prey, make sure to test the
relationship. Make him buy
you tampons, ladies. Gentlemen, make her watch you play
video games for hours upon
end. If they can stick with you
through that, they're golden.
Don't worry about making
the other person happy. If you
are happy, he is happy. Expect
him to wait on you hand and
foot, because a selfish rela-

CAITLYN MAYERS
HuMOR foona

Let's be honest-you're not a
complete person unless you're
in a relationship. All the single
ladies, put your hands up because you are only half interesting. I've been reading the
articles in the paper about love
and with every passing article
I think," This must have been
written by a single person."
This might be the first article in the Accent written about
love by someone who is married. Yes, I am married. I have
been married f.or a year and a
half now, so I am an expert on
all things love and marriage.
This article is without a doubt
the most accurate and credible
article about love you'll ever
Once you've bagged
read.
·Everyone wants to be in a
your prey, make sure
relationship and rightfully
so. Apparently, the pangs of to fest the relationship
loneliness are hitting hard this
year, so here are a few q:uick
tips on how to snag the right
guy and enjoy that fulfilling tionship is a happy relationrelationship.
·
ship.
Accept any and every date.
If you get to the point in the
That way you can ensure that . relationship that it's not all

about you anymore and you
are unhappy, don't worry. You
can change the other person.
Stay in that unhappy relationship until the other person
comes back around.
If you are broken up with,
go crazy on your ex. Call, text,
e-mail and hound him until
they take you back. There's
something about a crazy exgirlfriend that makes men
weak in the knees.
Argue all the time. Not for
your own benefit, but becaw~e
it's really fun to argue on the
promenade so everyone else
can watch.
My relationship advice in a
nutshell: never be single. We
judge you if you are. Jump on
the first person that taiks to
you because there aren't other
fish in the sea. Don't ever leave
him alone. Remember, the relationship is about you and no
one else. You can change your
significant other; it's only a
matter of time.

up

HUMBS down
.KR's: They're finally rotating
their playlists.

Campus Safety: It's on a
ticket rampage!

Fidel Castro's daughter
Finally, a convocation speaker
that piques my interest.

Southern's WiFi: It's been
slowing down ridiculously this
week.

* "Him" may be substituted
with "her" when appropriate.

I School of Dentistry I School of Medicine
School of Nursing I School of Pharmacy I School of Public Health
School of Religion I School of Science & Technology

School of Allied Health Professions

A Sevenrh,day Adventist Institution Integrating Heafth, Science, and Christian Faith

Please visit llu.edu/explore
,..

We offer over 200 programs in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behavioral and Soc1al Sc1ences
B1olog1cal Sc1ences
Cardiopulmonary Sciences
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Climcal M1n1stry
Commun1cat10n Sciences & Disorders

Loma Unda University will be at SAU
on the following 2010 dates:
Alli ed Health Professions: September 8- 9
Pharmacy: September 13
M edicine: October 25-27
Dentistry: November 3-4
•

• Dentistry

• EthiCS
•
•
•
•

Geoinf orrnauc Systems Health Policy Management
Medical Bas1c Sc1ences
Medic1ne

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nurs~ng
• Public Health
Nutnt1on
• Radiation Sc1ences •
Occupational Therapy • Religion and the Sciences
Pharmacy
Physical Therapy
Physic1an Ass1stant

Southern student
competes on 'Jeopardy!'
Su&Wmu

.

Photo contributed by Hans von Wa~

Hans von Walter competed in tfw College Championship oj•Jeopardy!, • which airs Nov. 9, 2010. Sarah Whitcomb (right) is a part ofthe Jeopardy "Clue Crew."
·

Archaeologist comes to campus ·
AsHLEY WAGNER
5DEFW.mR

On Oct. 28, the man whose
collection has filled the Lynn
H. Wood Archaeological
Museum will be on campus
hosting a discussion at 7
p.m. in the Lynn Wood Hall
auditorium.
William G. Dever has
been a leading expert in
Near Eastern archaeology
for over so years, heading
up programs at Albright
Institute in Jerusalem, the
Institute of Archaeology at
Hebrew University in Israel
and established the largest
doctoral program in Near
Eastern Archaeology in
North America.
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In 2000, Dever donated
"He wanted to see arhis vast collection of Near ' chaeology continue," said
Eastern artifacts to South- Michael Hasel, director
ern after retiring from the of
Southern's
Institute
of Archaeology, "and he
chose to place his legacy
at Southern."
The Lynn H. Wood Archaeology Museum is now
one of the largest teaching
collections of Near Eastern
artifacts on public display
in North America. The collection consists of ceramics,
metal objects, stone objects
and unique artifacts including a Syrian chariot moldNear Eastern Archaeology ed from clay, an incense
program at the University of stand and the handle of a
royal Judaean storage jar,
Arizona. The university was
not continui!!g the program.
according to the Institute of

He chose
to place his
legacy at
Southern

''

Southern Adventist University student Hans von Walter,
was one of 15 competitors in
this year's "Jeopardy!" College. Championship. Von
Walter, a junior biochemistry
major, is the first student to
represent Southern Adventist Unive~ the show,
which will air Monday, Nov.
8, through Friday, Nov. 19.
Prizes for the championship ranged from $s,ooo to
$1oo,ooo and money was
given even to eliminated contestants. The show records
five games in one day and
von Walter said he began on
the second game of the_day.
While von Walter is not allowed to comment specifically about how well he did until
the show airs, he said that he
won one to four games.
After completing the application process, von Walter found out he would be a
competitor after receiving a
phone call during a lab.
"I was completely speechless and lost for the rest of
lab," von Walter said, "not
1
that I cared!"
Von Walte.r said he prepared for the competition
by watching "Jeopardy!"
Archaeology's website.
Dever's return to campus is
not only to celebrate the 10th
anniversary of the museum,
but to share his 6wn experiences as a Biblical archaeologist and discuss how the
discipline has changed over
the years and where it is now,
said Hasel.
"Uncovering the Past: so
Years of Biblical Archaeology"

every day while running in
the wellness center, taking
online "Jeopardy!" quizzes
and answering trivia questions from friends. He also
was a participant in trivia
games throughout his middle school and high school
years and his team won the
college bowl competition at
Southern his freshman year
and came in second place his
sophomore year.
Von Walter left the weekend before fall break to go
to Los Angeles to film the
show. He thought he would
be nervous about being on
television, but he said the
"Jeopardy!" crew helped him
feel at ease.
"The funnY thing is I was
more excited about being
on TV than nervous," von
Walter recalled. "We had
several practice rounds and
promos to loosen us up to
the cameras."
"Jeopardyl," the winner of
28 Emmy awards since its
debut in 1984, was inducted
.into the Guinness Book of
World Records for the most
awards won by a TV game
show. The series is the number one rated quiz show in
syndication wi~ nearly nine
million viewers dally.

will not be a typical lecture,
rather a "fireside chat" with
Dever. Convocation credit will
be given.
The museum is on the
first floor of Hackman Hall
and is open for students
and community to visit for
free. For more information,
visit http:/ /southern.edujar
chaeology.
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A Won:l to the Wise

Creamy Bean expects facelift under new ownership

The Significance ofthe Insignificant {part two)

AMY VITRANO

BRIAN NYAMWANGE
love. But it is only the Spirit
ljSALJP!e••-.
... _ _ _ _ __;· of God that gives love for
hatred. To be kind to the unDo you thankful and to the evil, to
ever smile do good hoping for nothing
or
greet again, is the insignia of the
someone royalty of heaven, the sure
on
the token by which the children
Prome- of the Highest reveal their
nade; only high estafe," Ellen White
to receive said in "Thoughts from the
a staunch Mount of Blessing" pg. 75·
The way we live our lives
stare? Do
you have friends who take in the everyday duties and
and take, but are never there the small choices must be
when you need them? Or filled with the Spirit of God.
do you coMtantly give all of Only the converted heart can
yourself and feel like no one continue to tum the other
cheek, and Christ is willnotices? What do you do?
Prov. 16: 24 (ESV) states ing to come into our hearts
"Kind words are like honey-- and give us exactly that-the
sweet to the soul and healthy conversion of kindness. So
for the body."
Pouring out your heart
and reaching out to those
who trample on your kindness is difficult. but the
greatest work of a Christian
is not behind the pulpit, but
along life's pathway.
•n is not earthly rank, nor keep.on giving, knowing that
birth, nor nationality, nor your reward is waiting for
reHgious privilege, which you beyond the pearly gates.
Ellen White said in -chrisproves that we are members of the family of God; it tian Leadership• pg. 7. "We
is love, a love that embraces may never know until the
ali h~. Even sinners judgment the inftuence of
whose hearts are not utterly a kind, considerate course
dosed to God•s Spirit wiD of action to the inconsisrespond to kindness; while tent, the unreasonable,
they may give bate for bate, and unworthy:
they will also give low for

New ownership is bringing new food and decor to
the Creamy Bean Factory on
Apison Pike.
The first renovation was
the menu. A new "You Pick
Two" deal offers customers
the choice of a salad, soup or
sandwich combo. The cafe has
also added more breakfast options, such as sandwiches and
"froozies" -all natural fruit
smoothies. In addition, the
vegetarian sushi is now being
made in-house daily.
Along with the menu transformations, the restaurant's
look is changing.
Sun Chung, the new owner,
said she wants to m~ the

''

Kind

words are
like honey

''

"When you come to the word of God, you are not looking for
something; you are Hstening to someone.•
- Brian Nyamwange
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restaurant look cleaner and
nicer. Since taking over in
September, Chung has started
a process of gradual renovations. She is currently in the
process of repainting the walls
and hopes to eventually make
other minor improvements.

Even with changes taking place, students can still
enjoy the homemade gelato and their 10 percent
student discount.

by Katie

The Creamy Bean Factory is located on Apison Pike in Ooltewah and is
under new ownership by Sun Chung.

School of Social Work organizes Sabbath school
CoURTNEY CUTrER

Students are invited to attend
a
fellowship-based
Sabbath school hosted by
the School of Social Work
during the first Sabbath
of every month.
Social Work Club Chaplain
Tekoa Penrose encourages all
students to come, not just social work majors. She is also

looki11g for freshmen and
sophomores to step up and get
involved as speakers for the
Sabbath school.
While there are many options to choose from when
deciding where to go for Sabbath school at Southern, the
Social Work club has worked
to make this one a family-like
atmosphere for students.
"It's definitely a time to fel-

lowship and get to know each
other on a more personal level
outside of the classroom,"
Penrose said.
The Sabbath school consists
of singing, a lesson and a special fellowship time to lift each
other up in prayer. The location will usually be announced
week to week, but will often be
held in the Hulsey Wellness
Center, room 3149.

Southern pioneers new Datatel software
LEoNEL MAciAS
SuuWama

Southern is one of the
first schools to start testing a new software platform that will help identify
prospective students.
The software will enable
the school to manage strategic enrollment, from outreach
to adrriission to enrollment,

according to Datatel. Other
software by Datatel has already been in use by the school
for years and helps the administration organize information as well as distribute tasks
across the network.
"We needed to maximize our
recruitment efforts by focusing on the ptospects with the
highest likelihood of attend-

ing our school," said Herdy
Moniyung, associate director
of information processing at
Southern. "With Datatel Recruiter, we are working smarter and increasing our prospect
pool without increasing our
current staffing levels and
budget. That will make a real
impact on our school."

CHINA KITCHEN
94-08 ,o..P"HoN PI ICE, SUIT£ ,0..3
OOL1:f)#~H, 1:N Jn6J
FOUJ( CO~N(~5
MOND~Y WND~Y II A.M · 10:30 PM

423.396.9898
PICKUP -·10% DISCOUNT WITH SAV ID
DELIYE"-Y- FP-...H DELlVEP-...Y ON CA.MPUS
OVEP-... $10 PUP-...SCHA.SE
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Bestselling author Speaks for convocation
SUZANNE OcsAI

Mitch Alborn's knees start
to shake whenever he is told
he will be speaking in a gymnasium, or so he confided after
speaking in Southern Adventist University's gymnasium
for convocation on Oct. 14.
Gyms are impersonal, Alborn said, and "it takes a special kind of audience to do
well in a gym." Southern, he
said, had it.
Alborn is the author of
"Tuesdays with Morrie," "Five
Peogl,e You Meet in Heaven,"
his latest book "Have a Little
Faith" and many others.
He kept the attention of the
students, many of whom lined
up afterward to buy his books
and meet him in person.
"Alborn is one of the best
speakers I've heard in a long
time," said John Shoemaker,
senior public relations and
business administration major. "He was composed, interesting, and knew the power of
the pause. Its no wonder his
books are best sellers."
During convocation Alborn
shared the story of how he, a

non-religious Jew, gained a
faith of his own.
It all began the day his rabbi,
Albert' Lewis, pulled him aside
and asked one life changing question, "Will you do
my eulogy?"
To which Alborn replied, "Eh?"
For the next eight years, Alborn and Lewis began meeting
regularly, because, as Alborn
explained it, he couldn't write
the eulogy for s6meone he
didn't know. He just didn't expect the meetings to continue
over the course of eight years.
"I thought, that since he
asked me to do his eulogy, the
time must be soon!" Alborn
said with a chuckle.
However during those years ·

discussed, Alborn said he
slowly began to find the
faith he had tossed out when
he was "young, healthy and
making money."
During his convocation
talk Alborn switched between the story of the rabbi
and that of another influential man in his journey
to faith: Henry Covington.
Covington was a drug dealer and user. One night he
made a promise that if God
would get him out of a lifeand-death situation alive, he
would be God's. He got out,
and kept his promise by becoming a pastor.
Alborn ended his talk with
advice he learned from his
experiences with Lewis and
Covington, telling Southern
students, "The only whole
heart is a broken heart."
Alborn shares the stories of these two men in
full in his book "Have
a Little Faith."

''

The only
whole heart
is a broken
heart.''

and the many conversations
about faith, God, happiness,
what is important in life and
the many other topics they - MitchAlbom

Photo courtesy of pgharts.org

Records and Advisement launches new online transcript service
MEIJSSA SWANSON
All requests for official
transcripts from Southern
will now be handled online
through the National Student
Clearinghouse.
"There is no data_ entry, cash handling or consent form collection, which
means fewer work interruptions and faster service," said
Joni Zier, director of Records
and Advisement.
All transactions through the

Clearinghouse are secure and
compliant with the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. The Clearinghouse accepts e-signatures,
which saves students time
that used to be spent finding
a fax machine or sending the
request by mail. The process
also provides real-time status
tracking as· well as generates
automatic email updates.
Because online requesting
also saves time for Records
and .Advisement, transcript
processing times have been

shortened. Most transcripts
are processed within three
days and then sent by regular mail. For- faster delivery,
transcripts can be sent via
FedEx overnight delivery for
an extra charge.
One significant change is
that transcripts are no longer
free of charge. The Clearinghouse charges a fee of $2.25
per transcript order that
can be paid online by credit
or debit card.
"The only disadvantage is
that transcripts had been free

of charge and now there is a
charge for every address," Zier
said. "But we believe the benefits to our students and alumni
will be much greater than our
former service."
The Clearinghouse is only
for official transcripts, so unofficial transcripts will still
be requested through the
Records and Advisement office: At this time, official transcripts can only be produced
on paper and sent by mail.
However, Records and Advisement is currently researching

the best digital transmission
of transcripts.

How to Order an
Ol:'ficlal Transcript
Visit http:/{www.southern.edu/recordS and follow the link to the National Student Clearinghouse.
You will need a valid
major credit card and an
e-mail account to complete the transaction. For
unofficial
transcripts,
please contact the Records
and Advisement office.

If you're looking for a place·to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800

O'SPRINGS
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Park named SAC Student of the Year
DEANNA

MooRE

For the fourth year in a row,
a student from Southern's
School of Journalism and
Communication was named
"Student of the Year" by the
Society of Adventist Communicators (SAC)
Rainey Park, senior history and nonprofit administration and development
'
major, received this year's
a\\fard from the Society of
Adventist Communicators
(SAC) at the group's annual
convention ·--in Rochester,
N.Y., Oct. 16.
Associate Professor Stephen Ruf nominated Park for
her work on "Love, Kirsten,"
a book about Kirsten Wolcott, a student missionary who
was murdered while serving
on the Micronesian island of
Yap last year.

Park chose to write about
Kirsten in Associate Professor
Andy Nash's Literary Journalism class last semester. During the summer, she flew to
Yap and interviewed multiple
people who worked and lived
with Kirsten, including her alleged murderer.
George Johnson, executive director of SAC, said that
the group was pleased with
Park's work and surprised
that a full-time student had
time to publish a book in such
a short time.
In the award citation,
SAC judges said it was "very
unusual for a college student to take on such a challenging project. Her book
project is commendable,
especially since it shows
a practical application of
course material which goes
beyond a course grade or
campus assignment."

Photo by Stephen Ruf

. ';

Rainy Park gives details on the book she wrote as she accepts her Student of the Year award at the SAC conference on Oct. 16, 2010.

Park was thrilled with
the honor.
"It's been cool to see how
a class project grew re-

ally big," Park said. "It was
kind of exciting because it
felt like the award wasn't
just for me."

"Love, Kirsten" will be
available at the Adventist
Book Store Center.
I

New ministry encourages
students to knock on doors

•

EMILY

LYNES

Sun Wanu

Creamy Bean Factory
Four corner (Collegedale)

423-396-3080

Show Student I.D. and Receive 10% off
Free Sweet Tea with a Sandwich Order

A new Southern Adventist
University outreach ministry
on campus has students going door-to-door in Chattanooga spreading the hope and
love of Jesus.
Chattanooga 4 Christ is an
outreach ministry started with
the mission of knocking on every single door in Chattanooga. Along with praying with
the occupants of the household, volunteers will pass out
tracts, talk with residents and
just be a friend to the local
Chattanooga community.
According to http:/ jcitydata.com, Chattanooga has
72,!07 housing units within
the city limits. Chattanooga 4
Christ's goal is to reach every
housing units.
"There are many streets,
hundreds of houses and thousands of people," said Eliud
Sicard, a junior pastoral care
major and outreach director
for Campus Ministries. "We're
using our students to reach
out to them and show them
Christ's love."
Local downtown churches
and different ~pus clubs

have also been invited to join
with this ministry. Each Sabbath, a different club will be
responsible for transporting
volunteers to the different_areas to be covered. A few of the
clubs interested in joining this
effort are South Eastern Youth
Conference (SEYC), Black
Christian Union (BCU) and
Latin American Club (LAC): ..
Robert Dabney, a sophomore theology major and one
of the leaders for Chattanooga
4 Christ, said the new ministry
is important to students,
"It gives an opportunity for
students to experience what
Jesus experienced when He
ministered to others," Dabney
said. "I see it as a missionary
journey without leaving the
city or the country:"
With the size of the city, Sicard encourages students to
come volunteer their time and
share their talents for the Lord.
"The vision is huge," Sicard
said, "but with God all things
are possible, so we lean on the
strength of Christ to bless the
stUdents who are involved in
this project."
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Smoothie trend continues to sweep Southern's can1pus
nanas and carrots, hasn't been
selling as well as other specials
sold at the Kayak. Alyssa RogSmoothies have , become a ers, Kayak student supervimajor trend on cainpus. In sor, said that the added vegSeptember alone, the Kayak etable could be scaring people
sold 5020 smoothies and . off, but the smoothie itself is
KR's Place sold 4,766, said very good. She said if people
Jerilyn Pewsey, assistant di- would try it, they would like
rector of Food Services and it. Therefore, the Kayak will
be working out the details for
Kayak manager.
Although, smoothie sales giving out free samples of this
are at an all-time high, Pewsey month's specialty smoothie in
said the current smoothie of an effort to boost sales.
Last
month's
specialty_
the month at the Kayak has
not been an immediate hit smoothie, strawberry kiwi,
was a hit among students,
with students.
October Orange, a smoothie Rogers said.
November and December's
containing orange juice, ba-

JESSICA WEAVER
5wFWRmR

specials, pumpkin pie and eggnog, are predicted to be popular as well, because they were a
hit last year Pewsey said.
Smoothies are some of the
top items sold on Southern's
campus, not only at the Kayak,
but at KR's Place as well. Campus Kitchen also sells a strawberry banana smoothie, but
overall the majority of their
options include ice cream, said
Shirley Menhennett, Campus
Kitchen manager.
KR's smoothies, also called
slushes, have always been one
of their most popular treats
for the 14 years that they have
been selling them, said Donna

Watson, KR's manager. KR's
smoothie mixes are pre-frozen, pureed fruit that have
sugar added. She said students
enjoy them because there is a
lot of variety at KR's. -

''

October
Orange ... hasn't
been selling as
well as other
specials

Smoothie sales have been ""'
on the rise at KR's during their
""'
half-off special on Thursday
afternoons. However, the previous title "happy hour" will
not be used any more due to a
complaint from a community
member about the title sounding like a bar, Watson said.
KR's is in search for a new
title for this weekly special. Students may e-mail
their title submissions to
dwatson@southern.edu, including ID number and full
name. KR's workers are exempted from this contest.
The winner will receive a free
smoothie from KR's.

Landscaping n1akes ~hanges to playing-fields
MIA LiNDSEY
5DFEWRIIER

Students will experience
changes where they play
sports with the installation of
a sprinkler system in one playing field and the addition of
the first full-size soccer field
on campus.
A sprinkler system is now
located at the field inside the
track. The 36 sprinkler heads
have a pop-up, rubber cap
design that make them virtually invisible when they are
in the ground.
This is the first playing field
to receive an irrigation system,
said Mark Antone, dir_eC!ox: of
Landscaping Services.
Along with the sprinkler
system, workers reworked the
field, leveled the ground and

added a base of dirt mixed
with sand.
·''I'm . positive the students
will notice a difference in
the field, a different feel for
the runners," Antone .said.
"It feels softer." ·
Landscaping is also working
on developing a new soccer
field, which will be located on
College Drive East, across the
street from Collegedale Academy. Top soil and a mixture
of dirt, sand and seed were
recently put on the ground.
If the weather cooperates,
the area should be ready for
soccer season in the spring,
Antone said.
"The way the field fits, there
is a natural bank where you
can see the whole field," Antone said. "It will be like a natural Bleacher for spectators."

Tim Johnson, a junior comAntone leaves a word of dents] to have fun," he said.
puter systems administration advice· for students so they "But if they could hold off on
major, is excited to play on the can ·get the most out ·of the playing right after the rain
· because it really does a lot of
new soccer field. Even though playing fields.
"We definitely want [stu- damage to the fields. "
the field will be further away,
he is sure most people will
not mind the walk because
soccer at Southern is such a
popular sport.
Many of the fields had
been damaged from the constant traffic of students play- ·
ing sports and Antone hopes
the changes will keep the
fields in good condition in
order to support the school's
intramural program.
"We need better and more
fields to adequately respond
to the students' recreational
needs. I feel that landscaping
\_s. doing a great job in making
this happen," said Mike Boyd,
director of intramurals.

/ Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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Growing your faith in ~od
MICHAEL HADLEY
CQNDIIlnD•

We have all heard the saying about the mustard seed of
faith and moving mountains.
But what if you don't have
faith even that big? What if
you are asking questions that
are not being answered?
This is something that I've
been struggling with at Southern. You have worship every
day, vespers on Friday nights
lfnd a menu of churches to
··choose from. God becomes
easy and so does faith. You see
all these things and you just
kind of cruise along.
Your faith is not exercised
so it withers; even if you have
something in your past that
gives you reason to have faith.

' ' Look at the
valleys as
times of
growth ,
My dad has been in the 'hospital for open-heart surgery
and for Merkel cell cancer. I
hear stories all the time about
the faith my parents had, but
· it still seems unreachable.
Our entire lives we hear that
faiih is believing without seeing, or, as Hebrews 11:1 (KJV)
defines it, "Faith is the sub-

stance of things hoped for, the but He does not exactly feel is really there. We get desponclose, either. It is a scary feel- dent or we languish.
evidence of things not seen."
These gaps in faith, othSo we know what faith is, ing, praying and listening but
but what do we do when there not really knowing how or erwise known as valleys, are
difficult-but not something
what to do.
is a lack of it?
I find that it is much easier
We . usually brush these that we should take sorrow in.
to be a Christian and have problems off by saying, "Pray These valleys will ultimately
faith when I am around more," or "Read your Bible make us stronger.
people like · me, and harder
when I am on my own-big
revelation, I know.
But the question is what
do we do when this· happens to us? When we are
away from people of our own
belief system?
I have a friend who is very
discouraged right now. Her
faith is taking a dive because
she does not feel like God is
there, like He is talking to her.
Like most of us, she has .
heard things like, "God woke
me up in the middle of the
night to pray for you," or "I
prayed and God showed me
what classes to take or what
major I should choose." I
do not doubt that God can
and does do all this-just
not with everyone.
I know how she feels; I am
Look at the valleys as times
at a point in my life ~here I more," and these are all good
feel stuck. I graduate in two things to do-they will help.
of growth. Do not think that
years and I don't know what
But being open to God is God is not close because it
I'm going to do. I've been another part of it. We are pro- feels like He is not talking to
praying about what I :should grammed to be controllers. ·you. Do not think that He
do, who I should go mit with. Part of faith is letting go of the has left you.
In John 20:20 (The MesSo far, I feel li~e have not controls and giving them over
to God, which is scary when sage), Jesus tells Doubting
gotten any answers.
God does not feel far away, sametimes you wonder if He Thomas, "So, you believe be-

The rickshaw analogy
RoBBY VAN .ARsDALE

My life is like a rickshaw.
I am on a trip. I feel like I am
in a different country, I need
to get from here to there and
I am doing it as fast as I can. I
am going somewhere, but I do
not feel like I am changing on
the way.
I can smell and see and hear
things but I cannot stop to savor them. I have to run past.
I'm going to have to pay for
my trip, and I do not know the
person I am paying, so I begrudge it.
The road is bumpy. I am

going to wake up bruised and pulling my cart.
But I do not pay attention
the worse for wear. I do not
feel like the person pulling the to the rickshaw driver. I canrickshaw really cares what I not tell if he is talking to me
am feeling or how I am suffer- anyway, so I do not think I am
ing, and all of my cries of pain missing anything.
I have told him my destinahave no effect on the back of
tion, but I realize that he might
· their unfeeling head.
I can seeother people walk- take me on his own path, off the
ing, jostling through a crowd main road, b~cause he knows
or being pulled in their rick- the town. He might even take
shaws. Each ignores the oth- me '-to ~ wrong place, beers' cries. I cannot help, so . cause we are not speaking the
I ignore the cries as well. It same language. I am not even sure I got the
causes less pain for me. It does
not change my desire for them name of the place right.
But God knows where I
to notice me.
The one thing I am am going and I am glad He
SUTe of is that someone is is pulling me.

cause you've seen with your
own eyes. Even better blessings are in store for those who
believe without seeing."
I think what He is saying is
we are blessed whether we are
on a spiritual high and feeling like we are next to God, or

Photo illustration by Katie Freeland

blessed if we are on a low and
can not see through the forest.
Give God a little and see
what you receive in return.
Sometimes by losing control,
things are put back on track.
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DANIELLE QuAILEY

Quips and quotes about DEEP Sabbath
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
OPINION Eon'oR

The weekend of Get. 16,
Southern hosted DEEP Sabbath, a day when students
from Oakwood University
come to our campus to worship and fellowship with us
in unity and brotherhood. I
was curious to find out what
students thought about this
year's DEEP Sabbath, SQ I
interviewed several from
both schools. Here's what
· they thought.
1. "I thought that SAD was
a goo~ school. The campus is
beautiful, and I especially like
the diversity. When you are.
surrounded by people who
look like you all day, you forget
that there are other people in

the world. It was nice to hear
the different styles of music at
the concert, and overall-it was
a great day." Dayna Ramsey,
a sophomore pre-law · major
at Oakwood.
2. "Compared to last year,
DEEP Sabbath was phenomenal. I loved the idea of Southern students being guides for
the day.. and their welcome
was a nice gesture. The cam. pus is really nice and I enjoyed
myself a lot." Arems Simon, a
sophomore occupational therapy major at Oakwood.
3. '"DEEP Sabbath was
fun. The students made it
so easy to feel comfortable . .
The church service could use
some aqilfstments, but overall I hacf a great time." Chris

Courtney, a freshman nurs- Thompson, a junior theology
ing and communications major at Southern.
major at Oakwood.
6. "I noticed that there has
4· "The food was good. been a steady decline in the
The welcome group was nice · amount of students visiting
and ·people were friendly. I from Oakwood. I can't help
wish that there was more to but think that o<ikwood must
do, like an activity." Kayia feel unwelcome on our camRowe, a sophomore pre-law pus. I feel like having SEYC
major at Oakwood.
on the same Sabbath makes it
5· "It was much better this appear as though inter-school
year. The current presidential ·fellowship isn't as important
· administration really worked to us. I think that DEEP Sabwell with SEYC to make DEEP bath should be rescheduled
Sabbath go smoothly aQd so that we can have an entire
there were a lot more activi- day focused on fellowship with
ties and events this year, like our sisteJI"'Sehool." Kathryn
the cgncert and greeting of Mattenson, a junior english
the Oakwood students in the major at Southern.
morning. I think we really
7. "I felt that DEEP Sabbath
worked hard to. make them feel was the best Sabbath I've had
welcomed." Morris-Andrew in a long time. I got to meet

up with old friends, and at the
same time connect with new
people. 1 I'm definitely looking forward to the next DEEP
Sabbath in April" Jasmine
Quailey, a freshman psychology major at Southern.
8 . "The ~concert was really
amazing. I appreciated the
diversity of the songs and performances." Erin Messinger,
a
sophomore
psychology
major at Southern.
9. "This year's DEEP Sabbath was a great step in the
right direction. Spending
~ime in worship and fellowship together is what it's all
about, and this year we hit
the mark." Joyce Reyna, a
senior liberal arts education
major at Southern.

Improve your knoWledge of friends' cultures
TJ GRIFFITH AND BLAISE ADAMS
CONIRIBIITQRS

There can be questions without answers, but there can be
no answers without questions.
Every empirical study began
with a question. In the beginning, the questions may have
been small like, "Why is the
sky blue?" or "Why do apples
fall from trees?"
As answers were collected,
the questions grew in complexity. "What is the speed of
light?" Or "If train A leaves
Chicago traveling at 100mph
and train B leaves New York
traveling 150mph · and the
distance between the two
cities is 6oo miles, at what
point do the two trains meet
in the middle?"
Every discovery begins wi~
questions. To facilitate learning, human beings have been
hard-wired to be curious about
life. As toddlers, we try to explore every nook and cranny
in existence. As children, we
ask where babies come from.
As teenagers, we annoy our
parents with, "But, why?" As
college students, our environmental and cultural surroundings have a tremendous
impact on how we ~perceive
the world. We've come to-

-gether to form cliques, posses,
boy bands and the like. We're
united in our groups by mutu:ii beliefs and shared hobbies.
However, the question comes
do~ to whether or not you
can answer "Who is [insert
name here] and where do they
come from?" about the friends
in y.our circle.
- Take hold of the intrinsic
curiosity you'.ve been given
and start with basic questions
such as, "What is your name,
- major, class standing? What
do you want to do for a living?"
In the previous article, we
introduced the -ethnic oppor- •
tunity that is presented here
at Southern Adventist University. Thi11. campus is rich ·
with diversity-you should
already be taking advantage of this chance to educat~ yourself in the cultural
ways of others.
Ask questions to the point
where you become less ignorant and less juagmental.
· More often than not, we get
hung up on skin color. We all
have · preconceived notions
about people. Stop for a minute and ask yourself"What is
ltto be white?"
"If someone is black, does
that mean they're just African- ·
American?" Or "Do my Asian

friends come from China, Korea, Japan or the Philippines?"
Or "Is so-and-so Mexican
or from some part of South
America?" If you learn a p_erson's origins, you should probably ask them how many Ianguages they speak. Ask them
how they say their name, too,
in case you've been unknowingly butchering it.
• fiistead of approaching random people-on the street, you
may want to start with some
of the friends that you already
know to work up your courage .•.
This is acceptable, but be forewarned: the longer you stay
within your comfort zone, the
more complacent and inflexible you will become.
. Seek out those whom you do
not know-those whom you do ·
not understand. Ask them to
share about themselves, where
they come from, what makes
them tick. Free yourself from
the bog of assumptions that
has plagued your mind. To
those who do not see the point
in I?ro<!d.e ning their social horizon; we ask, "Is it possible to
truly love your brother if you
do not know him?"
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Theories behind the 'Story of Halloween
RACHEL PARRISH
CONJR!BIIJOR

The stars shine brightly in
the cle~r night air. The aroma of cider, and in our case,
Little Debbies, wafts through
the air and the moon is full.
Your pumpkin-shaped bucket
anxiously waits to be filled
with sugary goodness. Your
Antoine
Dodson-inspired
costume has been freshly pressed and excitement
rumbles your stomach.
Halloween has arrived.
This holiday originates from
a celebration of the Celtic New
Year, called "Sarilhain" (pronounced "Sah-ween"), Nicho-·
las Rogers says in his book
"Halloween: from Pagan .Ritual to Party Night. The ancient
Druids believed Samhain was
a time when the distance between this world and the next
was very thin, and the spirits,
good and bad, were able to
wander here in the present
world for one night, and look
for bodies to possess.
Early Cath9lics also celebrated at the end of October to
honor their saints, and called it
"All Hallows, (or Saints) Day,"
and the two holidays through
the years have morphed
into "Halloween".
Each ·facet of our . secular
Halloween has roofs in ancient "Hallows Day" practices.
Some theories hold that the
Celts didn't relish the idea
of being possessed, so they

would extinguish ·their fires
to make their homes cold and
undesirable. They would then
dress up in ghoulish attire and
parade around th!!ir villages to
fool the spirits into thinking
they were spirits too~ in hopes

,.

the evil spirits would avoid
them. Sound .familiar? That is
why people attire themselves
as vampires, ghosts, werewolves, witches, skeletons and
pap culture icons.
Jack-0'-Lanterns also have
a slightly shady past. The
belief that Druids made human sacrifices of local hoodlums, and used the hollowed
out heads as candleholders to frighten off spirits has
been proven fals~
Another. beliel"'r Jack-O'-

the tree.
The legend gets a bit fuzzy
until Jack dies, and the devil
gets revenge on poor .old Jack
by giving him a single e:tn.:.
her to light his lonely, ghostly wanderings through this
world. Jack placed his ember
inside a hollowed out turnip,
which was later chahged to
a pumpkin, and began his
tormented jourl).ey.
Another Halloween· tradi-··
tion, trick-or-treating, can
be traced to the practice of
"souling," which was done by
early Catholics celebrating
All Hallows' Day. Villagers
would trek around to nearby
villages, knock on doors and
beg for some sort of treat,
Rogers said.
·
.
Each treat given equaled
a prayer said for their dead
relatives to get out of purgatory. If you did not agree
with their belief, and denied ·
them a treat, they would be
allowed to play some sort of
trick on you: perhaps setting
your barn ablaze, or participating in some medieval
cow tipping.
Halloween's merits are
clearly debatable. Because
today's version of the holi. day has been sugar coa_tedghosts are now just fat white
sheets-it is easy to forget the
trapping the devil in the tree. .true origins of the holiday. ·
Jack promised that if the devil
swore never to tempt him ,
again, he would let him out of.
Lanterns origins comes from
Irish legend. Jack, an infamous drunkard and trickster
fooled the devil into climbing
an apple tree. Jack then proceeded to carve a cross into
the trunk of said tree, thus

''

Halloween's
merits are
clearly
debatable

Julenne Gil: A student's·l?attle with cancer
DEANNA MOORE
l!EfSIYI ES EDITOR

"I'm scared! I'm scared! I'm
scared! I'm scared!" Julenne
screamed as she pushed herself up against the back wall
of the doctor's office. She put
her hands · over her ears and
started sobbing.
It was Julenne Gil's sophomore year at Southwestern
Adventist University. She was
majoring in exercise nutrition
and had a very active, healthy
lifestyle, so getting cancer
· just wasn't an option. Cancer was for people who didn't
take care of their bodies. JuJenne, obviously, was not one
of those people.
The doctor explained that
she had Ewing Sarcoma, a
form of bone cancer normally
·found in children. Because of

its aggressive nature, Julenne
immediately began chemo,
and was told that halfway
through her chemo she would
begin radiation.
Althotigh her first treatment of chemo was an incredibly frightening experience,
leaving her with a fever and a
trip to the ER, finding out she
couldn't have children is what
hit Julenne the hardest. At 20,
her·future was being dictated
to her. And not only her own
future, it was also affecting the
future of the man she would
eventuaily marry.
This young athlete was no
longer able to run, her ability to have -children was taken
and she was gaining weight
due to chemo. All that she had
once held so important was
falling to pieces. So where was
God through all of this?

THURSDAY, October 28, 2010

"You learn as you grow up
It was a year; an entire year
this is His personality," Ju- of painful treatments and
Jenne said. "This is who He is, emotional stress, but fortuthis is the type of relationship nately Julenne is cancer-free
you should have with Him. But . today. . Through this experiwhen you're going through ence, JUlenne witnessed a difsomething like that, you get ferent side of God. She saw
angry, you have emotional ties a God who can handle our
there now like you would with emotions and our trials. She
a normal friend going through experienced a God who is big
things together because you're . enough- to fit the role we need
mad, or you're sad or you're Him to fill when faced with a
happy about something. I~ future turned upside down.
builds a much tighter bond."
God became real to her.
Julenne said that in His
Julenne Gil now attends
own mysterious way, God Southern Adventist Univerwas · working through this sity and is in her sophomore
entire process. The only two year of pre-physical therapy.
doctors who specialize in She still lives a very active
Ewing Sarcoma are located ·lifestyle and recently particiin Oklahoma City and New pated in a triathlon. JUlenne
York. The Gils lived in Tulsa, has placed a new value on
about two hours away from life and testifies to the _fact
Oklahoma City so this was an that God can be see:Qf.ip.Jife's.
incredible blessing.
toughest moments.

This
Weekend
Take a break and have ··
fun this weekend!
I
,.•

............... -·

Chattanooga Symphony
and Opera's Pops Concert
Tivoli Theatre
709 Broad St.
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday; Oct. 30
8-10 p.m.
Prices Vary
htt{}://www.chattanoogasymphony.org
Songs ForA New World
Cha!lanooga Theatre Centre
400 River St.
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Oct. jo
8-10 p.m.
$1~

http://www.theatrecentre.
com
Disney On Ice
UTC McK-enzie Arena
720 East 4th St.
Chattanooga, TN ·
Sunday, Oct. ·31
2-4p.m.
Prices Vary
http://www.teckettracks.com
Atlanta Ballet: Moulin
Rouge
Cobb'Energy Performing Arts
Centre
2800 Cobb Galleria Parkway
Atlanta, GA
Sunday, Oct. 31
2p.m.
Prices Vary
http://www.atlantaballet.
com/
Autumn Leaf Special
aboard the Tennessee
Valley Railroad Museum
4119 Cromwell Rd.
Chattanooga, TN
Oct. 29-30, 9:3oam-5:15pm
Prices Vary
http://tvrail.com/
River Gorge Explorer
"Awesome Autumn Color
Cruises"
1 Broad St.
Chattanooga, TN
Now- November 7
Times Vary
$2.9

http://www.tnaqua.org/
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Major athletes caught up in sex scandals
named Jenn Sterger during
that 2008 season. · After pulling some strings; Favre got her
On Aug. 4, one of the most
telephone number and began
popular , sports blogs on . the
leaving friendly voici messagInternet,
http:/ /deadspin.
es on Sterger's phone.
com, accused Brett Favre of
After· a while, those mes- ·
sexual misconduct.
sages turned more and more
At the time, ·no one gave it
aggressive.
When
Sterga second thought, mainly beer spurned his advances,
cause the site had no evidence
Favre sent several nude
to back up its report. -·
text messages.
Then on Oct. 6, Deadspin
More interesting is that
released another report acsoon after the Deadspin re. cusing Favre of harassment,
port was·published, two more
this time complete ·with lewd
women came forward, claimvoicemails and text messages.
ing to be victims of 'Favre's
The NFL took notice, and ari
unwanted advances.
investigation was launched.
Almost instantly Brett's repGone was· Favre's ~refully
utation as a good ol' boy was
built reputation. Gone was
shattered. Sure, he hasn't been
the respect and admiration of
proven guilty, and probably
loving fans: If he's suspendnevel;twill.
ed, the endorseme~t deals .
Could the voicemails and
will soon follow:
texts be from someone other
The alleged incid~nt octhan Favre? Yes. But al~ the
curred in 2008, when Fat!vidence points to Favre, and
vre was · playihg for the
for many that's enough. As a
New York Jets.
result, Favre's reputation now
According to Deadspin,
lies in tatters.
Farve met an in-house sideThe sad thing ·is that sex
line reporter for !]le Jets
ANDREW GARCILAZO
SpORTS EnamR

scandals run rampant is today's
world. Perhaps Favre's only solace is that he's not alone. Tiger
Woods falls in the same boat. So
do a host of others.
It was almost one year ago .
when Tiger's life imploded
in much the same way. Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback
Ben Roethlisberger has twice
been accused of sexual assault.
Outside the world of sports,
late night host David Letterman was embroiled in his own
case of adultery just last year.
All of them were living
lies, hiding behind their
public fa~ade.
_
Tiger Woods went from being the most b~loved golfer of
our tim~, to hated and mocked
practically overnight. Almost
every day a new woman would
come forward claiming to·
have had a relationship with
the world's richest athlete.
Clearly, Tiger thought he
could get away with it. So too
did Favre. These guys are superstar athletes. They're used
to getting what they want.

The only problem is they
got caught.
Favre still has to battle
through a tough NFL season.

Minnesota Vikings quarterback
Brett Favre looking to pass against
the Green Bay Packers during an ·
NFL football game, in Green Bay,
Wis.
·

Tiger has yet to regain his prescandal form. In ·a few years,
maybe people will forget.
·Maybe Tiger will win -a tournament or two and all the at-

tention will be back on his
golf. Maybe Brett Favre will
win the Super Bowl and become beloved all over again.
There's no easy road back.
All they can do is win and hope
to be forgiven. Just ask Kobe
Bryant. No one ever talks
about hjm being a rapist anymore, do they?
In today's sick world of sex
and drugs, the real lives of
public figures are best left unknown. It's almost better th~t
way, to bask in ignorance.
Sure, no one is immune to
mistakes, but when our most
fevered sports -stars turn out
to be perverts and adulterers, you know something
must be wrong.
Is it impossible to be a
standup athlete, lel: alone person, in today's world?
Who's next, Derek Jeter?
How about Michael Jordan?
Oh, wait-ignorance is bliss.

Talge pingpong tournament Stars reflect on NBA experience
JASON UPSON
SJAFF WRIHR

The Talge Hall pingpong
tournament began Tuesday,
Oct. 12 with 60 participants
facing off for the championship
prize: a $25 Walmart gift card.
Men who reside in Talge Hall
constitute most of _the participants, along with a ' few women and a number of Southern
Adventist .University faculty
members. The matches take
place at player-determined
- times and. whenever a pingpong table is available. The
first match results have aln;ady
been submitted and the second
round will be concluded Tuesday, Nov. 2, · according to the
pingpong match information
posted in Talge Hall.
The final - championship
match will ·be held sometime
in November. There is no set
date for the final match because
some players might not get
their match results submitted
on time, said Carr Patterson,
associate dean. ...., ~
Players who were asked about

their thoughts 'on the tourna- ANDREW GARCILAZO
Would today's game really
ment and the subsequentj)rize STAFF WRmR
give Jordan the opportunity to
responded positively.
score 100 points? I doubt it.
"I think the prize is decent.
Sure, a few hand-cl:~eck fouls
Michael Jordan: I .could
I mean, it's just pingpong ana _have scored 100 points in would have given Jordan more
whoever wins is about to hit the ..today's NBA ·
points,' but there's absolutely
Walmart lotto!" said Garrison
In an interview with USA no way anyone can score 100
Hayes, sophomore film produc- Today, Michael Jordan made points in today's NBA
~tion major ahd group B player
Wilt wouldn't be able to.
a ·bold assertion by saying
in the pingpong tournament. he could have scored 100 ' Jordan wouldn't be able
"There are so many amazing points if he were playing in to. Kobe won't be able to.
. pingpong players at thl.s school. the NBA today.
It's that simple.
It's going to be tough for whoQ: "How has the game
ever comes through."
Lakers' Phil Jackson pre-changed
from
your
Anyone who wants to watch playing days?"
paring for last stand
the matches must reference the
For Jackson, this might be it.
A: "Ws less physi(;al and the
pingpong tom;nament infor- rules have changed, obviously.
The Iegend;ey coach has n
Based on these rules, _if I had to NBA Championships under his
,....mation posted in the window
.
of Karen Caldwell's office m play with my st:}rle of play, I'm belt and is gunning .for a 12th,
Talge Hall and contact the play- pretty sure I would have fouled which, if won, would be his
ers he or she want to watch to out or I would have been at the fourth career three-peat.
confirm when and where they free throw line pretty often ~d
The upcoming season will
will be playing. Details about I could have scored 100 points." be the · 65-year-old Jackson's
the championship match will
20th, but when asked if this
Really Michael, 100 points?.
be . posted as the tournament
You were good, but were you year is without question his
draws to a close, Patterson said. really that good?
last year of coaching, Jackson
Playing rules follow a tradiBack in 1962, Wilt Cham- was noncommittal.
tional game of pingpong as de- berlain scored 100 points.
"I can't tell," he told ESPN.
fined in the International Table The only player to even come "Every year llike to think of goTennis Federation Handbook.
close was Kobe Bryant, who ing into a season and thinking,
scored 81 points against the This is it,' and doing it the right
way and putting everything I
Raptors in 2006.
......
·•

I

'

· have into it, so this is just like a
_
normal thing."
~ For Phil, this may be his last
chance to go out on top, a fact
that . weighed heavily on the
coach's mind in the offseason.
"I just had to get away from
L.A and from the madness of
winning a- .,cha'inpionship and
go and retreat and think about
it," Jackson said. "It took me a
couple days, but it wasn't difficult once I came to the conclusion that this is just the way
it shquld end, this is just the
way it shotild go and it was
time to come back."
According to ESPN, Jackson's health looks good, and he
is well rested and eager to begin
the Lakers' title defense.
"It's an impossible task,''
Jackson said of ending his career with another title. "You
just go about it and don't think
about how difficult [it is] and
play each game and don't worry
about anything but that."
The NBA season begins
Oct.26.
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Upcoming events c·a lendar ·
Thursday, October 28
Alumni Homecoming (2831)
n:oo a.m. Convocation,
George Knight, Adventist
Heritage, Church
3:30 p.m. Graduate Council,
Conference Room A
5:00-6:30 p.m. SA Supper,
Showcase of Service, Iles
PECenter
6:oo p.m. Alumni Banquet,
Dining Hall ·
8:30 p.m. I Can!ori, Church
(Convocation Credit)
Friday, October 29
Deadline to request December/May Graduation at
Records
Faculty Winter Textbook
Adoptions due, Campus
Shop
1:00-4:00
p.m.
FREE
Walmart Transportation,
Wright Hall
2:00 p.m. West Side 4 Jesus

STUDENT LIFE
Attention Seniors: Be
sure to schedule an appointment to take the mandatory
Measure of Academic Proficiency (MAPP) 'Test, a graduation requirement for all
baccalaureate seniors.
The test will be administered in the Testing Office from Nov. 1, to Nov. 5·
Please call Lauree Fogg at
423-236-2782 or come by
Counseling and Testing Services in Lynn Wood Hall to
sign up for available times.
Alumni
Homecoming
Weekend: Oct. 28-31. The
theme is Pillars of Progress.
McKee Library 40th Anniversary celebration:
·oct. 29, 1o:oo a.m. - 3_:oo
p.m. Recitations by faculty
and students, an unveiling
of the new Mark Twain collection, photo sessions with
"Mark Twain," a Barry Moser art exhibit with tours,
and a Shane. Anderson lecture/panel discussion (at
1:30 p.m.) called "How to
Kill Adventist Education
and How to Give it a Fighting Chance."

(Evangelism Ministry)
6:50 p.m. Sunset
8:oop.m. Vespers, Andrew
Peterson, Iles PE Center
8:oo p.m. Alumni Vespers,
Larry Caviness, Church

Get Real, Collegedale Academy Library
10~15 a.m. Adoration II,
Church-John McVay
10:30 a.m. Beautiful Feet
Sabbath School, White
Oak Room
.One Accord Sabbath School,
Saturday, October 30
8:45 Adoration I, Church- - Hulsey Amphitheater
Paul Hoover
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-Jackie
9:15 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School, Thatcher
James
South,
Roundtable Sabbath School,
Wolftever Room
Church Seminar Room
9:45 a.m. A Heart Like His11:45 a.m. Rene~al, Churchmen onlyJohn McVay
Collegedale Academy, Room
2:00 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall
105
West Side 4 Jesus (Evange-·"'·
10:00 a.m. High Definition
lism, Children's Ministry) '
(HD) Sabbath School, TalF.L.A.G. Camp (Cliildren's
ge Hall
Ministry)
Roots Collegiate Sabbath
School, Church
Patten Towers (Evangelism
Falling in Love with JesusMinistry)
Advent Home (Children's
Women onlyHome Ministry)
Collegedale Academy, Room
4:00 p.m. String Quartet Re103

...

Career Services Seminar: Oct. 29, 5:00 p.m.
Seniors are invited to join
alumni in t~is panel-style
seminar on how to effectively transition into a
new career/job, build professional networks, and
develop mentors.
Reunion String Quartet
Sacred Classi
Concert: Oct. 30 at 4:00 p.m.
in the Collegedale Church.
Featuring Mindy (Myers)
Burgin, Marlene (Millburn)
Colburn, Chip Everts, and
Brian Liu, alumni quartet
members. Several faculty,
students and other alumni
will perform with them on
several numbers.
Mark Twain as Himself:
Oct. 30, 8:oo p.m., in the
Iles PE Center '- Richard
Garey, 1968 alumnus and
internationally renowned
entertainer, will perform selections from his stage repertoire. No charge and open
to the public.
'

Southern Shuffle: Oct.
30 at 9:30 p.m. A sK race
and 1-mile fun run/walk for
all ages and skill levels on a
campus course that starts

off at Wood Hall. On-site
registration is available at
$15/person. Awards andrefreshments will be available
at the conclusion.
The 7th Annual Antique/
Classic Car Show: Oct. 31
from 10:00 a.m.- 12:30 p.m.
in the Wood Hall parking
lot. The Blacksmithing Club
will demonstrate a working
forge and handmade tools.
Refreshments will be availabl~ for purchase in support
of Club activities. No charge
and open to the public.
McKee Library Author
Fair: Oct~.31, 11:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. Alumni, faculty
and staff published book
authors will be a~ailable
. for book signings and sales.
Also, mentoring opportunities for writers interested
in the publishing process.
Open to the public.
BCU Skate Night: at the
Hamilton Skate Place, Oct.
30, 11:00 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Come dressed in a futuristic
costume! $3 for members
and $5 for non-members.
Showcase of Service:
Oct. 28, at 5:00 p.m. in the

union Concert, Church
6:30 p.m. Evensong-Organ:
Stephen Thorp, Reader:
Ray Minner
8:oo p.m. Mark Twain as
Himself: Richard Garey, "
lles PE Center
9:30 p.m. Southern Shuffle,
Wood Hall Entrance
11:00 p.m. BCU Skate Night,
Hamilton Skate Place
Sunday, October 31
9:00 a.m. Stakeholders
Brunch
10:00 a.m. Antique/Classic Car Show, Wood Hall
Parking Lot
6:00-9:00 p.m. SA Fall
Festival, Hidden Hills
Farm
Monday, Nov. 1
Student Missions Week (1-6)
3 on 3 Basketball Tourna- ,..
ment & Volleybfill
Intramurals Sign-up,
http:/ /www.southern:'
Iles PE Center. Dinner will
be provided. Find out how
you can get involved in projects to help the community.
SA Fall Festival: Oct. 31
at the Hiddel'l. Hills Farm at
6:oo p.m. Fun, games, and
food. Student organizations
Will be sponsoring games!
·Transportation is p_rovided
, leaving Wright Hall from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m., and again
from 8:30 to 9:30p.m.

BIRTHDAYS
Oct. 28-Adrian Wasylyshen, Amber Arthur, Evan
Taylor, Jason Greulich,
Keith Turner, Lauren McCoy, Nick Buchholz, Tyler
Hissong
Oct. 29-Aldo Espinoza, Eric
Ayers, Gayle Lastimosa, Jeff
Richardson, Jessica Halterman, Ricky Oliveras, Robert
Hutton, Ron Johnson
Oct. 30-Amy Nagasawa,
Andrew Lechler, Jacob
Faulkner, Khrisna Virgil,
Laura Andrews
Oct. 31-Anthony Botticelli,
Carol Marrs, Ellie Molineaux, Jeramy Davis, ~oyce

edu/intramurals
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council
Tuesday, November 2
Eltktion Day
12:00 p.m. Tornado Siren
Test
Wednesday, November
3
5:00 p.m ..,3 on 3 Basketball
Tournament Meeting,
Hul.sey Wellness Center
s:30-7:00 p.m. SS2U, Student Center
'
7=15 p.m. SA Senate Meeting, White Oak Room
7=30 p.m. Piano: Aaron Diehl, Ackerman Auditorium
(Convocation Credit)
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher
Hall Chapel

Reyna, Macy Westbrook,
Teri Klinger
Nov.
01-Daniel
Perez,
Deanna Moore, Derek Armitage, Dwight Young,
Evan
Blakeney,
Henry
Kuhlman, Laurie Minner,
Nancy Eckel, Nathan Thomas, Omar Lopez-Thismon,
Rachel Boggess, Randy
Karnes, Rhya Moffitt, Trevor Sutherland
Nov. 02-Ana Merconchini,
Jeremy Rowland, Melissa
Giebel, Peter Yelorda, Reed
Krause, Sarah Franche,
Shirley Spears, Tim Haynes
Nov. 03-Meghan
Sherrie Wheeler

Scully,

Nov.
04-Ashley
Westcott, Bradly Bennison, Brianna Taylor, Danielle Suansing, Heather Peggau,
Janet Gray, John Slocumb,
Khang Vuong, Kristiana
Wrate, Jackelline Fuentes,
Rita Wohlers, Ryan Ernst,
Samantha Salyers, Sherry
Campbell, Steven Keinath,
Steven Stockil, Vladimir
Purdey, Welton Golaub
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Credibility of information
CAITLYN MAYERS

Huww EDIJ'OR

One of my favorite websites to read is Wikipedia. It
is full of so much accurate
information, and it astounds
me that there is that much
knowledge in one location.
Not only do I use Wikipedia
for all of my research projects
and homework, I read it for
pleasure as well.
·
I recently discovered its sister site, http:/ fwww.uncyclopedia.wikia.com. This website
has everything Wikipedia does
not have room to store. It has
articles with topics ranging
from "How to understand the
Jersey Shore" to "How to write
good poetry".

If anyone reading this ar- so awesome.
tide has taken a course in
Any information you read
which you are required to that has been published,
write some form of a research whether it is on the Internet,
paper, you may be thinking in a book, or in a school news"but my professor said not to paper, is always credible.* The
use Wikipedia!" They were, of • mere fact that it got published
course, wrong.*
lends to its credibility. I mean,
Wikipedia has an article on who would publish inaccurate
their site about the reliability information? The Accent cerof Wikipedia. I read it and it tainly wouldn1 t!
reassures me that Wikipedia
In the case of Wikipedia,
is completely credible.
there are millions of people
My favorite part of Wikipe- that have access to the infordia has to be the ability for me mation and can screen it so
to edit content in real time. you c;m receive the most acSay I find a spelling error or curate information possible.
discover the page for Gordon I cannot think of any better
Bietz says that Chuck Norris is quality control.
cooler, I can correct those errors, and so can anyone else.
*Note sarcasm.
.~
That's what makes Wikipedia

The quality of convocations
drastically improving: Fidel
Castro's daughter, Chinese
Acrobats and Mitch Alborn, for
the win!
The fails: The picture fail
submissions are dwindling.
Please Southern, keep finding
those fails.
27 days: unlil Thanksgiving
Break.

Midterm break: Even
midterm break didn't help the
recovery from the sleepless
nights before the break.

•

LOMA LINDA UNIVERSilY

School of Allied Health Professions

School of Dentistry

School of Medicine

I School of Pharmacy I School of Public Health
School of Religion I School of Science & Technology

School of Nursing

A Seventh-day Adventist Institution Integrating Health, Science, and Christian Faith

Please visit llu.edu/explore
,.
We offer over 200 programs in the following areas :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behav1oral and Soc1al Sc1ences
B1olog1cal Sc1ences
Cardiopulmonary Sc1ences
Clinical Laboratory Sc1ences
Clin1cal M1mstry
Communication Sc1ences & D1sorders

Allied Health Professions: September 8-9
Pharmacy: September 13
Medicine: October 25-27
Dentistry: November 3-4

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dent1stry
EthiCS
Geo1nformat1C Systems
Health Policy Management
Medical Basic Sc1ences
Med<Cine

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nurs1ng
• Public Health
Nutrition
• Radiation Sciences
Occupauonal Therapy • Relig1on and the sc,ences
Pha~m.acy

p; .ys,ca! Therapy
Pt"lySICian Ass1stant

..

SA Fall FestiVal in season
KATIE FREELAND

PwomEo•m•

An estimated soo to 6oo
students attended Southern.
Adventist University's annual SA Fall ·Festival at Hidden Hills Farm on Sunday
at 6 p.m., Oct. 31.
Fourteen campus clubs each
ran different booths at the festival, including kissing cowgirls, food, back massages, Nerf
gun battles and more. Yellow
tickets, worth 25 cents each,
were banded out at no charge
at the beginning of the evening
to students, said Carl Reiter,

..

SA social vice president. Tickets could be used at booths and

' 'Ithink

I've~ssed
at least 20

peo2le ·
tonight!''
would earn each club money.
Of the 57 clubs on campus, 14
ran booths.
"I ran around kissing anybody who paid for it," said

Katie Chandler, a junior public relations major who was
kissing cowgirl for the Student
Missions booth. "I think I've
kissed at least 20 people [on
the cheek] tonight!"
As students drove through
the entrance, campus saftey
officers were there to check
for Southern identification or
parking permits.
"We wanted only Southern
students, and because it's Halloween night, we want to avoid
party crashers and pranksters," Shultz said. "We wanted
a safe and fun atmosphere for
our students."

StUdent drug use increases
Lisa Hall, associate dean of help struggling students get
women, said although South- the treatment they may need.
Students who are struggling
• ern does not seek out indiCampus Safety has con- viduals involved with drugs with drug or alcohol abuse are
firmed that there has been an and alcohol, both residence subject to disciplinary action
increase in the use of drugs halls have brea¢alyzers. Some by the university. The steps inand alcohol among Southern students believe rooms are clude presentation of evidence,
Adventist University students searched during breaks, but suspension and assessment by
sinte 2009.
Hall denied this and said that Chattanooga Alcohol and Drug
The increase in reported in- students' privacy is respected.
Abuse Services (CADAS).
Weekly alcohol and drug
dividuals involved in drug ofCampus Safety officials
fenses rose from 13 last year said concerned friends, col- education seminars, counselto 16 this year. Alcohol related leagues or roommates mainly ing, Alcoholics Anonymous
offenses have increased from report drug and alcohol cases and Narcotics Anonymous are
to deans, counselors or pro- all options of treatment for
11 cases in 2009 to 14 cases in
2010. Some alcohol cases in- fessors. Campus Safety ac- struggling students. Random
volve more than one person.
knowledges that it is difficult screening, community service
Campus Safety officials Di- to locate all cases by relying ·hours, and even probation are
rector Kevin Penrod, Sgt. J osh only on students. Additional- included in the disciplinary
Fraker and David Houtchens ly, local law enforcement may consequences.
have stated that there might discover students involved in
In addition to CADAS,
be several reasons for this in- alcohol or drug activity and Southern's substance abuse .
policy includes treatment opcrease. Perhaps an increased- notify Southern.
Collegedale County Police tions at Fortwood Center, Valrecklessness by users or the increase of students has resulted are responsible for prosecuting ley Psychiatric Hospital and
in the increase of users, even if individuals involved in crimi- Celebrate Recovery.
the percentage of students in- nal activity. Campus Safety
volved stayed the same.
works closely with them to

JAIME JACOBSON
SuuWR!nK

Video Coverage

INDEX
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Check out the Accent's
video coverage of the Fall
Festival at http://accent.
southem.edu
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Service opportunities showcased

A Word to the Wite

ADeepSleep

BRENDA ADELEKE

the kill. That niaht. even
StMt..JPI!alllllillll'---..,---- though shackled to two soldiers, one on either side, Peter slept like a baby." (Acts
on 12:6 The Message)
God's peateat promise
the sapphire seas, to his people i8 rest. Sabthe
vio- bath-keepetl should know
let clouds this rest...,. intimately.
gather Charles Spqrpon puts it like
once again this, "not the outward ritit81
over
tlle of the Sabbath, which was
head
'Of biDding upon the Jew, but
the apostle Peter. This time the inward spirit of the Sabhe isn't with his compan- bath, which is the joy and
ions on a teetering ship, delight of the Christian."
but tonighl"We find him in
Peter expounds on this le.<ithe dark and damp dun- son in his letters to the church.
"So humble yourselves ungeons, staring into the eyes
of death. He never thought der the mighty power of God,
that following the Savior and at the right time he will
would lead him down the lift you up in honor. Give
road of mocking and flog- aU"your worries and cares to
ging; a life best suited for · God, for he cares about you.•
the worst criminals.
1 Peter s:6-7 {NLT)
A pastor once said something I will never forget: "The humble know
how to sleep. •
Life is full of hardship,
tribulation, but it is only
a prou(l, faithless heart
that clings to worry and
fear. Christ offers us rest,
His rest. So sleep deep
Beyond the centurions at and fill your heart with
the cell door and between Bible promises.
"I will personally go with
the Roman guards lay one
of the greatest lessons in you ... and I will give you
rest-everYthing will be
all of scripture.
"Then the time came for fine." Exodus 33: ~ (NLT)
Herod to bring him out for
BIUAN NYAMWANGE

' 'humble
The
know
how to
sleep.

''

..When you come to the word of God, you are not looking for
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange

~outhcrn2lccrnt
.._~·rd-•'llltf.-,,.atu

•

Tht·~tu.ft>llt !'(>ret'
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Many students signed up
to serve the community during the Showcase of Service
on Oct. 28.
•
Leroy Abrahams, SA community service director, organized the showcase. His goal is
to get students more involved
with community service.
"Our students want to make
a difference in the community
that they live and study in,"
Abrahams said.
Different community organizations in the Chattanooga
area set up booths in the gym
to tell students how they can
help the community. Ei~hteen
organizations were present,
including Morning Pointe Assisted Living, the American
Red Cross and Bridge Refugee services. Bridge works
with individuals from around
the world who have left their

''

This is an
event to
give students the
opportunity
to help the
community
in different
ways

activities students will be
involved in include helping
refugees through teaching
them English and providing
transportation, helping the
American Red Cross prepare to respond to disasters
and providing moral support for those living in assisted living facilities.
Students will start serving
as soon as they get feedback
from the organizations.
Students will be able to take
part in improving community
life and supporting organizations in the Chattanooga area.
Victoria Barcelo, a freshman allied health major, said
"We like giving back because it
shows that we care about more
""than the on-campus events
and parties that we do."

'

Hamilton Community Church hires senior pastor
RAQUELLEVY

Hamilton
Community
Church's newly hired senior pastor had turned down
eight invitations from other
churches until someone accidentally pocket-dialed him in
the middle of the night.
Pastor Dave
Ketelsen,
.who will start with Hamilton Community on Jan. 1,
2011 , said he was still unsure
about leaving his church in
Peachtree City, Ga. on the
night before his interview
with Hamilton Community.
Knowing that the Lord is "not
the Author of confusion," Ketelsen told God that He could
wake him up anytime before
bis interview the next day.
After the call came around
1 a.m., he spoke with the person for an hour and a half.
Ketelsen felt that God was
leading him to . Hamilton
Community Church.
· On Saturday, Oct. ~6, Ketelsen preached at Hamilton
community and was intro-

For questions or comments, please e-mail aocent@southem.edu. For all
advertising inquiries, please e-mail Emily Hammond at emilybammond@southem.edu

.......... ............... .
~

country due to life threateiring
circumstances. Free food and
drinks were also served.
Those who chose to help
were able to sign up for any
particular organization. The

duced by Harold Cunningham, vice president for pastoral ministries and evangelism
for the Georgia-Cumberland
Conference and member of

Ketelsen's current church in
Peachtree City.
"Today I can tell you,"
Cunningham said to the
congregation, "you are going to be blessed by the
ministry of Dave Ketelsen
and his family."

Ketelsen, who centered his
message on "just Jesus," said
his plan for Hamilton Community Church is to build relationships and connect with
people who need a place to
feel safe and accepted. Ketelsen also wants to encourage
the youth to be an "army of
soldiers" and carry the torch
of Christ to the world.
"That -is the biggest liethat young people are the
future of the church," Ketelsen said. "No, they are the
church of today."
Anna Grissom, a sophomore nursing major, has been
attending Hamilton Community Church for the past year
and is looking forward to
what could happen with Ketelsen as senior pastor.
"I'm really excited about
his attitude towards young
people,'\, Grissom said. "I
think he's going to be a great
fit for this church."
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Alumni homecoming celebrates university growth
INGRID HERNANDEZ AND
ANDREW GARCILAZO
5wFWimU

More than 1,000 alumni
were estimated to have attended this year's Alumni
Homecoming Weekend with
events that celebrated both
Southern Adventist University's past and the progress
the school has made into the
present. This year's events
were highlighted by Southern's 6oth anniversary of
accreditation, the 40th . anniversary of McKee Library
and the return of Southern's
first class of nurses, who
graduated so years ago.
Weekend festivities began
at the Di!J.ing Hall on Thursday, Oct. 28, for a buffet meal.
Though the Thursday night
organ concert set to feature
Seitze de Vries and I Cantori
was cai)celed, there was still
the option of attending the
E.O. Grundset Lecture Series.
After a series of lectures,
seminars and workshops on
Friday, former Southern students and faculty gathered at
the Collegedale Church for an
Alumni Vespers. The program
featured performances by the
Wind Symphony and a special

offering for the Student Mis- Marlene (Millburn) Colburn,
sions Club collected by former 'o1; violist Robert Everts, 'oo
student missionaries.
and cellist Mindy (Myers)
The speaker for the night Burgin, '98.
was Southern California
"It was a great concert,"
Conference President Lar- said Moses PeGues, '04. "You
ry Caviness, '65. Caviness can tell they're experienced
shared a personal testimony because they collaborated so
for his sermon-the story of well together."
On Saturday night, stage ac..,.
his son's rare disease and
eventual death. The sermon, tor and Southern alum Rich"Dad, Why Doesn't Jesus ard Garey visited Southern's
Heal Me?" brought several campus of Southern Adventist
University, performing his aclisteners to tears.
"I thought [vespers] was claimed one-man show "Markinspir- Twain Himself."
wonderful,
very
Complete in Mark Twain's
ing," said Betty Wampler,
who attended from 1949- famous white suit and bushy
1951. "I appreciated the · mustache, Garey entertained
speaker's testimony."
students and alumni in an
Sabbath morning, alumni hour-long performance filled
had the option of attend- with humor and drama.
ing either the 8:45 or 10:15
Nothing Garey said was
a.m. service at Collegedal~ ad-libbed, his wife explained
Church. Church staff encour- before the show, and he has
aged visitors to attend the committed more than six
Adoration services in order hours of Mark Twain mateto preserve Renewal for uni- rial to memory.
.versity students.
Garey began the night with
Following the afternoon selections from some of Mark
reunions for classes and de- Twain's stage shows. As Garpartments, alumni gathered ey's wife described it, these
at the Collegedale Church for shows really were America's
the Sacred Concert, a string first stand up routines. Garey
quartet reunion featuring then finished off the evening
violinists Brian Lu, 'oo, and by reciting about 20 minutes of
Mark Twain's 1885 classic "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn."
Garey graduated from
Southern in 1968 with a degree in history and communications. He and his wife
now live in Hannibal, Mo.,
the ·childhood home of Mark
Twain, and operate the Planters Barn Theater where Garey
performs his shows.
Garey commits his time

to acting on stage and has
been featured in numerous commercials both in
America and abroad.
"I always wanted to be an
actor from the time I was a
child, but I was always told
you couldn't be an actor if
you were an Aqventist," Garey
said after the show. "But they

.

Bryce Martin, 26, was the
men's 5k overall winner with a
time of 17:55. Caroline Rybicki,
18, was the female's 5k overall
winner with a time of 23:05.
The weekend ended with
the Seventh Annual Classic/
Antique Car Show.
Cars of all types ranging
from the 1930s to the 1990s

Justin Peter

Stage actor Richard Garey
peiforms his one-man act "Mark
Twain as Himself, won Oct. 30.

Photo

Justin Peter

Alumni fill the atrium of the
Collegedale Church on Oct. 30.

were absolutely wrong. It has were presented. Some of the ·
been.my greatest witness."
highlights included a 1938
Saturday night also saw the International Pickup, a 1935
Southern Shuffle sk Race. Plymouth Duke, and the ofThe race began on Industrial ficial pace car of the 1978 InDrive in front of the Campus dianapolis 500. A 1930 Ford
Services building. About so Model A was popular among
people of all ages participat- visitors to the show, as was a
ed in the race,_including one 1931 Ford Model A.
Eyonne Crook, dii·ector of
wheelchair athlete who was
given a five-minute head start. alumni relations, was pleased
Runners either ran the sk, with how the entire weekend
which is about 3.1 miles, or the played out. --,
one-mile race. Both distances
"People seemed to have enconsisted of a single lap with joyed themselves," Crook said.
the one-mile race turning off She said alumni mentioned
at an earlier point. The finish .how great it was to meet up
line sat on the road leading up with former classmates ..
to the Wood Hall parking lot.

iI
Now offering valet service!
Call today to schedule an
oil change for your vehicle:

719.429.0947
A larger crowd than usual turns out for the Oct. 30 Evensong.
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Adventist historian speaks -at Southern
KEVIN GUTIERREZ

Su.uWama

The Seventh-day Adventist Church is in danger of
losing its understanding of
what makes itself unique,
said George Knight, professor
emeritus of church history at
Andrews University.
Knight, the author of more
than 30 Christian books, spent
most of last week speaking· to
Southern students, faculty
and alumni at several events,
including convocation
on Oct.
,.
28. He spo}<Jl about church
history and advocated a different approach to preaching
end-time events.
Knight believes the Adventist Church needs to reignite
a passion for sharing Christ's
soon coming. He said that the
message should emphasize
God's love and grace rather
than fear and perfectionism.
He said the Adventist
Church's understanding of
end-time events is what set itself apart from other Christian
denominations.

len White's writings to condemn certain activities and
dietary habits. He said many
of her writings were letters
of advice for specific people
with specific problems, and
were not meant as advice for
the general public without
those problems.
"Every statement has a person behind it, has a problem
behind it .. has an issue behind
it," Knight said.
Kiiight was invited to speak
at Southern as part of an annual lectureship from the
School of Religion's new Institute for the Study o(Ellen G.
' White and Adventist Heritage.
The institute will sponsor the
Adventist heritage tours and
research on Adventist history and Ellen White, said Jud
Lake, religion prOfessor and
Photo by leo Macias
George Knight, author of more than 30 books, speaks at convocation on Oct. 28.
director of the Institute.
Knight said he was impressed with Southern's cambecome just another tooth- ment that Adventists should preach God's message to the pus and with the friendliness
world in preparation for His of the students.
less denomination that hap- remember their purpose.
"I thought that he was right . second coming."
pens to keep Saturday in"I just hope that they keep
Knight
also
addressed it up," Knight said, "andletJestead of Sunday, and has a on," White said. "It is important for Adventists to remem- some Adventists' use of El- sus shine through them."
few dietary peculiarities."

'"If we don't recapture our
vision, we're dead in our
tracks," Knight said. "We'll

Ethan White, a junior theology and archaeology major,
agreed with Knight's state-

her our reason for existence.
We are a movement that was
raised up for the last days to

Physical Therapy Club new this year
BRANDON CoBOS
SuFfWRITfR

Pre-physical therapy students and those interest~d in
physical therapy now ·have a
club just for them.
The new Physical Therapy
club has a mission to aid students in getting e-xperience in
the PT field and to help them
prepare for graduate school.
"This is more of an academic club than a social club," said
Renita Klischies, first year experience and retention coordinator and club faculty sponsor.
"It's here to provide support,
mentoring, get experience and
strengthen PT skills."
Jillian Zollinger, junior prephysical therapy major and
club president, has been working on starting the club since
last school year.
"I want students to have an
edge and be better candidates
for DPT [Doctor of Physical
Therapy] programs such as
those at Andrews and Lorna
Linda," Zollinger said. "I don't

want Southern to lose stu- a family friend. Howe has
dents because they would have become the club's main
better opportunities at UTC or community sponsor.
In addition to gaining proAndrews or Lorna Linda. I see
this club geW~ future PTs fessional exPerience, the club
involved in their profession is actively participating in
and giving students that edge -various community projects.
they're looking for. "
Members have begun colOne way they will get lecting winter clothing for
PT students more involved and give them
more experience will
be to connect them
with local therapists,
Zollinger said.
"Already we
have
done practice interviews
where we brought in local
PTs to help students prepare for their interview,"
Zollinger said.
·
theraOne
local
pist, Don Howe, had
wanted to start a PT
club with Southern students. Zollinger said
she was pleasantly surprised when Klischies
referred her to Howe
because she had known
him her whole life as

the homeless. The club has
gone to A.W. Spalding to
talk to third graders about
health, exercise and wellness. They have also hosted
a festival for local therapists, which also served as a
fundraiser. The club hopes
to continue such events not

only for the social aspect,
but also to expose its members to the PT profession.
"I see the PT club of the future doing more events like
these," Zollinger said. "Events
that are fun but_also expose
members to the profession of
physical therapy."
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Department sees decline in female majors
JACQUIREF.o
• SnuWama

While Southern has an almost 2-1 ratio of women to
men, no women have majored
in automotive service or construction management in the
last two years.
More than half of the students enrolled in the lower
division automotive maintenance class this year are
female. However, technol-

''It's always
been more of
a man's thing
ogy department chair Dave

Walters said he has not had
a woman take upper division
classes from him in two years.
Kirk Shoemaker, a senior
construction
management
major, said that last year one
woman in the architecture

program wanted to take the
building lab class in construction management, but
"showed up for one day and
never came back." This year
there are none.
Southern students had different reactions when asked
why they thought women have
not ,majored in these fields of
technology. One reaction was
the belief that they are not involved due to a lack of interest
in those subjects.
"Women tend to like humanities, like English or
Bible or history, things that
involve relationships," said
Janelle Sundin, a junior
English major.
A second reaction was the
perception that those forms
of technology are male jobs.
When you think of a mechanic
you usually think of a man,
said Marlyn Lastimosa, a
sophomore nursing major.
"It's always been more of
a man's thing," said Stephen
Weitzel, a junior business
administration major. "Guys

are usually more into cars
and evefything."
Professors' reactions in
the technology department
varied as well.
"When it comes to working on
cars I think it's partly a bias because oftradition," Walters said.
"The other thing is that there are
certain parts of it where there
is a certain amount of physical
strength involved."

John Youngberg, associate
professor of technology, said
he knows many female electricians and female plumbers.
"Women do very well in
the trades as long as they
have the skills to deal with
the guys," Youngberg said. "If
they can keep guys in their
place they're fine."
Regardless of the fact that
there are no female majors in

these fields currently, women
are encouraged to pursue
careers in the technology
department.
"If there's actually a girl in
there doing it," said Weitzel, "I
think it's pretty cool."

CHINA KITCHEN
9408 APISON PIK(, SUIT{ Al
OOLTEW)..H, TN 37363
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NIOND)..Y • SVND)..Y II )..M · 10:30 PM
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International Day

Nerd Day

Friday
Diehard SAU Day

It's Fun!!! AND.You could win a $10 or $20 giftcard to a store or restaurant of your choice!

Pictures will be taken of costumed students each day
1 Personal full-length photos can be submitted to Senate
1 Top 2 costumes will be chosen daily. The pictures will appear in the following
.
week's Accent with information on where to vote .
...
..,. 1 Stu.dents will be awarded according to their final ranking
1

.
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Hide it under a bushel? No!
ANGELA McPHERSON
REliGION ED!IOR

"I thought we were supposed to be the salt of the
earth, not the salt-lick. What
a:re you all doing here?"
David Asscherick asked
this question two years ago
during the campus In-tents
series. There we were, 2,000
of us, all sitting shoulder-toshoulder, hanging off his every word. And those were the
words he said, "What are you
all doing here?"
I have been troubled by this
question lately. Mainly because I am asking it myself.
What are we all doing here?
I ask this because I worry
that in our banding together
we have become the salt-lick.
I am going to say a few things
that apply to a few people.
I am not trying to say many
things that apply to many peo-

pie. I am an Adventist through
and through-! both support
our faith personally and affirm
the trueness of our belief system biblically. However, here
are a few concern~ that have
recently come . u~.
I am concerned both about
Adventist Pharisaical elitism
and "in the bubble" fears.
I do not claim that these areas of concern are home-bases
for every Adventist, but they
are a few tendencies that I
would like to examine.
I am afraid that some of us
have become a bit akin to the
Pharisees in the Jewish nation
at the time of Christ, "We have
the light, and you don't." An
in-crowd, an in-club.
I am also afraid that the
verse of "'This Little Light of
Mine," will ensue, only we will
stop after the "Hide it under a
bushel... " without getting to
the emphatic "no!"

I am also afraid of the saltlick "one-million-Adventistsin-one-place" induced fear of
being outside of the happy
valley bubble.
I am talking about cultural
Adventism.
One of my equally-Adventist
friends sm:p.med his thoughts
on the matter by saying this:
"We turn our kids into a
bunch of socially un-equipped
elitists who have no idea how
to interact with someone who
eats bacon and doesn't go to
church on Sabbath."
Harsh, yes? Not always a<;t
curate, right? But some of this
rings true, I have to admit.
We can ·easily make a
one-dimensional character
sketch of the non-Adventist
as either the unenlightened,
to be pitied, or the danger, to
be shunned.
I am not saying this is what
we always do. An "always" is not

merited. But a "sometimes" is.
And Jesus stands as the antithesis to all of it.
I was wondering what mos~
Adventists would think if Jesus were walking around today hanging out with prostitutes, drunkards, left-wingers,
right-wingers, calling church
officials out on their policy
discrepancies and collecting a
following of young people who
were fed by his every word.
I honestly think we would
have a cow. We would probably see Him as some sort of a
dangerous zealot.
Because it is dangerous to
be outside of the bubble, outside of the salt-lick, isn't it?
What if we get tainted? What
if we drift away?
These are valid questions. I
am not questioning their validity. Jesus Himself addressed
these concerns when He said
that if the salt looses its savor,

it's no good to anyone.
Jesus.was certainly not lacking in savor, and it is imperative that we not lose our savor.
But I am concerned that
we lose our savor more by insulating ourselves in elitism
and cultural Adventism than
by sharing what we believe
through mingling with the
rest of the-world.
I am sick of the in-crowd,
out-crowd. We are all people.
Human beings. Christians,
Muslims,
Hindus,
Buddhists, Deists, Atheists. In
my paradigm, the Christian
paradigm, we're all people in
need of a Savior.
It occurs to me that the
ground is pretty level at the foot
of the cross, and we are all not
only welcomed, but invited.
But if I never leave the saltlick, how am I to pass out the
invitation?

gift of God is eternal life in Jesus Christ our Lord." Romans
6:23.
And I praise God for this
gift. I praise my Father for
loving me so deeply that He
grants me oxygen to breathe
words of His love to those I
come in contact with.
Though I must remind myself that productivity is important, I must also remember
that I am productive because
I desire to be productive in
Christ-to do His work. I desire for my heart's desires to
be in song with His.
Thank you, Father, for your
gift of life. Help me to be active in your love, showing it
to those around me. Grant me
productivity in You. Thank
you for your grace and for
once again providing me with
the money to pay for school.
Father, you granted me with
the exact amount once again.
Help my life to be a testimony
to your gift of love.

Productivity is overrated
AIMEE BURCHARD
CONl]!IRliJDI!

Though I could say this on a
daily basis, today is a new start
to the rest of my life.
Isn't that awesome? Each
day is a n.e w gift. Each breath
is given, filling us with energy to face each moment. I'm
thankful for this.
So many times I focus on
getting things done, adding to
my list so I can mark yet another thing off. Accomplishment. Looking at the black
markings, crisscrossing, circling and scribbling all over
my list, my goal is to always
exceed my expectations.
Yet sometimes I fall behind.
Sometimes I lack the necessary
vigor to attain expected productivity. Hard times ensue.
Isn't it interesting how we are
often our harshest critic in life?
It's easy to allow self-inflicted
disappointment to creep in our
minds in an all-too consuming
manner. However, I'm thankful
for the reminder that my life,

the sum of anything I could ever
accomplish, is not enough.

dismal realization, but instead
I choose to take this realization

of accomplishments will build
me a stairway to heaven. No

Yes, I said it. My life isn't, and
will never be, enough to gain the
type of joy or contentment that
I long for. This could be a rather

for the treasure it is.
No amount of works could
attain the salvation that I so
desperately desire. No amount

amount
of labor or good deeds or selfproclaimed productivity will
save me. Why? Because "the
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Go forth and assume no mOre
TJ GRIFFITl{,AND' BLAISE ADAMS

At some point in time, we
have all used a ballpoint pen .
Yet we have probably never
. thought about its origins Who
invented it? What possessed
someone to create it?
Laszlo Biro, a Hungarian journalist, became tired
of wasting time ~m re-filling
fountain pens and wiping ink
smudges. Biro discovered that
the ink used to print newspapers dried rather quickly, leav-

ing no smudges behind, so he
decided to re-design the fountain pen. Working closely with
his brother George, a chemist,
he came up with a pen tube
that incorporated a small rotating ball at the end of the
tip to allow for the ink to flow
consistently and evenly.
In 1938, the Biro brothers
patented their .pen model. In
1945, the first Biro, or ballpoint, pen was sold in the
United States at a New York
City department store for
$12.50 each. Today, it costs

about 99 cents for a cheap pen
and $7.50 for a nice one that
has your·name engraved on it.
Ballpoint pens have become
a common household item, a
staple of the office world, and
now you know their history.
We have taken many
"things" for granted, be it how
the ballpoint pen came about,
or even where you come from.
Last week we talked about the
need to ask questions. If you
happened to have stepped outside your bubble, you probably
found out that the young white

man sitting next to you was
actually born and raised in
South Africa. Yeah, he is more
African-American than you.
The point is that, with a series of "who," "what," "when"
and "why" questions, you
discovered something new
about the people around you.
Pat yourself on the back,
you did well.
But, you are still not finished. Now is the time to
learn something about you.
Where do you come from?
Rather, where does your

family come from?
You have a story to your
family as well. We can discover a great deal about our
ancestors, our heritage and
ourselves as long as we choose
to question our history.
Seek to better yourself by
learning about where you,
your family and your heritage
began. After all, how else will
you come to better understand the man, or woman,
in the mirror?

misinterpretation. If a shocking statement is not followed
by a ":)" or "LOL," whether
you are really laughing or not,
false impressions will likely
ensue. Sarcasm has not been
as much of a problem with today's youth especially, because
we've built up a healthy sense
of humor in regards to Facebook posts.
Impersonal. As much as
we like to keep in touch with
people we met at a conference
three years ago, we must admit
to ourselves that some of our
connections are nothing more
than superficial. As a college
student, I have many "friends"
that I pass on the way to class
and never speak to. Sad? Maybe. But just because we are

friends on Facebook does not
qualify me as a friend in real
life. Besides, I have already
seen your relationship status
and the Arabic tattoo on your
left .shoulder. What else is
there to talk about?
Facebook is no longer just
for the young. When your
grandmother starts tagging
you in naked baby pictures,
rather than nip embarrassing photo comments in the
bud by un-tagging yourself
from the photos, just delete
your account and you won't
have to worry about that
happening ever again.

S reasons to quit Facebook
JAROD KEITH

Cory Eonoa

My generation began migrating from MySpace to
Facebook about three years
ago. We liked Facebook's
transparency-members us.ed
their real names and their hair
didn't cover half their face in
profile pictures.
The pages were easier to
navigate than MySpace pages
and loaded quicker. Facebook
had an overall more mature
look than MySpace.
Initially, some of us complained about what we saw as
a lack of personalization on
Facebook: we couldn't create
a playlist on our profile, nor
could we choose backgrounds
and pictures and glittery stuff.
But Facebook offered features MySpace never imagined, like games and .chatting,
all the while making money
from us with disturbingly
specialized ads. In the end
we conformed. Our MySpace
accounts became a past
chapter in our adolescence.
Facebook won.
But then Facebook changed.
The more popular .t he site became, the more time it took to
manage a personal account.
Soon we were spending hours,
not minutes, checking friends'
updates, uploading pictures
and leaving comments.
Facebook became just as
much a part of our daily routine as taking a shower. Now
millions of us are reconsidering why we are on Facebook
so much and the brave few of

us are deleting our accounts.·
Here are five reasons why:
Privacy. To post or not
to post-that is the question.
With every action on Facebook, users have to consider
who will see what. Sometimes
privacy settings can be hard
to find and even harder to understand. Facebook has been
knowp to change those settings from time to time. You
may be surprised to note that
in Facebook's recommended
privacy settings-which are
automatic until you customize them-all people, whether
they are friends or not, can
view all of your photos.
Spam. While Facebook
does not have as much spam
as the average email account,

those few. unsolicited roessages, event invitations and
wall posts can be pretty annoying. I knew it was time to
quit when a minister's wife,
who was a friend, unknowingly sent me and twenty others a
message inviting us to check
out her naughty pictures. I am
not sure how she caught that
virus, but I was pretty embarrassed for her. I have even had
infected friends unknowingly
begin chat conversations with
me advertising anything from
a gift card to Macy's to a new
"free" iPhone.
Sarcasm. If you thought
recognizing sarcasm in your
e~day conversations was
tough, Facebook only multiplies the opportunities for

--.
Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$·5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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Tennis dates: The new phenomenon!
GABRIEL TR.UJILW
CONJa!atJJI),I

Yes, it is that girl. She's cute
and seems interesting. The
thought comes to your mind
that you would like to get to
know her better. I mean, it
is not like you are gaga over
her or anything; you're too
cool for that. But you think
to yourself, she seems like
a cool girl I'd like to get to
know her better.
Now you hwe a decision to make. Yeu only see
her for that one class at
that one time, but that is
no way of getting to know
someone better. How do
you respectfully and casually initiate a way to get to
know her without seeming
desperate or, on the flip side,
without leading her on?
So you mentally go through
the process of how to show
interest without being too
overwhelming, but still taking
the lead. That is when an idea
sparks in your mind-tennis
date! All guys do it; all semi-

sporty guys that is. Think
about it. It's free, it's sports,
and it doesn't scare the girl
off because they figure, "Hey,
it is exercise."
Tennis dates are a great opportunity to get a decent read

Theintro
In your next conversation,
casually bring up the fact that
you like tennis. Something
akin to, "Hey, do you like ten
7
nis? We should play sometime." Naturally many girls,
being the humble creatures that they are, will
say they are not good at it,
but they somewhat like it.
Now it is your opportunity
to bring out the humble
pants. "Oh no worries,
I'm not that good either.
It will be fun."
At this point ask for her
number politely and initiateatimetoplay.
1.

'~o ladies, next
- time you are

ask e d t 0 p Iay
• an d It
• IS
• a
tenniS
• •
f
guy, reJOICe.
"' Set a time limit
on a girl and decide whethI cannot stress this enough.
2.

er further pursuit is on the
agenda. I've done it. Many
guys at Southern have done
it. What a fun way to get to
know someone while getting
exercise and improving your
hand-eye coordination. Here
are a few tips I have gathered while observing some of
my friends try a tennis date.

Girls, especially nursing majors, are busy people. They
do not want to be rude and
say they have to go or that
they only have 35 minutes to
play, so before the game ask
her, "Hey I thought we could
play until about 6 p.m. is that
all right with you?" Now she
feels more relaxed because

she knows you are stopping
at a specific time and does not
have to wopy· about letting
you know she wants to stop
playing or has to go.
3· Bring her water!
Self-explanatory. She11 appreciate it.
4· Don't cream her, you
jerk!
This should be a given, but
just in case it is not, girls are
not going to be impressed py
the fact that you beat them 6o. Let her win a game or two.
Don't be too fake though, or
else they feel like you are belittling them. Play well, but don't
go all out. Respect them and
teach them without seeming
arrogant or overbearing.
So ladies, next time you are
asked to play tennis and it is
a guy, rejoice! I bet he's interested in you. If you are not
interested in him, well then
practice the Christian way to
let a guy down.

Andrew Peterson: Scripting truth into every song
SUZANNE OCSAI
CONIRIBliJDI

Before his concerts, Andrew Peterson used to pray
general prayers asking that
God would let the truth shine
through him. Then he started to get more specific in his
prayers like, "please let my
jokes be funny."
When people are able to
connect through humor, it
makes it easier for tq m to
understand the more serious
truth.<> that are shared, Peterson explained. ·The dream
is to let the concert" do more
than entertain ..,
Invited to Southern by the
Chaplain's Office for the annual Young-at-Heart alumni
concert-vespers,
Peterson,
along with his "Captains
Courageous" singing buddies Andy Gullahorn and Ben
Shive sang to a full house in
Iles P.E. Center on Oct. 29.
Dressed in blue jeans, a
darker blue-jean shirt and
scuffed brown leather shoes,
Peterson, who has been in
the Christian music industry
for about 15 years, accurately
portrayed an artist at home
·and in his element. There
were no misgivings; both his

presentation and the messages of his songs were simple
and- real. Peterson's contemporary folk tones mixed with
eclectic story-based lyrics
had the ability to transport
the listener into !h eenter of
the musical scenes.
"Story is the language that
our hearts were meant to
speak," Peterson said. Story is
also the language that Scripture

His song "Dancing In The
Minefields," which hit number 19 on the Adult Contemporary Charts, highlights
one of the most poignant
stories of his life. The song
was written three days after
his 15th wedding anniversary. on a day he and his wife
had a huge fight. He wasn't
able to sleep that night and
as he thought about his mar-

"Sometimes you will have
good weeks and bad weeks,
and there are even good
years and bad years in marriage," Peterson said during
the concert. Then he sang "to
lose your life for another I've
heard is a good place to begin.
Cause the only way to find
your life is to lay your own
life down. And I believe it's an
easy price for the life that we

This
Weekend
Get out and explore
Chattanooga!
•••••••••••••• •
Of Montreal
Variety Playhouse
1099 Euclid Ave.
Atlanta, GA
Saturday, Nov. 6
8:30p.m.
$25
http:/ fwww.ofmontreal.net/

Head of the Hooch Rowing Regatta
Downtown Riverfront
Riverfront Parkway
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Nov. 7
8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Free
http:/ /www.headofthehooch.
orgf
Songs For a New World
Chattanooga Theatre Centre
400 River St.
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Nov. 6
8-10 p.m.
$18
http:/ fwww.theatrecentre.
com/
Ryan Oyer and Roy Schneider
First Tennessee Pavillion
1826 Carter St.
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Nov. 7
12:30p.m.
Free
http:/ fwww.chattanoogabridge.com/
OVO Cirque Du Soleil
Atlantic Station
17117th St.
Atlanta, GA
Through December 18
Prices Vary
http:/ /www.cirquedusoleil.
com/

Photo by Leo Macias

was meant to be understood in,
he went on to explain. "I want
people to be able to find their
own stories through mine."

riage-how it began and the
journey he and his wife have
traveled together-the words
of the song began to form.

have found. So let's go dancing in minefields, lets go sailing in the storms."
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Flag football roundup
ANDREw GARCII.AZO

Flag football team of the season

Even after losing team capflag football team this season ANDREW GARCIIAZO
with 170. Both Blitzkrieg and
tain Hannah Newsome to inthe Bolt Brothers are unclejury, the Lime Wires were still
~ feated; look for these two
Of the 41 teams playing flag able to play at a high level.
teams to square off in the football this season, one team Quarterback Kristina Forrest,
playoffs.
in particular has stood out: who led the team to an unde. In Ladies Division B, End the Lime Wires.
feated record with a run first,
Sure, their undefeated 6-o pass later style of play, picked
Zone Divas (B North) and
Lime Wires (B So!lth) have . record is impressive, but up much of the slack.
Forrest and the Lime Wires'
. established themselves as what's more impressive is the
the teams to beat. Both are way the Lime Wires Iiave ac- potent offense scored 105
undefeated"" with records of complished this.
points over the course of the
·with only nine players on season. The Lime Wires had
s-o and 6-o respectively.
At 4-1, the Roadrunners (B their roster, the Lime Wires not allowed a touchdown unNorth) deserve an honorable were one of the smaller teams til the last game of the season,
mention as their only loss of in the league. Still, they were when a late score by the ethe season came at the hands able to outscore their oppo- LEMON-ators broke the Lime
of the aforementioned End nents by 99 points, easily best Wires '~ of five consecuZone Divas.
in their divisiQn.
tive shutouts.
"Our team is smaller and
Finally, in Men's Divi"I believe our team is doing
sion B, Old School and Roy more organized, so we ~ so well because we communiBoys are tied for first in B work together really well," cate and work well together,"
North. Thyroid Storm is the said junior liberal arts educa- said team captain Hannah
top team with an undefeated tion major Jeanna Stewart, Newsome, a sophomore liberrecord and only 38 points one of Lime Wires' primary al arts education major. "Each
·girl on the team has excellent
against.
defensive rushers.

SPOU$ EDDD!!

S!'OKI5 EmJDII

Several teams stood out
during this year's football
intramurals, and with playoffs well underway, here are
some of the teams that made
the most of the regular sea.:
son.
In Ladies Division A, October Crush . dominated the
field. Their 4-0 record is the
best in their division, as is
their 79 total points scored.
Opposing teams have only
scored once against October
Crush, maki,ng their points
difference total an impressive 66 points.
In Men's Division A, two
teams, Blitzkrieg (A North)
and Bolt Brothers (A South),
separated themselves from
the pack. Blitzkrieg has
s~ored the most points of any

Josh Hamilton: From drug addict to MVP
AN

G

SPO::;oa:CII.AZO
When the leaves begin to
turn and the weather starts

to cool, baseball fans grow excited for the return of the Fall
Classic. And just like any other
World Series, stories abound.
From Buster Posey and
Cliff Lee to Bengie Molina
and Tim Lincecum, one story
stands above all the glitz and
glamour of the World Series:
the story of Josh Hamilton.
In 1999, Josh Hamilton was
the no. 1 overall pick in the
major league draft. Two years
later, Hamilton's career and
life were derailed by his addiction to drugs and alcohol.
"All I could think about
was how to get and use more
drugs," Hamilton said during
World Series media day. "I
mean that's all I cared about
and alfl thought about."
Wasted away was his $4 ·
million signing bonus. Gone
_were his family and friends.
Soon, Hamilton had left
baseball completely and ultimately ended p.p on his
grandmother's do-o rstep. She
•

·

sportsmanship and a strong
dependence on God."
Newsome also noted the
team's preparation before
each game as well as their
commitment as contributing factors to their success,
a success that was, at first,
unexpected .
"None of the girls really knew each other except
for me," Newsome said. "I
knew most of the girls were
athletic and more than capable, but we still had never
played together."
The squad meshed so
well, in fact, that other
teams in their division were
heard complaining the Lime
Wires should have been
in Division A. Next year,
they probably will.
Said Newsome, "You can bet
... Y,ou'll be seeing us again."

·

then on, Hamilton began to homeruns and 47 RBis for rolled around, Hamilton was
understand the pain he had the Reds that year, but it was selected to participate in the
beenputtinghimselfthrough. the. following season that Home Run Derby.
"God opened my heart, Hamilton really showed his
He finished the season with
cleared my head and allowed true potential.
32 home runs and 130 RBis
me to hear Him for the first
In 2008, Hamilton played and was 7th in the balloting
time," Hamilton told the New · in his first full major league . for American League MVP.
York Daily News.
season with the Texas RangAfter an injury-filled 2009
The
following
season, ers, and after a torrid start, campaign, Hamilton was
Hamilton returned to play i ·was selected to his first ever back and better than ever in
baseball in the minor leagues. All-Star game.
201_o. He won the AL Batting
At the end of the season, the
Hamilton was named play- Title with a .359 average, is
Cincinnati Reds picked him er of the month in both April considered a favorite to win
up, and in 2007 Hamilton and May for his stellar play, the AL MVP award, and has
made his major league debut and was also featured on the l~ad his team · to their first
to a standing ovation.
cover of Sports Illustrated. ever World Series.
Hamilton hit .292 with 19 When the All-Star game
For Hamilton, however,

that's not enough.
"It's not the top of the
mountain until I get to stand
in front of my Savior one day,"
Hamilton said. "The biggest
thing is giving glory to God."
Hamilton doesn't go out
much now. The temptations
remain, and the slugging
outfielder does what he can
to take those temptations in
stride. He carries little cash
to reduce...the chance of him
spending it at a bar.
Per the MLB drug policy,
urin.e tests come every three
days. Hamilton also has h is
own .coach, a life coach of
sorts, who is there to keep
Hamilton accountable and to
pray and have Bible studies.
When the Rangers clinched
the AL Pennant, mindful of
Hamilton's past struggles,
players
celebrated
with
ginger ale instead of the
usual champagne.
''It's my privilege to tell my
story," Hamilton once told
Sports Illustrated. "I never
get tired of telling it. I know
just how .fortunate I am. I'm
proof that hope is never lost."

Photo by AP Photo/Mark Humphrey

Texas Rangers· Josh Hamilton dives to make a catch on fly ball by San Francisco Giants· Nate Schie1·holtz to end
the second inning of Game 4 of baseball's World Series Sunday, Oct. 31,2010. in Arlington, Texas.

took him in, confronted him
about his addiction and from_- ·

·

·.
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Upcoming events calenHar
'lbursd.ayt NCR'elllber 4
Last day to drop a class&: automatically receive "W"
Wind Symphony Tour (4-6)
u:oo a.m. Convocation,
Kathy Goddard, Student
Missions, Church
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory, Conference Room
A•

s:oo p.m. Volleyball Team
Meeting, Hulsey Wellness
Center
7:30 p.m. Convocation,
JoAnne Lafevef, Student
Missions,
Thatcher Hall Chapel (Convocation Credit)
Friday, November 5
Payday
Withdrawals through Dec. 3
receive "W or "WF"
1:00-4:00
p.m.
FREE
Walmart Transportation,
Wright Hall

STUDENT LIFE·
Attention Seniors: Be
sure t~ schedule an appointment to take the mandatory
Measure of Academic Proficiency (MAPP) Test.
This test is a graduation requirement for all baccalaureate seniors. The only days
left to take it are:
Thursday, Nov. 4, 1 p.m. &
3p.m.
Friday, November 5,8 a.m.
&1oa.m.
The last chance to take it
.will be Sunday, November
21, in the Dining Hall at
9:30 a.m. Please call Lauree Fogg at 423-236-2782
or come by Counseling and
Testing Services in Lynn
Wood Hall to sign up.
Free Walmart Transportation: Friday, Nov.
s. Meet in front of Wright
Half: 1-4 p.m

6~3 p.m. Sunset
8:00 p.m. Vespers, John
Boston, Church

&atuntay, November 6
8:45 a.m. Adoration I,
Church-I>Uape Schoonard
9:15a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School, Thatcher
South,
Wolftever Room
9:45 a.m. A Heart Like HisWomen onlyCollegedale Academy, Room
105
10:00 a.m. High Definition
(HD) Sabbath School, Talge Hall
Collegiate Sabbath School,
Church
Falling in Love with JesusWomen only- .
Collegedale Academy, Room
103
Get Real, _Collegedale AcadThe College Championship Week is next week
and we will be showing
the Jeopardy game, featuring our very own, Hans
von Walter in the Dining
Hall on Tuesday, Nov. 9 at
7:30p.m.
Daylight Savings time:
Remember to set your clocks
one hour back on §pnday,
Nov. 7· Daylight Savings
Time Ends.
Attention Seniors: The
last makeup day for senior
pictures is Nov. 22 from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in Seminar
Room! If you want to appear
in the yearbool<, this is the
LAST day for you to make
up your picture.
Jokers: If you have not
picked up your Joker, the
student pictorial directory, please- stop· by the
SA Office.

Ministry)

emyLibrary
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
Church-DUane Schoonard
10:30 a.m. Beautiful Feet
Sabbath School, White
Oak Room
Roots ColJegiate Sabbath
School, Church
One Accord Sabbath School,
Hulsey Amphitheater
u:ao a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-Andy Nash
Roundtable Sabbath School,
Church Seminar Room
11:45 a.m. Renewal, ChurchDuane Schoonard
1:30-s:oo p.m. Cave Open;~
Student Park
2:00 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall
Patten Towers (Evangelism Ministry)
God is Our Song (Singing
Miilistry)
F.LA.G. Camp (Children's

Monday, November 8
SA Senate Spirit Week (812)
Last day to order December
graduation regalia online,
http:/fcbgrad.com
GRE Subject Exam, Lynn
Wood

Note-Card
Challenge:
Don't forget to visit http:/ I
accent.southern.edu
to
find out how to enter for a
chance to win next week's
Note-card Challenge and be
the Note-card Champion.

Jeffrey Futcher, Lars'Hamer, Liane de Souza, Nicholas Scheuermann, Rebecca
D~lberg,
Ryan Urbina,
Sara Bernal, Sara Blount,
Sebastian Mayer, T. Dane
Harning, Timothy Feig

BIRTHDAYS

November 6 - Astrid
Conibear, Crystal Liedke,
Emily Moses, Jessie Brown,
Jonathan Corbett;
Lisa
Becker, Nithya Thomas, Rebecca Gates, Sara Mirucki,
Sarah Park, William Green

November 4 - Ashley
Westcott, Bradly Bennison,
Brianna Taylor, Danielle
Suansing, Heather Peggau,
Janet Gray, John Slocumb,
Khang Vuong, Kristiana
Wrate, Jackelline Fuentes,
Rita Wohlers, Ryan Ernst,
Samantha Salyers, Sherry
Campbell, Steven Keinath,
Steven Stockil, Vladimir
Purdey, Welton Golaub
November 5- Dalin Williams, Dan Boyd, David
George, Donna Roseberry,
Emilv Tavlor. Erica Dallev.

$30 p.m. University Senate

a:oo-6:oo

p.m. Student
Missions Expo, snroent
Center
5:30 p.m. Evensong, Churclr'
Organ:
Stephen
Thorp
Reader: Ray Minner
6:45 p.m. 3
3 Basketball
Tournannent, lles PE Center
7:00 p.m. KRs and Student
Center Open

on

Tuesday, November 9
Online Winter Registration
f&r Returning Seniors >93
hours
12:00 p.m. Dean's Luncheon, Presidential BanquetRoom
7:30 p.m. Jeopardy Game
Show, Dining Hall

.. .

Wediiesday, November
Sunday, November 7
Daylight SaVing Time Ends,
Set clocks back one hour
SAT Exams, L}'nn Wood

November 7- Alexi Bellchambers, Laurence Clayton, Michael Weis, Rommel
Jarrette, Scott Kornblum
November 8 - Crystal·
Case, Karen Cottrell, Yolanda Abril-Ocsai
November 9 - Abigail
Vinton, Adam Brown, Barry
Gadd, Christen Case, Finlev Wright. Hannah Freire.

10

Non-refundable
Commitment/Housing Deposit of
$240due
for New/Transfer Students
for )Vj.nter 2011
ACROFEST at Southern (1013)
9:30p Residence Hall Joint
Worship, Thatcher Hall
Chapel

Hannah Newsome, Jenna
Dedeker, Jonathan Sanchez, Lauren Covey, Lauryn
Stiles, Matt Burt, Shauntel
Thomas, Stephen Majors,
Travis Wichman
November 10- Alan Parker, Alana Lawrence, Anna
Wijatyk, Asha Daniel, Carl
Patterson, Carolyn Smith,
Eui In Lee, Herman Saunders, Jim Hodson, Jorge
Hernandez Pleitez, Marleni
Zorrilla, Megan Kastorsky,
Suranny Villamizar Pretel,
Wendy Crespo
November 11 - Andrew
Garcilazo, Autumn Wurstle,
Cecilia Simmons, Colleen
Mitchell, Daniel Foster,
Daniel Wahlen, Dawnmarie
Simmons, Jim Parks, Josue
Alvarez, Laura Lee, Maida
Hage, Mallory Garcia, Richard Aldridge, Ryan Lilly

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

12
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So f!lany stairs
CA.ITLYN MAYERS
HuMOR EDITOR

During freshman year, I
had Intro to Public Speaking in Summerour Hall. Yes,
Summerour. I am not quite
sure how that ended up happening, but it was just my
luck that my section was on
the highest hill on campus.
I am not a morning person.
For whatever reason, I d(>
not have the ability to wake
up easily before 9 a.m. I have
been fortunate to have had
tnostly later classes, and this
speech class ·was at 9 a.m.,
right around the borderline
time for me. I frequently
woke up at 8:50 a.m., and
that meant I had to haul it
to get to class on time. Have
you ever tried to run up the
144 stairs all the way from
Thatcher to Summerour? I
have, and it's not pretty.
The particular set of stairs by
Wright Hall and Thatcher are
probably my least favorite set of
stairs on campus. It is awkward
to walk one stair at a time because they are very deep stairs,
but very short. You feel like you
are going up a staircase twice
the size it actually is. If you
try to take two stairs at a time,
that's even more awkward.
Name _ __

tempting to run at the speed
of light. CombinE;.this with the
amount of people walking at a
leisurely pace and you have a
deadly game of Frogger.
After a few close calls, it is
on to the third set of stairs.
These stairs are normal, at
a slight incline, but by this
time, I need an oxygen tank.
With all these nursing majors
around, I'm surprised no one
stopped to check if I needed
CPR. Blue in the face, huffing
and puffing, I made my way to
the fourth and final staircase.
By this staircase, I have given up on making it to class on
time. My only concern is making it to class alive, so I begin
my paced ascension .. 'five
minutes later I arrive ~t the
door, find the classroom and
collapse in my chair, which
is conveniently located in the
front row. By this time I have
broken out in a sweat and
ev.eryone in the room stares
at me a little bit because
I look a mess.
Thankfully, that was my
only class in Summerour. I
rarely take the stairs on campus anymore, but when I do, I
still reach for my inhaler.

In my case, I would get
somewhat of a running start
and take two at a time, talqng
gigantic Olympic hurdler leaps
to reach every other stair. Sure,
it got me to the top faster, but
with a so pound backpack I
was tired. Not to mention how
stupid I lopked going up the
stairs that way.
Why are those stairs -so
awkward? I heard that it was
because back in the day of
ankle-length skirts, the stairs
were constructed so that one
could not open her legs wide
enough for people to see them
as she ascended, but that's
just hearsay.
I would ascend those stairs
using the double method, only
to reach more stairs after I
cross the Cafeteria Drive parking lot. Those are not too bad,
but I am thoroughly tired after
ascending the first set.
Crossing the Promenade
from the second set of stairs
to the third set of stairs that
takes you to Summerour is like
playing a game of Frogger, especially if you are attempting
the feat between class times.
There are people on bikes and
skateboards whizzing by, and
of course the students that
have a class in Brock and Hickman back-to-back that are at-
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CAITLYN MAYERS

Cold weather is awesome:
These last few days of glorious
weather have been fantastic.

Tornadoes: Seems like we had
a warning every half hour, and
the sirens always started late
and didn't give the all clear soon
enough.
Break:

20 days until
Thanks~iving break.

Graduation: 42 days until
December graduation. That's
intimidating.

Hans von Walter: First
Southern student on "Jeopardy!".
Youpa man Hans, you da man.

FAll
.i

~

Campus celebrates student missions
a Student Missions' movie
wa5 shown in the Hulsey
Wellness Center.
From Monday to WednesMultiple treats. worship
options and convocation op- day, a total of nine worships
portunities were provided were offered in the dorms,
during Student Missions said Rivera.
. Returping student misEmphasis Week, Oct. 31, to
Nov. 6, as students heard sionaries were encouraged
different missionary experi- to wear their flag T -shirts oil'
ences and were given infor- Wednesday, also called Flag
mation about opportunities Shirt Day" and candy was
passed out in the dorms.
to serve.
Kathy Goddard, an asThe week's organizers
sought to empower po:- sistant professor of English,tential student mission- talked abeut her experience
aries, recharge returned as a ltlissionary in Russtudent missionaries and sia at 11 a.m. convocation
support current student on Thursday. She told stunuss10naries, said Byron dents she has a ·passion for
Rivera Student Missions people and she was learning
how to serve.
Club president.
"You push· the reset butThe week began wtth Camton
on your life," said Evan
pus Ministries' kissing booth
Johnson,
a senior marketing
at Southern's aDJlual SA Fall
major.
when
he spoke briefly
Festival. On Monday, doughat
Goddard's
request about
nuts, hot chocolate and api)le
cider were served on the 10-month mission expePromenade. On Tuesday, rience in Majuro.
fortune cookies were ~
out on the Promenade and

-fs

......, lillie f'reeiaiMI
Rebeca C/ay-Fl~ studstrt missions coordinotor at Southern, answers sophomore Caitlin Hobbs• questions.

Collegedale now able to. sellliqu<?! by the drink
ANDREA TAYLOR
EonoR

After years of debate, a referendum allowing the sale of
liquor by the drink in Collegedale passed by 53 votes last
Tuesday, Nov. 2.
Out of 12 precincts, 11 reported. Votes totaled 1,811
with 932 votes for the referendum and 879 votes against
it, according to results from
Hamilton County's election
summary report on http:/ I
elect.hamiltontn.gov.
Now that Collegedale allows
liquor by the drink, developers
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and community officials have
plans for the city to potentially
become an upper class suburb, said David Barto, chair
of Collegedale Tomorrow
Advisory Board.
"We do not have names of
restaurants yet, but we do
know that a Quebec developer,
North American Development
Group, has 180 acres that
they plan on using to possibly
build two hotels, several office
buildings and an apartment
complex on," Barto said. He
also said that the company has
relationships with businesses
like Target and Lowes.

The 180 acres are located off
of Little Debbie Parkway. Although construction plans are
being talked about, Barto said
that "until the five lane road
is complete, there will not be
anything really."
The impact that the referendum will have on Southern
Adventist University students
is thought to be minimal by
some university officials.
"It will have probably zero
impact here on the students
and staff," said Kevin Penrod,
campus safety director. Penrod's one concern is about
potential intoxicated · non-

campus residents now with
liquid courage coming to campus creating disturbances. "It
could create stuff that we're
not used to dealing with."
Students' feelings towards
liquor by the drink in Collegedale are varied; some people
are concerned about potential risks and inconveniences,
while others are excited about
the upcoming changes.
"I don't find [drinking] a
temptation myself,--burhavi~
it so locall,Y available I thinK it
might cause more of a temptation for other young people,"
said Laura Clark, a post-bacca-

Audio Coverage
Check out an audio
clip of campus reactions
to the Collegedale
liquor referendum at
l}ttp:/ jaccent.southern.edu

laureate chemistry major. "But
people who are going to drink
are going to drink anyhow."
Some st\¥lents feel that
changes caused by new business developments in Collegedale could cause problems, but
overall won't impact students
that much.
"I think it could increase the
amount of traffic, but I think
it's good for business an
think students won't drink
that close to campus anyhow,"
said Leroy Abrahams, a junior
biology major.
continued "'D pg. 5
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Senate approves Student Association budget

A Word to the Wise

A Deep Sleep (part 2)

MIA LINDSEY

"And the LORD God
caused a deep sleep to
fall upon Adam, and
Come to he slept. .•"
The Hebrew word used
the garden
"yashen"
means
of
para- here,
dise. Hear "to sleep," and implies a
the flute of state of deep sleep. When
the finch Adam reaiiZea his great
and
feel need, he made a choice ..
the golden And he slept ..•"
Like Adam, the power of
rays
of
sunlignt choice is ours to eJ;ercise.
through the emerald arms As the Spirit of God works
in our lives, we must choose
of the trees.
Man has ~'spent the day la- to rest in Christ.
The same Creative Power
boring in ...Eden home; in
perfect obedience to his Fa- that spoke the stars into
ther's v.rill. At last, his work existence is working in our
is comptete. The last couple hearts. But we must be obeof animals are named and dient and trust the hand
paired, and yet a strange of God as he works a new
. void finds its place in Adam's thing in our lives. We are
His masterpiece and we
heart-man is incomplete.
The Creator knows the only find peace in a life of
need of man, and He wills service to Him.
Ellen White said in •steps
to
the hole in man's
heart as seen in Genesis to Christ• pg. 71., that Je2:18 (KJV}. Nevertheless, sus promises "rest [that] is
even in a perfect world united with the call to labor:
God can only work to com- 'Take My yoke upon you •..
plete man once man under- and ye shall find rest.' Matstands his need and trusts thew 11:29. The heart that
rests most fully upon Christ
in his Creator.
One of my favorite verses will be most earnest and acin the entire Bible is Gen- tive in labor for Him."
esis 2:21 (KJV):

mi

_"When you come to the word of God, you are not looking for
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange
Article correction: In the article "Southern student
competes on 'Jeopardy!'" in Issue 7, Hans von Walter was
cited as saying that he won one to four games. Von Walter
at;tually said that he played one to four games, as he is not
allowed to comment on the show's outcome.

SuuWanu

The Student Association
senate recently approved this
year's SA budget after it was
originally denied approval by
senators and sent back to the
finance committee for clarification on several items.
The budget was presented to
the senators on Oct. J.3. After
much discussion, the senate
voted to send the budget back
to the finance committee, said
Kyle Cox, SA executive vice
president. After revisions were
made, the budget was approved
by the senate and immediately
set in effect on Oct. 27.
One of the items that ~used
the second review of the budget was the distribution of
money for the President's
Council, which was formed

this year. According to the
budget, close to $8,ooo is set
aside for council.
Senators
misunderstood
what the money would be
used for with SA President
Brian Nyamwange's · com. mittee, Kamilah Brathwaite,
senator for district 12, and
financial committee.
"Senators critiqued [the
budget] and went through the
budget to understand each
dollar to make sure it wasn't
misused and sent it back
to the finance committee,"
Brathwaite said.
The finance committee,
made up of 10 senators and
supervised by Cox, moved
some of the funds around
and created distinct groupings so that everyone could
see what the exact purposes

Dorms may remove bandwidth limits
This technology is called
traffic shaping and is used on
the campus wireless network
Information
Systems and could also be used in the
may do away with band- 'new dorm wireless network
width limits in the dorms in that will be installed, said
the near future.
Doru Mihaescu, IS associate
The department is looking director. In order to guaraninto various technologies that tee quality of service to the
will slow down a student's in- . most important traffic, other
ternet connection rather than Internet traffic, such as enshut it off when a student has tertainment, would be set to a
surpassed the designated limit, lower priority.
_said Henry Hicks, Information
Each day, 10 to 15
Systems executive director.
students get their InterLEoNEL MAciAS
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are for the money, Brathwaite
said. The President's Council money goes to fund areas
such as mission projects and
other SA projects.
The budget this year has
increased slightly, as money
increases with inflation and
enrollment, said Cox. With
the exception of a few areas, the budget is the same
as last year and will be used
to c~ver expenses including
convocation speakers, the
yearbook and funding for the
student-led clubs.
"Our job is to spend the
money in the budget as best
as we can to help the student
body," said Cox.
To see the budget, students can contact their representing senator or stop
by the SA office.

Creamy Bean Factory
Four corner (Collegedale)
423-396-3080

net shut off because of
bandwidth overuse.
This
number tends to improve as
the semester continues because new students learn
that the Internet on campus
is
a
finite
resource,
Mihaescu said.
Bandwidth limits are calculated by IS by taking the
use of each person on campus into account and then
finding an average amount
of bandwidth usage.
Mihaescu said IS · will start
testing a new device that
will manage and prioritize
traffic on campus in the
next few days.
"We look at our graphs
and we see where our consumption is," Mihaescu
said. "Typically we start
thinking of upgrading our
Internet 'pipe' when our
consumption hits So to 85
percent on a steady basis."
There is no definite word
on exactly when or if IS
will actually implement
traffic shaping; it is all
still in testing._

Show Student I.D. and Receive 10% off
Free Sweet Te~ with a

Panini~rder
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Southern music major p~rforms album release show
AMY VITRANO

The Camp House coffee
bar in downtown Chattanooga was packed Saturday
night, Nov. 6 as a Southern
student performed his album
release show.
The venue is an old garage
renovated into a cafe studio
where up-and-coming artists
can· showcase their talents.
Matt Chancey, a sophomore
music major, took the stage in
front of more than 250 people.
Chancey and several other
Southern students, such as
Evan Taylor, a junior nursing
major; Shauna Chung, a sophomore English and music performance major; Keith King, a
mass communications major

· and Chris Lopes, a general
studies major, played many
new songs from the album,
as well as a variety of cover
songs. The audience sang
along to songs such as "Trouble" by Ray Lamontagne,
"Young Folks" by Peter Bjorn
and John and "Billy Jean" by
Michael Jackson.
Chancey has been writing
songs for his album, entitled
,;The Unsaid Sang," since his
senior year in high school.
The recording process took
about two months, but the
cover photos, label designs
and approving copyrights
were time consuming as we~,
Chancey said. He said the
most challenging part of getting an album together is ·arranging the songs and decid-

Campus Ministries holds
Student Missions Emphasis week
continued from pg.

1

ing on which songs to release.
He said he chose the songs
for his first album because
"all of the songs are things
that weren't said at the time
I should have said them,"
said Chancey.
The crowd chuckled when
Chancey mentioned the theme
of his album.
"So I've decided that it's
probably better if I don't describe who and what these
songs are about, since most of
you know me," Chancey said
after performing his first song.
Shauna Chung played piano
~nd sang backup for several
songs during the show. Chung
said everyone carrie alive on
stage, which was probably because all the performers grew
so close during rehearsals.

''

The expo gave people a chance to talk
to a lot of different
student missionaries

and raised funds for a mission plane. Vespers began at
8 p.m. that night with the annual flag march, and speaker
Pastor John Boston e~ded it
with an alter call for students
thinking about be_coming
student missionaries.
The week ended with the
Student Missions Expo on
Saturday from 3-6 p.m. at the
Student Center. Keolani Ding~1ius, e~ecutive vice president for Student Mission§z.

coordinated the expo and
said the point was to spark an
interest for missions.
"Even if they don't write
their names down for us
to contact them, at least
they have a general idea or
an interest in maybe serving sometime in their life,.,
Dingilius said.
.
New this year at the expo ..
was an open mic for returning
student missionaries to share
their testimonies. Several
students did so.
''The expo gave people
a chance to talk to a lot of
different student missionaries, hear their ~eri
ences, and compare them
to get an overall view of
the prograxp, not just one
person's view," said Christina Whary, junior nonprofit
business major.
According to Student Missions~ about 95 students
served last year as student
missionaries. This year,
there are 75 student missionaries to dat~ and more
are planning to begin service
in January.

Photo by Matt Taylor

Matt C~cey, a sophomore music
major, took the stage in front of
more than 250 people to perform
his album release show Saturday,
Nov. 6 at the Camp House coffee

"Chancey has come a long
way," said Castwell Fider, a senior social work major. "And
Keith was in his element tonight. I have never seen him
play the drums like that."
The audience was mostly
Southern students and Chancey's family and friends, but
local communitY members
and UTC students attended as
well. Many people arrived early to assure a ticket and most
of the crowd stayed until the
last song was played.
"Matt Chancey is the next
John Mayer and the white Jimi
Hendrix," said Brad Walz, a
sophomore nursing major.
To hear Chancey's music
or purchase a CD log onto
his Facebook page, "Matt
Chancey tunes."

EGW Institute comes to campus
AsHLEY WAGNER
STAFF WRITER

Robert Christensen also
spoke Thursday, in the
Presidential Dining Room
at noon, about the exciting
opportunities with the Chinese Union Mission. Victor Jaeger, a pastor who
plants churches in Texas,
spoke in Thatcher Ghapel at
7:30 p.m. on Thursday.
The 5K Penny Pla1:1e for
Palawan began at 3 p.m. on
Friday by Southern's duck
pond. The race was sponsored by Southern Striders

Other spectators noticed a
spark on stage as well.

A new institute has been
established on campus focused on the study of Ellen White and Adventist
Church history.
The Institute for the Study
of Ellen G. White and Adventist Heritage will offer students the ability to not only
benefit from research, but
also to contribute through
writing contests and ciasses.
Students will also
have the opportunity
to study White's writings in the library and
attend the annual lectureship presented by
the institute.
"The purpose df the
institute is to promote
greater understanding and appreciation
of the prophetic ministry of Ellen White,
and our rich heritage
as Adventists," said
Dr. Jud Lake, director
of the institute.
The institute also
plans to support and
maintain the Adven- ·
tist Heritage tours
that take place during
mid-semester break
each fall. Other goals
include
publishing
articles and books on
Ellen White and Ad-

ventist Heritage, promoting
Adventist education and conducting research.
Jack Blanco, former dean
of the School of Religion,
first envisioned the institute
as a research center similar
to those found at Andrews,
Lorna Linda and Oakwood.
With the digitalization of
much of the ElleQ. White resources, the need for another
research center was deemed
unnecessary, so the institute
was formed.

The Institute for the
Study of Ellen White and
Adventist
Heritage
will
work closely with the Ellen
White Estate, which wishes
to establish an Ellen White
research center in each world
division of the Seventh-day
Adventist Chruch.
"Because of this institute;"
Lake said, "the Adventist
community will come to know
more-about Ellen White's life
and ministry."

J

Machu Picchu Restaurant
6oocl
+A.e. be.s+ Ho/a:vU.c.. ·a-wl le.Auvi.aY\.

New Menu!

·Vegetarian food
Rotisserie chicken
Beef
Fish
Sandwhiches
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Students rappel country's second highest bridge
EMILY

LYNES

SuFFWR!IER

Eleven
students
from
Southern Adventist University's outdoor education program attended the annual
Bridge Day event at the New
River Gorge Bridge in Fayetteville, W.Va. on Oct. 16.
On Bridge Day, the 876foot high bridge was shut
down to traffic and opened
up for visitors to walk on,
rappel from or BASE jump
from. The bridge '1s the second highest bridge in the
country.
Bridge Day morning, the
students arrived early to set
up for the rappel. The group
split into three teams: the
rig team, a group on top of

the bridge and one at the
bottom of the rope. Next,
they went through all their
safety checks, made sure everything was working properly and then descended
· into the gorge.
Nick Evensonr. an outdoor
education graduate student
and one of the leaders for
the trip, later described the
descent as "breathtaking."
Being out there on the rope,
isolated from everything, but
able to enjoy God's nature all
around was amazing, Evenson said.
Not only did students say
they had a good time on the
ropes, they also said they
had . a good time interacting
with various people from ~e
community and abroad. ·

"It's a good experience
to get out and advertise for
our community," said Ryan
Cool, group leader and junior outdoor emergency services major. "We get to go
out and do what we love and
meet-people."
Out of the hundreds of
participants this year, Southern was the. only school that
was represented.
"It's gooa to get away from
school," Evenson said. "(It]
gives us a chance to share
our faith in our actions and
the way we interact with different people."

.

Photo

Evenson

Southern students participated in the annual "Bridge Dayn at the New
River Gorge Bridge in W.Va. on Oct. 16.

Talge Hall personal care drive begins
JASON UPSON
STAFF WRITER

The annual Talge Hall
personal care drive begins Nov. 15, with the goal
of aggregating ite.ms and
money donations for the
Samaritan Center.
The personal care drive, a
ministry unique to Talge Hall,
has resident assistants collecting personal hygiene items
and money donations from
the residents on their assign'e d
halls, said Tyler Quiring, a
senior ·mass communication
major and Talge Hall student dean. Suitable items for
donation include shampoo,
conditioner,
toothbrushes,
toothpaste, dental floss, deodorant, disposable razors
and shaving cream.
Resident assistants will
be accepting donations until Nov. 30, so dorm students
"can raid their relatives' closets over Thanksgiving break"
for personal care items to ~on
tribute, said Dwight Magers,
Talge Hall dean.
During the most recent
years of the drive, there has
been an increasing shift to
greater monetary donations.
Last year's drive saw fewer
actual items than in years
prior, but more than $700 was

donated through the effort.
Magers said that both types
of donations are equally valuable to the Samaritan Center.
Donated money can be used
to help pay for someone's
doctor visit, an electric bill or
gas for their car.
In years past, people from
the community have committed to matching the money
generated during the-1ersonal care drive with their own
monetary contributions. Last
year, this matching helped to
turn Talge Hall's $700 donation into more than $2,ooo
for the Samaritan Center,
Magers said.
The personal care drive
began roughly 12 years ago
as Talge Hall's unique contribution to the community.
Canned goods were among the
initial sort of items collected
for the effort.
As the ministry progressed,
deans from Talge talked with
assistance coordinators at the
Samaritan Center about what
was most needed. Items for
personal hygiene were among
the most crucial donations.
Since then, personal care
items have been the primary
focus of Talge Hall's Thanksgiving ministry.
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Dramatic tournament comes to ail end
OMAR LoPEZ THISMON
SunWama

The championship round of
this year's flag football tournament saw two comebacks,
an overtime victory and a last
second win out of the four
title games played. The End
Zone Divas, Those Guys, October Crush &nd Bolts Brothers won the respective divisionchampionships Monday
night, Nov. 8.
Janice Cosme, a freshman
public relations and business
administration major, led the
End Zone Divas to the championship round and also led
the team to their title victory
over the Lime Wir.es in the
Ladies' B Division final game.
Cosme rushed for more than

so yards in the game and trew
a game-winning touchdown
pass to MyJeila Velasco, a
freshman business administration major, with five seconds left in the game. Velasco
had both touchdown~ in the
Divas' 12-6 victory.
"This team is truly a Cinder~lla Story," said team
coach Gilbert Sison after the game. "They didn't
know what a quarterback
was or what-< a touchdown
meant at the beginning of
the season."
As the Bolts Brothers were
down 14-6 at halftime in the
Men's A Division title game
against Blitzkrieg, t~ey addressed isslfes that helped
them not only win but contain the league's leading of-

fense with 170 points to zero
points in the second half.
Andrew Knecht, a graduate
managemen't student, had
three touchdowns in the second half, along with one interception at a crucial point
in tl.e game. Jacob Depas,
a sophomore sports studies
major, was the Bolts Brothers' hero on defense with two
interceptions, where one was
returned for a touchdown.
The Bolts Brothers won the
game 24-14.
"We had to stay disciplined
at the start of the second half
although we were down," said
Grady Todd, ajunior marketing major and Bolts Brothers
hiker and corner defensive
player. "Everyone knows the
defense wins championships

Faculty encouraged to eat with students
SUZANNE OCSAI
SunW.ma

Matheus Souza, a sophomore international business
major, and a friend were
surprised when Gordon Bietz, president of Southern
Adventist University, asked
if he could sit with them
at lunch one day.
Within the last four years,
Bietz has initiated a program
that encourages faculty members to eat lunch in the cafeteria with students by allowing
faculty to charge meals to his
personal account.
Bietz said Southern wants
faculty and student interaction to take place On a more
personal level.
"Dr. Bietz has long used a
_method of education being a
conversation of the older and
younger generation," said
Volker Henning, associate
vice president of academic
administration.
Philip Samaan, professor of
religion, who frequently eats
in the cafeteria with students,
said he has made it a practice to eat with students during the entire 12 years he has
been at Southern.
Many students enjoythetime
out of class to spend with faculty members and are thankful to those who participate
in the program.
"I think it's very cool,"

Souza said. "It makes the
[faculty] really approachable ... because you feel like
you can actually go and talk
to them and they're there for
you. You feel like you belong
to something as opposed to
just [being] a member of a
school of 3,000."
During Souza's lunch with
Bietz they talked about their
families, the struggle ofkeeping
up with school work, how much
they like pasta day and other
things they had in common.
"I always enjoy [eating with
students]," Bietz said. "I always learn something about
what issues are of concern to
students, and I frequently have some good laughs
which helps digestion."
Kyle Cox, Student
Association executive
vice president, said
that through his work
on SA he has realized
that "faculty really appreciate the opinions
of students and they really like hearing what
we think, what we feel
[and] what issues are
important to us."
Despite the positive
interaction that takes
place, only 3-10 faculty
members take advantage ofthis opportunity
per day, said Faith Anderson, food services
food supervisor.

"Really there is no excuse
because we all have to eat
sometime or another, it's
just a matter of choosing
where to go eat," Souza said.
"And if they have this thing
going on where the [faculty]
can eat free, that's a motivation right there. I don't
see why someone would
turn that down."
Still, Cox said he understands that faculty are busy
and have to find time amid
preparing for classes and
grading papers to make it
to the cafeteria and be able
to sit down and enjoy a
lunch with students.

HOT

FOOD

and that's how we did it."
October Crush had not lost
a game this season as they
took on another Ladies' Division A powerhouse, the
Narwhals. The Narwhals'
quarterback, Tara Becker, a
senior public relations major, threw a touchdown pass
to Rochelle Barr, a -junior
graphic design major. The
Narwhals were up at halftime
6-o with Barr's touchdown.
However, in the second
half, October Crush's Sophie
Anderson, a junior physical education major, had
two interceptions, three
touchdowns and many defensive plays that kept the
moment.m of the game going for the Crush as they won
the game 25-6.

Nicole Ley, a junior health
science major, and one of October Crush's safeties, said
after the game, "at halftime
we needed to pull it together,
we weren't meshing well. But
then it just became a team effort in the second half."
In Men's Division B, Those
Guys battled Old School in
the championship game.
The game was 13-13 at the ·
end of regulation and therefore went into overtime. In
overtime, Those Guys came
out on top with a crucial
touchdown and were also
able to get a stop on defense
to win the game.

Collegedale now able to sell

liquor by the drink
Others think that the issue
will bring beneficial change.
"Growth is going to come
our way anyhow, why not
make sure it is an upper
class growth under stipulations," said Annalyse Hasty,

eontbtued from PI- •

a sophomore mass communications major.
The issue was voted on
two years ago and was voted
down at a ratio of six to four
with about 1,100 votes total,
Barto said.

•
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No in-betweens in spirit1.1ality
My dad is naturally gifted
with incremental precision:
he rarely rounds to 15 minI arrived in Taiwan be- 'utes when estimating time; he
fore my r<?ommate and con- monitors prices to the smallsequently had my choice of est conceivable significant digit; and, yes, share51:he weather
rooms.
I am no fool, so I sacrificed report to the degree. It is the
the spacious· desk for the AC kind of precision that I will
unit-but I am possibly a self~ never be capable of.
ish punk. What would you do?·
During one of these shouldDid Jesus do first-come- I-put-my-socks-on moments
I thought across the Pacific to
first-served?
I am often eloistered away, my dad, who keeps the tempera telecommun1cating monk, ature religiously at 72 degrees
sitting at my desk,· with my Fahrenheit whenever possible.
room hovering between 21 The question surfaced: "What
and 24 degrees Celsius. I have is 21 degrees Celsius in Fahrdecided that my sweet spot is enheit?" The answer is 71.6
22 degrees and, if I am feeling
degrees Fahrenheit. And what
especially warm-blooded, 21 is 22 degrees Celsius? 73-4
degrees.
degrees Fahrenheit.
Living in this highly conThere is no comparable detrolled environment, as the gree mark in Celsius for 72
modern thing has its own degrees Fahrenheit. Every one
thermostat, has given my body degree Celsius is nearly two
\ a higher sensitivity to changes degrees Fahrenheit. Maybe
in the temperature. At night this explains the noticeable
I sleep with only my Masai one degree shift.
blanket; at 21 degrees, I am in
My body is used to a differa state of steady balance-ho- ent scale. It is used to having
meostasis.
an option in between 21 and
I notice when the room hits 22, which does not exist on my
-22 degrees and certainly 23,
AC unit. Would my Dad ever
though the effect is not that be perfectly comfortable here?
great. ·
I was listening to C.S. Lewis'
However, it seems that with "The Great Divorce," which
every successive night, the describes every reason Lewis
gap between 21 degrees and
can think of ~a,l someone
22 grows.
would choose to stay out of
Now at 21 degrees, my skin
heaven.
feels just that touch of cold
The speaker, along with a
telling me to put some socks
diverse crew, travels from a
on, but I will not because I like
gray world to one of marvelthat feeling.
ScOTII<ABEL
CONUJBlfi"OR

Caring is risky,
ANGELA McPHERSON
R EI !CION

...

... ...

Eono•

There is a song by the Shins
entitled "Caring is Creepy."
I like the Shins-but in
thinking about the concept of
caring, I have taken up issue
with their song.
Caring takes a lot out of you.
It takes lot of your heart and a
lot of your soul to expend the
kind of energy that caring deserves-and demands.
If you care about people,
you spend your time, your
thoughts, and your most fer-

no~

-.

riosity should be satisfied with
truth, just as thirst would be
satisfied with drink. The ghost
cannot accept the arguments
and decides to leave.
At the end of this hypothetical conversation, I realized

The problem: God and the
spirituality He created are
not abstract, arbitrary scales
meant to measure the human
experience.
We, having free will, are capable of thinking our way out

The ghost tries to convince that humans tend to create
the resident of heaven that scales with increments more
spirituality, including heaven, to our liking, ones that make
is an intellectual journey or room for things in between.
construction, all part of an
Just as my dad, and even
exercise in thought and imagi- -myself, might choose Fahrennation. Even God, he claims, heit because of the options it
is the property of the quest of offers, the in-betweens it allows, so might a thinker create
human thought and curiosity.
-The heavenly figure tries to spiritual scales and measurereason with the ghost, citing ments to accommodate all of
the fact that they are there in the individual sensitivities and
heaven itself and that even cu- comforts he or she harbors.

of nearly every potential absolute, finding the fissures and
creating new increments.
However, I am convinced
that we will one day find that
there is God and there is not,
and there is nothing in between.
Perhaps until that day, you
will find my room tipping between 21 and 22 degrees Celsius, and me wishing for that
in-between that does not exist.

ous light and sharpness on a
flying bus. One of the "ghosts",
who atri.ves with the speaker
gets into a highly intellectual
discussion with one of the
characters they find there in
that heavenly, "real" place.

creepy

vent prayers on their behalf.
You learn about them: favorite
colors, movies, the shape of
their nose, the sound of their
laugh and the color of their
eyes. You learn their mannerisms, what makes them tick,
what kind of presents you
should purchase for their next
birthday and the like.
Normal, not creepy.
The creepy, risky, silentfearful thing that waits at the
door of our minds upon caring
for someone else is this: the
knowledge that the people I
care for do not have to care for

me in return.
This is scary.
But caring, I believe, is a
worthwhile risk to take-especially in the face of fear.
Because, when someone
risks all for relationship, I see
concrete evidence of the Divine.
I once said that heroism is
the shadow of divinity flashing through humanity. To
truly care unselfishly is a gift
from Christ; it is an attribute
of Christ. I think it is heroic
to care.
Plus, I think we want to
care. I think caring comes

easier than cynicism, initially.
It seems to me that no one be-

' To

truly
care unselfishly is a
gift from
Christ

comes untouchable without
first being touched.
So, to those who continually strive to keep their- ·

hearts open, soft, receptive
and caring in this cold and
cruel world, even while risk
and uncertainty pervade-to
those who continually give fo't
the good of others, though it
be emotionally draining-to
those who pray and cry out to
God for the good of their fellow man-to those who understand the reality that "The
people I care for do not have
to care for me in return," yet
care anyway:
To these people, I say thank
you. I care for you in return. •

.

.
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Will swipe for credit·
DANIELLE QUAlLEY

'

OPINION EouoR

You are sitting in an assembly-convocation, vespers or
worship. As the · speaker finishes his or her final thoughts,
you feel the urge to plan your
escape route. You gaze around
the rOOIJ:l, calculating how
you will navigate to the exit
doors .without being pushed,
whacked or trampled. A wave
of restlessness overtakes' the
room as students begin to
fidget uncomfortably in their
seats; they all have the same
idea you do.
"Amen," says the speaker,
and suddenly, like a herd of
terrorized buffalo, students
snatch up coats, bags, pens,
and "credit" cards, and make
a mad dash to the exit. Some
flip over pews James Bond-

style, hoping to get out before was a swiping system where
the crowd of people pile in students can swipe in and out
the doorway. The card collec- to an assembly and receive
tors are soon met by an array credit? Our cards can do any· of flailing arms and colorful thing besides make us a peacards-students trying to get nut butter and jelly sandwich
their credit as quickly as pos- anyway, so why not try this?
sible. After the cards are all I know · that it would be excollected, the poor card col- pensive and a bit confusing to
lectors are left heaving like set up, considering there are
they had just finished a P90X other ways to obtain credit besides the typical student-body
workout session.
This is a typical occurrence .gathering, but I have come up
on our campus. After an as- with a few pros to this idea
sembly ~e want to get our that might be significant:
·credit quickly and get out. One
1. We will save paper:
day as I was leaving convoca- The environment is on evtion, there were so many peo- eryone's mind right n()w, and
ple rushing to the exits that I what better way to save pahad a flashback to the stam~ per than to have an electronic
pede scene in the Lion King. It credit issuing system?
was th~n that I began to pon2. Data · entry will be
der "What might be an easier , easier: I do not know who
way to collect credit?"
has the fabulous dream job
Then it hit me. What if there of manually punching in ev-

ery student's information into
the computer, but with the
swiping system all of that information can be put into the
computer automatically, and
students can get credit faster,
instead of having to wait until
the information is put in manually sometimes days later.
3~ Time will be more accurate: A student's lateness
to an assembly is determined
by the discretion of the card
collector. With a swiping system, when the cutoff time to
receive credit has passed, the
sys~em can just shut off. That
way, the is.. no arguing with
card collectors about whether
you entered convocalion at
10:59 a.m. or 11:00. The clock ·
will be the judge.
4· More organized: I am
not sure how many of our card
collectors enjoy having cards

shoved into their faces from
all directions after an assembly has ended, but the swiping
system eliminates that problem. Students would be able
to just swipe and go, and there _
will not bt: any more buildup
in the doorways.
5· It would be cool: Need
I say more?
Who knows, in the next 100
years or so this idea may reach
the table of a board somewhere, or maybe just remain
the random thoughts of your
opinion editor. But in any
case, I think a swiping system would be more organized,
much easier and less of a nuisance to us as students. But
that's just my opinion.

In the past few weeks
Or you may see the r~lation
ship, but feel that it does
not apply to you.
In the past few weeks, Blaise·
Some of you are proband I have written to you on ably still saying "So, what?"
educating yourself about oth- Well, here is a reality that
ers. The purpose was obvious: you should hold on to from
to decrease the ignorance of now until Jesus comes. There
this generation in America. are studies showing women
Why focus on this prob- of "color" having .premature
lem on a campus that is so babies despite having a clean
racially diverse?
Surely we do not have a racial divide so great that there
are actual racists on this campus, right? Whether that is
true or not, it is not the point
of these articles.
In the short time that you
have been alive, I bet that
you have come contact with
the word "stress." As college
students who attend classes,
write papers and take tests,
you probably have an intimate
relationship with stress.
Stress has_ a bad connota~
tion to it, mostly · viewed as
evil and dangerous: Some
stress, though, is good for
you. Things that motivate
you to do well are considered
good stressors.
You may not see- the relationship between racial
discrimination and stress.
BLAISE ADAMS AND

CoNurJBlnDRS

TJ GRIFFITH

Other studies have found
health record.
The culprit behind this is that white men are more
stressful racism, and it- has likely to get a job at certain
caused significant effects companies or industries even
on Black, Hispanic or Asian if they have a felony on their
women during pregnancy. The record, versus a black man
studies have shown that even · with the same education and
highly educated women deal a clean record.
That is because in society,
w.ith racism, sometimes to a
g~~ater degree despite being a · having an open mind is not
the standard. Some of you
doctor, lawyer or politician.

will encounter closed-minded
people. Do you know what you
should do in that situation?
Take a step to understand
them, to get to know them.
If you are still feeling .ambivalent, the DVD "Unnatural
Causes" is a good resource.

-·-

~
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Minding your promenade m.a nners
down the promenade, I think
DEANNA MOORE
I have a pretty good idea as to
Lausnus Eorm•
where the "zone" begins and
Briskly walking to class, ends. The zone starts at about
trying not to think about the 15 feet from your respective
subzero temperature, wear- acquaintance. Any further and
ing your hand-knitted sweater you are just going to have a
that you were not and still are lot of awkwru:dness knowing
not sure you can pull off, and what to do with the extra time
then you see them. You do remaining.
not really know if you clasFifteen feet gives you just
sify them as friends or just ' enough time to look up and
acquaintances, but either way, ' act-yes we know you are
times like these is when you acting-surprised
to
see
really need to know the proper them and then give out the
manners of the promenade. usual
promenade
greetThe Zone
.-.. ing: "Hey girl! How's it goYou begin to panic-Do I ing?" Any closer and you just
say "hi" now or do I wait an- seem rude. In essence, the
other couple of steps? I do not 15 feet rule is, well, perfect.
want them to think I am rude! The Nod
When exactly is the right time
This one is for the guys.
to actually look up and ad- Girls-you
should
never
dress the person coming? Do carry out this gesture. With
not be embarrassed; we have that said, this is the typical
l-am-cool-but-not-too-coolall been there.
Through numerous walks to-bump-my-head-in-your-

THURSDAY, November 11, 2010

direction greeting. I would say
guys use this about So percent
of the time. Some pull it off,
others do not. So, here are
some guidelines.
It is a nod, so please do not
give yourself whiplash. Put a
smile with it, especially if it is
for a girl. Do not do a head stutter; make sure they are watching for the duration of the nQd
so you do not have to keep
going back and forth. Practice in your room if necessary.
The Greeting
This one is tough, so bear
with me here. Many people
have a hard time knowing
what exactly to say, especially
if you do not know the persan
that well. it is simple really. ·
If you know the person well,
you do not need any advice
just talk to them normally,
but what about the distant
cousin, the girl who sits behind you in class, the cute guy

whom you have never spoken
to? Scratch that. Take out the
cute guy situation; that is a
whole new article.
In these types of situations,
do not try to be creative;. it
just makes things even worse.
Stick to the usual. "Hey, how
are you?"
Keep it cool and casual. Try not to seem overenthusiastic just . in case
they do not remember you.
Yes, this has happened to
me and, yes, it is awful.
Practice
In all seriousness, the promenade can be intimidating and
awkward. But putting these
manners into practice can
only help your situation. Do
not be afraid to say hi to someone you do not know that well.
We are at a Christian school
and everyone should be up for
some casual friendliness. Let's
just not get too carried away.

This
Weekend
This is your weekend.
E.njoy it and have fun!
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Machinal
UTCTheatre
615 McCallie Avenue
Chattanooga, 1N
Saturday,Nov.13
7:30-9:30 p.m.
$10-12
http:/ jwww.utc.edu/
Christmas Spectacular Show
&More
Chattanooga Choo Choo
1400 Market Street
Chattanooga, 1N
Saturday, Nov. 13
7:30-9:30 p.m.
$20
http:/ jwww.choochoo.com/

Cheap eats: Reap the benefits of ~y search for quick, easy food
l<ARA TURPEN
CONUIBIIJDW

Being college students, it
is safe to say that we do not
have a lot of cash in our back
pockets. I w9uld be surprised
to even find five dollars in my
wallet.
We are also hungry. We love
to eat and love to eat cheaply.
I have spent many nights in
the dorm wondering where I
could go and get something
good to eat that was not on
campus for the amount of
money I actually had.
I have finally discovered
my favorite places. I hope you
enjoy them as much as I do.
Fazoli's
Located just off the highway near Hamilton Place, the
little chain restaurant is often overlooked. The Fazoli's
menu consists of traditional
Italian meals-pizza, baked
and fresh pasta, salad and
breadsticks. My favorite item

is the baked spaghetti. At only
$2.99 this meal is beyond filling once you add the endless
breadsticks. Get yourself a cup
of water and you are set with
a meai just a little over $3:
The Dollar Cone
Even if you can not find a
dollar in the depths of your
wallet, there is bound to be
some change you can scrape
together. Look around your
car, maybe. One of~ favorite
mid-day or late-night treats is
a 99 cent cone from McDonald's or Sonic.
It is a lot of fun to get your
friends together, roll down
the windows and enjoy the
beautiful weather Tennes-_
see offers with a vanilla ice
cream cone. Feeling lucky? Go
ahead and spring for a dipped
cone. It's a treat worth having at least once in a _while.
Amigos
It is Monday night. Classes
are back for the week and your
professors think they have your

undivided attention. Little do
they know you are just waiting for 5 p.m. so you can run to
Amigos for 75 cent tacos.
Located on lJrainerd Road,
this deal is worth the drive.
Not only are the tacos just
75 cents, but they are accommodating to vegetarians
as well. Since you are saving all that money on the tacos, why not spring for some
queso dip? It's delicious.
LosPotros
Being a community student, I know all too well how
difficult it is to find lunch <in
a Thursday within a rea,sonable amount of time. This is
my chance to plug my favorite
local restaurant for a quick,
sit-down meal-which also
happens to be really cheap.
This local spot is Los Potros.
I always order off the lunch
menu. My favorite item is the
beef burrito. But, instead of
beef, you can substitute beans
and rice. It's a deliciously big

. Contra Dancing
Allemande Hall
meal. Of course, it is also rea7400 Standifer Gap Rd.
sonably priced.
Also, different lunch spe- Chattanooga, 1N
cials are offered every day for Saturday,~ov.13
even less than the lunch menu. 8-11 p.m.
When you're there, ask for $5 for students
Dica. He's my favorite server. http:/ /www.contranooga.org/
Applebee's
schedule.shtml/
For the night owls, a great
P.lace to get good food is Ap- 4th Annual Harvest Hymn
plebee's. It ·. is a little known Festival
\.
fact that after 10 p.m. Apple- Memorial Auditorium
bee's serves half-priced ap399 McCallie Avenue
petizers. From quesadillas to
potato skins, there are options Chattanooga, 1N
Sunday, Nov. 14
for everyone.
3-5
P,.ID.
Get a group of friends together and split an appetizer, Free
and eat even cheaper. Plus, the
colorful crowd t,bat Applebee's The Drowsy Chaperone
draws after 10 p.m. is good en- Chattanooga State Theatre
tertainment.
4501 Amnicola Highway
Now that you know all of my Chattanooga, 1N
favorite places to eat, I am_exSunday, Nov. 14
pecting to see all of you there
in your Southern attire. I am 2:30-4:30 p.m.
also expecting Dica to thank $10
http:/ jwww.utc.edu/
me for an of the referrals.

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask. for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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3-on-3
basketball
tournament
a showcase
of talent
..

Minnesota Vikings in trouble
ANDREW GARCILAZO
.....
SPoRTS EDITOR

Despite saving their season
in a dramatic overtime win
against the Arizona Cardinals on Sunday, ~ov. 7 •. the
Vikings are still only 3-5 on
the season, a far cry from the
Super Bow:l contender many
predicted them to be.
At first glance the team's
. problems . would ·seein obvi:_
ous: their quarterback is a
41-year-old gunslinger, and
they cannot seem to ·hold
onto the ball. ~ut, a bigger
problem has begun to suriace. That problem is the
head coach, Brad Childres·s.
There is a schism in the Vikings locker room between
the players and their head
coach. Last Friday, Nov. 5,

a confrontation between
Childress and receiver Percy
Harvin made headlines after
teammates had t2 separate
the two to prevent the con. flict fr:om coming to blows. '·
Shortly before being reTeased by Childress, Pro
- Bowler Randy Moss, who-had
only been 'with the team for
four games, confronted Vi"
·
kings owner Zygi .Wilf about
how poor. a Job Childress
w:as doing.
Several Minnesota players
told E;SPN's Ed Werder that
they "have had enough of his
BS," and.that "he needs to go."
Another said, "we're walking on eggshells ··· the_ air
has been sucked out of
the building
having any fun."

nobody's

According to the Minne- Leslie Frazier as a replacesota Star Tribune, Wilf has ment. The Vikings won, but
been conducting interviews that does not mean Childress'
with , several Vikings play- job is safe.
Minnesota's ·problems reers, including quarterback
Brett Favre and defensive main. Their quarterback is
linemen Jared Allen, to de- . still an interception-prone
termine what has been going 41-year-old quarterback, and
on with the team's poor play. their coach still lacks the re- .ANDREW GARCILAZO
Childress' name has come spect of his players.
SPORTS EDIIDR
The ,Vikings season hangs
up in more than one of those
Southern Adventist Uni- ·
in the balance, but a sliver of
conversations.
basketball talent
versity's
In addition, Childress' hope still remains. With eight
,
was
showcased
last Saturday
poor play calling and the games reft to play, there is
night,
Nov.
6,
as
more than
chaos surrounding the team time to turn things around,
spurred Wilf to strongly con- but that is not going to happen Bo basketball players filled
the gym for the 3-on-3 bassider firing his head -coach by itself.
If tpe._.Vikings fose again ketball tournament.
last week.
. Games were played half
ESPN- reported that if the nexCSunday, it may be time
Vikings had lost on Sunday, to fire Brad Childress, but by court, and all of the available
baskets were used, with six
Wilf would have pulled the then it may be too late.
games being played at one
trigger on Childress and protime.
moted defensive coordinator
Twenty-one teams played .
for the title with each team
consisting of three starters·
and one substitute . . Game~;>
108 games and closer Brian ever froze. at Candlestick, for were played up to 11 points.
"[The tournament] was fun
Wilson, who lead the league in every person who ever voted
and
competitixe," said Bryan
for a new ballpark, for eyery
saves with 48 ..
a senior religious
Seymour,
After dispatching the Atlan.- person who listened to our

And the -Giants win the series
ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPoRTS EDUQR

three and a half games out of
the division lead and in first
place for the wild card.
Backed by team slogan,
"Fear the Beard," initiated by ta Braves and the Philadelphia
several relievers growing out Phillies, the Giants reached
an,d then dying their beards, the World Series for the first
the Giants surged toward the · time since 2002. Five games
postseason.
later, the Giants were celeSeptember was marked by brating on the pitching mound
a close battle for first place at the Rangers . Ballpark
with the San Die&o Padres, . .-' in Arlington.
a battle .that the Giants ulti- "'' "This is 'for everybody who
matelywon. Standouts includ- has ever worn the Giants' unied Posey, who hit .305 with iS form," Club President Larry
home runs and 67 RBis in only Baer said, "for every fan who

It took 53 years, but the San
Francisco Giants have finally
games on_ the radio. ,
"It's on behalf of 53 years of
brought home a World Series
Championship.
wartmg. "
The Giants beat the Texas
The title was the sixth. for
the Giants franchise, but
Rangers last week 3-1 to complete a five-game World Series
their first since moving to
San Franci~co. The Giants
victory, their first since 1954.
were also the first West Coast
In 1954, the Giants were still
team to win since 2002, when
theNewYorkGiants. They still
played at the Polo Grounds in
the Angels beat the Giants
downtown Manhattan, and
in ~even gaines.
they were still .the Brooklyn
Dodgers' most hated rivalsthat, at teast, has not changed.
Three years lcrter, the Gi. ants·moved to San Francisco,
becoming one of the first MLB
teams on the West Coast. Finally in 2010, the Giants have
won their championship.
Coming off an 87-74 ·third
place finish in 2009, the Gi- ""
ants were not expected to contend for a title this season.
After a decent start to the
2010 season, the Giants had
faltered to a 27-24 standing
on June 1, good for fourth
.Place in the Western Division.
They then made a move that
would change their season by
calling up rookie Buster Posey
from the minor leagues.
The 2;3-year--o1d ·Posey r~l.
.
.
. .
. .
.
.
lied the 'Giants to a 67-52 re·
·
.
- · San Franczsco Gzants pztcher Tzm Lzncecum celebrates as fans cheer as he rzdes zn a motorzzed cable car durzng a
cord on Aug. 15, puttmg them- .. baseball World Series parade in downtown San Francisco, Wednesday, Nov. 3. (AP Photo/Darryl Bush)

.•

.,.,

I had a good
time piaying
and socializing
with fellow
players and
enjoyed
watphing their
athleticism
studies major, who played
in the tournament with his
team, Showtime. His only
gripe was he wished more
teams would have signed up.
"I had a good time playing
and socializing with fellow
players and enjoyed watching their athleticism," said
JeffLandess, a senior physical education major.
The tournament began at .
7=30 p.m. and lasted until
shortly before 11.
· Who Dat? took the men's
title, while Team Fresh won
the ladies tournament.
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Upcoming events calendar
Thursday, November 11
Veteran's Day
·
Online Winter Registration
for Returning Juniors > 54
h~urs and Returning Se•
niors >93 hours
PreView Southern 102 (11-.
"-2)

a.m. Convocation, B. B.
Bell, Church
3:30 p.m. Graduation Council, Conference Room A
7 p.m. Modern Language
Film Series~ Miller 201
11

Friday, November 12
7:45-10 a.m. SA Senate Pancake Breakfast, Promenade
1-4 p.m. FREE Walmart
Transportation,
Wright
Hall
2 p.m. West Side 4 Jesus
(Evangelism
Ministry),
Wright Hall
5:37p.m. Sunset
6:30 p.m. Star Watch, Hickman Parking Lot
7:30p.m. Pierson Le<..tureship, •

STUDENT LIFE
Planning to be at Southern during Thanksgiving break? Need a place
to eat and enjoy the festivities?
The second annual Thanksgiving Dinner for Southern
students, student families
and employees, will take
place on Thursday, Nov. 25
at 4 p.m. in the Presidential Banquet Room. Come
eat play games, watch footbaH, create Christmas orna• ments, decorate the Christmas tree, make squares for
a blanket to give to someone
who is in a homeless shelter.
Please email Kari Shultz at
kshultz@southern.edu
to
RSVP.
ACROFEST: is Saturday
~ight at 7 p.m.! Tickets are
$10 and can be purchased at
the Hulsey Wellness Center.
The Student Center: will
be open from 6-10 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 13.

Brad Thorp, Thatcher Hall
8 p.m. Vespers, Frederick
Russell, Church
After Vespers, Afterglow,
Lynn Wood Chapel
After Vespers, HymnSing,
. Talge Chapel

Collegedale Academy, Room
103
Get Real, Collegedale Academy Library
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
Church-Fredrick Russell
10:30 a.m. One Accord Sabbath .School, Hulsey AmSaturday, November 13
phitheater
8:45 a.m. Adoration I,
Blood Donation, Church
Church-Fredrick Russell
11 a.m. Pierson Lectureship,
Brad Thorp, Thatcher
9:15a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School, Thatcher
Chapel
South,
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-Andy Nash
Wolftever Room
Roundtable Sabbath School,
9:30 a.m. Pierson Lectureship, Brad Thorp, ThatchChurch Seminar Room~
er Chapel
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Church
-Fredrick Russell
9:45 a.m. A Heart Like His
-Women only2 p.m. Outreach OpportuniCollegedale Academy, Room
ties, Wright Hall
West Side 4 Jesus (Evan105
10 a.m. High Definition
_gelism/Children's Minis_.(HD) Sabbath School, Tal- _
try)
ge Hall
Advent Home (EvangeCollegiate Sabbath School,·
lism Ministry)
Church
F.L.A.G. Camp (Children's
Falling in Love with .JesusMinistry)
Women only5:30 p.m. Evensong, Master

,Table Game Night: i the
Dining Hall, Saturday, Nov.
13, . from 8-n p.m. There
will be a free Waffle Bar
with all the fixings, as well!

Wellness Week: sponsored by Campu
inistries,
is from Nov. 15 - 20. Monday is Vitamin Day, Tuesday
is Hammock Day, Wednesday is Blood Donor Day,
Thursday is Massage Day,
and Friday is Smoothie Day.
Extreme
Dodgeball
tournament:
Saturday,
Nov. 20 7:30 p.m.! Only
the first 32 teams to sign up
will be able to play. Teams
of 6 can sign up by emailing
dodgeballsau@hotmail.com
and each team must have
2 female members. E-mail
th~ list of player names, the
team name, and costume
choice. 1st Place Prize is
$300 ($so per person) and
2nd Place Prize is $150 ($25
per person). Deadline to
sign up is 11/19/2010.
Attention graduating seniors! Be sure to take the

mandatory Measure of Academic Proficiency (MAPP)
Test on Sunday, Nov. 21, in
the Dining Hall at 9:30 a.m.
Call Lauree Fogg at 423236-2782 or come by Counseling and Testing Services
in Lynn Wood Hall to sign
1Jp.
Free Walmart Transportation: Friday, Nov.
12. Meet in front of Wright
Hall: 1-4 p.m
Senior
Pictures:
the
LAST makeup day is Monday, Nov. 22 from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. in Seminar Room!
If you have not picked
up your Joker:
the student pictorial directory, please stop by the SA
Office.
Note-Card Challenge:
Don't forget to visit http:/ j
accent.southern.edu
to
find out how to enter for a
chance to win next week's
Note-card Challenge and be
the Note-card Champion.

i

Choral, Church
6-10 p.m. Student Center Open
8-u p.m. Table Game Night
& Waffle Bar, Diiling Hall

8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Florence
Oliver Anderson Nursing
Seminar
.'f> p.m. Tornado Siren Test
7:30 p.m. Hesperus Silent
Movies, Ackerman (Convocation Credit)

Sunday, November 14
10 a.m. Committee of 100
Brunch, Presidential Banquet Room
6-9 p.m. International Student Conference
7=30 p.m. Symphony Orchestra Concert, Church
(Double Convocation Credit)

Wednesday, November 17
Online Winter Registration
for Returning Freshmen
<24 hours,
Sophomores, Juniors &
Seniors (17-19)
7:15p.m. SA Senate,_ White
Oak Room
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
}oint Worship, Thatcher ,
Hall Chapel

Monday, November 15
America Recycles Day
Online Winter Registration
for Returning Sophomores
>23 hours, .Juniors & Seniors (15-16)
PRAXIS Exams, Lynn Wood
Student Wellness Week (lS20)_
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council

Thursday, November .18
11 a.m. Convocation, Victor
Czerkasij, Church
7:30 p.m. Convocation, Victor Czerkasij, Thatcher
Hall

Tuesday, November 16

November 15 - Autumn
Davis, Charlotte Athey,
Daniel Morgan, Doug Jacobs, Helen Boram, Ivan
Mejorado, Jenna Schleenbaker, Jim Gearing, Johannes ·Myers, Josef Myers, Krista Mattison, Lynzee
Stewart, Rachel Rupert,
Samantha Paul, Thomas
Erickson

BIRTHDAYS
November 11 - ' Andrew
Garcilazo, Autumn Wurstle,
Cecilia Simmons, Colleen
Mitchell. Daniel Foster,
Daniel Wahlen, Dawnmarie
Simmons, Jim Parks, Josue
Alvarez, Laura Lee, Maida
Hage, Mallory Garcia, Richard Aldridge, Ryan Lilly

November 16- .Adrienne
Royo, Andrew Olson, Ashley
Feliciano-Rosario, Jose Del
Aguila, Kristen McKenzie,
Paul Campanello, Richard
McNeil, Tim Cwodzinski

November,. 12 - Alex
Voigt, Aspen Welch, Chinh
Do, Emil Harty, Miss Dalyn Lopez, Nathan Meharry,
Rebecca Garvin, Ruth_MacLafferty

November 17 -Edith Gon-_
zalez, James Shoemaker,
Lorelle Evans, Nathan V.
Dorisca, Nathanael Alius,
Ralph
Morales,
Shana
Browne, Tekoa Penrose, Tiffany Boring

November 13 - Christian
Pinango, Crystal Bueno,
Joan Seitz, Joshua Knight,
Marla Seasly, Marty Hamilton, Melody Skinner, Michelle Carmona, Scott Simon

November 18- Alisha Ottati, Chris Bolton, Jessica
Ball, Jim Wampler, Marcella Morales, Skyler Gascay,
Soyeon Kim

November 14 -Christina
Estevez, Cindy Lerch, Desi
Batson, Janelle Glass, Marcos Bernal, Seth Mayers,
William Otis

-

- ...

-~

....
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Is this toothpick clean?
SuZANNE OcsAI
CONJR!BUJOR

From an early age my family taught me the principle of
recycling and reusing. "Waste
not, want not" was the unspoken motto in my home. We
would always pull the bottom
plate off of our paper plates
and reuse them later. And
never could a piece of paper be
thrown away if there was any
more visible blank space on
either side; to the scrap pile it
would go to 15e reused later for
grocery lists:vocabulary practice or any other note someone
might need to write.
Being the young, impressionable,
ready-to-please

child that I was, these lessons in reusing were firmly
impressed upon my mind
and actions. So much so that
one day they crossed the
practicality-scratch
thathygiene boundaries.
I am not sure where the idea
came from: but at 6 years old I
decided that I wanted to go on
a picnic with my family. However, the day we planned for
the excursion turned dreary
and overcast. Instead of forging ahead and patronizing the
soggy ground, we settled for
the comfy green carpet of our
living room floor. After enjoying our delicious grub-of
which I have no recollectionI pulled out a toothpick and

began polGng it around between my teeth. I remember
wondering what was so great
about toothpicks. To me, they
did nothing more than hurt
me when I accidently poked
my gum. Falling out of interest with this seemingly useless
dinner retriever, I set mine
down on the blanket. Chatting with my parents, I forgot
about the slim piece of tinder
by my side until my dad asked,
"Is this toothpick clean?" I
turned to see him pointing
to my pick.
"Of course," I thought and
confidently replied, "Yes, I
~nly-used it once."

HUM
Gordon Bietz's-fresh apple
cider: There is something about
it that makes it the Best. Cider.
Ever.
~

Alumni: The alumni are gone.
Now there aren't people going
the wrong way in the roundabout
to laugh at.

-~~

Break: 13.days until
Thanksgiving break.

VILLAGE MARKET
SPELUNG BANDZ

The MAPP test: That is an
hour of my life I will never get
back.

•

Real Fruit: The Kayak's real fruit
smoothies. It hits the spot every
time.
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Acrofest comes to~ Southern
BRANDON CoBOS
STAFF WRITER

· The lies P.E. Center was
packed this past Saturday
night, as 1,300 attendees and
32 gymnastic teams came together for Acrofest 2010.
Acrofest is an annual threeday gymnaStic
workshop
that brings together gymnasts from Adventist colleges,
academies and private gym
groups from across North
America. The event culminates
with an all-evening performance with each team doing
a routine.
During the weekdays, the
teams rotate through workshops and clinics, learning
new skills.
However, the event is about

more than just acrobatics.
"Acrofest is way more than
just gymnastics," said Richard Schwarz, Gym-Masters
head coach. "It's well-rounded, not only physically, but
also spiritually."
Worships, devotions and
a strong ·emphasis on spiritual growth is a large aspect to
the event.
"You know, it's not just
tumbling and gym moves, the
whole spiritual aspect of the
event is just wonderful I think,"
said Javier Santiago, who came
to watch his daughter perform
with a team from Puerto Rico.
"The spiritual aspect of
Acrofest has really grown
over the years," said Randy
Peterson, co-head coach of
Petersons Captains, a gym

group from Texas. "It really
is an intricate part now."
Schwarz said preparations
for the show included designing logos, getting information
out to schools and clubs, ordering T-shirts and goodie-bags,
contacting clinicians, scheduling, contacting and re-contacting coaches and preparing for
the Acrofest routine.
To accommodate everyone, Schwarz said most
teams stayed in campus
gyms-Iles, the Gym-Masteril'
gym and Collegedale Academy's gym. Some stayed in
the dorms and a few others
rented.hotel rooms.
"Tliere's all kinds of stuff
going on here," said Peterson.
"You've got some circus style
continued on pg. 3

Von Walter advances to 'Jeopardy!' finals
Gordon Bietz, Southern presi- via "word of mouth" but that
dent, and Karl Shultz, direc- it was a great feeling to have so
tor of student life and ac- much support.
Hans von Walter, junior bio- tivities, invited him to host
Shultz estimated that there
chemistry major, is advancing viewing parties in the cafeteria were about 250 to 300 people
to the" Jeopardy!" college bowl on both Tuesday evenings and who attended the first viewing
finals after winning his semi- on Thursday.
in the cafeteria and about 200
final game Tuesday night. The .
At the first party, von Wal- who attended the second party.
finals games will air on Thurs- ter was greeted by clapping
"The crowd energy [in the
day and Friday. As a final- and cheers from the cafeteria cafeteria) is incredible," von
ist, von Walter is guaranteed crowd when he entered. He Walter said. When other conto re
25.000.
said he did not expect so many testants from "Jeopardy!"
In ·upport of von Walter's people to show up since the heard about the party in the
"Jeopardy!"
appearances, event was ·mainly advertised
continued on pg. 2
SUZANNE OcsAI
SuFE WRrna
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Video Coverage
Check out video
ofAcroFest
online at
http:/faccent.southern.edu
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Wind Symphony tours Michigan

A Word to the W&Je

A Deep Sleep {part 3)

CopRTNEY CUTrER

8Ju.AN NYAMWANGE

We have no need to count
au.u?r•-~~~-~--.,----- sheep. fn. moments of fear,
anger and sadness, sleep
The crisp will unfold stilHng our souls
autumn when we count our blessmidnight ings. As we look back and
air howlS see how the Lord's mighty
as beams hand has been working in
of moon- our live:s-llts protection,
His comfort, His fait!lfullightpie~
the dark- ness-we begin to find a
in the sweet relief in Christ, our
room. The true Sabbath rest.
In the places of paradise
arms of the trees reach in
through the windows, but or the dungeons of deeven th~ shadows cannot spair, ~ce is only found
compare"' With the darkness in praise. Even when we
you feel inside.
Tear-stained eyes open to
' patiently
' We must
onwait
God's •
meet tlie crimson glow of
deliverance.
a timepiece sitting on your
But what should
nightstand; you have not
we do while we
slept all night. All you can
wait?
thiukabout is the pain. How
could they say that about
me? She said we would last Cllllllot see "how" and we do
forever. Whg did God have ..not know "when•, we must
to talce lrim away? This learb to let g~ and let God.
•Praise the Lord who has
time I have gone too far.
Often as we wait on the given rest to his peOple •••
Loni, our faith is shaken Not one word has faDed of
and it is hard to stay still. all the wonderful promises
Life's worries tend to snuff he gave •.• .. r Kings 8!56
out our joy, and the peace (NLT)·
Do not worry about towe once.enjoyed seems like
morrow.
Today, thank God
a dream. However, we must
for
all
His
bountiful blessrealize that sleep takes
ings
ami
the
Father will cratime. We must wait patientdle
you
and
comfort you as
ly on God's deliverance.
you
sleep
deep
in His arms
But what should we do
oflove.
while we wait?

ness

"When you come to the word of God, you are-not looking for •
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange
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Southern Adventist University's Wind Symphony experienced an unexpected snowfall
when they visited Michigan for
their first tour thiS semester.
Ken Parsons, associate professor of music, led 53 students in each of their performances for their annual fall
tour during the first week of
November. The Wind Symphony traveled to Great Lakes
Adventist Academy, Battle
Creek Academy and Andrews
University. Before each concert the Wind Symphony had
the opportunity to play with
each of the schools' barlds during th.e ir practice sessions.
With the exception of playing one of Battle Creek Academy's songs, Southern themed

most of their material from
various British compositions.
The Wind Symphony has been
rehearsing these pieces since
the beginning of the semester
and has also performed them
for their home recitals.
Southern students performed another concert at
Andrews University on Sabbath, playing at two different
church services. The students
provided music for the prelude, offering and postlude,
and accompanied the congregation while they sang hymns
for the worship service.
Students said that performing at the Adventist schools
was a fun experience for the
Wind Symphony, they also
took advantage of meeting
other college students and
played in the north's first

snowfall of the year.
"The joke- of the weekend
was that a school from the
south brought the first snow
to the north," said Shannon
Breakey, a sophomore health
science major.
For many Southern stu~ents, this was their first trip
to Andrews University. They
were pleased with the hospitality that the faculty and
students shared as they gave
the Southern students the
opportunity to tour the new
performing arts building and
invited the Wind Symphony
members to a potluck dinner
on Sabbath, provided by the
members of the church.
The
Wind
Symphony
will visit the Washington,
D.C. area in the spring for
their next tour.

WSMC to change afternoon programming
~

INGRID HERNANDEZ
SuuW.ma

The WSMC governing
board voted to drop the radio station's afternoon news
block, effective Jan. 1, in an·
effort to bring more classical
music to its listeners.
The afternoon news block
consists of several network
news programs that r~n
from 3-5 p.m. every weekday. Tl!ese include "Talk of
the Nation" from National
Public Radio, "The World"
from Public Radio Internationa! and "Market Place"
from American Public Radio,
said Emily Kurlinski, WSMC
office manager.
Instead of replacing the
afternoon news block with
more of the same, WSMC
is planning on a variety of

programs that will engage
listeners. The programs will
be geared towards an audience that is just beginning
to embrace classical music; therefore, none of the
new programs will be overwhelming with their styles
of music.
The mission:-driven decision was made Oct. 28.
Various departments on
campus have been doing
strategic planning, leading
WSMC leaders to reflect on
the mission of the station. In
the end, board members voted the news block be dropped
from the programming in
order to focus on the service
listeners enjoy most.
"The decision will help
us focus on what it is we do
best," said Scott Kornblum,
director of WSMC, "_which is
j>

serving the classical music
lover."
In addition to delighting
the classical music lover, the
other three goals that the
change will meet are updating student responsibility,
sharing the Adventist philosophy of peace and joy and
ensuring long-term financial
stability.
WSMC anticipates that
adding more classical music programming will exceed
listener expectations and in
turn incite more donations
for the station.
"I know we are all really excited because we care about
the classical music more than
anything," said WSMC announcer Brittany Baldwin, a
sophomore nursing major.
"We want to bring listeners
good quality."

Von Walter advances to 'Jeopardy!'
finals
continued from pg. 3
cafeteria and the campuswide support for von Walter
at Southern they were surprised. He said they were
surprised to hear that his
whole school was so supportive of him being on "Jeopardy!" Many of the schools
represented are used · to
having contestants on the
show each year.
Before both shows started,
Ben Wygal, assistant to President Bietz, conducted a pub-

lie interview with von Walter
where he shared behind the
scenes details about what it
was like to be a contestant on
"Jeopardy!"
Von Walter said that Alex
Trebek, "Jeopardy!" host,
was a "pretty nice guy" and
helped the contestants stay
relaxed by telling jokes. During commerCials, contestants would test the buzzers and the make1,1.p artist
would fix their· makeup,

he said.
Von Walter led through
most of the first game but
ended in third place with
$17,000. It was just enough
to bring him back for the
semi-final round where he
won with $18,187, advancing
him to the finals.
To hear a post-finals interview with von Walter visit
http:/ jaccent.southern.edu
on Nov. 22.
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orm·-intruder still not idehtified
seen in halls as far as the third intentions because he entered
floor west side of the building, · through a back entrance that
despite. the fact that all inner- was unsupervised.
Authorities have yet to track hall doors of the residence hall
Chelsea Tesheira, a sophothe man who was disco"ll,- are constantly locked. Some more nursing major and resitrespassing in Thatcher· residents suggest the door dent on third west, said the
on Oct. 18.
could have been propped open man approached her door beNotices on the hall doors an- . during trash pickup.
tweel'l 11 a.m. and noon but did
that a white male deKaralee Rosburg, student not enter her room. Tesheira
as 5 feet 7 inches tall, in dean of women, said the in- offered a matching description
205, blond, with tattoos on
truder told some girls he was of the notice posted around the
arms arid a lip nng, haQ selling magazines to raise dorm and said that the intrudwomen's rooms money to go to Europe.
er looked normal.
the dorm.
·"I think he told each girl a
Tesheira said the man
The man entered through different story," she said.
was selling magazines on
basement door on the east
Rosburg believes thEY tres- vegetarianism, Ebony and
of the building and was passer must have had faulty even Playboy.

"He told me that I was
lucky number seven and that
someone on my hall had already purchased a magazine. They were expensive,
too. He was selling them
for about $50 for a two year
subscription," she said.
Tesheira said the man did
not appear to be "creepy" and
that he reassured her.
"He told me not to worr1,"'
she said.
·
Resident assistants looked
through rooms, closets and
bathrooms of both Thatcher
and Thatcher South irnmedi-

ately after the occurrence and
again during night check, even
though there were no reports
of the man in Thatcher South.
Six RAs from various halls said
they were not in the dorm during the time of the trespassing
and were unable to provide
information. •
Canlpus Safety's daily crime
log said that the trespassing
case remains open. Additional
sightings of the man have yet
to be reported.

tudents participate in Spirit Week
Students had the opportunilo dress up in different outfor this school year's Spirit
Nov8-12.
Cassia Gallimore, Student

Association social eommittee chair, organized the Spirit
Week. Each day was a different theme. There was Team
Day, Famous Person Day, International Day, Nerd Day and
Diehard SAU Day.
Gallimore said this event

was set up to encourage students to show school spirit
and to help break up the monotony of dressing up in the
same outfits everyday. It has
also given students something
to participate in.
Students who took part in

Do you love to wrmfr@? ·

Would you like to be~~?
Advanced ~tOO~ Writing
Is a class that will:
Focus on getting ~OC~

Work with W<frlt!Pil~ writing~~
Study the industry to find the perfect
~<clu between ~Cf2!r and ~©ID'lrOC®fil

Be offered ~'fr@lf .2®llil

f1flli1

Meet at2 p.m.ll

.

the Spirit Week f$: it had a
positive impact on them.
"This event brought me out
of my shell," said lise Ingabire, a junior clinical laboratory
science major. "I participated
in it on Wednesday, wearing
my Rwandan outfit."
SA senate social committee set up a table in the student center from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. There were baskets full
of items that represented the
theme of each day. The items
that were given out include
candies from various countries,CrackerJack,paperwith
Smarties candy and 700 pancakes on the promenade for
Diehard SAU day.

Students who dressed up
were meant to send a fulllength picture of themselves
in their outfit. There were also
people on the promenade taking pictures.
The SA senate chose the
top two outfits for each day
and they are posted in this
thursday's Southern Accent.
Students can then vote for the
best dressed out of the two
costumes by sending votes to
his or her senator or by emailing cassiagallimore@southen.
edu. The best dressed and runner up for each day will receive
a $20 or $10 gift card respectively to a place of their choice.

Acrofest comes to Southern

continued from pg. 1

to sports acrobatics-ifs
really a big mix."
As the big show opened
Saturday night, the teams
came out onto the floor in
a multitude of colors and
designs. After all the teams
had assembled, the national anthems of Canada,
Puerto Rico and th~ U.S.
•'
were performed.
The three-,hour-long show
was full of various gymnastic and cheer routines. The
show also included a couple
of special performances:.
a two-female routine performed from silks hanging
from the ceiling and another female contortionist showing flexibility and
balancing skills .
. Southern's Gym-Masters
gave the final performance
of the night followed by con-

gratulations and celebration, which included the
Puerto Rican attend~ going into a spontaneous conga
line around the gym with
percussion instruments.
"You~know, this really is the
best sport kids can get into,.,
Peterson said. "Everyo1_1e's
a winner. What other sport
out there gets teams from all
over into one building with
this much comrade!}', everyone rooting for each other?
It incorporates that kid that
may not be fast or agile, or
the one that's small and unsure, and turns them into superstars. We're just one big,
happy family.~
Andrews University will be
hosting next year's Acrofest.

-~-
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Retired 4-star general speaks for convocation
KEVIN GUTIERREZ

SnEFWa!JU

Retired U.S.ArmyGen. B.B.
Bell told students on Nov. 11
he is concerned about the
state of U.S. national security
due to its foreign policy, energy policy and national debt.
The convocation speaker
also weighed in on the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan. During lunch, he shared more
of his suggestions about the
war in Afghanistan With a
group of Southern Scholars
and veterans.
Bell said the U.S. should
give Mglianistan one year to

become capable of defending
itself and then withdraw from
the country. He said the U.S.
should then keep counterterrorism strike forces at two
specific bases for as Ion~ as
the U.S. deems necessary.
Bell said the U.S. should
make
quick,
in-and-out
strikes against al-Qaida and
affiliated Islamic terrorist
groups wherever they ~re.
"We should · not be tied
down fighting long, extensive
counter-insurgency wars with
our conventional troops," Bell
said. "The Israelis learned
this long ago. You go where
the terrorists are, cripple or

destroy them and get. out. We
should learn from their playbook."

Photo by Ashley Wagner

B. B. Bell spoke for Veteran's Day
conuocation, discussing the current
state of the United States.

Noble Vining, a 92-yearold World War II veteran and
Collegedale native, agreed
with soll!e points Bell made.
However, Vining w~s con-

cerned about what the results
would be if the U.S. struck terror groups by quickly going in
and out of countries.
"In-and-out has merit,"
Vining said, "but will it create
more enemies for us? What
will be the reactio~?"
Bell also said the U.S.
"quickly gave al-Qaida sanctuary in Pakistan." Ryan McCollum, a sophomore theology
major, spent two year& in Iraq
and Afghanistan while serving
in the U.S. Army. He said he
was not surprised to hear Bell
say al-Qaida was in Pakistan.
"Pakistan has been a safe. haven for Afghanis, not just

al-Qaida, but Afghanis in g'
eral for as long as I know," M
Collum said. "It's not like tb
really police their bord'
People pretty much come
go as they please."
Bell retired from the U
Army in 2008. Some of his
year career highlights inclu
trainingjmd deploying NA'
and Army troops to Iraq
Afghanistan,
comman
the U.S. Army in Europe,
commanding Allied forces
"South Korea. Currently a
sultant for the Department
Defense, Bell and his wife"
in Ooltewah, Tenn.

S'?uthern encounters high per~eritage of male nll:rsi~1g st~dents
RAQUELLEVY
ST4FEWWIJDI

The number of males in the
nursing program at Southern
Adventist University is higher
than the average number for
national universities and the
nursing workforce.
Of those who complete their
initial nursing education, an
associate's degree, only 9.6
percent are male, according
to the latest survey released
by the U.S Department of
Health and Human Services. In Southern's School of
' Nursing, 28 percent of those
expected to graduate this
December .with an associate
degree are male.

Southern's total percentage
of male nursing majors is 24
percent. This is also higher
than the number of males in
the national nursing workforce-6.6 percent.
Brian Miller, a sophomore
nursing major, was working
in construction as a general
contractor until work became
slow and unsteady. In fall
2009, he enrolled at Southern
with his wife and, although he
was not sure about nursing,
once he entered the program
Southern opened his eyes and
his options, he said.
Miller now works at
Hutcheson.tMedical Center in
Oglethorpe, Ga., as a nurse
technician aJ?d said patients

namic to the work environment," Dedeker said. "And I
think they do every bit as well
[as women.]"
Dedeker also said this
change of perspective and
the freedom of mobility nursing offers may be
the reasons more men are
choosing the career. Here
at Southern, there may be
alternative reasons.
Many young men are drawn
to mission service and see
nursing as an excellent skill,
said Barbara James, dean of
the school of nucsing, Many
of them become pilots in order to bring medical services
to remote areas, she said.
Nurse anesthetist, an ad-

respond very positively to him
as a male nurse. Although his
construction friends sometimes make jokes and the occasional patient will confuse
him for a doctor, Miller said it
is not so strange to see a male
nurse as it was 20 years ago.
"The whole field seems
to be changing," Miller
said. "It's no longer just
a woman's job."
Judy Dedeker, associate
professor of nursing, agreed
with Miller. In the 1980s,
patients sometimes refused
to be seen by a male nurse,
and it is now more socially
acceptable to be a man in
the nursing field,
"Men add a different dy-

vaneed and increasi
popular degree, may be
other . factor in Southe
high percentage of
nursing majors.
Also, outdoor emerge
services is a new major
Southern that draws m
men and requires an ass
ate's in nursing.
"They see the flexibility
job availability that nurs·
offers," James said.
Southern's School of N
ing's male percentage is
pected to change with
addition of the upcom
nursing class recently acce
ed into the program, 23
cent of ~hom are male.

at:.a
Mexican Res.t aurant 9203 Lee Hwy, Ooltewah
Next to. Bi-Lo

238-6655 ..
.

~
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Language conversation
groups start this semester
MICHElLE CARMONA
SuuWann

The modern languages
department has started language conversation groups
this semester as a way to help
students improve their conversational skills.
Language activities already
existed for the benefit of the
students in the modern languages department, but the
new addition this semester,
which deal specifically with
communicating orally, have
been created to help students
internalize the language of
their preference.
Each week, tutors meet
with an assigned group of
students according to the
language the students have
chosen. Each tutor is given
a list of chapters they have
to cover, which includes subjects such as imperfect contrast, narrating in the past
and other verb tenses.
"Speaking the language
helps me get in touch with
the culture and, at the same
time, I can interact with peo-

pie in the same language process)" said Evelyn Torres, a
freshman French major.
Students also narrate stories using specific verb tenses
and discuss cultures from different countries, said Jorge
Hernandez, one of the Spanish tutors and a junior chemistry and accounting major.

''

Speaking
the language
helps me get
in touch with
the culture
/

"Even though it's not as
challenging, it's great because I learn the basics,"
said Simone Marshall, sophomore journalism major
and French minor. "It's also
beneficial because it helps
me re-familiarize with topics I might have forgotten
through the years."

THURSDAY, November 18, 2010

Southern on the cutting edge of research with DNA lab
ANDREW GARCILAZO
SrousEDUQR

The biology department is
using their new DNA lab to
conduct research on the age of
ancient fossils.
Associate professor Lee SpencerandprofessorJoyceAzevedo
lead the research in their goal to
extract and amplify DNA from
ancient samples dated as old as
17 million years.
If DNA is found, the samples
would appear to be younger
than previously dated. This
evidence supports the young
earth theory, which is one of the
primary goals of the program,_
said Spencer.
Junior biology major Lauren Sigsworth is assisting the
· research in the professors' attempt to isolate .ancient DNA,
which Spencer said has only
been done on one occasion. ·
Equipment including a
gel electrophoresis apparatus, micropipettes and mortar and pestle, are being used
to accomplish this.
Spencer said one of the

benefits of the program is
that it is a great way for students to become involved
in research.

lab to shut down.
Tennessee has one of the
highest pollen counts of any
state, which Sigsworth said

"I really enjoy the research,"
Sigsworth said. "It is an amazing opportunj.t¥.."
The lab was completed over
the summer and research began shortly thereafter on isolating the DNA in conifers. 201p
graduates Ruthie Gulley and
Janessa James worked on this
during that time, with James'
senior thesis revolving around
their research on spruce trees.
The lab has faced some recent
challenges, however, as pollen
contamination has forced the

makes sterilizing the lab particularly difficult.
"One grain of pollen from my
eyelash will contaminate the
lab," she said.
The pollen count is low during the winter months, a factor that will help avoid further
contamination in the near future. Consequently, the lab is
expected to reopen sometime
soon, Spencer said.
Once the research resumes,
the professors' findings will
be prepared for publication.

Southern Student Special:

Large 1 Topping, Only

5.5-5
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicabte Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Ni:>t Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
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What I am sick of
ANGELA McPHERSON
REliGION EDITOR

I seem to pick up literary soul
mates a dime a dozen. I define
a lite~ary soul mate as a character to whom I relate. Franny,
from J.D. Salinger's "Franny
and Zooey" is one of them.
Franny is out on a dinner
date with her boyfriend and is
on the verge of a breakdown.
The entire .Franny section of
the book i!t--Franny's monologue-lament about herself
and humanity at large-about
needing to see God.
And somewhere in the midst
of her diatribe, she is able to
capture an essence of something that has been on my
mind for a long time. A lament

that I, personally, harbor for
humanity at large:
We are a broken, self-aggrandizing, belittling anq sinful people. And we hurt each other.
As she sayS; "I'm just sick
of ego, ego, ego. My own and
everybody else's. I'm si~k of
everybody that wants to get
somewhere, do something distinguished and all, b~ somebody interesting. It's disgusting-it is, it is. I don't care
what anybody says."
And here is why Salinger's
Franny means something to me:
I am sick of what I call
"verbal bats." I am sick of
*fwack* smacking *fwack*
people around with my
words in order to *fwack*
prove something.

THURSDAY, November 18, 2010

I am sick of opening my
mouth to defend, justify or
do anything other than build
others up.
I am sick of having to run
others down in order to be
able to run at all. I am sick of
proving. I am sick of labels. I
am sick of classifications.
I .am sick of nearly everything and I just want God.
I guess that is why I relate
well to Franny. She gets so
worked up from all of this that
she passes out from the mental strain of trying to see God.
And though I do noll; think
you will find me in a bathroom stall chanting, "Lord
Jesus Christ, have mercy on
me," believing that by verbal
repetition, I will be able to

-.
see God-I do know that Iresound with her desire.
I think I am sick of seeing
anything else but God.
I am sick of seeing us chase
others down in an effort to be
loved when love Himself has
been here all along.
I am sick of seeing us judge
one anotlier when we still have
planks in our eyes.
I am sick of seeing us show
off for attention. I am sick of
seeing us grapple for social
status. I am ready to see us
stop playing the game and
see God.
Because, Christians, there
is no game. It is all nothingness. Sounding brass. Clanging symbols. Filthy rags. An
endless striving after the wind.

I am not saying i is not
great to find commonalities
or a social niche-it is. But
in the heinous, haughty, arrogant way we often play this
social game out, we are breaking ourselves down with the
very bats we wield.
At what cost are we deciding our in-crowd?
I am not just railing on some
sect-it is not just jocks or
freaks or geeks or the churchychurched or richie-riched or
hipsters or elitists- I mean
anybody who purports to state
who is in and who is out.
I want to love people the
way Christ_loves other people,
no strings attached.
Lord Jesus Christ, have
mercy on me.

moment than the later moment.
This is one of the pillars
of the human condition-instant gratification. I am enjoying right now so much

use them right, they will be
the foundation of your attack
or defense.
It is the same for thoughts
about sleep. And it is the
same for the opposition-self
and Satan.
The effects of sleep are
easy for me to forget, but
they have heavy bearing on
the way I feel about what is
going on. I might be having a
challenging day, finding fault
in everyone and everything
around me, fully forgetting
that I had bad sleep the night
before which is blurring my
vision and augmenting my
headache. The pawns have
done their work.
To avoid those moments
of unnecessary pain is to put
down what I am doing even
when I feel like doing it. So
hard.
There is no hard line I wish
to draw right now; it is only
an attempt to explore a fissure of mine.
I just find it interesting
that biology tells me that I
am designed to die to self
once daily. God calls me to
die once more, earlier in the
day. I wonder if dying the
first time would help me die
the second time.

Lessons from a night owl
Scorr KABEL
CONJRIIUTOI

This is the first time in a
while that I have been up at 7
a.m. after eight hours of Friday night sleep. It is worth
reflecting on this anom~y.
Staying up late and alone! am not talking about any
other kind of staying up
here-is so justifiable sometimes. I have got to beat this
level. Sleep is not that big
of a deal .. All I need is eight
hours, does not matter when
I get them. I do not have to
do anything tomorrow. If I
do not write this down now,
I will forget it by morning or
I will not be able to sleep because of the wheel-turning.
C'mon, I am a night owl.
I have developed habits
along these justifications.
But I know the game, and I
know myself enough to know
that there are deeper things
at work.
Sleep is the closest thing we
have to death until we dieJesus said so. How do people
respond to death? Anxiety,
resistance, acceptance, hope.
Compress a lifetime down to

a day.
I wake up discovering that
I bad fallen asleep. I enjoy

my relationships, go about
my business, experience my
consciousness for a limited
time and then I die-daily, I
am used to the rhythm. I assume tomorrow will come.

stories, essays, art projects.
Other times the list includes
reading, song writing, list
writing, cleaning, cooking,
dish washing.
So many things to do be-

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

But the deeper things? I
have a bucket list nearly every night. It generally hovers
around my laptop. E-mails,
downloads, blogs, nifty sites,
not-so-nifty sites, games.

fore I die each night.
But it is when I know I
should go to bed but I keep
pushing back the deadline
that it becomes clear that I
place more value on the now

that I devalue the future in
order to keep now going.
In my life, sleep seems like
the pawn of the instant gratification cliess game . .Alone,
pawns are weak,· but if you
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What I am sick of
ANGElA McPHERSON
REIICION

Emma

I seem to pick up literary soul
mates a dime a dozen. I define
a literary soul mate as a character to whom I relate. Franny,
from J.D. Salinger's "Franriy
and Zooey" is one of them.
Franny is out on a dinner
date with her boyfriend and is
on the verge of a breakdown.
The entire -Franny section of
the book is Franny's monologue-lament about herself
and humanity at large-about
needing to see God.
And somewhere in the midst
of her diatribe, she is able to
capture an essence of something that has been on my
mind for a long time. A lament

that I, personally, harbor for
humanity at large:
We are a broken, self-aggrandizing, belittling anq sinful people. And we hurt each other.
As she sayS; "I'm just sick
of ego, ego, ego. My own and
everybody else's. I'm sick of
everybody that wants to get
somewhere, do something distinguished and all, be somebody interesting. It's disgusting-it is, it is. I don't care
what anybody says."
And here is why Salinger's
Franny means something to me:
I am sick of what I call
"verbal bats." I am sick of
*fwack* smacking *fwack*
people around with my
words in order to *fwack*
prove something.

I am sick of opening my
mouth to defend, justify or
do anything other than build
others up.
I am sick of having to run
others down in order to be
able to run at all. I am sick of
proving. I am sick of labels. I
am sick of classifications.
I .am sick of nearly everything and I just want God.
I guess that is why I relate
well to Franny. She gets so
worked up from all of this that
she passes out from the mental strain of trying to see God.
And though I do not think
you will find me in a bathroom stall chanting, "Lord
Jesus Christ, have mercy on
me," believing that by verbal
rerretition, I will be able to

see God-I do know that Iresound with her desire.
I think I am sick of seeing
anything else but God.
I am sick of seeing us chase
others down in an effort to be
loved when love Himself has
been here all along.
I am sick of seeing us judge
one anotlier when we still have
planks in our eyes.
I am sick of seeing us show
off for attention. I am sick of
seeing us grapple for social
status. I am ready to see us
stop playing the game and
see God.
Because, Christians, there
is no game. It is all nothingness. Sounding brass. Clanging symbols. Filthy rags. An
endless striving after the wind.

I am not saying it is not
great to find commonalities
or a social niche-it is. But
in the heinous, haughty, arrogant way we often play this
social game out, we are breaking ourselves down with the
very bats we wield.
At what cost are we deciding our in-crowd?
I am not just railing on some
sect-it is not just jocks or
freaks or geeks or the churchychurched or richie-riched or
hipsters or elitists-! mean
anybody who purports to state
who is in and who is out.
I want to love people the
way Christ.loves other people,
no strings attached.
Lord Jesus Christ, have
mercyonme.

moment than the later moment.
This is one of the pillars
of the human condition-instant gratification. I am enjoying right now so much

use them right, they will be
the foundation of your attack
or defense.
It is the same for thoughts
about sleep. And it is the
same for the opposition-self
and Satan.
The effects of sleep are
easy for me to forget, but
they have heavy bearing on
the way I feel about what is
going on. I might be having a
challenging day, finding fault
in everyone and everything
around me, fully forgetting
that I had bad sleep the night
before which is blurring my
vision and augmenting my
headache. The pawns have
done their work.
To avoid those moments
of unnecessary pain is to put
down what I am doing even
when I feel like doing it. So
hard.
There is no hard line I wish
to draw right now; it is only
an attempt to explore a fissure of mine.
I just find it interesting
that biology tells me that I
am designed to die to self
once daily. God calls me to
die once more, earlier in the
day. I wonder if dying the
first time would help me die
the second time.

Lessons from a night owl
SCOTI KABEL
CONTR!BliT()R

This is the first time in a
while that I have been up at 7
a.m. after eight hours of Friday night sleep. It is worth
reflecting on this anoml\ly.
Staying up late and alone! am not talking about any
other kind of staying up
here-is so justifiable sometimes. I have got to beat this
level. Sleep is not that big
of a deal.. All I need is eight
hours, does not matter when
I get them. I do not have to
do anything tomorrow. If I
do not write this down now,
I will forget it by morning or
I will not be able to sleep because of the wheel-turning.
C'mon, I am a night owl.
I have developed habits
along these justifications.
But I know the game, and I
know myself enough to know
that there are deeper things
at work.
Sleep is the closest thing we
have to death until we dieJesus said so. How do people
respond to death? Anxiety,
resistance, acceptance, hope.
Compress a lifetime down to
~day.

I wake up discovering that
I bad fallen asleep. I enjoy

my relationships, go about
my business, experience my
consciousness for a limited
time and then I die-daily, I
am used to the rhythm. I assume tomorrow will come.

stories, essays, art projects.
Other times the list includes
reading, song writing, list
writing, cleaning, cooking,
dish washing.
So many things to do be-
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But the deeper things? I
have a bucket list nearly every night. It generally hovers
around my laptop. E-mails,
downloads, blogs, nifty sites,
not-so-nifty sites, games,

fore I die each night.
But it is when I know I
should go to bed but I keep
pushing back the deadline
that it becomes clear. that I
place more value on the now

that I devalue the future in
order to keep now going.
In my life, sleep seems like
the pawn of the instant gratification cliess game. Alone,
pawns are weak, but if you
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We can fix Jack Johnson· not the kitchen
Believe it or not, we are
serving around 1,000 of you
daily, and only five of us are
making the food.
We work as fast and as efficiently as we can, but with
breakfast, lunch and dinner
rushes it can be hard to keep up.
I think we all can agree
that expanding the dining
area will only give you more
places to sit and wait for your
food, not"reduce the time you
have to wait.
Even though we appreciate
the sentiment, the true benefit would come from expanding the kitchen.

MALLoRY MIXON
Cmaxlll1JOR

We listen, but sometimes
there is not much we can do.
We heard the complaints
about the overplayed Jack
Johnson, and we agreed. So
we fixed it.
We heard the complaints
about our food costing too
much, so we introduced
some specials.
There are some things,
however, that we cannot fix.
You may have heard some
rumors about KR's expand_ing; and there has been some
talk about doing just that.
I know what you are thinking. "Finally! We'll get our
food faster, we won't have to
wait as long!" .

But let us not jump the gun.
The talk is about expanding
the dining area, which will not

get you your food any faster.
The problem lies in the
kitchen. We have about eight

employees working at any
given time, five of whom are
preparing food.

Mallory Mixon works in
KR's Place in the student
centerJ

Do not forget to say thanks
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
OPINION EDITOR

Some of you may remember the thankfulness song
from "VeggieTales" episode
"Madame Blueberry":
"I thank God for this day, for
the sun in the sky, for my mom
and my dad, for my piece of
apple pie. For our home, on the
ground, for His love that's all
around, that's why I say thanks
every day. Because a thankful
heart is a happy heart! I'm glad
for what I have, that's an easy
way to start. For the love that
He shares, 'cause He listens
to my prayers, tl_lat's why I say
thanks, every day."
I remember singing that song
along with the character on the
video when I was a child, but I
never really took to heart what
she said. Back then, it was just
a fun song that told us to say
thanks. In my mind, I already
knew how to say thanks, and
this song was teaching everyone
else a lesson.
But as I have matured and
thought about what the song is
really saying, it made me think:
Do we give thanks to God every
day, even for the small things?
Thanksgiving break i& right

seem that there is absolutely
nothing to be thankful for in a
given day.
However, we need to remember the little things that God
has done to bless us in spite of
the stressful situations we may
be going through.
For example, let us say that
you have had a particularly bad
day: you slept through your

around the corner, and I am
sure that most of us are giving
thanks that we will have a few
days off from school.
This is the time of year when
people go grocery shopping,
cook a Thanksgiving feast and
fellowship with family and
friends around the dinner table
to reflect on things they are
thankful for.
I

•·

''We are all guilty of allowing the stresses of life
to overwhelm us, and
sometimes we do not
stop and think about the
good things. '
It is wonderful to have a holi-

day designated to expressing
thankfulness each year, but
do we take the time to express
thankfulness each day?
Being a college student is
stressful. Along with grades,
classes and finances, we have
to balance our relationships
with professors, peers and
faotil)t,_and. sometimes it may

alarm clock and missed your
first class, failed a quiz and
were so upset about this that
you wrote off the day as horrible and went to bed early, angry
and frustrated.
If we go through this day
again, reflecting on the good
things that happened in the
midst of the bad, things appear
to be much better. Because you

overslept and missed your first
class, you were able to have
time to eat breakfast which,
usually, you never do.
It was beautiful weather outside, and you were greeted by
the warm rays of sunlight. You
did fail a quiz, but you learned
how important it is to study,
and have a chance to do better on the next one. You went
to bed early, angry and frustrated, but because you went to
bed earlier you may get a good
night's sleep and get to class on
time the next day.
See the difference? The day
does not seem too bad the second time around, does it?
We are all guilty of allowing the stresses of life to overwhelm us, and sometimes we
do not stop and think about the
good things.
I have learned that when I
reflect and give thanks to God
for what he has done fur me at
the end of each day, I realize
that life is not about dwelling
on how imperfect it is, but how
God sends blessings to make
life easier to live.
When I think about each
blessing, I realize "Wow,
mY day was actually much
better than I thought it

was! Thanks, God."
A thankful heart is a happy
heart, because you never run
out of things to be thankful for!
That is how you know that God
really does love you and want
you to be happy.
When you are stressed, hurting, or even when you are happy as a clam, I encourage all of
you to thank God for what He
has done to make life easier. It
does not have to be done in a
specific way; I particularly enjoy reflecting in the silence of
my room at night when I am
drifting off to sleep.
So this Thanksgiving, as
you are piling on the food,
playing a round of Taboo and
watching football with your
family, do not forget to turn
to God and say, "Thank You,
for everything."
I thank God for this school,
for the food in the cafeteria, for
the st~ that we have, for the
friends that make me laugh; for
He is a God who really cares,
'cause He listens to my prayers,
that is why I say thanks every
day.
Happy Thanksgiving!
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Why I chose Southern-again.
SHIRLEY JOHNSTON

CQND!auroa

It was deja vu as I walked up
the steps to Herin Hall when
classes started this past fall.
It seems like 100 years ago,
but, in some ways like yesterday, that I completed my last
lab, took my last exam and
started on my journey as a
graduate, soon to be a registered nurse. School was not
my forte, and nursing not
my first pick. But somehow
I made it through. As I safd
goodbye to Southern Missionary College, I could have told
you for certain that I would
never be back.
Through the years I have
learned that life has a way of
throwing curve balls and no
matter how thought-out, it
just does not follow our best

laid-plans. Twelve years after
graduating, I found myself
getting a divorce, scared to
death, but so relieved that I
was a nurse and had a way to
support my four children.
"For I know the thoughts
that I think towards you, says
the LORD, thoughts of peace
and not of evil, to give you a
future and a hope. And you
will see me and you will find
Me, when you search for me
with all your heart." Jeremiah
29:11,13 (NKJV). These verses
became my anchor through
the years as I struggled to find
meaning, raise my children
and survive.
Three years ago I sent my
youngest child to GeorgiaCumberland Academy and
suddenly I had time to think
about my life, about what I
wanted to do since my chil-

dren were virtually grown
and independent. Through
the years of studying prophecy and believing with all my
heart in the soon return of Jesus was my passion, I began to
think about how I might give
back just a little of all that had
been given to me, and how I
might reach people with our
precious hope.
I cannot say God spoke literally ~o me, but through a chain
of events completely out of my
control, I knew He was calling
me back to school. Through
the years as a nurse, I have felt
so frustrated with my lack of
knowledge as I have watched
my friends, co-workers and
acquaintances struggle with so
many health issues because of
lack of exercise and the foods
they choose to eat.
School was never easy for

me so I resisted going back.
But everything just fell into
place, and this past August I
graduated from urc with my
bachelor of science in nursing.
I have good memories of UfC,
but it was not Southern, and
I found that I really missed
the spiritual emphasis of a
Christian campus.
We live in a world where
there is a real spiritual battle
going on and our lives are not
our own. We can make our
plans, but everything we do in
this life is like building sand
castles that will wash away
when the tide comes in. Now,
30 years later, I am so thankful to be back at Southern obtaining my master's degree at
a university where the emphasis is not on this world but on
eternal things.

5 tips for making exercise a lifestyle
JASON NOSEWORTHY

CnND•••an•

Exercise is an important
part of a healthy lifestyle. As
students, our lives are busy,
so we look for quick fixes. Our
culture promotes instant gratification, and we forget how
important patience is to being
successful.
"If I do things on a whim,
I'll start and quit on a whim,"
says Richard Schwarz, GymMasters coach and associate professor in the School of
P.E., Health, and Wellness.
We need to put in the effort
to get the results we want.
What many students do not
know is how to achieve their
desired results with exercise, or how to make it a lifestyle. Schwarz says there are
five keys to make exercise
a lifestyle.
1. Set goals
Make short, medium and
long-term goals. Goals can be
daily, weekly, monthly and
even yearly. All of your goals
should be realistic and achiev-

able. It is fine to have lofty
goals, but if you are starting
from scratch it will take time
to reach them.
The goals we want to achieve
give us purpose, direction
and motivation to continue.
Knowing_ what you want to accomplish is important.
2. Set aside time
Choose a specific time to
exercise and work toward
your goals. To be successful,.
commit to a specific time and
make it a routine. Getting into
a good routine will help make
exercise a part of your life.
"It makes it easier when
you set a time because it becomes an obligation," says
Stephen Weitzel, a junior
business administration major and Hulsey Wellness
Center employee.
3· Find a workout
partner
A partner
hold you
accountable, motivate you
and help you reach your
goals. Find someone reliable
who has a similar interest
in exercise.

will

"It is important to find
someone who bas been successful, but at a similar level,"
Weitzel says.
You will be able to keep up
better with a partner near
your level and you will both
progress together, which
will increase motivation for
both of you.
4· Create an exercise
program you like
Create an exercise program
you like or you will not keep
up with it. Exercise programs
give you a purpose in the gym
and a way to reach your goals.
Your program can be whatever you want it to be.
Kristie Cain, a junior nursing major, is the group instructor for the cycle and abs
routine. Group exercise is her
favorite workout.
"You· don't really think
about
exerc1smg
[while
you are doing it]," she says.
"When you have people
around you that are motivated
it's contagious."
Research and create an exercise program you like; it will

help keep you motivated.
5· Be flexible with your
workout
Life can get in the way even
when we are highly motivated
and we are doing great with
our exercise program. Do not
be disappointed if you do not
see results right away, miss
a workout or are not able
to lift the same weight you
did last time.
"It's always discouraging to
not see results right away, but
I always tell myself to give it
two weeks," Cain says.
You may miss a workout because something unexpected
comes up or you get sick. It is
understandable. Life happens.
The key is to work around
it. If you are sick, wait until
you recover and make plans
to start again.
Remember to be flexible
and prepared. Do not allow
something unexpected to ruin
your routine. Make exercise a
lifestyle and become healthier.
You will not just see results;
you will have less stress, more
confidence and more energy.

This
Weekend
Before leaving for
Thanksgiving break,
check these out.
••••• ••••••••••
Enchanted Garden of
lights
Rock City
1400 Patten Road
Lookout Mountain, GA
Through Jan.1
6-9p.m.
$17.95
http:/ /seerockcity.com/
Deck the Falls
Ruby Falls
1720 South Scenic Highway
Chattanooga, TN
Through Jan. 1
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
$16.95
http:/ /rubyfalls.com/
North Pole limited
Tennessee Valley Railroad
4119 Cromwell Road
Chattanooga, TN
Through Dec. 22
Times Vary
$24
http://tvrail.com/
The Chattanooga Symphony Presents
Symphonic Shakespeare
709 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN
Thursday, Nov.18
8:oopm
$12.50
http:/ /chattanoogasym
phony.org/
Polar Express 3D
Tennessee Aquarium !MAX
Theater
1 Broad St.
Chattanooga, TN
Through Dec. 24
Times Vary
$10.95
http:/ /tnaqua.org/

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800

O'SPRINGS
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High school basketball coach accused of whipping players
ANDREW GARCILAZO

Sro!!'IS EDITOR

Three players from the
Jackson, Miss., Murrah High
School basketball team have
sued their coach for allegedly
whipping them with a five to
10 pound belt during practice.
The players' attorney backed
up their claim by releasing cell
phone footage of head coach
Marlon Dorsey whipping one
of his players three times.

The lawsuit also states the
boys were verbally abused by
Dorsey and that the beatings
came as a result of running
plays incorrectly.
Dorsey, who is in his first
year as head coach at Murrah,
has admitted to "paddling" his
players as punishment.
"I took it upon myself to
save these young men from
the destruction of self and
what society has accepted and
become silent to the issues our

students are facing on a daily
basis," he said in a statement
to the Clarion-Ledger. "I am
deeply remorseful of my actions to help our students."
A few decades ago this
would not have caused much
of a stir, but today, corporal
punishment in public schools
has been banned by 30 ~tates.
In the 20 .states that do not
prohibit corporal punishment,
hardly any use it as a form
of discipline.

Dorsey also claimed the
punishment was a result of his
players disrespecting teachers, stealing cell phones, leaving campus without . permission and being late for class.
Why he did not just make his
players run laps instead is still
UP, for debate.
"What hurts me so bad is
you have intimidated my child
so bad that he couldn't come
to either one of us," said Hailicia Francis, whose son admit-

ted to being afraid of saying
anything about the whippings.
"I entrusted this man with
my child," she told the Clarion-Ledger, "and this is what
you do tome."
Dorsey has been suspended without . pay by
Murrah High School.

My NBA Top IS right now
ANDREW GARCILAZO

Sroan EDITOR

We are almost ~month in,
which means it is time for the
first power rankings of the
NBA regular season.

4· San Antonio Spurs ( 6-1)
The Spurs still have some
of their old magic left. They
have quietly built themselves a nice roster of mixed
youth and veteran experience. Manu Ginobli averaged
21 points per game, leading
the Spurs to a five game winning streak to close out their
first seven games.

1. Los Angeles Lakers (Record after last week: 8-1)
What a month it has been
for the Lakers. They started
the season right where they 5· Orlando Magic (5-2)
IE~ft off by winning their first
Dwight Howard and Vince
eight games before dropping Carter lead the Magic, who are
one last Thursday to the Den- now just a shell of their 2009
ver Nuggets. Gasol has played NBA Finals squad. J.J. Redick
like the best power forward in has dis_appointed so far this
the game and the Lakers depth · season, but even so, Orlando
means fewer minutes for both is 5-2, good for second in the
Pau and Kobe.
Eastern Division.

2. Boston Celtics (7-2)

Despite their aging stars,
the Celtics are off to a hot
start. Two wins over the Miami Heat punctuated Boston's
.7-2 record. Rajon Rondo says
' he is the best point guard in
the NBA, and he sure looked·
like it, averaging. 14.2 assists
over the Celtics first 9 games,
which included one 24-assist
game against the Knicks.

6. Atlanta Hawks ( 6-3)
They started out 6-o, but
after three straight losses,
the Hawks look vulnerable.
Really, that 6-o record was
just an outcome of the teams
they have played-meaning
they had yet to play playoffworthy teams. When· they
finally faced Phoenix and
Orlando, they lost.

broken hand, the Bulls will be
even better.
9· Miami Heat (5-4)
LeBron, LeBron. The Heat
is in trouble. The big three
is more like the big two with
Chris Bosh not playing up
to his potential. Add in the
fact that the Heat have no
depth, no point guard and no
center, and you get exactly
what is going on right now
in Miami: chaos.
10. Dallas Mavericks (5-2)

With all the excitement in
Texas (Rangers in the World
Series, Dallas Cowboys 1-7
season), the time is ripe for
the Ma~ericks to cash in.
Utah Jazz (5-3)
After a bit of a slow start,
the Jazz have bounced back
winning their last three games
, including two wins over the
Miami Heat and the Orlando
Magic. Deron Williams and
Paul Millsap have been the
two .most productive players
for tl1e Jazz.
11.

12.

Golden State Warriors

7. Portland Trailblazers

(6-3)

3· New Orleans Hornets

(6-3)

(7-0)

Despite theii.· tough schedule early on, Portland has
played quite well. Who knows,
if things keep going well, Greg
Oden might actually play a
game this season.

Monta Ellis has put the
Warriors on his back so far
this season. He is second in
the league in scoring with 26.8
points per game. David Lee
has been a solid addition, and
with Steph Curry's improvement, the Warriors are looking like a strong team out west.

The Hornets did not even
crack the top 10 of my power
rankings coming into the season, but they have proven they
are still a team to watch. Chris
Paul is playing like Chris Paul
again, and ·with the addition
of Trevor Ariza, the Hornets
are looking to make waves
in the Western Division.

8. Chicago Bulls (4-3)
The Bulls have a solid core
with Rose and Noah. But once
Carlos Boozer recovers from a

13· Oklahoma City Thunder(4-3)

Ray Allen, left, defends in the fourth quarter during an NBA basketball
game in Miami, Thursday, Nov. 11, 2010. The Celtics defeated the Heat
112-107. (AP Photo/Lynne Sladky)

So much for all the hype
surrounding the Thunder.
Kevin Durant is his usual self,
but other than that, the Thunder have been a disappointment. Their youth needs to
step up for them to have any
shot against the Western Division powerhouses.
14· Denver Nuggets (5-4)
The Nuggets still have Carmelo Anthony, and as long
as they do, they will continue
to be a dangerous team. By
handing the Lakers their first
loss last Thursday, Denver

showed they can hand with
the big boys, but for how long
is the question.
15. Cleveland Cavaliers (4-

4)
The funny tning is, LeBron
James and the Heat could not
beat the Celtics, but LeBron's
old Cavaliers team could. Now
that is saying something.
Teams that just missed
the cut:
Indiana Pacers, Memphis
Grizzlies, Phoenix Suns.

·HUMOR·
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How to get your humor on
CAITLYN MAYERS
HuMoR Emma

I love to laugh. Nothing
makes me feel better than a
genuine, hearty laugh. Sometimes it is hard to find good
quality material that will
both entertain you and make
you laugh until you cry, .so
h~re are some resources that
will have you rolling on. the
floor laughing in no time.

The Onion. The Onion is
an online news source that
satirizes current events. Their
book, "Our Dumb World, Atlas of Planet Earth," features
hilarious incorrect statistics
about our world.
Television. As college
students, we spend lots of
time we do not have watching TV. I watch way too much

TV for how much work I have
to do, but the good news is
I graduate in a few weeks,
so I can watch as much TV
as I want and not feel guilty
about not doing homework. Some of my favorite
shows to watch when I want
a good laugh include: "The
West Wing," "The Office,"
"House," "The Daily Show,"
and "The Colbert Report."

MQvies. Movies are separate from TV, despite common belief. I have always
been the type of person to
watch and re-watch movies
frequently. When I was a kid,
I loved "The Lion King," but I
hated the part when Mufasa
died. I would watch the first
15 minutes or so until the
stampede part arrived and
then rewind the movie back
to the beginning and watch

the same 15 minutes again.
This would go on for hours at
a time, and I think that can ·
explain a lot about me.
As a movie connoisseur, I
have an extensive list of hilarious movies, from which
I will share the highlights.
"Airplane" and "The Naked
Gun," both Leslie Nielsen
movies, are classics. "Victor
Victoria," "Blazing Saddles"
and "Mean Girls" are all
·movies I love.

YouTube. I have wasted
so many hours of my life
watching videos on )'ouTube,
but there is nothing quite like
having a bad day and turning to YouTube to reassure
you that your life could be
worse-you could have your
most embarrassing moment
posted on the internet with
over 20 million views.

HUMOR EDITOR'S WARNING:

11le Humor Editor has determined that content found on the Humor Page
is strictly humorous in nature and not necessarily to be taken as truthful

or offensive.

"Jeopardy!": Three viewing
parties in the cafeteria.

End of the semester:
It is rapidly approaching; 24
days until exams begin.

Thanksgiving break: T -minus
6 days.

Gym-Masters performing:
for everyone else but us all the
time.
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Students celebrate
Thanksgiving on campus
SUZANNE OCSAI .

Students who stayed at
Southern Adventist University during Thanksgiving
break did not need to worry
about where they would be
eating Thanksgiving dinner.
Kari Shultz, director of
student life and activities,
and about 21 other faculty,
employees and community
volunteers helped prepare

She and
her
volunteers
spent •the
morning
cooking and
baking for
the dinner

''

and host the second annual student Thanksgiving
dinner in the Presidential
Banquet Room.
With festive decorations
on each of the tables in the
banquet room, students were
enruraged to come in, relax
an let the holiday spirit and
fo fill both their hearts and
stomachs.
There were many varieties of holidayr favorites,
with mashed potatoes and
gravy, vegetarian turkey
and stuffing, sweet potatoes
and. marshmallows, · salads,
pumpkin pies and much
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more. Shultz also provided
take-out containers so students could save some of the
leftovers for later.
Jessica Jameson, a junior nursing major, said
she appreciated the food
being homemade.
"Last year we went to a
restaurant and it wasn't the
same," Jameson said.
Shultz said that she began the student Thanksgiving dinner after realizing
that there were students on
campus who did not get a
Thanksgiving meal at all. The
dinner was a large undertaking that Shultz said she could
not have organized without
the people who volunteered ·
to help and donate money
and food.
"We wanted to make this a
collaborative effort of faculty
and staff and they've done
a great job of helping me,"
Shultz said.
Preparation for this dinner
began the previous Sunday,
Shultz said. Each day she had
a list of things to do or make.
On Thanksgiving Day, she
and her volunteers spent the
morning cooking and baking
for the dinner.
The effort was not lost on
the students.
"Thank you to everyone
who went through all the
work Thanksgiving morning to do this," said Jerryn Schmidt, a freshman
religion major.
About 6o students attended the dinner. Afterward, students watched the
New Orleans Saints beat the.
Dallas Cowboys, 30-27.

Photo by Suzanne Desai

South em students enjoy a meal prepared by faculty and staff on Nov.

25, 2010,

Thanksgiving Day.

Students to 'Swipe Away Hunger'
EMILY LYNES
SuuWama
"Swipe Away Hunger" is a
new outreach program that
will have students personally
involved in servi~e without
ever having to leave campus.
Twice a month, boxes will
be set up outside the cafeteria for students to have an
opportunity to use their extra meal plan money to buy
food to help the hungry in
Chattanooga. By picking up
an extra bag of chips or any
other prepackaged item from
the cafeteria, students can
donate directly to families
in need.
"The reality is that there is a
need for food," said Eliud Sicard, campus ministries outreach director. "If we have extra, then we can have a direct
impact on these people's lives,
it's what God called us to do.''

REMINDER
Listen to an exclusive
audi o interview w ith
Ha ns von Walter at
http://accent.southern.eclu

The idea originally started when two students, Alex
Bates, a sophomore physics
major, and Marshall George, a
freshman mathematics major,
thought about how their extra
money could go to help someone in need.
"We're put on this earth to
share the love of God with others," Bates said. "What better
way than to share with others
what we have."
Some students are very excited about this creative new
option of spending the excess
money on their card.
"I usually buy stuff to stock
up," said Karen Ford, sophomore nursing major. "This ils
better; it's for a better cause."
Not only students have this
privilege to give; anybody who
eats in the cafeteria, including
community students, faculty
and local community members Will also have the chance.

The boxes will be stationed
outside the cafeteria to collect the food on the Friday
before the first and third
Sabbaths of the month. They
will be picked up and distributed to the local needy the
following Sabbath by other
outreach programs, such as
Bread of Life, sponsored by
the Collegedale Church of
Seventh-day Adventists, and
Hungry 4 Jesus.
Plans to extend the reach
of this ministry include setting up the program at the
Village Market so students
and the community will
have another option for
giving opportuniti6i.
"When God has . something on His heart, He works
through many people,~ Sicard. said. "I pray that others' eyes are open to the need
beyond Collegedale."
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Southern adds another housing option

A Word to the Wise

Joy to the World
BRIAN NYAMWANGE
llSAa...a:Pa::KflfSIDFBIR:~~NfL..-......__ _ _ _ _ _

Tears
welled up
in her eyes
as we sat
deeper
into
the
couch. She
placed her
hand
on
her belly.
The bulge stretched the
words on her shirt and the
stress lines around her
eyes dimmed the twinkle
I once knew. Things were
different since high school.
It seemed like ages since
we had last talked.
"So much has changed in
my life," she befan, "But
the one thing that I can always count on is that you
will always be there for
me. No matter how long
we have been apart you always seem to bring joy back
into my life."
As my sister and I prayed
together that day, my emotions overflowed into tears
as I saw God working in and
through me, a broken man.
I spoke no eloquent words
and I gave no earth-shattering advice, but the Spir-

MIALrnnSEY

it of Joy flowed from my
heart into hers.
Mother Teresa said it
best, "Joy is a net of love by
which you can catch souls."
The Father blesses us
so that we may be a blessing to others. Christians
are meant to bring joy
to the world.
You may not be gifted
with words of wisdom or
proverbs of peace, but your
presence can uplift those
around you. When Jesus
is born in you, joy is born
in you. Live to bring joy

''Joy is a net
of love by
which you can
catch souls
to your world as you allow
Christ to shine through you.
"ChriSt is not to be hid
away in the heart as a coveted treasure, sacred and
sweet, to be enjoyed solely
by the possessor. We are to
have Christ in us as a well
of water, springing up into
everlasting life, refreshing all who come in contact with us." "Ministry
of Healing," pg. 496.

"When you come to the word of God, you are not looking for
, something; you are listening to Someone."
-Brian Nyamwange
Correction:
The front page picture of student missions emphasis week in
Issue 9 was taken by Jacqui Reed, not Katie Freeland.
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The Virginia Apartments,
one of the buildings of the
Upper Stateside Apartments
on University Drive, will be
renovated and open for students next year.
The Virginia Apartments
are currently being used as
housing for families and older students.
The board of trustees met
in early November and approved adding the 10-unit
apartment complex as an option for regular upperclassmen students, said Marty

Hamilton, associate vice
president for financial administration.
Each apartment is furnished with a kitchen, bathroom and living room space
and will most likely house
four to six people with two
persons per bedroom, said
Becky Djernes, Southern's
interior design coordinator.
The apartments are planned
to be ready for students next
year after a few "cosmetic
upgrades," which include
repainting the walls and installing new kitchen cabinets, Djernes said.
The other Stateside Apart-

Katie

The Virginia apartments are currently being used as housing for
families and older students.

ments may be opened to
students in the future,
Hamilton said.
Plans have not yet been
determined on the requirements for living in
the Virginia Apartments
or if they will be opened
to women or men.

IS installs wireless in dorms, increases bandwidth speeds
will also still be around for
the time being. The new connection speed has expanded
Information Systems is in the available Internet speed
the process of installing wire- for students by a third.
IS generally upgrades their
less Internet throughout the .
dorms and has expanded In- bandwidth whenever average
ternet bandwith speeds from use of the Internet on campus
100-megabit to 150-megabit stays at about 80 percent.
IS anticipates that bandconnections.
Although wireless Internet width usage will rise once
access will be available, the the new wireless network is
wired ethernet connections installed in the dorms, said

LEONEL MAciAS
SnuWRmR

Doru Mihaescu, associate
director at IS.
The use of rich media on
sites like YouTube, Vimeo
and other highly interactive
or visual sites has led to more
frequent . upgrades of Southern's Internet connection.
Mihaescu said that tbere is
no way to predict how long
it will be until the Internet connection will have to
be upgraded again.

SA plans to expand KR' s Place
MIA LINDSEY
Sn.EEW.mR

Student Association is
working with Southern Adventist University administrators to expand
KR's Place by adding an
outdoor eating area.
SA is forming a committee compiled of SA
officers and senators,
President's
Council
members, Marty Hamilton, associate vice president of financial administration, and others to
discuss the plans, said
Kyle Cox, SA executive
vice president.
Hamilton is working
with architects to draw
up designs.
The addition will be
outside of KR's, extending toward the promenade. The idea for extending the eatery came
from Kari Shultz, director of student life and
activites.

"Some people joke and say
we should call it Karl's garden," Cox said.
Cox hopes that with the extra space, KR's can add anoth-

er kitchen and register and cut
down on the wait for food.
"Plus," he said, "it will give
more outdoor seating on days
when the weather is nice."
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Picchu
·Restaurant
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Vegetarian food
Rotisserie chicken
Beef
Fish
Sandwhiches
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StUdents asked to give feedback on Improv
JESSICA WEAVER

SuuWama

Renovations, hot drink machines and open mic nights
for Southern musicians are
just a few of the options in
the planning process for Improv, the room located beside
the Village Market.
The long-term vision for
Improv is to have a place
where students can study,
perform music, share their
art or just hang out, said
Martin Hamilton, associate
vice president for financial
administration.
Improv was originally created after Becky Djernes,
Southern's interior design
coordinator, realized that
if the Village . Market became another eating option
there would be no room for
students to sit.
Three weeks before the
start of the fall 2010 semester,
Southern created Improv as a
temporary solution for more
eating space. More extensive
plans are underway to make

Improv into a "coffee-shop
feel venue," Djernes said.
Renovating the building
is one of the main ideas that

elude the outdoor tables.
Also, there are three offices connected to Improv that
Hamilton would like to use

Photo by Kaite .Freeland

Jmprov is located between the Village Market and the Collegedale Post
·
Office in Fleming Plaza.

Hamilton has to create more
room and a unique atmosphere for students.
Turning the walls into glass
garage doQrs or sliding glass
doors is an option that would
open the room to the outdoors
on nice days. This would expand the eating space to in-

to create more space and a
small food serving area.
Hamilton, Djernes and
others on the planning team
are, brainstorming about
what food options will be offered. Hot drink machines or
a dessert bar are on the list
of options as well as possibly

catering pizza or snack food
from the cafeteria.
Even · though most changes
are still in the planning process,
Djernes encourages students
to book the venue now for club
events or club game nights.
In the future, the team
would like to see the room
used for small group vespers
or weekly worships. They
would also like to incorporate
an open mic night as a place
where Southern musicians
could perform.
Poetry, testimonies or improv shows are on . the list
of possible performances
as well. Hamilton envisions
creating a student position
to coordinate and schedule
all the programming that
would take place.
"The room is designed to
give students a venue to share
their talents," Hamilton said.
Hamilton is also looking to
connect some of these renovations with the senior class gift.
Megan Johnston, senior
class campaign manager, said
that the senior class is trying

to find ideas for the class gift
that could build community
in the school. The changes to
Improv are one of the options
under consideration.
At the beginning of the year,
when the initial plans for Improv were being discussed,
Hamilton and Djernes decided to go ahead and begin
using the room as space to
eat. But he also wanted to
watch and get feedback from
students about what ·would
be the best use for the room.
He invites students to share
their ideas, thoughts or suggestions because he· believes
this will shape what Improv
will eventually become.
"We want to make the
space relevant," Djernes said.
"We want that space to be 100
percent about the students."
Hamilton and Djernes encourage students to e-mail any
feedback to mlhamil@southern.edu or bdjernes@southern.edu. The goal is to complete the Improv renovations
during the summer of 2011.

Religion professor accepts position at Weimar
AsHLEY WAGNER

SuuWama

Religion professor Alan
Parker is leaving Southern
adventist University to accept a position .at Weimar

College in Weimar, Calif.
Parker, who has been
teaching at Southern for
three-and-a-half years, said
he has been approached by
Weimar several times and
turned them down. There
have been several indicators,
that now is the time to accept, he said.
Parker will be chair of Weimar's religion department,
where he said he will have the
opportunity and influence to
focus on his passion, discipleship, which he says is harder
to do in a larger institution.
"I am truly going to miss
Southern," Parker said. "I
have great anticipation for
this new position, but I am
grieving over the people we
will be leaving behind."
While at Southern, Parker
taught many classes in the
School of Religion and his emphases are in church ministry,
evangelism and missions. He

has sponsored SEYC and the
Bible Workers Club, spoken
for convocations and InTents
meetings, served as associate director of the Evangelistic
Resource Center and, together
with his wife, offered premarital counseling'to many couples.
"During my time here, my
wife has played a major role

in my ministry," Parker said.
Parker said that he and
his family have tried to be
very active in the lives of students. They have had several
students · over every Friday
evening·{or dinner.
"My daughter cries if no
one comes on Friday night,"
Parker said.

The decision to move was
not an easy one, Parker said.
But with much prayer and
consideration, he feels God is
leading his family.

CHINA KITCHEN
9408 APISON PIK€, SUIT£ A3
00ll€WAH, TN 37363
FOUP-. COP..N~P-.S
MOND)..Y · SUNDAY II AM · 10:30 PM

423.39 6. 9 8 9 8
PICKUP -10o/o DISCOUNT WITH SAV ID
DELIVER.Y- F~EE DELlVE~Y ON CA.MPUS
OVE~ $10 PV~SCHA.SE
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Advanced lab introduces neW video wall
JACQUI REED
SuFEWRnu

A new video wall has been
constructed in the advanced
lab on the first floor of Hickman Science Center.
In the last few weeks, four
screens have been set up
to make the wall, and each
screen is attached to a different computer.
Dedicating a computer to
each screen allows a single
graphics processor to be

dedicated to each computer,
which is the biggest difference between it and a regular
projection screen, said Andrew Mashchak, computing
lab assistant.
"It's like instead of having one engine per car, you
have one engine per wheel,"
Mashchak said.
Most computer screens are
about 1.3 megapixels while
the video wall screens create an 8.3 megapixel display.
This gives the wall the abil-

ity to display a large, highresolution image and more
data. It is designed for student and faculty use and with
an emphasis on research
rather than day-to-day use,
Mashchak said.
Richard Halterman, dean
of the School of Computing,
said the video wall was added
to "enhance the environment
and teach students how to
use multiple screens to make
graphic demos."
Right now it still requires

software setup and has not
been used in an official capacity, said Kelly Sanchez,
office manager for the School
of Computing.
"The key function of the
video wall is the means for visu!llization," Mashchak said.
While exactly how it Will b~
used is not yet fully defined,
he said one of its more immediate uses may be viewing
chemical models.
Tyson Hall, assistant professor of Computing, said the

idea for the video wall came
up in discussion a couple
of years ago and has been a
work in progress since.
Mashchack said that, if
all goes well, once the wall
is fully functional and in
use, five additional screens,
which would make an 18.5
megapixel display, and five
more computers will be purchased to enlarge it in the
near future.

Hesperus performs live Scor~ to silent movie
CoURTNEY CUTrER
STAFF WRITER

The international traveling
chamber group, Hesperus,
visited Southern Adventist
University on Nov. 16, bringing the classic film "The General" to life as they played
along with the movie.
Ackerman Auditorium was
filled with mostly students
as Tina Chancey, director
of Hesperus, introduced the
four-person group and ex-

plained how the performance
would work. Each member
was equipped with two or
more instruments and would
play along with the film as
they watched on a smaller
screen in front.
"We have yet to do it the same
way twice," said Bruce Hutton,
a member of Hesperus.
During the exciting parts
of the film, Hesperus would
change the tempo of the music to go along with the l}J.Ood;
the same went for the slower,

more dramatic scenes. In a
list of reviews, "The Washington Post" wrote, ~Engag
ing stage presence, backed by
programs put together with
exceptional
imagination ...
Irresistible!"
This proved to be true
when the audience became
quickly engaged in the nonstop comedy and action film
that set its plot around a
southern train engineer who
has a habit of getting into
trouble. With the capture of

a Confederate train and his
sweetheart aboard, the engineer quickly comes up with
genius yet risky ways to get
them both back.
For this particular movie,
Hesperus chose different
Civil War compositions to
accompany the film. Familiar pieces such as "Beautiful
Dreamer," "Oh Susanna" and
«Doo-dah Day" were played.
Hesperus has performed
internationally in various
concert series, festivals, col-

leges and museums. They
have also been showcased on
television on the Hallmark
and Discovery channels with
their silent movie scores.
Hesperus has won numerous
music awards including three
Wammies for Outstanding
Chamber Music Group.
· Students said that this petformance was well worth the
convocation credit and that
it added another successful
concert to Southern's music
programs. this year.

Collegedale to:
Andrews University................ 2:40
Bass Academy...................•....... 2:10
Blue Mountain Academy .......3:00
Fletcher I Pisgah Academy....... :50
Forest Lake Academy.............. 2:45
General Conference ................ 2:40
Highland View Academy ...... 2:40
Ozark Academy....................... 3:00
Shenondoah V alley................ 2:20
Mt V em on Academy.............. 2:00
Charter Your Personal Aircraft Today!
* Fly monl and dad in for a quick visit

* Be airborne within minutes of class
· • Same price for three passengers
* Never miss a family event
* Fly home just for the day

- One Way Flights are Half Price HessJet flies to any public airport in the eastern half US.
Contact HessJet to quote your next flight
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·Funny Cars ·c otne to to-wn
AMY VITRANO

.The open-air, miniature
vehicles known as Funny
Cars have opened new dealers in Chattanooga and
Chickamauga, Ga.
The rentals include the
popular four wheel, fourseat~r Funny Car; the twowheel, one-seater scooter;
the three-wheel, two-seater
scooter; Beach ·cruiser bicycles; power chairs and
golf carts, all in a variety
of colors.
Prices vary by the hour for
every rental. For one hour,
Funny Cars are $33, scooters
are $19, Beach Cruisers are
$5 and power chairs are $15.
Golf carts range from $99 to
$150 based on style and size
and can only be rented for a
minimum of 24 hours. Both
http:/ /Chattanoogahasfun.
com and http:/ /chattanoogafunnycars.com offer a $3 dis-

count on all rentals.
Dennis Devaux, owner of
Funny Cars of Chattanooga,
said most customers are
tourists, but locals have taken advantage of the downtown attraction as well.
Devaux said the draw
to Funny Cars and scooters is that they are much
more open than a car, which
increases visibility.
Funny Cars can be driven anywhere as long as the
soeed limit does not exceed
35 miles per hour. A map
is provided to show all the
roads that can be driven on
in the Funny Car.
According to http:/ fchattanoogafunnycars.com, the
most popular area to ride is
Michael Hadley, a junior
through the historical town media production major,
of Chickamauga and the said he likes to go downtown
Chattanooga National Park.
on dates and spends around
"It's
not
something $35 dollars, so the prices of
you would do every day," rentals are reasonable and
Devaux said. "It would convenient for students.
make a fun date."
The
dealer
locations

are currently closed due
to weather, but DevauX
is on call 24 hours a day,
seven days a week for
group rentals and rentals
exceeding 24 hours.
Devaux said a new threewheel, low-ride, convert-

ible Funny
available next year.
To rent a Funny Car, customers can visit the Chattanooga location at 221 River
St., or call (423) 757-2100.
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More than just a 911 call
JOE REEVES
CONTJIIBIITOR

Forest fires pose an extraordinary danger during
the summer months in northeast Washington. It is always
an electric moment when I
raise my left arm and switch
on the sirens. Any delay could
result in massive destruction
of forest; property and even
life. The summer months are
the most l:rucial. During the
winter we only get called out
every other week instead of
every other day.
Unfortunate}~ for volunteers, most 911 calls turn out
to be false alarms. It is not
uncommon for a fire truck to
return to station after pursuing a smoke report that turns
out to be water from a neighbor's garden sprinkler or
steam from a dryer vent.
In any case, we take every dispatch seriously. Citizens depend on us to move
quickly. We have the training
and the resources to fight the
flames. Most people do not
call 911 just to enjoy a friend-

ly chat. 911 is dialed only in
cases of emergency.
I have found God o be the
best .person to go tQ in any
emerg~ncy, but I have also
found God to be the best person to go to in seasons of uninterrupted success.
I am afraid that too many
of us have reduced God to
a 911 service. We cry out to
God when we see everything
at risk. We run to God when
the battle gets hot and the
flames drive us back. But
how often do we call on God
during the winter months
when all is calm?
Prayer is more than a call
for help. Prayer is the means
by which we slow down in
God's presence and spend
time with Him. Prayer gives
us that intimate connection
with the divinity that humanity craves.
Through prayer we access
the One who has proved His
love to us. Through prayer
we submit to the One who
has pursued us for so long.
As we open our hearts to
God, He satisfies the longing

~------------------~~~--------------------------------~

of our soul.
"Trust in Him at all times,
you people; Pour out your
heart before Him; God is a
refuge for us," Psalm 62:8
(NIV).

Continual prayer brings us
closer to God continually. Every day our ideas and feelings

reflect His more and more.
So, next time you hear
those sirens and have to pull
over for my buddies in the
fire truck, remember God
wants to be more than a 911
service in yQUr life. He wants
to be your constant companion and friend even through

stretches of success and tranquility.
Call on God even when
there are no fires to put out.
Find time today and again tomorr.ow to "click in" with your
creator and redeemer. Wait
no longer for an emergency.

if I did not truly believe this
stuff, I would probably be out
cold on the floor.
And I do not know what
next week will bring. I never
do. I keep being hilariously
human and thinking that at
some point I will have this
gig figured out. •
The only thing of value I
have ever figured out is that
I .need Jesus and that Jesus
figures out the rest. Finding
out the practical application
of such is my life's work.
But here is a snippet of
practical application that
my subconscious seems to
have grasped. I drop this
with quite utmost sincer-.
ity-though it is not from
E.G. White (the author IS
unknown)-it is from the Review and Herald, October 7,
1965.
"Prayer is the answer to every problem in life. It puts us

in tune with the divine wisdom which knows how to adjust everything perfectly. So
often we do not pray in certain situations because from
our standpoint the outlook
is hopeless, but nothing is
impossible with God. Nothing is so entangled that it can
not be remedied. No human
relationship is too strained
for God to bring about reconciliation and understanding.
No habit is so deep rooted
that it can not be over come.
No mind so dull it cannot be
made brilliant. No one is so
ill that he can not be healed.
Whatever we need if we trust
God He can supply it. If anything is causing worry or
anxiety let us stop rehearsing the difficulty and trust
in God for healing, love and
power."

I believe, I believe, I believe
ANGELA McPHERSON
REliGION

Eoao•

Something strange has
been happening to me lately. I have been waking up in
the morning with very loud
"church music" stuck in my
head.
This is not because I am
pious or because I really
like "church music" all that
much. I probably do not like
it enough. I think this phenomenon can only be attributed to the fact that I need
Jesus very much and my subconscious has taken action.
I have been waking up
praying, too. This morning I
was repeating: "I would have
passed out by now if I didn't
believe I'd see the goodness
of the Lord in the land of the
living." That is a botched up
quote from Psalm 27-perhaps it is the Angela version.

But honestly I probably
would have passed out by
now ifi didn't believe I would
see the goodness of the Lord
in the land of the living.
I do not know about you,
but as for me and my "house,"
by which I mean everyone
with whom I associate, we
are getting slammed with
stuff. Heavy stuff. This is not
the semester of the ordinary
Christian walk. No sir.
This is a semester of spiritual intensity-! am talking
about separations and divorces and bashed-and-broken-hearts and depressions
and confusion and apologetics and grappling.
So what does that even
mean? What do we even do
with that?
Well, we either believe that
God is and that He is good, or
we do not.
Now is the time I either

buy into this Jesus thing
again, wholeheartedly or laze
back into Laodicea.
But I have been to Laodicea. It is cheap and feels terrible. It feels like I am halfbottoming it and it feels like
everyone, including myself,
can tell. It feels like I am
hiding or wearing a mask or
being the "church lady" who
drops E.G. White quotes
without sincerity and then
has to worry about that stomach-churn telling her she is a
hypocrite.
I hate living half way.
I do not want to live halfway.
So, I have been waking
up praying. Last issue with
J.D. Salinger's Franny it was
"Lord Jesus Christ, have
mercy on me!" This week
I'm waking up with "Holy
Ground" stuck in my head
and letting. Jesus know that

r

t
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The dorm dilemma: Women vs. men
JAIME JACOBSON
STAFF WRITER

There is a problem with discrimination on our campus
between the men's and women's residence halls.
There are issues such as different curfew punishments,
side entrances, lobby curfew
and even TVs.
My roommate had an experience last year when she was
late for curfew one night because of car trouble. She called
the deans to inform them that
she and three friends, two of
them male, would be late. The
deans asked her to bring proof
of the incident, and so after
waiting about three hours for
AAA to arrive and help, she
obtained sufficient proof by
collecting the towing receipt
and pictures of the scene.

After returning about four
. hours past curfew, she was
understandably angry with
the outcome of the situation.
"Although they decided
to give me two minors instead of a major because
I had an explanation, I
thought it was unfair that the
guys I was with, who were
freshmen too, received no
punishment," she said.
Is it fair that different punishments were received for
the same situation?
Some people claim this is
reasonable protection of females on our campus, which
is understandable to a certain
degree. I spoke with one of
the women's deans who said
curfew is important because
of the value placed on safety
in the women's residence hall.
But even with safety in

that the men's residence hall
building has undergone additional construction and therefore has more side and back
entrances. That is fair enough.
A few years ago, TVs were
only allowed in Talge. Thatcher deans requested the rule
be changed and now TVs are
allowed in both, as long as
they are only hooked up l:o
a gaming system. I am glad
to see that the deans understood and had our backs, but
why was there a difference
in the first place?
I have a huge problem
with the fact that Thatcher
lobby closes to visitors at 10
p.m. while Talge remains
open until 11 p.m. Did anybody know that the Residential Handbook says both
lobbies are supposed to be
closed at 10 p.m.?

mind, some of us feel it is just
a matter of unfairness.
My suitemate agreed that
"the guys' dorm is just more
lenient all around."
I talked to a few guys abollt
it as well and one said, "Every
girls' dorm is always stricter
than guys'."
Why is that such an accepted concept? There should be
no difference between the two.
It is easy to find people who
think that a difference in discipline is found.
Another one of my guy
friends said, "Yes, I think
it's true the girls' dorm is
stricter. I've heard stuff about
stricter TV rules and the
dorm closing earlier." ·
Why does Thatcher have
only one entrance while Talge
has more? I asked 'the dean
this too and she explained

I am fully supportive of
the guys' lobby being open
uritil 11 p.m., but I think it is
only fair that the girls' should
remain open to visitors
until then as well.
When I asked a men's dean
about it, he said, "We figure
closing at 11 allows enough
time for them to make it back
for 11:15 curfew."
I am having trouble find~
ing the difference between
co-ed company in one lobby
as opposed to the other. I
would love to hear someone
argue the point of safety on
that issue.
There are plenty of other
examples I could give of the
differences between the rules,
but I hope these three have
proved my point. We are living with a double standard.

Renewal: A way to get involved in church
LEIF FRED HElM
CONTRIBUTOR

do instead? Try to put yourself
in someone else's shoes. What
would church be like if you
were
in
charge?
Action
The highest level of involvement moves beyond talking.
If you want something done,
it will turn out best if you do
it yourself. It may take more
time than simply telling some-

I suggested Renewai do
something creative for Christmas this year; they said, "you
do it." So I did by organizing
"Peace on Earth!"
Renewal was created a
few years ago in order to
get students more involved
in church. There are mapy
ways to get involved; I like
to think that they can be
split into three categories.
Criticism
If you want anything to
change, you're going to have
to let someone know. It is
said that there are no original thoughts. Someone else
is bound to be thinking the
same thing as you. So, if you
wish church was different,
you're probably QOt the only
one. Do yourself and others
a favor by telling the Renewal
team what they can Jmprove.
Constructive Criticism
All feedback is useful, yet
some kinds are more so than
others. The second category
demands more involvement.
is the best.
It is easy to say what you do
not like, but what would you · . L...,._:__~.......~~.-.--

one else what to do, but it is
infinitely more rewarding.
Unless you get involved
with church you will never
learn to appreciate it. Renewa! was formed for students; it
is there for you.
Make it your own. I challenge you, not to merely think
to yourself that you do not
like church, but to make your

~

church a place you want to be.
For me, "Peace on Earth"
is the culmination of sevenand-a-half years of reflection. I decided to let everyone know what I believe the
essence of church is and to
depict its most fundamental
purpose.
I challenge you to come to
Renewal this weekend and

see what your fellow students
have in store for you through
songs, through a story and
through their testimonies.
While you watch, listen and
sing along, think of wha.t you
have to share. What do you
have to say that we need to
hear from you?

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$·5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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Chattanooga's Julie Darling Donuts: Doughnut heaven

This

EDEN KoLlADKO

Weekend

CONJR!BUUR

cords on the walls for decoI love doughnuts. I love all ration, as well as Elvis and "I
desserts, but I have a special Love Lucy" posters. The ownplace in my heart for good old er, Kent Davis, said· that the
cake doughnuts. Unfortunate- store was modeled after an old
ly, the nearest Dunkin Donuts doughnut shop called "Mary
is half an hour from my house. Jane's" that his grandmother
So when I found out about used to go to as a child.
Chattanooga's Julie Darling
"It was such a special
Donuts downtown on North memory for her," Kent said.
Shore I was thrilled.
"I thought that it would
As I was walking along Fra- be really nice to be a part
zier Avenue this summer, I of people's warm _fuzzy
spotted a cute little shop with memories like that."
a heart-shaped sign that read
After many discussions
"Chattanooga's Julie Darling and prayer, Kent and his wife
Donuts." When I walked in- opened Julie Darling Donuts
side, I was greeted by a friend- in February of 2010 and it has
ly girl behind the counter and been a hit ever since. People
a huge, wonderfu1 selection of all over Chattanooga are engourmet doughnuts.
joying specialty doughnuts
They had all of the classic and the delightful, old timey
flavors like blueberry cake and feel of the store. Julie Darling
chocolate cake, along with a Donuts even has its own Facewide range of doughnut fla- book page with a full menu
vors I had never heard of. The and daily specials available to
different flavors included red fans of the page.
velvet, Nana's pudding, Oreo,
The Faceboqk page helps
and even one called "Pancakes Kent and his wife come up
and Bacon," which I was sur- .with their creative doughnut
prised to learn is a top seller. I ideas. Kent says that many
was in doughnut heaven.
of their do11ghnut creations
The store has a homey are suggestions made by fans
1950's feeling, with vinyl re- on Facebook. Not long ago, a

Take a break from
studying this weekend
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Times Square Angel
Chattanooga Theatre
Centre
400 River Street
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Dec. 4
8-10 p.m.
$15 with student ID
http:/ /theatrecentre.com/
fan suggested that they make
a nacho flavored doughnut,
so they did. It was not a big
seller, to say the least, but they
love taking suggestions and
trying new ideas like it.
Kent says that he cannot
pick a favorite out of all the
doughnuts available at their
store. "It's like picking a favorite child. I just can't do it!" he
says. He will say that one of
his favorite things about their
store is that the flavors are so
unique that you cannot get
them anywhere else.
When I asked Kent how
he came up with such a ere-

ative name for the store he
laughed and said, "Well my
wife is named Julie and she
is my darling. So I named
it Julie Darling."
I fell in love with this little
shop and if you are a doughnut
lover, I think you will too. So
if you are on North Shore and
in need of something sweet,
check out Chattanooga's Julie Darling Donuts. With the
lovely atmosphere and amazing doughnut selection, you
will not be disappointed.

The gift of thrift: Do you want.it?
TARA BECKER
CONJR!BUUR

We are poor. We talk about
it a lot, joke about it even.
Lack of funds equal Top Ramen dinners and limited
Saturday night options. And
if you are like me, spending
$20 on a cute shirt at Gap
does not make as much sense
as being able to eat during
the week.
Many of us turn to thrift
store shopping. But over my
years of thrifting, I have realized that there is an art to it,
a different world that only the
truly seasoned get to live in.
After talking with some
of these seasoned thrifters and drawing on knowledge of my own, I have
compiled a list of four key
things you need to know
to be a successful thrifter.
Go often
A successful thrifter is a
dedicated thrifter. If you visit
a thrift store once a month
and you are discouraged be-

cause you are not finding
anything, it is because you are
not going enough.
Thrift stores are very. fluid,
with merchandise coming in
and out on·a weekly basis. This
means you are probably missing out on golden opportunities more often than you think.
If you start going on a
regular basis you will be
able to weed out what you
have seen already and focus in on the things that are
new
· in
the
store.
Be selective
A ~ommon mistake made
by rookie thrifters is the impulse to buy anything that
·catches your eye just because
it is cheap. Resist this urge.
Thrift store shopping can
end up being a curse if you do
not know how to put those $2
back in your pocket. The goal
here is not to accumulate more
things that you will throw out
next time you move.
Nick Livanos, a seasoned
thrifter, has his own method
for avoiding this dilemma.

After picking up things -that
catch his eye in the store,
Nick looks at each item to see
if lie actually needs it.
"It's
like
brainstorming. I take in everything
and then I weed out what's
not as good," Nick says.
Take friends
Thrift store shopping can
be quite the experience. You
never know what you are
going to find, and therefore
never know what you are going to want to laugh about.
Not only can friends be
there to find the irony in
some of the treasures, but
they can also provide a
level head and discerning
thoughts about _your potential purchases. With friends
there to back you up, you
can scour the store in half
the time and come out with
things you may have never
taken a second glance at.
Have -a system
If you are used to shopping
traditional retail, a thrift
store will probably be a little

overwhelming. To your left
you might see trinkets erratically thrown on the shelf and
to the right there might be
furniture.
Basically, it is mildly organized chaos. If you don't have
some kind of method in going through things, you are
likely to miss a lot.
Emily Wilkens, thrifter
since birth, says that she goes
down each aisle and looks for
fabric that stands out to her.
If it does, she pulls it out and
looks at it. That way you do
not waste your time combing
through each piece of clothing on the rack.
And so you see, you too
can be a seasoned thrifter. By
following this simple guide,
you can catch a glimpse into
a new world-a world where
people have the gift, the gift
of thrift.

MainX24 Festival
Main Street and the Southside
District
Chattanooga, TN
Saturday, Dec 4-5
10 p.m.-8 a.m.
Free
http:/ jmainx24.com/
A Chrunber Noel
Chattanooga Symphony and
Opera
Sheraton Read House
827 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Dec. 5
3-sp.m.
$15
http:/ /chattanoogasymphony.
org/
Free First Sundays Hunter Art Museum
10 BluffView
Chattanooga, TN
Sunday, Dec. 5
12-5,p.m.
Free
http:/ /huntermuseum.org/
RelientK
The Masquerade
695 North Avenue
Atlanta, GA
Sunday, Dec. 5
7:30p.m.
Prices Vary ·
http:/ /relientk.com/
Forgiven Concert
Collegedale Community
Church
4995 Swinyar Dr,
Collegedale, Tenn.
Saturday, Dec. 4 5:30pm
$10 to benefit Haiti
(423) 396-5464
http:/ jcollegedalecommunity.
com/
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.NFL roundup
ANDREW GARCILAW
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Peyton Manning thinks
Patriots bug visitor locker
room
If videotaping the practices
of opposing t~s was not
enough, the New England Patriots may be snooping around
in a different way if Peyton
Manning's suspicions are true.
As reported by Sports lllustrated's Peter King, Manning
believes the Patriots bug the
visitor locker room at Gillette
Stadium to listen in on pregame strategy.
Apparently, the Indianapolis
Colts quarterback is so worried
that he refuses to talk about
the team's strategy inside the
locker room, instead preferring the corridor leading in to
the locker room.

The Colts lost 31-28 to the
Patriots two weeks ago, which
is sure to make Manning, the
Colts and perhaps the rest of
the NFL believe the story.
For what it is worth,
the
Patriots
are
s-o
at
home
this
season.
NFL using electronic forensics on Favre-Sterger
probe
In an effort to determine
whether or not Brett Favre sent
racy text messages to former
New York Jets employee Jenn
Sterger, the NFL is trying to
trace the electronic pathways
of the texts.
Sterger finally met with the
NFL early last month, providing "substantial materials,"
including cell-phone records,
a phone and a SIM card during the three-hour meeting,
her agent said.

Favre has admitted to leaving voicemails for Sterger, but
denied sending text messages.
If the NFL's investigation
shows Favre to have violated
the league's player conduct
policies, he could be suspended and fined.
The scaBdal has been just
one of the many problems Brett
Favre has had to face this season. The Vikings are 4-7 with
hardly any chance to make the
playoffs and Favre's season has
quickly gone down the drain.
Does Favre think he should
have retired instead of returning for his 20th season?
Not in the slightest.
"I hold no regrets," he said.
"Has it been easy? Absolutely not. The downs make
tl_le ups feel a lot better."
Stay-at-home dad becomes
starting quarterback

A few days ago ~rian St.
Pierre's biggest worry was the
well-being of his 18-monthold son. Today he is the starting quarterback for the Carolina Panthers.
The 30-year-old had thrown
only five passes during the
course of his eight-year NFL
career before being tabbed the
starter, but for coach John Fox,
that was good enough.
"The guy has been in
some games," Fox said of St.
.Pierre. The Panthers are 1-9
on a season that quickly went
from bad to worse.
"I know what the situation
looks like to everyone," St.
Pierre said. "It is what it is. I'm
not going to complain about it."
St. Pierre was draft~d in
the fifth round of the NFL
Draft by the Pittsburg Steelers. He has also spent time

in the Baltimore· Ravens and
Arizona Cardinals.
Last season he was cut by
the Cardinals· after throwing
only four passes, two for completions. But, after eight seasons, St. Pierre finally made
his first start two weeks ago,
completing 13 of 28 passes
for 178 yards and one touchdown. That touchdown came
on an 88-yard pass to David
Gettis, the second longest
touchdown play in Carolina
Panthers history .
"I appreciate . they have
enough faith to throw me out there," St. Pierre said.
If he continues as the Panthers starter, St. Pierre may
have IJlUch more to worry about
than his 18-month-old son. Escaping 300-pound linemen is a
lot harder than it looks.

Paul Millsap quietly blossoming into a star
ANDREW GARCilAZO
SPORTS EDITOR

Utah Jazz power forward Paul Millsap has quietly developed into one of
the league's best.
After the first two months
of the season, Millsap is averaging career highs in almost
every statistical category. His
21 points per game is second
to only Dirk Nowitzki among
1'j'BA power forwards.
Millsap
is
averaging
9-5
rebou~ds
per
game, fourth best among
power forwards.
Millsap has been so good
this season that his play is
beginning to remind Jazz
fans of another famous power
forward, former MVP Karl
Malone. They even went to the
same college-Louisiana Tech.
"Paul's one of those guys
that just comes and works all

the time," Jazz coach Jerry
Sloan told Desert News. "He's
a pleasure to work with because he comes and works
every single day. He comes to
practice and just tries to make
himself better."
And Millsap has done exactly that. After four mediocre
seasons, Millsap has exploded
during this year thanks in part
to increased minutes as Utah's
starting power forward.
"My main thing is winning," Millsap said recently
after a 98-88 victory over the
New Jersey Nets. "My main
thing is staying consistent.
I've got to stay consistent
throughout the year."
Despite his stellar play,
Millsap was left off the NBA
All-Star ballot, a decision that
was hard for many fans to
understand. For Millsap, the
snub was not bothersome.
"It's just one of those

things," Mill- er time this season has he resap told the ceived more exposure than in
Utah
Stan- early November after a game
dard-Examin- against the Miami Heat.
er. "It's not a
Millsap poured in a career
big deal to me. best 46 points during that
I'm going to .. game, single handedly outduget out there eling the Heat's celebrated big
and continue three of LeBron James, Dwyto do what I'm ane Wade and Chris Bosh.
going to."
The Jazz won the game in
"It kind of ov~rtime, 116-114, but it was
gives you a Millsap's 11 points in the final
little
extra 28 seconds of regulation that
momentum, really made headlines.
"I think it shocked the Heat
a little extra push," he a little bit," Millsap said after
said. "It makes the game. "There wasn't really
you want to a guy in my face. So I think
go out there I'm going to continue to try to
and
show shock people."
yourself."
He has shocked them so
Millsap far this season and if he can
Utah Jazzforward.Paul Millsap dunks during the sec- has definitely continue playing at a high
ond half of an NBA basketball game in Salt Lake City, shown himself level the Utah Jazz may have
Wednesday, Nov. 24, 2010. The Jazz beat the Hornets h.
b
10s-B7- (AP Photo/Steve c. Wilson)
t IS season, ut found, themselves another
perhaps no oth- franchise player.

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
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. So long, farewell
CAITLYN MAYERS

HuMOR Emma

This is my last article as humor editor. I know, I know,
you must be distraught. I
would be distraught, but I
am graduating and I am very
happy to be moving 611.
This semester has been a
time of reflection and also a
time of working harder than
I have ever worked. Getting
life together your final semester is difficult, so May
graduates, beware. You are
going to work.
My reflecting time has
provided me with insights
into my time here at Southern Adventist University and
I have come up with a list
of things I will miss dearly
upon my departure.
Campus Safety
I will miss running around
four semesters avoiding Campus Safety because I have not
purchased a parking permit.
Come to think of it, I parked
most of this semester in the
Campus Safety lot and never
got a ticket. Caitlyn 1, Campus Safety o.

Longboarders
In general, most longboarders are always considerate.
I will miss playing Frogger
every time I go from building
to building.
Being an adult but .not being treated like one
Being in the dorm was not
suffocating. I was finally an
adult and when I arrived at
Southern. I had stricter rules
to answer to than I had at
an Adventist boarding academy, and that was a breath
offresh air.
Idiot Tennessee drivers
While I do not understand
why it is so difficult for people in Tennessee to drive
like norp1al human beings,
I love them anyway. My
daily commute to work will
be such a bore.

Paying my school bill
Oh wait, now it has turned
into loan payments.
But seriously, I really will
miss at least two things.
The Little Debbie smell
I was walking into a class
the other day and smelled the
Little Debbie factory. Someone must have left the cakes
in the oven because they
smelled burned. At any other
time, it smells like delicious
blueberries, and I will miss
that automatic air freshener.
Friends
I will miss the friends I
have made over the last few
years. You guys are the best
and it is unfortunate that I
will not be local and able to
harass you easily.
Southern, I will miss you.

THUMBS 1

up

Go Hans!: Congratulations

Hans on your excellent run on
Jeopardy! You make us proud to·
be Southern.

Final Exams:
They are 10 days away.

Christmas music: and frankly
the whole Christmas season.

IS: We do not like slow
Internet or bandwidth limits.
There has got to be a better
way.

r

The end of the semester is
nigh: which means some reprieve
from our diligent studies.

Christmas on the
Promenade:
It got rained away.

0 0 0

Florida Hospital Hall opens
JARool<ErrH
Con Eprn:w

Faculty,
donors
and
friends of Southern Adventist University and Florida
Hospital gathered to· celebrate the opening of the
new
nursing
building,
Saturday, Jan. 8 after decades
of planning and fundraising.
Called Florida Hospital
Hall, the new building symbolizes the partnership between the university and
Florida Hospital, an Adventist general hospital and
health sciences college in
Orlando, Fla.
"The question is 'Why
a Florida Hospital Hall at
Southern Adventist University?,"' said Florida Hospital
President Lars Houmann,
''and the answer is very simple-a shared mission."
The opening featured
student-led tours, speeches

by university leaders and a
ribbon cutting.
"This is a transformational
building on our campus,"
said Southern President Gordon Bietz. ".. .It's transformational for the campus as it increases university resources
and classroom capacity by
adding classrooms for - our
entire university."
Junior nursing major Alba
Mendez gave a tour to former
university President Frank
Knittle, who was a driving
force in the formation of the
School of Nursing.
"The highlight was the
skills labs," Mendez said. "Dr.
Knittle was so excited. He
wanted to get in and pretend
to be a nursing student."
Following the VIP tourswhich were led by nursing
students dressed up as nurses
from different time periodsthe crowd moved outdoors
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for speeches apd the ribbon
cutting. Leaders from both
Southern and Florida Hospital were among the speakers
and the crowd stood in the
bitter cold. Public tours were
also given after the ceremony.
Some of the speakers theorized that planning for the
building began as long as 20
years ago. The speakers acknowledged donors, leaders,
students .and others involved
in the fundraising for, planning of and completion of
Florida Hospital Hall.
"Mission must be our passion," said Barbara James,
dean of the School of Nursing.
"...We re-dedicate ourselves
to build on the rich heritage
of those who have gone before
and seek to inspire students
to serve God and humanity in
their communities, wherever
that may be."

Campus Safety examines
parking permit confusion
ANDREA TAYLOR

Last
semester
parking on campus was complicated more than usual
when many on-campus students registered for parking
permits that are reserved
for commuters.
The situation was being
corrected and more commuter permits were ordered,
but by that time rumors circulated that permits had
been over-sold compared to
the parking spaces available,
said Kevin Penrod, Campus
Safety director.
"People applied for the
wrong permits," Penrod said.
"We've never over-sold permits for the amount of parking spaces available."
There a_re 1,691 academic
parking spaces available on
campus and 1.444 parking
permits were sold last se-

Video Coverage

mester, according to campus
safety records. The commuter
permits sold during the 2009
fall semester totaled 498
compared to the 682 commuter permits sold last semester, an increase of almost
200 permits.
Penrod believes that the
situation happened because
more 'people were registering and looking for fewer
parking restrictions.
"The increase could also
be from the fact that we are
running out of on-campus
student housing, and more
students are moving into the
community," said Heather
Slocum, Campus Safety office manager. "Enrollment is
up this year compared to last,
which is good for the university but not good for parking."
Campus safety is paying
closer attention to who apcontinued on pg. 3
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Check out video
of SA Mid-Winter
Party online at

SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVER'SITY

http:/ /accent.southern.edu
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The apostle Paul says,
the "This 'letter' ' is written
The not with pen and ink, but
of with the Spirit of the living God. It ·is carved not on
tablets of stone,, but on h~.
-on the old wooden floor man hearts.,. 2 Corinthians

own
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service.

Religion professor to continue ~t Southern, n.o·t Weimar
JAROD KEITH
CoPy EmmR

of influence may be, we
can illuminate · •· · the world
around us.
Our Savior's greatest desire is that our lives be His
love letter to a broken and
dying world.

3:3 {NLT).
You may never know the
far-reaching ,influence of
an ·encouraging word or
a thoughtful act, .a listening ear or even a smile, but
each pebble of kindness ·
ripples through the hearts
of those around you reaching th~. shores of heartache,
fear and loneliness that is
often unseen.
.Let tis always. strive to
livetive$ worthy of the great
call of Jesus-to Bente as
He served. Let compassion
c9mpel us•af\d .serVice st.t$tain f,IS,,SO tbat;iiiwhet\Jtis all i\'

sai4 atl,d 4onfi:!~ anq;,:w~;look ~
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Professor Alan Parker, who
had accepted a position as chair
of Weimar College's theology
department, has returned to
Southern Adventist University's SchoolofReligion.
Due to the California school's
financial setbacks and other
possible concerns, Parker returned to Southern and is unsure of his future plans.
One issue was that because
Parker has been at Southern for
less than four years and because
he previously worked at Amazing Facts-which partnered
with Weimar by sharing a board
about three years ago-the university sent Weimar a bill to
reimburse a prorated expense
of his moving three-and-a-half
years ago. Parker said that this
is a common practice among
Adventist institutions, but Weimar would_prefer not to have to
finance two moves.
"1he other factor was that
they basically told me that.there
would be a reduction of pay
scale as well," Parker said.
Weimar is contemplating a
considerable restructuring of
their budget, Parker said. He
added that the bill Southern
sent to Weimar was unexpected
and he received a call on the
night of December graduation
in which Weimar proposed that
he stay at Southern.
If he stayed for · six more
months-until the 4-year period is over-Weimar would

forgo their obligation to pay for ter. Parker and ristra taught
the original move, Parker said.
classes · on similar subjects.
The bill Southern sent Parker said he has taken some
to Weimar was valued of Tilstra's classes and added a
at about $s,ooo.
new class that had more than
Weimar College President 40 students enrolled the second
Neil Nedley was less direct day it was posted to the online
when addressing the causes of course schedule.
· what he called Parker's decision
School of Religion Dean Greg
to move back to Southern.
King said that he is happy to
"I don't think that was the have Parker back.
only factor," Nedley said re"It was a very pleasant surgarding Weimar's financial prise to have Dr. Alan Parker
bind as a cause. "Everyone has available to teach at Southern
to look at finances and that may for another semester," King
have played a role."
said. "Due to Dr. Tilstra's deAnother issue behind Park- cision, the School of Religion
er's return was a change in the does have a faculty opening and
position that he was originally we would be thrilled to have Dr.
negotiating with Weimar. In- Parker fill this opening and stay
stead of being the chair of the with us for the long term."
theology department and be- _ Before packing for Califoring on the Weimar leadership nia, Parker's family had sold all
team, he was told that he would their furnitur~ and celebrated
not be on the leadership team, emotional farewell parties.
Parker said.
Now Parker occupies a smallBecause of his leadership er-than-standard office and
expectations, Parker said, Wei- an empty house.
mar was concerned that there
'This is really embarrassing,"
might be leadership conflicts in Parker said, laughing. "You
the future.
know, you say 'bye;' they sing
"Even though this has been a songs t<;> you; you get a farewell
difficult situation, I've appreci- gift and then when everybody
ated the open and honest com- has left, the situation changes."
munication I've had with WeiStill at Southern, Parkmar and I know God isJ>lessing er says that he sees God in
the institution," Parker said. this experience.
"I hope people won't jump to
"It's not the way we would
judgments on the situation." •
have planned it," he said.
Parker was able to return "But it looks like God's provito Southern's School of Reli- dence has opened doors here
gion as Professor Doug Tilstra at Southern. Really I had
moved to the School of Educa- shut the door and thought
tion and Psycholpgy's outdoor I had locked it. But God's
leadeJ:Ship program this semes- providence has led."
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Mid-Winter Party kicks off literacy campaign
I<ALEIGH LANG

Energy was high at the Student Association Mid-Winter
Party on Jan. 8, as teams
battled for the chance to dye
Gordon Bietz' hair their team
color.
Student club and organization members were group"ed
into teams represented by
different colors: blue, gold,
orange, purple, pink and red.
Bleachers were circled
stadium-style with competition in the center. The
teams competed against each
other in a variety of games
including 3-way tug of war,
sumo wrestling, the game
Don't Forget the Lyrics, a
team obstacle course and
musical chairs.
Tim Johnson, a senior
computer . systems administration major, said he had a

great time representing the
purple team.
·
"Even though there weren't
a lot of people at the party,
the energy was high," Johnson said. "I had a lot of fun."
Although the purple team
had the strongest representation, the red team earned the
most points.
As the first event to support Literacy Month, the
Mid-Winter Party was the
start for SA leading the student body in the No More
Thumb Prints Hair Raising
campaign to help wipe out illiteracy.
·
·
"The student organizations
are competing for the different colors," said SA President, Brian Nyamwange.
"They started by earning points
at the winter party and they
will continue throughout all
the month until we get to Feb.

10 where we will dye our dear
president and pastor's hair."
Bietz has agreed to have his
hair dyed if the student body
raises $5,000. ~·I believe the
fundrai~ing objective is a
good one," he said. "I don't
anticipate that the hair will
be dyed for a long period of
time. I have indicated that
it must be a dye that can be
washed out."
Students are excited to see
their president's new hairdo,
temporary though it may be.
"I think it is really cool how
Dr. Bietz, as our president,
gets so involved with these
kind of things," said Jordan
Vallieres, a freshman nursing major.
Faculty and students can
help raise money for the No
More Thumb Prints Hair
Raising campaign by purchasing
merchandise,
t-

Students participate in musical chairs, one of the games at the SA MidWinter party.

shirts, buttons and bands at
the SA office within the next
two weeks. Team color points
can be earned by picking up a
No More Thumb Prints card
at the SA office and partici-

pating in school-wide events.
Also, once a thumb print
card is full, it can be dropped
by the SA office for a chance
to win an iPad, iPod Touch or
iPod nano.

Students enjoy snoW days
NATHAN LEWIS

A major winter storm
early Monday morning, followed by hazardous road
conditions prompted classes
to be cancelled on Monday
and Tuesday.
Preliminary storm reports
from the National Weather
Service show approximately
8 inches of ~now fell in the
Collegedale area, treating
students to a rare snow event
in Tennessee.
Even before daylight revealed the winter wonderland, excitement among studen~s was starting to build.
"It's so awesome to see the
snow accumulate," said Paul
Bordlee, a senior marketing major. "I stayed up late
last night just to watch my
car get buried."
On Monday morning, approximately ·150 students
gathered at the flag pole in
front of Wright Hall for a:
huge snowball fight. Despite
the cold temperatures, those
who joined in were energetic.
"It's super cold, but it's su-

per fun," said Gabriela Bonilla, a freshman elementary
education major.
Students learned of the snowball fight via a Facebook event
called "Giant Epic Snowball
Fight." The event page spread
the word about the gathering,
described as a "school wide closure celebration."
E.J. Fernandez, a sopho- ·
more nursing major created the Facebook page
in hopes it would bring
students together.
"I decided it would be
a good idea to come out
and
enjoy
the
snow,"
Fernandez said.
While students enjoy having a snow day, the decision
to close school is based on
many considerations such as
road conditions for commuter students and employees
and how safe sidewalks and
parking lots are leading to
academic buildings, campus
safety officers said.
Campus Safety makes the
recommendation to school
administration, and administration makes the final call to

Photo by Leo Macias

Students enjoyed the day out of classes by having snowball fights, building snow forts, Cfnd catching some air on
the hill next to the cafeteria on Sou them's campus.

close school.
Mark Antone, director of
Landscape Services, -s aid the
final decision to close school
is usually made very early in
the morning after an assessment of campus sidewalks
and road conditions has
taken place. However, due to
the severity of t)le forecasted
snow, the aecision was made
much earlier.
Commuter students were
relieved when the decision
was made to close school.
"I live on back country

roads," said Andrew Lechler,
a sophomore history major. "The main roads around
Collegedale and Hamilton
Place may be fine but often the country roads stay
icy even if they get a snow
plow on them."

'·It's super
cold, but it's
super fun

parking permits
CONIJNUED FROM PAGE

1

plies for parking permits so that the appropriate permit is given to each
student, Penrod said. "If we
don't regulate, people will
do what's convenient for
them," he said.
The permit registration process is being reconstructed, Penrod said.
"We're looking to get back
to a simpler system where
parking permits are done
on campus."
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Professor.Hyde returns to the School of Business
KALEIGH LANG
MANAC!NG

Emma

Professor Julie Hyde returns to teaching in the
School of Business and Management this semester.
Although Hyde has not
been teaching on Southern's
·c ampus for the past three
years, she has been 'considered faculty during that time.
At the beginning of 2006,
the School of Business decided to expand their accounting area, including hiring an
additional professor. Hyde
had her masters in account~
ing, her CPA and.had worked
as an auditor for a public accounting firm in Chattanoo-

ga and as an internal auditor
for the University of Tennessee. In addition, her willingness to earn her Ph.D. made
her a great candidate, said

Julie Hyde

Don Van Ornam, dean of the
School of Business.
"I felt a call to the teaching ministry when I left the
professional world to. work
at Southern,"· Hyde said. "I
enjoy the ministry r.spect of
teaching at Southern where
I can mentor and spiritually
counsel students."
After teaching three semesters, she began her doctoral studies at the University of Memphis in fall 2007.
This semester Hyde is
teaching one auditing class.
"Studying for a Ph.D. degree
can be very draining," Van
Ornatn said. "When professors return from study
leave, we generally give

a lighter load for one semester to help them adjust
back into teaching."
On top of teaching an auditing class this semester,
Hyde is still working on her
dissertation.
"I am not finished with
my degree," Hyde said:
"But I am considered a
Ph.D. candidate."
Hyde is scheduled to teach
a full load in the near future.
Hyde spent many of her formative years in Collegedale;
she attended AW Spaulding
Elementary and Collegedale
Academy. When she is not
teaching, Hyde enjoys spending time with her friends and
quiet time knitting.

In the classroom Hyde
says her goal is to not only
teach her students practical
accounting
skills,
but also to enrich their
relationship with Jesus.
The School of Business is happy to have Hyde
back teaching ..
"She is fair, but holds
students to a high standard," Van Ornam said. "I
believe that her students
will find her to be a good
teacher and friend."

Southern alutnni serve on GYC executive co111111ittee
ing Reed's presentation to
the GYC audience. Pipim
also cautioned Reed with
the responsibility that he
hqlds in overseeing pro-

regional division of GYC on
Southern's
campus.
HuMOR EDITOR
"My experience with SEYC
was wonderful for my leadSouthern Adventist Univerership on GYC," Reed said.
sity alumnus Sean Reed, 'o6,
"SEYC
provided
a
was introduced as the new
vice president of programgreat foundation .
it was like being inming for the Generation of
volved with GYC on
Youth for Christ (GYC) at their
most recent conference "No
a small scale."
Turning Back" in Baltimore,
During GYC's nine. year existence, seven
Maryland Dec. 29, 2010 to
Southern alumni have
Jan.2,2011.
GYC began in 2002 as
sat on the executive
a supporting ministry of
committee, confirmed
Charles Stark, 'o8, forthe Seventh-day Adventist
church for and by Adventist
mer member of SEYC's
young adults. GYC's aim is to ·
executive committee.
In addition to Reed,
encourage their segment of
the church population to bethere are currently
Photo by Suzanne Ocsai
come "ambassadors for Christ
Israel Ramos initiates Sean Reed as the new vice president ofprogramming. Ra- two other Southern
in their respective places of
mos is the former GYC president and is now a board member for GYC. alumni on the GYC
work and study" through
executive committee,
training, fellowship, net~ had been the last founding graming for a ministry and President Justin McNeilus,
working and leadership op- member of GYC to sit on the conference that spiritually who graduated in 2006 with
portunities, according to the executive committee.
impacts lives globally.
a degree in business adWhile at Southern, Reed ministration, and Treasurer
conference program booklet.
This
transition
marks
Reed, who graduated from a new era in GYC leader- was vice president of commu-· Aaron McNulty, who graduSouthern with his bachelor's ship, said Samuel Pipim, nications for the South East ated in 2005 with a degree
degree in theology and is GYC board member, dur- Youth Conference (SEYC), a in accounting.
SuZANNE OCSAI

now a seminary student at
Andrews University, began
working with GYC in May
2010, replacing Justin Kim,
a pastor from Michigan who

"Our .experience at Southern and our training there
[with the] focus that Southern
places on service and the mission mindset . . . has had an
impact on all three of us, rm
sure." Reed said.
Reed stepped into GYC
leadership in the midst of
planning for the most recent
conference, which has gone
on record as the largest GYC
has held. Registered attendance hit more than s,ooo, .
with 43 countries represented, said Alonna Smith,
vice president of logistics.
Sabbath attendance reached
a peak of 6,700 when Baltimore area churches joined
GYC for the service given by
General Conference President
Ted N.C. Wilson.
The next GYC convention "Fill Me; Our Earnest
Plea" will ·be held in Houston, Texas Dec. 28,· 2011
through Jan. 1, 2012.

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern ·rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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Rebecca: Worried
but optimistic
JACQUI REED
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EDrroR:DEANNA MooRE

Achmed: Styling the hair

What we're really thinking

LEo MACIAS
CoNRIIllJDI

CnN•••I.II08.

She sits alone at a table in the
middle of the room. A textbook
and notebook are spread out in
front of her as she reads and ignores the noise.
Rebecca is a sophomore
from California. The first
thing on her mind when she
woke up this morning was a
huge Biology test. However,
the biggest stressor in her life
is trying to balance family,
school and spirituality.
"I don't always feel like my
priorities are lined up straight,".
she admits.
She is also worried about her
younger brother, who is 12 and
having difficulty in school. It is
hard for Rebecca to help him
because he is in California.
Things are not all bad though.
She flashes a big smile when
she talks about her older sister
visiting; it was the highlight of
her weekend.
Being at Southern Adventist
University makes it hard to stay
connected with old friends, but
what brought Rebecca the most
joy this semester was making
new ones in her roommates
and suitemates.
"It's been uplifting to be
around people who are Christcentered," she says. •
Over time she has tried to be
more Christ-centered and fulfill
what Christ wants. Her goal in
the coming years is to worry
less and have more faith.
"It's something God is
elping me with," she says
with a smile.

Dave: Succeed no
matter what
JASON UPSON
CONR!RIJIOI!

Dave stands about a head
taller than most people and
is solidly built. His strength is
made apparent when asked
what his first thoughts were
about that day.
"Weightlifting," he says with
finality. Not surprisingly, Dave
has prompt advice for the best
places to weight lift on campus
and which facilities are better suited for different muscle
groups. "I weight lift every
chance I get," he adds.

DEANNA MooRE

This project was done

.LttiO.lU.IL&LIIOIIJJaua.-~--'---

by the fall 2009 neWS
reporting class with the

It is 9:15 a.m. in the
Student Center. As students rush to classes
and work, a few stop
and' share a glimpse
inside what they are
really thinking.

intent of showing that a
person's exterior can too
often be misleading. We
frequently are so caught
upinourownbusyschedules that we do not take
the time to realize that

I.JFESDLD

fonoa

the iJeople we are passing-in the Student Center, on the Promenade,
in the cafeteria-all have
a hidden interior that
we do not take the time
to discover.
Names have been
changed to protect privacy.

Randy: Facing the .f uture
BRANDON COBOS

Randy, a senior, seemto
ooze confindence. His demeanor gives an impression
of no worries. However, even
his first waking thoughts
were anxious ones:
"My first thoughts this
morning were of my future,
what all I'm going to and
t
need to, do."
Randy says his weekend
was a nice relief from life's
stresses. He enjoyed being
able to spend Sabbath alone.
"It's nice to get away completely once in a while, from
all friends and family, to just
think and rest."
However, as the new week
begins, Randy says all the
stress regarding his future
has come back. It is not just
a future career he is- worried about-the whole idea
about being on his own
weighs heavily on his mind.

While he looks forward to
it, he says he is just worried
about "making it," especially since his expenses will
nearly double.
It is not all bad news for
Randy though. He says the
reason behind the most joy
he has gotten this semester is that his private business is "slowly growing and
flourishing." Hence, he is not
without joy and hope.

Dave is a very driven person,
Vicky: Stressed
not only in weightlifting, but
in academic matters as well. about guys
Schoolwork tops the list of MICHELLE CARMONA
stressors in Dave's life.
Upper division writing Classes
Vicky is an elementary
and a certain history professor education major, a go getare among the most frustrat- ter, and has most things of
ing aspects of the fall semester. her life under control except
Despite this, Dave reveals that one thing: The thought of
success in everything is his top possibly never finding a guy
priority. This is the under,ying stresses her more than her
pulse for his entire family.
school load.
"Failure isn't something you
Vicky's uncertainty of ever
talk about [in our family] 'cause getting married, or even havit's not going tQ happen," Dave ing a stable relationship frussays. "It's expected of me to suc- trates her. Relationships not
ceed and overcome challenges." only strain her peace, but

So where does Randy see
himself in five years?
"I want to be making a positive income," Randy says,
laughing, but then continues on a more serious note.
"I want to be able to sustain
myself, be able to get along
with everyone and get married and eventually have
kids. Oh, and travel."

also her relationship with her
mother. Vicky's mother did
not like her last boyfriend,
and to avoid confrontation,
Vicky barely spoke to her
about the relationship and
felt uncomfortable sharing
certain details.
Some
situations
have
strained her relationship
with her sister Lili, as well.
Vicky loves her sister, but
thinks that Lili is perfect in
everything she does, is able
to dominate all the conversations between Vicky and her
family, and tends to receive

Oh man, I am going to be
late for class, was Achmed's
first thought in the morning.
Achmed is a sophomore from
Georgia, still living at home,
and this morning his mother
woke him up just in time to
make it to school. Apparently,
this is not the first time his
alarm clock did not do its job.
He does not seem to have
any stressors in life other than
the short-term stress of getting as~ignme~ts and projects done. Overall, his future
does not worry him much. He
thinks about it, but realizes
that the distant future is too
fluid to plan out at this point.
Religion classes play ·a big
part in deepening his relationship with God. They solidify his beliefs. He wants to
keep growing in his relationship with God.
One thing that he is exceedingly · glad about is that he is
finally taking a class with his
girlfriend. It brings them joy
to experience a class together.
Comically, the thing that
has made Achmed most angry in the last year or so is his
hair. In the past he would let it
grow out and try to style it, but
he gave up after a short while.
The diversity of his group of
friends has increased dramatically. He has managed to stay
close to old friends but some
have grown closer and others further. In the future, he
wants to be a trustworthy, dependable and helpful ~end.

more attention. That irritates Vicky. Vicky will eventually talk to Lili about her
feelings, but right now, she
would rather give the situation more time.
Moreover, her relationship
with God is not as strong as it
used to be. Hanging out with
a different group of friends
last year did not necessarily uplift her faith. Vicky's
life might need some adjustments, but she is taking all
of these situations as life experiences, and growing from
them.
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Stacey: Living through art
MIAI...rnosEY
l'nWDIDI.,....D

I·

For Stacey, art is everything. Art is what is on her
mind when she wakes up,
what she stresses about
throughout the day, and what
she gains a sense of personal
joy and confidence from as
she reflects upon it at the end
of the daye
..
Stacey, a junior animation
major, knew from a young
age that art was her calling.
She remembers how in second grade she dressed up for
career day as an artist. Her influence comes from her mother who is an art teacher.
-As a student at Southern
Adventist University, Stacey

is not only learning the fundamentals of art, but also
learning lessons about friendship and hard work. Being
on the second floor of Brock
for the majority of her day
has allowed her to make new
friends with people that share
similar interests-friends she
describes as "eccentric, freaking cool people."
Even though art is her passjon, it is very demanding.
After working ·long days and
nights, Stacey is often in tears
wondering ~f .h er project is
good enough. However, the
feelings of accomplishment
that she gets after seeing her
project completed far outweigh any worries or stresses
it could ever cause.

•

Martha: Staying sane because of friendships
INGRID HERNANDEZ
CoNRIBIJTOR

Martha, despite her rush to
a chemistry review, sits down
to share what is on her mind.
This sophomore constantly
checks her watch to make sure
the hour she vowed to meet
her classmate does not pass.
Martha stays true to her
friends. In fact, it is hard for
her not to smile whenever she
talks about them.
"What brings me the most
joy is taking time out of my
day to be silly and vent with
my friends," she says.
While she speaks, she giggles at the fond memories
playing in her head.
It has not been an easy

semester for Martha. With
classes like General Chemistry and Statistics weighing her
down, th~re is always more
than enough stress in her life.
Despite her optimism, there
is always that thought on her
mind: What if I don't get into
Physical Therapy school?
Yet Martha is aware she is .
not the only busy one. "We're
all busy," she says. Her friends
are also dealing with tough
semesters, tough classes and
tough financial issues.
But instead of pulling her
and her friends apart, it has
brought them closer. There is
more room for opening up and
being honest with each other,
for creating a support system.

Andrew: Needing more sleep Robert: Heart is heavy
EMILY

LYNES

l'n~n•n•~nn

....

Andrew leans back carelessly in his chair. His eyes flicker
to the computer screen in front
of him, and then he breaks
into an easygoing smile.
For this junior graphic design major, life's biggest concern right now is lack of sleep,
and it is not going to get any
easier as the semester comes
to a close. But, thankfully there
is the hope of"Christmas vacation right around the corner.
His plans: going back home to
Minnesota and sleeping.
Southern Adventist University has had a special effect on
his life; it has taught him the

importance of making his own
choices.
"I see my own choices are
what makes my spiritual
life," Andrew says. "If I go to
church, then my spiritual life
will grow. It's up to me, not
the school."
He also carries this mature
way of thinking over to how
he interacts with friends. As
he grows, spiritually and mentally, he 1s able to find friends
who fit into these new ideals.
While he sits contemplating
his life, he gets faraway look
in his eyes. Yeah, right now
life is good, if only he had a bit
more sleep.

a

OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
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As he hangs out and laughs
with his friends, Robert
seems confident and trouble-free, but deep within his
mind he battles with issues
that weigh heavily on his
heart.
Robert is going through a
hard time with his girlfriend.
He has been in a relationship
for over a year and now realizes that the relationship he
is in is not what God has designed for his life. He struggles because he loves his girlfriend very much but knows
that the relationship is not
meant to be.
"I have prayed to the Lord

about this for so long," Robert says. "It seems as though
he is finally giving me an answer."
As Robert continues, it is
obVious his heart is heavy.
He worries about his mom's
ability to walk after her recent car accident and multiple surgeries.
"My mom is constantly
on my mind," Robert says.
"She has given me so much
throughout my life and I am
just praying that the Lord
will heal her soon."
His heart is heavy, there
is no denying it, but just by
walking next to him you
would not know it. His confident exterior hides his pain.

Lindsay: Learning to look for God first
CoURTNEY CUITER
CoNa!RUJQR

Lindsay's strong Southem accent resounds as she
quickly talks about her nonexistent love life and her
growing experience on learning how to put God first.
This morning she woke
up feeling stressed, thinking about a project that
she had not even started. A
jumble of thoughts continue
to rush through her head,

but an overpowering ·subject
seemed to be lingering in
her mind more than usualwanting a boyfriend.

''

I know that

I have to love ·

God before
anyone else

Crossing her arms and putting her book aside she says,
"I never realized how jealous
I am of relationships. I know
it's not right, but I am." She
pauses for a couple of seconds and appears hesitant,
revealing how sensitive the
subject is to her.
"I know that I have to love
God before anyone else,"
Lindsay says. "I've learned
that here at Southern."
She says that maintaining
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a spiritual life has never been
easy for her, but the environment at Southern Adventist
University has brought her
encouragement along with
her family's support.
She states that patience·has
never really been her thing.
When she wants something
she goes after it, but now she
is learning to leav~ big decisions in God's hands.

Kathy: Striving
for excellence
JESSICA WEAVER
CoNRIBUJQR

Kathy woke up with school
on her mind-a quiz she had
to take this morning. To Kathy,
succeeding in school is her biggestgoal.
As a junior going into the
medical field, she is constantly
asking herself what makes her
any better than others doing
the same thing. She worries if 1
her grades are high enough.
\
A big reason for Kathy's persistence is to show her appreciation to her parents.
"I worry my parents are working too hard to put me through
school;" she says. 'Their sacrifices are the reason I s?Idy so
hard."
• But Kathy has also realized
her need for a community of
friends, something she did not
"allow" herself to have before
because of her desire to succeed
in school.
"Before I was so focused on
school and the future," she says,
"But now I've learned to enjoy what I have and the people
around me. I've finally realized
how important friends are," she
said, smiling.
Kathy still strives for excellence in school, but this year,
she realizes she needs these
deep friendships to be with her
through it all.

This
Weekend
.... •......_...... .
Brian Regan
Cobb Energy Performing
Art:& Centre
2800 Cobb Galleria Parkway
Atlanta, GA
Jan.15
7p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ fwww.brianregan.com

Beauty and the Beast
Fabulous Fox Theatre
660 Peachtree St.
Atlanta, GA
Jan. 15
8p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ fwww.fox-theatre.com/
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REumoN EnrroR: ANGELA McPHERSON

•

'If Michael says it's going to be OK • • • '
and• he would paddle close
and explain it, grin and tell
her she was going to be OK.
"Yup, he's pretty faithful. "
Pretty soon she got conMichael's . dad squinted fident and paddled back
against the sunlight and mo- my direction.
"Angela, you wanna try
tioned toward his son, kayakthis?" She was parallel with
ing about 30 yards ahead.
"He's one of the most faith- our raft and grinning at me.
ful guys I've ever met. He'll be
I had never been kayaking,
right there beside her, talking and am, by my own estimaher through the whole thing, tion, the most un-athletic
teaching her."
person on the planet. But
We were floating in a raft their family did not know
in the Gunnison River in Col- this. And it looked like fun.
orado. Michael was ahead,
Plus,
Michael
would
teaching his mother how be there.
to kayak. She was flailing
Ever since I have known
around a little bit.
· this kid, he has been like J eShe had not ~ayaked be- su·s -in-person. Kind, gentle,
fore-but she seemed to be sweet-all of the attributes
having fun. Any time she that are good and rare on this
needed something she just· earth. But one thing above
said, "Mikey, what do I do?" all: Michael does not lie. If
ANGELA McPHERSON
RELIGION

Epnoa

Michael says you are gonna
be OK, you are gonna be OK.
So all of a sudden I am in
the river, in this thing that
seems very small. And the
rapids seem decently big.
·And I am wobbling around
everywhere-but Michael is
right there, saying I am doing a good job and it is going
to be OK.
And I have not tipped, J
have not drowned.
Then, up ahead, I hear this
roaring sound. A waterfall.
Michael says I may want to
pull over so _he can give me
some directions.
I .PUll over and start
freaking out.
"H.ow big is this water±:all?"
"Eight feet."
"Can I get out and walk
around it?"

"Well ... "
I observe the steep canyon

walls and the slippery rocks
and realize that I am going over this thing whether I
want to or not.
"Listen, Angela, you can
do it. Here's what you're
gonna do. The second you
hit it you're going to lean
forward and start digging
with your paddle. And yol!'re
gonna dig and dig and dig
and keep digging even when
you think you don't need to
dig anymore. And then it'll
be over, and you'll be down
the river .. And Angela, you're
gonna be OK."
"Ok," I thought. "If Michael says I can do it, I can do
it. If Michael says I'm gonna
be OK, I'm gonna be OK."
So I leaned forward. And I

dug in. And I made it. With
Michael close beside me.
Later I could not help but
wonder about my implicit
faith in this kid. I had not
done any of this before and
for some reason I was completely OK with trusting him.
I guess I just knew he knew
what he was d'oing-and that
he told the truth.
Plus, the river was going to
happen whether I wanted it
to or not, so I m1ght as well
take his advice and }].ave him
beside me as I botched it up
on my own.
If Michael said it was going to tie OK, it was going
to be OK.
And then I remembered
that one of the names for J esus is Michael. You can take
the object lesson frorn there.

'Even the wind and the waves obey Him'
AIMEE BURCHARD
fRONT PAGE LAYQlll AND DESIGN

.A:ug. 19, 2009, 1:20 p.m.Suddenly I was lying in the
bottom of it. I knew it was
.the only way to survive. I
clung to whatever solid, tangible object I could. The fiberglass was painted blue,
just like my daunting surroundings and I hoped that it
was not som~ strange parallel
predicting my fate.
Rising and falling, 20 feet
up, 30 feet down; the swells
were too big for the American
part of me, yet the Islander
within me also screamed that
the ocean was going to swallow me whole. And my cousin
was laughing.
My friend Fabiola and I
were each sharing a portion of
the bottom of the small boat.
Its 17 feet long by five feet wide
body was only a speck on the
ocean's plain. Then I heard a
sputter and a lull come over
the 25 horsepower monotony
I knew as the engine.
Earlier that day we had decided to go on an adventure to
a notorious beach. Half-Moon
Bay is so secluded and out
of the way that the islanders

of Roatan, Honduras hardly
bother going there. Because
of its natural beauty it has
become a famous spot for
celebrity sightings.
I wanted. to see a .celebrity,
but I also preferred not to die.
When I called the states to
talk to my parents the night
before, I promised my mom,
who is from the island, that i
would go on one condition:
that the ocean was calm.
My cousin Kurt is a year older than I and a true islander
at that. Driving a boat from
the time he could tell left from
right, his boat driving experience beat mine by a long-shot.
already proven to be a strong
I trusted him.
He had proven himself while swimmer, thoroughly beating
driving around Oak Ridge, the several of my island friends
part of the i~land where my while racing in swim contests.
mom's family lives, but the I was finally ready for open
difference between that and sea. Or so I thought, because
our planned excursion is that on the afternoon of Aug. 19,
Oak Ridge is inside of the reef. all I knew was that I was sure
One has to drive outside of the I was going to be deing some
reef in order to reach Half- sinking, and that I wanted to
punch my cousin.
Moon Bay.
His laughter w~s echoing
We were going to face open
off
the sides of the boat as
sea in a very small speed boat.
he
started
the engine again.
But, I was ready.
To
him
the
rising and the
Having just learned to swim
falling
of
the
small boat was
three weeks before, soon after
.nothing
compared
to "actual
my arrival on the island, l. had

Photo by Katie Freeland

rough weather," and so he
had decided to play a trick
on Fabiola and me by stalling
the engine.
My rebuttals to this action
would later greet him once
my feet were on dry land, but
at that time I kept quiet and
rather pious as my mind was
yelling prayers into the heavens. I was sure at any moment
we would capsize or even a
whale would nudge our boat
to its final watery destination.
As Kurt turned the boat
back and we moved closer
to the entrance of the reefs

safety, I knew that God had
heard my prayers, and since I
had promised in my moment
of fear to use my voice for
Him from that year on, that is
exactly what I am attempting.
We serve a God who cares.
Even if He was laughing at
me along with my cousin for
my lack of trust and over-dramatic panic, r had to wonder
what the disciples had promised God that day while Jesus
was sleeping in the bottom of
the boat before He stood up to
calm the waves.
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Top sports stories of 2010
Championship
soon forgotten for sports fans . in the NFC
.
•
at
Southern
and
across
the
game,
mulled
over retireSPORTS EDITOR
country. Here are the top 10 ment again in the summer;
In a year that featured reasons why:
then played horribly during
the Winter Olympics, the ·
10. Softball played all
the regular season-11 TDs,
World Cup and champion- night long.
19 INTs-and ultimately had
ships from the Lakers, Saints
If playing softball until the his consecutive starts streak
and Giants, it was the off- wee hours of the morning snapped at 297 due. to injury.
field issues that really stole was not enough, how about Oh, and let us not forget that
the headlines.
some of the epic battles be- whole sexting scandal.
· Tiger Woods, Brett Favre tween teams like Havoc and
5· Los Angeles Lakers
and Ben Roethlisberger were Team Fresco? Even if your win second consecutive
each embroiled in their own team was eliminated early, NBA Championship
separate sex scandals.
just playing in the tourney
After cruising through the
The Woods saga, culminat- made up for it. If you were regular season with a 57-25
ing with the divorce of his still awake, the night culmi- record, the defending chamwife in August, was such a nated with championship pion Lakers entered the
big story that the Associated victories by Havoc and the 2010 playoffs a.S the odds
Press voted it the. top sports Ballistic Bombshells.
on favorite to represent the
story of 2010. And with all
·9· 2010 Winter Olym- Western Conference in the
the on-field accomplish- pies held in Vancouver
NBA Finals. And they did
ments this past year, the fact
From the tragic death not disappoint. When they
of "Georgian luger Nodar did reach the finals, the BosKumaritashvili to Shawn ton Celtics were once again
White's continued domi- waiting for them. This time,
nance in the men's snow- the Lakers dispatched Basboarding halfpipe, there was ton in seven games, winning
a lot to remember during the their second consecutive
Olympic Winter Games. Per- NBA Championship.
haps no event, however, was
4· Tiger Woods fell
as compelling as the men's from grace
hockey final with Canada deIn a story that began in late
feating the United States in 2009, the Tiger Woods sex
overtime to secure the host scandal that no one saw c<;>mcountry's
record-setting ing was definitely one of the
14th gold medal.
biggest stories of the year. In
8. San Francisco Giants February, The lucky streak
win World Series
did not continue, however,
For the first time since when Woods returned from
1954, the Giants managed to a three .month hiatus to issue
Golf Digest and Woods announced
the mutual end to their 13-year
win the World Series thanks a public apology. He then finbusiness relationship. It was the
to a Httle help from rookie ished 4th at his first tournasecond-longest endorsement for
sensation
Buster Posey, ment after the news of
Woods behind Nike. (AP Photo/
pitching ace Tim Lincecum the sex scandal broke.
Mark J . Terrill, File)
and eccentric closer Brian
Surprisingly,
that
that a story indirectly related Wilson. They barely made was one of his best finto sports was voted the big- the playoffs but made the ishesoftheyear. Woods
gest sports story of t,he year,
most of their opportunities, did not win a single
is really saying something.
eventually closing out the PGA Tour tournament
Michael Vick, another World Series in five games.
and ended up losing his
athlete with off-field issues,
7· Intramural Foot- No. 1 ranking for the
actually made headlines this bailers Playoff
first time in years.
year for his play on the field.
The End Zone Divas, Oc3· World Cup in
After spending 21 months tober Crush, Bolt Brothers Africa for the first
in prison, Vick returned to and Those Guys all secured time.
the NFL and promptly be- division championships last .
The first World Cup
came a legitimate candidate year. Perhaps no champion- in th~ continent of AfforNFLMVP.
ship game was as dramatic rica saw the United
The NBA free agency pe- as the End Zone Divas win States poised to make a
riod also made headlines, against the Lime Wires, with run deep into the tourmainly thanks in part to the victory coming on a last nament. The U.S. folLeBron James. His one-hour second pass from freshman lowed their 1-1 tie with
"Decision" special set a new quarterback Janice Cosme.
England with a 1-0 win
standard for the way the me6. Brett Favre messes up over Aigeria, thanks in
dia treats star athletes.
2010 was some year for part to Landon DonoBecause of these stories Brett Favre. He starte'd... it van's late goal in extra
and more, 2010 will not be off with a loss to the Saints time. That win secured

ANDREW

GARCILAZO

Player of the Week
Have a suggestion for intramural pktyer of the
week? Send an email to andrewgarcilazo@southern.
edu.

the U.S. a spot in the knockout round of 16 as the winners of Group C.
A hard loss to Ghana ended
what many thought could
have been a successful run
by the United States. Spain
eventually won the tournament, defeating the Neth-erlands 1-0 to win their ·first
ever World Cup.
2. New Orle~s Saints
win Super Bowl
After the devastation of
Hurrican~ Katrina, a Saints
$uper Bowl victory was just
what tlie doctor ordered for
·New Orleans. They came in as
the underdogs to Peyton Manning's Colts, and left as Super
Bowl Champions.

1. LeBron makes "The
Decision"
We all knew LeBron James
had a big decision to make.
He was a free agent, yes, but
it was not like his Cavaliers
were the New Jersey Nets.
They had just won 61 games
and were the top seed in the
Eastern Conference. Then he
went and called for a onehour special on ESPN called
"The Decision" where he announced that he would be
playing for the Miami Heat.
Never have we seen anything like it, and never, hopefully, will we see it again. No
one player deserves to be put
above the game.

Maclru
Picchu
Restaurant
be.sf
ctw:L
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New Menu!
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Vegetarian food
Rotisserie chicken

Beef
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HUMOR EDITOR:

CONQIBliJOR

The school year seemed to
be off to a good start-quite a
good start, actually. Nic, Jason
and I managed to snag one of
the best rooms in the dorm.
The first word that comes to
mind to describe the room is
"voluminous," even though I
do not actually know how to
pronounce that word.
Apparently, during the
building process of Talge
Hall's relatively luxurious new
wing, someone decided that

''

The first word that
comes to mind to
describe the room is
"voluminous,"

there should be some threeman rooms. A bit late.
Instead of making drastic
changes to the floor plan, they
simply left out the wall that
typically divides suites. The
result: a voluminous room
with its own bathroom, two
doors and, rather mysteriously,
two sinks.
Such a voluminous room
could not be left empty. The

'

the listing made the couch
look a lot better than some of
the others we had seen. Since
Jason always makes the phone
calls to Papa John's he also received the privilege of placing
the call to Becky.
Before Jason had finished
explaining his interest in the
sofa, Becky cut him off.
"Great! You can take everything for $25!" And that

January 13, 2011

SuZANNE OCSAI

The Misadventures of Caleb DeVost
obvious solution was to fill it
with a nice, comfy sofa. Easier
said than done.
Jason found a promising Craigslist ad. Becky, the
woman that created the listing, was parting with not only
a couch, but also an end table, two lamps and a genuine
La-Z-Boy recliner.
"Needs to be sold ASAP!
Make an offer!"
After conferring amongst
ourselves, we reached a unanimous decision to offer $45
for the sofa. After all, the tiny,
pixelated photo included in

THURSDAY,

was it. Could it get any better? Never! Of course not! Not
even a chance!
Due to our own lack of
truck-ownership, Nic called
his truck-owning uncle, who
was unable to help us out
until the following day. But a
second phone call to Becky revealed a distressing fact.
The furniture had to be
picked up today because it was
in the yard and the forecast
called for rain. So, Becky said
her husband would deliver the
goods for a $20 shipping and
handling fee.
Great!
But, wait-is this really
great? She seemed all too eager to part with the furniture.
And at such a low price. And
it is outside. What if there are
bugs in it? What if it smells?
What if it has irreconcilable
stains? What if... ?
Becky had made us promise
to buy it if her husband dr.ove
it out here. She indicated that
he would be mighty upset if
we stood him up. Nic stated
his desire that the furniture be
struck by lightning in transit
because there had.to be something wrong with it.
I began to think that Nic's
wish had come true when the
man had not shown up three
hours later. Then Jason realized his phone battery had
died. Then he got the six
voicemail messages. Then we
knew that we were in a very
bad situation.
To be continued ...

up

HUMBS down
Snow: Oh, the powdery
wonderfulness!

Boiler: The cafeteria's boiler
out of commision.

Committed winning NBC's
Sing Off: Way to go Oakwood!

Homework: Ok, so we just
got back and we are already
pulling all-nighters! Not cool.

SA Mid-Winter Party: the fight
for Bietz' hair color begins.

Classes: resuming after
snowdays.

HUMOR EDITOR'S WARNING:

The Humor Editor has determined that content
found on the Humor Page is strictly humorous in
nature and not necessarily to be taken as truthful or
· offensive.
Enjoy only as directed.

Students spend their
holiday volunteering
KEviN GUTIERREZ
CoNut••UTO•

More than soo students celebrated the 25th anniversary
of Martin Luther King Jr. Day
by volunteering at more than
20 different locations in the
greater-Chattanooga area.
Students helped organizations such as the city zoo, children's museum, assisted living
centers, chur<:hes and others.
Some of the things that students helped with included
cleaning animal cages, sorting
donations, demolishing a roof,
caring for animals and spending time with elderly people.
Organization staff members
repeatedly said how thankful
they were for all the help.
"We would have been playing
a lot of catch-up," said Amanda
Ward, volunteer manager .at
the Creative Discovery Museum. "With the we~ther last
week, most of our staff members missed three to four days,
and the museum was closed on
Monday. So, all the things that
they've helped us
with today have
been huge."
Some
students said they
chose to participate in Community _ Service
Day was to make
a difference in
the community.
"The reason
I'm doing community service
is because it's
an opportunity
to give back,"
said Jashira Nieves, a junior
liberal arts education major.
"It is true that they say you'r~
so busy with classes that you
don't really feel like you're
making a difference."
Students said friendships are
another reason for volunteering
on Community Service Day.

"No, honestly, why do people
go? To spend time with their
friends," said EJ Fernandez,
a sophomore nursing major.
"Some people don't really want
to 'serve,' but it's all part of being a community. It's all part
of the Southern experience: to
do stuff together."
Several incentives were of~ered to encourage students
to participate. Participating
students received convocation
credit, worship credit and a
free T-shirt. They also had the
opportunity to win either an
iPod Touch, a Flip video camera or restaurant gift cards.
Clubs who recruited the greatest percentage of their club
members would receive $300,
said Leroy Abrahams, SA community service director.
In 1994, Congress designated Martin Luther King Jr.
Day as a national day of service. This was Southern's 17th
Community Service Day.
President Gordon Bietz said
the university did not always
hold community service days
on Martin Luther King Jr.
Day. He said
there was a
desire to have
an activity on
a holiday and
make it more
meaningful.
Abrahams
said he hopes
students will
away
come
Cornfrom
munity
Service Day with
a greater appreciation for the .needs of the
community.
"You don't have to go out to
a foreign country to make an
impact," Abrahams said. "You
can reach out to your community and make an impact."

u don't
have to
go out to
a foreign
country to
make an
impact''
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David Moore cleans decorative paint off the front windows at the Creative Discovery Museum in downtown Chattanooga/or Southern Adventist University's community service day.

Administration discusses parking options
ANDREA TAYLOR
AND CHRISTOPHER WALTON
Emma AND

NEWS

.

EDITOR

In an effort to deal with
campus parking concerns,
several solutions are being
considered, including parking lot changes, a shuttle
system, a ring road and a
parking garage.
Parking lots ·
The top priority of the
administration is to put a
second parking lot by the
Hulsey Wellness Center and
to pave the gravel lot behind
Brock, said Marty Hamilton,
associate vice president of
financial administration.
In the meantime, students
and staff are encouraged to
remember how much parking
is already accessible.
"One thing we may need to
do is educate faculty and staff
to what parking is already
available," said Torn Verrill, senior vice president of
financial administration. "It
might mean walking further
than some might like-but it's

still reasonable walking for a
college campus."
Shuttle system
A second option under consideration was the construction of a shuttle system, as
mentioned by President Gordon Bietz at the Dec. 2 town
hall meeting convocation.
The initial idea was that
the shuttle could pick up and
drop off students and employees at Southern Village,
the Collegedale Seventh-day
Adventist Church and Wright
Hall. It would operate for approximately two hours in the
morning, noon, and two hours
in the evening; a trial run
would have been used first to
determine if those times met
Southern's needs.
However, Verrill ~aid as
plans proceeded, th,is alternative did not seem' feasible.
Questions arose about the
possible need to operate at
more hours and the overarching problem of meeting operating expenses (fuel, drivers, etc.) without increasing
tuition. Thus, for the time

being; that ...option has been
put on hold.
Still, the shuttle idea is not
a completely closed door. Verrill said a committee is currently assessing peak times
and examining factors such
as permits vs. spots. After
this assessment, the committee can then determine what
options they have, including
possibly returning to the shuttle idea or creating additional
parking on campus.
Ring road
Another, more distant,
parking solution is a ring
road constructed completely
around Southern, said Ben
Wygal, assistant to the president. Complementing the ring
road, the road from Four Corners connecting to Apison will
become a five-lane road.
"R'll all be done •piece
by piece. We don't have an
estimated timeline yet,"
Wygal said.
Parking would be available
on the outside of the ring road
and the inside existing parkcontinued on pg. 4
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Summer camps recruit Southern students
KATIE FREELAND

Pttom fQOO!I
20 years.
summer camps
from all over the country have
been coming to Southern to
recruit students to work with
them. During the last three

Like my encounter with
the eclipse-just because we
cannot see, or are not aware
of-the chaos in another
man's life does not mean
that it is not happening.
Last week, the Lifestyles
and Opinion sections were
combined to share a ver-:
bal picture of what was
going on in a variety of
students' lives behind the
scenes. The articles gave a
glimpse into each student's
thoughts, dilemmas and life
complexities.

We are individuals. We
have concerns, decisions
and fea1 s on our minds.
Why pretend that these
things are not also going on
in the life of the person next
to us? Our own troubles
should not wrap us up so
much as to distract us from
caring for others.
We can break the cycle
of keeping everyone at
a polite arm's distance.
Dive deeper.

•••••• •••••• ••••• • •• ••
"People are like dirt. They can either nourish you
and help you grow as a person or they can stunt your
growth and make you wilt and die." -Plato
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to recruit at Southern because
of the location.
"Many students like to
stay close to home," Reutebuch
said.
"Southern
Union amps tend to get the

first pick because
of the location."
Camps use mixed
· forms of media to attract the students to
their booths. When
walking in the student center, students
can see televisions
with camp promomotionat videos playing, Carl Rodriguez, the youth director at Mount
various camp attire Aetna, sets up his display table.
in less than a week. Carl
on display and many
directors available to answer Rodriguez, the youth director of Mt. Aetna, said that
questions about their camp.
Six camps have set up their camp chooses to recruit
booths for this week, and an solely at Southern because
additional six will come in of how happy they were with
the students.
next week.
"We used to visit three dif"I like keeping my options
open, but I really want to work ferent colleges, but now we
at Camp Mivoden in Idaho," just come to Southern,... The
said Tekoa Penrose, a junior quality of students here is
social work major. "It's great phenomenal," Rodriguez said.
"We've been very blessed."
to have options though."
Camps have been known
to get up to 250 applications

Preach the Word expands ministry
CHRISTOPHER WALTON
NEWs Emma

As campus ministry Preach
the Word begins their fourth
semester, the club has a newly
directed focus, said Jeremy
Wong, the club's vice president.
"The one main difference
we're going to focus on a little
more is prayer," Wong said.
"I fully believe that in order to
make this ministry different, we
need to pray."
Preach the Word was formed
by Wong and several other
Southern Adventist University
students during the summer
of 2009 when they went on a
trip, sponsored by the Evangelism Resource Center, to preach
in Nicaragua. Upon returning
to Southern, the students decided to form a ministry that
would be devoted to preaching
and evangelism.
"We're the only group
on campus, that I know of,
that trains people how to
preach," Wong said.
Preach the Word has focused
on inreach and outreach aspects. They form small groups,
centered around prayer, Bible
study and planning evangelistic
outreach opportunities.
"l!td ' •

rn mr; ·

They also spend time learn- ministry, which Wong hopes
ing in how to evangelize and this semester will include a difgive Bible studies, both through ferent type of advertisement
the small groups and venues each week, from water bottles
such as Preach the Word's Sab- with the ministry name on
bath School branch, Beautiful them, to cookies. He also hopes
Feet, which operates as a train- the ministry will be able to offer
golf cart rides once a month to
ing seminar.
"I think that it's awesome to students on the promenade.
Preach the Word is also presee students step outside their
comfort zone for God rather paring for an evangelistic series
than just focusing on them- toward the end of the semesselves_and school," said Breck ter, with the Bible studies conLang, a sophomore nursing ducted by Preach the Word's
major. "I think we need more small groups all leading up to
people like that."
the series. The series will be
For outreach opportunities, student-led and preached, but
each of Preach the Word's small Wong says it will not be like a
groups try to do a group out- typical student week of prayer;
reach each month, and the club it will be more focused on
conducts "revival weekends" or · evangelistic topics.
church services at local church"I would be very interested in
es and academies. These events getting involved because I had
consist of singing, special mu- the chance to go preach with
sic, skits and a sermon-all stu- the ERC in Honduras this sumdent-organized and performed. mer," Lang said. "It was such a
Wong said Preach the Word huge blessing for me and also
plans on doing even more this for those that came."
semester, beginning with new
Individuals interested in getofficer positions. The Sabbath ting involved with Preach the
School coordinator, will oversee Word can contact the ministry
the whole Sabbath School, and by e-mailing preachthewordwill be in charge of advertising ministry@gmail.com.
for it each week.
Jonathan Abrahams is in
charge of advertising for the
.. ,, ' ....
.J ·~ • 't:9 1S :trtl1tn
'
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Cardboard boat race excites weekend
KALEIGHLANG

"·ec.ew; fDIIOM

The Redneck Yacht Club
took first place, crossing 89
lengths of the pool, at the
fifth annual cardboard boat
race on Jan. 15.
Sixteen teams gathered
for the event tbat began at
the Iles PE Center and ended at the Hulsey Wellness
Center pool. The race was
sponsored by the outdoor
leadership program and
Student Services.
The Submariners came in
second with 81 lengths.
Last year's winner of the
cardboard boat race completed 54 laps, compared to
this year's first place winner's 89 laps.
Teams dressed up in different themes and were composed of four people, but
only two were allowed to
race in their boat. The team
that completed the most laps
without sinking won. Some
boats sunk before they even
completed their · first lap,
while others paddled for al-

most two hours.
There was no admittance
fee for the teams; however,
the winning team received
$200,
second place received $150 and third place
received $100.
Trevor Stout, a senior outdoor leadership major and
Redneck Yacht Club team
member, competed in a cardboard boat race before and
got third. He says he was
excited to be on the winning
team this time.
"We had experienced boat
builders who knew what
worked in the past on my
team," Stout said. "Our strategy was to use lots of Duck
Tape and lots of cardboard."
However, many of the participants had never competed in a cardboard boat race
before. Kara Turpen, a senior
public relations major, said
that she was not quite sure
what to expect at first, but
enjoyed the races.
"The event was a lot of
fun," Turpen said. "I wish
I hadn't waited until my
senior year to actually

Amber Williamson and Michael Gee, members of the Redneck Yacht Club, pull into the .finish line as they win the
night's event.

participate in it."
Teams received two rolls
of duct tape and as much
supplied new and used cardboard as they could gather.
The-participants had an hour
and a half to construct their
boats. There were a variety

of boat designs: rectangle,
square and round-countered
shapes. Some of the boats
could barely fit two people
inside, while others were as
long as 8 feet.
Before the boats were carried down to the pool for the

races, there was a boat parade in which teams could
win a gift certificate for best
boat design and best team
theme. The Lifesavers were
awarded a $so gift certificate
to Macaroni Grill for the best
team theme.

Students pursue environmental sustainability
CHRISI'OPHER wALTON
NEWS EQ!TOa

Utilizing a $1,000 environmental
sustainability
grant from Sam's Club, students in Southern Adventist University's Students
in Free Enterprise (SIFE)
team and Service Marketing
class are working together
to bring aid and awareness
to the city of Collegedale's
recycling center.
This is the third year in
which Southern's SIFE .team
has competed for the grant
and the second year they have
won, said Carrie Harlin, director of SIFE. They applied
for the grant last fall and
were notified that they had
received it in late November
or early December. Only one
university per Sam's Club location receives the grant.
According to sifesams.org,

Sam's Club's Environmental
Sustainability Challenge encourages a SIFE team to commit to a partnetship with their
local Sam's Club; work with a
designated Sam's Associate to
identify a business member
to partner with in the Challenge; complete projects addressing waste and recycling,
energy and water and people
and community; and generate financial opportunity for
small businesses · based on
their return on investment in
environmental sustainability.
For their project, South- ·
ern's SIFE team elected to
work with the recycling center, initially by using the
$1,000 toward the purchase
of a glass container or cardboard compacter for the center. The city of Collegedale
said they will match SIFE's
contribution, Harlin said.
The SIFE environmental

sustainability team is also
working with the Service Marketing class to host a Recycling
Day for the university and the
community on Wednesday,

''

"I guess I just wanted to
bring change here." Zayas
said. "I wanted to make a difference."
The Service Marketing class

products available at Sam's
Club. The three students in
the class will be writing and
administering surveys and
analyzing the statistical data,
said Verlynne Starr, associate professor in the School of
Business and Management.
"I think it's a really exciting opportunity for students
to do a project that involves
!~ty--gciVe"rnment and the
volve~F-1=1-4<1rY-.ny
green initiatives that are defi- .

I think it's a eally exciting
dents to do
opportunity fo
a project that i
government an the green initiatives that a definitely part
~
of SOCiety
,.

Feb. 2 from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Abraham Zayas, project manager for SIFE's environmental sustainability branch, assigns duties to the eight SIFE
team members working on
the project.

is dealing with the "people
and community" section of
the challenge, seeking to determine the percentages of
practicing customers and university students, as well as the
level of awareness of the green

ni~ely part of society," Starr
sa1d.
There will be pre- and postsurveys surrounding Recycling Day, with students administering the surveys at the
Village Market on Thursday,
Friday and Sunday City. volunteers will be administering
surveys at the recycling center on those same days. The
results will be reported not
only to SIFE but also to the
city of Collegedale.
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Gym-Masters perform for the Bulls vs. Heat game
I<ALEIGH LANG
MANAGING

Eono•

The Gym-Masters performed for a packed house at
the Chkago Bulls vs. Miami
Heat game Jan. 15 in Chicago.
The audience of more than
23,000 fans had an energy that
the Gym-Masters have never
experienced before.
Out of the 10 other performances coach Rick Schwarz
has been a part of, "it was by
far the most electric game we
have been to," Schwarz said.
This ye·ar the majority of
the team is new and performing an NBA halftime show
was a brand new experience.
Astrid Weaver, a freshman
chemistry major and first
-year team member, was excited but nervous to perform
her first halftime show.
' "Before we went out to
perform our tossing, groups
got together to pray,"
Weaver said. "I really felt
like God was there helping
us perform."
For Sophie Anderson, a junior physical education major,
this was her third NBA half-

time performance.
"Usually the team has a lot
of old team members," Anderson said. "But this year it
was fun tc Natch all of the new
ones, th"Y were so excited."
Some Gym-Masters say
that the Bulls halftime show
was more challenging because the team did' not get
to warm up for beforehand.
However, the team was h;~ppy
with their performance even
though it was not as clean as
their Acrofest performance
last semester.
"The kids were so focused
on their own moves that they
didn't see anything else that
was going on around them,"
Schwarz said. "So, we had a
few timing issues."
This year the team had
VIP passes which allowed
them to watch the pre-game
warm ups. Some of the GymMasters got autographs from.
Heat players Joel Anthony
and Carlos Arroyo. · Although LeBron James was
injured, he warmed up with
the team. As he walked off
the court co-captain, Esteban Covarrubias, cap-

Administration discusses
parking options
continued from PI• 1

road and the inside ex- garage being built, Hamilton
isting parking lots would said. The ·garage has been
become grassy areas with talked about being two-stowalking paths and benches, ries and constructed either
said Kevin Penrod, Campus behind Lynn Wood Hall or
between the Collegedale SevSafety director.
The road would either enth-day Adventist Church
cut off or reduce traffic and lies PE Center. The main
around Southern.
concern with the garage is
"We for sure want it to the cost, estimated at around
happen, but there's a lot of , $t8,ooo per parking spot,
work to do to get the state Hamilton said.
to approve it," he said ...We
Other concerns with the
are definitely moving in option of a parking garage
that direction."
include security issues and
Engineers quoted that the finding a convenient location,
section of road to be put in Penrod said.
around Industrial Drive will
. In addition to all of 'these
cost around $2 million-$3 solutions, students and staff
with ideas of additional opmillion, Hamilton said.
·'I think that it's going tions are invited to talk with
to be a lot more than that administration.
~u you think of any sothough," he said.
Parking garage
lutions,''
Verrill
said,
Another possible parking ~let me know."
option. les likely than the
ring road, entails a parking

.

.

.

.

.

Entlre Gym-Masters team m three-hzghs for final pose of the Chzcago Bulls half tlme show.

tured some video footage the next morning and put on
with his phone.
a clinic for the WA gymnas"The highlight of the trip tics team. The Gym-Masters
was getting my phone in LeB- even took some time to play
ron's face," Covarrubias said. at the nations largest water
"I felt like a teenage girl."
park, Kalahari.
After the halftime perfor- . The Bulls halftime trip
m~ce, the team packed up was the first of many that
and drove to Wisconsin Acad- they have scheduled for
emy where they performed this semester.

Photo by Maurice Fider

"Being our very first overnight trip, the team got'to bond
in special ways," Schwarz said.
"The team becomes a family
when they have to do everything together."
The Gym-Masters final performance will be their home
show, March 26 and 27.

Want to be a part of the
. Campus ~inistries team next year?
Apply Now!
Positions Available:
•
• Assistant Chaplain
•
• Media/ Marketing Director
•
• Sabbath School Director
•
• Outreach Director
•
• Talge Hall Student Chaplain
• Thatcher Hall Student Chaplain

Destiny Student Director
Student Missions Receptionist
Wellness Director
Life Groups Leader
Renewal Services Student

For an application, go to VfWW.southern.edu/chaplain or come
by the Campus Ministri~s office lo~ated in the Student Center
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School of Religion undergoes winter semester changes
JAREDl<EITH
Cory EQil'JW

With the addition of two
new professors, the partial
departure of another professor and changes to the
general education religion
requirements, the School of
Religion is experiencing several changes this semester.
Students have been seeing
two new faces around Hackman: those of Professor Martin Klingbeil and Associate
Professor Barry Tryon. While
Klingbeil will focus on teaching in the area of archaeology
and biblical studies, Tryon
will focus on evangelism
and spirituality.
~,.....,.....,.....""!'m

Martin Klingbeil

Klingbeil was born in Germany and has lived in Ivory
Coast, Bolivia, . Argentina
and South Mrica as a missionary. He speaks German,

English, Spanish, French and
Mrikaans. Klingbeil has an
interest in ancient biblical
cultures and languages and
earned a Bachelor of Arts in
theology from Andrews University in 1990, a Bachelor of
Arts Honours in 1990 and a
Master of Arts in 1992 in Semitic languages and cultures
and a Doctor of Letters in
1995 in ancient Near Eastern
studies all from Stellenbosch
University in South Africa.
Klingbeil says he is grateful for the environment that
his colleagues and students
have provided.
"I'm enjoying it very
much," Klingbeil said. "We
had a very warm welcome. I
think everybody has gone out
of their way to make us feel
welcome. I really enjoy the
teaching and the interaction
with the students."
Klingbeil was previously
vice president for academic
administration at Helderberg
College in South Mrica and
has a background in higher
education, research, mission
work and college administration. He and his wife, Thandi,
have three sons-Jonathan,
8; David, 7; and Mathias,
who is 2-and-a-half.
Being behind the lectern is
a new thing for Tryon, who

has a background in church
administration and ministry and has never worked
in a higher education setting. Most recently, he was
the ministerial director and
executive secretary at the
Pennsylvania Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists.

Barry Tryon

Tryon says he enjoys his
students' positive attitudes
and passions for learning.
"My favorite part about
being at Southern is working with the students in the
classroom," Tryon said. "I
find an overall willingness
to learn. I find for the most
part students to be engaging, which is probably a good
thing since they're paying
such high tuition."
Tryon earned a Bachelor
of Arts in theology from
Southern in 1982, a Master
of Divinity from Andrews

University in 1985 and a
Doctor of Ministry from
Andrews in 2000. Tryon is
currently in Andrews' Ph.D.
program in leadership. He
and his wife Lilly have two
young adult sons.
An internal transfer is also
underway, with Professor
Doug Tilstra teaching only
two classes in the School of
Religion this semester as he
is visiting classes and attending intensives in the School of
Education and Psychology's
outdoor leadership program.
Tilstra, who has a doctorate
in leadership from Andrews
University, is - expected to
take over the outdoor leadership program as director, while teaching many
of the graduate courses in
outdoor education.
School of Education and
Psychology Interim Dean
Jeanette Stepanske, who
gained a new admiration for
students in the outdoor leadership program after attending a program trip last fall,
says she is optimistic about
Tilstra's new role.
"Dr. Tilstra will bring a
lot of expertise and leadership to the program," Stepanske said. "We enthusiastically welcome him to
the School of Education and

Psychology and we look forward to his becoming the
program director."
Students with the 20102011 catalog .can expect to
have more specific guidelines for their general education requirements in the
religion area. They will still
be required to take 12 hours
of religion classes, one of
which being an upper division class. Students will now
be required to take one class
from different specific areas
of religion, including three
hours of spiritual development like Life and Teachings
of Jesus and Christian Spirituality; three hours of Seventh-day Adventist teachings
and beliefs like Christian Beliefs, Adventist Heritage and
Last Day Events; three hours
of biblical studies and three
hours of religion electives.
Exodus, Egyptian Warfare,
and Archaeology is a new
class this semester taught by
Michael Hasel, professor and
director of the Institute of
Archaeology.
King also said that Southern's archaeology program is
moving toward having their
own archaeological digs instead of partnering with other organizations.

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

•
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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It is a knot! No, it is not.
ANGELA McPHERSON
REliGION EDITOR

All I saw were ropes and
cabinet doors opening and
shutting. I squinted.
"What's
happening?
I
don'<: get it."
I got closer to my friend's
cell phone as he continued
playing the video he had
captured-and this is what I
could make out: The whole
kitchen looked like it had been
tied in a knot.
The sound of slamming
cabinet doors sounded like
cymbals in a marching band.
Ropes seemed to be tied to
each cabinet knob in the
room. And the ropes were
being pulled somehow and
things were opening and
shutting-like a scene out of
"Mary Poppins" or "Bedknobs
and Broomsticks".
"Did someone play a practical joke on you? What is this?"
He grinned at me.
"Oh, you played a joke on
someone else."

He grinned again. He enjoys
11eing cryptic. I grinned back
as if he was a fiendish person
and I was glad to have him
on my side.
"No, no, I'm actually really
proud of this," he said.
"I worked it so that every
door in the kitchen opens by
pulling one rope."
I looked again. Rope was
run from knob to knob to
knob-back and forth in a web
across the kitchen.
And all the doors were opening and shutting in unison.
"Wait, that looks like a mess.
You're telling me you rigged
that so you're only pulling one
rope? All the doors come open
by pulling one rope?"
He grinned again, affirming.
My friend studies mathematics and engineering. This
was no practical joke; this was
his kitchen-and this was his
masterpiece. With one rope
every door opens.
My life feels like it is tied
up in a knot. I frequently look
up at God and say, "What

Photo illustrated by Katie Freeland

are you doing? This doesn't
make sense. I don't get it.
What's going on?"
There is God in my kitchen. He has got rope-tying
things together and looping
things round one another:

circumstances, relationships,
financial worries, academia,
job-hunting, my own spiritual
growth-you name it.
Let me be honest though,
sometimes it feels like a joke.
"God, I want you to untan-

gle my life! I don't want you to
string it up like this!"
But since seeing that cell
phone video, I've been picturing God in the kitchen of my
life saying, "No, no, I'm actually I'm really proud of this."

My lifetime in owning Bibles
AMANDA LEFURGY
CONIRIBWQR

I

'l

Before I could actually read, I
was given a Bible. I am sure you
have probably seen one like itthe cover was decorated with
the serene scene of Jesus surrounded by, presumably, the
children of the world.
Since, like I said, I could not
read yet, my main use of the
Bible was in the 10 or so brightly colored images dispersed
throughout. These illustrations
probably predated me by a good
20 years. I would flip to these
pages, no doubt pretending I
was some great biblical scholar
and "read" about whatever was
going on in the image.
Out loud.
To my stuffed animals.
Then when I was older, I
received my first grown-up
Bible from my grandparents.
No flashy pictures this time,
although there was a map or
two in the back that got considerable attention. I was

pretty excited to receive it, and
what 8-year-old girl would not
be? It was just my size, p~,
and there, emblazoned on the
cover, was my full name in
tiny silver letters.
Another unique feature that
came in handy was the cover
that zipped shut. This allowed
me to store secret notes from
friends along with all manner of
other Sabbath school tidbits inside. Sad to say, but for that reason, I believe I treated this Bible
as more of a purse than a book.
It took considerable abuse, not
much of which came from being read heavily. Case in point:
The tiny zipper pull is now quite
bent from the one time at camp
meeting when I tried in vain
to use it to pick the lock on my
camper door.
Around the_ time that I was
baptized-I believe I was 11 or
so-I received an even more
grown-up Bible. This one was
full-sized and did not bear my
name on the cover. Since there
was no zipper, I actually did

read this one instead of just using it to store notes.
Highlighting was a big deal
for me at the time and some of
the pages were wrinkly from the

needs-and by that I mean it
fit easily in my Friday go-tovespers handbags. At one point,
I thought I had lost this one too,
so I ran to the ABC and bought

Photo illustrated by Katie Freeland

neon ink that swallowed entire
chapters in a garish glow.
Eventually, however, I left
this Sword of the Spirit behind
somewhere, never to be found.
Clearly, I was not very attached.
Once I came to Southern, I
got yet another Bible. It was
small and black and fit my

a nearly-identical replacement,
only to find the errant Bible
tucked in the back of my desk
drawer a few days later. So then
I had twins.
Unlike their predecessors,
these Bibles were read a lot
more and highlighted a lot less.
'(hey have gotten me through

many a personal cnsiS. Since
I had stopped highlighting for
highlighting's sake, the meaningful things that I had marked
were actually findable.
I am pleased to report that
both of these Bibles remain in
my possession.
Recently, I purchased my
current Bible. It is the culmination of all my previous Bibles.
The mint-green cover and silver-edged pages appeal to my
inner 8-year-old, while also
making the Bible seem otherworldly. which is exactly what it
is. I got it for myself as a kind
of a personal reward for growing closer to God, like the one I
received shortly after baptism.
This time, it is a bit larger, so
it does not fit into my evening
bags, but why hide the light under a bushel?
Now, instead of "reading"
stories to my stuffed animals, 1
actually read the words to real
people. That is a progression I
am proud of.

OPINION
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ThOughts from y~ur opinion editor
DANIELLE QuAILEY
O eaNION

Eoao1

It is almost three weeks
into the new year, and by now
most of our resolutions have
already been thrown out
with yesterday's Christmas
decorations. Whether that
is true for you or not, a new
year means new beginnings
and changes.
Maybe it will not include
those outrageous resolutions like losing 6oo pounds
by Valentine's Day or never
procrastinating
againwhich, ironically enough,
takes you six months to
start-but whether you get
a new job, start a new semester, meet new people or
just make new plans, a new
year makes us feel like we
can start over or do things
differently. For some, a new
year means a clean slate,
whether in relationships,
school or work.
For me, new years are

a gift from God, partially
because with a new year
comes a new semester. I
am sitting here looking at
my shiny new textbooks,
ecstatic that last semester's classes are over, never
to be seen again. I am still
recovering from the psychological damage and
emotional turmoil.
Also, a new year means
365 more days to learn
new things, meet new
people, cultivate friendships and deepen my relatiohship with God. He
has already revealed His
power to me in a number
of ways and the year is only
20 days old!
As your opinion editor,
I am extremely excited to
read your opinions this semester. I cannot wait to see
what some of you have to
say. I am also looking forward to sharing quite a few
opinions of my own.
To the new and trans-

Photo ilustration by Katie Freeland

fer
students,
welcome
to the opinion page! I
hope to hear from some
of you this semester,
and expect that it will be
a good one.

So Southern students, no
matter what your plans for
this new year are, remember
that real change comes from
God. And in order for you
to truly have a good year,

you must seek Him daily.
That is what we all should
aspire for in 2011. Now go,
be excellent, and have a
spectacular new year.

CONFERENCE $ERVICES NEEDS TO KNOW WHO YOU KNOW
WE WILL BE GLAD TO
:&RD YOU
IF AN EUGIBLE MEETING IS BOOKED FOR A 20 1 1 EVENT
$USMIT YOUR LEADS TO

conferenceservices@southern-edu
CALL 423.236.~555 AND FILL US IN ON YOUR CON fACT$

LEAVE YOUR EMAIL AND ~ NUMBER
WE'LL MAKE IT WORTH YOUR WHILE!
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Culinary twist for your college budget
CCWP!Pirme

Gurgle, gurgle, gurgle. I was
craving some culinary creativity and excitement freshman year, a new spin on the
"same old same old." Tired of
hot cereal, rice and beans with
a lukewarm vegetable and a
scant fruit supper, I was determined to add a little zest in an
affordable way.
In my effort to overcome the
confines of the dorm kitchen,
I set out to find a way to eat
affordable and delicious food.
If you can relate to my food
woes, or if you are just tired
of facing the freezing cold to
get food, here are some recipe
ideas to spice up your life.
Effortless Eggs
VVho says you need a
stovetop to enjoy eggs? Bring
your breakfast back to life
with this quick, easy recipe.

What you will need: nonstick cooking spray; eggs or
Egg Beaters.
Spray some non-stick cooking spray into a microwavesafe bowl. Beat eggs with a
fork and pour into prepared
bowl. Add some garlic salt
and a pinch of red pepper for
a kick. Moisten a paper towel
and cover the bowl; microwave
for 30 seconds, stir, microwave
for an additional 30 seconds,
and continue to repeat until
eggs are cooked through. Top
with your favorite egg complements; cheese, veggies, Strippies or Sausage Crumbles. Enjoy with some fruit and bread
for a complete breakfast.
Fabulous Flatbread
Flatbreads are great because
they have so much potential.
They are also a great way to
squeeze in essential nutrients
during the middle of the day.
Make it Mediterranean, make

it Italian, make it yours!
Whatyou1lneed:flatbread;
hummus; spinach leaves;
mozzarella cheese; black olives, sliced; red onion, thinly
sliCed; feta cheese; olive oil;
oregano.
Sprinkle flat bread with
mozzarella cheese and microwave for 10 seconds until
cheese is bubbly. Spread flat
bread with a hearty layer of
hummus. Add a layer of spinach leaves, followed by red onion slices, black olives and feta
cheese. Sprinkle with oregano
and drizzle with olive oil.
Dazzling Dessert
Looking for a dessert to
drop the jaws of all your
friends? This brownie layer
bowl will impress the crowds.
Yes, you will have to venture
to the oven, but the trip will be
well worth it.
What you'll need: 1 box of
brownie mix and ingredients

to make according to directions; 2 boxes instant chocolate pudding; 4 cups cold milk;
1 carton Cool VVhip; 1 large
bowl, glass is better so-you can
see the layers; 1 bar of your favorite chocolate, (optional).
Bake brownies according
to directions on package. Let
cool completely. Cut brownies into bite-size pieces and
set aside. Next, whisk the pudding mix together with the
milk until thickened. Now, you
are ready to layer. Place onethird of the brownie pieces on
the bottom of the bowl. Next,
add one-third of the chocolate
pudding. Then, top with Cool
VVhip. Repeat layers, ending
up with Cool VVhip on top.
Serve chilled.
Crowd-pleasing tip: Shave
your favorite bar of chocolate
with a vegetable peeler to create beautiful chocolate curls
on top of the Cool Whip.

I hate pfnk?
JASON NOSEWORTHY

CoNaJaUJOa

I love suits. I love the way
they make me feel and I like
the way I look in a suit. So,
when GQ came out with a style
manual that covered how to
be a better-dressed man, I was
all over it.
I bought the issue and as I
was reading it I felt good because I had already incorporated many of their tips. GQ's style
manual talked about everything
a man should know about suits,
shirts, ties, shoes and all the
other accessories. I was learning a lot-then something
I read caught my eye. My
good feeling left when I
read one statement: "Real
men wear pink."
I am a real man and I
did not wear pink. I completely disagreed with
that declaration. I tried
to skip over it because it
made me uncomfortable.
All of a sudden it hit me.
I hate pink, but I do not
know why.
What is wrong with
pink? Did I not like the
color because many of the
girls I know seem to love
the color too much? Did
I thmk that it was a color me.:mt for girls only?
Ma) be 1t \\'dS a good t•p
and I \\as niJt wi'ling to
giH• 1t t1 rEt~' ch mce. So.
I decidt'd to f nJ out what
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EDITOR: DEANNA MooRE

This
Weekend
Aw. No more snow.
•••••••••••••••
Slackline Yoga Class
Tennessee Bouldering Authority
3804 Saint Elmo Ave.
Chattanoog;a, Tenn.
Saturday, Jan. 22
8p.m.
$10

http:/ /meetup.com/Chattanooga-Community-Yoga

Night Zip line Adventures
True Adventure Sports
13102 Alabama Hwy 176
Fort Payne, Ala.
Saturday,Jan.22
8:30p.m.

$25
people would think if I wore my
suit with a pink dress shirt and
tie to match.
The next week I went out
searching for a suitable pink
dress shirt and tie. It did not
take me long to find one of each
I would be willing to try. Then
I picked a day to wear them.
I wanted it to be a day when
most of my friends would see
me wear the new additions to
my wardrobe. But I was worried that I would not like it and
that other people would not
like it on me either.
The day came too fast. I put
my suit on and got ready. Be-

fore I left I looked in the mirror and said, "How you doin'?"
I looked great and that gave
me confidence. I headed to my
classes all dressed up but still
nervous about how my day
would go.
I never a8ked my friends
what they thought. I just waited
for comments. In each class I
received multiple positive compliments. No one said anything
negative about the pink shirt.
In fact, there were some girls
from one of my classes that said
they loved it when a man was
confident enough to wear pink.
As the day went on, I felt

great about wearing my new
pink dress shirt with my matching tie. I felt more confident.
I realized that my white, blue
and black dress shirts never got
me those types of compliments.
This whole experience has
taught me to keep an open
mind when it comes to different styles of dress. You do not
know if you will like something
until you try it.
I do not really hate pink. I
feel more confident about myself and the types of clothes
I choose to wear. I learned
that real men do wear pink.
Give it a shot.

http:/ /trueadventuresports.
com

Blue Man Group
Fabulous Fox Theatre
660 Peachtree St.
Atlanta, Ga.
Through Jan. 23
Times Vary
Prices Vary
http:/fblueman.com
Colour Revolt
Vinyl
1374 West Peachtree St.
Atlanta, Ga.
Saturday, Jan. 22
8p.m.
$10

http:/ fcolourrevolt.net

Collegedale to:
Andrews Universily ...........- ... 2:40
Bass Academy .......................... 2:10
Btue Mountain Academy .......3:00
Fletcher I l'isgah Academy•.....:50
Forest Lake Academy•............ 2:4S
General Conference.........:......2:40
Great Lakes Acadcmy......... ~•..3:10
Highland View Academy...... 2:40
Ozark Academy ...................... .3:00
Shenandoah Valley ...............•2:20
Spring Va.lley Academy.........1:40
Mt Vernon Academy .............. 2:00
Charter Yout· Personal Aircraft Today!
• Fly morn and do~d in for .l quick \·isil
• Be dirhonte within minute~ of d.tss
• Sam(' prire for thrc~ p~sscngcrs
• 1\Jt'vCf' miss a fatnth event
· • Fly home just for the d•y

One " 'v Flight5 are Halt I'• ice •
Ik

t

fh("! tllany pubhc,Hrport u lhe-t-.a:1te.1n h.11( L.:'
( ontact H
~~~to qu le .... oUT Q~d fhght

Chattanooga Symphony
Presents:
Bernstein & Dvorak
701 Broad Street
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Thursday, Jan. 3
8:oop.m.
$10

http:/ /chattanoogasymphony.
org/
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NFC, AFC Championships set
downs and only nine interceptions during the regular
season, Ryan. laid a bomb
Next week's championship against Green Bay, throwschedule is set as the Bears, ing two crucial interceptions,
Packers, Jets and Steelers one ·of which was returned
h ave all advanced to within for a touchdown.
Best QB: Aaron Rodgers
onE! game of reaching the
showed the league why he
Super Bowl.
Perh aps the most surpris- should be considered one of
ing victory last weekend was the best quarterbacks in the
the New York Jets 28-21 win NFL, throwing for 366 yards
over the h eavily favored New and three TDs in Green Bay's
embarrassment of the FalEngland Patriots.
The two teams traded ver- cons. But, can he do it again
bal shots before the game, next week against the Bears?
but it was the Jets , not the If he does, we may see the
Patriots, who were able to Packers in Super Bowl XLV.
Best debut: In five seawalk the talk.
Rex Ryan's team will now sons, Jay Cutler had yet to
face the Pittsburgh Steelers play in the pJayoffs until last
in what ,is sure to be New Sunday, and he seemed quite
prepared. His Bears beat the
York's toughest test yet.
In the NF.C, both the Bears Seahawks 35-24 as Cutler
and the Packers won without threw for 274 yards and two
much trouble and will meet touchdowns, he also ran for
this weekend for their first two TDs as well.
Worst luck: In 14 career
playoff match up since 1941, a
seasons, veteran TE Tony
game the Bears won.
Now let's take a quick look Gonzalez had yet to win a
back at the best, and worst, playoff game. The Atlanta
Falcons looked poised for
of the past weekend:
Best comeback: After a Super Bowl run until the
trailing 21-7 at halftime, the Green Bay Packers came
Pittsburgh Steelers · clawed along, extending Gonzalez's
back, outscoring the Balti- winless playoff streak.
Biggest surprise: When
more Ravens 24-3 in the second half. The Steelers went · you think of Mark Sanchez,
on the win the game 31-24, MVP probably is not the first
thanks in part to a nine-min- thing to pop into your head,
ute span that included three but that is exactly what he
played like, outdueling a real
Ravens turnovers.
MVP,
Tom Brady. Sanchez
Worst QB: Sure everyone
is allowed to have a bad day, threw for 194 yards and three
but Falcons QB Matt Ryan TDs, leading the Jets to vicchose ,the worst day possible. tory. He has now defeated
After throwing for 28 touch- two of the best quarterbacks

ANDREW GARCII.AZO
SPORTS fD!TOR

New York Jets tight end Dustin keller celebrates with fans after the Jets' 28-21 win over the New England Patriots in an NFL divisional playofffootball game in Foxborough, Mass., Sunday, Jg.n. 16, 2011 . (AP Photo/Charles
Krupa)

in the NFL-Peyton Manning
and Tom Brady. Can he defeat one more next week?
Worst mistake: With
only 10 seconds left in the
first half, Falcons QB Matt
Ryan
was
intercepted.
Worse, the pick was returned
for a touchdown, eliminating a chance at a Falcons
field goal and ballooning the
Packers lead to 14.
Best play: Santonio Holmes'
7-yard
touchdown
catch during the fourth quarter of New York's win over
New England was a thing of
beauty_. Mark Sanchez threw
a perfect pass and Holmes
made a perfect catch. Even
better, it helped seal a stunning upset over Tom Brady's

Patriots.
Weirdest play: After a
Ben Roethlisberger fumble,
no one seemed to realize
that the ball was, in fact, still
live. In steps, lineman Cory
Redding quickly picked up
the ball and ran it in for a
touchdown.
Best defense: The Baltimore Ravens had just 35
yards of rushing offense in
their 31-24 loss to the Steelers. You can thank that stat
on the play of Troy Polamalu and the rest of the
Steelers defense.
Biggest letdown: The top
seeded Atlanta Falcons were
completely embarrassed by
the Green Bay Packers. A
48-21 loss at home is not

something you would expect from a one-time Super
Bowl co~tender .
Worst streak: After losing to the Jets on Sunday,
Tom Brady has now lost two
consecutive playoff games
at home. He had won eight
straight at home before losing to the Ravens in last
year's playoffs.
Best trash talk: "This is
about Bill Belichick vs. Rex
Ryan. There's no question,
it's personal. It's about him
against myself, and tha!'s
what it's going to come down
to. I recognize that he's the
best and all that. But I plan
on being the best coach on
Sunday." -Rex Ryan, New
York Jets head coach.

''

potent offense of th e three.
From B South, We Dat!!!
leads the way with a 3-0
record, scoring 144 points
along the way.
In Men's Division C,
Downtown (from the North) ,
and Incognito (from the
South), appear to be the
teams to beat.

Intra~ural basketball roundup
ANDREW G ARCII.AZO
SPORTS EouoR

With the Rees Series coming up, it is time for an intramural basketball recap to see
what has been going on the
past few weeks.
In Ladies Division _A, two
teams, Holla and Ballers, are
undefeated so far-. Ballers
team· stats are impressive, as
they have scored 91 points
while only allqwing 37. Both

of these stats a re tops in
th eir division.
Ladies Division B also
has two undefeated teams
in Dream Team and OH
SHOOT!. Dream Team has
scored 120 points, which is
the most of any ladies team
in both A and B divisions.
They have also only ~llowed
36 points, also the best mark
of any ladies team.
"The competition has been
pretty good, "' said Jeanna

Stewa rt, wh o plays for the
Limewires. ''I'm impressed
with Dream Team so far.
Janice Cosme in particular
sticks out."
Toon Squad is the only undefeated team in Men's Division A. Committed and Who
Dat!!! are tied for second
place with three . wins and
one loss apiece.
Men's Division B is split
into North and South. Know
Skillz, Crabs and Abusement

The
competition
has been
pretty good

Park are three teams of note
from B orth. Know Skillz
seems to feature the most

-C HATTER
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Upcoming events calendar
Th~,J

:iO

ua.nt.~11m

Ti~DJ~~CD. ChmU

PreVleWSouthenll03 (20.:
21)
5 p.m. Caecl VolleyWTeam
Meeting, H~WeDness
Center
7 p.m. Modem Language
Film Series, Miller: 201

Friday, .January'a1
7:45-10 a.m. SA 8eoate Surprise Day, Promenade
9 a.m.-12 p.m. Social Wqrk
Field Fair, Presidential
Banquet Room
5:56p.m.s~

8 p.m. Vespers, Minist•
rial Trainee baduction,

STUDENJ LIFE
Come enjoy a free concert
at 3:00 p.m. on Sunday,
.Jan. 23, 2ou. Jericho Brass
&: the Chattanooga Clarinet
Choir will be performing at
the St. Thadaeus Episcopal
Church. The address is: 4300
Locksley Lane, Chattanooga,
TN37416.
The Adventist 'Iheological Society invites you to
attend a lecture by GiaeDe
Sarli ·Hasel. Her lecture
is entitled "Art, Politics, and
Propaganda: Rome's Struggle
for Supremacy in the CounterReformation" and will take
place at 3:30 p.m. in the Lynn
Wood Hall Chapel on Sabbath,
Jan. 2~, 2011.

Join the 2011. College
Bowl! The deadline for submitting a team and being a
part of the 12-team tournament has changed to Friday,

Saturday, .Ju11111')' aa
8:45 a.m. Adoration I,
Chureh-Gordon Bietz
9:30 a.m. &: 11 a.m. Ministerial Trainee Induction,
Thatcher Hall Chapel
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
Church-Gordon Bietz
11:30 a.m. Conned, College4a}e Academy-Andy·
Nash
11:45 a.m. ~newal, Church
-Gordon Bietz
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall
6 p.m. Evensong, Church
7 p.m. Coed Volleyball Tournament, Des PE Center

Jan. 21. Part-time and graduate students are eligible. However, only one graduate student may be part of a team.
Applications are available in
the Student Services office. If
you have any questions about
the College Bowl, please feel
. free to contact Amanda Jehle
in the English Department.
Interested in a summer
job? Come to the Student
Center this week and next
week to find a camp that interests you. Camp recruiters
will be available to answer
any questions you might have
about their respective cainps!
Health Insurance: Health
insurance is required for undergraduate students taking
6 or more credit hours. If you
fall under this category and did
not give your health insurance
information to Risk Management in the Fall, or by the Jan.
6 deadline, you have received a
$355 charge on your statement

11:30 p.m. Sigma Tbeta Chi
Skating Party, Hamilton
Skate Place

Sunday, .Ju'llltl'y &3
SAT Exams, Lynn. Wood
5:30-7 p.m. SS2U, Student
Center
Monday, January 24
11:30 a.m. President's Circle
Luncheon
Floor Hockey Intramural
Sign-1,1p begins
· Sign up at http://southern.edu/intramurals
4 p.m. University Assembly
5:15 p.m. &: S:45 p.m. College Bowl, Presidential
Banquet Room

for the school's insurance. You
can still be refunded for this
amount if you bring proof of
health insurance to the Risk
Management, Daniells Hall
#116 or u8. Please submit this
information by Friday, Jan.
14th. To show proof of insurance, fill out the form that you
can download at http://southem.edu/risk/students,
and
bring your insurance card to
the Risk Management office.
They will make copies for you
of your insurance card.
H you have not picked up
your Joker, the student pictorial directory, please stop by
the SA Office.
Travel back in time to
the Golden Age (1920s to
1940s) where big bands
and fun entertainment
was a way of life! Dress
to impress for this Sadie
Hawkins Valentine's Day Banquet! Tickets are on sale for
$30 until Feb. 11 at the cafete-

7 p.m. StudeBt Week of
Prayer, Chuid.
·
Tuesday, .Juuary 25
10:45 a.m.-12:00 p.m. MeKee Library Closed
n a.m. Cqnvoeation, Student Week of Prayer,
Church
Last day for So% Tuition
Refund
5 p.m. New Student Organization Applications Due,
Student Life & Activities
7 p.m. Student Week of
Prayer, Church

Banquet Room
7 p.m. Studeat Week of
Prayer, Church

Thursday, .JaDoary 27
10:45 a.m.-12 p.m. McKee
I;.ibrary Closed
11 a.m. Convocation, Student Week of Prayer,
Church
•
12· p.m. SA Election Petitions Due,. SA Office
5 p.m. Floor Hockey Team
Meeting, Hulsey Wellness
Center
·
7 p.m. Student Week of
Prayer, Church

Wednesday, January 26
5:15 p.m. &: S:45 p.m. College Bowi, Presidential'

ria and in the SA Office.

Neufeld, Tabitha Dowell

January 20- Becky Whetmore, John Thompson, .Josh
Martin,
Katie
McGrath,

January 24 - Amy Miller,
Ashley Taylor, Dan Shallenberger, Deanna Smith, Ethan
Roach, Hannah Smith, Rochelle Barr, Simon Mayers

BIRTHDAYS
Maxum Tier, Rachel Torres,

Raimeca Fitzpatrick, StephanieSheehan
January 21 - Kristi Hom,
Martin Klingbeil, Sean Stultz,
Soojung Cboi
January 22 - Adam Oftenback, Ashley Mather, Brittany
Baldwin, Charles Trescott,
Daniel Cooper, David Weber,
Demaria Minner, Maureen
Gekonde, Travis Knowles
January 23 - Amber Gathje, Amber O'Gara, Chelsea
Chamberlain, Diana Walters,
Don Crumley, Jared Roeder,
Jeremy Morell, Jesse Roeder,
Katelynn Malivert, Keisha
Malivert, Rebecca Dawkins,
Robert Wienhoff, Stephenie

January 25 -Anne Underwood, Candace Wmg, Jasmine
Ward, John Record, Michael
Huffaker, Robert Rayburn,
Tyler Jones
January 26 -Amy Ryder,
Annalyse Hasty, Benjamin
Lacy, Conor Spady, Jared Miller, Jhenifa Parker, Rebekah
Harris, Thomas Synn, Tiffany
Bower, Yolande Burrus
January 27 - Areli Ruiz,
Doug Tilstra, Hollie Eirich,
Justin Iglesias

If
you're looking for a place to stay,
.
.

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
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HUMOR EorroR: SuZANNE OcsAI

The Misadventures of Caleb DeVost: part 2
CALEB DEVOST
CONQ!IliTOI

Continued from last
week: Caleb, Jason and Nic
have decided to buy a sofa
for their very voluminous
three-man dorm room. They
find what they think will be
the perfect fit in a Craigslist ad by a woman named
Becky, who is also selling an
end table, two lamps and a
genuine La.-Z-Boy recliner.

'~.his phone
died again
before he
could even
say hello ...

The three guys decide they
can offer $45 for the sofa
and call Becky to make the
of{~r. Becky is thrilled and
tells them they can have everything for $25 and that

Got Questions?
Sure you do, we all
do. And now is your
opportunity to have
them
answered.
Southern's one and
only Miss Know-It-

her husband will deliver
it for a $20 shipping and
handling fee, but they must
promise to buy it if he drives
it over. However, after waiting three hours without a
call from the husband, the
guys are suspicious. This
is when they discover· that
Jason's phone, the one they
used to call Becky on, died.
Then they discover six voicemail messages.
Becky's husband had called
three times asking for directions. Becky had called three
times begging that we return
his calls.
What do we do!? This is
terrible! I feel terrible! We
feel terrible! We are terrible!
What have we done!? "OK,
we have to call and explain.
Right?"
"Right."
"Yes."
"Agreed. OK, you call."
"Urn, no I don't know what
to say. You call."
"No, I can't call because
she's expecting to talk to
you."
"But you're better with
words."

"Well, fine. I'm dialing."
"OK."
"It's ringing, it's ringing.
Oh pray that she doesn't answer so we can just leave a
message."
Jason left a touching message that tugged at the heartstrings. It tugged at mine,
anyway. I was convinced.
We should be forgiven. I was
convinced. Everything would
be fine. We would be able to
sleep well after all.
Then she called back.
"Oh, no! She's calling back!
I won't know what to say!
Here it goes."
And his phone died
again before he could even
say hello.
Epilogue:
I eventually
worked up the courage and/
or overwhelming feeling of
guilt required to motivate
me to call Becky from my
own phone. She was very relieved that we were not pulling a cruel prank on her and
her family. And she said she
would just donate the furniture to Goodwill.
All is well that ends well,
I guess.

All will answer your
most wondered about
questions weekly
right here!

edu with the subject
"Dear Miss Know-ItAll," and she will let
you know all that she
knows.

Send your questions
to humor@southern.
HUMO:REDITOlt'S WARNING:

The H1UD01' EditOr has detetmined that content
found on the Humol' PaM is strlct1y humorous in
nature ...ct not neees,•rily to be taken as truthful
or~
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Ahh, the refreshing sound
of precipitation descending
from bursting clouds.

_J-

.

Actually, it's justY-the sound of snow
melting off the roof.

up
HUMBS down

T

Community Service Day:
No classes + convo credit +
helping others = A great day!

Last day to add a class:
Should I, should I not? That is
the question.

First three Mondays off:
Four/three day weeks have
never been better.

All the snow melted:
There went Frosty.

Annual Cardboard Boat
Race: Duct tape. Cardboard.
Water. Splash. Sail. Sink. Swim.
Fun to watch. Better to participate
in.
Random emergency alarm:
Sends us outside then tells us to
seek cover. Yeah, about that ...

Leak from boiler

causes cafeteria
menu limitations
LrnsKI CHERISOL
5DRWmp

The cafeteria's boiler
leaked • during Christmas
break,
leaving
limited
food variety.
During the break, one employee discovered that the
boiler was leaking. Seven
main sections are used to boil
. and steam the foods. In order
for the boiler
to be used,
Photo by Tim Banks
the
leaky secArtists and students gatht!T'. to observe paintings done in co7liunction with Open Arms Care on Jan . 20 in the
tion needed
· ·
Brock Hall gallery.
to be replaced, Food
Services said.
"Due to the
E MILY BANKS
One method involves laser
"It's a great avenue to
circumstances
STAFF »:arna
technology in which patients channel emotions and feelof it being
wear a laser and direct the ings," said Billy Cross, OAC's
during
the
Southern Adventist Uni- beam onto the canvas. Another communication coordinator.
holidays and
versity provided clients from method involves a "yes" tech- "Some are nonverbal, and it's
the snow deOpen Arms Care with the op- nique in which the client de- a way to understand what's
lay, the orders
portunity to showcase their velops a signal to communicate going on in their head."
of the replaceIn addition to the communiartwork at the Flying Brushes
ments
took
Art Show on Jan: 20.
cation benefits, 100 percent of longer than
Students, faculty, artists and
the proceeds go to the artists,
usual," said
and for many, this is their only
family members filled the John
Sherri SchooC. Williams Gallery in Brock
form of income.
nard,
Food
Hall for the program's first maLohg-time resident, 68-yearServices
jor di$play of artwork.
old Kyker Roddy, is an active
director.
participant and top seller in·
Open Arms Care is a facilFood Serity in the state of Tennessee
the Flying Brushes program.
vices ordered
that assists individuals with
He sold three paintings last · the
broken
week alone. Roddy's sister,
mental and developmental
section, but
Sue McQuain, drove from
disabilities.
when placed
The Flying Brushes proher home in Athens, Ga., to
into
boiler,
gram, which is designed to give where they want a mark to be attend the event.
it began to
patients with cerebral palsy a placed on the canvas. In both
"The paintings are beautileak as well. The two other
chance to express their emo- methods the clients are able to ful," said a McQuain between
replacements also failed to
tions and creativity through choose the distance, color and tears. "This is a great opportuwork, therefore Food Servicnity for Kyker and something
artwork, was started in 2006 tool used to create the stroke.
es reasoned it was necessary
Not only does this pro- we could never do for him ourby Coordinator Aimee Rogto buy a whole new boiler.
ers. Rogers said she realized gram allow the patients to selves."
In place of the boiler,
the importance of art therapy have one-on-one interaction
Other family members presthe Combi Steamer is used
and decided to develop a sys- with others, it also helps de- ent at the event shared simito make food. The Combi
tem of communication with velop critical communica- lar appreciation for the proSteamer is a combination
the clients to create art using tion skills that can be used in gram and hope to see more
of a steamer and stove oven
various methods.
other areas of their lives.
artwork in the future.

Southern gallery showcases Open Arms Care

''

I was kind

of hyped
for
breakfast
one
morning
because It
was my
favorite

CThe
paintings
are
beautiftY.,
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but it is a smaller type of appliance. As a result, Food
Services has to make sure
that they use time management to make the right portion sizes. "Fbe Combi may
be a smaller appliance, but
Food Services has maintained portion sizes and
has been getting the food
out on time .
"They can't make spaghetti,
but
they
have
done a great
job with what
they have,"
said
Linda
Case, a Food
Services
employee. .
Still,
the
boiler-made
foods
such
as the complete pasta
bar, mashed
potatoes,
•
chili, sauces,
stroganoff
and the soup
variety have
been limited.
"I was kind
of hyped for
breakfast
one
morning because
it was my favorite breakfast,"
said
Tim Johnson, a senior computer systems administration major, "and when I got
to the line I was like, 'what
happened?"'
Food Services estimated
that the new boiler should be
working by Jan. 28, Schoonard said. So far, the cause of
the leak is unknown.

''
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Editorial

The American dream vs. my dream
sM~o~~'"uMlPK!IIiBILJfwnwgBJ..__ _ _ _ _ _

When
I
began
college,
achieving
the Ameri-

can dream
seemed
to be the
focus all
around me.
"Build your resum~." the
teachers say. "You must be the
best in ;our field. Climb the
corporate ladder!"
However, my dream has
always been to see Jesus'
second coming. But befure
His return the whole world
must hear the gospel (Matthew 24:14. NIV),
that is
where my part comes in.
As a kid, I grew up listening tD Uncle Dan and Aunt

ana

Sue's Story Hour. My fa-

suing the American ~
leaves me exhausted and ultimately unful1j))ed. But admitting this in academic baDs
feels blasphemous.
Two years ago I discussed
my dreJun of working for
the chureh with a professor,
but she informed me that I
needed to work in the "real
world of communications
where I can actually learn and

be sucre9Sful."
I left the professor's office feeling discouraged beca~ I knew that true fulfillment would not come from
career success or money-it
would come from furthering
God's kingdom.
As ~nth-day Adventists
we have • ...~ entrusted
the last warning for a perishing world." FJlen White said

in Testimonies Vol 9. "'n
[us] is shining wondetful
tight from the Word of God...
There is no other work of so
great importance. They are to

vorite story was of the great
evangelist Dwight L. Moody,
who brought thousands of allow nothing else to absorb
people to Goct
their attention."
Last summer I had the opI have been convicted to
portunity to go on a Share- share God's truth with the
Him Mission trip with the world and I will do so no matEvangelistic Resource Om.ter. 18' where God leads meI preaebed 18 sermons and maybe as an evangelist in
watched as the Holy Spirit another country or simply by
worked on hearts. Witnessing being a Onistian friend to my
the baptisms at the end of the ·co-workers and neighbors.
series was the most powerful So, instead of chasing after the
and' meaningful experience American dream, I am going
of my life!
to work towards my dream of
Contrasted to my mission seeing Jesus return.
experience, the idea of pur-

• ••••••••••••• ••••••••

"Where one man reads the Bible, a hundred read you and me."
-Dwight L Moody
....
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McKee ·L ibrary welcomes change in staff
CHRISTOPHER JANIITZKO
SJ&FF WamR

The McKee Library has
made an addition to their
staff by hiring an electronic
and
continuing
resources librarian.
Deyse Bravo Rivera started
working on the first day of
classes this semester. She
recently graduated with her
master's in library science
and a certificate in archives

from The City University
of New York.
When she first heard about
the job from her family, Rivera said she thought the
opening would be a good opportunity to build up experience and learn new things
about library work. Now she
is in charge of the periodicals
section and the library's electronic documents.
"I really love research and
making information available

to students," Rivera said.
Rivera was chosen for
the job because she is spiritual, a skilled professional
and interested in helping
students, said Director of
Libraries Joe Mocnik.
Rivera said she wants the
students of Southern Adventist University to realize that
the library is a·place for them
to get a wide array of reSearch
from qualified professionals.

Wi-Fi takes over dorms
CHARLES CAMMACK
STAFF WRITER

Southern Adventist University is almost completely
wireless.
Wi-Fi has been completely set
up in both Thatcher South and
the east wing ofTalge. Workers
planned to have finished wiring
Talge before Jan. 22.

"Hopefully we will be
done with the
project by
the end of February, mid
March,"
said Doru · Mihaescu, associate director of
infmmation systems.
The project also includes
completely wiring Thatcher Hall
and Southern Village for Wi-Fi.
Once the bulk of the project is
finished, Mihaescu said the plan

is to boost the Wi-Fi in the gym
and in lobbies because IS has
found that many students congregate in these places.
Mihaescu said students need
to remember to cut off their
own Wi-Fi systems because
they interfere with the Wi-Fi
signal throughout the dorm.
This slows down the Internet
connection for everyone.

New look for McKee Library website
CHRISTOPHER JANETZKO
SuuW•m•

McKee Library's website
has a new look that is supposed to be easier for students
to navigate.
Plans to improve the website started last July. Seeking feedback~ library staff
conducted surveys and focus
groups that showed students
different parts of the new site
to get their opinions, said Joe

Mocnik, director of libraries.
thing from the library's hours
Mocnik said the main rea- and events, to online catalogs
son for the change was so and archives are now availthe website could be part of able on the home page.
Southern Adventist UniverMocnik said feedback has
sity's website instead of its been positive from the staff
own domain. He also said the . and students to the local
library wanted to be in touch community and alumni. He
with their audience and be has even received an e-mail
more user-friendly for the from President Gordon Bietz
modern student.
saying how pleased he was
The main improvement of with the new site.
the site is the appearance of
the page, Mocnik said. Every-

~nothern g[cccnt New Kayak meal deals, pre-ordering
1:11L'UJ~hem.c'llu •
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The Kayak has started this
semester with new combo
meal deals, and two other: new
customer-friendly services are
in the works.
The meal deals include
a sandwich, chips and a
12-ounce smoothie. The particular sandwich or smoothie
offered depends on the day.
There has been a high demand for these meal deals.
In fact, the sandwiches are

usually sold out before 5
p.m., said Brianna Miller,
Kayak manager.
"We only get two shipments
a day of about 100 sandwiches," Miller said, "so my advice
is to come early, because they
tend to go really fast."
The Kayak has two other
customer-friendly
ventures
planned ..Starting soon, whenever there is convocation in
the gym, there will be signup
sheets for smoothies that you
can pick up as soon as convocation is over, Miller said. The

flavors that will be available
include: peanut butter, banana, mixed berry and strawberry mango.
Miller said the Kayak is also
planning to trial run a new
pre-ordering system in which
students that live at Talge,
Thatcher or Thatcher South
can call in orders and choose
the time they want their
smoothie ready.
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Christian author speaks·at convocation
SARAH CROWDER

SnEFWama

Southern Adventist University's Jan. 20 convocation
was given by a "stubborn follower of Jesus, plus nothing."
Tim Timmons gave himself
that title when he was invited
. to speak at an event where
he shared the stage with the
Dalai Lama and other international religious leaders.
Timmons also has 14 bestselling books and founded a

church which grew to 12,000
members.
In his message to the students of Southern, Timmons
emphasized the power of Jesus.
"We can't convert anyone,
only Jesus can qo that," Timmons said. "Whatever Jesus
says and does I need to say
and do myself."
Timmons also gave three
f:'ssentials he said he wished
he had always known. These
three were the preeminence

of Jesus, the presence of
the kingdom and the power
of a few.
Students enjoyed the combination of humor and Wisdom Timmons used.
"I felt like his jokes tied in
with the message because his
jokes kept you entertained,"
said Kevin Reynolds, a sophomore accounting major. "His
message was relatable to
yo\mger people and it gave me
a different perspective on how
to make Jesus a part of my life."

Bill Wohlers, vice president of student services, was
also impressed with Timmons' message.
"It gave students a lot to
think about. It was a great
opportunity to have the students be able to hear somebody of his caliber. That's
the benefit of convocations,
to have as part of your total
education experience."
Timmons grew up in a
small town jn Ohio and as
a child wanted to convert

as many people as he could.
He graduated from Dallas
Theological Seminary and is
married to Diana Timmons,
cousin of President Gordon
Bietz.
Timmons offered his website http:/ /timtimmons.com
as a resource for students
who want to read more about
his message or find more information.

Alumni website gets extreme makeover
BECCA ANDERSON

STAEFW.ma

Southern Adventist University's enhanced alumni website will make its debut on
Jan. 31. Alumni have many
new online features to look
forward to; including an online alumni directory alumni
and· special announcements.
"We plan on launching a
new website for more alumni to become active," said

Evonne Crook, director of
alumni relations.
The website offers a variety
of resources helping graduates transition into a career.
For alumni looking for a job,
listings from businesses looking fo~ Southern graduates
will be posted frequently.
Testing and other counseling
needs can also be arranged
through the website, · Crook
said.
"I think the alumni website

will have some great ways for
alumni to both connect with
what's happening at Southern and with each other,"
said Isaac James, Southern's
eCommunications manager.
A photography section
will have current as well as
historic pictures. Links to
Southern's alumni Facebook
page can also help reconnect
and encourage relationship
building between former
classmates. Former students

will be encouraged to write
on message boards between
affinity groups and also post
wedding and baby announcements. The new website· will
also feature news stories and
a calendar of events, on and
off campus, such as golf tournaments and regional chapter
meetings held throughout the
United States.
"I look forward to seeing a
'where are they now' feature
with stories about successful

graduates doing great things
in the world and their communities," said Rick Anderson, 'o6 graduate.
'
The website is currently
transitioning between vendors, but its reconstruction
will be through Raiser's Edge,
using Blackband. The website's link is under "Alumni and Friends" at http:/ I
southern.edu/pages/ alumni_
friends.aspx

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

•
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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Professional spirituals ensemble visits campus
IsRAEL GoNZALEZ
CONO!IlUQR

A concert honoring the
memocy of Martin Luther
King Jr. was performed by the
American Spiritual Ensemble
at t:}le Collegedale Church of
Seventh-day Adventists, Jan.
18.

The concert started at 7:30
p.m. and featured arrangements of many popular spirituals by composers such as
Moses Hogan, Hall Johnson,
Roland Carter and others.
Everett McCorvey, founder
and music director of the ensemble, said he experienced a
growing need to revive spirituals. In 1995, not long after
finishing a Doctorate of Musical Arts from the Up.iversity
of Alabama, he founded the
American Spiritual Ensemble
to keep the American spiritual alive.
"I noticed that the spiri-

tual music was being lost to
the gospel music, • McCorvey
said.
The night began when the
ensemble· walked down the
two aisles of Collegedale
Church, singing "Walk Together, Children." The acapella arrangement by William
Heney Smith immediately
caught the attention of the
audience.
"I didn't expect the ensemble to enter from the back of
the church," said Daisy Montenegro, a freshman nursing
major. "It was eye catching"
The American Spiritual Ensemble is composed of 100
professionally trained singers. Many of them have performed in places such as the
Metropolitan Opera, the San
Francisco Opera and Carnegie Hall, among other worldrenowned performing halls.
Jamelia Davis, who has
been a member of the ensem-

Photo courtesy of http://americanspiritualensemble.com

The American Spiritual Ensemble performed at Southern Adventist University in honor of Martin Luther King,
Jr. on Jan. 18.

ble for two weeks, said that
she enjoys being part of the
ensemble.

"It's a fun group to be
around," Davis said. "Everybody is supportive."

The ensemble performs
throughout the year in U.S.
and Europe.

CONFERENCE $ERVICES NEEDS TO KNOW WHO YOU KNOW
•
WE WltL BE GLAD TO
:A•D YOU
IF AN ELIGIBUE MEE liNG IS BOOKED FOR A 20 1 1 EVENT
$WBMrf YOUR L.E:Aos TO

conferenceservicesisouthern.edu
CALL 423.236.25$5 AND FILL US IN ON YOUR CONTACT$

LEAVE YOllR EMAIWAND

~ NUMBER

WE,L.L MAKE rFWORTH YOUR WI-Df.E!
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Southern participates in
international faculty exchange
JOHN SHOEMAKER

CnND••tnn•

River
Plate
Adventist
University, located in Libertador San Martin, Argentina,
has
partnered
with
Southern
Adventist
University for a six-week
exchange program.
In an effort to enhance cuiture, learn English and build a
professional relationship, five
adult members of the UAP faculty, including the president
and vice president, arrived at
Southern on Jan. 2.
"This is an extremely important opportunity for Southern to interact with those
from our sister school in Argentina," said Carlos Parra,
chair of Southern's modern
languages department. "Both
schools should profit from
this exchange."

•

By adding the UAP administrators to the regular ESL
classes offered at Southern,
the Argentine visitors are able
to relate to other ESL students
as well as benefit from the
joined learning effort.
"They are highly motivated
and self-directed," said Laurie
Stankavich, ESL program coordinator. "I thoroughly enjoy
teaching them because they
bring a proactive attitude into
their English learning."
This is the second time faculty members· of UAP have
visited Southern. Three families from Southern will travel
to UAP in mid-May for a sixweek program in hopes of
learning Spanish and developing a stronger connection with
theuniversityonaculturaland
professional level.

Photo by Andrea Taylor

Southern Adventist University and Oakwood University theology students gathered in an effort to build a positive relationship between the two religion departments on Jan. 22jor the Southem religion department's trainee induction ceremony.

................
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.His eyes are on the sparrows, ravens and rn.y shoulders
ANGELA McPHERSON
RELIGION

Eonoa

My battle this week has
been a tough one: pulling
my shoulders down from
earlobe height.
You heard me. Relaxing my
shoulders.
This may sound kind of
strange, but in this one action-relaxing my shoulders-! · have
discovered
somethiug that I consider to
be very important: I do not
chill out very easily.
I am super anxious. All the
time. About everything.
I do not know when this
started. Perhaps it is academia. Perhaps it is interpersonal stuff. Perhaps it is that
I have got to be a grown-up
soon and nobody handed
me a manual on that sort
of thing-and if they did, I
would not read it.
But lately, even if I have a
day off or a day in which no
homework needs to be done,
I am still a knotted-up wreck
about everything. And it is

not very productive.
So I have been trying to
remain
physically
present enough to at least pull
my shoulders down from
earlobe height and take
a deep breath.
I have also been trying to
get out of my own cranium

at my surroundings and
take them in.
So the other day I was sitting at my kitchen table,
trying hard to relax my
shoulders, and gazing out
the window, trying to "be
present" -that is what I am
calling it. During my be-

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

enough to look around a
little bit. Literally. With my
eyeballs. To physically look

ing present, a strange thing
happened: a million zillion
ravens swooped down upon

my yard and started feeding
on worms.
This was very strange for
two reasons: One, it is pretty
ominous to have a flock of
ravens in one's front yard,
and two, I did not realize my
front yard was such a goldmine for worms.
The ravens lapped up the
available resources in my
yard within five minutes or
so, and then flew away, ·as
ominously and congregationally as they had come.
Then, a few days later, I
was actually physically in my
front yard walking around,
and I noticed five or six sparrows just hopping around,
chilling out. They did not
even mind that I was there.
They just hopped out of my
way and continued hopping.
I did not realize how much
sparrows actually hopped.
Quite a lot, it seems.
And something struck
me about sparrows. Sparrows are really small. They
also blend in well with
their surroundings, mak-

ing them hard for me to see.
Till they hop.
So here I am, living my life,
trying to relax my shoulders
and watching ravens and
sparrows in rapid succession in my yard-and then, in
my devotions, I came across
Luke 12. Luke 12 is all about,
you guessed it, ravens, sparrows and relaxing.
Sparrows are .not forgotten
by God. Even though they
are difficult for me to see,
God scopes out every. one of
them. Ravens do not sow or
reap, and they do not have
houses and closets or wallets to fill-God takes care of
their every need.
So basically, ravens and
sparrows can chill out, because God's got it covered.
So, in red-letter text, Jesus leaves me, and now you,
by proxy, with this question:
If the ravens and the sparrows can rest in God's sovereignty, "why are you anxious
about the rest?"

Seeing, and hearing, is believing
AsHLEE CHISM
CoNQ!BlJIOI!

A few years ago, a friend
told me about the idea she
had taken to heart of picking
something in nature to have
as a personal symbol of God's
love. She had picked rainbows.
I liked her idea and I picked
cardinals, birds that seem to
be the favorite of many an
American state.
Strolling through Southern's campus, I would see the
bright red specks darting from
tree to tree, and smile because
it was a visible reminder of
God's love for me. I began to
look for cardinals on campus.
Sometimes I would see only a
flash of red in my peripheral
vision, and other times I would
see the muted red browns of a
female as she chased her mate
through the tree branches.
As I walked down the Promenade one day, I stopped in
my tracks when
I• saw a large
t...:u
a
...,t,.V'"

cardinal using the fountain
as a birdbath. He wriggled in
the water, and then shook it
off his wings. He turned one

what they sound like, which,
by the way, is a high-pitch pip.
When I moved into Southern
Village, I was delighted to see

black eye on me as he spread
his wings and took off, leaving
me staring in wonder.
As I paid attention to the
cardinals, I even grew to know

that the apartment had a halcony back porch that faced the
woods. While it was warmer
outside, I kept my camp chair
out there.
...

'

&•I
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~

During the first part of last
semester, that was where I
had morning devotions. I
would sit in ~e early morn-

kept hearing cardinals, but I
did not see them as often as
I had before. So I figured that
hearing the birds was just as
good as seeing them; the cardinal's call was distinct, and
it did not matter if I saw the
bird that the call belonged
• to or not. The reminder was
still the reminder.
Then the thought struck
me: We do not always see God
working in our lives, but we
can hear Him. Sometimes the
things that stress and press
us-that big project, that boyfriend or girlfriend, or the lack
thereof, that thing no one but
God knows about, those troubles at home-may make it
difficult for us to see Him.
However, if we have learned
to recognize His call because
we have been searching for
ing light, • read, pray and His presence, we can hear
Him even ·i n the midst of our
listen to the birds.
During those quiet morning busy, tiring lives, and · know
moments and my now-longer that He still loves us.
walk,
to• ... ,the
main campus,
I
t'· ....
_..... ...
-
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The parking problem begins with students
KARA TURPEN
CoNTRIBUTOR

Yes, we have heard it a hundred times.
"Parking at Southern is so
bad. I can never find a spot. I
hate how far away I have to park
from my classroom building."
Fellow students, I have got a
different idea of how parking
should be at Southern. It is not
an issue of space, but rather an
issue of mentality.
·
In September, I attended a
meeting for the Student Association and other campus leaders
hosted by PERFORMA, a company hired by Southern to help
plan and develop our campus.
PERFORMA is licensed in 42
states and is capable of providing feedback on areas like space
planning, interior design, architecture and engineering.
What was most interesting about this meeting was the
topic of parking. As a community student, this piqued my
interest, and I was all-ears as I
listened to what student leaders
had to say.
"I'm a dorm student, and
well, when I'm running late, I1l
drive my car," responded one of
the students at the meeting.
This response really aggravated me. This student was taking m.}t parking spot.
The representative from
PERFORMA did not seem too
happy about this response, either. She quickly informed us
that we have a different mentality here at Southern-we are apparently too used to being able
to park. close to our classroom
buildings.
She let us know that when
most college campuses plan for
parking, they allot two parking
spaces for every three students.

That means each.of us get about
67 percent of one parking spot.
This student who spoke up,
who occasionally drives to class
from their allotted parking
space at the dorm, was not taking one, but two parking spaces
on an over-crowded campus.
That student was taking a dorm
parking space and a commuter
parking space-double the allotted space given.
This raised qne question in
my head: Are there enough
parking spaces on our campus?
I c6ntacted Marty Hamilton,
the associate vice president
for financial administration at
Southern. Hamilton has been
behind planniilg the Hulsey
Wellness Center, KR's Place
and other campus fa,cilities.
"We have a 'mall mentality',"
Hamilton said. ''We're used to
walking from parking lot to the
front door of the buildings."
He gave me some documents
from Campus Safety with official numbers of parking spaces.
There are 2,876 parking spaces
on all.university property. Other information listed the number of parking tickets given so
far in the semester as well as the
reasons behind the ticketing.
"We have all these spots on
campus, but nobody wants to
use them," Hamilton said.
.ijamilton also invited me
to the Parking Advisory Committee meeting that took place
Nov.18.
During this meeting, members of the committee discussed
different issues of parking as
well as areas in which Southern
can change to accommodate for
the current parking problems.
Altering and expanding current parking lots to better accommodate students and offering shuttles around campus

Photo courtesy by sxc.hu

were just a few of the ideas
suggested. Also discussed were
problems with not enough parking spaces and subsequently issuing parking tickets for those
parking in other locations.
Talge Hall, a source of many
of the parking problems on our
campus, was brought up multiple times during the meeting.
Don Hart, access manager for
Campus Safety, said that there
were 29 more parking permits
issued than the parking lot can
hold in that particular lot. Because of the lack of space, students are looking for parking in
the Mable Wood Hall parking
lot as well as at the Village Market lot.
From Aug. 1 to Nov. 17, 1,508
tickets were issued. Of those
tickets, 378 of them have been
for parking in spaces reserved
for commuter students and
staff. These tickets account for
25 percent of the tickets on
campus. Other hot-ticket items

are failure to register vehicle
and failure to display permit.
'There is a constant. shuffle
of cars throughout campus,"
Hamilton said. "Students are
parking at one building, going
to class, moving their cars and
going to another class. We need
to change our mentality."
There are things that we can
do to help with the parking
problems and our mentality
towards parking here at Southem. Simple steps can be taken
to solve most of your parking
woes. Two of the easiest: walk
to your on-campus destinations
and get involved in student government.
Walking is the easiest solution to the mentality problem.
When you arrive in the morning
and park your car, walk. to your
class. Then, walk to the next
class. It is that simple. Not only
are you helping with the parking problem, but you are also
freeing yourself from the stress

of having to find a spot at every
building you go to. Walking gets
you exercise and allows for socialization.
Getting involved in student
government is also a pretty easy
thing to do, especially since our
campus and student government make it so easy. Did you
even know that a Parking Advisory Committee existed? Neither did I. Volunteer to be the
student representative at one
of the meetings and voice your
views and concerns with.parking. If that is not something you
are comfortable doing, call up
or e-mail your senator and ask
them to get involved. Their job
is to voice your issues.
I am changing my mentality
on parking at Southern, even
when it is raining, and walkit?.g
more often. You should, too.

rooms are subject to random
search? #privacyfail
4) We really appreciate our
professors, who extend deadlines, drop a few quizzes, and
do not kick us out of their office when we are crying about
how difficult this semester's
lab or term paper is going to

be. #whoneedsahug
5· Why is it that the vespers
rub has spilled into other
events? Convocations, morning meditations, happy hour
at Sonic-nowhere is safe!
#awkward
6. Gordon Bietz rocks our
proverbial socks. #thatisall

7. We really love our
dress-code-enforcing,
Walmart-run-providing,
vespers-rub-inducing, sockrocking university. #justsaying

#JustSaying
2. We love that SIFE provides Walmart runs to us
OPINION EDDD!! AND CQND!Bl/JDII
poor, car-less souls, who
1. Why is it that as the
would otherwise have to
months get colder, people · hitchhike or wrangle up a
dress as if it is a balmy sum- few of our quacking compamer's eve? Flip-flops and ca- dres and fashion a duck sled.
pris are not winter appropri- # Icallshotgun
ate! #canyousayfrostbite
3· Why is it that our dorm
D~lELLE QUAlLEY AND KATHRYN MATTENSON

'
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Mistakes I made in college: The lamentations of a graduating senior
DAVID MOORE

Cmrnuauxoe

Reflecting over the past five
years of college, I have discovered some of the places where
I have erred. ln case anyone
is wondering, it typically only
takes four years to attain a bachelor's degree; certainly some
of these mistakes have lead to
this discrepancy. Nonetheless,
I would like to share these with
you and hopefully prevent some
of you from doing the same.
1. High school would have
been the perfect time to really
start exploring some careers. I
did not. And thus I defaulted to
nursing upon ai:riving at Southern. Fortunately it was not too
far into the first semester that,
through the help of my good
friend Tom Hanks and his at
times very gruesome minise-

ries, "Band of Brothers," a sick
feeling crept into my stomach.
My decision to switch majors
was reinforced a couple years
later when I almost passed
out while watching a basic
suture procedure. Solution:
Job shadow!
.
2. When the housing market
flopped, my construction job
came to an abrupt end. Ignoring the adviee from the Apostle
Paul and Ellen White, I heeded
the advice of my financial advisor and took out one of the
many loans that are handed out
like cake at a birthday party. A
year or so down the road I realized picking up a few part-time
jobs was well worth not having
debt. Now I know student loans
are sometimes necessary, but
it is very important to evaluate
your return on investment. Is
becoming an expert caver really

worth $50,000 of debt? Sometimes debt can be prevented by
some extra hours of working
and practicing frugality.
3. After discovering that
nursing was no longer my calling, Anatomy and Physiology
did not seem to be such an essential part of my ·academic
experience. So why should I
waste time studying it, right?
Well, this poor decision lead to
a, shall we say, less than stellar
letter grade on my transcript.
It took some time to rehabilitate my GPA I know we hi!IIVe
all heard this before, but I have
no problem beating it over the
head: If you are not paying for
your education, someone else
is. Make the most of it!
4· I am a big fan of summer
camp ministry. I have spent four
summers working at camp. It is
a great way to serve God, and I

strongly encourage it. However,
I passed up internships and real
career experiences so I could go
get paid to play at the lake one
more summer. Camp is a great
ministry, but do not let it prevent you from growing up and
having other learning experiences. God needs peoE_le in the
work force too. There is a ministry to be done there as well.
If this wisdom came to you
faster than it came to me,
then congratulations. If not,
I hope the above advice is in
some ways beneficial. Sometimes the best lessons in life
are learned the hard way,
but I feel that, with a little
more understanding, some
of these scenarios could have
been avoided.

bles into every meal is a great
way to do that.
Water is also essential to a
healthy lifestyle. The Mayo
Clinic suggests drinking eight
glasses of water a day. They
also suggest drinking more if
you are working out because
of the amount of water you
lose through sweat. Water
is what fuels your body. So
if you do not get enough water, you will run like a car on
empty.
Arleny Popoteur, a sophomore public relations major, has her own thoughts
about being fit.
"Besides
the
actual
workout, the main in-

gredient for a fit body_ is
motivation," she says.
In conclusion, I want to encourage all those who already
have been working out to
keep on going. And for those
who are still giving excuses
for not going to the Wellness
Center, your life is important
enough to spend time working out.
tCorinthians 6:19,20 (ESV)
says, "Or do you not know
that your body is a temple of
the Holy Spirit within you,
whom you have from God?
You are not your own, for you
were bought with a price. So
glorify God fn your body."

Resolutions revisited
/

I<AYCEFOOTE
CONU!8UJOII

As the month of January
is coming to an end, I hope
everyone is still living up to
their New Year's resolutions.
Most of you probably already
know that losing weight and
being healthy are the most
popular New Year's resolutions. This means that most
likely over half of the people
at Southern resolved to eat
healthier, work out more
or lose weight.
With that said, I am very
proud of you, Southern. I
have been in the gym at least
three times a week since the
second semester started, and
everyday it has been packed.
I practically have to go all
the way to Hickman to find
parking for the Wellness Center Treadmills are crowded
with people running their
stresses away and the aerobics room is full of students
doing crunches, push-ups
and Pilates.
The fact is that working out
is the best thing you can do
for your body.
Exercise reduces your risk
of disease, boosts your metabolism, increases strength
and improves balance and
flexibility. It can also improve your br:ain strength.
Working out increases
blood flow to the brain, which
improves memory and thinking. So taking an hour out
of your studying to lift some

weights or run a mile will actually help you get that A Not
only will it give you energy to
keep studying, but it will also
increase brainpower to help
you retain everything that you
have learned.
The Hulsey Wellness Center provides classes like Cardio Boot Camp, Abs, Pilates
and Cycling. According to the
television show "The Doctors," cycling can burn about
700 calories an hour. Caloriecounter.com says walking
2 mph alone could burn 544
calories.
Another great way to burn
those calories without feeling like your working out is
intramwrals. It is a fun
and easy way to workout without knowing it.
Hockey, the next intramural being offered, can
burn about 540 calories
an hour, according to caloriecounter.com. Playing
soccer for an hour, which
is the last intramural for
this school year, burns
680 calories on average.
As you can see, exercise is great, but then~
is so· much more involved in being healthy.
Your diet is a huge part
of being healthy. I am
not saying you need to
count calories. Instead,
eat in moderation. Also,
make sure to have a wellbalanced diet with foods
from every group. Incorporating fruit or vegeta-

Tliis
Weekend
Hope you are having a
great week ofprayer!
•••••••••••••••
Chattanooga Mocs vs. Elon
Phoenix
UTC McKenzie Arena
615 McCallie St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday, Jan. 29
6p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ /gomocs.com/
Hellogoodbye
The Masquerade
695NorthAve.
Atlapta, Ga.
Sunday, Jan. 30
6:30p.m.
$.l5
http:/fhellogoodbye.net/
pARTnership
In-Town Gallery
26A Frazier Ave.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday, Jan. 30
11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Free
http:/ /intowngallery.com/
Symphony Concerto Concert
Southern Adventist University
Collegedale Church
Sunday, Jan. 30
4p.m.
Free

Collegedale to:
Andrews University ................ 2:40
Bass Academy..........................2:10
Blue Mountain Academy ...... .3:00
Fletcher/ Pisgah Academy...... :SO
Forest Lake Academy ............ .2:45
Genera! Conference................2:40
Great Lakes Academy.............3:10
Highland View Academy ...:.. 2:40
Ozark Academy.......................3:00
Shenandoah Valley ................ 2:20
Spring Valley Academy.........1:40
Mt Vernon Academy ............... 2:00
Charter Your Personal Aircraft Today! .
• fly mom and dod in for a quick visit
• Be airborne within minutes of cli:Ss
• S..me price forth""' p~ssengers
" ever tniss a fatnily ~vent
• Fly hom~ just for the doy

·One Way Flights are Half Price·
H~sjet

flies to any public .alrport in thee tern h.df US~
- Conb<1: B6·~;jd to quote your n«!rt flight
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The best.and worst of championship_Sunday
ANDREW GARCILAW
Srons EQDDI!

The Super Bowl matchup is
finally set: ilie Pittsburgh Steel~
ers will be taking on the Green
Bay Packers.
Mere hours after both teams
advanced to the Super Bowl,
the Packers were already considered 2-3 point favorites.
After a 10-6 regular season,
Green Bay entered the playoffs
as the sixth seed in the NFC.
They then won three straight
road games in Philadelphia,
Atlanta and finally Chicago to
become the first sixth seed to
reach the Super Bowl.
The Steelers cruised thfough
the regular season with a 12-4
record, outlasting the Baltimore
Ravens ·and New York Jets in
the playoffs. They clinched their
eighth Super Bowl birth, which
ties the Dallas Cowboys for
most ever.
Pittsburgh has also now
reached the Super Bowl three
times in the last six seasons.
From Jay Cutler's mysterious
injwy to Mark Sanchez's questionable fumble, here-now are
the best and worst from Championship Sunday.
Best QB: Coming into Sunday's matchup with the Pitts-

burgh Steelers, New York Jets be questioned? That is up to
quarterback Mark Sanchez was you to decide.
considered by many to be the
Most controversial call:
worst starting QB of the four With just less than two minteams left standing, but that is . utes left in the second quarter,
not how it played out on Sun- Jets' quarterback Mark Sanday. Sanchez clearly outper- chez was sacked for a fumble
formed his three counterparts and the ball was returned for
by throwing two touchdowns a touchdown, but did San-

Green Bay Packers' B.J. Raji (90) returns an"int•~rce,pti<m
touchdown during the fourth quarter of the NFC aCham~•ioru;hip
against the Chicago Bears in Chicago. (AP Photo/Jim

for 233 yards with a passer rating of 102.2.
Worst QB: Nobody expected Jay Cutler to perform,
or not perform, the way he did
Sunday against the Green Bay
Packers. Cutler's 31.8 passer
rating just about sums up his
performance. The worst part
was he could not even finish
the game. Should his toughness

chez really fumble the ball?
Sanchez was in the process of
throwing the ball when he was
sacked, but it appeared his
arm was going forward, meaning the fumble would be an
incomplete pass. After review,
the referees determined that
Sanchez's arm was not traveling forward and· the Steelers'
touchdown stood.

Sports rumors roundup
ANDREW GARCIIAZO

Golden
State
Warriors ready to shake up
their roster?
According to the San Jose
Mercury News, Golden State
Warriors co-owner Jacob
Lacob is ready make a big
change, which could include
trading for a "superstar."
"'I'm certainly biased toward
doing
something-strongly,' Lacob said in the article.
"What I would really love to do
is to pull off the deal to get a superstar. There's one or two of
them out there."
Denver's
Carmelo
Anthony would be the main
one, and Lacob admits Anthony is probably headed
elsewhere ... "

The paper noted that Lacob
and the Warriors could offer
the Nuggets more for Carmelo than both the Knicks or
the Bulls. As a start, the deal
would include either Stephen
Curry or Monta Ellis, ]?ut
even so, with Anthony's desire to play in New York it is·
doubtful the Warriors could
sign him to an extension.
Chad Ochocinco to the
Oakland Raiders?
Rumors have begun to
swirl that wide receiver
Chad Ochocinco, formerly
Chad Johnson, may end up
in Oakland playing for the
Raiders, specifically because
of new Raiders head coach
Hue Jackson.
, "I would not care · where
HueJacksongotajob. I would
go play for him, run through

a wall, jump in front of a bus,
etc. u get the point," Ochocinco said in a recent tweet.
"It would be refreshing to be
with Hue Jackson again. I
know I wouldn't have to worry about being thrown under
a bus again."
Ochocinco has also been
connected to the New England Patriots for tweets
in which he speaks favorably of Patriots head coach
Bill Belichick.
Regardless of where he
ends up, a circus i_s sure to
follow.

Biggest surprise: Jay Cult- the second half, and came a first
er's injwy, and his decision not down within having one last
to return to the game, was defi- shot at a drive towards the end
nitely the biggest surprise from wne. In the end, it was too little
Championship Sunday. Cutler too late for the Jets.
Funniest moment: After
suffered the injwy in the second
quarter of the Bears' 21-14 loss, throwing an interception, Packeventually leaving the game for ers QB Aaron Rodgers made a
good in the third quarter.
surprising play for a quarterBest defense: Pittsburgh back: he made the tackle. More,
Steelers-first half. The first he managed to tackle Brian Drhalf of Sunday's AFC Cham- lacher, one of the best linebackpionship featured a dominant ers in the game.
Best
record:
Packers
performance by the Steelers defense that held the Jets to only cornerback Sam Shields bethree points and less than 30 came the first rookie to record
total yards. Even with a second both a sack and two intercephalf Jets comeback, the Steel- . tions in a playoff game. Only
ers' defense was easily the best four pther non-rookies have
achieved the mark.
of Championsh1p Sunday.
Worst stat: Ben RoethlisWorst defense: New York
Jets-first half. The Jets could berger's 3S·S passer rating was
not stop the Steelers during the easily the worst stat of Chamfirst half allowing 24 points. pionship Sunday. Regardless,
True, seven of those points Roethlisberger and the Steelcame on an offensive turnover. ers Still managed to make plays
But when you let Steelers' run- when they needed to, beatning back Rashard Mendenhall ing the Jets and advancing to
burn you for 9S yards in the first the Super Bowl.
Best quote: "It's not always
half, that is saying something.
Best comeback: Trailing pretty with us," Ben Roeth24-0 at the half, the Jets-Steel- lisberger said in a post-game
ers game seemed all but over. press conference, "but we do
The Jets, however, had a differ- the job. We have a lot of tenacient idea, storming back for 19 ty. We have a don't quit attitude
unanswered points. They held and mentality. Everybody is just
the Steelers scoreless during always there for each other."

Current intramural
basketball standings
Ladies Division A
Bailers s-o
Ladies Division B
OH SHOOT! 6-o
Dream Team 7-1
Mens Division A
Toon Squad 6-o
Mens Division B North
Know Skillz 4-0
Crabs 3-0
Abusement Park 3-0
Mens Division B South
We Dat!!! s-o
Mens Division C North
Downtown 4-0
Mens Division C South
·white Flower 3-0
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Upcoming events calendar
Thursday, .January 27

Saturday, .January 29

10:4sa.m.-12 p.m. McKee
Library Closed
11 a.m. Convocation, Student
Week of Prayer, Church
12 p.m. SA Election Petitions
Due, SA Office
5 p.m. Floor Hockey Team
Meeting, Hulsey Wellness
Center
7 p.m. Student Week of
Prayer, Church

8:45 a.m. Adoration I,
Church-Dan Jackson
10 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School, White Oak
Room
Beautiful Feet Sabbath
School, Thatcher Chapel
Collegiate Sabbath School,
Collegedale SDA Church
10:15 a.m. Pura VIda, Training Chapel, Collegedale
SDAChurch
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
Church-Dan Jackson
10:30 a.m. One Accord Sabbath School, Hulsey Amphitheater
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-Maurice
Godwiii

Friday, .January 28
Payday
12 p.m. Sooial Work Major
Applications Due, Daniells
Office
6:03 p.m. Sunset
8 p.m. Student Week of
Prayer, Church

STUDENT LIFE
Interested in a summer
job? Come to the Student
Center this week and next
week to find a camp that
interests you. Camp recruiters will be available
to answer any questions
you might have about their
respective camps!
The 1098T forms for
2010 have been complied and are being
mailed to you this week.
The 1098T form has your tuition, fees and financial -eid
information for the calendar
year 2010. This form needs
to go to the individual who
uses this information for filing their 2010 tax return.
Do you want to reach
others for Christ more
effectively?
The Bible

Worker's Club is hosting a
training seminars that will
take place at the Chattanooga First Church on Jan.
2~ from 7 p.m. to 8:so p.m.
and Jan. 29 from 2 p.m. to
6 p.m. There will be six sections on how to reach others
for Christ.
Parents' Weekend: Invite your parents for Parents' Weekend on Feb.
18-20. Show them what
college life is about! Deadline for registering is Monday, Feb. 7 at http:/ /south
ern.edu/parentsweekend.
Media applications are
due Jan. 31 at Noon to
the Student Services office. If you are interested in
being next year's Strawberry Festival Director, Accent
Editor, or Memories Editor, please pick up an application from the Student

11:45 a.m. Renewal, Church
-Dan Jackson
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall
6 p.m. Evensong, Church
8 p.m. Warren Miller Ski
M~e, lles PE Center
Sunday, .January 30
4 p.m. Symphony Concerto
Concert, Church (Convocation Credit)

Monday, .January 31
12 p.m. SA Media Applications/Portfolios Due, StudeQt Services
5:15 p.m. & S:45 p.m. College Bowl, Presidential
Banquet Room

Tuesday, February 1
12 p.m. Tornado Siren Test

7 p.m. SA Candidate Election Orientation, Robert
Merchant Room

Wednesday, February2
3 p.m. Tax Seminar for International
Students,
Lynn Wood Hall
5:15 p.m. & S:45 p.m. College Bowl, Presidential
Banquet Room
/.15 p.m. SA Senate, White
Oak Room
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher
Hall

a.m. Convocation, African American Heritage,
Church
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory, Conference Room
A
S:45 p.m. Student Organization President's Meeting,
Presidential Banquet Room
7:30 p.m. Df8.ma: Junebug
Productions, · Ackerman
Auditorium (Convocation
Credit)
11

Thursday, February 3
Chinese New Year

Services office and turn it
in with your portfolio by
the deadline.
Joker:
If you have not picked up
your Joker, the student pictorial directory, please stop
by the SA office.
Valentine Banquet:
Travel back in time to
the Golden Age (1920s to
1940s) where big bands
and fun entertainment was
a way of life! Dress ·to impress for this Sadie Hawkins
Valentine's Day Banquet!
Tickets are on sale for $25
until Jan. 28 at the cafeteria, in the SA office, and the
residence halls. After Jan.
28, ticket prices Will be $30.

BIRTHDAYS
January 27 - Areli Ruiz,
Doug Tilstra, Hollie Eirich,
Justin Iglesias
January 28 - Alejandro
Torres, Erica Singh, Jennifer Bailey, Jennifer Gibbs,
Melissa Boyd, Olivia Weber,
Tina Anglin, Tony Castillo,
Zachary Brown
January 29 - Alanna
Zackrison, Becca Anderson,
Christopher Lovato, Christopher Mol~s, Diego Constante, Jessica -Carter, Jhalisa Jarrett, Lauren Souza
January 30 - Felycie Bertresse, Jesmine Rivera, Josh
Mayo, Joshua Blair, Sara
Nalley

erance, Jenna Edgerton,
Jonathan North, Kenny Anderson, Linda North, Rene
Bruzon, Steven Young
February 1 -Mary Wagoner-Angelin,
Melanie
Bethancourt, Michelle Stollenmaier, Richard Johnson,
Wayne Jernigan, Wendy
Boyd
February 2 ' - Bonnie
Hunt, John Nixon, Mason
Cooper
February 3 -Ashley Wagner, Bruce Seasly, Clayton
Greenleaf, Erica Becker,
Jeanette Frescino, Leon
Weeks, Nicole Fisher, Ryan
Pierce

January 31 - Eli Courey,
Eliud Sicard, Grant Sev-

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800

O'SPR.INGS
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Ducks thank students for igloo
SuZANNE OCSAI
HuMQ• Eprro•

The Collegedale duck pond
ducks have issued a statement thanking the students
who built the igloo by the
duck pond.
A spokesduck for the ducks
said that after the snowstorm
the ducks were in dire need
of a warm shelter.
"These ducks may be distant cousins to the penguin
but there's a reason they
are living in Collegedale and

not Antarctica," said the
spokesduck.
One duck, who was contacted, said he suffered
terribly during Christmas
when 6 inches of snow fell in
Collegedale.
"I'm really thankful the
students were here this time
and thought of us. We always
knew they loved us," the duck
said. "This proves it!"
In a press release sent
out Tuesday the ducks announced that they are hosting an open pond-similar to

an open house-this Sabbath
for students. The Duck Pond
Association president said
that all the ducks would really love to meet the students
responsible for the igloo.
'"Because of you, surviving
this storm was like water off
our backs," he said.
The ducks request that students with last names starting between the letters A
and Z bring crackers for die
open pond.

Student Week of Prayer: It
has been great hearing from our
peers!

First Full Week of Classes:
Guess we really gotta hit the
-books now.

First Full Week of Classes:
Now our professors do not
have to cram two days' worth of
lectures into one.
Valentine's Banquet goes
Sadie Hawkins: What! Girls
ask guys? Unthinkable!

Photo by Amy Ryder
Duck's point of view: Thanks to Southern students the duck pond ducks were warm and to;asty during the snow storm.

Valentine's Banquet goes
Sadie Hawkins: Oh, yeah. Girls
ask guys! Now we are talking.

Miss Know-It-All
Miss KNow-IT-Au.
Dear Miss Know-It-All,
What is the Master Burger's dominion? Who is the
heir to the throne?
Sincerely, Soybean Soldier
Dear Soybean Soldier,
As we all know, the Mas-

ter Burger lives in the ancient
country of Gfease.
As an avid Vegetarianologist, I spent six years living
amongst and studying the wild
Gluten tribes.
I earned the Master Burger's
complete trust and he showed
me his kingdom. His dominion
reaches from the edge of the
Morning Star Farm to the far

boundary of Boca's Badlands.
The Master Burger tripped 4
1/2 days later and fell into a pit
of boiling oil. But before he fell
to his oily an~ tasty demise, he
changed my name to Miss Master Burger, and promised his
kingdom to me.
Sincerely,
Miss
Master
Burger (AKA Miss Know-It-

Snow: Soooo, there were
supposed to be two inches over
the weekend. Guess the clouds
did not get that memo!

All)

Have a question you would like
Miss Know-It-All to answer for
you? Send your questions to humor@southern.edu and look for
her answers in upcoming Accents!

New major underway in the

history department
SHANA MICHALEK

Sr.m..w.ama... A new political science
major is in the works at the
history department that will
be geared toward students
aiming for a career in law,
politics, international politics
or business.
The new major, called
global policy and service,
was approved by the Strategic Planning Committee in
December and will include a
mix of political
science, international
development and
mission work.

that students in this generation are interested in service but do not know how to
get involved.
"This major will give them
[students] more tools to do
service howeve.r God leads
them," Rahn said.
Rahn said thl!t she had the
idea for a- service oriented
political science program a
year and a half ago but did
not tell anyone about her
idea. She finally mentioned it
to a few people in a meeting.
After looking into it,
those interPhoto by Nathan lewis
ested helped
Students fill Collegedale Church to listen to KaraAckerman, a junior nursing major, speakforStudent Week of
her push for Prayer on Thursday, Jan. 27.
the idea to

Th e g}0 b a}
become are- Students inspire peers with testimonies
to students by policy and ser- ality. Since
fall
then, Rahn JANA MILES
her, even after deadlines had public relations major, said she
Dennis Pet- VICe maJOr WI11 said she has
passed. She told the audience appreciated hearing a student
missions testimony from an actibon~, chair of a,repare stu- been conthe history detacting variStudent Week of Prayer came
student. "VVhen someone
partment, said
ents to deal ous organi- to Southern Adventist Universiyour age tells you that they did
It
zations and ty once again, bringing
it, it seems more possible for
the
depart• h
}"
.
ment has talkWit pO Itlsomeone like to me go too."
schools
to drama, music and testimonies
ren1inded giousJakestudies
from students.
Rocke, a senior relir
ed with sev- cal situations get informaof
the
meetings
major, said the
eral different
tion for a
placed
an
emphasis
on
serhighlight
of
the
week for him
n1e
that
we
international
curriculum.
in
different
vice,
first
by
Destiny
Drama
was
Julene
Henriquez-Gil
on
development
A 1 1 i e
on Tuesday morning, and then
Wednesday night. She told her
countries
shouldn't
agencies who
Greulich, a
by Kara Ackerman on Thursstory of developing cancer as
The major will
be
available
2012.

•

•

•
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tu~

spiritu~

Sever~

have expressed
a need for people with this
type of major.
"The global policy and service major will prepare students
to deal with political situations in different countries,"
Pettibone said.
The major also has a strong
emphasis on service. Mindi
Rahn, an instructor in the
history department who has
been researching and developing the major, said

sophomore
history major who plans
to attend law
school, said
that the service emphasis in
the major will be a great foundation for helping the community as well as enhancing
a resume.
"It will increase opportunities,"
Greulich
said,
''for law students now and
those to come.
n

INDEX

day evening. Destiny members
performed skits that focused
on letting Jesus take control
to make life better and more
meaningful. Then, between
skits, they shared their reasons
for participating in service projects and the difference it has
made in their lives.
Ackerman shared her experience of serving as a student
missionary on the island of
Majuro in the Marshall Islands
last year. Serving as a missionary was the last thing Ackerman said she wanted to do, but
God persisted in getting her attention and opening doors for

be so
quick to
con1plain
when little
things go
wrong

''

that trusting God led her to the
best experience of her life.
Lexi Alvidrez, a freshman
l..lSt WC.'Pk's poll H'<>Uits:

News ................................................ 1-5
Religion ............................................-6
Opinion ............................................... 7
Lifestyles ............................................. 8

I >1d \Oll ,l!lt·tHI<.,flJl
\\1'1'" ()fp ! .l\1'1 1

Sports................................................. 9

'o (64.0%, 9 Votes)

Chatter.............................................. 10
Cl<.ssi fieds .......................................... 11
Humor .......................................p

' '' ' '

Yes [36.0% 5 Votes)

lt·tlt

a teenager and learning how
to rely on God. Even after the
experience was over, when she
was tempted to fall back into a
comfortable rut, she decided
that it was better to continue
to put God first and trust Him
whole-heartedly.
Rocke said he appreciated
her presentation because it had
a good b~ance of humor and
serious spiritu~ thought. "It reminded me that we shouldn't be
so quick to complain when little
things go wrong," he said, "and
then when big things go wrong,
we should remember that God
will never leave us.''

fill
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Vegetarian perk #247: No beef with Taco Bell
CHRISTOPHER WALTON

you. A small, little-known
restaurant-and personal
favorite
of mine-called
Growing
Taco
Bell
was
recently sued
up, there
based
on
allegations
that
were times
the
company's
beef
does
I thought
it
unfair not contain enough "real
that
my beef' - even though the
parents company itself contends
insisted I their beef contains 88 perbe a veg- cent USDA-inspected beef.
etarian. After all, they ate When I heard Taco Bell
meat-sometimes-and I was being sued, I was worhad friends who ate meat, ried I'd have to do my colso why was I the only one lege duty and protest the
restaurant while knowing
who had to miss out?
that
I would also wanting
While as a child I quesjust
one
more Crispy Po-...
tioned this, looking back
tato
Soft
Taco.
on those days, I realize
But when I found out the
that I have been able to
lawsuit
was all about beef,
see so many benefits from
my
fears
went out the
window. AfI was worried I'd have
ter all, my
to do my college duty and
most
frequently utprotest the restaurant
while also wanting just one tered phrase
at Taco Bell
more Crispy Potato Soft
is
"beans
Taco
instead of
beef."
It
doesn't
matbeing vegetarian. I do not
just mean the health bene- ter. to me if Taco Bell's beef
fits, or the animal-cruelty- is 10, 30 or 100 percent
prevention benefits; those beef; I would not be eatare obvjous. I'm talking ing it anyway. It is in times
about the benefits that like this that I am glad to
come from the ability to ig- be a vegetarian.
Now if it turns out Taco
nore lawsuits and still enBell's
beans aren't really
joy fast food restaurants.
beans,
then we may have
Confused?
some
problems.
If so, let me enlighten

''

••••••••••••••••••••••
"Animals are my friends ... and I don't eat my friends."
-George Bernard Shaw

~nothern 2lccrnt
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Month sheds light on dangers of stalking
RAcHEL PARRISH

Sun WR!Ifll

Eight years ago, pre-med
student Peggy Klinke was
murdered by her stalker, an
ex-boyfriend in Turlock California. One of many cases
across the country, an effort to raise awareness in her
honor was put into action:
the month of January was
set aside as National Stalking
Awareness Month.
Although Klinke was not a
student at Southern Adventist
l.loi,versity, the issue of stalking is still taken seriously on
campus. According to the
Campus Safety's crime statistics report, Southern Adventist University has had relatively few incidents of stalking
and harassment.

However, Director of Campus Safety Kevin Penrod said,
"Both stalking and harassment have been reported. In
the past, neither have been
common concerns, although,
more recently, we have received an increase in complaints."
According to stalkingawarenessmonth.org, a recent
study by the U.S. Department
of Justice found that 3·4 million people were stalked in
the past year. Campus Safety
is concerned about students'
security, all year long and a
Christian campus is not free
of stalkers.
"Be aware of your surroundings and your relationships,
and be aware of your gut
feelings about people around
you," Penrod said. "If some-

one persists in unwanted contact, report it to Campus Safety, the police and your dean ....
Please let us help you."
In addition, Campus Safety
has provided dorm worships
and presentations during
classes and orientations about
stalking and harassment safety, and is currently working
with Counseling and Testing
Services and the women's residence hall deans to provide
further education opportunities. Self defense classes are
also available at Collegedale
Community Church every
Tuesday at 6:30 pm.
· For more safety 1ips, information and opportunities
to get involved, students can
contact Campus Safety or refer to http:/ fstalkingawarenessmonth.org.

Biology professor retires
JANELLE SUNDIN

SnuWama

After 20 years of teaching
biology at Southern Adventist
University, David Ekkens is
retiring.
Ekkens had planned to stop
teaching last summer but
stayed on for a semester to
help Southern's biology/allied
health department fill a sudden vacancy.
Now that the biology department has had time to fill
the position, Ekkens said it is
time to clean out his office and
move on. Although Ekkens is
retiring from full-time work,
he does not intend to stop
teaching altogether.
• "When you've been doing
something for 39 years, it's
hard to quit," Ekkens said. "I
just console myself that it'll be
a few months, and I'll be back
in the classroom."
He is making plans to teach
at Asia Pacific International
University, which is about 60
miles north of Bangkok.
Ekkens said his and his
wife's long-term goal is to
move to the West Coast to live
near their children and grandchildren.
During his tenure at South-

ern, Ekkens has taught a variety of subjects ranging from
General Biology to Flowering
Plants and Ferns.

DaveEkkens

"He has a passion for wildflowers that I have seen in
few other people," said Caitlin
Foster, a senior English major.
"I'll miss him."
Ekkens started teaching
at Cedar Lake Academy in
Michigan while working on
his master's degree in biology.
He earned his Ph.D. in biology
at Lorna Linda University and
started work as a college professor in 1974.
He spent four years teaching
in Nigeria and six years in Kenya before working on a postdoctorate degree at Andrews
University in Michigan study-

ing cricket phonotaxis. Ekkens
began working for Southern
in 1990, when the school was
called Southern College.
"David has been a delight to
work around," said Ron Hight,
a freelance artist working on
the Origins Exhibit hi Hickman Science Center. "I've never seen him in a bad mood."
Ekkens says his most memorable teaching experiences
are the field trips he has enjoyed with his students.
"We've been around the
world," Ekkens said. "From
Indonesia for tropical biology,
to Ontario for field ecology,
and Okefenokee and Florida
for vertebrate natural history.
I've always been an outdoor
kind of person, and to be able
to teach classes where I can do
that has been wonderful. The
kids who go become part of my
family."
Ekkens' students have said
they are sad to see him leave,
but they are glad to see him
happy.
"His dedication to retaining
Christian values in difficult
subject matter is admirable,"
said Esther Myers, a senior
biology major. "I'm glad he's
retiring, though. He deserves
a rest."
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Hunter Museum hosts event for college students
SAMMANTHA SWANSON

SuuWama

The Hunter Museum of
American Art in downtown
Chattanooga is hosting a Valentine's themed event exclusively
for college students on Thursday, Feb. 10.
The event is called the "Hunter Mash-Up" and was created
by Audrey Cooper, who graduated from Southern last spring.
Cooper came up with the idea
as a project for a class that she
had been taking at the museum
from Adera Causey, Hunter
Museum curator of education.

The art ofLouis Mailou Jones,
pictured above, 1938, is the focus
of the museum's student mash-up.

After the class had finished,
Causey approached Cooper
about doing an internship at the
museum and working on mak-

ing the project a reality, Cooper
said.
"The Mash-Up allows college
students to hang out with no
pressure and just enjoy themselves," Causey said.
She also said it is meant to be
low-key, where lots of different
people can come together and
mingle.
The event will feature food
from the Curious Spoonful as
well as music from local bands
Skies of Red and WJtit'e and·
John Williams and the Band.
Art activities such as creating
love/hate Valentines and a gallery scavenger hunt for love/.

hate paintings will also be a part
of the event. All art exhibits, including the new exhibit, Louis
Mailou Jones: A Life in Vibrant
Color, will be open for viewing,
Causey said.
This event will be the third
mash-up hosted by the museum. The previous mash-up
hosted nearly 100 students, but
Causey said their lobby can bold
many more and they are hoping
for a larger turnout this time.
The event goes from 7:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m., and requires
a student pass to the museum,
which can be purchased the
night of the event or online at

any time for $10 (student ID
required). The pass allows students access to the museum any
other time during the next year
as well as access to any events
held by the museum and discounts on classes being offered.
Parking at the museum is also
free.
"The museum is incredible,"
said Sarah Marczynski, a vocal
education major at UTC. Marczynski has both attended and
helped plan previous mash-ups.
"It's a great way to have some
culture without having to dress
up in pearls and heels to be cultured."

Police chaplain program begins in Collegedale
NATHAN LEWIS

SuuWa1na

The Collegedale Poltee department launched a police
chaplain program in December aimed to provide a support
system for law enforcement officers.
Collegedale Chief of Police
Brian Hickman acknowledged
the need for a support system
within the department shortly
after he became chief. Hickman said he was approached
by Jerry Arnold, pastor of Col· legedale Community Church,
who shared interest in starting

a chaplain program.
Eight area pastors, four Adventists and four non-Adventists, volunteer as chaplains for
the police department, providing law enforcement officers
with spiritual guidance and
assisting the department with
death notifications, funerals
and other counseling needs.
Two chaplains are on call at
all times, Hickman said. Each
chaplain is on-call for one week
shifts every four weeks.
While on call, chaplains connect with 1aw enforcement officers by riding along with them
on patrols, providing spiritual

guidance for any personal struggles an officer may experience
and being available whenever
the department responds to an
incident that requires chaplain
assistance.
Hickman believes that by
having chaplains well-known to
the community, they can build a
trust among the officers.
"If I know the pastor, and I've
known him for years, it will be a
whole lot easier for me to open
up and talk to that person,"
Hickman said.
Since the program launched
in December, the department
has utilized the chaplaincy re-

source at a few incidents, and
Hickman was pleased with the
results.
"We've had a few· situations
where I've had to call them, and
it has been a huge blessing,"
Hickman said.
Southern Adventist University Chaplain Brennon Kirstein
said the potential for a partnership between the police department chaplains and Southern's
chaplains is largely unexplored,
but potential options could include communicating with and
counseling students involved in
crime.
Chief Hickman said the goal

of the police chaplains is to keep
anything that is shared with
them confidential, unless they
are required by law to report it
to police.
"Just because they work for
me doesn't necessarily mean
that they're going to go out and
call me and say 'hey, guess what
happened,'" Hickman said.
"That's not what this p~ is
about .... We want it more of a
community for us than for them
to go out and be law enforcement officers."

. Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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Dorm kicks off movie night series with horse film
MALLORY MIXON
SuuWauu

Talge Hall kicked off a series of monthly movie nights,
showing "Secretariat" at midnight on Saturday, Jan. 29, in
the Talge 1V room.
The men of the dorm
showed up ·and enjoyed salty
popcorn, surround sound and
Blu-Ray quality on the projected big screen.
Disney's "Secretariat" is
about the journey of a racehorse in 1973 that won the first
Triple Crown in 25 years and
"might be the greatest racehorse of all time," according to
Moviefone.com
Matt Ancel, a senior physical education major, really
liked the movie the first time
he saw it.
"Although I was forced to
go by my mother, I'd say it's
in the top three movies of the
year," h-e said.
The night started out slow
With only a few showing up,

said Abner Sanchez, a junior
liberal arts major. He said he
thought it would have helped
if they started to advertise for
the movie night sooner and
to show an action movie next
time.
Calvin Cummings, a junior
biochemistry major, said what
he liked most about the event
was meeting new people in
a comfortable atmosphere.
He thought the flyers could
have been more illformati
by telling what the movie was
about. He said he re~ly liked
the "determination factor" of
the movie, and thinks having a
movie night more often would
be a great idea.
Jo:>h Mejia, a junior nursing
major, said that even though
not many guys showed up, he
is glad the deans are "implementing a movie night because it's a good way to bond
with the guys."
Even though junior allied
health major Ney 'Rivas did
not show up until towards the

end, he said he liked the movie
and would go again.
Patterson said the movie
nights will happen once a
month, and residents can suggest movies they would like to

see to their RAs that will then
be taken before the deans for

show the movie to the women
of Talge at his home on the
Sunday following the men's
movie night.

approval.
Although the movie night is
exclusively for the men of Talge, Patterson said 11e plans to

Former professor initiates funds for history research
KATHERINE WILSON
STAEFWRmR

•

History students working on their bachelor's thesis now have the opportunity to present their work
to the department in order
to request funds to further
their research.
Floyd Greenleaf, former
Southern history professor
and initiator of the research
fund, has personally donated money to students in the
past. These donations covered expenses such as traveling, accommodation and other specific needs. Greenleaf
concluded that for students
to gather valuable information for their research, some
need the chance to travel
outside campus grounds
and for this to occur, they
need funds.
Geovanny Ragsdale, director of Advancement, said the
goal. is to receive an endowment of $25,000 within the
next three years. Southern is

also connecting with alumni
for gifts to support this idea.
Ragsdale said she believes
this fund will give students a
better opportunity at quality
research and a perfect way
to strengthen the level of research throughout campus.
"A research fund for undergraduates allows them
to complete high quality
original research and to
engage as a professional
historian at an archive
or at a history conference," said History Professor Lisa Diller. "Their
work will be much more
impressive to gnduate
schools or future employers because they
are able to show they
visited
a
variety
of archives."
Ashley Dunbar, a
senior history major,
said that more students
would be willing to go
to these kinds of things
if they knew they were
giveq additional funds.

"It takes a lot of money,
with gas or flying, to make
a round trip," Dunbar said.
"Things can get expensive, and for students who
don't have fu.nds, they're
missing out on key opportunities to enhance their
professional future."

~

would greatly benefit students wanting to get a jumpstart on their career and open
up great options for them in
the future."

These types of funds
can open up professional
doors for graduating students, including a great
way to network with history
professionals.
"I think the history research fund is a wonderful
idea," Dunbar said, "and [it]

Colleg,edale to:
Andrews University................2:40
Bass Academy-......................... 2:10
Blue Mountain Academy...... .3:00
Fletcher/ Pisgah Academy......:50
Forest Lake Academy .............2:45
General Conference................2:40
Great takes·Academy.............3:10
Highland View Aademy ..... .2.:40
Ozark Academy.......................3:00
Shenandoah V<~lley- .............. .2:20
Spring Valley Academym ......1:40
Mt Vernon Academy .............. 2:00
Charter Your Personal Aircraft Today!
• Fly mom and d•d in for • quick visit
• Be airborne within minutes of class
• Sam~ pri"" forth- pa senti""'
'" . e .... er miss a bmily e'\:tnt
• fly home ju t £or the day

• On€! Way Flights are Half Price·
If ea.

JC!t flies to .1ny public ;~:irport in thee- t.t:rn ho~lf \JS.
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At Cairo square, pr9testers sow seeds of new Egypt
CAIRO (AP) - A 16-yearold Egyptian, Ahmed Sami,
choked back tears as he explained why he and his father
joined tens of thousands of
protesters Monday in central
Cairo to demand the ouster
of President Hosni Mubarak.
"I want to live in a democracy, in social justice. I want
to choose my parliament," he
said. Flush with idealism, he
added that any Egyptian, including himself, should have
the chance to run for president.
Up until a week ago, when
the largest protests ever challenging Mubarak's 30-year
rule began, Mubarak had
been widely expected to try
to pass power to his son, Gamal, in a continuation of his
autocratic rule.
After the protests brought
a change of government,
Mubarak's first appointment
of a vice-president who could
succeed him, and promises of
reforms, there was cautious
hope at downtown Tahrir
(Liberation) Square, the focal point of protests. Those in
the crowd greeted each other
with "Mabruk" - Arabic for
congratulations.

Fear was fading, and the
constant chanting was accompanied by the beat of Arabic
hand drums that helped create a more festive atmosphere.

young, old, poor, middle class,
secular and religious demonstrators: Mubarak's departure.
The determination to see

ler-style, clipped mustache.
As military helicopters
buzzed overhead almost constantly throughout the day,
those on the ground formed a

Effigies of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak can be seen hanging from traffic lights, as Egyptian anti-government protesters gathered in Tahrir (Liberation) Square early Wednesday, Feb. 2, 2011. (AP Photo/Lefteris
Pitarakis)

But there was also frustration that they have not yet
achieved the one goal that
unites the men, women,

their efforts bear fruit was
palpable.
Some protesters carried pictures of Mubarak with a Hit-

human chain to spell out the
word "Go" in Arabic for the
benefit of the crews above.
Others painted their message

in large, black and white Arabic letters on the pavement:
"Leave, coward. We're not
leaving the square."
Still others shouted angrily
at the skies: "Down, down,
Hosni Mubarak.,.
The protesters haven't left
Tahrir Square since Friday,
maintaining a round-theclock vigil undisturbed by the
soldiers and tanks that ring
the gi:mt traffic circle and
barricade every entry point.
The square had been the
site of fierce clashes up until Friday, with police trying
to drive out protesters with
tear gas, water cannons, rubber bullets and beatings. But
since the government ordered the military into the
streets Friday night and the
police vanished, the protests
have been peaceful and the
army has not intervened.
Animosity toward the police
is on display in the square.
Police cars charred in
Friday's riots have become
garbage dumps, filled with
black bags of trash. One has
a handwritten sign that says
simply: "I hate you."

CONFERENCE $ERVICES NEEDS TO KNOW WHO YOU KNOW

WE WILL BE GLAD TO R8WA'RD YOU
IF AN EUGIBLE MEETING IS BOOKED FOR A 20 1 1 EVENT
$UBMIT YOUR LEADS TO

conferenceservices@southern-edu
CALL 423.236.2555 AND FILL US IN ON YOUR CONTACT$
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Joy is heavy
ANGELA McPHERSON

seen the boogie-man, because
Nape. I guess not. I guess the process of gaining joy, and
Joy has felt like weakness.
it even felt terrifying.
this is just the process of get- I have realized that most of
But then it hit me: CboosAs you can see, I do not ting stronger.
the time, joy does not feel/ike ing joy is like choosing to lift
"I am weak saucer I hoisted work out very often-but these
And it feels like we.aJwess.. suc-.o¢. Zr kt>/s u.Ke weaK-- weghts, .ffJa?b d?.f"Y- ./£/a?b
t7& lf'e/!'ll&du/iuJfoLJ/o/.me ~hp?./.#..?~~L7~/t? Ju///.U.ut?L
.u~
pr.re.u/.ReF~.u..W&nJ:rJ'~-~
?"&naG afri-r'ft£orstecftb.e pay attention to them so as to
Weakness is pDJJJ:il;;r .tb./'
72P6'"~6""...b>k>.d'd'"f?'ff.'&eli"" die frctsyClfnsaan cnmce, "to
"just be happy."
weign'tS (o my side.
quantify them via words-and process half-way through be- though life is exacerbating. n
Joy has felt trite. Patent.
It is not easy. I choose joy.
"I ::eally hate this!" I hoisted this is what I have got. Scary. cause strength does not feel
Pollyanna-ish. Rebecca of And from that joy I will gain
the weights toward my chin.
Panicky. Hopeless.
like I thought it would.
strength.
"Are we done yet?" I let the
Everything inside of me
Nehemiah 8:10 talks about Sunnybrook Farm-ish.
And I will not be weak-sauce
Joy has felt like the choice
weights down.
says: "Give up! This is dumb! strength. It says the joy of the
you make when you want to about it.
I was on my umpteenth You cannot even lift 5 pound Lord is my strength.
repetition with my 5-pound- weights! There is no point!"
I have been thinking about ignore reality.
Then you have to say to your
weights and I was in pain.
It sounded so easy-light insides: "No! I will not give up!
weights, qigh reps!
I will come back for more!"
No~' eas:v. Not liglit. No more
Because gaining strength
reps!
feels like weakness.
'The worst part about it was
Gaining strength takes getthe feeling I got when I was ting through weakness.
Strength does not feel like
almost out. Out of juice. Out
of oomph. Out of mental for- strength. Strength feels like
titude to lift something that weakness.
"only" weighed 5 pounds, for
It seems so counter-intuitive.
heaven's sake.
I mean, if I am gaining
The feeling felt like this:
Like I was 4-years-old and strength, shouldn't I feel percould not have a Barbie so manently stoked? Shouldn't I
I had thrown myself on the be raw and primal and beastground in tears. Like I was like about this?
about to wet my pants. Like
Shouldn't I feel something
my very essence as a human other than akin to a 4-yearPhoto courtesy by sxc.hu
was going to drain out of my old girl who needs a nap and
eardrums-or like I had just might wet her pants?
REliGION fDOQll

The innate humanity of hate
TYLER QUIRING
Co!aa!IIIJOI

There is something wrong
with human beings. Last semester, I took a class called
Death and Dying. One class
period, we watched some YouTube videos of a group of radical Christians and their message. These people are part of
an edgy Baptist congregation
that teaches God's hatred to
man and His eagerness to punish people to eternal hellfire.
The videos focused on the
effects of the message and
the family behind it. The first
one was an overview, showing
scenes from the family's military funeral protests and other
rallies. It showed footage of the
family telling passersby that
God hates them, and some of
the public's response.

The other video was a more
in-depth journalistic feature
story, with a refx>rter going
in, meeting members of the
family and doing an interview.
This video featured the story
of one of the family members-a young woman who left
her family after she realized
how negative their message
was. It also explained more
about the family's church and
its involvement iP. the story,
showing that the church had
basically the same message,
but that the family was just
doing a great job at taking it
one step further.
While I watched the first
one, I remembered hearing
things before about the family.
I had heard a few things here
and there, and heard them referred to as "the most hated
family in America," but I had

s~ge of hate and anger, I fundamentally remain a thinking man. i try to evaluate
situations and experiences
objectively, especially when
there are strong emotions
and controversy involved.
In doing so with this case, I
found something interesting.
Those who disagreed with this
very angry family were themselves spreading even more
passionate messages of hate,
directed toward the vocal
churchgoers. They screamed
at them, threw rocks and
even chased them down the
street in anger. It seems like
those who disagree with the
haters show an even more
hateful message. It's as if, after thousands of years, humans have not even learned
how to handle themselves in
a disagreement.

not known much more than
that. Being able to learn more
about the story in a· visual
manner was interesting.
I felt very bad for the people the family was attacking.
There were family members of
dead soldiers and, in addition
to having a loved one dead,
they had to deal with this vicious verbal onslaught from
an unknown and unexplained
party. This showed me in a
tangible way that, when faced
with the death of a loved one,
people largely want to be left
alone so they can deal with it,
without having to worry about
opinion, controversy or conflict at the same time that they
are processing the death of
their friend or family member.
Although I feel awful for
the people negatively affected
by this Baptist family's mes\

\

\.

We talk about how advanced
society is, about how much of
what we are is foundationally
better than it was a hundred
or so years ago, about why
humans are progressing and
becoming so much more civilized, but after all the talk, we
see situations like this arise.
One party has a particularly
hateful message, and instead
of responding rationally like
the mature, advanced thinkers
we believe we are, we become
like feral beasts. We lash out
in exacerbated anger, and rip
and tear at each other's souls
and bodies in the hope that
everyone and everything that
disagrees with us will just go
away so we can go back to being civilized.
There is something wrong
with human beings.

OPINION
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When opinion does not matter
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
OPINION

Eonoa

Lately I have been thinking about the moral issues
that are ever-present in society. Abortion, homosexuality and countless other things
have flashed across television screens, rode the current
of radio waves and stained
the pages of newspapers
and magazines.
Activists and advocates
alike crowd media, bombarding us with their zealous opinions, hoping to beckon us to
their side of an issue. I have
seen many a heated debate
on what is right versus what
is wrong, and realized that
they almost never amount to
anything useful. These arguments never end, and supporters on either side of a .
spectrum resent those with
opposing viewpoints.
But fear not, this kind of
thing only happens out in

the world. We Christians
never have moral debates,
right? Wrong.
In our church I have heard
many different views on moral issues, so much so that I am
beginning to wonder if we are
a polytheistic denomination.
We have the liberals on one
side and the conservatives on
the other, beating one another over the head with harsh
opinion on things too complicated to explain without the
help of the Holy Spirit.
I have found that these arguments are more about what
people prefer to do rather
than what we ought to do according to God's law.
S atan is at work here, trying to
turn us against each other in
a battle over opinion, to the
point where we become distracted from what God is really trying to tell us.
As I have grown up in the
church and watched the
spiritual mayhem that comes.

Reality check
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
OPINION

Ennoa

The other day I was sitting
at my computer checking my
e-mail, when a clip of MTV's
hit television show, "Jersey
Shore," caught my attention.
Up until this point I had never
watched the show, but I had
heard several things about it
from friends who had.
"Jersey Shore" is one of
the many reality shows on
television today that have no
real purpose beyond trashy
entertainment. The show's
stars are not contestants who
are pursuing a goal or trying
to achieve something. They
are on TV simply to make
spectacles
of themselves
and bring in revenue for
television networks.
Yes, I know people love
to be entertained; as a communication major I have had
that philosophy drilled into
my head for the past three
years. However, will there
ever be a moment in time
when we stop paying for garbage? Not only are they a

waste of money, but bad for
us as well.
When I think about the economic state of our country, I
wonder how there is enough
funding for television shows
like this. We talk about cutting
back on important things that
actually benefit us as a people,
but everynther week there is a
new reality show about nothing. I know some people love
this stuff, but quite frankly, I
don't care which housemate
can contract the most STDs in
one episode.
There are people who are
homeless, living on food
stamps and having to go to
soup kitchens, while Aquanetta and Pookie are living the luxury life on a network's dollar, just because
they know how to party aqd
get drunk. How does that
make sense? We, as TV viewers, definitely need to get our
priorities straight.
Oh, and about that "Jersey
Shore" clip that I saw? Let's
just say that I will never get
those fried brain cells back.
Thanks, MTV.

when we argue over what we
think God wants, I have come
to this understanding: A human's personal opinion has
not, and will not ever surpass
the law of God. An opinion can
always change, but our God is
never-changing. He has been
and will always be the same
throughout the ages, and His
word is concrete. Therefore,
our opinions do not matter.
It disturbs me when we go
back and forth about what
we think is right versus what
we think is wrong, especially
over things that are spiritually trivial. So many times I
have heard people say, "Well,
I think that this is terrible," or
"As far as I'm concerned, this
isn't all that bad." Even I have
engaged in these kinds of debates. However, over time, I
have come to recognize that
true morality is not based on
what we think or interpret to
be right or wrong, but what is,
according to God.
Don't misunderstand me;
it is OK to have discussions
where we all search the scriptures and try to understand

God together. However, it
becomes a problem when we
try to pass our opinions off as
gospel; thus separating ourselves from one another because of these opinions. Our
purpose is not to team up with
those who agree with us and
exclude those who disagree,
but to allow the Hbly Spirit
to bring us all into agreement
with our heavenly Father. ·
I know that the Bible can be
challenging to understand at
times, but too many of us lean
on our own understanding
and try to impose our opinions on others instead of asking God to reveal His truths to
us. If we earnestly seek God
and ask Him for his understanding, He will give it to us.
God is not in the business of
watching us stumble around
in the dark to try and figure
out for ourselves what He
means. He will send the Holy
Spirit to help us, if we ask.
We are called to help others understand God's will, but
before we open our mouths
to say anything we must pray
and ask the Holy Spirit to

speak through us instead of
giving our two cents about
what we think is right or
wrong. Our job as Christians
is to love others, treat them
with respect and bring them
into the fold of Christ.
The Holy Spirit does the
mind-changing, not us. Remember, we may be the only
Jesus that someone sees, and
if people reject God because
our opinions pushed them
away from Him, we will be
held accountable for that.
So, what do I think about
homosexuality, or abortion
or women who wear pants in
church? It doesn't matter. All
that matters is what God says
about it, and I must strive to
be in accordance with His
will. That is what we all must
do: come together and try to
understand what God wants
from us as His people.
We need to put down the
picket signs and pick up a
Bible, close our mouths and
open our hearts. Shut up, and
let God speak.

Want to be a part of the
Campus Ministries team next year?
Apply Now!
Positions Available:
•
• Assistant Chaplain
•
• Media/Marketing Director
•
• Sabbath School Director
•
• Outreach Director
•
• Talge Hall Student Chaplain
• Thatcher Hall Student Chaplain

Destiny Student Director
Student Missions Receptionist
Wellness Director
Life Groups Leader
Renewal Services Student

For an application, go to www.southern.edu/chaplain or come
by the Campus Ministries office located in the Student Center
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This

Fashion do's and don'ts
MoNA ENDEHIPA
CoND••WD•

Of all the things we get ohso-wrong on this campus,
fashion seems to irritate me
the most. For starters, have
you ever seen that girl who
has Fitness for Life on a Tuesday afternoon and wears very
short bike pants in 20-degree
weather? How about that
young man who owns suits
that are clearly two sizes too
big for him? And, we all know
that person who still insists
it is summer time and wears
flip-flops to class. Chances are
they are either Californian and
do not own other footwear, or
Canadian, in which case this
feels like summer.
We all know them, we have
class with them, and we pass
them on the promenade.
They provide us entertainment and obviously some-

as an excuse to look
sloppy. These boots are the
most comfortable things ever
manufactured by man, but
we abuse the comfort. UGG
boots should be worn with
your most comfortable pair
of jeans, weather appropriate
Do: wear skinny jeans sweater and a nice coat.
inside your boots. This is
Do: own a basic pea coat
probably one of the most sta- that goes with everything.
ble looks for the winter. Every Winter is the best time to layer
girl should own a pair of cute and a basic coat finishes the
and comfortable boots for look. A good coat-that goes
winter and a cute and comfort- with everything-changes the
able pair of skinny jeans. Fix look from OK to wow! Do team
this with a tailored blazer and that basic' pea coat with aJscllif
that compliments your coat.
Rachel Zoe would be proud.
There is a caution to this: The guys on the campus do
Make sure your jeans are skin- this well, so ladies take note.
ny. There is nothing worse · Don't: wear faux fur
than jeans that bunch up on that looks like faux fur.
the cuff of your boots because The beauty about faux anythey are not skinny. Remem- thing is that we can get it for
ber that boot cut jeans go over cheap, still look like we spent
a fortune on it and play our
boots, not inside them.
Don't: wear UGG boots part in keeping the animals
thing to talk about.
So, here are certain positive things I have noticed on
campus regarding fashion that
I would like to mention and
some that we could maybe
trash.

safe. However, when your faux
fur starts looking tattered and
old you are doing a disservice
to yourself. It starts looking
cheap, it starts sticking together and, all in all, it is not a
good look on you.
There are many things that
deserve to be mentioned and
many that do not, but, as I said
earlier, fashion is subjective
and is always evolving. These
basic do's and do not's, in my
opinion, will keep you trendy
and away from the "what were
J theySfuinking?" list. There is
a rule that is often followed
among my girl friends and
me: If you have to ask yourself
if this looks good, chances are
it probably doesn't. Just ask
yourself "Is this appropriate?"
before you introduce the look
to the entire campus.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

Shameful joy, guilty pleasures: What music would you be embarrassed to
admit you like?
RAQUEL LEVY
CONDIBUTOR

Think of someone you want
to impress. Maybe that special
person you've got your eye on,
or someone on campus you
are dying to be friends with.
Now imagine that, one day,
you and this person are getting to know each other and
that all too familiar question
comes up: "So, what kind of
music do you like?"
You rack your brain to
come up with something
"cool," something acceptable.
You think of the perfect answer, because you know you
have exceptional taste in music, but now I have a question
for you: What artist or song
would you be embarrassed to
admit you like?
I asked a few of you this
question, and the answers
were not surprising: Ke$ha,
,Justin Bieber, country, oldies,
Glee and Miley Cyrus' infamous "Party in the U.S.A."
But I propose the theory
that different music personalities can co-exist and I move to
ban "country music stinks" and
the embarrassment at knowing all the words to KTik Tok."
So, in the spirit of acceptance
and compromi e, here ar five
tvpes of music ·ou hould not
be ..traid to like:

Country. Long gone are
dl!Ys of "Yeehaw!" and spitin'
in a can. Country music artists are now pushing the traditional boundaries. It is not
your grandpappy's Western
anymore. What makes country
worth listening to is its honest approach to songwriting
and the diversity of the. songs.
Whether you are looking for
love, pain, peaches or loss of a
loved one, you can find a country song about anything.
Try: "The House That Built
Me" by Miranda Lambert. You
leave home, you move on and
you do the best you can. I got
lost in this old world and forgot who lam.
Hard Rock. Be careful with
this one, but don't shy away. As
a general rule, avoid anything
with wings or horns but don't
be afraid of a little screaming,
the best songs-the best forms
of worship, even-come from a
place of desperation.
Try: "Hero'' by Skillet. Who 's
gonna fight f or the weak?
Who s gonna make 'em believe? I've got a hero; I've got
a hero, living in me.
Classical o r In s trumental. Granted, classical music
does not take as much criticism
as other genres, but some may
fear they will seem unpopular
if they admtt thev like it. How~
ever, it~ ti,me for cia·. ic~l mu-;
•

If

Itt

sic to have a better reputation
because what's "cooler" than
being relaxed and maximizing your study time so that you
can, indeed, make it to that
basketball intramurals game?
Try: "Clair de Lune" by Debussy.
Mainstream.. You may
find yourself bobbing your
head to a song and singing along only
to catch yourself and wonder, "What was
I
thinking?!
Oh, but it's so
catchy." There
is a reason these
songs are hits,
people:
Most
of them are really good. Good
music is good
music; it isn't
the artist's fault
that it plays on
the rad io over
and over, prone
to millions of
people butchering their lyrics.
Try:
Dynamite by Taio
Cruz. I throw
my hands up in
the ai1· sometimes,
Sat}ing
ay-oh,
qotta
let go.

..

There is no bad music; no
genre, artist or song. So don't
fear the Glee, the "Dare You
To Move," the Gregorian
chants or the Justin Bieber.
Fear instead the discriminatory attitude that can cause
you to miss out on expanding
your musical perspective.

Weeken-d
Stay healthy,
Southern!
•• • ••• •••••••••
College Days
Tennessee Aquarium
1 Broad Street
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Through February
$12.50

http:/ /tnaqua.org

Premier Bridal Show
Chattanooga Convention
Center
1 Carter Plaza
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday,Feb.6
12-4 p.m.
.$10 at door
http://chattanooga-bridalshow.com

The Wizard of Oz
Cobb Energy Performing
Arts Centre
Atlanta, Ga.
Saturday, Feb. 5
8p.m.
Prices vary
http:/ /cobbenergycentre.
com

Machu P.icchu Restaurant
orxxl
+"-~ hes+ Hi.Sfa:vV.c. ~ ~~}}.uvi.aJA,

New Menu!
Vegetarian food
Rotisserie chicken
Beef
Fish
Sandwhiches
Desserts
Natural fruit juices
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Gearing -u p for the big day: Super Bowl XLV
ANDREW GARCII.AZO
!irrnm;

EDITOR

In a season featuring the
comeback of Michael Vick,
the perfect play of Tom Brady
and the headline hoggirtg of
Brett Favre, only one game remains-Super Bowl XLV.
This Sunday, the Pittsburgh
Steelers and Green Bay Packers will square off in a battle
of the unheralded, a battle between the overlooked.
The Jets, Pa~ots and Colt$
may have stolen the headlines this season, but they
could not outlast the Steelers
and Packers.
Tom Brady may have
thrown 36 touchdowns, but
he could not outlast Ben
Roethlisberger.
Mike 'Vick may have reinvigorated his career, but he could

not outplay Aaron Rodgers
when it couRted.
Rex Ryan may have led
his team to the AF:C Championship, but he could not
outcoach
Mike
Tomlin
in the crunch.
In the end it comes down to
the Steelers vs. Packers, Roethlisberger vs. Rodgers and
Tomlin vs. McCarthy. Hardly
the guys everyone expected
just a month ago, right?
Now as current 2.5-point
favorites, the Packers have ..a
chance to win their first Super Bowl since 1996. The underdog (arguably) Steelers
could notch their third championship in six years. But
for either team to do so, they
must first get through th~ir
opponent's defense.
Throughout the course of
the season, the Steelers and

Packers have established
themselves as two of the best
defenses in the league.
Green Bay's Clay Matthews
is unstopp2-ble. Pittsburgh's
Troy Polamalu is unmatched.
Both have unique hairstyles.
Both will likely play a large
part in Sunday's outcome.
Defensive advantage: Neutral. Both defenses are so good
they cancel eacli other out. Offense, however, is a compl~te
ly different story.
Of aU.the factors that will
affect Sunday's game, likely the biggest factor will be
that of quarterback play.
Aaron Rodgers is the rising
star, Ben Roethlisberger, the
experienced veteran.
Both have the skill sets
needed to lead their team
to a championship, but the
intangibles, meaning Ro-

ethlisberger's
experience,
are likely to trump anything
Rodgers can muster.
For Rodgers, the Super Bowl
is new territory. No one but
Rodgers knows how he will
perform on the big stage. He
had a good season, and a good
showing in the Super Bowl
could elevate Rodgers' status
into that of an NFL elite.
For the Steelers, Quarterback Ben Roethlisberger has
been here before. In fact, Big
Ben has already won two Super Bowls and a third would
elevate him to territory known
only to a handful of players.
Ro.e thlisberger be
Will
able to pull out another
one? I wouldn't put it past
him. Above all else, the man
knows how to win. The AFC
Championship game was a
perfect example.

In that game, Roethlisberger's stats were terrible. He
.threw two interceptions, no
touchdowns, and bad a passer
rating of 35·5· Even so, Ben
made the plays that needed
to be made, and his team
was able to hold off the Jets
for the victory.
If there is anything we know
about Sunday's game, it is that
Ben Roethlisberger knows
how to play when the game is
on the line, and that is a comforting thought if you are a
Pittsburgh Steelers fan.
So which quarterback is
likely to come out on top? I
would take Roethlisberger,
but that's just me. He has won
too many big games for me to
count him out.
It should be a great game
with a close finish. Prediction:
Steelers 21, Packers 17

rules he follows there, namely abstaining from alcohol,
drugs and sex, as well as not
wearing shorts or jewelry
to class, can easily be found
here at Southern.
But wher~ Fredette is different is in his athletic ability. It's a gift that will probably see him in the NBA a year
from now.
He is so good, in fact, that
teams he has beaten have
been told: "You got Jimmered! " Here are a few examples: scoring 47 points
against ~Jtah ; dropping 49
agai11:st Arizona; blistering
University of Nevada, Las
Vegas for 39 points.
Those games are just a few
reasons why he has become
a college celebrity, j oining the likes of Tim Tebow
and Larry Bird.
Even so, Jimmer will always be doubted. Sure h e is
a great college player, they
say, but there is no way
he will be any good in th e
NBA. He is too short, 6 feet
2 inches; others say, he is
not fast enough.
· Those are fair criticisms,
sure, but if there is one th~n·g·

Fredette has going for him,
it is ·his ability to shoot the
basketball. And shooters are
always welcome in the NBA.
"I've .never worried when
people have said, 'You can't
do it,' but it does fuel me,''
Fredette recently told Sports
Illustrated.
Who knows, maybe a year
or two from now we will all
be talking about how great
an NBA player Jimmer is.
Not too bad for a guy coming
out ofBYU.

Who is Jimer Fredette?
ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPORTS EDITOR

Jimmer Fredette is putting
together quite a season.
If you are not quite sure
who Jimmer Fredette is, that
is ok-not too many did until
recently.- Even with his incredible ability, he was relatively unknown until a few
weeks ago when a three game
streak of 40-plus points
thrust h im into the national
spotlight . The fact that he
plays fo r Brigham Young
University probably does not
help either.
Fredette was born to shoot
a basketb all. He makes pull
up shots from 30 feet out
look easy, and he can drive to
the basket just as well.
Currently, Fredette is the
leading scorer in the nation
and is considered by many
to be a legitimate National
Player ofthe Year candidate _
So who is h e? He is
just like a lot of us at
· Southern, actually.
He is a 21-year-old senior BYlFs Jim mer Fredette yells toward the crowd after making a three
pointer during a game against San Diego State's during the second half
attending a ·school, Brigham of an NCAA college basketball game in Provo, Utah, Wednesday, Jan. 29,
Young. UJl)v~rsi.tY, tha.t put;; 2011. BYU beat San Diego State 71-58. (AP Photo/George Frey) •
religion first. Some of the

BRIGHAM
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SA to host Super Bowl
party in gym
If you are looking for a
place to watch the big game
this Sunday, the Student
Association is holding its
annual Super Bowl party at
6 p.m. in the Des PE Center.
Free pizza and drinks will
be served for those who attend with the game being
shown on a big screen.

GHATT'E R
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Upcomin2 events calendar
Thursday, February 3
Chinese New Year
11 a.m. Convocation, African
American Heritage, Janice
Watson, Church
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory, Conference Room A
5:45 p.m. Student Organization President's Meeting, Presidential Banquet
Room
7:30 p.m. Convocation, Janice Watson, Thatcher Chapel ~
Friday, February 4
Remember to file for Financial Aid (Priority Deadline
Marcht)
1-4 p.m. Free Trips to
Walmart-leaves Southern
every lh hour, Wright Hall
Steps
2:00 p.m. West Side 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry),
Wright Hall, Transportation Prdvided
6:oo p.m. Advent Home

STUDENT LIFE
Parents' Weekend: Invite
yo,ur parents for Parents
Weekend on Feb. 18-20.
Show them what college life
is about! Deadline for registering is Monday, Feb. 7 at
http://southern.edu/parentsweekend. If you have
questions about this weekend, please email kshultz@
southern.edu .
Do you love playing video games? Join the Video
Game Challenge hosted by
the Food Services on Saturday night, Feb . 19. The tournament will start at 8:oo
p.m. and end at 10 p.m. in
the Fleming Plaza Parking
Lot, by Campus Kitchen.
Admission is free and to
participate, you must follow "Southern Adventist

(Teenage
Ministry),
Wright Hall, Transportation Provided
6:11 p.m. Sunset
8:oo p.m. Vespers, Student
Missions, Church
After Vespers Group Links
Afterglow, Dining Hall
Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)
Saturday, February 5
9 a.m. Adoration I, ChurchBrennon Kirstein
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sab• bath School, White Oak
Room
Outreach Opportunity: Chattanooga 4 Christ, Wright
Hall Steps
9:45 a.m. Breaking Free Sabbath School-Women Only
(Collegedale
Academy
#lOS)

10 a.m. High Definition Sabbath School, Talge Chapel
Beautiful
Feet
Sabbath
School, Thatcher Chapel
Collegi~~e Sabbath School,

University Dining" on Facebook. Also, the CK will b~
open from 7 - 9 p.m.
Joker: If you have not
picked up your Joker, the
student pictorial directory,
please stop by the SA Office.
Valenetine's Day Banquet: Travel back in time
to the Go!den Age-1920s
to 1940s-where big bands
and fun entertainment was
a way of life! Dress to impress for this Sadie Hawkins
Valentine's Day Banquet!
Tickets are on sale in the SA
office, Residence Halls and
during lunch times in the
Dining Hall for · $30 until
Monday, Feb. 7 at noon.
SA Elections: SA Primary
Elections will take place on
Thursday, Feb. 10. Online
voting will begin after the

Hungry 4 Jesus (Svangelism)
Collegedale SDA Church
Patten Towers (Low-Income
Wmning at Work and
Housing Ministry)
Home-Men Only (Colleg6 p.m. Evensong, Church .
edale Academy #103)
Reader: Ashley Miller, Or10:15 a.m. Pura Vida, Traingan: Karla Fowkes
ing Chapel, Collegedale
7-9 p.m. KR's & Student CenSDAChurch
terOpen
Adoration II, Church - Brennon Kirstein
7:30p.m. Rees Series, lies PE
Center
10:30 a.m. One Accord Sabbath School, Hulsey Amphitheater
Sunday, February 6
11:30 a.m. Connect, CollegStudent Center Closed Today
edale Academy J,..,_.JA.ndy, • ·16 p.m. SA Super Bowl XLV
Nash
Party, lies PE Center
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Church
- Brennon Kirstein
Monday, February 7
1:30-5 p.m. Cave Open, Stu9 a.rn.-5 p.m. Mid-Semester
Book Buy Back, Campus
dent Park
2 p.m. Outreach OpportuniShop
ties, Wright Hall, Trans3:30 p.m. Und~raduate
·Council
portation Provided
West Side 4 Jesus (Children's
5:15 & 5=45 p.m. College
Bowl, Presidential BanMiQistry)
. quetftoom
Metamorphosis
(Hispanic
Ministries)
FLAG Camp (Children's
Tuesday, February 8
Ministry)
Last day for 6o percent tu-

election speeches and the
primary election will be
for the SA President since
there are three candidates
running for that position.
General elections for SA
President, Executive Vice
President and Social Vice
President will be on Thursday, Feb. 17 from 7 a.m.-11
p.m. online and in designated locations. Look for posters for details.
Be Heard! If you have an
idea for an improvement to
life on campus, contact your
Senator to share those ideas.
Don't know who your Senator is? Contact Kyle Cox, SA
executive vice president.

BIRTHDAYS
February 3
.Wagner,
Bruce

Ashley
Seasly,

Clayton Greenleaf, Erica
Becker, Jeanette Frescino,
Leon Weeks, Nicole Fisher,
Ryan Pierce
February 4 - Connor Larrabee, Derek Sherbondy,
Larry Turner, Leslie Ann
Schwarzer, Lindsey LeonGuerrero, Raquel Valentin
Febi:1cl'ary 5 - Alexzandria
Marotta, Courtney Smotherman, Jeffrey Burnette, Jennifer Vanucchi, Jonathan
Gardner, Kali Battles, Steven
Ingabo, Tereno Forbes
February 6- Brittany Mudrich, Byron Rivera, Daniel
Best, Henry Hicks, Monica
Strong

ition refund
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mid-Semester
Book Buy Back, Campils
Shop
12 p.m. Dean's Luncheon,
Pf~idential
Banquet
Room
3 p.m. Tax Seminar for International Students, Lynn
WoodHall
Wednesday, February 9
Academy Honor.s Instru- mental Festival (9-12)
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher
Hall
Thursday,February1o
11 a.m. Convocation, SA Election Speeches, Iles PE Center
11 a.m.-11 p.m. SA Primacy
Elections, Various Locations

ski, Jonathan Jones, Krystin Flash, Robbie Parrish,
Stephany Smith
February 8-Delyann Hernandez, Dylan Turner, Faye
Steen, Kirk Shoemaker,
Lauren Parks, Stephen Ruf
February 9 - Abagail
Smith,
Alin
Nomura,
Bridgette Matthews, Krystal
Aaron, Marshlene Moniz,
Natalie Rangel, Randy Bishop, Sophia Jackson, Xenia
Figueroa
February 10 - Bruno
Araujo, David Perez, Elizabeth
Ringering,
John
Frescino, Melissa Bovell,
Patrice Hieb, Richard Boyd
San Miguel, Robert Coombs

February 7 - Alina Duhaney, Anna Bartlett, Benjamin Denney, Courtney
Brackbill, Emily Kurlin-

If you're looking for a place to stay,.
.

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
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Nursing students rejoice at new dating options
SuZANNE OcsAI
Nursing students across
campus are rejoicing at the
location of the new nursing
building, indicate the latest
adviser office visit polls.
The new nursing building
is located between Daniel's
Hall and the Prayer Garden
with Mable Wood Hall, Miller Hall and Brock Hall within
the throw of a pair of forceps.
The proximity to these
other buildings as well as the
extra walk time on the promenade to see and be seen by
other students from other
schools and departments is
a dream come true for many
nursing students, a counselor
in the School of Nursing says.
A nursing major taking
Anatomy and Physiology in
Hickman Hall last semester would only have a halfpromenade walk at the most
to their next building. Today
that walk could last up to
four-fifths of the Promenade.
Nursing majors now have

a higher chance of being
seen by more than just theology majors, a junior nursing
major said. ·
"I think my heart experienced sinus tachycardia
when I realized how close we
were to other academic disciplines! " she said.
She later explained that
sinus tachycardia is when
the heart starts beating
faster as a natural result
to excitement.
The
previous
nursing
building, along with McKee
Library, Hackman Hall and
the Learning Resource Center and had been strategically located in a row along the
Promenade.
The library is said to be a
common hangout for religion
majors with lots of Greek and
Hebrew to translate as well as
a peaceful location for nursing· majors studying for the
NCLEX, since their former
building was too cramped to
really study in comfortably,
an unofficial university historian said.

One sophomore nursing
major was excited about the
prospects of finding someone
who shared her love of art.
"I know I'd probably give
my mom a myocardial infarction if she heard me say this,"
she said.
She later explained that
a myocardial infarction is a
heart attack.
University officials refused
to comment on the longsuspected alliance between
the School of Nursing and
the School of Religion or the
ramifications that the new
School of Nursing location
could ha e on the Sch o1
of Religion.
"There will still be those
among us who remain faithful to our religious pasts,"
said a senior nursing major, who will be marrying
a graduate of the School of
Religion this June. However, the days of such unions
may be numbered and soon
found wanting.

Chinese New Year: That is
today! Happy year of the rabbit!

February: The month that
brings us midterms.

The 15th Amendment was
passed today in 1870: Giving
all citizens regardless of "race,
color, or previous conditions of
servitude" the right to vote.
The 16th Amendment
was passed today in 1913: ·
Giving the government the
right to tax our income.

Nursing lingo quick guide
Do you have friends who are
nursing majors and you can't
understand what they are saying even though they claim
to be speaking English? Next
time shock them with a little
RN lingo of your own! (BTW:
RN stands for registered
nurse-just so you know.)
Nursing lingo quick
guide (A-F):

Anadipsia (an-a-dip-sea): intense thirst. "Quick, get
me some water! I'm experiencing anadipsia!"
Bulla (bul-la) (pl. bullae):
blister. "I have a bulla on the
back of my hand."
Cacogeusia (kak-o-glu-sia) bad taste. "Medical conversations leave a cacogeusia in
my mouth."

Dorsad: toward the back.
"Let's not sit dorsad during
convo."
Emesis (em-es-is) (pl.
emeses): vomit. "I was so sick,
I emesised last night."
Forceps: tongs. -where
are the salad forceps?"

Warren Miller ski movie: We
could almost feel the wind in our
hair as we watched those skiers
own thOse mountai:t;t slopes!
Johannes Gutenberg: The
man who brought us the first
printed Bible died today-543
years ago, in 1468.

Miss Know-It-All
Miss KNow-IT-ALL
Dear Miss Know-It-All,
My friend h as a new love
interest and I h ave a h ard
~ tim e sweetly listening to all
the mushy stuff. How can I
let her know without seeming insensitive?
Sincerely, Sensitive
First of all, friendship is
all about being likeminded.
However, vour friend eems
to be in ·t he mushy mindset.

You on the other hand are
clearly not there, yet you
want to salvage your friendship. So, meet her where she
is-this might hurt you for a
time but will not harm her,
and eventually you will get
the desired result: no more
mushy conversations!
Do to this, you must outdo your frien d. In this case,
talk about mushier stuff. It
is called reverse psychology.
Your friend will soon discover that listening to m ushy
information is not as fun as
sharing it. When she realizes

what she is doing she will
then back off.
If that plan fails, however, and your friend just gets
even mushier, it is OK. Your
friend's new love interest
will probably not appreciate all the mushy stuff either
a nd remove h imself from th e
equation. Then your frie nd
and you can move on to more
reasonable topics of conversation, such as why Gordon
Bietz's voice is so awesome.
Sincerely, Miss Know-It-All

~-~-- ---

Oakwood professor
speaks about cultUre
and loving radically
dents to continue working to
make progress.
Watson also spoke at an evening convocation in Thatcher
Chapel, where she gave specific ways to make changes in
ordertoloveradically.Sheencouraged students not to for-

SARAH CROWDER

SuuW.ma

Contestants spin theJ103 wheelfor

J103 broadcasts monthly
live at the Village Market
LINsKI CHERISOL
SIAffWmu

Local Christian station
J103 visits the Village Market
every third week of the month
from 4 to 7 p.m. for a live
broadcast and prize giveaway.
J103 has a contract for six
live broadcasts at the Village Market. Dec. 16, 2010,
was the first broadcast at the
campus grocery store. Jan.
20 was their second broadcast, with speakers and balloons in the parking lot.
A prize wheel is brought
out with free items such
as sandwiches, candy and
cheesecake. Participants get
in line and spin to get free
items from J103 such as Tshirts, flash drives, artists'
CDs and concert tickets.
There are also product samplings such as soaps breads
and new juices.

"It's great for them to come
and give a little shindig for

It's great
for them
to come
and give
a little
shindig
the Southern communitx to
have fun," .said Robert Santiwan, a freshman nursing
major. "College students are

broke so it's good to get free
food sometimes."
J103 comes into the
store and sets up in the
foyer, where the disk jockey does the live broadcast.
J103 also conducts interviews with store managers about what specials are
available that day.
"The staff [here} is phenomenal, • said Steve Green,
J103 office manager and
disk jockey. "Everyone loves
their job and is excited
to be there.•
J103 is nonprofit contemporary Christian station that
came to Southern to support
its local Christian market
with the idea to broadcast
from the Village Market.
Jeff Blumenberg, sales and
promotion manager of the
Village Market, said, "We're
happy for the students
to come by and be a part
of this event."

A professor from Oakwood
University spoke at the Mrican American Heritage
convocation last Thursday
morning.
Janice Watson, an associate professor of communication at Oakwood, spoke
about bridging diverse communication barriers. Watson advised students to let
go of the cultural frames
that decide what behaviors are acceptable, to embrace the culture of Christ
and therefore be free to
love radically.
"Some of us have created a
culture between ours and the
culture of Christ," Watson
said. "We cannot live with two
competing cultures."
In her message, Watson
used questions as a way to
interact with the audience.
In one of these questions
she asked students to think
about whether or not we are
free enough to love radically.
Brian Nyamwange, Student Association president,
said that Watson is someone
that he admires.
"The message about loving
radically needs to be placed
at a higher priority," Nyamwange said, "because the
culture of Christ produces
an environment conducive to
true love."
Watson also mentioned
a recent survey given to
Southern
students
that
described Southern as hav
1
ing a positive climate for
diversity. While congratulating Southern students for
this, she encouraged stu-t

orne of
us have
created
· a culture
between
ours and
the culture
of Christ
get the advice she had given
them after she left.
"My job is to help us to
move from a place of complacency," Watson said. "We
think we are doing better than
we were but we are not yet doing well."
Hollis James, director of
institutional research and
planning, attended Andrews
University with Watson and
introduced her as the speaker.
Watson was born in London,
England, and by the time she
was 7 years old she could sing
"Jesus Loves Me" in seven different languages, James said.
Watson said that it seemed
her whole life God was preparing her to study diversity
and difference.
(

·
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AWordto the Wile

Social status or 'Piritual status?
8JtWr NY.wwANOE

I know that I am often
quick to open my FaCebook
to write a status and wait
for my "friends" to "like" it,
but I am often slow to open
my Bible.
We fear that the Bible
is filled with messages of
condemnation-comments
made to show us how much
God "dislikes• what we do
and who we are. It's true
that the scriptures tell 'us
of the dangers of disobedience and sin, but these are
simply the words of a lov· ing Father.
The beautiful thing about
·our spiritual statuses is

MpP

It is 2:53
a.m. and
your essay
that's due
tomorrow
hasn't even
reached a
word count
ofone;you
don't even have your word
processor open. You are on
that familiar screen with
the blue banner on the top.
A red tag pops up, "John
Doe, Peggy Sue and 17 other friends like your status...
If Facebook were a countryitwouldsurpassthepopulations of Canada, Mex''John Doe,
ico and the United States
Peggy Sue and
combined. With a popu17 other friends
lation of more than 500
million active members,
like your status
that means soo million inboxes, walls and statuses.
In an age when Fa~boolt
is king. it's hard not to get that even though we were
sucked into the society of once rebels, through the
cross of Jesus Cht:ist we are
social networking.
Sometimes, the truth is now friends with God.
As you spend those
we feel like the only one
who asks us "What's on countless hours on Faceyour mind?" is the. status book, don't forget to spend
even more time in the
bar on our profile page.
And as I walk along the "Gracebook" where you
promenade, I wonder, will find an old friend re"Does anyone care about quest from Jesus who will
what lies beneath this pro- "add you" time and time
again. Will you accept?
file-picture?"

.

••••••••••••••••••••••
"When you come to the word of God, you are not looking for
something; you are listening to someone."
- Brian Nyamwange

.... -·--
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School of Music seeks
renovation for facilities
IsRAEL GoNZALFZ
5uFEWama

The School of Music has
spent the last few years remodeling Wood Hall, but
lately, the renovation has
been on hold because of other
priorities.
So far, the School of Music
has renovated its main office,
Ackerman Auditorium and
the front lobby in order to
give a good impression to the
public, said Scott Ball, dean of
the School of Music.
The increase of new music
and the decrease of space in
shelves of the music library
have become a problem. The
school has added temporary
shelves and is using boxes to
store their materials.
"In our CD library holding
area, we've run out of space,"
Ball said. "Right now we have
some shelves that we can put
up that can buy us time until
the summer."

The plan is to have some
type of compact shelving
like in McKee Library to use
the space more efficiently,
Ball said.
Ball also said the listening
area of the School of Music
needs some upgrades: computer monitors for students to
watch DVDs and listen to music, shelves and a new look.
A date has not been set for
the remodeling to resume.
Ball said he would like to start
in May, but Marty Hamilton,
associate vice president for
financial administration, said
the project would have to wait
until the next fiscal year when
a new budget is made.
"Nothing can happen between now and June 1,"
Hamilton said. "If they start
working on some ideas and
plans, it is possible over
the summer."
Hamilton added that the
administration has been renovating the building but has

been more focused lately on
other demanding projects.
"The library is important
and I know about it and I'd
like to see that happen. But I
don't have the designs or the
budget worked out," Hamilton said. "I've been diverted
to other priorities on the institution and right now it's
housing."
Kevin de Benedictis, a senior music performance major, said' that improvement
in the library would benefit
many students.
''I'm all for upgrading the
music tibrary," de Benedictis said. "Music is a central
part of my life and the lives
of many students here at
Southern and I think the music library is a great place to
reinforce, expand and satisfy
students' love of music."

SOuthern assists
recent graduates
BEcCA ANDERSON
STAFF WaiTER

As graduating seniors start
planning to embark on their
new careers, Southern Adventist University is trying
to think of ways to help make
the transition fr9m college
life to career life a smoother
experience.
The Senior Transition and
Graduate Enrichment program was founded about four
years ago and put into the
hands of Kevin Kibble, assistant chaplain, to help alumni
transition into their new environment. STAGE has resources to good job opportunities,
graduate programs and also
student missions, Kibble said.
"It's not always easy for seniors as they make the shift
between campus life to experiencing new jobs, new communities, new schools and
new churches," said Evonne
Crook, director of alumni relations. "We want to help make
this transition as smooth

as possible through the
STAGE program."
The program also keeps
graduates connected in the
spiritual asp~ct. Many graduates decide to do mission
work after graduation to gain
spiritual experience, and
STAGE provides those opportunities even after graduation,
Kibble said.
The program also helps
alumni find churches near
their new communities to fit
their spiritual needs along
with marital guidance and
spiritual requests.
"We want to make sure
that alumni receive a prayer
request card before being
asked to give a donation,"
Kibble said.
Until a year after graduation, Southern is still willing to supply graduates with
resources, such as access to
Southern's Counseling and
Testing Center. The center
can help prepare ·alumni for
upcoming interviews and also
be of some guidance to their

career path, Kibble said.
With the help of volunteers, cards are sent out to
new alumni to inform them of
all the STAGE opportunities.
Alumni can help maintain
contact with Southern by following the Facebook page featuring success stories, prayer
requests for job interviews
and updates on alumni family
and marital statuses.
By keeping in touch with
the school, Southern is able
to better connect alumni
to these many resources,
Kibble said.
"I'm relieved to know," said
Erin Westberg, a senior mathematics major, "that I have a
place to look for guidance
even after graduation."

•
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Library displays WWI posters
CHRISTOPHER JANETZKO

SunWRmR

Twenty-one original World
War I posters will be displayed at the McKee library
all semester.
The posters, which cover a
variety of topics from WWI,
were .put up at the beginning
of this semester. Themes
range
from
encouraging
people to buy war bonds
and stamps to recruiting
more forces.
Owned by Southern's history department, the posters
do have some value according to online estimates. Most
· of the posters range from
$300 to $2,750, according
to Rare-Posters.com. A few
of the posters are regularly
kept on display in the history
department, but the majority of the posters were left in

storage until now. While the have displayed artwork, }>ut
history department was in the · this is the first time they have
process of moving their stor- ever put anything on display
age, they decided it would be from the•history department.
good idea for students
to have the opportunity
to see them so they contacted McKee Library,
said Mark Peach, a
history professor.
"This is a wonderful
opportunity to showcase one collection
of very unique things
owned by the university," said Katie McGrath, reference and
instruction librarian.
"It also enhances student learning by allowing them to view

February 10, 2011

'
ested in American history,
McGrath said.
"The · posters give me insight into how the war was

authentic posters from Original posters from World War I are displayed on the first and secondjloors of
the period."
McKee Library.
The library has put a
new collection on display ev- People seem to like the post- viewed at that time," said Sara
ery semester. In the past they ers, especially those inter- Blount, a sophomore social

work major. "I get a feel for
what it was like to live then."
The history department
obtained the posters from
Southern alum Ron Numbers. Numbers found the
posters in the attic of a house
he purchased and he donated the posters to the history
department.
Peach said students should
go to the library to view the
posters because students
have experienced propaganda
from the recent wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan. By going to
the library this give students
the chance to view war propaganda from a war almost a
hundred years ago.
Students can view more
WWI posters in Brock Hall
room 3009 including the
most valued poster, which is
the OI\e Uncle Sam saying, "I
Want You for U.S. Army."

Food Preparation Class Develops Cooking Skills
CHARLES CAMMACK

Sun WRITER

Looking for an opportunity
to learn some culinary skills?
The School of PE, Health and
Wellness offers a class that
just might be what you want.
Food Preparation is an upper division PE, Health and
Wellness class taught by Leslie Evensen, director of the
Wellness Institute. The class
is held in the amphitheater
of Hulsey Wellness Center
on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 9:30 a.m. to 10:45 a.m.
Previously the ciass was
only offered during the winter semester, but Phil Garver, dean of the School of PE,
Health and Wellness, said
the class will now be offered
every semester.
The amphitheater and
kitchenette on the third floor
of the Hulsey Wellness Center are used to prepare the
food. The previously whiteboard-covered front wall of
the amphitheater is opened
to reveal a mini kitchen. The
kitchen contains the necessary appliances for food
preparation-a counter, a
stove, an oven, a microwave,
a refrigerator and a sink.

Evensen teaches different
food groups from the textbook and then the students do_
labs in which Evensen assigns
vegetarian dishes that correspond with the particular
food group they are covering.
"I really try to
encourage
the
students to be
creative,
make
the dish your own
creation, try different things. Everybody at soll?e
point burns stuff,"
Evensen said.
During the first
eight class periods, Evensen has
different people
from the community come to
do
demonstrations of different dishes. After
spring
break,
the students will
have to work with
a partner to present two dishes,
in which one student will assist
the other while
they prepare their
respective dishes.
"I live by my-

self, so I decided to take the
class because I thought it
would be a great way to improve my cooking skills,"
said James Higginbotham, a
senior mass communication
major.

At the end of each class
involving a lab, the different
groups bring their dishes oo
the table and have a minipotluck. For the final exam,
the class will be divided in
half and each group will have

to make a four-course meal
for a group of faculty:-

BISCUITSGRAVY
Delicious

Hot ·

Monday - Friday 7-10 am
Sunday 8-10 am

Fresh

Daily
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What do you stand for? This
is one of the most important
questions for each of us to answer. It applies to our corporate lives, our families and our
spiritual lives. This is a question

SA ELECTION PLATFORMS
that I have asked myself many
times when I decided to run for
president.
As Student Association President, I plan to foster student.
involvement on campus by
working towards better promotion of activities on and off
campus. I stand for a strong
student body.
I see the need for raising
a~ness of the spiritual activities Campus Ministries has
provided for us students. I
stand for a spiritual atmosphere
on the campus of Southern
Adventist University.
I would like to see the talent
here at Southern utilized so as
to make a lasting impact on the
face of this campus. I think that
if we embraced students talents,

we could create an atmosphere
that lets us know that this is our
school. I stand for commwpty.
God gave us the reSponsibility to be stewards of this earth,
so during my time as a -senator,
I have been tzying to promote
green energy. As president,
I will do what I can to make
Southern as green as possible.
I stand for environmental
sustainability.
My time working with Student Association thus far has
shown me how much a president can do. For those of you
who do not know me, my name
is Alec Jackson, and God willing, I will be the next Student
Association president.

Kamila:h Brathwaite for President

Kamilah Brathwaite

As students, we are responsible for our Southern experience. What is the Southern
experience? Whatever we, as
a ~tudent body, make it. After all, the goals we set and
decisions we make now can
affect us for the rest of our
lives. Therefore, it is our responsibility to pursue the excellence of our environment.
My goal as SA president
is to perfect this experience
by sparking ideas, . creating
new ones and facilitating the
ideas of others to lead our
campus change and progress. It is important to create
a true and positive Southern experience, which will
include spiritual, social and
service-oriented unity.
It is crucial to have leaders
that are willing to think outside of themselves and into
the direct needs and desires

of their environment. Having
acknowledged this, I want to
create an atmosphere where
·people want lead. So, working with the SA Senate Scholarship committee, I want
to create a scholarship for
people that accept leadership
positions on campus. The
acknowledgement of these
students will help to unify
the leaders of Southern, and
then in turn unify the student
body that is involved in these
organizations.
In the spiritual aspect, I
would like to set a new fire
under the ministry "Prayer
Tag," which is
a ministry created for students to pray
for and with one
another.
Service is also
a crucial part
of the Southern
experience, and
it is my goal to
create an environment
that
makes it easy
for students to
express
their
passion
for
S'erving others.
In the social
aspect, I would
like to help
the social Vice
President promote and create

events that everyone can atrend-events that will enrich
and enhance each student's
Southern experience.
Maya Angelou once said,
"I've learned that people will
forget what you said, people
will forget what you did, but
people will never forget how
you made them feel."
My name is Kamilah Brathwaite. As your SA President,
I want to make your Southern ~xperience memorable.

TKuuoAY, February 10, 2011

The purpose of the Student
Association is to serve the student body and give them opRPrtunities to be involved. Too
many times, people in pow:er
say things like "I promise this"
or "I can do that." Thete is no
room in "Student Association" for "I", except fOJ" :before
"a" and after "t". The SA president really cannot do anything
without the student body, so
let me introduce you to what
Student Association really is.
Together, we can accomplish
things such as increasing school

For more info:
check out video
interviews with
the canidates at
http://accent.
southem.edu

involvement with the community. We can also work with the
school's spiritual committee on
matters of worship that affect
the students.
Listing off numerous achievements, accolades and previous ,
leadership positions as a way
of proving qualification would
be of no consequence. I could
harp over the fact that I took
18 credits last semester while
holding down a job, being
an active member of Destiny
Drama, SIFE and President's
Council. I could highlight that
I have studied in two different
countries. But there are way too
many "I"'s in the upper part of
the paragraph.
Instead let me simply say
this: My name is Abdiel Erin,
the love of serving people drives
me and I would like to serve as
your next president. Together,
we can "Usher in a purpose"
"And we know that all things
work together for the good to
them that love God, to them
who are called according to His
purpose," Romans 8:28.

To vote: for
your favorite
canidates go to
http://sauvot
1ng.com

Collegedale to:
Andrews University.......-.•..... 2:40
Bass Academy•.•...•...........•.•.1••• 2:10
Blue Mountain Academy...•...3:00
Fletcher I Pisgah Academy ...... :SO
Forest ~ke Academy. •. _....... .2:45
General Conterence................2:40
Great Lakes Academy .............3:10
Highland View Academy..... .2:40
Ozark Academy.......................3:00
Shenandoah Valley ............... .2:20
Spring Valley Academy.........1:40
Mt Vernon Academy... _ ........2.-oo
Charter Your Personal Aircraft Today!
• Fly mom and dad in for a quick visit
• Be airborne within minutn of da!i8
• S.t111.e price for three passengers
• Nevu miss a family event
• Fly home just for the day

·One Way Flights are Half Price·
UCNJct m .. 1o any pul>U< aitport In the eMtem half US.
Coalact H-Jct 1o q-e,..,.... am flipt
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The job of the SA Executive
Vice President is not nearly a5
complex as the fancy title would
lead you to believe~ It is actually
quite simple: to lead the senate.

Allow me to serve.
Service is the greatest form
of leadership. It would be my
privilege to have the opportu-

SA .- ELECTIONS -PLATFORMS
The job of the senate is not too
hard either: to be our voice.
Every Southern student is
supposed to have one senatoran advocate that knows their
problems and has ideas on how
to fix them. That senator is supposed to know each of their
constituents and every student
is supposed to know their senator. Your senator is your voice.
But, if we don't use our voice,
what good is it?
The senate was created for
the students, by the students, so
that there would be a voice for
the students;·but somewhere
along the way we lost that.
I'm not one for lofty language
or tired platitudes, so here is my
· platform, plain and simple:

nity to be your servant, leading a ·.~group of students who
want to make a difference.
As your executive vice president, my job will not only be
chairing the senate· and- facilitating the senate events,
but also gathering every senator into one heart, one soul
and one mind.
I am passionate about re~ .....
connecting the senate and the
student body so that new unity
will result. The senate n~eds to _
have its own culture of service,
and I want to do whatever it
takes to make the senate more
dedicated to serving the stuaent body. I will work with
the senators to make sure that

If elected, I want you to
know your voice, I want you
to use that voice, and I want
to make your voice heard on
our campus; in the community, and within our shared
sphere of influence.
I want us to know our senators personally I want us to be
able to share our frustrations
and problems with -them and
I want our senators to be our
voice on this campus.
Novelist Margaret Atwood
once penned that "powerlessness and silence go together."
This year, let's empower ourselves by speaking up and
using our voice to change
this university.

you are informed about each
meeting, _and who is representing you. In addition, the
senate needs your participation. Join us!
Without your input "~en
ate" is just a name. With you,
we senators can be your eyes,
your ears and your voice, so
that the school can understand
your needs and concerns.
Having been the SA president in high school, and
now working in both the
SA President's Council and
the SA Senate, I am ready
for wider service.
A vote for me is a vote for
success. Allow me to serve.

·Tutm.DAY,

Janelle Billingy

Facebook.
Most, if not all of us have
one. It is the largest social
network in the world. It is
successful not because of its
trademark blue and white
color scheme, but because
it satisfies a basic need: the
need for people to be connected. People like to be
connected.
I, Janelle "Jeigh" Billingy,
am asking for your vote as
your SA Social Vice President. I want to be connected
to the students of this campus and provide that same
connection
opportunity
for others.
College, in and of itself,
is most likely our last opportunity to personally network with such a diverse and
phenomenal group of majors, mentalities and people.
When we graduate, we are
nurses, animators, pastors,

February 10, 2011

etc. Whatever our field of
study, we are "stuck" with
our uniforms and equipment,
and people who are knowledgeable of the same.
This coming 2011-2012
school year, you deserve a
social experience that will
set the social standard for
the rest of your college years
and life to come. I can, and
I will, make that happen.
I have spent quality time
working closely with our current sociai Vice President,
and also working behind
the scenes with various social committees both here
on campus and at home. in
Southern California.
I will use my diverse planning experience, creative
mentality and your opinions, similar to Facebook's
tagline; "help you connect
[with new people] and [create experiences/memories
to] share. with the people
in your life."
Hopefully, after the next
year of growing together, .
your social profile can be edited to include a new branch
of friends, and a new picture
on what "social" really means.
And who knows, maybe those
relationships will end up
"Facebook official." Consider
this my friendly request, will
you accept?

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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The pet elephant
ANGELA McPHERSON
RE••c•oN

'

Eorro•

When I was 10 I wanted a
pony.
No, seriously. I wanted a
pony.
Or a horse. Anything that
looked remotely ride-able that
wasn't a dog-1 already had a
dog-and that I could keep in
the backyard.
Now I'm 25 years old, and the
only pet I've got is an elephant.
And he lives in my room.
When I was 10, my pet horse
would have had some sort of
epically magical two-part name,
like: "Gypsy Princess," "Mystic
Beauty" or "Passion's Dance."
Now that I'm 25, my pet elephant only has a one-part
name. Its name is "Fear."
Who names a pet something
like "Fear"?
No one, that's who.
You know why?
I didn't know I owned
him. I would have named
him something more catchy
or less intimidating. Something cute, like "Trembles" or
"Shudders." Nothing as transparent as "Fear." But, that's
his name. Fear.
Fear was the elephant in
my room.
And I didn't talk about him.

I didn't even address him by
name. I just ignored him and
moved around him. But, unfortunately, that's been feeding
him, and he's gotten bigger.
He has gotten huge.
He's given me panic attacks
and made me miss class and
produce late homework He's
made me cry on the phone
and shake like a leaf. He's
made me avoidant and nonconfrontational. He's made
me think my approval and
love come from my actions
and not my existence.
And he's getting so big that
we both can't fit in my room
anymore.
At first I thought self-help
books would aid me. I've read
and read about making myself
feel "powerful," and "worthy"
and "deserving."
But I still stand, smushed
up against t.~e wall by Fear,
screaming about how I'm
powerful and worthy and deserying-but smushed, nonetheless. It's getting crazy. I
need some help.
One of us has to go. And I
don't want it to be me.
In "The Great Divorce,"
C.S. Lewis paints a picture of
a person who has a pet. It's
a little lizard-like thing who
rides around on the man's

shoulder-and it controls him.
It whispers thoughts in the
man's ears. It makes the man
feel co-dependent.
And a heavenly being
comes close and asks the
man to give it up.
It takes awhile. There is a
great struggle. But finally the
man gives up the lizard-and
instead of the lizard dying, it
is changed into a magnificent
horse. And the man rides
away on it.

The allegory here is that the.
man had an addiction, and as
soon as he named it and gave it
up, he could master it. Ride it.
Triumph over it.
And then we've got John
4:18 (ESV), which says,
"There is no fear in love, but
perfect love casts out fear. For
fear has to do with punishment, and whoever fears has
not been perfected in love."
Put into my rubric, then, it
reads, 'There is no elephant in

the room, because perfect love
casts out elephants ... Whoever
has a pet elephant has not been
perfected in love."
I want to be perfected in
love. I don't want to have
Fear anymore.
I want Jesus to cast out Fear,
and I want Him to come back
with a pony for me to ride: a life
in which I am not triumphed by
fear, but fear is triumphed by
Love Himself.

Valentine's Day. In this sense
love is being turned into
something that can be purchased, or bribed.
Am I saying that I don't
like shiny things? Absolutely not. I am still very much
a girl who likes pretty and
shiny things; however, that is
not where I see love.
I know that we have holidays to remember important
things, like, loving each other. But how much more important is it to do such things ·
on a. regular basis?
We were created to love
and show that we care about
each other, but not just on
•
one day of the year.
As the Beatles put it, "all

you need is love." But whose
love? God's love.
I have been dating since the
age of 17, and with each person I dated, I was serious in
my commitment to and with
that person. However, life
happens. Personalities clash,
things don't work out and we
move on. Sounds harsh, but
isn't that how it goes?
I was searching to fill that
"God spot" with something
other than God. I was not
wholly satisfied with only
God's love, and that's where
I went wrong. Without that
God spot filled, no truly happy relationship will last.
A1n I saying it's wrong to
eajoy the flowers, the gifts

and the extra amount of
chocolate? No; I too quite enjoy all of those things. All I am
saying is that I hope that we
can do better in remembering
that we need this kind of love
and attention all year round.
Sure it might take effort and
time out 6f our busy lives to
show appreciation to those
around us, but it is worth it.
We are all searching for
the honest, transparent, untainted love. We were created
to love and to love with the
pure love that God intended
for us to give and receive.

All you need is loVe
LAuREL McPHERSON
CON]liiRIJTOI

It's Valentine's Day, and how
do you feel? After all, it's the one
day out of 365 that you have
permission to show love, give
flowers, give cards, eat an extra
amount of chocolate and get
away with it!
Is Valentine's Day so bad after all? Of course it's not bad
when you have someone to
share it with, but go beyond
that.
Why is this day so popular? Is
it merely because women enjoy
receiving gifts, or seeing their
man do just about anything to
~_,up with our ,..mod~ ~
pectations of this holiday?

The world makes this day
up to be the most romantic
day of the year, but why? Is it
for boosting their profits in the
good ol' month of February?
Is there such an outcry in this
world for people to love each
other that we have to create a
day for everyone to do so?
I have never been a huge
fan of this holiday, and to be
honest, the years that I enjoyed it the least were when I
didn't have a "Valentine."
Because love is more than
what goes on the Visa card, if
you get what I'm saying.
You all know what I'm talking ~bout when I mention
jewelry stores advertising the
&pecial rings or necklaces for

...-.·
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DANIEll£ QuAILEY

Living a life of love
DANIELLE QuAlLEY
OPINION EDIJDR

Valentine's Day is corning up
soon, and some of us are very
excited to celebrate the holiday
centered on love and friendship. There are advertisements
all over the media about what
kinds of gifts to buy, romantic
date locations and tips on how
to surprise your significant
other. Just the other day I was
talking with my mom, and she
told me about how some men
have taken flower arrangement
classes this year so they could
surprise their wives, girlfriends ·
and girl friends. How adorable!
As we prepare to recognize this national holiday, we
need to ask ourselves, "Do
we express our love daily,
to help make life easier for
someone else?"
I'm sure we have all learned

about the four types of loveeros, philia, storge and agape.
Depending on the type of relationship we have with a person, the feelings oflove that we
have for them will fall into one
of these four categories. This
means that we can love and
show love to just about anyone, whether family, friends or
stran~rs on the street.

'

Do we express our
love daily, to help
make life easier for
someone else?

How can we do this? Well,
I have found that doing small
things to show love can have
a great impact. Some people
think that in order to express
love for someone, they have
to do extravagant, elaborate

acts. Even though doing these
things is a wonderful way to
show people that you love and
appreciate them, small acts of
kindness can have a larger impact than one might expect.
For example, the day that
I wrote this story on a rainy
day, and as I was walking to
class I was stopped by a guy
who wanted to walk underneath my umbrella with me.
I had never seen or spoken to
this man a day in my life, but
it was pouring outside and he
didn't have an umbrella. I offered him half of mine, and we
walked to class together and
made small talk.
He was extremely grateful,
and it felt good to help in his
time of need. This small gesture formed a friendship that
otherwise may not have ever
happened. Although we were
total strangers, we were still

able to show love to each other.
This is the example that
Jesus gave us while He was
on earth. He did small and
great acts of kindness that
helped change the lives of so
many people, and because of
His example, we should love
others as well. The Bible says
that we should show love to
one another, just as Christ
has shown His love to us.
You never, know how much of
an impact your kindness can
have on someone. For all you
know, that person could have
been having a horrible day,
and your kindness made it a
little brighter.
I am amazed at how God
shows His love to us on a daily
basis, by waking us up in the
morning, giving us food to eat
or impressing our professors
to cancel a quiz ~hen we forgot to study. All of those things

and more are examples of how
God reveals His loving nature. Keep in mind that when
we show love to other people,
we are reflecting the love of
God. When other people see
that~ it brings them closer to
Him. That's what we are put
on this earth to do. Every day
we should tell someone "I love
you" by our actions.
So whatever your plans
are for this Valentine's Day,
whether you spend a romantic evening with your significant other, go out with
friends or video chat with
your family back home, remember that a life of love is
what we ought to live. May
love continue to flourish ,
even after the last red rose
has wilted and the last box of
chocolates has been eaten.

lwishlhad • • •
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
OPINION ED!JQR

The other day I was thinking about opportunities and
how important they are in
our lives. As college students,
we are told to take advantage
of every moment, to discover
new and exciting things each
day. I have heard from family, friends and mentors to
"do what you can now, while
you're still young." However,
sometimes it can be intimidating and even scary to try
new things, especially those
that seem difficult or impossible to accomplish.
I am a thinker. I contemplate; I analyze. I weigh the
pros and cons. I know several
other people like me, who
do a lot of thinking before
making a decision. While
thinking things through is
necessary to make a sound
decision, sometimes some
of us over think to the point
where we completely miss
out on life experiences and
possibilities.
Several adults have told me
stories about opportunities

they've missed because of
one reason or another. They
warn me, saying, "Danielle,
don't let opportunities pass
you by like I did. I wish that
I had pursued that dream"
or "I wish I had done what I
wanted instead of what my
parents wanted."
I don't want to be a middleaged woman telling my children or other young people
what "I should have done." I
want to be able to tell them
how happy I was that "I did."
As young people, we
should do what we can to
achieve, learn and grow as
best as we can. We should
take advantage of everything that our school and our
world have to offer, within
the guiding hands of God.
Let's not live life with regrets
about what we missed, but
instead learn and do new
things every day. That way,
instead of saying "I wish I
had," we can look back and
say, "I'm glad I did."
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This

Five ways to say 'I love you'
SUZANNE OCSAI
Suu CONJJQlliDW

Valentine's Day is just
around the comer. Now is
your time to let the special
people-or that really special
someone-in your life know
just how much they mean to
you. And what better way than
in a creative one-of-a-kind
way? Here are five suggestions
to help you do just that.
1. Dictionary oflove
As a writer, this one is my
favorites. Buy a college dictionary at your local bookstore, or better yet, find an
aged dictionary with some
character. With a highlighter
or pen, go through and mark
all the words that remind you
of your love. For someone
whose main love language is
words of affirmation, this one
is a home run. You can mark
my words on that!
2. Scavenger h~t
A great way to let someone
know that you love him or

her are reminders of special
moments you've had in the
past. Think of some of the
places that are significant to
your relationship.
Where did you first meet?
Where did you make a fun
memory? Where did you first
hold bands, kiss, say "I love
you?" Map out these places.
Next, buy some 3 by 5 inch
cards or stationery and write
out your memory from each
of those locations. Then, hide
them in each destination.
Or, if you aren't much for
the written word, you can
use pictures of the two.of you
there or a special memento
from that time. Make sure to
add a clue to the next location.
At the final destination, let
your significant other find
you-the other half to all those
special moments!
3· The fruit of passion
Do you know what your
special one's favorite fruit is?
If not, find out. And if you already do know, try this out.

Buy a large plate-no stealing cafeteria plates, that's
just cheap and tacky!-and
a bag of his or her favorite
fruit. If it is something larger such as apples or oranges
cut the fruit into wedges. On
the plate arrange the fruit to
spell "I love you."
4· A rose by any other
name
Roses for a girl are a win
pretty much any way you give
them to her. But if you want
to add an extra special touch,
here's an idea:
If you are buying a dozen
roses for your cutie, instead
of just presenting her with
the roses themselves, add a
special message to each one.
Buy some tags, the ones with
the little strings, and write
12 things that you really appreciate about the other person. Again, this is a score for
those whose love language is
words of affirmation.
5· Coupon booklet
The gift coupon booklet is

Weekend
Go out on the town
an oldie but a goodie, and is
perfect for those whose love
language is acts of service. Buy
a notebook or construction paper and make your own booklet. On each page write one
thing that you will do ~r buy
for the other person when presented with the coupon. Some
of the favorites are massages,
a homemade meal, cookies, a
walk, dinner at a favorite restaurant and many more.
Try some of these out or
make up some of your own
creative ways to say "I love
you ... But remember, no matter bow you choose to let
your special someone know
bow much you love nim or
her, the ·important thing is
that you tell them.

One history of love
RACHEL

PAIUUSH

In ancient Rome, military
strategy was the hip thing to
study, kind of like nursing is
at Southern. Romans lived
and breathed war and conquering other lands. Needless to say, Emperor Claudius
II wanted a surplus of lively
young men for his armies, but
too many of them were falling
in love and getting married
and all that mushy stuff. In
A.D. 289, he and his dastardly
companions decided to outlaw marriage.
Now dear old Saint Valentine, being the peace-loving
hippie that he was, decided
to do somet4ing about the
injustice, and began marrying young couples in secret.
Unfortunately, his actions
were soon discovered by
nasty old Claudius, and he
was executed.

But the grateful couples
whom be married and their
descendants vowed to honor
the memory of Saint Valentine, and every February, the
month in which he had been
executed, they celebrated
love. For their spouses, their
children and even their cousins twice removed they had
only met at awkward family
reunions.
Many years of blissful celebrating rolled by, and on Valentine's Day in 1847 a clever
19-year-old lady from Massachusetts named Esther Howland received an elaborate
British valentine from a business associate of her father.
Fascinated by the British
tradition of valentine-giving,
she started a business through
her father's stationery store
of importing lace and floral
patterns to make hand-made
valentines. Esther sent out
samples with her salesman

brother, and received $s,ooo
worth of orders. The handmade Valentine's Day card in
America was born.
In 1913, 66 years later,
amidst the Industrial Revolution, a few crafty people realized there had to be an easier
way to make money on Valentine's Day cards, and turned to
the newly developed machines
to chum them out. In that
year, Hallmark Cards created
their very first mass-produced
Valentine's Day card, according to "The Telegraph." Goodbye individual craftsmanship.
All you have to do is take
a stroll through the nearest
Walmart to see what Valentine's Day bas become. The
day to pause and reflect on
the gift of love, and in turn,
tell the people you love how
much they mean to you has
morphed into a chore of buying cheesy, meaningless, mass
prod~ced cards and scribbling

"Happy ·Valentine's Day,"
with no thought.
So often we spend our Valentine's Day ravenously collecting free candy, and perhaps stealing some snuggles
with our significant other in
the Prayer Garden, and that's
about it. I urge you to use this
year's Valentine's Day as an
opportunity to focus on others. It is a privilege to be able
to express ourselves-not every country has that freedom.
So if it means buying that
bumungous teddy bear for
your special friend, finally asking that person you've been
staring at to go Contra dancing-if your religion permitsor sending a hand-made valentine to your mom and dad,
grandparents or an elderly
person who may be forgotten
on Valentine's Day, revel in
your ability to say, "I love you!
You are special! "
It truly is a gift.

•••••••••••••••
Hamlet
Chattanooga Theatre Centre
400 River St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Through Feb. 20
2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
$8
http://theatrecentre.com/
Chattanooga Symphony &
Opera: Big Band Fever
Tivoli Theater
709 Broad St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Feb.12
8p.m.
Prices Vary
http://chattanoogasympbony.
orgf
Atlanta. Ballet: The Sleeping Beauty
Cobb Energy Performing Arts
Centre
2800 Cobb Galleria Parkway
Atlanta, Ga.
Feb.12
8p.m.
Prices Vary
http://atlantaballet.com/

Romance at Ruby
Ruby Falls
1720 South Scenic Highway
ChattanOOga, Tenn.
Feb.12
8:3o-1o p.m.
$55 per couple
http:/ /rubyfalls.com/
VruentineSunsetenilire
River Gorge Explorer
1 Broad St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Feb.13
3p.m.
$41
http://tnaqua.orgfevents/
events.aspx

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for ·the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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Rees

Serie~

Five games, five champions, one night-that's what
the Rees Series is all about.
And that's exactly what
Southern got last Saturday
night, as a month of . basketball intramurals came
. to an end.
Who Dat!!! outplay
Toon Squad for Men's ~i
vision A title
In a scrappy, hard fought
Men's Division A championship, Who Dat!!! was able
to overcome Toon Squad's
superior height to capture a
51-39 win.
Who Dat!!! set the tone
early by jumping out to a
quick six-point lead. Their
scrappy guard play was
enough to overcome their obvious disadvantage in height
as they lead 25-18 at the half.
Mid way through the sec. ond half, Who Dat!!! had
built a 16 point lead, in part
to a number of costly Toon
Squad turnovers.
Toon Squad then clawed
back to within 10 points,
capitalized by a thunderous
put back dunk by senior Sean
Lemon, arguably the play
of the game.
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ANDREW GARCILAZO

recap
In the end, Who Dat!!! sim- fazed by Rolla's comeback pointers by John Creech _ That point, however, was just
ply played the better game and increased the lead to six pushed Know Skillz's lead to enough for OH SHOOn to
and were rewarded with the points with 6o seconds left seven with 15 minutes left to hold on to the victory despite
Division A title.
play. Another three by Creech a spirited effort from Dream
on the clock.
"We know there were a lot
A huge three by Rolla's Eu- a minute - later increased Team.
of people who didn't want us nice Kim cut the lead to three the lead to 10 points, a lead
"It was a really good game,"
to win,". said sophomore fi- . points, but that was as close that held steady for much of said Janice Cosme, a freshnancial management major as they got as the Hoopies the second half.
man business administration
Kevin Reynolds. "But those closed out th~ game with a
We Dat!!! finally began to major and one of the leaders
who wanted us to win and 26-20 victory.
mount a comeback, clawing on Dream Team. "We gave it
ga"9"e us support got a cham"R is really awesome that to within six points of lead our best but came up just a
pionship in return.
we won the championship with two minutes left to play. little short."
"We knew we could win, we and I am really glad that our But Know Skillz's guard comOH SHOOT!'s MyJeila
had faith in each other and team learned how to play to- bo of Creech and Splawinski Velasco, also a freshman
believed in our 'team.." gether," said Anna Tyman, ~as too much for We Dat!!! · business admini~ration maHoopies win Ladies Di- a freshman chemistry-bio- to handle.
jor, was thankful for the win
vision A championship
"It feels great being the B but noted it could have gone
chemistry major. "We started
_ After a 3-~ regular sea- off not having any ehemistry league champions, because either way. "It was a great
son, the Hoopies entered the as a team and by the end of my roommate Blake, Jor- game," she continued. "I'm
p~ayoffs as extreme underthe season we figured out dan Netzel and I, are seniors just thankful for my team."
dogs and rode that label all what our strengths were and and it was our last opportuWhite Flour wins Mens
the way to a _Ladies Division worked as a team to win."
nity," said Creech of Know Division C championship .
A championship with a 26After not losing a single
John
Creech
leads Skillz 44-36 victory. He
20 win' over Rolla.
Know Skillz to Mens Di- also said they couldn't have game during the regular seaThe Hoopies had lost to vision B championship
done it without their loyal son, White Flour was ready
Rolla earlier in the season,
to show its opponents, NooJohn Creech and Blake cheering section.
but that didn't seem to have Splawinski led the charge
OH SHOOT! squeaks by ga, and the rest of school,
any effect on the Hoop- for Know Skillz in a 44- , Dream Team for Ladies B that it was the real deal.
The game was close earies as they jumped out to 36 victory over We Dat!!! championship
a quick five-point lead to last Saturday night
capIn a thrilling matchup of ly one, but White Flour
start the game.
ture _the Mens Division B talented teams, QH SHOOT! pulled away during the secRolla climbed to within championship.
notched the Ladies Division ond half to notch an easy
The two teams exchanged B championship with a 15-14 36-20 victory.
three of the- lead at the half
then threatened to overtake baskets for most of the first win over Dream Team.
"We didn't think we would
the Hoopies, who had a one half, but Know Skillz led at
OH SHOOT! led for most win," said Leslie Bojoh, a
point lead with five minutes the half 20-17.
of the game, but late in the senior nursing major who
left to play.
At the start of the second second half Dream Team played for White Flour. "We
The Hoopies were un- half, two consecutive three rallied to within one point. were just h.ere to have fun."

lo

Southern students mixed over Packers Super Bowl wins
"It was ridiculous that they
wouldn't let us watch the
halftime show but put on a
violent cartoon instead," said
Jillian Hampton, a senior liberal arts education major.
Once the halftime show
was over, the actual game got
pretty interesting towards
the end of the 4th quarter as
the Steelers attempted comeback fell just a drive short.
"I was happy to see Aaron
Rodgers win his first Super
Bowl," said junior biochemistry major Joe Thomas, who
is admittedly not a Steelers
fan. "It was a good result and
great Super Bowl."

ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPORTS Eonoa

At Sunday's Super Bowl
Party some watched for the
commercials, others watched
for the game, but the consensus was there was no consensus. Students were mixed
overall on both the outcome
of the game and the-commercials in-between.
The crowd at the gym was
neither pro-Steelers nor proPackers, but a mixture of
both types of fans.
For those students watching the game off campus, the
Black Eyed Pea's halftime
show was so bad they wished
some cartoon from the Cartoon Network would have
suddenly cut in like at the SA
party in the gym.

Green Bay Packers' Aaron Rodgers celebrates with teammate Josh Sitton (71) after beating the Pittsburgh Steelers 31-25 in the NFL football Super Bowl XLV game Sunday, Feb. 6, 2011, in Arlington, Texas. (AP Photo/David
J.Phillip)
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Upcoming events calendar
Thursday,Februaryto
11 a.m. Convocation, SA
Elections Speeches, rtes
PE Center
noon-11 p.m. SA Primary
Elections for the Office of
SA President, Various Locations
3:30 p.m. Graduate Council,
Conference Room A
Friday, February 1.1
Payday
1 p.m.-2:30 p.m. Trips to
Walma~leaves Southern
on the hour and every 112
hour.
2 p.m. West Side 4 Jesus
(Children's
Ministry),
Wright Hall, Transportation Provided
6:18 p.m. Sunset
6:18 p.m. Star Watch, Hickman Parking Lot
8 p.m. Vespers, African
Heritage,
American
Church

STUDENT LIFE
Do you · love playing .
video games? Join the
Video Game Challenge
hosted by the Cafeteria
on Saturday night, Feb.
19. The tournament will
start at 8 p.m. and end at 10
p.m. in the Fleming Plaza
Parking Lot, by the Campus
Kitchen. Admission is free
and to participate, you must
follow "Southern Adventist University Dining" on
Facebook. Also, the Campus
Kitchen will be open from 7
-9p.m.
BCU Night UVE is this
Saturday Night, Feb.
12 and doors open at 8
p.m.! Come out and explore
the different cultures that
are represented by the Black
Christian Union. There will
be food from different nations, a cultural fashion
show, heart-felt poetry and
dance performances.
SIFE invites the student body to a Q&A ses-

Saturday,February12
9 a.m. Adoration I, ChurchGordon Bietz
9:30a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School, White Oak
Room
Outreach OpportunityChattanooga for Christ
(Wright Hall Steps)
9:45 a.m. Breaking Free
Sabbath School-Women
Only (Collegedale Academy#105)
10 a.m. High Definition Sabbath School, Talge Chapel •
Beautiful Feet Sabbath
School, Thatcher Chapel
Collegiate Sabbath School,
Collegedale
Fellowship
Hall
Winning at Work and
Home-Men Only (Collegedale Academy #103)
10:15 a.m. Pura Vida, Training Chapel, Collegedale
SDAChurch
Adoration II, Church-Gordon Bietz

sion with Associate Vice
President Doug Frood
on the topic of campus
food service. Convocation credit is available! This
event will take place on
Thursday, Feb. 10, at 6 p.m.
in Brock Hall room #3009.
The
Jericho
Brass
group,
a
traditional
brass band from Chattanooga, will be featured
at a free concert on Feb ...
20, 2011. They are receiving a Top Award from Freedoms Foundation. Come
enjoy a fun time at 3 p.m. at
The Salvation Army Citadel
Corps located at 1019 North
Moore Road, Chattanooga,
Tenn.
If you have not picked
up your Joker, the student pictorial directory,
please stop by the SA Office.
Primary Elections fo:t
the SA President position are this Thursday,
Feb. 10! Since there are
three candidates running

10:30 a.m. One Accord Sabbath School, Hulsey Amphitheater
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale
Academy-Jackie
James
Roundtable Sabbath School,
Church Seminar Room
11:45 a.m. Renewal, ChurchGordon Bietz
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall. Transportation Provided
Advent Home (Youth
Ministry)
Metamorphosis (Downtown Hispanic Ministries)
4 p.m. Aeademy Honors Instrumental Festival Concert, Church
9 p.m. Evensong, Church
Reader: Ray Minner, Organist: Stephen Thorp
6:30-7:30 p.m. KR's & Student Center Open
8 p.m. BCU Night, Iles PE
Center

for SA president, there will
be a primary election beginning after convocation to
select the two candidates
who will continue in the
race. The online voting will
take place at http:/ /sauvot
ing.com on Thursday, Feb.
10 from noon to 11 p.m.
There will also be many
polling stations available.
Primary election results will
be posted on campus by Friday, Feb. 11.
General elections for
the SA president, SA executive vice president,
,and SA social vice president positions will take
place next Thursday,
Feb. 17! Read the platforms, hear the speeches,
and attend the press conference to be informed so
that you can make your
vote heard! Polls open at 7
a.m. and close at 11 p.m., so
make sure you vote at the
many polling stations that
will be available or online
at
http:/ jsauvoting.com.
General election results will
be posted on campus before

Sunday, February 13
S:30 p.m. SA Valentine's
Picture Opportunity (The
Mill, Chattanooga)
6 p.m. SA Valentine's Day
Banquet
~onday,February14

Valentine's Day
LSAT Exams, Lynn Wood
Hall
3:30p.m. University Senate
4 p.m. Tax Seminar for International
Students,
Lynn W.ood Hall
5:15 p.m. & 5:45 p.m. College Bowl, Presidential
Banquet Room
Tuesday, February 15
11 a.m. Faculty Portfolio
Workshop,
Presidential
Banquet Room 2
12 p.m. SA Press Coiiference, Dining Hall
6 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
7:30 p.m. Scliool of Music:
Liszt Bicentennial Con-

Friday, Feb. 18.
Press Gonference: SA office candidates will answer ·
questio~s at the press conference in the Dining Hall
on Tuesday, Feb. 15, from
12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Come prepared to ask questions of the
candidates to find out how
they can lead this ~chool!

BIRTHDAYS
February .10 - Bruno Araujo,
David Perez, Elizabeth Ringering, John Frescino, Melissa
Bovell, Patrice Hieb, Richard Boyd San Miguel, Robert
Coombs

cert, Ackerman Auditorium (Convocation Credit)
lVednesday,February16
5:15 p.m. & 5:45 p.m. College Bowl, Presidential
Banquet Room
7:15 p.m. SA Senate, White
Oak Room
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher
Hall
Thursday,February17
11 a.m. Convocation, Health
Career Fair, Iles PE Center
(Booths Open, 10:3o-11 a.m.
& 12-1:30 p.m.)
1~ a.m.-11 p.m. SA General
Elections, Various Locations
2-5 p.m. Meet the Firms,
Church Fellowship Hall
7 p.m . . Modem Language
Film Series, Miller 201

Joelle Marlin, Kayla MacLafferty,KentRobertson,Lyanne
Quintanilla, Rich Clark, Samson Chama
February 14 - Allyssa Dann,
Ashley Johnston, Dessie
Hoelzel, Emily Hwang, Erick Quinones, Ginette Lagos, Karen Davenport, Karen
Gordon, Robert Santiwan,
Rochelle Banner, Stephanie
Sossong
February 15- Brittney Paige,
'Emily Hammond, Jermaine
Alexander, Michael Dant,
Natalie Thomas, Saara Ruelas, Sung Shin, Von'Erik
Barren

February 12 - Isa Kilgore,
Kathy Goddard, Maria Estevez, Melodee Harris

February 16 - Adrian Perez,
Christina Kimberly, Darrin
Compton, Delores Franks, Erwin Tungpalan, Helen Pyke,
Jana Sauder, Jed Newmyer,
Julia Sauder, Moise Ratsarasaotra, Stephanie Ford, Tina
Carney, Warren Tonack

February 13 - Adolfo Granada, Cassar Baksh-Hussain,
Diana Santos, Dustin Boyd,
Jenessa King, Jesse Congo,

February 17- Dahyeon Nam,
Janelle Sundin, Jillian Hampton, John Klinger, Winston
Tonack

February 11 - Eric SuarezVasquez, Janita Herod, Lu
Xu, Ryan Moore
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SUZANNE OCSAI

Religion majors complain about location of nursing building
SUZANNE OCSAI
HuMn• Enrroa

..

Students in the School of
Religion have filed a formal
complaint against the university for building the new
Florida Hospital Hall in its
current location.
Because of the building's
proximity to other departments such as business,
art and journalism, the
fear among religion majors is that nursing majors
will begin looking outside
the fold for a suitable soul
mate, confirmed several
theology majors.
It is a widely-held belief
that if a theology major does
not marry a nursing major
the ramifications on him and
his career could be grim.
"If I don't find a wife who
is also a nursing major," said
one junior theology major,
"my ministry runs the risk of
not being as effective. Everyone knows that the medical
field is the right arm of the
gospel. And we need both

arms to carry the lambs."
Since the statute of limitation for moving the planned
building location for the
School of Nursing has expired, for obvious reasons,

''Everyone
knows that
the medical
field is the
right arm of
the gospel.
And we need
both arms
to ca~ry the
lambs
the university has no other
choice than to table the issue
at this time.
"It would have been better for the university to tear
down the old nursing build-

eed cash?
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ing and build the new one on
the same site," a senior theology major said.
Religion majors still concerned about the prospects
of finding a nursing major
to marry are encouraged to
add minors in one of the four
buildings surrounding Florida Hospital Hall.
"It would be advantageous for theology majors
to expand their perspectives
and, ultimately, their ministry outreach by adding to
their academic acuteness,"
an
unofficial
university
spokesperson said.
Religion majors who would
like to voice their concerns
about the future of their matrimonial unions are encouraged.to attend the university
town hall meeting to be held
at Taylor Circle's circle-otherwise known as the fountain-at 6 p.m. on Feb. 29.
Attendees should bring snorkeling gear.

Chik Pattie: I 's now back at
KR's! Mmm.

Punxsutawney Phll:
He lied. He saw his shadow but
we still have winter.

Green Bay Packers: Won!
1

Steelers: Lost

Grillers: Temporaraly back
in stock...but soon to be gone
forever.

The Saturday Evening
Post: Ran its final issue on
·
this day in 1969.

..

.Students volunteer
for Extren1e Makeover: Hon1e Edition
KATIE FREELAND AND NOEL PEEK
STAFF CONTRIBUTOR
AND CoNTRIBI.IIOR

Twenty-four
Southern students and two faculty members were a part
of a
once-in-a-lifetime
experience on Sunday, Feb.
13 when they volunteered
for· ABC's Extreme Makeover: Home Edition in
Rossville, Ga.
The Sharrock family was
surprised early Sunday morning at the Creative Discovery
Museum in downtown Chattanooga, where Ty Pennington revealed that they were
chosen for the show. The
project is focused on replacing their so-year-old home
with a place t:."'lat is safe for
Patrick, their nine-year-old
son. Patrick has a rare condition called Brittle' Bone Disease. This has caused him to
break more than so bones in
his lifetime.
Neighbor Lance Hatfield
has known the Sharrock family for three years.

"Everywhere
[Patrick]
goes, they love him because
he's so congenial and incredible," said Hatfield. "He's
something else."
Communication
Club
President Aaron Cheney,
a senior mass communication
major,
organized
the group of volunteers as
soon as he heard the show
would be town.
"W~ heard the news they
were coming to town," Cheney
said. "This was right about the
time we were going to organize a community service outing for the club."
Th~ opportunity was twofold, Cheney said. For one, it
was a great community service
project that the club was looking for, and two, it's a live 1V
p~uction-something which
interests many communication students.
"Even if they're not working, they're able to see what it
takes to produce a show like
this," Cheney said.
continued on pg. 3

Student n1issionaries sent home from Egypt
E:o.IILY BM"KS Ar'D

.

A"',"DREA TAYLOR
S"!AFF
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Two Southern Adventist
University student miSSionaries working in Egypt were
evacuated two weeks ago after
conditions grew worse in the
Middle East.
Jordan
The-pronounced
"Tay"-a junior allied health
major, arrived home Saturday Feb. 12. He initially evacuated to Cyprus and Greece after
leaving Egypt, along with student missionaries from Walla
Walla University, Union Col-

lege, Andrews University and
Montemorelos University.
The was teaching at a high
school in Gabal Asfar, Egypt.
"I really didn't want to go," The
said. "I didn't want to leave the
students that were left. I didn't
want them to feel like I was giving up on them. It was real hard
leaving them."
Althougb The said he felt like
he is letting the students down,
he said he knows that God
has a plan for both them and
their school.
"They [student missionaries] were hoping to return to

Egypt to finish the term, but
the GC sent out a statement to
them saying they won't be able
to return," said James The,
The's father.
Bryna Quiring, who graduated from SouthElrn last year
from the School of Music, had
been in Egypt for the past seven
months serving as director and
head teacher of a preschool in
Cairo. Quiring was scheduled
to return at the end of June, but
her trip was cut short due to the
recent anti-government protests
in Egypt and she just recently retmned to North America.

INDEX

12

gether and took shifts protecting
the buildings.
Shortly thereafter, the General Conference decided the student missionaries should return
home until the protesting was
under control. Quiring said she
was given an hour's notice and
was told to pack 'her bags and
return home until things had returned to normal. •
"I wasn't really scared because
I knew there were a 1ot of people praying for me back here,"
Quiring said. "At the same time
I knew it was the right choice
continued on pg. 3
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Quiring was li ing only 45
minutes outside of Tahrir
Square, wheremostoftheviolent
rioting has been taking place.
Quiring said her apartment
was on the same street as the
presidential palace but she only
witnessed one mild protest.
Quiring said she was mo&
concerned when the guards
stationed in front of the church
were removed after the military
took over. There was no protection over her living quarters
and looting became a problem
until Quiring said that people
from the community banded to-

Photo spread by Katie Freeland
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H':naruty's battlefield
ANDREA TAYLOR
~~:~Etwm.IBIJ.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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other day
I read a
news story
on CNN's
website
about two
Swiss girls
who were
allegedly murdered by their
father, who afterward committed :;uicide.
This story snowballs together with many other
similar articles fve ~ad
all becoming one big heartbreaking news story in
my mind. As the AcceQt
editor and a communication student, I read a lot
of news. Although I like
keeping myself posted on
current events. the brutal,
wretched, human twilness
that makes its. way through
many of the~re articles appalls me and Jeaves me feel-

ingsick.
. As Christians we understand that we are innately sinful, but usually
the dreadful sins-murdering your own daughtersare at a far away distance.
This allows us to flick it to
the back of our minds and
quarantine it in a manner

so that we have humanity
separated into two groups:
the "sinners• and the *horrible, awful sinners."
Although I do think that
lying about your weight
cannot be as evil as decapitating your wife because
she divorced you, I think
that we need to be careful
of how much credit we give
ourselves. As humans, we
enter into a dangerous battlefield at birth-between
God and Satan.
Even if you haven't killed
someone or made the news
for your sins, we are each
susceptible to having a
temptation grenade go off
in front of us. Who knows
what it is that snaps in a
person's mind so that they
commit some dreadful
newsworthy sin like molesting a child, but whatever it
is, the source of that evil is
known to Christians.
Let's not forget. Let's remember of what we are in
the midst. Let's keep our
guard up and not fool ourselves into thinking that
vUe evilness is only that
thing in someone else's life.
The seed is there in all of
us-be on your feet in this
battlefield.
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Tree falls, sapS power

to make sure people were safe,"
Slocum said. "We had a person
stuck in the elevator in Wright
Southern Adventist Universi- Hall, but no one was injured.
ty's campus lost power for more ·We were also afraid someone
than an hour on Feb. 9 when would approach the sparking
a tree fell on power lines near power lines, so we tried to keep
people away. Someone could
Southern Village.
The power outage occurred have been badly hurt during the
at 9 a.m. and tripped alerts at outage, and we're just lucky no
Campus Safety warning of a. one was."
Dave Allemand, associate
possible fire in F1orida Hospital
Hall. Officers were sent to find director of Plant Services, said
Southern has not experienced
the source of the problem.
"We received reports of pow- a major power outage that diser outages across campus, and rupted classes in several years.
"We've had a few at night,"
our alarm system was going
. crazy," said Heather Slocum, Allemand said. "But most peoCampus Safety office manager. ple weren't aware. You'd only
"Then we received a phone call know if your alarm clock was
from a man on the biology trail blinking at you when you woke
saying he had seen sparks, and up. It almost never happens
Josh Fraker confirmed the lo- during the day."
Allemand said that normally
cation for the fire department
the power system is able to rewithin 10 minutes."
While Fraker, a Campus Safe- set itself, but if it does not work
ty officer, found the cause of the after three tries, the problem
outage, other Campus Safety must be fixed manually. This
employees checked Southern means someone from the power
buildings to make sure no one • company has _to come and reset
it, a process that takes a minihad been hurt.
"Our number one priority was mum of half an hour. In this
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case, Allemand said Southern
also benefited from the location
of the problem itself. .
"We were lucky because it
was on the backside of our feed,
on EPB's line," Allemand said.
"So the power company could
come take care of it right away. I .
still had to reset all the controllers, though, so some buildings,
like Summerour, were without
heat for a day. When.the power
goes out, I have to go through
every room in every building to
make sure everything's back to
normal. It's a tedious process.
I was here until 7 that night reloading."
Allemand said that students
have nothing to worry about
should an outage happen again.
"Information Services has a
backup generator for the computers, phones, databases and
other critical areas, and the cafeteria has a generator, so you11
still be able to eat if the power
goes out," Allemand said. "If we
ever have any_trouble, the important things are covered."

. Southern considers formi~g mission 'draft'
student in social work.
"The only thing standing
in the way would be gaining
World Vision has inspired student interest and getting
Southern Adventist University the manpower to design and
to consider forming a basic launch it," Swisher said. "It
training program to help those could possiblyoe up in a year
in need if a local or national or two if we pushed."
·
disaster occurs.
If a program like this were
Lars Gustavsson, a South- to take place, it would be inern graduate and World Vi- elusive, so it would be open
sion's senior executive officer to stuflents of all types to sign
and vice president for human- up, Swisher said. The program
itarian and emergency affairs, would need students from
collaboration and business in- all different majors: qursing,
novation, came to Southern on social work, education, conJan. 14 to propose the idea to struction management, . outstudents and faculty. Gustavs- door leadership and more.
son wants to see if there is an
With a· group trained and
interest in international devel- ready, if a natural disaster
opment response at Southern, took place, a team of Southern
said Sharon Pittman, profes- students would be available to
sor of social work.
help wherever, Swisher said.
Those who attended · the This would create a sort of
meeting are excited about the "draft" for relief.
possibjlity of the program and
Swisher said if this program
hoped World Vision could were to develop at Southern, it
help plan and start the train- would start out small. Later, it
ing process, said Mariesa ... would evolve into more speSwisher, a master's studies cialized programs for each deSuuW.ma

"Other men's sins are before our eyes; our own are
behind our backs" -Lucius Annaeus Seneca

February 17, 2011
' ·
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partm.en\. She also said there
is a possibility that this program could be offered for class
credit, like the wilderness first
aid or first responder classes.
Some students who ·have
gone on mission trips say they
like the idea of the program.
"I think it's a great idea.
I've gone on five mission trips
and I'd definitely like to be involved in something like this,"
said Meredith Banks, a freshman international business
major.
Other students said they
thought it would be nice to use
the skills they have learned at
Southern in a real-world setting.
"I'd love to help in a way
that actually gives me experience for later in my career," ·
said Hannah 'lyman, a freshman nursing major.
Interested individuals can
contact Pittman or Swisher in
the School of Social Work.

NEWS
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Valentine'si)ay goes back in time
JANAMILES
Sun

WRITER

This
Valentine's
Day,
Southern students celebrated
the holiday at a banquet with
an old-fashioned, golden age
era atmosphere at the annual
Student Association Valentine's Banquet.
Carl Reiter, SA social vice
president, said approximately
250 guests attended the Feb.
13 event, held at The Mill in
downtown Chattanooga.
Many of the students
dressed up in fashions
from the 1920s to 1950s,
Reiter said, "and they all
looked amazing."
Jazz musicians entertained
the crowd, starting with a
12-piece band with a soloist performing recognizable
music from '40s and 'sos
artists like Etta James and
Frank Sinatra. A 3-piece band
closed out the night, said
Shanti Hollis, a sophomore
pastoral care major.

To add to the atmosphere,
two actors reenacted sketches
from the television comedy,
"I Love tu~y," and then posed
to take photographs with the
students. Hannah Newman, a
freshman nursing major, said
that the performance was
very enjoyable for people who
love the television show.
Newman was also impressed with the decorations
and the food, because at first,
the neighborhood didn't seem
very trustworthy.
"I was really sket~hed out
while we were driving around
looking for the place," she
said. "They even had ·police out front to escort us
to the venue."
But once she and her date
got inside, the tone of the
room changed her attitude.
"It was really elegant on the
inside, with pretty curtains
covering the ceiling and a
fancy dessert table," she said.
"The flower and mirror centerpi~ces w~re r~ally nifty."

Photo by Leo Macias

The Valentine's Day Banquet was hosted at the The Mill in downtown Chattanooga on Feb. 13, 2011.

The flavor of the menu
was Mediterranean, jncluding tortellini, pita chips and
hummus, couscous, eheeses,
salad wraps, stuffed mushroom and a fruit tree with ice
cream. Newman was pleasantly surprised at how much

she enjoyed the food, because
she said was expecting the
catering to be low priority
for the SA.
As a whole, guests appeared to enjoy the banquet.
Each of the elements-decor,
cuisine, and entertainment-

added their own flavor to
create the atmosphere of
an era not long gone, but
celebrated by students for
Valentine's Day.

Krista Mattison, a junior social work major, was sick for
nearly a week, and described
it as the worst she has ever
felt. She credited the University Health Center for quick
treatment of her symptoms,
so she would not have to go to
the hospital.
. "I was told I had flu type B,
and since I came in within the
first 48 hours of the !}'IIlptoms, I could be treated,"
Mattison said.
Other students chose not
to be treated by the University Health Center, and fought

it on their own.
"I'm not much of a pillpopping person," said· Tayna
Musgrave, a senior film production major. "So I'm just trying to kick it with lots of water
and rest."
While this year's flu season
may be wrapping up, Garver
still encourages students to take
preventive m_easures to avoid
getting sick.
"Get plenty of rest," Garver
said. "Eatbealthyfood,drinklots.
of water and use hand sanitizer
everywhere you go."

Flu outbreak packs a 'b ig punch
NATHAN LEWIS

SunWama

The seasonal influenza outbreak, generally active from
January·
through
March,
has seemed to take a greater
toll at Southern Adventist
University this year than in
previous years.
University Health Director
Betty Garver noted that area
public schools are experiencing fewer cases of sickness this
year due to the many snow days
early in the flu season, keeping
everyone apart.

"It's been worse at Southern
because everybody is living in
close quarters," Garver said.
Not only is close proximity an issue, the increased
outbreak this year is also
blamed on the lack of administered flu shots and the lack
of a major influenza scare,
Garver said.
Last year, hype ·surrounding
the H1N1 outbreak, as well as
a pre-season flu outbreak on
campus prompted students to
receive the flu shot as a precaution, Garver said.
Nevertheless,
University

Health Center records show
a fewer number of students
chose to receive the flu shot this
year, resulting in more cases of
sick students.
Shirley Rumsey, University Heath Center receptionist, said she can tell someone
is not feeling well the moment
they walk in. ~
"They're not faking it," Rumsey said. "When they walk in the
door, you can tell they are sick."
For
some
students,
this year's strain of the
flu packed an espeeially
hard punch.

Extreme Makeover
continued from pg. 1

About 6,ooo people applied to be volunteers, but
the show was only able to
accommodate less than
half of them.
"[Volunteers are] crucial,
without them we can't do
anything," said Craig Miller,
the volunteer coordinator for
the project.
Communication club members had their own reasons
for signing up.

"I enjoy volunteering
any chance I get. There's
also a possibility of being on TV. I won't lie, it's
pretty
exciting,"
said
Kara Turpen, a senior public
relations major.
Even non-Communication
club members got involved.
"I know that they do a lot
of good for the families that
they work for," said Shelby
Mixon, a senior market-

ing major. "I like being a
part of something bigger
than myself."
Filming will continue until Feb. 19, when the big
"Move that bus!" scene will
be filmed and the family will
see their brand new home
for the first time. Volunteer
crews are continuing their
efforts through Feb. 20.

Student Missionaries sent
home from Egypt
continued from pg. 1

and definitely safer to come
back while things got resolved
there."
Even though she knew it
was the right decision to come
home, Quiring said it was hard
having to leave so abruptly.
However, one good thing ·
about coming home, she said,
was being able to see her parents, whom she hadn't seensince she left last June.

Despite all the chaos, Quiring said she bas enjoyed her ex-

perience and cannot wait to get
back to work.
"The job has really blessed
me," Quiring said. ..I love
the students and their families and working with them
has been such a positive
experience...l'm just waiting
for them to tell me when ·1 can
go back."
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BCU pieserits a n~ght in 'The City.'
RACHEL PARRISH
STAFF WRITER

Black Christian Union night
transformed the lles P .E. Center
into 'The City."
On Saturday, Feb. 12, students gathered at the gym to
celebrate African and African
American culture.
Upon entering the gym, students could play double-dutch,
visit a knick-knacks shop and
play games in the arcade. Students ·could also enjoy traditional cuisine from both Africa
and the U.S.: roti with curry,
Nigerian "puff puff' and sweet
potato pie.
All the festivities were surrounded by giant cutouts of
skyscrapers and strings of lights

resembling twinkling stars.
"We wanted to do something
different this year than the usual
cultural booths," said Mia Lindsey, BCU president. "We wanted a theme that everyone could
identify with, no matter where
they are from."
The preliminary activities
were interspersed with traditional dances from Haiti,
Zambia, Jamaica and Nigeria
performed by more than 30
participants. The finale dance
was the "Waka Waka,"-a similar dance to Shakira's 2010
World Cup dance-which symbolized unity of all the cultures,
Lindsey said.
Students also enjoyed a cultural fashion .show that displayed colorful headdresses,

embroidered shirts and traditionally painted faces.
Brenda Adeleke, a junior
public relations major, was a
participant in the fashion show.
"I was born in Nigeria, so I am
proud to represent my country," Adeleke said.
The main event began with
"secret service" men escorting
Lindsey to the stage, where she
welcomed everyone. The show
continued with the intra of''The
Fresh Prince of Bel Air" television show projected on the
screens, and many in the audience sang along.
The main skit, performed by
students, show_ed characters
of "Fresh Prince"-sophomore
g1:3.phic design major Ryan
Plater played Will Smith, and

sophomore social work major their thanks to everyone who
John Olaore played Carlton- supported and participated in
adjusting to life at Southern Ad- the event.
ventist University. Th~, charac
Lindsey said BCU is planters suffered through the usual ning more open mic events
regulations of campus life, like in the near future, where
community bathrooms and students can read original
. poetry or sing.
curfews.
BCU was formed at Southern
The program alternated between the skit and open mic po- in the 1970s to act as a voice
etry readings by students.
and creative outlet for black
Brittany Baldwin, a sopho- students who felt overlooked,
more nursing major, said the Lindsey said.
Aside from their annupoetry was ~er favorite part of
the evening.
al themed event, BCU also
'The poetry was packed oversees One Praise Gospel
with meaning," she said. Choir and other ministry ac"They
were
compelling tivities on campus and in
the community.
•
mini sermons!"
The evening concluded with
Lindsey and Simone Marshall,
BCU vice president, offering

Professor prepares to head outdoor leadership pfogram
SAMMANTHA. SWANSON
5xAFFWRmR

Professor Doug Tilstra is
preparing for his full transfer in
the fall of 2011 from the School
of Religion to the School of Education and Psychology as the
new director of outdoor leadership programs.
Tilstra accepted the job in
December and began the move
in January. He has been working and co-leading with Carl
Swafford, dean of graduate
studies, since joining the outdoor leadership program and
is stili working part-time in the
School -of Religion.
Tilstra is taking over for
Swafford, who has taught outdoor leadership and education
Classes since founding the program in 1997. Swafford said he
has complete confidence in Tilstra taking over as the director.
"It's very emotional for me
since I started the program;
[outdoor education] will still
be my home," Swafford said,
"but I am very· confident in
[Tilstra] .. .I think he's the best
of the teachers on campus for
the job. He has the skills to pull
it all together."
Tilstra holds a doctorate in
organizational management
with. an emphasis in leadership from Cappella University. Sw;lfford said that Tiltra's
background will benefit stu-

dents by providing a broader
perspective including youth
and campus ministry.
Both Swafford and Tilstra
said co-leading has been great,
and Tilstra has been up front
and in charge from the beginning. However, Tilstra's job is
not going to be an easy one.
Since the program was started
it has grown from only one degree to three with more than 75
. students. Tilstra will be working with. associate professor
Marty Miller until assistant
professor Michael Hills returns
from doctoral ~tudy.
Tilstra will be in charge of
overs/eing the entire program,
but he will be more involved
with graduate studies rather
than undergraduate studies,
which Miller will be heading
up, Tilstra said. Tilstra will be
teaching all graduate study
intensives in outdoor education, but is planning on taking
courses in the summer to be
certified as a Wilderness First
Responder and a Challenge
Course Facilitator.
"I am not 100 percent confident in my outdoor skills,"
Tilstra said, "but I am also not
afraid. I know there will be
surprises, and when they come
1 know I can handle them."
Tilstra said he believes he can
continue the strong passion for
outdoor education that Swafford brought to the program

for so many years, but also incorporating his· own passions.
Tilstra said the students must
see passion in their instructors
to remain committed, and Jeanette Stepanske, interim dean

of the School of Education and
Psychology agreed.
Stepanske sai,d, "Dr. Tilstra's
passion for spiritually connecting with students through activities enriches and heightens

students' academic and spiritual offerings in the outdoor
leadership program."
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Italy draws alum back with job offer
tista di Cultura Biblica Villa
Aurora in 20-09-2010.
Edney said she experienced
Despite difficult economic an incredible year in Flortimes, one Southern gradu- ence while learning Italian
ate has not only found a job, with the Adventist Colleges
but she will be working in the .. Abroad program. ACA is an
Florence, Italy.
Adventist exchange program
Lacy Edney graduated with offering study abroad oppora degree in international tunities in more than seven
studies with an emphasis in countries.
Italian and a minor in SpanAntonietta Riviello, direcish. Until she begins her job tor of Villa Aurora, offered
in Augu.st, Edney is living in Edney a position as an asBrazil, learning Portuguese sistant, giving her the opand teaching English. Ed- portunity to assist students
ney said her passion for the who want to.excel in Italian.
Italian culture began while Edney accepted _the job ofstudying at Istituto Avven- fer and is anticipating her

KATIIEIUNE WILSON
STAFF WRITER

President's
SIMONE MARsHALL

Snu

..

WRmR

The two remaining; St\1dent Association presidential candidates, Abdiel Erin
and Alec Jackson, have two
things in common: they are
both first-year students at
Southern Adventist University and they are .both on President's Council.
President's Council was
created to develop the leadership skills in students. The
purpose of the group is to
promote awareness on campus through various projects, which are chosen by SA
president and founder of the
group, Brian Nyamwange.
According to Nyamwange,
members of the President's
Council are being trained to
be leaders.
"Every week, they are required to bring to me reports
of their hours worked on the
given projects," Nymwange
said. "They are required to
come talk to me once in my
office, and they are required
to meet weekly and pray
with their designated prayer
partner. We are training
these students to be leaders
amongst leaders."
Presidential
candidate Abdiel Erin said that
President's
Council
has
played a major role in helping him get this far in the

soon return.
has a lot of international ex"I cannot wait to help perience to offer these stuother students learn Italian dents, Parra said.
· "I think Lacey is very capaand experience the richness
of Italian culture," Edney ble of not only doing this job,
said. "I am excited to speak out of enhancing the opporItaliau again. I love the Ital- tunities of those students she
ian culture, the beautiful will come in contact with,"
architecture and, of course, Parra said.
the food!"
Priscilla Francisco, a seinternational
busiCarlos Parra, chair of nior
Southern's modern languag- ness major, studied abroad
es department, said to be with Edney.
successful working interna"The key to success is detionally, one must be willing termination, and Edney is
to embrace and appreciate a prime example," Francisthe new culture rather than co said. "She is motivated,
expecting the "American" skilled and passionate, which
way of doing things. Edney are key ingredients for a sue-

C_~uncil presents
presidential race.
"It opened my eyes to running for the presidency and
heJp~d
gain skill in networking," Erin said.
"When it was time to
get my campaign -together, I already had
the skills necessary to
be efficient."
However, some students, like Depeah Nyakondo, a sophmore public relations major, are
concerned that the two
remaining candidates do
not have enough experience, President's Council
or not.
"It's their first year
here; they should probably have some more
Southern experience before running for president," Nyakondo said.
Nyakondo is not alone.
There are quite a few older students who believe
it is imperative for students running for presidency to be a student at
Southern for more than
just one year.
"I just think that they
need to be a little more
immersed in the Southern culture before they
become president," said
Luke Francois, a junior
corp and community
wellness
management
and allied health major.

me

cessful future."
Despite the difficulties
one may think are hard to
overcome, Edney said finding ail international job is
not as nerve-racking as one
may believe.
"It can feel very daunting
to find an international job,"
Edney said. "I have found
that the more networking
you do, the more you realize
that these kinds of jobs are
attainable. You just have to
go for it!"

...

2 SA presidential _candidates

Still, the candidates said qualified to do the job, and
that, President's Council and Nyamwange thinks so too.
other growing experiences at
"I am confident they will
Southern have made them . succeed in accomplishing

what they are seeking out to
do," Nyamwange said. "Our
President's Council trains
leaders."

Need cash?
Freshmen and seniors could win $50 for completing the NSSE Survey.

The survey
will come to
your Southern
e,mail account.
The subject"
line will say
something like
"V
•
1our 0 pm~
ion Matters
to Southern."
If you are
the 1st, lOth,
75th, 150th or
300th person
to complete
the online
survey, you will
be a winner!
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Back to the future
MEUSSA FAIFER

I've also been praying
about my future career. I
love my English ·major, but
So I don't know about you it's not very specific. I could
guys, but I've been freaking go into journalism, fiction
out for the past few months writing, law, teaching or
because of the impending library science.
There are many possibilidoom of graduation. What I
mean is, all of the prospects ties, but which one should I
after graduation!
go for? Sometimes I wish God
Anyway, I've been reading could send down a flashing
a lot of little things here and · neon sign, saying, "Go here
there in the Bible that have and do this." Thus I've been
calmed me down quite con- wondering what to do with
siderably, and I'd like to share my life after graduation.
Should I stay in Tennessee?
my discoveries with all of you.
For a while now I've been Should I go back to school
praying for my future hus- and get another degree? What
band-that God would pre- would I be the happiest dopare our hearts and minds ing? What does God want
for each other, tltat He would metodo?
draw him nearer to Himself
Well, here's the reversal.
and that He would bring him After reading through the Bialong at the right time. It's ble about God's character, His
very hard to see all of th~ en- words in different situations
gaged and married couples and His promises, I've come
and not want that kind of re- up with God's response to my
lationship with a special man fear and wanderings of the
ofmyown·.
future. This is paraphrased
. So many times I feel like I'm from the Bible verses I've
back at square one, asking God, found and the things I have
"Why haven't you brought him discovered about God. Apply
yet? Will I ever have that kind of it to your life as you read.
relationship with someone-the
"I am the Lord, your God.
right someone?"
Delight yours«# in Me, and I
CONUIBUJQR

will give you the desires of your heart.
Trust in Me and
commit your way to
Me, and I will make
your righteousness
shine like the dawn,
and the justice of
your cause like the
noondaysun.Iknow
you worry about the
future, but I have
plans for you. They
are plans to prosper
you and not to harm
you. They may be different from what you
expect, but My ways
are not your ways,
and My thoughts are
not your thoughts. Just trust
Me! Be still before Me and
wait patiently for Me to work
out my plan; you'll be a lot
happier if you follow My will
for your life instead of your
own ways. I am the Lord your
God, imd I act on behalf of
those who wait for Me.
"I know it's hard to wait
sometimes, out know that I
am working even when you
don't see it. Even if it seems
like nothing is happening
right now, just wait. Surely as

I have planned, so it will be,
and as I have purposed, so it
will stand. I am the Lord your
God, and I do what I have said
I will do. I promised you the
desires of your heart if you
delight yourself in ·Me, and so
I will bring them to you in my
time, when I know it will be
best. So don't worry about the
future; let Me handle it. Just
focus on Me. Remember, nev~
er will I leave you or forsake
you-I am with you always. I
love you, and I can't wait to
show you all of the things I

have planned for your life."
That is a compilation, using
Psalm 37=4-7, Jeremiah 29:11,
Isaiah ss:S-11, Isaiah 64:4,
Isaiah 14:24, Ecclesiastes 3:11
and Deuteronomy 31:6.
I hope these verses help
you in some way. The creator
of the heavens, the mountains, the sea and the whole
universe has made a promise to you. Believe that He
will keep it.

I feel the e~rth. move un<}~r my f~et
ANGELA McPHERSON
REliGION

EJHIDR .

I shoved my little hands
into the dirt and the ants
poured out in droves.
I was doing something very
helpful, putting my hands
into an ant colony-! was
drawing out new paths for the
ants to follow. I was 5 years
old. I thought myself quite
the architect. I never really
thought about what the ants
might feel like inside of the
hill. They probably thought it
was the apocalypse.
I was really just acting in
their behalf, I thought.
Last week, as I sat on my
bed composing an article
' about my pet elephant in the
room, Fear, I flopped open
my Bible to Psalm 18:6-12 in

the Clear Word.
"In my fear I called on the
Lord. I cried out to my God
for help. Far away in His
temple, He heard my voice
and listened to my cry. Then
the earth moved and the
mountains shook. God acted
in my behalf! Smoke issued
from His nostrils and flames
poured from His mouth.
He opened the sky and rode
down on clouds of the storm
to rescue me. He answered my
prayer as quickly as if He had
flown in on wings of the wind.
I knew · he was there, but I
could not see Him because He
was cov.er~d with thick clouds,
hiding behind the dark storm.
Hail and lightning were
part of His response from
behind the clouds."
This got me. Usually, when

I think of my life being chaotic and shaky-earth . moving,
mountains shaking, smoke
bill?wing from nostrils and
flames engulfing me-I think
of stuff that isn't supposed to
happen. Or I think that maybe Fear has go!ten loose and
is doing a tap-dance in my
room-shaking me up.
But here, David is saying
that when His life started seriously shaking up, it was God
acting in His behalf. It was
God answering His prayer.
And get this: David could
not see God because He was
covered with thick clouds,
hiding behind the dark storm.
But He was there.
What felt like a storm was
actually a rescue mission.
What felt like chaos was actually God reaching down,

adjusting his life and drawing
new paths for him to follow.
Sometimes I feel like an ant.
Sometimes I feel like the walls
are caving in and that circumstances are pure insanity. But
I've taken comfort in learning this: when God reaches ·
into my life, things might get

a little crazy. But God's not a
s-year-old in an ant hill. He's
the Alpha and Omega directing my paths. And He knows
what He is doing.
Bring on the shaky stuff.
God is rescuing me.

f '
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Boyfriends with girl friends beware ,
JERMAINE ALExANDER

CoNTR••,ao•

I was talking to my friend

laSt week, and we started talking about girls, unsurprisingly.
His situation with his girlfriend
wasn't the best, so we talked
about being in a relationship,
friends outside of that relationship and how time factors in to
them both.
Guys, listen to me.
If any of you are in a relationship, but outside of that have a
best friend who is a girl, or you
have casual female friends who
you spend a significant amount
of time with; you may be unaware of a danger.
When people spend time to-

gether certain bonds are made.
Those bonds become stronger
and more intricate when either
friend starts opening up and
trusting the other.
The danger in this case is •
this: Relationships between
best friends are so deep and
involved that they can be detrimental to your other, more significant relationship. When you
are exclusively devoted to a girl
and share _
t:Jris intricate type of
bond, but there is another girl
who shares a similar connection with you-perfect example
would be a best friend-it can
be dangerous.
Your best friend knows you,
understands you, trusts you,
knows all of Y.'Our strengths

and weaknesses, vulnerabili- arenotset.
ties, peeves and perks. In spite
God gave you your partner,
of all of that, still, in a sense, this special girl, to share and
they love you.
live and experience you like no
I have seen, time and time other and vice versa. She should
again, friends who have left be both your best friend and
their significant other for their your girlfriend. Don't allow any
best friend.
other person to impose on that
Even movies show that best or to steal that opportunity and
friend from the past coming experienee, emotionally, physiout of nowhere, and the boy- cally or spiritually.
friend or girlfriend gets thrown
Being with you is a privilege
to the curb, confused and won- that is given to that special
dering if there was something person and that person only as
they did wrong.
. God sees fit. Sharing too much
Now, I'm not criticizing you of that privilege with others is
all that have girl best friends, going against what God has in
it's just that there is a very fine mind for you two in becoming
line that we must keep from one flesh, like stated in Mark
crossing, and it's very easy to 10:8.
But most importantly, God
do so when proper boundaries

should be your best friend as
well· as your Father. He is first,
no matter what. God designed
relationships so that your partner would be important; we
ought to have the same feelings
for our girlfriend that Christ
has for us.
Invite and trust God to guide
you, in all aspects of your life,
especially when it comes to dating. He will do it; He promised
He would. Like the Bible says in
Proverbs 3:6, "In all thy ways
acknowledge Him, and He shall
direct thy paths." ·
I will be praying.for you, and
do not neglect to pray for each
other. I just want the best for all
of you-nothing less. After all,
you are my brothers.

Letter to the _e ditor:A response to 'Shameful joy; guilty pleasures'
music is..not without its vices.
There are pieces that were
regarded as explicitly sexual in
Firstly I appreciate the au- their day and many have "sexual
thor's encouragement to try themes pervading them.
-new things and to not be afraid
The point I am trying to
of the unfamiliar. What I do make is that God calls us to be
not appreciate is her call to dis- wise as serpents and harmless
pense with discriminatory atti- as doves. We cannot merely actudes toward music and just ac- · cept whatever catchy beat we
cept "good" music if it iS catchy. happen to hear.
Much of the "good" music
God expects us as His chilout there is based on nonsensi- dren to hold everything against
callyrics that are catchy merely His high standard. I would
because of the beat and the highly suggest reading Isaiah
constant repetition.
Taio Cruz and artists like him
make their living getting people
to bump along to their catchy
beats and repeat their mindless
lyrics which, if focused on, do
not make any real sense at all.
Not to even mention that the
majority of the music is either
laced with profanity, explicit or
cloaked references to sex and
the female anatomy, and total
disrespect for relationships as
laid out in the Bible.
Before it seems like I am only
jumping on mainstream music,
classical music is also something that is not entirely without its faults. For the most part
people hear the term classical
music and they assume it represents music that is calming,
safe an<J suitable for church
services. Much like the mainstream music of today, classical
CECIUA SIMMONS
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55 in its entirety, but I will include these 2 verses, "For My
thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways My ways
saith the Lord. For as the heavens are higher than the earth so
are My ways higher than your
ways and My thoughts than
your thoughts."
There is bad music in the
world, genres that Christians
should stay away from, and
artists whose very influence
would lead us to destruction.
Christ says that a corrupt tree

cannot bring forth good fruit.
What fruit do we see from these
mainstream artists? Adultery,
illegitimate children, greed,
divorce, murders, corruption,
drugs and the list could go on
andop.
These same attitudes have
found their way into the church·
with many young people here at
Southern coming from broken,
homes and even our pastors
and church leaders struggling
to live moral lives. The struggle
is real and so is the devil and

we would be extremely naive
to assume that everything that
seems good is actually for our
good.
God is coming soon and He
is coming for a people that
have prepared their hearts and
minds and purified themselves
through Christ.
Only that which uplifts the
mind to Christ and purifies the
soul transforming us into sons
and daughters of God will be
present in heaven.

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$5.5
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
- Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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The geek correspondent: PC vs. Mac
AARoN CHENEY

As college students, one of
our essential tools is a laptop.
For in-class note taking-also
known as Facebook-and latenight research papers-also
known as Hulu-having a laptop is a necessity.
However, as every student
prepares to leave for college,
there is a choice each student
must make.
Mac or PC?
As one of the eternal debates,
lets take a quick look at the differences between the tWo before
you make ptobably the most
important decision of your life.

PC
So when you think of a
PC, what do you think of?
Microsoft? Windows? AOL?
Viruses, spyware and other
nasty bits? Well, those would
be accurate things to associate with a PC-except AOL, I

think they have finally died.
Good riddance.
The truth is that most of
the issues with spyware and
viruses are much easier to
resolve today. Wmdows 7
is a very mature and secure
system to use.
However, there are still other
things to watch for besides malware. All the extra software your
PC comes with from .t he factory
I lovingly call "bloatware."
Dell is famous for this. They
ship with their own update
manager, help system, backup
software and other "helpful"
shortcut software. HP and many
others do this as well. Does anybody really use this software?
All it does is hog memory and
slow a system down. Windows
7 comes with all the updates,
help and backup software you
need, right out of the box!
Why add more?
However, it is still a good
idea to get virus protection. Do
you need to pay $80 a year?
No! You ~ get free-yes,

free-anti-virus software that plications folder. Done! Instead
is just as good as Norton. AVG of trying to find that p}ug-in to
and Avast are the two words make your "borrowed" movie
file work, just hit play; it's all
you should Google.
builtin!
Mac
So, what about Apple comAre they really that expenputers? Do you think of them as sive? Yes and no. Apple believes
trendy, confusing or eXpensive? •in using the best hardware
Let's start with trendy. available. They don't skimp on
Yes, they are trendy. They the details. You can get computare well-designed, and popu- ers with the newest Intel chips,
lar with artistic types. Does the fastest Nvidia laptop.graphthat mean they are not good ics and a speedy flash-based
hard drive, all in a neariy indecomputers? Hardly!
Some say they are confus- structible aluminum case. Trust
ing; people don't like how they me, it's worth the extra money.
work. The truth is, they only say Instead of replacing a laptop
that because they expect them every two years for more speed,
to work like Wmdows. Apple I have seen Macs keep running
has a very different idea on how for six years, and still run the
a computer should operate. Is latest Adobe Creative Suite.
So which do you choose?
this idea wrong?
Is Microsoft right? I don't That is. up to you. Personally,
think so. Neither is the "right" I wrote this story on a Macor "wrong" way to make a com- Book. But I have a PC ~ck
puter. They are just different.
home just waiting for me to fire
Instead of running an install- up some Unreal Tournament
er for every web browser and with my friends.
chat client, Apple allows you to
just drag the icon to your ap-

This

.

Weekend

Gnomeo and JulietGo watch it now!!!!
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The Glass Menagerie
Walnut Street Theatre UTC
752 Vine St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday, Feb. 19
8 p.m. $22
http:/ futc.edujadministration/fineartscenterI
The Tragedy of Hamlet
Chattanoo~a Theatre Centre
400 ~River St.
·
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday,Feb.2o
2:30-4:30 p.m. Prices Vary
http:/ /theatrecentre.com/
Romeo and Juliet
The Shakespeare.. Tavern
499 Peachtree St.
Atlanta, Ga.
Through March 6
7:30p.m. Prices Vary
,http; I I aUantaperforms.com/

Some very worthy finds: The 1,2,3's of spring·
AIMEE BURCHARD

I've rounded up some cool
new trends great for the college student who needs a
mental break and some creative inspiration. or: for
those who don't have time
to look up from the books to
catch a glimpse of some very
splendid finds.
·
1. The music scene:
Yes, it's true. I have scoped
out some fantastic tunes and
have put together a music
playlist just for you, Southern.
http:/ /tinyurl.comfsouthernplaylist
'
Specific musicians you may
want to check out are three of
my most recent favorites: Garage Voice, Aaron Beaumont
and Ivan Colon. What's more
awesome than Adventist mu-

sicians playing real music? Totally boss stuff. These guys are
all fantastic and their sound
is mostly of the indie/
folk rock/blues genres.
Listening to them is
like giving your 'soul
a little hug.
2. Rue Magazine:
For those of you who
are in love with II)agazines, this one is fantastic. No, not your typical fashion and beauty
magazine. Instead, it
incorporates spreads
on a mix of stylish vintage and traditional
home decor. Not only
is its content engaging;
it also incorporates
fresh design that offers great inspiration
during a needed mental break. And the best
thing about it: you can

subscribe for free to their issues because it is an all-online
magazine. Genius.

Visit www.ruemag.com
3· Fashion:
For those out there who
care, I did some research on the up and
coming color palate
for spring 2011 fashion. The top ten colors are: Honeysuckle,
Russet, Coral Rose,
Reglttta, Peapod, Blue
Curacao,
Beeswax,
Lavender, Silver Peony and Silver Cloud.
It's a nice mix of
warm and cool shades
and will match a variety of skin tones.
So whether you dig
a more earthy palate
or a brighter, colorful one, this spring's
clothing line should
meet your fancy, Way
classier ~an a couple
photo illustration by Aimee ·Burchard of years ago when they

had spme puke greens and an
overwhelming plethora of corals in all shades. Not everyone
should be walking around in
peach, folks. This spring's palate offers hues that range from
exotic and spicy to traditional
and organic. Happy shopping!
Bonus find: Tulips are the
new roses for the sake of spring
and couples. Ok guys, word of
aavice: Roses are cliche. Get a
new default flower. Try tulips.
They are definitely the new
rose and the cost is on par.
White tulips are very classy
and dainty, and if she has a
favorite color they come in a
wide array. Also, if you don't
cook and you're invited to a
potluck, trust me when I say,
spending $5 on some flowers
for the hostess will score you
big points and costs less than
making a dish. Enough said.

lf.Y9U're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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Who would have thought
four months ago that the San
Antonio Spurs would have the
best record in the NBA come
the All-Star break?
Who would have predicted
the ups and downs of the Miami Heat and the LA Lakers'
inability to win in the clutch?
All the predictions made at
the start of the season are, and
have been, meaningless. It just
goes to show how much the
league dynamic can shift in a
few months.
This weekend is the All-Star
game-the symbolic midseason break. That means it's
time for a look at which teams
have set themselves up for a
successful second half.
1. San Antonio Spurs
(44-8 record as ofFeb.u)
The Spurs shocked the NBA
world this season by winning
15 of their first 17 games. They
now sit as the top seed in the
Western Conference. Not bad
for a team ESPN predicted
would only win 48 games the
entire season. They've already
almost equaled that total with
40 or so games left to play. . ·

8.
Orlando
Magic (32-20)
Magic is in
trouble. After a
16-9 record to
start the season,
Orlando swung a
big trade to land
Jason Richardson, Gilbert Arenas and Hedo
Turkoglu. They've
been 16-11 since,
and things have
not been getting
any better. Perhaps that trade
wasn't such a
good idea.

9· New Orleans Hornets
(32-20)
The
Hornets
are jumbled in the
Western Conference with a host
of other teams
that are good but
not great. Injuries
to Eme'Ka Okafor
and Tevor Ariza
haven't
helped
in that regard,
especially on the
defensive
end,
where both are
San Antonio Spurs guard Manu Ginobili (20). ofArgentina, scores on a 3-point shot dw·- considered top-tier
ing thefgurth quarter of an NBA basketball game against the New.Jersey Nets, Monday, defenders at their

2. Miami Heat (38-14)
Feb. 14, 2011, in Newark, N.J. Ginobili led all scorers with 22 points and the Spurs won
After stumbling out of the. 102-85. (AP Photo/Julio Cortez)
position.
blocks, the Miami Heat recovered nicely by winning 15
10.
Atlanta
of 16 games in December and son Terry are just a few rea- They are a lock to make the
Hawks (33-19)
have been a model of consis- sons why. Now, with the re- playoffs, have a good roster
The Hawks are a pretty good
tency ever since. Even so, their cent signing of _sharpshooter and should be able to make a team, but they struggle against
38-14 record is not e" ·actly as Peja Stojakovic, the Mavs get run deep into the postseason. elite teams. Arguably the
good as many, perhaps delu- even better.
Yes, the Lakers have lofty ex- fourth best team in the Eastsional, pundits had expected.
pectations, but there's no rea- ern Conference, the Hawks
son to believe they can't get it are just another middle of the
5· Chicago Bulls (35-16)
The Bulls young MVP candi- together by April.
3· Boston Celtics (38-14)
pack team that likely won't
The Celtics have been one date Derrick Rose has played
make too many waves in the
of the NBA's most consis- like one of the league's best
7· Oklahoma City Thun- playoffs. Joe Johnson and AI
tent powerhouses the· last few this season, leading his team der (33-18)
Harford are solid, but Atlanta
years. This year is no excep- to the third best record in the
Thunder has come a long is about one solid player away
tion. Yes; they are aging, but Eastern Conference. Despite way the last two seasons. This from contending, which isn't
Boston has shown they are the absence of energetic cen- time two years ago, OKC had a going to happen this year.
just as good as they have ever ter Joakim Noah, the Bulls 12-38 record, even with Kevin
been. Look for them to be a have remained a real force. Durant leading the league in
11. Denver Nuggets (31However, road games appear scoring. Today, they've be- 23)
force come the postseason.
to be one of Chicago's biggest come one of the best young
Despite all the trade specuteams i the league, thanks lation surrounding the Nug4· Dallas Mavericks (37- weaknesses.
16)
in part to Russell Westbrook, gets and Carmela Anthony,
Despite injuries to star pow6. Los Angeles Lakers age 22; Kevin Durant, age a deal is yet to be made, and
22; and Serge Ibaka, age 21. the team is playing pretty soler forward Dirk Nowitzki, the (37-16)
Mavericks have shown they're
Despite all the chaos sur- Their only weak spot is their id basketball with Anthony in
not a one-man team. Shawn rounding the Lakers recently, defense, which may cost them fold. But, for their own sake,
Marion, Jason Kidd and Ja- LA is really in a good spot. in the playoffs.
the Nuggets better solve all

that drama as soon as possible. Last week's home loss
to the Rockets just about sums
up the reason why: so points
from Carmela, not much from
anyone else and another loss
in the books.
12. Utah Jazz (31-23)
There was some startling
news out of Utah last week, as
longtime coach Jerry Sloan resigned, apparently because of
growing tension between himself arid star gua~d Deroo Williams. It remains to be seen
how the move will affect the
club, but it would be interesting if they suddenly took off on
a winning streak.
13. Portland Trailblazers (28-24)
The Blazers might be this
season's dark horse. Their record may not look impressive,
but they play their best basketball against the best teams.
Recent wins against Chicago
and San Antonio highlight the
potential playoff threat a team
like Portland can be.
14· Memphis Grizzlies
(27-26)
After losing <?.J. Mayo to a
10-game suspension, tl1e Grizzlies have gone 6-1. If they
played in tl1e Eastern Division,
they'd be a top six seed. In the
Western Division, things are a
bit different as Memphis v.-ill
be lucky just to make the playoffs.
15. New York Knicks
(26-24)
The Knicks have been somewhat of an enigma this season.
Free agent acquisitions Amare ·
Stoudemire and Raymond
Felton have carried the team
as far as they can, and a few
games above. soo is about the
best they'll be able to do. But
hey, at least they're relevant
this year.
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Upcoming events calen·dar
Thursday,February17
11 a.m. Convocation, Health
Career Fair, lies PE Center
(Booths Open, 10:30-11 a.m.
& 12-1:30 p.m.)
11 a.m.-11 p.m. SA General
Elections
2-5 p.m. Meet the Firms,
Church Fellowship Hall
7 p.m. Modern Language
Film Series, Miller 201
Friday, February 18
Parents Weekend (18-20)
6:24p Sunset
8 p.m. Vespers, Irrngart
Mitchell, Church
After Vespers Afterglow,
Lynn Wood Hall
Hymn Sing, Talge Chapel
Sa~y,February19

9 a.m. Adoration I, ChurchGordon Bietz

STUDENT LIFE
Do you love playing video games? Join the Video
Game Challenge hosted
by the SAU Cafeteria on
Saturday night, Feb. 19.
The tournament will start
at 8 p.m. and end at 10
p.m. in the Fleming Plaza
Parking Lot, by the Campus Kitchen. Admission
is free and to participate,
you must follow "Southern
Adventist University Dining" on Facebook. Also,
the CK will be open from
7to 9 p.m.
SIFE's Tax Squad is offering free tax assistance beginning Feb. 15.
Dates, times and location
are all posted on the SIFE
website.
http:/ /southern.
edu/sife.
The McKee Library invites you to an event on
The Iconography of the
American
Presidency
featuring guest speaker
Dr. Daryl Black from the
Chattanooga
History
Center. It will take place
on Feb. 21, 2011 at 7 p.m. at
the McKee Library Knowledge Commons. Convocation credit will be given.

9:30a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School, White Oak
Room
9:45 a.m. Breaking Free
Sabbath School-Women
Only (Collegedale Academy#t05)
10 a.m. High Definition Sabbath School, Talge Chapel
Beautiful Feet Sabbath
School, Thatcher Chapel
Collegiate Sabbath School,
Collegedale SDA Church
Winning at Work and Home
-Men Only (Collegedale
Academy #103)
10:15 a.m. Pura Vida, Training Chapel, Collegedale
SDAChurch
French Sabbath School, Mabel Wood Hall Room #359
Adoration II, Church-Gordon Bietz
10:30 a.m. One Accord Sab-

bath School, Hulsey Amphitheater
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-LeClare
Litchfield
Roundtable
Sabbath
School, Church Seminar
Room
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Church
-Gordon Bietz
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall. Transportation Provided.
West Side 4 Jesus (Youth
Ministries)
F.L.A.G. Camp (Children's
Ministries)
God is Our Song (Singing
Ministry)
Bread of Life (Homeless
Ministry)
6 p.m. Evensong, Church
Reader: Cheri Egly, Organist: Lori George

If you have not picked

thony, Everson Marcondes,
Felippe Marcondes, Greg
Cook, Joseph Hoover, Joshua Clark. Lisa Diller, Milvio
Martinez, Nathan Stickland,
Ruth Saunders, Tyler Fishell

up your Joker, the student pictorial directory, please stop by the
SA Office.
Got talent? Talent show
auditions are on Tuesday,
Feb. 22 in the Choir Room
(Mabel Wood Hall Room
#343) from 6 to 11 p.m. You
can sign up in the SA Office
until 6 p.m. on Feb. 22. Thjs
year's grand prize is $1,000!
So, be completely prepared
when you come to audition!
Vote today for SA!
Polls are open on thursday Feb. 17 from 11 a.m.
to 11 p.m. Vote online
at
http:(lsauvoting.
com or in person at any
of the polling stations
in the Student Center
or at the dorms that are
open. Results will be
posted late Thursday
night.

BIRTHDAYS
February 17- Dahyeon Nam; Janelle Sundin, Jillian Hampton,
John Klinger, Winston
Tonack
·
February 18- Alexandria Barnes, Ashleigh
Sciull, Chamra An-

February 19- Betty Lira,
Breanna Atkins, Brittney
~Weber,
Cheryl
Martin,
Christopher Price, Genevieve Cottrell, Giustina
Keizer, James Dale, Kimberly Hollie
February 20- Andrew
Knecht, Chad Raney, It-

7-9 p.m. Student Center,
KR's & CK Open
7-8
p.m.
Department/
Schools Meet & Greet,
McKee Library
8 p.m. Pops Concert, Ackerman Auditorium
Sunday, February 20
No Field Trips or Tours (2o24)
9 a.m. Parents Brunch
Board of Trustees Meeting
1 p.m. Southern 6 Trail Race,
lies PE Center
Monday, February 21
President's Day
PreViewSouthem 104
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council
5 p.m. Child Welfare Stipend
Applications Due, Daniells

5:15 p.m. & 5:45 p.m. College Bowl, Presidential
Banquet Room
Tuesday,February2i
6 p.m. SA Talent Show Auditions, Mabel Wood Hall
VVednesday,February23
12-1 p.m. Faculty Portfolio
Workshop,
Presidential
Banquet Room 2
5:15 p.m. & 5:45 p.m. College Bowl, Presidential
Banquet Room
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher
Hall ,

Office
zel De Los Santos, Maggie
Santos, Michelle Gooch,
Nilsa Lebron, Raymond Liu,
Richard Maskelony, Stephen Lim
February 21- Aile Vitrano, Cindy McBryar, Harold Guerrero, J aris Smith,
Jayne Wyche, Jeri Pewsey, Keith Snyder, Laura
. Franklin, Michael Thompson, Nathanael Hainey,
Sarah Grissom

rabee, Mackenzie Mahan,
Nick Sauder, Tracy Nalory
February 23- Francisco
Perez, Jamie Hill, Jessica
Jameson, Kayla Pyecha,
Matthew Peel, Tyler Mathis
February 24- Angie D.
Fernandez, Donn Leatherman, Eden Koliadko, Jashira Nieves, Kimberly Fer-guson, Richard Thomas,
Robert Meneses

February 22-::Angela Ahn,
Angela Teague, Kelsey Lar-

Collegedale to:
Andrews University••.•.•....•.....2:40
Bass Academy ..........................2:10
Blue Mountain Academy...... .3:00
Fletcher I Pisgah Academy_ .....:SO
forest Lake AcademY--···-····.2:45
General Conference.......• --.•.2:40
Great Lakes Academy_.......- ..3:10
Highland View Academy.-..•2:40
Ozark Academy.................... -.3:00
Shenandoah Valley ......•........ .2:20
Spring Valley Academy......•-1:40
Mt Vernon Academy... _....... -2:00
Charter Your Personal Aircraft Today!
• Fly mom and dad in for a qukk vlait
• & urbomc within minuta of class
• Same pri<e for three passengers
• Nev~ misa ~ £amUy event
; Fly ho11>e just £or the day.

-One Way FlightS ;ue Half Price-

••Inn

llntjd Oia to ""Y p11lolic airpod in tile
Nlf US.
Cmtbct H .. jet lo q"'* your uxt Alpt
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PDA: Southern is not a petting zoo
SUZANNE OcsAI
HUMOR EDIIDR

Southern launched a new
Please
Discreetly Affirm
(PDA) campaign this week in
response to four students being charged with engaging in
public displays of affection,
also known as PDA, according to an unofficial Campus
Safety report.
The goal of the PDA campaign is to help students learn
and practice more appropriate
forms of affection.
Several students contacted
complained about the common late-night lip-locking
sessions in front of the dorms.
"What do they think they're
in-a petting zoo?" fumed a
sophomore social work major.
"I thought one couple would
pass out one time," added a junior nursing major.
The students who are engaged in the level of PDA

that the university is trying
to reverse either do not agree
with the complaints issued
against them or do not see
the relevance.
"I don't know what people
are complaining about," said
a freshman chemistry major.
"They probably just don't understand. My love language
is physical touch. Theirs is
probably acts of service or
something else."
Common tactics that Southern promotes students using
to reinforce the fact that they
are attracted to, or love someone deeply, are side hugs, also
known as "church hugs" and
A-frame hugs, in which participants lean in while standing a distance of two feet away
and pat each other gently on
the back for approximately
three seconds. Other suggestions include greeting one
another with a genteel kiss on
the hand.

But the form of affection
the university hopes will become the most popular is
the handshake.
"Whether in love or in business, a good, firm handshake
can help you seal the deal,"
said an unofficial university
spokesperson.
Students who disagree with
the stance the university has
taken have been advised by
an outside counselor that
these actions are violating
their basic human rights for
the "pursuit of happiness"
guaranteed in the Declaration
of Independence.

u
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up

do

Recent Events: What a
weekend! BCU Night and the
Valentine's banquet. What's
better than .a little culture and
love?
Guys allowed in dorm tiltt
p.m: Great, there goes lounging
in the lobby in our PJ's! Seriously,
we love 'em boys ... but we need
our time and space, too!
Weather: Spring fever is in the
air!

Wireless_ in Thatcher:
Yeah, so, it's still a no go!

Flash mob and the Purple
Bietz: So, we've got the coolest
students and the coolest prez!

s

Students compete in
video game challenge

Photo by Nathan L-is

Students line the portable video game trailer on Saturday evening in the Fleming Plaza parking-lot.
L!NSKI CHERISOL
5UffWau•

Food
Services
hosted
an outdoor game night on
Saturday, Feb. 19 at the
Fleming
Plaza
parking
lot with Wii, PlayStation
and Xbox video game systems. Students signed up to
play against each other in
friendly competition.
R"ollingvideogames.com
set up two trucks with trailers to support a tournament style of play of up to 16
players at once.
"We wanted to provide
another event for students
who wanted more to do
on a Saturday night," said
Doug Frood, associate vice
president
of
l?udgeting
and finance.
Games such as Mario
Kart, Super Smash Brothers
and Blur were the students'
favorites of the night.
"We offer the latest games
that mostly everyone plays

from Mario to Halo," said
Ross Fox, owner of the gaming truck for Rollingvideogames.com. '"The good

here are
no blood
and guts in
the games
that we
provide
thing is that there are no
blood and guts in the games
that we provide."
Nicole Garcia, public relations director for Food Services, predicted that a few more
students would show up but
did not mind because they
wanted this outing to show
how many students would
want to have game night in a
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different atmosphere.
"We expected more students," Garcia said, "but the
students that are here get
to have more time to play
more games and they're
having a blast."
Although it was chilly outside, Food Services provided
heating panels to keep those
who were cold a little warmer and the trucks themselves
provided heating inside.
"It was a good night with
great atmosphere to go along
with it," said Carlos Romero,
a sophomore biology major.
"It was a lot of fun. I got to
meet new people and enjoy
playing with them."
Frood, also thinking of
next year, said he would
want to have more game or
movie nights on Saturday
nights. He said he wants to
give the students a secondary event to attend, just in
case the students do not
like any of the other options
on campus.

Southern sponsors
studellt's filin project
EMILY BANKS
SunWama

Freshman film production major Lucas Tanaka has
had his film project selected
for sponsorship by Southern
Adventist University.
Every year, first-year film
students, enrolled in Film Business and Management and
Intro to Field Production are
presented with the task of producing a short film. They are
required to write a script and
find actors, locations, props
and crew for the films, which
range anywhere from five to
10 minutes in length. Each
year, one of these projects_ is
chosen to be sponsored by
Southern and given a budget of
up to $5,000.
Tanaka said he hoped his
film would be chosen because it' involves many scenes
that he could not shoot on
his original budget. The film,
entitled "Racing to Redemption," is a modern-day tale of
the prodigal son taken from
the brother's point of view. In
the film, the frustrated brother
steals his father's car and runs
into trouble.
David George, associate professor in the School of VISual Art
and Design, oversees the project work and was in charge of
choosing the film to be featured.
"We make se!ections based
on how the film's message
aligns with the vision of the
school and whether we feel it
can be taken to the next level
with additional resources,"
George said.
With the newly acquired
funds, Tanaka said he is now
able to film a scene he was
originally unable to shoot-an
intense raci!lg scene shot at the
Collegedale airport.
"It's really exciting because
Southern has never done
this type of scene before,"
Tanaka said.

Not only is Tanaka taking his
film to a new level, but it is also a
different style than the previous
sponsored selection. Last year's
film "Dangerous Convictions,"
was produced by Crystal Case,
now a sophomore film production major. Case said her story

i ·know
it will be
.worth
it in the
end
was inspired by a book she read
about persecuted Christians in
communist Russia.
Like Case and her production, Tanaka will be granted a
full crew of classmates who will
stay at Southern and shoot the
film over Spring Break. Tanaka
said he is grateful to be able to
work with a guaranteed crew
and to receive the one-on-one
mentoring from George.
"It's an amazing opportunity," Tanaka said. "It's
more than just making a
film ... it's a great hands-on
learning experience."
Between
holding
casting auditions and making
last minute adjustments to
the script, Tanaka said he
has been busy preparing for
his Spring Break shoot but
could not be more excited to
begin filming.
"It's a lot of work," Tanaka
said, "but I know it will be
worth it in the end."
Tanaka's film will premier
at the School of Visual Art and
Design's End ofthe Year Show
in April.
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Excitement was
high as the
van pulled
up to the
closed Lake
Winnepesaukah
Amusement Park. The communication club didn't even notice
that the Ferris Wheel wasn't
turning and that the Frog
Hopper wasn't hopping; we
were there for an entirely
different
reason-Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition!
Lake Wmnie's parlc:ing lot
was the hub for the Extreme
Makeover project, and right
up the street, the Sharrock
family was packing for their
trip to Disney World. • We
were on standby for several
bows as the crew filmed the

hUmble home.
Finally an of our bundled
up energy was let loose. Our
job was to pack up the entire
house befOre demolition the
next morning- and we emptied the house in less than
three hours! As we carried
the last boxes to the moving
truck an assistant designer,
Tommy Rouse, thanked us
and said goodbye. But we
were still psyched to ·help-

we didn't want to leave!
So, we asked if we could
help out aD week. More than
4.000 comm~ members
had already signed up for the
volunteer slots and many had
been turned away. However,
as Southern students often do,
the group made a good impression and Tommy told us
to come back anytime.
Any chance we had that
week we made the 3o-minute
drive to the Extreme Makeover site. On Fri~y students
helped complete the project
by unpacking new items and
decorating. Everyone was so
enthusiastic about the project. It was incredible to see
hundreds of people working
all through the day and night.
As I c;lrove home at 3 a.m.,
I could not believe bow much
fun I had volunteering. '"I
w9h I could do this every
weekend," I thought to myself.
Yes, it was extra exciting to be
a part of a national teleVision
project. But it was more than
that; there was something refreshing about helpillg some-

one else for a change.
There are so many other
important projects going on
in our community. What if
everyone had the same enthusiasm for every need in our
area? Instead of napping aD
weekend, I am going to Jet service projects be my eneJ:gizer!

••••••••••••••••••••••
"Joy can be real only if people look upon their life as a service
and have a definite object in life outside themselves and tiWr
personal happiness." - Leo Tolstoy
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Adventure skills classes
added to PE curriculum
CHARLES CAMMACK
STAFF

W.DH!

Four new adventure skills
classes are being added to
the physical education teaching curriculum, allowing the
School of Physical Education, Health, and Wellness
to put more emphasis on adventure skills.
These classes will incorporate different adventure activities such as backpacking,
kayaking, wall climbing and
mountain biking.
One of the four classes that
PE teaching majors will ·now
be required to take is a course
on how to actually teach various adventure activities. The
students will learn of a par-

ticular adventure activity and
the different approaches to
teaching it.
"Our objective is to give
our future PE teachers exposure to and confidence
to teach adventure activities," said Phil Garver, dean
of the School of PE, Health
and Wellness.
As the major currently
stands, students are required
to complete 12 ProAct classes
in two years. Three classes
are taken a semester. Four
of these classes are being replaced with the four new adventure skills classes, so only
two of those ProAct classes
will be taken a semester, said
Professor Judy Sloan.
These changes will affect
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the incoming freshmen class
this fall because the classes
will be added to their curriculum, but students will
not start taking the new
classes until the fall of 2012,
Garver said.
Students already enrolled
right now will finish the
original ProAct series, said
Mike Boyd, associate professor of the PE, Health,
and Wellness.
"We look at teaching from
three aspects: team, individual and outdoor adventure,"
Sloan said. "This change is to
ensure that we give our students a broad foundation on
all those areas ...

E-catalogs to replace print version
MEussA SwANSON
RfC,fWOS AND 41MS(MfNI

Southern Adventist University's Records and Advisement office continues to
add to its digital services,
including making graduate
and undergraduate academic catalogs available exclusively online from now on.
"The e-catalog is powerful and easy to use," said
Joni Zier, director of Records and Advisement. "It
helps reduce the reliance
on paper catalogs, and it
is an opportunity to lower
costs, save time, improve
services and contribute to
environmental goals."
The online catalog is
hosted by Acalog, a company that helps colleges
and universities place their
academic catalogs online.
The catalog is not a PDF
like some of the older archived catalogs. It is an interactive service with the
ability to search key words,
print relevant pages and
access course descriptions
with a mouseover.

"It is accessible instantly ies will not be printed. The
on the web and mobile de2011-2012 catalog is expectvices, and can also be ex- ed to go online near the end
ported for print," Zier said. of this semester.
"And we can make critical
An additional online sercorrections in real-time."
vice now offered by SouthThe initial cost of imple- · ern is Good Student Dismenting Acalog will be re- count Certificates through
covered in two years, and by the National Student Clearthe third year it is expected inghouse. Students with
to save the school $2o,ooo.
a GPA of 3.0 or above are
eligible for a discount
from their car insurance
companies.
To print the certificate,
sign in to Southern's
website, then click My
Access, Academic Records, Enrollment Verification, to be redirected
to the Clearinghouse's
Student
Self-Service
page, where the certifiCurrently, only the 2010- cate can be accessed.
2011 catalog is online in the
Records and Advisement
Acalog format. It can be ac- has also recently created a
cessed by going to South- Facebook page to keep stuern's website, clicking on dents current on important
Academics, then Catalogs.
dates throughout the semesSome hard-copy 2010-2011 ter, such as the last day to
catalogs are still available in add a class, when to order
the Records and Advisement graduation regalia, and
office, but there is a limited when registration begins.
supply as additional cop-

''
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The e-catalog
is powerful and
easy to use
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Pops Concert packs Ackerman Auditorium ·
Soprano soloist Jordan
McKee, a senior music education major, was accompanied
Ackerman Auditorium could by the Jazz Ensemble in "01'
not accommodate the crowd · Man River," by Jerome Kern
that gathered to hear the 12th and Oscar Hammerstein; "Beannual School of Music Pops witched, Bothered and BewilConcert on Saturday night, dered" by Richard Rodgers and
Feb.19.
,
Lorenz Hart and 'The Look of
Many attendees had to stand, Love" by Burt Bacharach and
some on the floor and others Hal David.
outside of the auditorium.
"The soloist was engaging,"
"We don't always pack out said Rodan Taylor, an atand leak out into other areas tendee. "She was involved. She
like the balcony and the lobby," really brouglit the audience
said Scott Ball, dean of the into the song." '
School of Music.
The concert closed with the
The night began with the Jazz Ensemble, conducted by
Wind Symphony, conducted Parsons, performing "Blackby Associate Professor Ken bird" by John Lennon and Paul
Parsons, performing "Suite of McCartney and an arrangeOld American Dances" by Rob- ment of Felice and Boudleux
ert Russell Bennett and "Blue Bryant's "Bye Bye, Love."
Shades" by Frank Ticheli.
"The concert was really
I Cantori, conducted by Pro- good," said Josh Martin, a sefessor Gennevieve Brown-Kib- nior management and music
ble, performed a medley from performance major. "It disClaude-Michel Schonberg's ac- played a lot of different types
claimed "Les Miserables."
of musicality. There was jazz,
ISRAEL GoNZALEZ

STAFF WR!TER

SA Election Results
President

Photo by Katie Freeland

Kevin DeBenedictis sings a solo from the "Les Miserables" medley performed by I Can tori at the School ofMusic
Pops Concert on Saturday evening, Feb. 19.

big band; there was musical
theater. It was well rounded."
The Pops Concert was first
held in 2000-the same time
Parents Weekend was created,
Ball said. The first Pops Concert

502

=57.4%

BECCA ANDERSON

373

=42.696

Executive Vice President

Total votes: 878

607=66.1%

331 = 33.9%

Social Vice President

728=82.~

Total votes:·918

the three· performances, and
sometimes the bell choir joins
us too." Ball said. "But, this
year, the bell choir had too
many things to do, so they
couldn't join us."

Southern p~rticipates in National Eating
Disorder Awareness Week
STAFF

Total votes: 875

was at the Iles P.E. Center and
Southern Adventist ·university's Gym-Masters were part
of the show.
"It kind of got a little out
of control, so we only have

W.ma

Southern Adventist University is educating students
about eating disorders this
week by displaying a variety
of posters and flyers representing this growing issue.
Because Feb. 20-26 is
National Eating Disorder
Awareness Week, Southern's Counseling and Testing Services has chosen to
use this first year of participation by encouraging students to become more educated, through a creative and
educational presentation of
more than 30 posters, flyers,
artwork and poetry, said Liane de Souza, counseling services coordinator.
"It's an issue that needs to
be addressed in America and
I think it's great that Southern dedicates a whole week
to bringing awareness," said
Emily Lambeth, a sophomore
allied health major.
The Counseling and Testing Services department

hopes that the knowledge
given will open doors to small
group discussions, a support
group and future awareness
opportunities, de Souza said.
"When knowledge of eating disorders is absent, there
is no way to combat the prob-

''When
knowledge
of eating
disorders
is absent,
there is
no way to
combat the
problem at
hand
lem at hand," de Souza said.
"Early intervention increases
treatment success."
A chance to debrief will occur after Spring Break. A group
of interns from the Counseling
and Testing Services will be

starting a self-esteem group
called How to Love Me.
"It's a very, very real issue.
It's not addressed enough
in our society," said Holly
Huang, a freshman chemistry
major. "Knowing that there
is someone to talk to can be
really beneficial to helping
someone dealing with this
mental [disorder]."
De Souza said the aim for
having a week dedicated to
eating disorders awareness
is to help students suffering
from body image issues. She
also said eating disorders often occur under high stress
circumstances.
"A college environment is a
perfect incubator for a n eat ing disorder, " de Souza said:
Southern is using http:/I
natio naleatingdisorders.
org and is making a cumber
of photos, activities and resources available. Counseling
and Testing Services, located
in Lynn Wood Hall, also offers free confidential help for
enrolled students.
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Renovations continue for the Evangelistic Resoll:rce Center
EDUARDO .ARROYO

SnuWRmR

The Evangelistic Resource
Center (ERC), located on the
first floor of Hackman Hall,
is getting a facelift.
"We are getting new projectors and monitors ·showing slide shows with pictures
and stories of the previous
mission trips," said ERC
employee Michelle Doucoumes. Doucoumes said
the remoJeling has been an
ongoing project during the
last five years.
The ERC was originally
going to be a museum about
evangelism, but then they decided to make it a place where
students go when they want
to preach an evangelistic series in another country, Dou-

coumes said. It is also a place
to get resources like DVDs on
how to preach evangelistic
series, Bible lessons and also
books that help ·those interested in giving Bible studies.
"We have re-painted and
are in the process of ordering
and installing some additional equipment," said Stephanie Sheehan, evangelism resource coordinator.
Sheehan also said that the
remodeling of the ERC will
be finished by the end of
this semester.
"I think it's a blessing
for the ERC to be able to be
Photo by Katie Freeland
remodeled to draw people The Evangelistic Resource Center is undergoing renovations and is located on the .first floor of Hackman Hall.
to do what God has called
them to do ... to partake in
The ERC also has a sound- practice their sermons. It is mons as well as a video camthe Great Commission," said . pr<5of room with a pulpit equipped with computers era to record practices.
Alejandro Sarria, a senior where students can go and and monitors to view the sertheology major.

Historian speaks to students on Presidents Day
CHRJSTOPH ER JANETZKO
STAEEWR!UR

In honor of Presidents Day,
McKee Library invited a local

historian to come and speak
about how images of presidents
have affected our nation.
Daryl Black, executive director of the Chattanooga. His-

tory Center, spoke on how
pictures of presidents have
influenced the way people
think about their presidents,
the U.S. and the way they see

their nation heading.
many times and has helped
Black focused on three students with projects.
American presidents: George
"Dr. Mocnik had mentioned
Washington, Abraham Lincoln that we could bring a speaker
and Jefferson Davis. Though to the campus for Presidents
Davis was never president of Day," Diller said. "I immethe U.S.,he was president of the diately thought of Dr. Black,
confederacy; that is why Black, having heard him on many
titled the lecture "American occasions and knowing he
Presidents" not "Presidents of is an engaging, lively and an
America," Black said.
informative speaker."
Black showed a PowerPoint
Katie McGrath, reference
presentation of 16 pictures of and instruction librarian, orpresidents. He _went through ganized the event and said
each image showing how the
picture has influenced people's
perceptions of that president.
One example Black gave was
of Jefferson Davis. In pictures
Davis was presented as a strong
military leader until the confederacy lost the war and he was
portrayed as a man running in
a dress. Then after two years
in prison, Davis was considered a hero to the confederacy
and represented that way in
picture, Black said.
she finds events like. Black
"I thought it was a new speaking to students to be
and fresh look at some of ·an important part of the way
our more legit presidents," the library works.
said
Christopher
Stiles,
"The library is part of the cena sophomore film produ- tral knowledge that happens on
ctions major.
campus," McGrath said. "So it
History professor Lisa Diller makes sense that interdisciplinrecommended Black to the iuy knowledge activities should
library. Black has worked happen in the library."
with the history department

''

I thought it

was a new and
fresh look at
some of our
more legit
presidents

to Taylor Roberts
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Health Career Fair brings hospitals a~d schools to Southern
SARAH CROWDER

SuuWanu

Southern Adventist University's 20th annual Health
Career Fair convocation was
held in the lies P .E. Center
Thursday, Feb. 17.
Booths were set up in the
gym so that students could
walk around, talk and network with representatives
from 31 various hospitals,
schools and conferences. All
students, regardless of major, were encouraged to talk
with the companies there.
Heather Peggau, a senior
business administration major, said it looked like there
was a good turn out this year.
"I think it's a very effective
way to network," Peggau said,
"because a lot of students
won't go outside of Southern.
This gives them a good opportunity to meet people face
to face and have the personal
connection of networking."

After an hour of the booths
being open, students sat
down to hear the message.
Amy Dyer, vice president of
nursing and chief nursing of-

mission and focus at
Christian
hospitals
make them stand out.
Dyer said the goal is
to make the patients
feel Christ's love and
that they consistently
get positive feedback
All
from patients about
the prayer inside of
the hospital.
After the message,
pizza, brownies and
soda were served to the
students. The lunch
was sponsored by the
Adventist Health Systems and the Southern
Union Conference. .
Some students did
not feel like the convocation was directly related to them, but still
enjoyed the free lunch.
"The
convocation
wasn't
geared towards my major," said Jessica Villanueva, a senior liberal arts edu~tion major.
"However, I could see how

Machu Picchu Restaurant
ooc1

+k be$ H~ ~ Auu.w~

6

,{;orne check out our new menu!

''

Dryer said the
goal is to make
the patients feel
Christ's love and
that they
consist~ntly get
positive feedback
from patients
about the prayer
inside of the
hospital. '

fleer at Gordon Hospital in
Calhoun, Ga.,. spoke about
the importance of Christian
health care.
Dyer emphasized that the

Vegetarian food
Rotisserie chicken
Beef
Fish

it would be beneficial
other majors. The pizza
a nice touch though; it
very generous of them."
The career fair

for
was
was

sponsored by Southern,
the Southern Union Conference
and
Adventist
Health System.

was

MASTER'S DEGREES
From Southern Advent ist Unive rsity
Master's Degrees:

Our goal is to help you
re ach yours.
Convenient a nd Fle xible .
Classes are des1gned to .coordinate
with your work schedule. Many •
classes, and some entire d-egrees,
are available online.

Affordable .
Graduate tuit1on at Southern is
competitively priced.ln.fact, you may
be surprised at how comparable our
tu1tion IS to public universities.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
Counseling
Education
•
Nursing
Religion
Social Work

Call, visit online, o r st op by
G raduate Studies in W right .
Hall t o fin d out more about
the graduate program that
works for you.

Graduate Studies

-
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Navigating secularism is tricky
TYLER QmRING
CONDIIUJQR

Right now, it is- the beginning of the hours of my Sabbath. Also right now, I am
listening to the progressive
rock band Angels and Airwaves on my iPod.
I hear a lot of opinion from
the camp of Sabbath-keepers
advocating that Christians
be held to a high standard
of behavior and media consumption within the Sabbath

hours, as they are God's specially designated time for us
to worship him.
I really appreciate these
viewpoints, and I can really
see where they are coming
from, and even sympathize
with them to a degree. However, I have a slightly different outlook.
There's an oft-quoted Bible verse th·a t is often used to
categorize and gauge which
things Christians should
do and use on the Sabbath,

among other days. You know
the one I'm talking about:
"Whatsoever is noble, think
on these things." However,
I think that this verse has a
great deal ofleeway in terms
of nobility and goodness.
Now don't mishear me
as saying that I believe this
verse is so vague as to purport that whatever we deem
to be pleasing and enjoyable
is permissible on the Sabbath and other days. However, I do think that there

is a fair amount of material
out there that can be uplifting without being inherently
Christian. For example, as
I write this, I am hearing
themes and values in Angels
and Airwaves music that rivals many "Christian" groups
and bands-even praiseoriented-in terms of merit
and virtue.
I just think that the "Christian" label is somewhat useless in th_. big picture. I think
that we need to be rhuch more

involved in the selection process when it comes to the behaviors and media to be done
and used in our lives. I think
that that ·contemporary label
is quite thoroughly used up,
especially when I see mainstream rockers more perfectly
reflecting God's character than
some of his own self-professed
servants. Oh, and strangely
enough, the song I am listening to is entitled "Heaven."

We get what we want. The
And I don't want to be
heart wants what the heart crazy. Not with Jesus. Not
wants. We either don't or can't with my heart.
guard that thing on our own.
So last night, the heaviness
The heart is a difficult thing. of all of my grappling settled
Deeper still, I've realized in. I need to sell out to Jesus.
that inside of my heart, I Again. I need to give Him
have a defense mechanism my heart-the whole thingagainst Jesus.
again. I need to stop worryI sometimes put distance ing about deflecting "cryptic"
between me and Jesus, be- advice and start being open to
cause He could a) change me, what it might mean.
b) step on my toes, c) frighten
I threw myself on my knees
me, or d) leave me more con- · and begged for Jesus to take
my heart.
fused than I began.
But is it worth the distance?
Then I opened my Bible
Using a defense mecha- to Philippians. This is what
...
nism against the One Being it said:
who offers the answers I need
"The Lord is at hand: do not
about my own heart feels like be anxious about anything,
more than a copout. It feels but in everything by pr a~~ r
like insanity.
and supplicat ion and thanks-

gtvmg let your requests be
made known to God. And the
peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will
guard your hearts and your
minds in Christ Jesus." Philippians 4:5-7 (ESV).
God's peace will guard my
heart. That's what it means.
Guarding the heart is
not a me thing.
The heart is a Jesus thing.
I don't need to worry about
carting around a stop sign or
calling in tlie marines-more
realistically, I don't need to
use a defense mechanism. I
need to worry about remaining in Christ's peace.
And
that
will
guard
my h eart.

Guard your heart, they said
ANGELA

McPHERSON

REliGION

EQnoR

I see before me my coronary
arteries. A beating heartwith the marines stationed
outside. This is mental image
number one.
Now I see myself interacting with others while holding
a giant stop sign. If the conversation gets too intense I
back away quickly-at least
three steps back-and hold
up the sign like a weapon,
saying with authority, "Stop,
you're getting too close." This
is mental image number two.
Sometimes I don't understand what people are
saying. Religious people.
This frustrates me. Most
recently the phrase that I
don't understand is this:
"Guard your heart."
This phrase is often, quite
often, actually, given to me as
advice-but I've been getting
upset. Because no one breaks
that down and explains what
it means. Guard your heart.
It's ambiguous.
And I've been afraid to dig
into what it might mean, this
heart-guarding. So I've made
up crazy mental images to
make fun of a concept that
is probably very important.
Making fun of something is
a defense mechanism I came
up with to put distance between me and something that
could a) ch ange me, b) step
on my toes, c) frighten me or
d) leave me more confused
than I began.

Using a defense mechanism doesn't feel like guarding my heart. It just ,jeels
like guarding. And that feels
like a copout.
So I've grappled with how to
guard my heart. I've struggled
with what it means: Does it
mean letting only the right
peoP.le into your circle of intimacy and keeping the wrong
people out? How do you define right and wrong persons?
Does it mean keeping enough
emotional distance, but not
too much? How do you define
enough or too much?
What does this mean?
How do you even do this?
"The heart wants what the
heart wants." This is a Woody
Allen quote. He said this to
justify having an affair with his
girlfriend's adopted daughter.
"Cuard your heart above
all else, for it determines the
course of your life." This is
from Proverbs 4:23 (NLT).
Solomon said this to make
sure the wisdom of heartguarding was passed down
through the ages.
The heart is an important
thing.
And I've been scared, lately. I'm not talking about the
elephant-i-n-the-room kind of
scared; I'm talking about an
appropriate version of scared.
I've been scared of myself. Of
my human-ness.
Because we'll say we want
Jestts and we want what He
wants for our lives out at the
end of the day we go and get
"what we want" without him.
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No quiting:just keep swimming
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
Or!N!ON EDITOR

I stare at the course syl-

labus for one of my classes,
and immediately groan. That
paper was due today? Realizing that I have one hour
until class, I dash to my laptop, switch on the power,
and begin thinking of what to
write. After about 30 seconds
of contemplating, my mind
goes into cruise control and I
become intrigued by the dust
particles on my desk, which
seem way more fascinating
than homework.
I yawn, I blink, I sigh. When
is all of this going to be over?
I think to myself. Eventually I
finish the paper, dash to class
and then resume my state of
mental. vegetation as my professor begins to teach. This is
definitely not good.

I am tired. Tired of school,
work and just plain tired of
life. If you are a busy college
student like me or a faculty
member, you know what l',m
talking about. We've reached
the middle of second semester, and around this time students and staff alike are beginning to check out. Homework
becomes an even bigger nuisance than usual, work becomes monotonolfS ~nd the
only thing that seems worth
looking forward to is sleep.
Just the other night I was
brainstorming a topic for this
article, ~hen my mind came
across the Disney/Pixar animated :fjlm "Finding Nemo."
My mind's eye took me to the
scene where Dory tells Mar-·
Ion to "just keep swimming,"
so that he could find his son.
I'm not sure why this struck
me as an amazing phenom-

enon, but it got me thinking
about the lives that we're all
living. The force of junioritis has nearly knocked me
unconscious, and recently
the only thing I want to do
is lie in bed and stare at the
walls. I am sure that many of
you can relate.
Just like Marlon in "Finding Nemo," we're swimming
through the vast ocean called
life trying to find something,
whether it's that degree, or
that relationship with God,
or that feeling of accomplishment. Whatever the case,
someames when we think
about how far we have to go or
how scary things may seem, we
want to give up, or stop swimming. We become tired, especially when we have obstacles
that try and discourage us,
like that current of textbooks
or high tide of homework as-

signments. However, we need
to keep swimming towards the
goal that we have been working toward for so long. If we
stop now, what would have
been the point?
I know we're all tired, and
the idea of calling it quits
may sound glorious now, but
if we stop swimming, eventually we will sink. I think
a]]out professional swimmers,
and how taxing it must have
been physically and mentally while training for that
first distance swim.
They must have gotten
tired, their bodies must have
been in searing pain, and they
may have wanted to give up
and go home. But they paced
their strokes, breathed when
they needed to, and made
it to the finish line. That's
what we all must do as we
swim through life.

Keep going, pace ourselves,
take breathers when we
need to, and ask God for the
strength to make it ~o the finish line. Remember, the more
you swim, the stronger you
will get, and the closer you will
get to the goal.
Spring Break starts tomorrow, and some of you are
reading this article while on
a plane or in the car, on your
way to various vacation spots.
We have 10 whole days to relax, recuperate and energize
ourselves for that last lap of
the school-year swim.
Have fun and take that
breather, so that when we get
ba<!k we can plunge back into
that ocean and keep swimming
until we find what we're looking for. As the great Regal Blue
Tang fish Dory once said, "just
keep swimming" until you
find your Nemo.

Waiting ·o n the world to change
DANIELLE QuAILEY
OPINION EDIJDR

I am sure we've all heard
of the mayhem in Egypt for
the past several weeks. We've
seen news stories of protesters fighting and killing each
other. We have watched as
the Egyptians yelled into
news cameras and microphones, demanding that
their long-standing dictator
Hosni Mubarak step down
so that they can live freely.
We've heard of the shooting
in Tucson, Az., where people
were wounded and killed because of one troubled young
man. What is this world
coming to?
When I look around at the
state of the world, I can't help
but wonder when God is going to come. We run around
like chickens with our heads
cut off, not knowing which
way is right or left. Things
like this show me more and
more how much we as the

human race are running
ourselves into the ground,
and how much more we
need God.
We talk about change, but

no one is going about it the
right way. It seems that in
times of conflict we look toward ourselves instead of
God. Because we cannot help

ourselves, we get frustrated, and when that happens
confusion ensues and conflicts arise. The world is in
such bad shape that instead

of waiting for the world to
change, we should be waiting
for the Lord to come.

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.
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Several Mondays ago, I had
just finished class for the day,
and decided to celebrate with
a delicious sandwich from
the Village · Market. Looking for someone to eat my
lunch with, I strolled into the
Improv and found several
couples and a large group of
senior citizens. Not wanting
to be a third wheel, I chose to
walk over and ask the elderly
group if I could join them for
lunch. They were a bit surprised that I would want to
eat with them, most likely due
to my age, but were readily
accepting nonetheless.
As I pulled up a chair, they
described how their group
had formed. What had started
as a few widowers meeting
weekly for lunch had grown
into a mixed group of about
12 people, ages ranging approximately from 72 to 95.
"The Lunch Bunch," as they
now call themselves, meet
every Monday for lunch, with
their location varying from
week to week. I was very lucky
to find them at the Improv,
as this was their first time to
meet there.

This

an "old" sandwich might stink
or even be rotten. When applied to things, old denotes a
loss of worth.
The problem is obvious
enough. When we use the
word "old" to describe a person, all the negative connotations of the word come
along with it. Thus, ~old
people" have n.o w become
outdated, worthless or even
stinky in the minds of many
Americans today.
I think we need to take on
a mindset similar to that of
Japanese novelist, essayist
and screenwriter, Jun'ichiro
Tanizaki. In an effort to preserve Japanese culture, he
asked his fellow countzymen
to shun Western utensils that
shine and glitter and were
valued because they were
new. He reminded them that,
traditionally, their household
objects were only acceptable
after they had "the elegance of
age," which only time is able
to perfect. While the authot is
speaking of objects, it would
be truly beneficial if the principle of this passage was applied to people.
I often ask myself why our
American senior citizens are
not getting the same respect,

By no means did I think lhis
experience would be boring,
but I was surprised at how
much I really did enjoy their
company. Our conversation
ranged everywhere between
their past relationships, previous occupations and spirituality. Some of them had
even brought short stories
and jokes to read-which
were quite funny.
As I said goodbye I expressed my thanks and desire
to eat with the~ again some
time in the future.
In response, one lady asked
me, "Why would you want
to eat with us? We're just a
bunch of old people."
Her statement has stood
out in my mind ever since,
and has made me ask
the question, "What does
'old' mean?"
In many languages there
are multiple words to distinguish between "things"
and "people" that have aged.
English, however, only commonly uses one-"old." When
we describe an "old" thing,
it has usually depreciated
in value. For example, cars
lose value as soon as they are
bought.
Nobody wants an
old phone or computer, and
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prestige and honor that the
elderly of the East receive
from the youth in their countries. Are they not just as
wise? Shouldn't we respect,
value and honor those whom
have decades of experience
and wisdom?
To the question, "Why
would you want to eat with
us? We're just a bunch of old
people," I answered, "No,
you guys are wise, funny and
very interesting. This was one
of the best lunches I've ever
had!" And it was the truth.
I've eaten with The Lunch
Bunch several times now, and
every time I do, I always feel
genuinely cared for, listened
to and respected. They are
still quite sharp and always
seem to make me laugh. On
top of that, nobody is texting!
If I had passed them by,
writing them off as, "just a
bunch of old people," I would
have never been blessed with
such an enlightening, jovial
and simply fun experience.
How do you view the elderly
around you? Are they people
to revere, respect and treasure? Or are they just a bunch
of old people?

5 versatile Spring Break ideas
Atlanta. During
the one-hour tour
CONTRIBlffQR
a blind guide will
Spring Break is just around teach you to rely
the corner and it's time to de- on your senses .as
cide how you'll budget your . you walk through
completely
time and money. In case you ·a
have more of the former than dark simulation
the latter, here are five ideas to of markets, city
meet your vacation needs.
scenes and boat
rides. At the end,
Shop:
Scour the racks at Unclaimed you can enjoy reBaggage in Scottsboro, Ala., freshments at the
where you can find "lost trea- cafe and ask quessures from around the world." tions. The cost is
That's right, this is the only $26, but is sure to .
store in the country where change your peryou can purchase items from spective.
baggage left at airports. The
Rough it:
store stocks more than 7,000
Take an overExperience nature:
"treasures" daily, from laptops night trip to the
Rent a canoe for $25 from
and camping gear to designer Lost Sea, the largest underclothes and shoes. The only ground lake in the United Southern's Outdoor Education
thing better than the huntis the States. For $30 you can cave, Center and hit the North Chickprice: skirts are as low as $2.50 take a boat ride, learn about the amauga Creek for a good workregion's history and sleep in the . out and a refreshing view. On
and dress suits are $25.
Expand your perspec- · depths of the earth. If that's not the way stop and visit Maclellan
tive:
enough for you, check out the Island in the middle of the TenLearn what it feels like to be nearby Bald River Falls where nessee River. You're guaranteed
blind during Dialog in the Dark, hiking, camping, fishing and to s~e wildlife on this 18-mile
an experiential exhibition in kayaking opportunities abound. nature preserve.

Weekend
Spring Break!!!

• • • • • • • • • •
Black History Month
Step Show
Memorial Auditorium
399 McCallie Avenue
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday,Feb.26
7-10 p.m.
$16 in advance, $21 day of
http:/ /chattanoogaonstage.
com
A Year with Frog and
Toad
Chattanooga Theatre Centre
400 River St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday;Feb. 26
7:30-9 p.m.
$8-10
http:/ jtheatrecentte.com
The Diary of Anne Frank
Chattanooga Theatre Centre
400 River St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday, Feb. 26
8-10 p.m.
Prices Vary .
http:/ /theatrecentre.com

RAINEY H. pARK
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"Family Ties: Bach to
Mozart"
Chattanooga Symphony
630 Chestnut St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday,Feb.27
2-4 p.m.
$15
http:/ jchattanoogasymphony.org

Getaway:
Look on http:/ jcniiglist.com
for vacation rentals in your favorite cities from Orlando, Fla.
to the Outer Banks of North
Carolina. Fully-furnished fourbedroom houses start as low as
$69 per night in these and other
places. With prices that cheap,
you can afford to get away.

Kyle Cease and Joe
Nance Charity Comedy
Show
Memorial Auditorium
399 McCallie Ave.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday,Feb.27
7-9 p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ jchattanoogaonstage.
com
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Hockey intramurals midseason revie~ .. ·

Rumors roundup
ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPORTS EDITOR •

Football coming back to
Los Angeles?
Los Angeles is one step
closer to bringing back an
NFL franchise with Monday's unveiling of Farmers
Field, a proposed NFL stadium to be built adjacent to
the Staples Center.
Apparently Farmer Insurance agreed to Jay down
$700 million for the stadium, which if approved will be
built next to ;ltaples Center
in downtown LA.
The stadium would feature a
retractable roof with the ability
to seat more than 68,000 people. In addition, AEG, ~ho is
developing the project, is hoping to have the stadium ready
for a relocated NFL franchise
by 2015 with the possibility of
hosting the soth Super Bowl
that same season.
The only problem is that
this is all just talk. No NFL
team has been attached to the
stadium, and the city of Los
Angeles has yet to approve
the project.
The San Diego Chargers and
Minnesota Vikings appear to
be the two most likely candidates to relocate to Los Angeles with the Jacksonville Jaguars also in the mix.
However, the Vikings seem
to be the most realistic option, especially with their in-

ability to sign a new lease
on their current stadium,
the Metrodome.
London to host new
NBA franchise?
If you're former NBA great
Clyde Drexler, an NBA franchise in London, England,
isn't that far-fetched of an
idea. In fact, Drexler seems
to think London could receive a franchise as early as
this decade.
"If the demand continues,
that could -ac~;uly happen,"
Drexler told the Associated
Press. "We're probably 10
years or so away, but that is

no~~~!:.:i~:d:~~~pe~~:

hosted NBA preseason games
for the last four years, and in
March, the Nets and Raptors
will play ·two regular season
games there as well.
But is London too far away
to have an NBA franchise?
According to Drexler, a team
coming from Portland to New
York would be much the same
as a team traveling from New
York to London.
"Basketball is a global
sport," Drexler said. ,"There's
a demand. around the world,
and David Stern our commissioner is trying to facilitate
that demand."
Drexler even went so far
as to say there may even be
te.ams in other parts of Europe
as well as in Asia.

ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPORTS Emma

Once Spring Break ends, the
hockey intramural season will
really kick into gear. Regular season games will end the
second week of March, with
playoffs beginning shortly
thereafter.
Now as the season hits the
home stretch it's time to take a
look at where everyone stands.
Two teams bave dominated
the Ladies' Division this season: Whip It and Icy Hot. Both
teams were undefeated head-

ing into this week. In fact, both
teams had yet to allow a goal.
Preeminent Penguins are
another team worth noting.
They've also posted impressive
stats with 16 goals scored and
only five goals allowed. The
only game they've lost was their
first game of the season against
the aforementioned Icy Hot.
In Men's Division A, no one
team has proven to be Division
A's standout team. Tortilla Flats
is probably the closest to reaching that title, and a couple more
win~ could make them the favorite to win it all.

The Ehces of Men s DlVlsion B North have stood out
so far this season. The~ ha~ an
undefeated record gomg mto
this week's play an? .ar~ alo?e
in first place. .8chilling s List
places a close second with th~
wins and only one loss, whtch
carne at the hands of The Ehces.
In Men's Division B South,
the Bad News Bears' 4-0 ~rd
puts them in the top s.pot ~th
eight points. Sn2 and LimbeiJax
are the two next cl~sest teams
with six and five pomts respectively.

L--------------------------------------

The meteoric rise of Blake Griffin
ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPOaxs Emma

A year removed · from a
devastating, season-ending
knee injury, no one expected
Blake Griffin to be the player
he is today.
In June of 2009, the Los
Angeles Clippers selected
Griffin with the first overall pick in the NBA Draft.
Blake had only spent two
years playing college basketball at the University of
Oklahoma, but in those two
years had proven himself to
be one of the best prospe.cts
in the country.
Sure, he ~ould become
a solid NBA player, but he
wouldn't be great; he wouldn't
rise to the level of Kobe Bry-

Collegedale to:
Andrews University ..........•..... 2:40
Bass Academy........................... 2:10
Blue Mountain Academy...... .3:00
Fletcher I Pisgah Academy-..... :50
Forest Lake Academy-........... .2:45
General Conference... ·--········2.:40
Great Lakes Academy-.......... .3:10
Highland Vlew Academy..... .2:40
Ozark Academy... - ................. .3:00
Shenandoah Valley . .....- ....... .2.:20
Spring Valley Acade.my.........1:40
Mt Vernon Acade.m y•..... - .... ..2.:00
Charter Your Personal A.ircrUt Today!
• Fly mom a.nd dad in for a qlllck visit
• Be airborne within mlnuiH of da,.
• Slime pri"" for thn!e paSRft&"fS
• Never miss a famUy event
• fly hc>ate j1Uit for tk day

• One Way Flipts .ue lUll Price·
HfttJct Oi<S to oay pabUc airport in tile e-m IWf US.
Contact He..}d to q - yourne.ct ftlpt

J/_!f/J.
~

ant or LeBron James. Or so
they thought.
After the draft, the Clippers sent Griffin to play in
the NBA's summer
league, where at the
end he was named
MVP. Blake looked
poised to become an
important part of the
Clippers' roster until the final preseason
game before the start of
the 2009-2010 regular
season, when he fractured his kn.e ecap while
finishing a dunk.
Initially it was believed the stress fracture would only keep
Griffin out for seven
weeks, but that diagnosis soon became the
entire season. Just
like that, his rookie
season was gone.
After rehabilitating

his knee, Griffin came
into 2010-2011 season with high expectations for himself,
but little from others outside the Clippers organization. He
was still considered a
rookie because he had
yet to play in a regular
season NBA game.
When he finally
did, Giffin scored 20
points and grabbed 14
rebounds, setting the
stage for the rest of
his amazing feats that
were still to come.
Griffin was named
the Rookie of the
Month for November, December and January. He set
a Clippers franchise record
with 27 consecutive games
with a double-double. He set
another franchise record by
being the first Clippers rookie
to score 4 7 points in a single
game.
He is also the first
rookie to score 40 plus points
in a single season since Allen
Iverson. Oh, and I'm sure
many of you have seen some
of his explosive dunks on
YouTube by now.
To top it off, last week
Griffin was named to his
first All-Star game, becoming the first rookie to play in
an All-Star game since Y'ao
Ming in 2003.
Sure,
everyone
knew
he would be good, but
not that good.
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CHATTER
Upcoming ~vents

Thursday, February 24
11 a.m. Convocation, College Bowl, Iles PE Center
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs
Advisory,
Conference
Room A
5 p.m. McKee Library Closes

-Gordon Bietz
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
Church-Gordon Bietz
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-Jackie
James
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Church
-Gordon Bietz

Friday, February 2
Payday
Spring
Break
(Feb.
25:-March 6)
University Health Center
Closed (Feb. 25-March

Sunday,February27
Spring Break
Monday, February 28
Spring Break
No classes

6)
No classes
6:31 p.m. Sunset
Saturday, February 26
9 a.m. Adoration I, Church

STUDENT LIFE
SIFE's Tax Squad is offering free tax assistance through March 10.
Dates, times and location
are all posted on the SIFE
website. Http:/ /southern.
edu/sife.
The Senior Exit Exam
(MAPP) schedule for
test times are as follows:
Monday, March 21 at 9 a.m.,
11 a.m., 2 p.m., and 4 p.m. Lynn Wood Hall
Tuesday, March 22 at 9
a.m., 11 a.m., 2 p.m., and 4
p.m. - Lynn Wood Hall
Wednesday, March 23, at 8
a.m., 10 a.m., 1 p.m., and 3
p.m. - Lynn Wood Hall
Thursday, March 24 at 8
a.m., 1 p. m , and 3 p.m. Lynn Wood Hall
Friday, March 25 at 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m - Lynn Wood
Hall
Sunday, .March 27 at 9:30
a.m. in the Dining Hall

Tuesday, March 01
Spring Break
No Classes
9 a.m.-5 p.m. McKee LibraryOpen
Please call Counseling &
Testing Services at 2362782 to sign up.
If you have not picked
up your Joker, please
-stop by the SA Office.

Come make Southern
history as we have our
second annual Southern's Got Talent show
on Saturday, March 12
in the Iles PE Center!
The show starts at 8 p.m., so
come support your talented
friends and watch the rising
stars oftomorrow perform!

BIRTHDAYS
February 24 - Angie D.
Fernandez, Donn Lea~her
man, Eden Koliadko, Jashira Nieves, Kimberly Ferguson, Richard Thomas,
Robert Meneses
February 25 - Chasatie
Williams, Daniel Pleshka,

ThURSDAY,
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~alendar

Last day for 40 percent Tuition Refund
No Tuition Refund After
Today
12 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
5 p.m. MidTerm Grades
Due, Records

Offices Closed
6:37p.m. Sunset
Saturday, March 05
9 a.m. Adoration I, Church
-Duane Schoo nard
10:15 a.m. Adoration II,
Church-Duane Schoonard
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-LeClare
Litchfield
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Church
-Duane Schoo nard
1:30-5 p.m. Cave Open,
Student Park ·

Wednesday, March 02
Spring Break
No Classes
Thursday, March 03
Spring Break
No classes
9 a.m.-s p.m. McKee LibraryOpen

Sunday, March o6
6-11:00 p.m. McKee Li. braryOpen

Friday, March 04
Spring Break
No Classes
Diedre Suits, James Reyn- ·
aert, Jessica Sanders, Kate
Darleen Moralde, Kelli Noble, Marc Brooks, Michelle
Schewtschenko
February 26 - AsQ.ley
Uyeda, Jana Miles, Jason
Dominguez, Noel Garcia,
Sharon Dimond, Shayne
Hakuna, Young Ohsie

March 02 - Asha Chutei,
Christopher Lopes, David
Fernandez, Dennis Schreiner, Ileana Rivero, Jonathan
J.ohnson, Jordan Vallieres,
Michael
Lopez,
Nicole
Humphrey
March o3 - Arlenys Gomez, Brian Wilson, Kasia
Nephew, Marissa Voegele,
Robert
Cabrera,
Roger
Schmidt

February 27 - Alice Hannifin, Angela Crosby, Candie Olusola, Chelsea Land,
Gabriela Rocha, Joshua Michalski, Kara•Garren, Mike
McClung, Rebecca Johnson

March 04-Amy Vitrano,
Benjamin Eudy, Bryan Banos, Corinne Morris, Deborah Ste~ens, Matt Littell,
Rebbie •· Mejias, Richard
Long, Robby Van Arsdale,
Siephanie Boutcher

February 28 - Christopher Jenkins, Heidi. Davenport, Hu~ert Maitland,
Michael Cafferky, Pierre
Nzokizwanimana, Samuel
Nadarajan, Samvel Arutyunyan

March 05 - Alia Adams, ·
Brenda Monchez, Errol
Clarke, Kasey Thomason,
Kyle Benge, Ryan Haas, Sarah Huerta, Todd Armstrong

March 01 - Alicia Fernandez, Chris Shadix, Dee
Dee Boyce, Lori Neal, Sarah
Gilbert

March o6 - Adrienne McCroskey, Andrew Rambana,
Callie Coon, Cesar Ber-

Monday, March 07
Soccer Intramural Sign-Up
Begins
Sign up at http:/ /southern.edu/intramurals
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council
5:30-7:00
p.m.
SS2U,
Thatcher South Lobby
Tuesday, March o8
International Women's Day
Wednesday, March 09
7:15 p.m. SA SenAte, White
Oak Room
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher
Hall

nardino, Elizabeth Cordova,
Karen Barnhart, Matthew
Morgan, Miriam Mi.rilov,
Nathan Erickson, Rachel
Slocum, Shauntaya Moyer,
Sheila Hutchens
March 07 - Amalia Abarca, Andrea Dunkel, Ariel
Del Castillo, David Macias,
Enrique Serna, Jannell
Nash Simpson, Jinnell Nash
Simpson, Joshua White,
Karen Glassford, Kathy
Pires, Katie Freeland, Lea
Ngo Djanal, Sarah Draget,
Tim Meliti
March o8
Adriana
Reyes, Andre Brutus, Angela Situmeang, Daniel Anez,
Grace
Sihotang,
Jason
Mitchell, Jonathan Mould,
Karen Briggs, Kat Walker,
Chanttal Herrera, Nequecia
Green, Samantha Mascary,
Wildrie Vega
March 09 - Philippe Jomphe

If you're looking for a place to stay,

as for the Southern rate ..

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
(
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·students: 'Where's the Griller?'
taste buds, the Garden Burger just is not "delivering the
beef," says a KR's employee.

SUZANNE OcsAJ
"'IWW EIIDIW

Morningstar Farms has
issued an official apology
to the students of Southern Adventist University for
discontinuing the Griller
burger in bulk.
The company spokesperson sent the statement to
KR's Place after Southern
students across campus emailed, called and "facebooked" Morningstar for an
explanation as to why their
Besst Wraps no longer came
with Grillers.
"Man, the Besst Wrap used
to be at the top of my food
· pyramid with that Griller inside," said a freshman corporate/ community health and
wellness major. "I mean, the
Griller is an Adventist food
icon! It's the fine cuisine of
the church, second only to
the haystack! "
KR's has been forced to replace the Griller inside the
Besst Wrap with the Garden
Burger. But for students'

,,.

Well, there
have been 150
years of
Adventism, I
think it is about
time to start
.
weaning ourselves of this
GMO soybean
by-product!
"So we eat fake meat,
but we want that fake meat
to at least taste a little
like the animal! Not what
the animal ate! " said a

February 24. 2011

OcsAI

up

THUMBSI down

sophomore biology major.
Morningstar
However
Farms also stated "That they
are downsizing their strictly
meat-replacement burgers
for ones that include more
vegetables and whole legumes, such as black beans.
The move to a more veggie-ized product line was
made in connection with
counsel from the Spirit of
Prophesy, said the company
spokesperson.
"The woman herself, told
us to step away from primary
meat replacement products
as soon as we could, and focus our energy on more garden-fresh goods," said the
spokesperson. "WeH, there
have been 150 years of Adventism, I think it is about
time to start weaning ourselves of this GMO soybean
byproduct!"
Morningstar is still selling
the Griller in non-commercial packages of four. Students can pick theirs up at
the Village Market.

Spring Break: Need we say
more?

Midterms: A guaranteed week
· of all-nighters!

Parents Weekend: Making
more memories with the folks.
*sigh*

ParentS Weekend: Awkward
timing for sex vespers.

College Bowl: We've got some
seriously smart students here!

Forever 21: The grand opening
was Saturday. So much for the
free gift cards.

SAW
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Talented students
con1pete for
JANAMILES
SnuWann

Students proved that "Southern's Got Talent" on Saturday night during the annual
SA talent show. The gym was
filled with colored lights,
cheering fans and laughing
judges, as 13 acts competed for
the first place prize of $1,000.
The talent displayed included groups or individuals
playing original songs, covers
or mash-ups; a dance team
and a yo-yo demonstration.
Host Jeremy Pastor, a junior
nursing major, provided hu-

'

You .guys
covered
every aspect
of what it
means to
entertain''
mor segue between acts and
during post-interviews with
the judges. Each act was evaluated by three judges, each with
a unique judging style.
Student Association President~ect Alec Jackson provided compliments for most of
the performers and was struck
almost speechless for others,
sometimes only saying "Wow,"
or, "Awesome!"
Choir director and Professor
of Music Gennevieve. BrownKibble valued group dynamics
and musical ability. One memorable quote was, "You guys
covered every aspect of what it
means to entertain."
Dwight Magers, Talge Hall
dean, was impressed by some
and audibly unimpressed
with others. After the first

$1,000 -

performance by rock band
One Grand, he said, "It was
loud enough."
After all the performances
were over, the judges retreated
to deliberate, and special guest
B.G. Mountain Boys played as
a surprise. When the judges
returned, Carl Reiter1' SA social
vice president, stepped out to
make two announcements.
The first announcement was
that a group had been disqualified, and the second was to
present the winners with oversized checks. The third placeprize of $soo went to ltzel de
los Santos for her fast-paced
Photo by Katie Freeland
violin solo. The second place
prize or$700 went to Jeremy Hakke Matte, the cro,wdfavorite based on loudness of cheering, performs their dance routine at "Southern's Got
Talentn on Saturday evening, March 12.
Mercer for his techno-backed
yo-yo tricks.
The first prize went to
Vanessa Patino for her acoustic
guitar and vocal performance.
One of the students became with a stun gun, the police
NATHAN LEWIS AND
Mercer said he was imCHRISTOPHER WALTON
upset upon being approached report said.
pressed with all of the talent.
STAFF Wauu AND N!EWI EDIJQ!I
"I heard a yell and I thought
by the officers and began to
"I was just surprised to get up
yell at them, telling them they it was just someone being
this high," he said.
A student was shot with needed to get out of his room, dumb," said· a witness who
Disqualified dancing group
a stun gun by Collegedale the police report said. Prior to requested not to be named.
Hakke Matte was a crowd
police last Friday night in the incident, the student had He said he cam~ out of his
favorite, based on the amount ·
been dismissed from the uni- room where he found a group
Talge Hall
of cheering from the audience.
According to police re- versity and was in the process of approximately 20 male
Group member Omar Loresidents gathered around
cords, an officer was dis- of leaving.
pez-Thismon said that their
As the altercation escalat- where Allen stood, having
patched shortly after 10
routine was not complete at
p.m. , on complaints of ed, Allen instructed the stu- just used the stun gun, He
the time of auditions, but they
dent to lower his voice and recalled the officer telling
harassment threats.
were informed that they were
Collegedale Police Offi- stop yelling, but the yelling everyone to go back to their
only allowed to perform what
cer Brandon Allen met with increased. As the student be- rooms, a detail which the
they had auditioned with for
Campus Safety Officer Tren- came more ve1 bally 1/iolent, police report confirmed.
the sake of fairness. The group
Sager said he arriv~ on
ton Schwarzer at the Campus yelling expletives and derogadecided they would rather
Safety office to take a state- tory terms-including a racial the hall shortly after the inperform their. entire routine,
ment from the harassment slur-All~n told the student cident happened. He said he
and thus were disqualified.
victim, who had recently that he was under arrest for then tried to be available to
from winning.
disclosed information to au- disorderly conduct, the police talk to the male residents and
Danny Martin, a sophotried to defuse what was a
thorities about drug use on report said.
more music major, said he
campus, ·said Mark Turk,
The student ignored re- tense situation.
came to the Talent Show
After the five-second stun
peated commands to place
Campus Safety officer.
with high expectations and
John Sager, Talge Hall as- his hands behind his back, gun shot was over, the stuwas very pleased.
sociate dean, said the officers so Schwarzer tried to hold dent placed his hands behind
"Turns out all the acts were
came to him needing to follow the student so Allen could his back and was then cuffed
awesome," he said. "Some
up with a group of students place the cuffs on him. The and taken outside to meet
of them were super creative.
who were involved with the student pulled away from an ambulance. Turk said
Some were super funny. Othharassment. Sager said it was Schwarzer, so Allen told the ambulance was called as
ers wete super genuine. It was
fine, and the officers began Schwarzer to step back protocol after the stun gun
just a really good time."
continued on pg. 5
going to the students' rooms.
an.d he shot the student

Talg student shot with stun gun
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Leaving a Legacy
CinusroPHu. WALTON

A

re-cent e-mail
asked seniors
at
Southern
fur opinions on a
class gift.
1bere were

three options. aD noble causes:
helping children in Nepal, single mothen in Congo or fami..
...

lies in Tunisia. HoweYer. what
rnalces these good options for
a senior class gift?
One of the dasa ofticers,
who~

m;y oontbought I was wonder-ing whytheoptionsdidnotindude more taDgibJe gifts like
a dock or a beDcb. She said
eerD$.

thattheofticen had wanted to
choose something that would
leave a legacy and that would
be connected with Southern's
mission foeus. Still noble, but
wbat makes these good options for a senior class gift?
Shouldn't a senior class sift
be about sMog hadt to the
institutk)a that bas aMm the
seniors 80 much? Many ofyou
are probably Jauabing as )'OU
ftllld this. thi,nldng ."Give bade:
to Southern? Southern hasn't
giwn me imything except four
yearsdbiDs, biDs, bms.But before )'011 pt stUck in
arut of De!Stinys OWd songs,
stop and think. Most lik~,
if you reach your senior year

at Soudiem, )'OU WiJl have at
least one positive memory

oonnected with the sdlOol
~it's the one ti!nd yw
met.during SmartStart who is
now one of )VIU' best. Maybe
it was that oneworshipor.ve&pers that really touched your
heart. Maybe it was that one
class or tbat one professor
inspiring you to decide a career path. Think about it long

enOugh and you1l come up
with something.
Is it wrong to try to help
people in other countries? Of
course not. And there is certainly no problem with wantill& to foc.:us on service.
But if you want to focus
on edueatlon. why not make
the class sift a ac:bolarship
tOr desea ving students wishing to come to Southern? If
you want to focus on tOod,
put the gift toward providing
the much--needed eipansions
of the various Food Services
locations on ca:npos.
If a~ lift is really about
leaving a lepey, it should
be one at and for the scbo01
that-bas provided 10 many
fund and not 10 bld-memories during the last 4 ~
Something that was appreciated can try 1D be improved.
Snnvtbing not liked can try
to be dlanged. The dass sift
is a way for the graduates of
20u to truly make a mark
on Southern's campus, and
leave it better off than when
we arrived.

.... ·-· ............... .

-rbe ID8DJlel" ofgiving is worth IDO're tban the gift..
-Pierre Comeille
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Severe weathe~ strikes Collegedale

Editorial

aNIM_.s:..__._____...,_,._

THuRsoAY,

·'

NATHAN

LEwis ·

Sun Wan•

Severe thunderstorms took
the lives of at least two people,
and injured several others as
they roared across the Tennessee Valley during Spring Break.
Preliminary reports from the
National Weather Service confirmed two tornados touched
down in Hamilton County on
Feb. 28, one in Red Bank and
one on Signal Mountain.
While
Collegedale
was
spared from tornadoes, the
city received a direct hit
from strong thunderstorm
wind gusts in acess of so

Thatche~

mph, small hail and sudden
·
downpours.
As the severe weather approached Southern, the campus tornado siren was activated, warning students
remaining on campus during
Spring Break to take cover.
Ashlee Chism, a senior English major, was at Southern
Village when the storm arrived and said she took cover
in the bathroom.
"I could hear the wind and
the rain on the roof, and
it was coming down very
hard," Chism said. "At one
point it sounded like there
was hail."

Several trees across campus
fell during the storm including one near Wood Hall, one
beside A.W. Spalding and one
by Herin Hall. Chism noted a
tall tree in the botanical garden
at Hickman Science Center fell
across University Drive, temporarily closing the road until
crews could clean it up.
A university-owned rental
house located near Collegedale
Academy was also damaged
when a tree fell on the carport
The Tennessee ~ergency
Management Agency said
March to May is traditionally
the most active tornado season
in Tennessee.

South undergoes remodeling

KATHERINE WILSON

5uFFWan•

The 'IV room in Thatcher South is currently being
renovated and is expected
to open by the weekend of
May graduation.
Thatcher and Thatcher South
deans are renovating and making decoration improvements.
The 1V room, officially
known as the Wolftever room,
is a place where students can
study, watch 1V and relax.
Chamra Anthony, dean of
Thatcher South said she is excited about this project and has
been working to bring about a
homey feeling where the students can enjoy the room right
within their living proximities.
"Our main focus is to provide
a multipurpose room for the

students to use as a place not
only for watching 1V but a rec:reational place where they can
study, play table games and
simply enjoy the warm atmosphere which we are aiming to
create," Anthony said.
Couches, lamps, chairs,
paintings and other items have
been purchased for the room.
There will also be cable 1V and
a pool table.
The goal is to improve the atmosphere where students can
feel comfortable and coz}' with
options of where to spend leisure time outside their room,
the dean said.
"We want the students to
have a cozy place to hang out,"
said Kassy Krause, dean of
Thatcher.llall..Students are also excited
~bout having another place

to simply get away. Zaire
Burgess-Robinson, a Jumor
social work major, said she
feels that it will be good for the
girls because it will give them a
place to relax.
"I am enthusiastic because
at times I want to get away
from everything; however in
Thatcher South, I have yet to
find a place where I do can
so," Robinson said. She believes this room will attract
many students.
Anthony said the room
will be open Sunday through
Thursday from 6 a.m. to 11
p.m. and 1V viewing will only
be allowed from 6 p.m. to 11
p.m. The room can also be reserved with Elizabeth Hankins,
Thatcher secretary, for group
meetings and other activities.

Search for Strawberry Festival editor continues
NATHAN LEWIS
SxAEFW.ma

The hunt for next year's
Strawberry Festival editor has
proved challenging for the student media board.
The board met on Mar. 15
to vote in new editors for the
Southern Accent and Southem Memories. However,
no candidates have -applied
for Strawberry Festivai editor, which leaves the board
with no options, said Stephen
Ruf, asspcoateprofessor of
Journalism and Communication and chair of the student
media board.

"'The
most
important
critical role [of the media
board] is to appoint media
editors," Ruf said.
The boar-d is looking for a
student with a creative side
who can envision a show that
will captivate the students.
"'The ideal candidate is
someone who can demonstrate
skills in photography, video
production and organizing a
team," Ruf said.
The Strawberry Festival editor is a paid position. The editor works as an Student Association officer, covering events
on campus as a member of stu-

dent media.
Ruf said he encourages students interested in the Strawberry Festival editor position
to pick up an application from
the School of Journalism and
Communication office or from
the SA office.
Members of the student
media board include Ruf; current student media editors and
their respective advisors; the
SA president and vice president; Greg Rumsey, dean of
the School of Journalism and
Communication; and Bill
Wohlers and Kari Shultz from
Student Services.

..
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Ot.:ttdoor leadership classes travel a cross country for Spring Break
SAMMANfHA SWANSON

SuuWamR

As many students- packed
their bags and began their
trip home for Spring Break
on Feb. 25, the students from
the Backcountry Skiing, Avalanche Rescue and Canoeing
classes made their way to
Colorado and Florida for an
educational adventure.
Twelve students from the
outdoor leadership program made the two-day
trip to Colorado Mountain
Scho-ol where they learned
avalanche safety, and later
either went backcountry skiing or winter mountaineering, said Krystin Erickson,
a junior outdoor leadership
major, who planned much
of the trip.
For the first three days
the group stayed at Colorado Mountain School and
took the avalanche safety
class, Erickson said, where
they spent time in the
Rocky Mountain National
Park learning how to use
avalanche beacons to rescue
people and practicing mock
rescues. The Backcountry
Skiing class and the Winter
Mountaineering class then
split up, and the backcountry

skiers made the six-mile trek
with a 3000-foot elevation
gain ta .where they stayed on
the mountain.
"What makes it different
from downhill skiing is that
you have to ski up to the point
where you want to ski down,"
Erickson said, "So our first
day was pretty intense."
The skiing class spent three
days on New York Mountain
skiing in avalanche-prone
areas, enjoying the freshly
powdered hills and growing
closer to Christ, .siD,d· Trevor Stout, a senior outdoor
leadership major. While the avalanche and
skiing classes enjoyed the
cold weather of the Colorado
Mountains, the Canoeing
class experienced som~what
of a warmer trip. Class professor and trip leader, Ann
Reynolds, led the Canoeing
class, made up of 10 students
and four staff. The group on Sunday morning, making
left on Feb. 25 in the early it to. the Suwannee River and
morning and made their way the Gulf of Mexico within
to Florida and the Santa Fe the next week.
River at High Springs.
However, a wrong turn
The plan was to paddle on the first night caused
three miles to their first the group to add 6 miles to
campsite at Lilly Springs, their trip, paddling much
Reynolds said, where they of .it in the dark, and strong
would stay and rest over · winds later on in the week
Sabbath and then continue forced them to stop ear-

ly, said Chelsea Briley, a
junior nursing major.
"Ultimately, [our troubles]
turned out to be blessings
because it gelled the group
together," Briley said. "It
gave us encouragement that
we could handle tough and
unexpected situations."
The class was expected to
become proficient at basic

flat-water canoeing, Reynolds said, as well as learning
the basic wilderness camping skills while experiencing leadership. The group
stopped at various springs
along the way, including
Ginnie Springs, Hart Springs
and Manatee Springs.

Students react to wireless internet conditions
MALLORY MIXON

SunW•m•

The Internet connection
in Southern Adventist University's dorms is now completely wireless. Thatcher
Hall was the last dorm to go
wireless just before Spring
Break, joining Talge Hall and
Thatcher South.
Initially, Information Systems bad trouble with a few
male students in Talge who
would not turn off their
wireless routers. After IS
talked to the men, things
have gone more smoothly,
said Dwight Magers, dean
of men, arid Doru Mihaescu, associate director of
Information Systems.
Roger Alvarez, a · sopho-

more psychology major, said
he was okay with turning off

''

Miranaa Creech, a sophomore history major in

I like that I don't

have to use that stupid cord; but sometimes it's slower and
it's kind of annoyin
having to log in

his wireless router qecause
he did not lose functionality;
but he dislikes the wireless
because it can be slow and
lose connectivity.

Thatcher South, said she really likes the convenience.
"Wireless makes it a lot
easier to study in the morning because I don't want to

get out of bed," Creech said. Reyes said.
Those in Southern Village,
"It also makes Skyping a lot
easier because I can take including roommates Danimy laptop out of my room elle Jones, a senior international studies major, and
if I want."
Will Green, a freshman Stephanie Laroche, a senior
management major, said he biology major, say they canalso enjoys the new wireless not wait to get wireless set up
in their apartments.
but dislikes a few things.
''I'm really excited it's
"I like that I don't -have
to use that stupid cord; but supposed to be coming,"
sometimes it's slower and it's Laroche said.
Jones said she is happy
kind of annoying having to
that she will no longer have
log in," Green said.
Vickie Torres-Reyes, a jc- to use her 15-foot-long cord
nior allied health major in stretched across the room so
Thatcher, said she likes be- that she can watch movies '
ing able to get away from her . in her bed.
"It's annoying not to have
desk, ·but also mentioned a
it in the Village," Jones said.
downside.
"Sometimes it runs slow "It'd be so much easier to do
for movies; but I enjoy being homework and watch movies
able to move freely," Torres- if we had it."
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LifeTalknloves across.the cotintryj WSMC moves across the street
SUNDIN

cast in 22 Native American
.reservatio'ns across the nation.
"About 70 radio stations,
After extensive .renova- mostly run by schools and
tions, WSMC Classical 90.5 churches, depend on us for
plans to move to the building most or all of their programnow occupied by LifeTalk on ming," Follett said. "At least
25 percent of our broadcast.
Industrial Drive.
LifeTalk is in the process of includes Adventist programs
moving to join the Adventist particularly carried by us."
· Media Center in California.
While the details are still beLifetalk will reduce its staff ing fimilized, Marty Hamilton,
to one full-time employee associatE!' vice president of fiand allow AMC, with which it nancial administration, said
merged in 2001, to perform all he anticipates that WSMC will be moving to LifeTalk's old loits support functions.
Phil Follett, who has been catien this summer.
"We need more space in
on staff at LifeTalk since
2001, said that John Geli, Brock Hall," Hamilton said.
LifeTalk's programming di- "The growth of enrollment
rector, plans to upload the here is putting a lot of presnetwork's regular programs sure on office space, and the
from h,is horne in Tennessee.
Journalism and Communi"We'll still be serving our cation department could use
radio stations 24-hour pro- [WSMC's] studio."
While the building currentgramming via satellite;: Follett said. "So it doesn't matter ly used by LifeTalk is slightly
where the office is."
smaller than t.'Ie space WSMC
LifeTalk airs Christian pro- uses in Brock Hall, Scott Korngramming on a variety of top- blum, WSMC's general manics from health and education ager, said that its efficient use
to personal finance and Bible of space actually solves some
history. One program, Ameri- of the problems the radio stacan Indian Living, is broad tion is facing.
JANELLE

STAFFWR!UR

The WSMC studio is currently located in the first floor ofBrock Hall.

"We can · tum the second moving will allow WSMC to
floor of the) LifeTalk build- better p~otect its equipment,
ing into a recital hall and since the building will underhave functions "there," Korn- go renovati~ns and be outfitblum said. "This will give us ted with a generatbr before
a chance to engage with our the station moves.
While WSMC will probably
audience in a more intimate
setting than the Ackerman be able to move relatively
·auditorium."
quickly, Hamilton said that
Kornblum also said that · the new SPl!Ce in Brock Hall

Photo by Katie Freeland

may not be fully utilized until
Fall2012.
"Right now, ow biggest priority is building more housing
in Southern _Village, and we
already have several renovation projects. going," Hamilton
said. "Realistically, we'll spend
next school year planning how
best to use the space."

Southern holding disaster drill during summer
Amway Center- in Orlando.
Volunteers from around the
country, including stUdents
A disaster training drill from Adventist academies,
will ~e held on the campus of learned how to deal with mediSouthern Adventist University cal emergencies after natural
on June 16.
disasters, Slich as a hurricane,
David Houtchens, Campus earthquake or tornado.
Safety fire systems manager,
Many were dressed in "mouis organizing the event with lage" [simulated wounds], inthe help of socl.al work masters cluding br.oken limbs and instudents, as well as the local ternal injuries~ which varied in
-fire department, police depart- level of seriousness.
ment and EMS.
Those "injured" were sent
In January, Houtchens and by bus to eight loCal hospitals,
several Southern social work two bus-loads for each hosstudents· attended a large- pital. Drill volunteers continscale, two-day disaster drill in ued their training by relaying
Orlando, Fla. to participate, important information about
observe and prepare for South- their patients to medical perern's own drill this summer:
sonnel.
"I observed what worked
Volunteers also gained exwell and wh~t didn't," Houtch- . perience in working with large
ens said. "It all comes down to agencies, like the . Red Cross
communication."
and ACTS World Relief, as well
· The drill took place at the as local authorities.
RACHEL PARRISH

STAFF WRITER

.,

Houtchens ~aid that Campus
Safety is not yet sure_what scale
Southern's drill will~ or what
disasters will be covered.

earthquake~ We- have to make
sure people know what to do."
Campus Safety says it hopes
to mcike the drill an annual or

' ' '-we have to be prepared
to better handle a disaster
situation, like a torna.do
ur earthquake. We have
to make sure people know
what to do
"We would like the drill to semi-annual event, and will
be campus wide," Houtchens need students' help t; make it
said. "We may have to_go one possible.
.
or a few buildings at a 'time.
"We need student vohmEither way, we have to be pre- teers to help us move equip_pared to better handle a. disas- . mentor dress in the moulage,"
ter situation, like a tornado or Houtchens said. "This is a

great opportunity for students,
especially those interested in
disaster nursing or wilderness
rescue. Campus Safety can't do
it alone."
Social work graduate student
Sherry Campbell, who also attended the Orlando drill, said
she believes disaster drills can
_b enefit students' future careers
and lives.
"We can. discover the best
responses for a disaster, and
learn how we all can provide
mental, emotional and health
support to our community during a time of crisis," Campbell
said:
Students who would like
more information, or are interested _in participating in
the June drill or being part
of a year round program can
contact Houtchens at david@
southern.edu, .or Campus Safety at 236-2100.
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New intratnural schedule due to floor ·d amage
SHANA MICHALEK

The order in which the intramural sports are played
will be undergoing a change,
starting in the 2011-12 school
year due to the damage done
by floor hockey on the lies
P.E. Center floor.
Every Christmas break,
the floor of the lies P.E. Center is refinished and then
floor hockey intramurals
are played on the new floor.
Because of the amount of
damage done to the floor
by hockey, the intramural
schedule will be switched so
that hockey is played before
Christmas break.
The intramural schedule
played next school year will
be as follows: softball, flag
football, futsal, floor hockey,
basketball, volleyball and soccer, said Mike Boyd, associate
professor of P.E., Health, and
Wellness.

"Because [hockey] sticks are hitting the floor in certain areas, the floor
just does not look
like it was finished
a month before,"
Boyd said.
Most of the damage is in the areas
where the faceoffs
in hockey happen,
Boyd said. Last
year, some of the
parquet, blocks of
wood that .make
up the floor, had to
be replaced or repaired where the
faceoffs happen.
Don Mathis, facilities manager at Hulsey Wellness Center, said that as a result of the
faceoffs, there is a lot of scuffing, scratching and streaks
in the floor.
"No other sport is harder on
the gym floor than hockey,"
Mathis said.

March 17, 2011

Talge student

shot with

stun gun
was deployed. He
added that whenever
they have to use their
equipment on someone, the ambulance is
called as a precautionary
measure. _
Medics on scene re-.
moved the stun gun
probes and checked the
student's vital signs and
then advised that everything was
good," police records said.
The student was then
transported to the Collegedale Police Department
for booking, charged for
disorderly conduct and
resisting arrest. Once
there, the student said
he was sorry and that"he
leamed a lesson. He posted bail and was released.
He is set to appear in
court in mid-April.
•

·an

Moving hockey to be played
before Christmas break will
make the floor in lies look
better for spring when basketball and volleyball are played,
Mathis said.
Sophie Anderson, a junior
health, physical education
and recreation major, has
been playing floor hockey at

Southern for three years.
"I face off with my right
hand so I always dig into the
floor with my hockey stick,"
Anderson said. "[Hockey] is
the most abusive sport on
the gym. It's in their best interest to change the schedule
around."

MASTER'S DEGREES
From Southern Adventist University
Our goal is to help you
reach yours.
Convenient and Flexible.
Classes are designed to coordinate
with your work schedule. Many
classes, and some entire degrees,
are available online.

Affordable.
Graduate tuition at Southem is
competitively priced. In fact, you may
be surpnsed at how comparable our
tuition is to public universities.
-

Master's Degrees:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
Counseling
Education
Nursing
Religion
Social Work

Call, visit online, or stop by
Graduate Studies in Wright
Hall to find out more about
the graduate program that
works for you •

.'

.
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The goodJ the bad and the ugly
cry. Show it all off, we would,
like a stamp collection. Like
stars and bars and stripes on
Do you ever think that if a uniform·.
Aren't we all just waityou could compose a highlight reel of yourself perhaps ing to prove why we deserve
the world would fall in love to be loved?
Do you ever think that if
with you? We all have great
someone were to compose a
mom~nts in our lives, you
know? Moments when we are lowlight reel of yourself, a seundeniably witty or on our ries of sayings or conjectures
game. Moments when charm based on moments that you
exudes from our very skin. were at your worst, that the
Days when we look good, entire world would turn away
feel good and leave the pave- at the realization of how rement behind for walking on ally awful you are?
You know, those times you
a cushion of good intentions,
ideals, caffeine-like energy snap and say exactly what you
shouldn't and relish it, those
and sunlight. Those days.
And maybe if you could times you are pompous or
display yourself like a mu- mean spirited or let someone
seum-exhibit, you know, only you love down. When you lie.
the best and most beautiful . When you walk away when
pieces of yourself-shiny eye you should stay, or stay when
catchers that get an "ooooh" you should clearly walk. When
or "aaaah" appropriately ev- you realize that you are wrong
ery time. Maybe then every- yet you yell louder and longer
one would love you. All your than your opponent. When you
best and most polished jokes, stand aside and don't bother to
all your hidden talents-un- speak up for the right, because
wrap that starburst in your being a coward is easier than
mouth!-a list of all the books being a social martyr.
Aren't we all just waityou've ever read, or all the
movies that have made you ing for someone to pull the
ANGELA McPHERSON
Rn tc;•ON En•m•

curtain and expose why we
shouldn't be loved?
We're human.
We're a horrendous mixed
bag of glory and splendor, filth
and stupor. Good intentions
and sinful natures. Shining moments and shameful actions.
It's easy to love a
highlight reel.

It's not easy to love
a human.
That's why I believe that
the most miraculous gift one
could ever receive is to be
known and loved anyway.
God saw the whole mess in
harsh, florescent lightingshowing every blemish, every
wrinkle, every pound we've

meant to lose and word we've
meant to say but never did.
He saw us. Miserable, poor,
wretched, blind, naked.
And He loved us anyway.

Learning to lament
JOSHUA HADDOCK
CONQIBUIDR

Have you ever had a moment where the world around
you seems to stop and is replaced by a different world, a
world you thought you'd left
behind? Where suddenly the
moments of a by-gone time,
a place, a person, a memory
flood back over and take your
senses by stor~ ? Where time
has stopped and gone back
and you are once again captured by a feeling that you
had believed lost its grip on
you long ago?
Suddenly you can't forget
what you thought you had forgotten. Youcan'tseem to movethat thing you thought you'd
conquered has risen from ashes
in your memory only to subdue
you again. I experienced such a
thing today.

The memory, the task, the
emotion . itself. hardly matters. For those curious ones
I remembered a girl as I
mopped the bathroom floor
at work. There she was, not
where I had left her. I had
left ~er in my mind. I had
moved on; burying what was
once there under layer after layer of promises to myself. But today I lamented
her. I t ruly lamented her,
and myself.
I remembered all the places. I had fail_ed her, all the
places I had failed myself
and how I had left her to rebuild her soul. I remembered
how we had started with such
promise and love, and yet in
the end I walked away. All of
this grabbed me, forcing me
to look into wh~t I thought
I had le.ft behind. Then just
as quickly it was gone, that

slightly nauseas feeling of
nostalgia remained floating
in my stomach.
Later I was listening to a
series of talks on the book of
Lamentations, something I'd
started ages ago but never
truly committed myself to
finishing. It talked about lamenting in a culture of denial. A culture so completely
in denial of what it feels and
wants and wishes that we .
cover it up with prescription
drugs and self-medicating
entertainment.
There is a time to be angry, to shake our fists, to cry,
to weep, to simply look on·
in despair, and then realize
that the worst has happened.
There is a time to look at the
life w~ used to live and long
after it, to wish that things
didn't have to move on. Even
though we deeply want them

to. There is a time to remember people, and places and
things. Perhaps even wishing
that they had ended differently. Then there is ~time to
move on.
Until we properly lament,
until we let every single emotion come out and come forward, we will never recover.

How can I expect to stop
grieving when I never finished? I can't. It will simply come back again and
again until one day I fully
acknowledge what this has
done to me, what that memory meant to me. I have to
let it come out, or by seeking
to repress I will continue to
let it grow.
So today I am learning to
lament where I have-been. I
lament those neglected parts
of my life. This is, after all,
part of the Christian walk
isn't it? Learning to become
fully human, as I was created? To live the abundant life
that Yeshua calls us to? The
Way is more than just theology, but a way of living. So
today I learn to live by learning to lament.
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A problem-free philosophy
DANIEu.E QUAlLEY
OnNJQNEDDDI!

When Spring Break came to
a close I did the unthinkable:
I thought about how much
work I had to do from now
until the end of the semester.
I told myself that I would not
commit such self-mutilation,
but somehow the subject of
school crept past the "Do Not
Disturb" sign I had posted on
my brain 10 days earlier. So
there I was, driving back to the
41-degrees-and-cloudy Collegedale from the So-degreesand-balmy Orlando, stressing
about the weeks to come.
The Monday morning after
Spring Break was not much
better. I woke up exhausted
from traveling the night before and was in ·no mood to
go to class or do anything remotely close to getting back
into the school routin~. I
thought about my two jobs
and 16-credit ~ourse load and
almost slipped into a coma of
worry. But when I opened
my Bible during my morning
devotional, God taught me a
very important lesson.

All of us worry about one
thing or another. Our lives
are filled with different
stresses that cause us to be
apprehensive about what lies
ahead. School, friends , family and other things can bring
us into such a stressful state
that sometimes we feel helpless and don't know how we
are going to make it through.
But that Monday morning
God led me to read Matthew
6:25-34, whie)l· said that we
should not worry about our
lives, what lies ahead or what
we think might happen because God is in control and
will continue to take care of
us day by day.
A good way to keep from
worrying too much is to focus
on what is important right
now. So many of us dwell on
the future so much that we
miss out on what needs to be
done in the present. Living
one day at a time and breaking the major things we have
to do into daily sections helps
alleviate worry. I am not saying that we should not prepare and be responsible for
what lies ahead, but there is

a strong difference between
preparation and unnecessary worry. Each second you
spend worrying about your
future is a second stolen
away from your present and
given to your past.
One of the best ways to keep
ourselves from worrying about
the future is to reflect on the
ways that God has helped us

' 'Each second
you spend worrying about
ypur future is
a second stolen away from
your present
and given to
your past
make it to this point in our
lives. Think about the hard
times that you have had in the
past, and how God came in
and turned your circumstances
around for the better against
aU odds. That helps put life's
challenges into perspective.

When I think of previous worry less and trust God
situations where God has more. Yes, life is hard, and
seen me through, I immedi- yes, there is so much left to
ately feel stupid for worrying do in this semester, but at
so much. There have been cir- the same time God is readily
cumstances in my life where available when we need Him
I thought that there was no to help us through whatever
way out, and God provided a situation w~ feel the need to
way of escape. For example, worry about. We need toreI have had classes in which I member how God has helped
thought I would not make it us in the past, and that when
out with my sanity, but God we seek Him first all other
stepped in and helped me ev- things will be given to us.
So the next time that you
ery time. Why should I worry
about what lies ahead now?
are tempted to worry about_
The most important thing something, whether it is
to keep in mind as we finish that 15-page research paper
off this school year is to seek or where that next tuition
God first in everything that payment is coming from, rewe do. Life is so much easier member that God is in conwhen God is put before ev- trol and will take care of you.
erything else. I have found The only thing that worry
that the days I have morning does is stress you out and
devotions a~e the days where make life more difficult. Why
I feel the most content and not trust God?
worry-free, no matter what
As the great meerkat-wartthe situation. When we seek hog duo Timon and Pumbaa
God first, and trust Him to once said, "Hakuna Matata."
care for us no matter what;· Let's let go and let God. No
that is when life's stresses worries!
become more bearable.
As we move through the remaining six weeks of school,
we need to remember to

The cinema catastrophe
ers will be so distracted by
the jaw-dropping effects that
we won't notice how terrible
I love movies. Action the storylines are. It's
movies,
comedies
and sad when a one-minute
"chick-flicks" are some of trailer is better than the
my favorites.
full-length film.
There are certain aspects of
During Spring Break I
a movie that make it a winner • went with a few friends
for me, like the characters, to go and see "The Mecinematography and musi- chanic." I h <td never
cal score. However, the most heard of this movie beimportant thing that makes a fo re, but my friends told
movie a good one is the plot. me how amazing the
Sadly, movies nowadays are trailer was and I took
severely lacking in that de- their word for it and
partment.
went. I was horrified.
Now that our society is go- Not only was it a quesing through this 3D and spe- tionable movie from a
cial effects phase, it seems moral standpoint, but
that more money is being put the actual storyline was
towards the trailers and ef- poorly written. I left the
fects than into the quality of movie
flabbergasted
the movie plots. I guess mov- and annoyed; just anie makers think that we view- other movie to add to
DANIEU.E QUAlLEY

OPINION EDI]DI!

the pile of disappointments.
After reviewing the movies of 2010 and early 2011,

I think they should have introduced a new category to
the Oscars this year: worst

picture. I can think of several
candidates that would have
made the cut.

Collegedale to:
Andrews University•......•....•.•. 2:40
Bass Academy . ......................... 2:10
Blue Mountain Academy ...... .3:00
Fletcher / Pisgah Academy..•.... :50
Forest Like Academy•...•...•..• .2:45
General Conference ................ 2:40
Great Lakes Academy .............3:10
Hi ghland View Academy .•....2:40
Ozark Academy ...................... .3:00
Shenandoah Valley ..........•.•.•. 2:20
Spring Valley Academy .......•. l:40
Mt Vernon Academy •........•.•.. 2:00
Charter Your Personal Aircraft Today!
• Fly mom md d.Jd in for

.11 quick visit
• Be ~irborne within minutes of dass

• S;,me price for three paos<'11p;crs
•

Ne~er

miss a family event

• fly home just for the day
- One Way Flights are llalf Price ll"~Jct

fli'-"'i to ~ny public .airport in th~ C!ol~k'm half US.
( ·ont.lct tiHo;,jd to quot~ your next flight
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Recently, I have become an
active Twitter-er and a huge
fan of Twitter-so much so,
that logging back into Facebook is a not as attractive after

The approach to Twitter
is so simple, yet so effective.
You have 140 characters to
communicate. You can tag
people, retweet and add links
to articles, photos and videos.
Hashtags-words or phrases
led by the pound symbol-let

March 17, 2011

This

Twitter: More exciting than Facebook
JANAMILES

THuRsDAY,

DEANNA MOORE

they're on my level-they're
typing in 140 characters or
less about their day just like
I am. Except, of course, when
they post pictures of their
new photo spread in a highcirculating magazine. The fun
part is when they post pictures

the immediacy, the energy,
the constant refreshing to see
what's happening next. It's
great for photo albums and
long-winded discussiohs, and
I still get on just as often. But
Twitter is meeting the trend of
media and society right now:

, . . - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , quick, accessible
a Twits~ssion.
and
satisfying.
Facebook is great for
Of course, with
sharing your detailed
the good always
photo accounts of every
comes the bad:
crazy night in the dorm,
for forming groups,
addicting, timeRSVPing to upcoming
consuming-at
events, and, of course,
least at first-and
for stalking your ex. In
twitter can be
short, it deals in the past
overused.
Some
or the future, mostly in
tweeters think that
the past. Twitter deals
every thought they
hav.e is important
with the NOW.
Tweeting is so fast,
enough to put in
so current, so compact.
digital ink, and for
that, they should
When something hapbe punished, but
pens, such as "Extreme
Makeover: Chattanooga"
"unfollowing" is an
or an almost-tornado in
easier option.
Happy Valley, scrolling
I think that we
through Twitter giveS
should take adme instant, minute-byPhoto illustration courtesy of http://n4bb.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Twitter_Wallpaper_by_ vantage of Twitminute updates about
Arkevt920x1200t.jpg ter-enjoy it and
the building of a speput it to good use.
cial house or the damage to users group posts by topic. from behind the scenes, like Some celebrities I "follow" are
a church. I get links to live Tre.nding a topic-getting Glee cast members do fre- always posting links about the
twitcasts-live iPhone stream- many people to repost a cer- quently. Very often, . celebri- charities and causes they suping through Twitter-by lo- tain hashtag-is all the rage ties will retweet a post or reply port, which is effective. It gets
cal news crewmembers of the right now in Twitterville.
to a post from a fan, which is the message out super cheaply
Another fun feature, though very exciting-communication and to many people at once.
quickie house and poignant
pictures of a leaning steeple less important to some, is how with your heroes! They take Retweeting literally takes less
or fallen trees. The local news Twitter gets celebrities up polls, play games and share than five seconds.
crews have really taken advan- close and personal with their with their fans regularly, and
What is your cause? What
tage of Twitter, reporting the fans. I think it's so neat to it seems that their followers are you passionate about?
news virtually as it's happen- follow my favorite celebs be- are extremely responsive.
How can Twitter help you?
ing in some cases.
Facebook just doesn't have
cause it makes them feel like

Weekend
Have a relaxing
weekend!
•••••••••••••••
Shawn McDonald with
Concerning lions
Calvary Chapel
3415Broad St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday, March 20
7p.m.
$15
http:/ /shawnmcdonaldmusic.
com/
Williams Island Family
Adventure Cruises
1 Broad St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday, March 20
12:30-2 p.m.
$20 (Register in Advance)
http:/ ftnaqua.org

Waterfalls Weekend
Fall Creek Falls State
Park
Pikeville, Tenn.
March 19-20
8a.m.
Free
http:/ /tn.govfenvironment/
parks/FallCreekFalls/

Pictures at an
Exhibition
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_, ChattanoogaSymphony
Tivoli Theater
709 Broad St.
Tenn.
Chattanooga,
Southern Student Special:
March24
Large 1 Topping, Only
8:oop.m.
$12.50
http:/ /chattanoogasymphony.
org/

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433

..

Committed
Hosted by Georgia Cumberland Conference Youth
Festival
The Church at Liberty Square
2001 Liberty Square Dr.
Cartersville, Ga.
March 26
9:45a.m.
Free
http:/ fgccsda.
com/?option=com_ conten
t&task=view&id=120&Item
id=141/

l
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Heckey Chamvionship$ Tonight
Ladies A Division - 7 p.m.

Mens A Division - 8 p.m.

NBA Trade Deadline: NBA power rankings: Top 10
by the nutnbers
4· San Antonio Spurs

ANDREW GARCILAZO

(52-12)

SPORTS Epnoa

ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPORTS EDITOR

·

The NBA Trade Deadline
has come and gone. The dust
has begun to settle down from
the 14 deals that were made
just days, some even hours,
before the deadline. Carmel.o
Anthony is now a Knick. Deron Williams is now a Net.
Overall, 21 teams made
trades between Feb. 22 and the
deadline on Feb. 24. That's 70
percent of the league, a pretty
significant number.
Of those trades, the biggest
deal by far was the 13-player
trade between the New York
Knicks, Denver Nuggets and
Minnesota
Timberwolves.
That was the trade, of course,
that sent All-Star Carmelo
Anthony to New York.
Since the trade, the Knicks
have gone 6-4 in 10 games,with one of those wins coming on a game winning shot
from Anthony. Carmelo is
also averaged 25.6 points in
his 10 games with the Knicks.
Anthony was one of seven
current, and former All...Stars
to be traded before the deadline. In fact, Carmelo and
Deron Williams were the only
current All-Stars to be traded.
The Williams trade was
a complete shocker that involved three players, two
future draft picks and <;ash
considerations. That sounds
like a bigger trade than it
was though, as the Utah Jazz
only traded one playerDeron Williams-but got a
lot in return.
The Boston Celtics were the
only team to make three separate trades days before the
deadline, including sending
center Kendrick Perkins to
Oklahoma City for Jeff Green
and Nenad Krstic, a trade that

was heavily -criticized by the
Boston media.
In the days leading up to
the trade deadline, 50 players
in all were dealt. That adds up
to $242 million in 2010-2011

Carmelo Anthony, Deron
Williams and Kendrick Perkins
all found themselves on new
teams following the close of
the NBA Trade Deadline. But
will their trades make a difference in the rankings? Let's take
a look:
1. Los Angeles Lakers
(46-20 record as of March
11)

AP Photo/jim Weber

New York Knicks forward Carmello Anthony shoots over Memphis
Grizzlies forward Shane Battier

salary and $150 million in
2011-2012 salary.
Carmelo Anthony himself
is responsible for $17,149,243
o~ the $242 million in 20102011 salary. Anthony was
easily the higlrest paid player
to be dealt, while three little
known
rookies-Ishmael
Smith, Luke Harangody,
Semih Erden-tied for the
least paid players traded with
seasonal salaries of $473,604.
Hasheem Thabeet, the second overall pick in the 2009
NBA Draft, was the highest
drafted player to be traded.
Derrick Favors was a close
second, as he was drafted
third overall in 2010.

lA won eight straight games
before losing to the struggling
Heat last Thursday in Miami.
Even with that loss, the Lakers
are starting to play at a championship level that had eluded
them for most of the season,
explaining why they are the top
· team this week.
2. Dallas Mavericks (4718)
The Mavericks have played at
a high level all season and have
only lost three of their last 20
games. Dirk Nowitzki has been
on a tear recently, and if the
Mavericks can keep winning
they might be a good bet to play
deep into the playoffs.
3· Chicago Bulls (45-18)
A thrilling win over the Heat
capitalized the Bulls' reclint run
of only two losses in their last
13 games. Chicago's only problem seems to be their inability
to win on the road. Their 15-13
road record sneaks for itself.

Despite having the best record in the 'league, the Spurs
were not the number one
team this week mainly due to
a 32-point loss at home to the
Lakers. lA is without a doubt
the Spurs' biggest threat, and
San Antonio showed their vulnerability.
5· Boston Celtics (46-16)
The margin between the top
five teams is so close that any
one of them could have been
number one this week. Interestingly enough, Boston was the
only team from the top five to
make a significant move at the
trade deadline. Now with their
best defensive presence shipped •
away, the Celtics could have
some problems come the postseason.
6. Orlando Magic (41-24)
The Magic are somewhat of
an enigma. After a stunning
midseason trade that shook
up half the roster, Orlando
has struggled to find any sort
of consistency. Gilbert Arenas
and Hedo Turkoglu continue
to underperform, which hasn't
helped.
7· Oklahoma City Thunder (40-23)
Even though the Thunder
traded for Kendrick Perkins before the trade deadline, he is yet
to play a game for his new team
because of a knee iniurv. Once

he does, the Thunder could
make waves in the Western
Conference. With Perkins, they
might even be able to compete
with the Lakers, but first he has
to get healthy.
8. Miami Heat (44-21)

Despite a win against the
Lakers last Thursday, Heat
fans should be worried. Miami
is still only 2-9 agamst the elite
teams-top five-with both
wins coming against the Lakers. It's very possible the Heat
could be knocked out early in
the playoffs if they don't figure
out how to solve their problems.
9· Memphis" Grizzlies
(36-30)

The Grizzlies are the only
team in the NBA with three
wins against the Mavericks this
season. In short, they are a lot
better then people seem to realize and may surprise a few
people in the playoffs.
10. Denver Nuggets (3827)

Even with Carmelo Anthony
gone, the Nuggets are not to be
forgotten. The post-Carmelo
era has gone pretty good s0 far,
and their defense has been especially good. The players they
received in the Carmelo deal
aren't too bad either. Danilo
Gallinari put up 30 points in his
second game with Denver, and
many believe Raymond Felton
should've been an All-Star this
season. Who needs Carmleo?

r.a.EKENNEDY CLINIC

~<-ffl MEDICAL WALK-IN

396-9893

Howard Kennedy, PA·C
James Rimer • Internist and Remote Consultant
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Upcoming events calendar
a.m: Convocation, Hasel Lectureship, Bryant
Wood, Church
Last day to drop a · class &
automatically receive "~"
5 p.m. Badminton/Racquetbatl Meeting, Hulsey
Wellness Center
7 p.m. Modem Language
Film Series, Miller 201
11

Friday, March 18
Withdrawals through April
16 receive "W" or "WF"
7:49 p.m. Sunset
8 p.m. Vespers, Asian Heritage, Church

STUDENT LIFE
The Senior Exit Exam
(MAPP) schedule (or
test tim.es are as 'f ollows:
Monday, March 21 at 9 a.m.,
11 a.m., 2 p.m., and 4 p.m. Lynn Wood Hall
Tuesday, March 22 at 9 a.m.,
11 a .m. , 2 p.m., and 4 p.m. LynnWood Hall
Wednesday, March 23, a.t 8
a.m., 10 a.m., 1 p.m., and 3
p.,m.- Lynn Wood Hall
Thursday, March 24 at 8
a.m., 1 p .m., and 3 p.m. Lynn Wood Hall
Friday, March 25 at 8 a.m.
and J.O a.m . - Lynn Wood
Hall
Sunday, March 26 at 9:30
a.m. in the Dining Hall
Please call Counseling &
Testing Services at 236-2782
to sign up.
Periodically,
departments on campus have
large proj ects that require e xtra help·. Either
because the project comes in
at the last minute or because
it is a busy time of year and
they need an extra person.
While these projects will not

Saturday, March 19
9 a.m. Adoration I, ChurchGordon Bietz
9:30 a.m. The Fouotain
Sabbath School, White
Oak Room
9:45 a.m. Sreaking Free
Sabbath School-Women
Only (Collegedale Academy #lOS)
10 a.m.
High Definition
Sabbath School, Talge
Chapel
Beautiful Feet Sabbath
• School, Thatcher Chapel
Collegiate Sabbath
School, Collegedale SDA
Church

Winning at Work and
Home-Men Only . (Collegedale Academy #103)
10:15 a.m. Pura Vida,
Training Chapel, Collegedale SDA Church
Adoration II, ChurchGordon Bietz
10:30 a.m. One Accord
Sabbath School, Hulsey
Amphitheater
11:30 a.m. Connect, Collegedale Academy-Andy
Nash
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Church
-Gordon Bietz
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright ' Hall.

turn into a part-time job, or
last long, Human Resources
would like to have a list of
available workers on hand
for the departments to contact. Students who are interested can sign up in Human
Resources and be notified
via email when a department
has a job starting in a day
or two and lasting no more
.. than two weeks.

Are you American Red
Cross Lifeguard Certified? Do you need recertification? There will be
CPR recertification classes
on Monday, March 28 and
Monday, April11. There will
also be Lifeguard/First Aid
recertification classes on
Monday, April 4 and Monday, April. 18. All classes
~ll be given at the Iles Pool
at 6:30 p.m. for $15. You
must be ARC certified to
take these classes.

1) Sign up for the email
list (and complete required
paperwork) in Human Resources.
2) Check your email and
respond to opportunities
you're interested in/available for/qualified to do.
3) Departments will fill their
needs on a firSt-come, firstserve basis.
4) Jobs will start with little
notice and last for no more
than two weeks at a time.

This will not be a placement
list, so signing up for this
service will not find you a
regular student job on campus. This is only an opportunity to be available for work
here and there, on a very
short-term basis.

Bring your coed team of
4 to compete in the Dusk
'til Dawn Adventure
Race April 2-3. For more
info contact adventureprogramming@southern.edu.
The incoming 2011-2012
SA Executive Cabinet is
seeking members to fill
the following positions:
Secretary, Assistant Finance Director, Public Relations Director, Community Service Day Director,
and Parliamentarian. If you
need are interested, please
contact Alec Jackson by emailing him at ajackson@
southern.ed.u .

Transportation Prov~ded.
7:30
p.m.
Evensong,
Church
8 p.tn. Asian Night, Iles PE
Center
~n

Sunday, March 20
First Day of Spring
Monday, March ~1
Badminton/Racquetball
Tournament Begins
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council
Tuesday, March 22
Online Fall Registration for
Returning Seniors >93
' If you have not picked
up your Joker, the student pictorial directory,
please stop by the SA Office.

BIRTHDAYS
March 17 - Amith Singh,
Aris Marsh, Brenden Casillas, Brianna Hartin, Caleb
Ho-A-Shoo, Chelsea Hartin,
Faith Okari, Francis Young,
Jammie Dill, Nancy Howard, Nicholas Donohue, Patti
Mitchell

hours (22-23)
SS2U, 5=30-7 p.ni. Student
Center

Wednesday, March 23
7:15 p.m. SA Senate, White
Oak Room
9:30 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher
Hall Chapel
Thursday, March 24
11 a.m. Convocation, Asian
Heritage, Church
Online Fall Registration for
Returning Juniors >54
hours & Seniors (24-25)
PreViewSouthem (24-26)
Reichert, Katie Jacobs, Martha Delgado, Star Stevens
March 21 - Antonio Anobile, Bradley Donesky, Daniel Gossett, Daniel Pileggi,
Jerrica Goodrich, Jessica
Cathey, Maria Melo, Paul
Bronson, Sasha Andrade,
Tricia Lewis

March 22 - Andy Nash,
Leslie Martinez, Max Giron, Priscilla Francisco, Riley Kirkpatrick, Stephanie
Hardy

March 23 - Bency Jose,
Bradley Montgomery, Craig
- Foster, Dorlin Duran, DorMarch 18- Barbara Hunt,
othy Turner, Kalli Roach,
Cathy Olson, Christel KoertKimberly Ricks, Melinda
ing, Kaycefogte, Lori FutchBodinet, Trenton Schwarzer
er, Rhondi Forbes, Richard
Schwarz, Sheila Smith, SoMarch 24 - Adriel Green,
phie Anderson
Dalton Vaughn, Deborah
Valg10nt, Janna Wagner,
March 19 - Amber TurnJorge Patino, Julie Faile,
er, Christopher Martinez,
Lawrence Hlabangana, MarHerdy Moniyung, Isaias
ilyn Siahaan, Tamara Naja,
Benitez, Matt Chancey, MeTammy McDonough, Tim
lissa Mann, Naomi Desta,
Capps
Terri Shults
March 20 - Anna Ferris, Beth Hartman, Guevara
Samson, Ian Wolf, Jordan

If you're lookii1Q for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

O'SPRINGS

...
12
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Dr. Bronner's Magic Soap: A review
CALEB DEVOST

The package design of
Dr. Bronner's Magic Soap
is a throwback to the days
of magical elixirs and miraculous concoctions once
promoted by charismatic
con-artists and well-meaning salesmen.* Why has Dr.
Bronner's been the only such
potion to survive? Certainly
not because it works.
I had only enough room for
a few three-point-four-ounceor-less bottles inside my one
quart ziplock bag. I also had
two months of travel to pack
for. None of the places I intended to stay on the trip were
the type to give complimentary soap and shampoo, so I
began a search for a concentrated ali-in-one liquid soap
to fill my need. Dr. Bronner's
Magic Soap in peppermint
scent seemed to fit the bill.
The label on my bottle of Dr.
Bronner's Magic Soap touted
its remarkable "18-in-1 uses."
However, due probably to the
cluttered design of the label
with its plethora of exclamation marks, or to the possibility that the eighteen uses
are not listed at all, I couldn't
figure out what they were.
The obvious one, though, was
body wash. That seemed like
a good start.
After some Google-powered research, I learned several more uses:
Shampoo, deodorant, shaving lubricant, aftershave,
mouthwash,
toothpaste,
laundry soap, fruit and vegetable wash and "pest spray."

And, stupid me, I tried half
of them. Let us take a closer
look at my experience with a
few of the suggested uses.
Body Wash
This seems to have been the
original intended purpose.
The soap leaves you smelling
mildly minty, and the mint
leaves your skin feeling mild. ly tingly. He should have just
stopped while he was ahead
because I feel that Dr. Bronner got a little too imaginative when he discovered (or
invented) the other uses.
Sham.poo
If you like for your hair to
feel like bailed hay, then this
is the shampoo for you. Washing my hair with Dr. Bronner's Magic Soap reinforced
the necessity of conditioner.
Also, I realize that it's entirely
psychological, but putting
something that smelled like
toothpaste in my hair was a
bit counterintuitive.
Laundry Soap
The minty freshness was
able to vanquish the sweaty
staleness of my dirty duds.
But I found it very diffi- ~
cult to rinse the soap out of
my clothes. In fact, when it
rained my clothes began to
lather and foam soap suds.**
Toothpaste
This is the area in which
Dr. Bronner's Magic Soap really failed me. The fact that
the stuff can be used as "pest
spray" should have raised red
flags. The fact that it made
my tongue go numb when I
brushed my teeth did raise
red flags. Additionally, it
foamed and frothed so much
that I looked either rabid or

like I had just brushed my
teeth with soap. Which I had.
I finally broke down and
bought my own toothpaste
in Nepal. Unfortunately, it
tasted exactly like Tiger Balm.
For a full review of Dabur Red
toothpaste and an explanation of how I know what Tiger
Balm tastes like, tune in later .
In the end, I poured the rest
of the soap down the drain.
The nonstop peppermint
scent began to get to me. So
did the gag-inducing flavor. I
learned some important lessons from all of this:
It was a mistake to use Dr.
Bronner's Magic Soap for all
of its recommended us~s. It
was also a mistake to use Dr.
Bronner's Magic Soap for any
of its recommended uses.
I should have just brought
along a bar of soap, some
shampoo and real toothpaste.

HUMB
Soccer season begins: Bring
on the real football!

Homework over break:
There's a reason we have
break in the first place! We're
tired of doing homework!

Library opening at 7:45a.m.:
Thank you, we can now get those
last minute assignments and
papers printed before our 8 a.m.
classes.

*I don't know if these times
or circumstances ever actu- ally existed. I have seen a
few movies that support my
claims, though. I think.
**This statement is probably not true, but it sounded
really good.

FOR ALL YOUR EYECARE NEEDS

Judt 4-t'tru-nd the Ctrrner...
Epic Optique
OF CONTACTS
• CONTACT LENS
FITTINGS

Call J~r £1j8 £xa111.3- 423.238.3290
HUMOR EDITOR~S
WARNING:

The Humor Editor has
determined that content found
on the Humor Page is strictly
humorous in nature and not
necessarily to be taken as
truthful or offensive.
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Asian culture celebrated
EMJLYBANKS

SuuWuru

Asian Night 2011 brought
in nearly 1, 700 people to socialize, eat authentic Asian
food, dress up and watch
members of Asian Club perform native dances from
countries such as India, the
Philippines, China, Japan,
Korea and Indonesia.
"I really liked seeing all the
dances, especially the Indian
one-that was my favorite,"
said Elizabeth Janevski, a
junior health science major.
Joshua Martin, a junior
business administration major, was a performer in the
Indian • dance routine and
said there was a lot of
rehearsal involved.

"We practiced every Friday
for about a month," Martin said. "Then the last week
we practiced every night for
about an hour and a half."
But aside from all the
hard work and dedication
of the performers, there
was an even greater mission at hand that set this
year's Asian Night apart from
the rest: a fundraiser for
the victims of the March 11
tsunami in Japan.
After the tsunami hit, the
Asian club officers talked
about doing something for
Japan but they did not know
if there would be enough time
to get anything together, said
Asian Night event coordinator Sam Shin.
continued on pg. 4
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Campaigning to aid Japan
CHRISTOPHER WALTON

Non Eorm•

Southern Adventist University's Asian Club, Student Association and.. Campus Ministries have teamed
up to provide monetary aid
to Japan.
Called "Ganbare Nippon"
or "Don't Give Up, Japan,"
the campaign, announced on
Thursday, Feb. 17, was seeking to raise money for supplies for the Kitaura Saniku
Jr. High School in Okinawa.
Sam Shin, Asian Club vice
president, said that the school
was chosen primarily because
of the contacts some Southern
students have there. Southern
students including Amy Nagasawa, a freshman nursing

major, and Makiko Suzuki, a
senior nursing major, attended the school, and other students also have connections.
"I personally have ties
there," Shin said. "My friend
was a teacher th~re."
However, the campaign has
now expanded to the Northem Asia-Pacific Division of
the Seventh-day Adventist
Church. Both of Suzuki's parents work at the division office, where her father is the
executive secretary.
"I talked with them [my
parents] and they suggested it would be better
to send the money to the
division," Suzuki said.
Kari Shultz, director of student life and activities, said
this personal tie was use-

VIDEO: ASIAN NIGHT

ful in the decision to work
with the division.
"I feel like we have a personal connection at Southern
and we're fortunate in that regard," Shultz said.
Shultz also said working
with the division seemed
like a better idea. than sending the money directly to the
school because the division
would know the true needs
in the area.
The next phase of the campaign occurred at Asian Club
Heritage Vespers on Feb. 18.
The vespers featured a documentary film produced by
Kristine Barker, a senior film
production major, showing
not only the devastation of
the March 11 disasters, but
continued on pg. 3
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New dorm firewalls.installed
CHAIU.F.S CAMMACK

~~~~~~~~~~-~--

lt•atlmw I
God sees this lust·
s~-lllT9Pilt.
tem~brataod

loves me &tim SlioWd I live
mJSelf to Him bowing that
He asks me to do the same
is love.
We may

loQk back
and
see
that time
after time we've opened up
to people only to have our
hearts broken and trampled
upon. They say we need to
love everyone, but when
we think about the pain,
we have ask, "Is it worth

for others?•
Well, If I'm worth dying for, then yes, God is
worth 'livin8 for.
God wants to give Himself to you, and when you

''theIs itriskworthto
love?

•

the

receive His love into your

heart you will begin to know
your worth in Him and see
others the way He does.
Let us pray that God will
open our eyes to see people
through His lenses of love.
Tbe words of SCripture
put it this way: "Watch what
God does,;
yoa do
it. .. ~~y with
Him and . . .a life of love.
Observe how Cbrist loved

-then

us. His-lOve was not cautious
but extravagant. He didn't
love in order to get something from us but to give
everything of Himself to us.
Love like that." Ephesians
5:1-2(The Message)

••••••••••••••••••••••

"When you come to the word of God, you are not looking for
something; you are listening to someone."
-Brian N~_!!!mge

Students have complained
that there is not enough
space in KR's for the amount
A new seating area, which of customers it serves.
Marilyn Siahaan, a sophowill include tables with umbrellas, heater systems for more nursing major, said
cool weather, an outdoor that at certain hours of the
kitchenette area for Student- day when she is there it gets
Association functions such as so packed that customers can
Pancakes on the Promenade, barely move around.
The addition should not
and a PA system for student
activities, is scheduled to be only help with seating, but
created this summer. The also with the lines.
"I hope that the new seatrenovations also include
lights for the new soccer field ing will help take care of the
line that curves in front of
near Collegedale Church.
Marty Hamilton, associ- the [SA] office," said Kyle
ate vice president for finan- Cox, SA executive vice presicial administration, said dent, who, as head of Senthe project was selected be- ate, has been responsible
cause students showed an for much of the administrainterest in expanding KR's tive communication that
Place and making the new took place for the project,
which will be financed by a
soccer field usable.
SuuWama
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partnership between .Southem's administration and
the SA Senate.
"It's partnerships like this
that make these projects possible," Hamilton said. "It's
an important relationship. I
want students to come away
knowing that if they voice
their concerns, we will take
action the best way we can."
Also during the summer,
the new plan for a seating
area and light posts for the
soccer field's lights will be in
action. The projected finish
date is August 2011; students
staying to work for Southem's Landscaping Services
will be asked to help out with
the project.

Macbu Piccbu Restaurant
ooc1

+k be.sf Ht.s;:_aYJi! QJN;[
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Come check out our riew menu!
.

ANDREA TAYLOR

of Information Systems.
The firewalls have a higher capacity than the previous ones and are redundant,
which means that if one dies
the other picks up.
"This change," Mihaescu
said, "helps to ensure that our
network is up at all times."

Senate decides on summer renovation plans
SIMONE MARsHALL

to

the risk to love?"
The story of redemption is the story of a God
who risks it .all for love.
He invests all He has to
save the human race, and
even though He puts His
every effort into winning
our ~ many will reject Him. IJDagine a God
WhQ, in the end. doesn't get
what He wants.
c.s. Lewis writes, "'lbere
are two kinds of people;
those who say to God, 'Thy
will be done,' and those to
whom Gud 'says, 'All right,
then, have it your way.'
Knowing all this, God
still gets into
risky
business of loving us.

During Spring Break, Information Systems technicians
replaced the two firewalls that
connect the residence halls to
the Internet.
Network firewalls are systems designed to prevent un-

authorized access to or from
a private network. The firewalls' basic job is to monitor
and regulate the activity of
the network.
The network's new firewalls allow the dorms to connect to the Internet at the
highest speed, said Doru Mihaescu, associate director

Vegetarian food
Rotisserie chicken
Beef
Fish
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-. Food:Services brings jazz night to Southern
frqm several real restaurants.
"I looked up multiple places to find a good menu-so it
Food Services created a jazz wasn't just one," Garcia said.
atmosphere in the Presiden- "I wanted the menu to feel like
tial Banquet Hall on Sunday a real jazz club. Then I looked
night, March 20.
up the recipes and forwarded
"I feel like I'm in a real jazz them.to the cafe."
club," said Magdiel Lorenzo,
Along with the mood bea Southern graduate who at- ing set with soft lights, food
tended the event. "I love the and everyone wearing jazzcombination of the. ambience themed attire, many attendees
and mood here; it's incredible." said it was the live band that
Nicole Garcia, a senior pub- topped the night.
lic relations inajor and the
"I was surprised by the great
public relations director for performance· by the band,"
Food · Services, said that she · said Jashira Nieves; a junior
has always wanted to bring a liberal arts education major, "I
jazz club type of atmosphere loved it a lot and they definitely
to Southern.
got cool points."
Garcia said approximately
Music ensemble performers
60 people attended the event.
from the University of TenAside from the atmosphere, . nessee at Chattanooga played
they also seemed to enjoy the several songs such as Kool ·
menu, with each three-course and the Gangs' "Jungle Booplate costing $12 credited gie" and Herbie Hancock's
from their ID card.
"Chameleon," and three origi"The food was spectacular," nals. Southern students Adam
Lorenzo said. "The menu was Johnson, Andrew Ramirez,
gourmet and top notch."
Carlos Rosales, Aimee BurGarcia said that the menu chard, Adam Dunka ·and Miwas actually based on menus chael Pichette also performed.
UNSKI CHERISOL
SnuW.mw

r

Students eT!iog their jazz-themed dinner on Sunday evening in the Presidential Banquet Room.

"It was cool doing a little
collaboration with the Southem students," said Gaivs Tunstall, a freshman music performance major from UTC.
"Some of us guys have been
playing together since middle
·school and it's good to see

us all working together."
Along with the jazz night,
gift cards were handed out
from places like Flowers
from Killian Daisy, El Matador Mexican Restaurant and
China Kitchen. Each gift card
ranged from $7 to $55.

Garcia said she was excited
to see the number of students
growing after each Food Services event. She said it encourages Food Services to bigger plans for next year.

Southern Village application deadline approaching
SARAH

CROWDER

SuuWwmw ·

While those hoping to live in
Southern Village next school
year only have until tomorrow
to apply, the eligibility requirements for this coming school
year are different.
JP Mathis, assistant dean of
That~er Hall, said the reasons
for the change are increased

Campaigning
to aid Japan
continued from pg. :t

also the personal stories of
Japanese students at Southem and impact of the disasters upon them and their
families.
"We wanted to make this
film personal to people,"
Barker said. "I think that's the
key to success, making it personal for our campus." ·
After the documentary, a
campaign goal of $s,ooo was

Ryan Plater, a sophomore
enrollment and more space in
Southern Village.
graphic design major, said he
The new requirements state thinks that age should be the
that female students must be _ determining factor for gettingat least 20 with a minimum into Southern Village.
of 64 credits and require
"I will probably apply sooner
male students to have at least because of the lower requireSo credits, Mathis said. The ment," Plater said, "but I didn't
requirement that st11dents · have a problem with waiting."
older than 24 are no longer
Some students said they
allowed to live in Southern think that students should not
Village has not changed.
have to leave Southern Village

announced and donations
were taken. That night, vespers attendees gave more than
$1,100. However, Shin said
that $s,ooo was not the goal
he and the other organizers
had in mind; he said they were
willing to see just how much
God would provide.
"We had to write down
a number to get the project approved," Shin said.
"But all of us knew that was
not our goal"
The third phase of the
campaign took place on Saturday night, Mar. 19 at Asian

Night. Shin was in charge of
planning Asian Night; and he
said Asian Club tried to use
the night's appeal to add to
the campaign.
"My main job was promoting
the event .at Asian Night," Shin
said. "'llte actual work was done
by everyone."
While Shin said he also
did a lot of worlc behind the
scenes, pe said that all of that
effort was not what made the
campaign work.
"Honestly, the biggest
thing we did was pray;"
Shin said. "And everything

when they tum 24. Faith Agu- ther and not as convenient."
irre, a senior social work major,
With the addition of two new
said she does not like that she apartment buildings, there will
will have to leave Southern Vil- be seven buildings for females
and three buildings for males.
lage next school year.
"I took a year off to be a stu- Mathis said the exact date that
dent missionary, and when I the two new buildings will be
get back after serving, I'm too finished is unknown, but they
·old to live here," Aguirre said. will be ready in time to house
"Other apartments Southern . students next fall. The new
offers for older students are apartments Will be named
either not as nice or are fur- "Birch" and "Cedar."

Part of this involves a prayer
came together."
Shultz said more than $2,6oo and revival campaign for
was raised at Asian· Night, Southern. As part of the cambringing the total amount do- paign, Shultz said the prayer
room may be available soon in
nated to more than $3,700.
Shin said the plan is to the Sherrie Norton Room, the
continue the Ganbare Nip- seminar room in the Student
pon campaign, including Center. Shin also said that a
benefit
selling wristbands and T- student-performed
shirts as well as using other concert is being considered in
the near future.
fundraising methods.
"We're working on a ban- " "No idea how it's going to
ner. For each signature, happen," Shin said. "But we're
we'll donate a dollar from going to pray."
the SA fund," said Leroy
Abrahams, SA community
service director.

.

·.

-
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Brain awareness week
BFL'CA ANDERSON

For the third year in a row,
Southern participated in Brain
Awarenes.S Week, March 14
to 18, bringing education to
students on how they can
live a healthier life through
protecting and enhancing
brain activity.
Students were introduced
to a number of informational
resources on how to have a
healthy brain. Residence hall
worships were held, <llong
with a booth located in the
student center with pamphlets
provided by Counseling and
Testing Services. Southern's
goal for dedicating a week to
the brain is to spread the word
about brain research and the
role it plays in living a healthier and more productive life,
said Jim Wampler, director of
the Student Success Center.
"I think it's good timing to
talk and educate about these
topics as we're hitting the
end of the school year and
with finals coming up," said

Cheri Egly, a sophomore allied
health major.
Wednesday's joint worship
featured a video lecture by
Daniel Amen, a physician and
psychiatrist. He discussed the
importance of healthy hab-

its in order to have a healthy
brain. Amen encouraged others to constantly keep learning, keep a healthy diet, exercise, have great sleep and keep
social connections. Neglect
in these areas can cause de-

pression or other personality
changes, he said.
Amen also said that if someone is dealing with depression, writing five positives a
day can help transition .into a
healthier brain.

Photo contributed by Jim

Southern students explain Brain Awareness Week to students at A. W. Spalding on Monday, March 14.

"Change your brain, change
your life," he said.
The prefrontal cortex, the
area of the brain that is responsible for general intelligence,
personality and self-control,
can be enhanced by having an
active prayer life and meditation, Wampler said.
"One of the best ways
to boost brain power is to
take time every day to pray
and meditate on God's
word," be said.
Wampler also said there
are a variety of resources on
campus for students to continue their education toward
a healthy brain lifestyle or get
emotional guidance including
the Student Success Center,
University Health Center and
the Chaplain's Office.
"As college students, we
don't realize how much we
alter and affect our brain."
Egly said. ~ But what we all
should have gotten from b;ain
awareness week is that with
exercise and sleep we can enhance our brain and live a
healthier lifestyle."

Army ofYouth Ministries holds meetings on campus
KEviN GUTIERREZ
STA.H WID'fR

Leaders of a youth-run religious ministry returned to
Southern to hold a series of
revival meetings in Thatcher
Hall Chapel March 16-18.
The meetings were conducted by Army of Youth
Ministries, an organization
seeking to connect and encourage young people to get
involved in ministry.
AYM's president, Timothy
Taylor, and vice-president,

Asian
culture

celebrated"
Continued from pg.
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Danny Garza, were the main
speakers for the event. Taylor and Garza, who both previously attended Southern,
spoke about people's need
for God's love, surrendering
to Christ, practical Christianity and AYM's mission.
AYM has been conducting
meetings in churches and
schools across the country
for about a year.
"WI! feel such a specific
burden to preach these messages, to share this truth,"
Garza said. "We believe
there are a lot of people God

has called to be part of his by praising God, then conarmy, but they just don't fessing their sins and asking for forgiveness, followed
know it yet."
The meetings emphasized by asking for God's help,
prayer and revival, with .and ending with praising or
speakers saying that revival thanking God. _
should only be expected in
"We want to infuse a deanswer to prayer.
sire for not only revival,
At the end of the meet- but specifically for prayer
ings, the audience sepa- everywhere we go," Tayrated into small groups to lor said. "We want to see
pray. Attendees took turns prayer groups starting all
praying short, one-to-three over this campus."
sentence prayers.
Benson Prince, a freshman
The prayer session con- theology major, said he felt
sisted of four segments. Each the meetings were encouraggroup was asked to begin ing and uplifting.

But Shin does not take
any of the credit for how the
fundraiser all came together.
"Someone brought up the
idea to do ·a fundraiser, and
I'm thinking, 'we can't just
put all this together in the last
five days,'" Shin said. "We just
got together and prayed. The
next day someone showed up

to make the documentary,
then the next day we bad media coverage, and the day after that, everything just kind
of fell into place-so it hasn't
been us doing anything.
It's really God."
.
Beyond Saturday night's
fundraising, Shin said they
want to continue the proj-

ect and are getting a group
together to go to churches of various denominations in the area to raise
money for Japan.
"'We are really hoping to
go outside our Collegedale
Adventist community and
find anyone that is willing to
help," Shin said.

"I believe that our generation of youth is being called
by God to finish the work,"
Prince said.
Army of Youth Ministries
began in 2007 as a social networking website where people from around the world
could find Bible resources and
evangelism opportunities.
Taylor said AYM is currently focusing on its revival
meetings. He encouraged
students interested in joining
a prayer group to contactDaniel Arroyo at eduardoarreyo@southern.edu

Shin said that those who
did not get a chance to do- .
nate at Asian Night can go
to any of the three services
at the Collegedale Church of
Seventh.-day Adventists on
March 26, where a fundraising booth will be set up.
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Technology students remodel a Souther~ property
IsRAEL GoNZALEZ

Two construction management students have continued work on the interior of
a house located at 4673 University ·Drive.
Sophomore Kirk Shoemaker and junior Andrew
Fisher have been spending 10
hours each week working on
the house's draining system,
plumbing, electrical system
and the framing of the house.
"They have done a great
job," said John Youngberg,
associate professor of technology. "This is a very well
built house."
The house has been built
with many modern technologies. The plumbing system
uses plumbing tubes called
PEx that help the water not
freeze. The bathroom floors

will have an electric underfloor heating system allowing the bathroom tile to be
warm. The air conditioner
and heating is a multi-zone
mini-split, saving money on
electrical bill by heating or
cooling only the parts of the
house that needs it.
"Houses in Tennessee are
running at about $1,500 a
year in power bills," Youngberg said. " We are hoping to have this house in
the $1,000 range."
By letting students build
the house, Sou!_hern is saving
money and students are getting hands on training.
"We are saving the university over $so,ooo," Youngberg said. " But it also gives
Photo by Katie Freeland
us a chance to practice what Students are getting hands-on experience by helping Southern remodel this house located on University Drive.
we teach, so it's a win-win
project is scheduled for an graduation, where students inside of the house.
for both of us. n
Youngberg said that the open house two weeks before will be able to come see the

Tickets needed for this year's.SonRise
SHERRIE WIWAMS

Cot1Kmu.E ClluacH OF ~y
Agmrnsn

The Collegedle Chruch
of SDA's annual SonRise
pageant April 23 will not
feature an
on-ticketed
show this year.
Since 1996 the Collegedale
Church has been offering
the greater Chattanooga
community
thewalkthrotlgh resurrection pageant. Through the pageant, the Church hopes
that the community will
learn more about Seventh-day Adventists and
what they believe.
The pageant begins
in the Church sanctuary and continues across
the Southern Adventist University campus
to witness six scenes
of Christ's life, starting with the Triumphal
Entry and ending ·with
the Resurrection.
Scenes are portrayed
by over 6oo church
members and Southern Adventist University
students in Bible-time
costumes. Even more

volunteers
are
involved
behind the scenes.
A limited number of student tickets will be available
1-eginning Monday, April
4, at the Chaplain's Office,
where there is a two ticket
limit per person. Tickets
will be released to the com-

munity at noon April 10 at
the Food Court entrance of
Hamilton Place Mall.
Tickets are required for all
pageants. Ticket stubs will
be needed to enter the final
scene in the lies P.E. Center. Those without tickets are
encouraged by the Church

to attend one of the area
Adventist churches.
Shows will be running from
8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
The entire pageant will
take an hour and a half,
start to finish. A leisurely walk of about a mile
is required; casual dress

comfortable
and
shoes
are encouraged.
Those interested in getting
involved in SonRise as cast
members can contact Randall VanDolson at sonrisecasting@southem.edu.

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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Room at the table for 100 percent of you
ANGELA McPHERSON
Ra !CION EQIJQ!I

As Religion editor I've done
my best to make sure everything that was published in
"my" section was something of
worth. Something that wasn't
trite or the same old, same old.
Something you could wrap your
fingers around-something that
~uld actually apply to life being
lived in present tense, right now.
Most of all, I've avoided poetry,
and I've avoided printing things
that sound like email forwards.
This time, though, I t.ave two
things to share-one of which
is a poem. The other is a letter
from God. Neither of these are
email forwards-though one,
again, is a poem-but both have
been written by me.
The following is about need.
And acceptance. And I pray
they are worthy of your consideration.

Room at the table
I feel like I could vomit
the trauma sinking through
of being human
of being you and me

and sometimes we
and everybody, I guess
has to feel this mess and
think, "God, what happened?"
this pile of dirt upon our lives
upon our souls
the lost control until we grip
and slip and bleed and
we'd rather not think about it
any longer

ness and mercy like a sleuth
You the great un-tangler
come and make me stable
make me slick and make me
sane

or You don't even have to
make me slick just make me
your kid,
and make me make sense of

give you rest.
You, the untamable and undeniable Alka-Seltzer to the
soul
come in and take control
and don't let me keep You at
bay
cause there's an empty
tomb-so make my heart Your
new room
unpack Your bags and suitcases

take off your shoes and stay
'cause I don't wanna feel this
way any longer
heal me, fix me, love me, nix
the things that don't belong
and are sitting there like
they're wrong and eroding and
imploding
in my head and in my life: all
is strife and still confusion
give me an infusion of
but then it comes up cause it
won't stay down
and I feel like I could vomit
don't let me let myself run off
and slip away
follow me with Your good-

me
'cause You do
You made sense of all this
mess and even through
our toss-backs of salvation
You extend Your invitation
and say come unto Me, I will

who
You
are.
'cause I am thirsty, without

money, I am hungry and I overspend
but the water's free and the
food is good and You don't bend
on Your
hospitality
so save a spot at Your table for
little old mes.Sed up muddled up
screwed up
loved-by-You-anyway me.
Dear Child,
Here I am. I am 100 percent
God. I ask you to come to me,
bringing yourself-100 percent
of you. Everything. I want you;
yes, all of you.
Not the pretend version, not
the dressed-up version, not the
carefully carried or edited version of yourself-! want the raw
material. I want the things you
never let anyone else see. I want
the embarrassing moments, the
screw ups, the regrets and the
tears as well as I want the shining, happy, glorious moments
that you cherish. I don't want
you as composed in a highlight
reel, polished and ready to be
shown off; I want your entirety.
I want your honesty.
I want your heart.
111 take it from there.

Tension l?etween 2 positive choices
ALYSSAFOLL
COND!BliTQR

I used to believe that tension was a strain between two
choices: good and bad. The
existence of tension in my life,
I thought, meant I was wavering in my commitment to God.
This all changed for me, however, when I discovered that
tension can exist between two
positive choices. Here are a few
examples from Scripture and
my life: a sharp mind vs. a pure
heart, my call to ministry vs.
what the Bible teaches about
women's roles, the Sabbath vs.
the second coming of Christ.
The first example comes from
Jesus' instructions to His disciples, "be cunning as serpents
and innocent as doves," Matthew 10:16. In Jesus' day, a
serpent represented being cunning and clever, while a dove
symbolized purity. If I were to

paraphrase this saying I think
it would sound like this: "Do
your homework. Don't be na1ve
about how this world works,
but don't become cynical or
jaded. Have a pure heart." This
isn't an either/or statementit's a call to engage the tension
and possess a sharp mind and
a pure heart.
·
The second illustration is a
tension that I experience daily.
When I was 17, I sensed God
calling me to study theology at
Southern and to become a pastor. Since that time, it has become clear that God has given
me gifts ofleadership and communication as well as a passion
for ministry. However, I know
people who believe that Scripture prohibits me, a woman,
from doing the work to which
God has called me.
Who is right? And what
should I disregard: God's call
or His Word? Or, is it pos-

sible that I am asked to hold
that tension?
Lastly, I find two conflicting ideas contained within the
name Seventh-day Adventist.
The first part of our name,
"Seventh-day,". is a reference
to Sabbath, which speaks of
rest and rhythm, while "Adventist" refers to the imminent return of Christ that calls
for urgency and action. These
fundamental beliefs have been
juxtaposed in our name, not
because we should choose
which is more important, but
because these beliefs together, will pull [my] heart and mind
this tension, is the essence of open," said Parker Palmer, a
Quaker professor.
Seventh-day Adventism. ·
I don't want to give up a
I have come to believe that
sharp
mind, pure heart, a call
tension between two good
to
ministry,
the authority of
choices doesn't mean one of
Scripture,
resting
on Sabbath
the options should be eliminator
preparing
for
the .,Second
ed. Rather, as a Christian living
Coming;
I
don't
want
to ricoin this world I am learning "to
chet
from
one
idea
to
another.
hold the tension of opposites,
trusting that the tension itself · I want to engage the tension.

Sometimes in my prayers I
say to God, "You know, I'm really not that flexible. I'm not
Gumby or anything. If I have
to hold this tension any longer, I'm going to break in two.•
That's when something in
me does crack open-my sinful heart-and more patience,
more love, more of God comes
rushing in.
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I would be an egg donor, not a mother
NICOLE GARCIA
CQNDIIlmllt

Would you ever donate
your eggs? If you have ever
pondered this question as
much as I have, you might
have concluded the sameyes, I would donate my eggs.
As a fertile 20-year-old
without a family to worry
about and graduation around
the corner, I wouldn't mind
being an egg donor. In fact, I
have had various discussions
with friends on the topic of
donating eggs.

Most of them decided that
giving up her eggs is equal to
giving up a child. I disagree.
They threw questions at me
about egg donation such
as, "You don't care that you
would have kids all over?,"
"What if they want to meet
you one day?," "What if you
can't have children in the future?"
Just because you have
an egg that has your DNA
does nof mean you are automatically a mother. It is the
combination of embryo and
sperm that creates a child.

After that, it takes years of
care to be a child's mother.
Ultimately, there is more to a
person than DNA.
By donating my eggs, I am
not giving up a child that is
already born. I am allowing
an infertile woman a chance
to have a child of her own.
Therefore, the baby would
not be mine, but hers. This is
difficult for people to understand, but it is true.
Think of adoption. Who is
the mother of the adopted
child, the birthmother or the
adopted mother? My answer

is the adopted mother, because she is the one molding
the child's character, caring
for the child, paying the finances of the child and sacrificing for the child. In the
same way, an egg is just an
egg-not a baby.
Let's say I were to donate
my eggs and years down the
road the child wanted to
meet ·me after knowing he or
she was a result of an egg donation. Would I run up to the
child and claim it as mine?
No. I would explain how
I was able to help its real

mother to have him or her. I
was simply a carrier, not the
mother. Of course the child
would hl;lve similar traits, as
it would have my DNA, but I
would have no parental connection to the child.
Sadly, there are many infertile women who deserve
to have children of their own,
and egg donations are one
way that desire can be accomplished. So, I believe those of
us who are able to share such
a gift should do so and grant
life to those who can't.

Bad PR: Kicking ·t he sick girl to the curb
NICOLE GARCIA
CONDIIIUQI

"Could you please step
outside, because · we are
closing right now?"
Looking up from the dusty
wooden chair I was uncomfortably sitting on in the waiting room, I could not help but
replay the rudely asked question once more before glancing at the silhouette from the
corner of my eye. Was I really
being asked to leave?
Luckily I had already seen
the doctor and was just waiting for my ride, which had
taken thirty minutes longer
than expected to arrive. Anxiously, I sat twiddling the
small blue paper that held an
illegible prescription I was
not excited to take. Tick, tock.
Great. The clock had just
struck noon and I could
almost hear the nurses'
stomachs growling as they
stared down on me, waiting
for me to leave.
It was just then that I
matched the silhouette to a
face. She was the receptionist I had spoken with earlier, but this time her voice
wasn't as sweet as before.
She was walking in my direction. Around her desk
and into the empty waiting
room, she passed me. Stepping closer to the door, she
closed the blinds and opened
it. Was she serious about

me
leaving?
It
was
cold outside.
Interrupting my thoughts,
she asked again in a more
stern voice, "It's time for the
nurse's lunch, so I'm going to
have to ask you to wait outside for your ride. You could,
sit on the steps."
She assured me that my
ride would arrive soon and
that the nurses needed
their lunchtime.
Stepping outside, I had forgotten how cold it was, hav-

ing come from Florida for
Spring Break. Swooosh. It
was at that very moment that
a gust of frosty wind smacked
me in the face as I stepped
outside to face my deepest
fear-getting even sicker. I
had yet to imagine how much
sicker I would get in order
to allow nurses to have their
full lunch break.
But as I took my place hesitantly on the cold concrete
steps I began to ponder, to
what expense is a client's

health worth risking in return
for an hour-long lunch break?
Then it hit me. The way the
receptionist acted was bad
public relations, which means
that she did not portray her
workplace in a positive light.
The purpose of a health facility is to help the community
be healthy, and that receptionist made her facility look
bad by kicking me out in a
not-so-nice way.
In my public relations
courses we are taught to ca-

ter to our clients and make
sure they are seen positively
by their audience. Sometimes we even take the motto
that the customer is always
right, as a way to direct our
messages. But being kicked
out of that health facility
that day was definitely bad
public relations.
What if I had caught pneumonia or felt my nausea
kicking in? Who would have
helped me then?

Collegedale to:
Andrews University••.............. 2:40
Bass Academy_......................... 2:10
Blue Mountain Academy.......3:00
Fletcher I Pisgah Academy-.....:50
Forest Lake Academy-............2:45
General Conference..............•.2:40
Great Lakes Academy.............3:10
Highland View Academy..... .2:40
Ozark Academy...................... .3:00
Shenandoah Valley-....... _. .... .2:20
Spring Valley Academy.........1:40
Mt Vernon Academy-..........•..2:00
Charter Your Personal Aircraft Today!
• Ay mom and dad in for a quick visit

• Be ~irborne within minutes of class
• Same price for three passengers
• Never miss a famJly event
• Fly home just for the day

-One Way Flights are Half PriceHess}d Ilia to any public: aiJport in the eumn lulf US.
•
Contact Hea}d to quote your next fli.sht

•
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What does it mean to be
classy? Although hairs can
be split concerning a precise
definition of what it means to
be classy, one can't argue the
fact that classiness is something we should all strive for.
And since we students make
up the collective campus of
Southern Adventist University, it should be something
our school strives for as well.
If someone were to rate
Southern purely on classiness,
what do you presume our fine
institution would sccire? On the
surface, we would probably believe the score to be relatively
high considering all our school
stands for and participates in.
But there are a couple of
problem areas that aren't necessarily students' fault such as
armed campus security officers
and a small cafeteria. Some issues, however, are entirely our
fault and need to be addressed
with fearsome vigor.
Thatcher Hall PDA: Not
classy
Yes, the all-too-familiar
scene of the Thatcher Hall

area around curfew time. We
all know what goes on in the
most dangerous 15 minutes of
the evening for innocent bystanders. We need not waste
words describing the problem. But by walking by and
saying nothing, we are, in es-.
sence, perpetuating these indecent acts.
. These couples want the
freedom of high school teenagers but the intimacy of
marriage, and we walk by as
if notl_ling is wrong. Oh couples of Thatcher Hall parking
lot, if you knew the universe
was watching, would you still
commit these disgusting acts
in public? Well it is, so be appropriate and stay classy!
World ofWarcraft: Not
classy
I have a few words regarding the tiresome problem of
countless students, mostly
men I must add, who spend
22 out of the 24 hour day
playing World of Warcraft
in solitude. Seriously guys,
if it's your parents' money
you're wasting, then you're
irresponsible and ungrateful.
If it's your own money, then
you are merely a fool. But if

This
it's the government's money,
shame on you for actively investing in our country's increasing debt.
Oh World of Warcraft players, if you even just open the
blinds over your window you
will see a beautiful world out

Some Southern students
think it's cool to drink and do
drugs in the dorms. Drugs and
alcohol on college campuses
is an old foe, and according to
USA Today just about half of
all America's college students
use explicit drugs or binge on
alcohol at least once a month.
And no one should be so naive as to think Southern is immune to this fact.
Oh illegal drug and alcohol
users in the dorms, I would
bet much on the fact that if you
used your God-given ability
to actually think about what
you were doing, you would
conclude that the destructive
effects of these substances far
outweigh any fabricated good
· they might bring.
I would encourage anyone
who knows someone who is
there, full • of opportunities dealing with any of the above
and relationships you could situations to pray for them
invest hours in besides the and support them in any way
intimate one you share with possible without supporting
your computer screen.
the act. It is a daily struggle
Substance Abuse: 'Not to be classy, but it is no doubt
classy
possible. I urge everyone to
The last topic that needs' to strive for this goal. You stay
be addressed is fairly com- classy, Collegedale.
mon on campuses around
America.

''We all know
what goes on
in the most
dangerous 15
minutes of the
evening for
innocent
bystanders

4 tips for looking confident and appropriate
RACHEL PARRISH
CONJKI8l!IQ!I

Picture this: You are standing in front of your closet. Your
mind is swirling with polka
dots, pinstripes, jewel tones
and neutrals. Maybe you are
choosing what to wear to a momentous job interview, or perhaps you are getting gussied up
for a hot date. No matter the
circumstance, it's your duty to
yourself and those around you
to dress appropriately.
With a little effort, you can
feel confident and look appropriate for any situation of your
college career, and even appease that "pesky" dress code.
Even your mother will approve.
The past
For a little background, hearken back with me to the 1950s.
You've seen the old advertisements: women dressed in satin
while they washed the dishes,
and men in shirts and ties
while taking a drive. It doesn't
have to be that complicated.
However, we can learn a lesson
from our grandparents-they
expected other people to re-

spect them, and showed that
sense of confidence outwardly.
Make it fit
Let's address the holy grail
of clothing your body: fit is
key. It is essential to dress for
your body type, n9t the latest
trend. When you are shopping,
remember that size is just a
number. Fit your frame comfortably. Be choosy and don't
try to wear 50 fads all at the
same time. Limit yourself to
one or two statement-m3king
pieces per outfit.
\Vhat isn't working for
you
Let's talk a little about trends
on campus. Some people are
born with the gift of knowing
what goes with what. For most,
knowing what looks good on
their bodies, or what colors go
together is more difficult. It's a
learned skill.
That said, I have seen my fair
share of bad trends on campus.
It's not about impressing people. Not dressing your best is a
discredit to you arid all that you
represent. You deserve to feel
good about yourselfl
Now I may step on a few
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DEANNA MOORE

Stay classy, Collegedale
COND•••!IQ!I
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toes, but there are two trends their interest!
on campus in particular that·
The s~nd trend around
cheapen you. First, pajamas- campus is wearing tights instead of pants. They are not
equivalent to pants, and leave
very little to the imagination.
I have also seen ..a few ladies
wear them Wfth holes in very
awkward places.
Worship and dress
Also, when you go into the
house of God for vespers or
church, remember you are
there to worship Him, not show
off what He gave you. You may
attend a contemporary service
where jeans are the norm. The
principle is the same: don't
distract others from receiving
God's blessings.
Because everyone is made
differently, we all like differloungewear was never meant ent things. Because we are in
to exit the boudoir. When you college, we attend a diverse
wear it in public, like to class, spectrum of events that call
you are saying, "I'm tired. Give for different dress. For "taime coffee-I mean, Roma. lored" advice-pun intendedI don't have anything to say please contact Rachel Parrish
worth listening to."
at ·rachelparrish@southern.
You deserve respect from edu, or consult "Dress Your
your peers and professors. Best" by Stacy London and
They should want to know Clinton Kelly, available at
what yoll have to say. Inspire most booksellers.

•

Weekend
Have fun in the sun,
but beware of chiggers!
f! • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Hunter Museum Mash-Up
Hunter Museum of American
Art
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Thursday, March 24
7:30-9:30 p.m.
$10 with student I.D.
http:/ fhuntermuseum.org

Wet Paint Art Show
6922 Lee Highway
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday, March 27
11 a.m.-4:30p.m.
Free
http:/ /reflectionsgallerytn.
com
Sanctus Real
Lee University
1120 N Ocoee St.
Cleveland, Tenn.
Sunday, March 27
7:30-8:30 p.m.
http:/ /sanctusreal.com
The Music Man
Fabrefaction Theatre
Company
999 Brady Avenue
Atlanta, Ga.
Sunday, March 27
8-10 p.m.
$15-20
http:/ /fabrefaction.org
Atlanta Ballet: Fusion
Cobb Energy Performing
Arts Centre
2800 Cobb Galleria Parkway
Atlanta, Ga.
Sunday, March 27
2p.m.
Prices Vary
http: I I atlantaballet.com
Jars of Clay concert:
Collegedale Community
Church
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday, April1o
6:30p.m.
$25-32
http:/ fcollegedalecommunity.com
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EnrroR.: ANDREW GAR.CtLAzo

The Ehces take Men's Division B crown

Lakers fans the worst in basketball?

ANDREW GAR.CIU.ZO

ANDREW GAR.CIU.ZO

5rous

Srous EDIJQII

EQODI!

Evan Gagnon picked the
perfect time to_score his first
goal of the season.
After a hard-fought defensive struggle during the
second and third periods,
the Men's Division B Hockey
Championship was still anybody's game heading into the
third and final period.
That's when Gagnon delivered the decisive blow
with a quick shot that sailed
past the Bad News Bears'
goalkeeper,
giVmg
The
Ehces a 1-o· lead with four
minutes left to play.
The game was far from
over, ho~ever, as the Bad
News Bears upped their intensity during the final minutes. But in the end, it was a
little too late.
"It felt awesome," Gagnon,

Photo courtesy ofTyler dos Santos

The Ehces head to the championship after winning on Thursday evening.

a sophomore nursing major,
said after his team had eelebrated on the court. "It was
my first goal the entire year.
Actually it was my first goal
ever. This is my first year
playing hockey, so it was
pretty special."
The matchup was a battle
of the top two teams in Division B. In fact, both teams'

stat lines during the season
were eerily similar. Both
The Ehces and the Bad News
Bears finished the season
with a 6-1 record with 26
goals scored. The Ehces only
allowed one more goal-tothan the Bad News Bears, but
in the end it didn't matter as
The Ehces went on to take
the championship.

Blake Splawinski leads Pucks of Doom past Tortilla
Flats for Championship
·
ANDREW GAR.CILAZO
Srous Emma

It was a comeback to remember for the Pucks of Doom.

In a game that was the epitome of their season, the Pucks
of Doom so~how stormed
back from a 2-o deficit with
only four minutes left on the
clock to tie the game and send it
into overtime.
A game-winning goal from
Blake Splawinski, his second
of the game, ooinpleted the
comeback and sent the Pucks of
Doom into a frenzy.
"Gotta make them when
it counts," Splawinski, a senior nursing student, said after the game. But he almost
never got the chance.
After a scoreless first period,

Tortilla Flats quickly scored at
the start of the second period,
with another goal coming just a
few minutes later.
Stuck in a o-2 hole, the Pucks
of Doom controlled most of the
time remaining in the second
period, but could not break
through with a goal.
The third period saw much
of the same, as neither team
was able to capitalize on
the other's mistakes.
A five-minute major penalty on Grady Todd with just
seVen minutes left in the game
seemed to seal the deal for the
Tortilla Flats, who still held a
2-o advantage.
Then came quite possibly
the goal of the match, a shot
by Kayne Leeper from around
mid-court that floated over

the goalkeeper's head and
into the net.
Suddenly, the Pucks of Doom
were right back in the game.
Splawinski's first goal at the
1:26 mark in the third period
tied the-score at 2-2. Then came
overtime, where Splawinski delivered the knockout blow.
"That's just how it goes in
hockey sometimes," said Tortilla Flat's Craig Stephen. "The
game can change in a second."
It was a bitter pill for Tortilla
Flats to swallow.
Tortilla Flats finished the regular season in first place with a
5-2 record. Pucks of Doom finished in last place and had only
won two games heading into
the playoffs. Once there, they
won three straight, including
the championship game.

In an April GQ article ranking the worst fans in sports,
fans of the Los Angeles Lakers
were ranked as the worst in the
NBA and number 15 overall.
According to GQ, it's because
of fickleness, as well as Lakers
fans' general lack of interest.
Or as they put it, "fans can't be
bothered to clap-their hands
are too busy texting."
Other teams' fans that
made the list included the
Dallas Cowboys, number 12;
the New York Yankees, number 9; the Boston Red Sox,
number 6; and the Oakland
Raiders, number 4·
Who was number one? Well,
it was kind of a tie. The top
two spots went to fans of the
Philadelphia Eagles, number
2; and Philadelphia Phillies,

number 1, with simply Philadelphia sports fans as number
one overall.
This statement just about
sums it up: "All told, Philadelphia stadiums house the
most monstrous collection of
humanity outside of the federal penal system," the article
said. Fans' behavior at Citizens
Bank Ballpark was especially
egregious, GQ said, with boos
and cheers coming at all the
wrong times.
I'm still debating just how
much goes into location. You'd
think fans would be just about
as obnoxious in LA as they are
in New York or Philadelphia.
Even so, that doesn't stop me
. from thinking fans in Boston
are particularly more detestable than anywhere else.
then
again,
I
But
am from LA.

Icy Hot cools off Whip It
ANDREW GAR.CILAZO
Srous Eo!TOII

Whip It had not allowed
a goal during the regular
season, and it see10s they
were due as an early goal in
the first period held to give

''The game
got off to a
quick start
with both
teams
looking ...

''

Icy Hot the Ladies' Division
Hockey Championship.
The game got off to a quick
start with both teams looking to score for an early lead.

It was Icy Hot, however,
that capitalized.
With four minutes left in
the first period, junior physical education major Sophie
Anderson unleashed a shot
from mid-court that found its
way past Whip It's goalkeeper, giving Icy Hot a 1-0 lead.
After a scoreless second
period, the third period saw
several close shots by both
teams. Things even began to
get a bit chippy between the
two teams as the game began
to wind down.
In a last ditch effort, Whip
It pulled their goalie during
the final minute but were unable to score, giving Icy Hot
the Ladies Championship.

•

If you're looking for a place to stay, _

ask for the Southern ·rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
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Thursday, Mareh ;t.t
11 a.m. Convocation. Asian

Heritage, Church
Online Fall Registration for
Returning Juniors >54
hours &: Seniors (24-25)
PreVteWSoutbem 105 (2426)

8 p.m. Vespers, Gym-Mas. ters, Church
After; Vespers Afterglow
Open Mic Night, Lynn
Wood Chapel
After Vespers HymnSing,
Talge Chapel

-

Friday, Mareh 25
Payday
Last day to order May graduation regalia online,
http://cbgrad.com
Badminton/Racquetball
Meeting, Hulsey Wellness
Center
Faculty Summer textbook
Adoptions due, Campus
Shop
1-3:30 p.m. Free Trips to
Walmart-leaws ~m
every lh Qr, Wrfaht HaD
Steps
2 p.m. Ootreaeb Opportunity: West Side 4 Jesus,
Wrlibt HaU Steps
t-55 p.m. Sunset

STUDENT LIFE
If you have not picked
up your Joker, the student pictorial directory,
please stop by the SA Office.
The incoming 2011-2012
SA Executive Cabinet
is seeking members to
fill the following positions: Secretary, Assistant
Finance Director, Public
Relations Director, Community Service Director and
Parliamentarian. If you are
interested, please stop by
the Student Services Office
for an application.
The Senior Exit Exam
(MAPP) schedule for
test times are as follows:
Thursday, March 24 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m.-Lynn Wood Hall
Friday, March 25 at 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m.-Lynn Wood
Hall
Sunday, March 26 at 9:30
a.m. in the Dining Hall
Please call Counseling &
Testing Services at 2362782 to sign up.

Sabbath, Mareh 26
9 a.m. Adoration 1.:!.Gordon
Bietz, Church
9:30 a.m. The Fountain,
WhiteOak Room
Chattanooga 4 Christ- Cardboard Testimony, Wright
Hall Steps
9:45 a.m. Breaking Free
Sabbath School-Women
Only, CoDegedale Academy#105
to a.m. Hipbefiaition Sabbath~ Ta)p Chapel
Collegiate Sabbath School,
Church FeUowsbip Hall

.fteautifo1 Feet. 'l1l8tehei"
(,'bapel
WmniBg

at

Work

and

Periodically,
departments on campus have
large projects that require extra help, either
because the project comes
in at the last minute or because it is a busy time of
year and they need an extra person. While these
projects will not turn into a
part-time job, or last long,
Human Resgurces would
like to have a list of available workers on hand for
the departments to contact.
Students who are interested
can sign up in Human Resources and be notified via
email when a department
has a job starting in a day
or two and lasting no more
than two weeks.
1) Sign up for the email list
(and complete required
paperwork) in Human Resources.
2) Check your email and
respond to opportunities
you're interested in/available for/qualified to do.
3) Departments will fill
their needs on a first-come,
first-serve basis.
4) Jobs will start with little
notice and last for no more

Home-Men Only, Collegedale Aeademy #103
10:15 a.m.-Adoration 2-Gordon Bietz, Church
Pura Vtda, Church Training
Chapel
10:30 a.m. One Acc:ord Sabbath Sebool, Hulsey Amphitheater
11:30 a.m. Connect-LeCiare
Litchfield,
CoDegedale
Roundtable Sabbath School,
Church Semiilar Room
11:45 a.m. Renewal - Gordon Bietz, Church _
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunities-Transportation Provided

Advent tloDJe (Youth Min-

than two weeks at a time.
This will not be a placement list, so signing up for
this service will not find
you a regular student job on
campus. This is only an opportunity to be available for
work here and there, on a
very short-term basis.
Are you American Red
Cross Lifeguard Certified? Do you Q.eed recertification? There will be
CPR recertification classes
on Monday, March 28 and
Monday, Aprilu. There will
also be Lifeguard/First Aid
recertification classes on
Monday, April 4 and Monday, April 18. All classes
will be given at the Iles Pool
at 6:30 p.m. for $15. You
must be ARC certified to
take these classes.
Gym-Masters
Home
Show Tickets: Pick up one
free ticket per valid SAU ID
card while supplies last at
the Hulsey Wellness Center
desk. You must have a ticket
for the show you would like
to attend. Additional tickets
are available for $5.

March 24, 2011

West Side 4 Jesus (Chllctren•s Ministry)
7-30 p.m. Evensons-:ouec..
tor, Jeff Lauritzen and
OPU8-XI, Church
9 p.m. Gym-Master& Home
Show, lies P.E. Cemer

Wednesday,~30

Sunday, March 27
2:30 p.m. Gym-Masters
Home Show Matinee, Des
P.E.Center

6:30 p.m. ACA Orien.~m,;il
Miller201
9:30 p.m. Residence
Joint Worship, Tba
HaD Joint Worship

Online FaD Registration W
Returning Freshmen <
hours, Sophomores,
niors &: SeniOrs
3 p.m. Iminigration seDUIIIIt;i
for Graduating

Lynn Wood HaD

. Academy

istry)
~ (Hispanic
Ministrieia)
God i8 Our Song (Sin&ioa
Ministry)
F.LA.G. Camp (Children's
Ministry)

THURSDAY,
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Monday, Mareh 28
Senior Progress Grades for
May Graduates Due
Deadline to .Finish lacompletes &: Home Study Correspondence
Online Fall ~ for
Returning
Sophomores
>23 hours, Juniors &: Seniors (28--29)
4:00p.m. University .Assembly

BIRTHDAYS
March 24 - Adriel Green,
Dalton Vaughn, Deborah
Valmont, Janna Wagner,
Jorge Patino, Julie Faile,
Lawrence
Hlabangana,
Marilyn Siahaan, Tamara
Naja, Tammy McDonough,
Tim Capps
March-~ Evan Johnson, Giselle Aszalos, Jordan
The, Laurin Ward, Lisa Pichette, Merritt MacLafferty,
Michael Pichette, Steven
Biondo

March 26 - Andrew Coelho, Nikki Jones, Heather
Dappolonia, Joanne Fontanilla, Jonathan Schuen,
Joshua Barrow, Joshua
Weddle, Mechelle Armstead-Pharr, Melodie Lopez,
Nathan Shinn, Neil Santos,
Noemi Kim, Rudenz Rivas,
Sharon Smith-Hensley
March 27 - Calvin Cummings, Camille Blackburn,
Joe Wunderlich, Joshua
Ley, Larry Mendizabal, Lis
Ruhling, Michel Brival,
· Paige Wright

'1'1mrsday, March 31
11
a.m.
Convoc:aticlllll
Awards, Des PE Center
FinaneiaJ Aid (FAFSA)
ority Deadline

Wmd

Symphony

(March 31-AprD 2)
12 p.m. Awards l:IDae!M~

Church FeDoWship Hal

March 28 - Daphne Bastien, James Lee, Jamie Morrison, Kayla Rouse, Malcolm Roach, Maria Reyes,
Rennie Bodden
March 29Delgado, Adrian Benna,
Christine Moniyung, Christopher Evia, David Twombly, George Edmead, Hector
Pimentel, Joseph Macko,
Nicholas Valenzuela
March 30 - Casey DavisSmall, Christina Soule,
Frank Di Memmo, Jane
Mote, Jerica Moore, Joel
Honore, Julie · Pra·gnell,
Lacey Hassencahl, Mark
Turk, Marty Hirschkorn,
Patti Anderson
March 31 - Carolyn Taylor, Ingrid Skantz, Jonathan Sackett, Mark Windover,
Megan
Richard
Ward,
Hargrove, Sam Steele, Tisha Gabriel, Tom Stone,
Vanessa Valleray
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Vending machines demanded for Brock
SuZANNE OCSAI

""MOll EDI'IOI

Religion and art majors have
formed a coalition to force
Southern Adventist University to place vending machines
in Brock Hall before the end
of the semester.
While students in the
two separate majors have
different reasons for demanding the vending machines, they agree on one
thing: Brock needs a food
option-and fast, a junior
religion major says.
Art majors have long requested vending machines
be placed in Brock, says a
university spokesperson. Because the School of Visual Art
and Design and the School of
Journalism and Communication provide students with
access to expensive software
required for various concentrations, students who spend
long hours in the labs after
class say it's tough not having a food option close by

and the time to go get food
- can cut productio? by a third.

"So, I'm working on my
French menu design for Design Studio III," a junior
graphic design major says.
"And there I am, typing out
the names of basil salmon terrine, foie gras with mustard
seeds and green onion in duck,
and French fry macchiato,
when I hear my stomach roar.
I think, 'great!' There goes half
an hour or more of work!·"
Students say that while the
Campus Kitchen and Village
Market may appear cl<!se to a
none Brock Hallian, it takes
an average of 5-45 minutes to
walk from Brock to Fleming
Plaza for food. The cafeteria
and KR's take an average 7-34
minutes. Factor in the time it
takes to order the food, receive
the food, eat the food, politely
interact with others nearby
and students may be gone an
average of 35 to 45 minutes.
"That is valuable creativethought time!" emphasizes
a freshman animation mtl.-

jor. "I can't just put the zone
on pause for an hour and
then expect to be able to
jump back in!"
However, since the new
Florida Hospital Hall opened
up just a fifth of a mile up the
promenade, things are looking better for Brock Hall students. Since Florida Hospital
Hall was built more recently,
a space for vending machines
was incorporated into the design, which has religion majors
worried. The distance between
a Brock Hall student and food
has now been reduced to an
average walk of 2.11 minutes.
"It's bad enough that the
university didn't build the new
nursing building even within
sight of Hackman Hall," a
concerned freshman theology major says. "But to have
them place vending machines
in there, knowing how close
other hungry, food-deprived
departments are, is simply
cruel for the religion majors!"

THUMBSid:P
.
\
Spring: You couldn't have come
soon enough. Bye, bye parka,
hello shorts and tees.

Convocation: For those of
us that didn't keep up ... it's
do it now, or pay it later!

Asian Night: We've waited
all year and we weren't
disappointed.

ASTER'S DEGREES
From Southern Adventist University
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Our goal is to help you
reach yours.

Convenient and fleldble.
Classes are designed to coordinate
with your work schedule. Many
classes, and some entire degrees,
are available online.

Affordable.
Graduate tuition at Southern is
competitively priced. In fact, you may
be surprised at how comparable our
tuition is to public universities.

Master's Degrees:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
Counseling
Education
Nursing
Religion
Social Work

Call; visit online, or stop by
Graduate Studies in Wright
Hall to find out more about
the graduate program that
works for you.
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Gym.-Masters' hon1e show debuts
KALEIGH LANG
M•N•C•Nc EnuoR

The Wild West was the
backdrop ·for this year's GymMasters' home show on
March 26 and 27.
R9utines, both individual
and-:-group, displayed a variety of technical skills. Some of
the new routines this year included a six-girl synchronized
acrobatics routine; hoops and
flexibility routines also made
a reappearance.
The performances followed a
fictitious storyline of six travelers on their quest for gold after

the Great Disappointment of
1844. Along their way, the travelers discovered fool's gold and
potions that made them fly during the teeterboard routine.
Sophie Anderson, GymMasters' girls captain, helped
write the home show script.
"This year there was more of
a storyline than we have had
in the past," Anderson said.
Anderson also said that
each routine was based on a
Bible text that supported the
main theme.
"I counsel you 'to buy from
Me gold refined in the fire, that
you may be rich," taken from

Revelation 3:18 (NKJV), was
the focal text.
Rick Schwarz, coach of the
Gym-Masters, puts the spiritual aspect of the team above the
gymnastics, Anderson said.
By the end of the evening the
spiritual lesson was clear. "A lot
of what we find in the world is
only fool's gold." Schwarz said.
"The real gold is a relationship
with Jesus Christ."
Schwarz
said
Saturday
night's show drew an estimated
1,200 spectators, with another
850 on Sunday afternoon.

Renovations cause temporary move
SAMMANfHA SWANSON

SuFF Wama

Photos by Maurice Fider

Faculty and staff of the
School of Education and Psychology have begun preparations for the temporary move ,
into Herin Hall as Summerour
Hall renovations are set to
begin this summer.
Herin Hall, formerly home
to the School of Nursing, is
approximately 3,000 square
feet smaller than Summerour Hall and empty right
now, said Elaine Hayden,
unit assessment . manager for
the School of Education and
Psychology and co-facilitator
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on the project. Plans for the
move have been approved by
·university administration and
moving will begin the second
weekofMay. .
Because of its smaller size
and less classroom space,
many classes offered by the
School of Education and Psychology will be held at different locations on campus.
Jeanette Stepanske, interim dean of the School of
Education and Psychology,
said the White Oak Room
in Thatcher South as well
as Spalding Elementary are
both options for classes and
teaching space.

Check out videos
of Gym-Masters
home show and nursing
simulations lab

..
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"We are very fortunate to be
able to move into Herin Hall
because without it we may have
ended up in portable classrooms," Stepanske said.
Repainting of the walls and
cleaning of the carpets are both
plans for the inside of Herin
Hall in preparation for the
upcoming school year. Vending machines, furniture and
electrical outlets have been
requested for the main lobby
of Herin to make it more "student -friendly," Stepanske said.
Banners are being made to
represent psychology, counseling, education and outdoor
ctntinued on pg. 4
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Editorial

Engagement: Fighting_doom
ANDREA TAYLOR

Eamw
The beginning of
May will
not bring
me to a
status of
"graduate" like
many of
you-I still have at least one
more year here. But it will
change my life incredibly; I
will be married!
Growing up, I heard many
older people trash talk
• young people's decisions
to get married. Now I am
20 years old and, although
I do see the wisdom and
principle· behind their concern, I believe that marriage
comes at a different time
for each person.
That's not to say that all
young people are ready for
marriage, but just that there
should be love and support
from our peers when we
do step up to that decision.
Whether we're ready for ·
marriage or not, there is a
biblically based need for the
older generation to mentor
the younger where possible.
I have seen many friends
get married or become en•
gaged rashly and under
the wrong circumstances.

I wince like the rest, pray
for them and wish them the
best.
Recently, a close friend of
mine became engaged after
dating for only a few months
and not spending very much
quality time with her fiance.
Another young friend of
mine is now separating from
her husband after suffering
domestic abuse.

' ' Evidence and
society create and
nurture skepticism
about marriage.
I understand the bad consequences of a rash marriage. I've heard and seen
the horror stories of a marriage gone wrong and the
destruction that a failed one
can cause. Evidence and
society create and nurture
skepticism about marriage.
I think that we need to see it
·dusted off and presented to
us in a hopeful manner.
You can't doom us all.
Give us some hope, some
guidance, some example. I
ask that the older generation stop looking down its
nose at us and lend us a
hand instead.

••••••••••••••••••••••
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New student media editors selected
JAROD

KEITH

Sun CQND!Il/JO!t

The student media board
announced has the new heads
of three student media outlets-the Southern Accent,
Southern
Memories
and
Strawberry Festival.
Deanna Moore will be the
editor of the "Accent"; Kaycee Foote will be the editor
of "Memories;" Lucas Tanaka will be the producer of
Strawberry Festival.
Moore was the lifestyles editor for the "Accent" this year.
The junior mass communication major said there are several
reasons why she applied for the
paper's top position.
"I like the creativity that
goes behind publishing out

newspaper,"
Moore
said.
"I love keeping the student
body informed of current
events on campus."
· Moore said she plans to increase readership by_promoting the "Accent" more online.
She also wants to develop
an "Accent" application for
mobile devices.
Foote, a junior public relations and business administration major, worked as a designer for this year's yearbook. She
says she applied for the job after
she was approached by Stephen
Ruf, the chair of the. student
media board.
"I am very excited about being chosen as yearbook editor,"
Foote said. "It is a great honor
and I am ready to take on the
. responsibility."

Foote says she wants to use
Memories to portray every aspect of life at Southern.
Freshman film production
major Lucas Tanaka was chosen as the producer of next
year's Strawberry Festival. His
experience includes working
on a similar production at Mt
Pisgah Academy.
Tanaka said he is still juggling ideas but he is sure that
those who attend will not be
disappointed.
"My plan is to put together
something unique," ~Tanaka said. "'The only expectation a viewer should have is
to enjoy remembering the
year, laughter and perhaps
some strawberries."

Kayce Foote

Senate decides on summer renovation plans
SIMONE MARsHALL

Sun Wama

"''be world has grown suspicious of anytbipg that looks like
a happily married life." -Oscar Wtlde

ThURSDAY,

A partnership between Quick
Print and The Student Association Senate has allowed for the
instillation of a new printer in
the lobby of Thatcher Hall.
Justin Brooks, Southern's assistant director of purchasing,
said the idea had been considered before Senate proposed it,
but because of a previous incident with dormitory printers at
Southern, they were reluctant
to front the entire cost again.
Senators Rochele Donato,
Kimberly Hutapea, and Xenia
Figueroa, brought the idea forward on behalf of the student
body, who they surveyed earlier in the year.
"Since Senate is willing to
pay the initial costs of the
printer, an investment we were
reluctant to make, the project
can take form," Brooks said.
This is the second proje~t in

which Senate and Southern administration have collaborated
financially for ~e 2010-2011
school year, the first being KR's
Place reno~ation and lighting
of soccer field three.
Just like the wireless printing in McKee library, students
go to the library website and
download PrintWhere software, which spans the campus,
in order to print. like other
printing stations on campus,
students will be able to use
their ID cards to pay for their
printing services.
The printer, expected to be
installed later this school year,
will be on a trial run for between six months and a year,
Figueroa said.
Hutapea said that if the trial
run is a success, more printers
will be installed in Thatcher
South and Talge. ,..
"[When we sent out surveys]
we received positive feedback
from the dorms, so I really
• •1

hope that the same girls, and
many more, take advantage of
the service," Hutapea said.
Brooks said he thinks the
move to dorm printers could
also help Southern
money and go green.
"It's minor, but if students
take printers out of the donn
room, that will help reduce
Southern's ecological footprint
[energy consumption]. The
dorm is a huge energy hog, and
while it might not take care of
that problem all together, it is a
start," Brooks said.
Within the dorm, deans
and office managers also like
the idea.
"The dorm is a work environment for students and I
think that having a place to
print will make it so much
easier on the girls," said Elizabeth Hankins, Thatcher South
office manager. "I think it's
important to them."
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Communication students present research
JANAMILES
StAFf

Warn•

Students and professOrs from
the School of Journalism and
Communication were invited
to present their research at the
81st annual Southern States
Communication Association in
Little Rock, Ark. last weekend.
The Theodore Clevenger
Jr. Undergraduate Honors
Conference also meets as part
of the convention. This year
the three-day event included presentations from John
Shoemaker, a senior public
relations and business administration major, and professors Linda Potter Crumley
and Tara Hargrove, as well as
group presentations from Melissa Couser and Christopher
Walton; and Jessica Weaver,
Hilary Prandl; Kelsey Lar-

rabee, Lauren Swafford and She said she had expected to
Kara Turpen.
present to a large audience in an
These students were part of auditorium but was surprised to
either Hargrove's Persuasion find. that they had an audience
and Propaganda or Crumley's of 10 in a small room.
Communication Research class.
"I expected to be nervous
The students were encouraged when presenting," Prandl said.
to submit their papers to the "But since the audience waS
Undergraduate Honors Con- so small and friendly, I felt
ference, which then accepted comfortable and my nerves
them and invited the students never kicked in."
to attend and present.
Prandl said that the trip was
Crumley said she hoped the .a good experience and she
trip would be both fun and hopes to have some new reuseful. She. said the group search to present next year at
had opportunities to connect the conference.
with communication scholars
Shoemaker presented a
and students.
group project at the conferPrandl, ·a junior mass com- ence last year, but went solo
munication major, said·that the this year, presenting a project
group was able to get. a more for Persuasion and Propaganda
in-depth look into what the re- called "Exposing the Real Ensearch field is like. Prandl and emy: The German People's Fear
her group presented on college of Exploration in The Boy in
females' dating age preference. the Striped Pajamas." He said

Photo by Melissa Couser

JessiccrWeaver, Kelsey Larrabee, Kara Thrpen, Lauren Swafford, and
Hilary Prandl present their research in Little Rock, Arkansas on March
18.

Shoemaker also expressed his
that he appreciated the feedback from professionals.
gratitude for being encouraged
"It's a huge benefit to have to submit his paper because he
someone from the communi- would not have otherwise. His
cation research field provide paper was also accepted for
constructive criticism on some- publication in Southern's Jourthing that I've.spent a lot of time .. nal of Interdisciplinary Underon to perfect," Shoemaker said. graduate Research.

·Professor uses sabbatical for international research
SHANA MICHALEK
SuuWama

Lisa Diller, professor in the
history department, has been
traveling to various countries while on sabbatical to
do research, meet historians,
present papers and work on
her upcoming book about
religious tolerence.
Diller said she has been to
Australia and New Zealand,
where she researched ideas
on how to teach history effectively in Adventist schools. She
is currently in Los Angeles doing research at the Huntington
Library. She said she will also
spend time at libraries in Chi-

cago and Washington, D.C. In
July, she plans to travel to Spain
and England to do research,

work on her upcoming book.
Diller said her graduate
school dissertation is the basis for her upcoming book on
religious tolerence. She said
she is using much of her time
during the sabbatical to work
on it.
"I'm meeting with publishers," Diller said, "trying out
some of my chapters on dif- ferent academic audiences
and finding information to
fill in some of the holes in
my arguments."
. Full-time faculty are generLisa Diller
ally allowed to go on a sabbatical approximately every seven
present a paper at a conference years to develop their research
and meet with publishers to and teaching methods.

While Diller is gone, the
courses that she usually teaches
have been taken over by other
professors in the history department, Pettibone said.
"We also planned ahead
so that she taught some of
her courses in advance," said
Dennis Pettibone, chair of
the history department.
Diller said she has had
some different experiences
from her travels. She said
that she arrived in New Zealand on the day of the magnitude 6.3 earthquake in
February. The host family
she was staying with had several relatives whose homes
were destroyed.

"It was really amazing to
see the way the country pulled
together," Diller said. "It was
also gratifying to see the ways
in which ADRA. .. [was] doing
such a great job with providing
things people needed."
Diller said that many of the
people she has stayed with are
not Christians and do not know
about Seventh-day Adventists.
She said that it has been a blessing to share her perspective on
religious tolerence.
Diller said, •rve had lots
of opportunities to pray and
share my testimony with people who I don't get to see often
and who I otherwise wouldn't
be bonding with."

Hamilton said the school ar- progress," said Chris Hansen,
the greenhouse to rust, said
Marty Hamilton, associate chitect, Fred Turner, designed chair of the physics departvice president for financial the new structure to look ment. "But a couple of times
administration.
Adminis- like it had always been part we've had to cancel classes
tration chose to tear down . of the building.
because of the jackhammer
the greenhouse and build a
"I want people to not know noi11e. Once, they stopped
the greenhouse was ever work for an hour so we could
better structure.
"This is something we've there," Hamilton said.
finish classes."
While the damages are being
been working on and working
Despite the difficulties · of
on and working on for about repaired, the physics depart- accommodating the conthree years," Hamilton said. ment has faced a whole new tractors working on the
"We tried replacing seals, set of prdblems, from ~ing problem, Hansen said the
switching out panes of glass, unable to use space normally . department is grateful the
adding floor drains-but the used for labs, to dust getting work is being done.
"It's been a ·problem for
first floor just kept getting wa- in~o sensitive equipment.
ter every time it rained."
"We are delighted with the years," Hansen said. "I'm just

glad administration has final)y
found something that might
be the right solution. Overall,
it has gone rather smoothly."
While both the physics and
biology departments are still
planning what to do with
their space once it is' repaired,
school administration is fairly
confident that the project will
be completed this summer.
"The repairs and outer structure should be done in April,"
Hamilton said. " Now we're
just waiting to see what physics and biology want."

Hickman remodels to. correct leaks
JANELLE SUNDIN
STAFf

W.IIfJ!

Tliis-c semester, Hickman
Hall has been undergoing
extensive remodeling to correct a leak between the biology and allied health department's greenhouse on the
second floor and the physics
and engineering department
on the first floor.
The leak had caused steel
studs supporting the outer
walls in several classrooms
along the wall adjoining

.•.
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Students perform concert at Hutitef Museum
SAMMANTHA SWANSON

SnuWama

Kaleb Stock & the Band
and Slade Lane performed
at the Hunter Museum of
American Art for its college student "Mash-Up" on
Thursday, March 24.
The event started at 7:30
p.m., and students were invited to check out the museurn before the show.
Lane, a sophomore allied
health major, was the opening act and played a set of
fo.»F-: songs, ._eluding ' the
medley he played for "Southern's Got Talent."
"When I was asked to open,
I jumped up and down and
was super excited," Lane

said. "I play all the time in
my room, but never in front
of that many people."
Lane said he has been
playing the guitar four years
and he draws his inspiration
from people like his nephew
Vincent, who was the basis of
Lane's last song "V.I.P."
After Lane, Kaleb Stock
& the Band started the concert, which had an audience of approximately so
students, primarily from
Southern. The group played
a set of five songs, including "Viva la Vida" by
Coldplay and "Train," an
original song that they performed at the talent show,
before
taking
a
brief
intermission.

Afterwards Stock, a sophomore music performance
major, and Lane played a
piece together called "Pure
Beauty," which Stock said
he wrote when the two were
in a band together in high
school.
Stock ended the concert
with two solo pieces he wrote,
the last entitled "Second
Chances," which was about a
friend who had drowned but
was given back her life.
Overall, Stock said he' felt
the night was a success. and
a "great first concert." Adera
Causey, curator of education
for the museum, agreed.
"I thought they did a great
job," Causey said. "The turnout was awesome."

Photo by Andrew

Kaleb Stock & the Band perform at the Hunter Museum ofArt on March
24.

Stock said the concert refleets what he wants to do
with the rest of his life.
"It's going to be a tough
road," Stock said. "But I'm up
for the journey, and I know

God will bless."
Stock said he has been
playing the guitar for seven
years and the piano for 15.

Professor leaves after extended service
RACHEL pARRISH
STAH

W!UIH!

After 24 ·years of working
at Southern, Helen Pyke, associate professor of English,
is officially ending her teaching career at the close of
this semester.
Pyke, officially retired two
years ago, but continued
a part-time teaching position, instructing composition and creative writing
classes. Pyke's part-time
position will now become
full-time, and the search to
replace her is underway, said
Jan Haluska, chair of the
English department.
"We are delighted at the
possibilities," Haluska said.
"We have narrowed six can-

didates to two who have applied from around the country. But it's going to be tough
to fill her shoes."

Haluska said the department and the university are
thankful for Pyke's time on
campus.

"Mrs. Pyke is one of the
most nurturing teachers we
have, especially for struggling
students," Haluska said. "We
are all grateful for her committed service, but we certainly are sad to see her go."
Pyke said several of her
former students are now
employed at Southern, including Keely Tary, Autumn
Wurstle, Amanda Jehle, Jason Merryman, Mark Grundy
and Eve Parker.
Parker, an administrative
assistant in the Academic
Administration department,
said she fondly remembers
Pyke's enthusiastic apprMch
to teaching.
"As she [Pyke] read my
first paper for Cornp 101,
she bobbed and laughed,

then exclaimed 'Ooh, this is
good!'" Parker said. "Writing is her passion-she is
evidently happy about it. You
can't miss it."
Pyke summarized her career as a happy one.
"The joy of teaching
brought me through my own
struggles," Pyke said. "It
brings a great deal of p1easure and satisfaction, though
it's not always easy."
Pyke said she remembers
delivering the writings of Kelly Weimer, a previous student
of hers who was killed in the
2005 residence hall campus
fire, to Weimer's parents.
"It was the hardest duty
of my career, but I was glad
to be able to provide Kelly's
family with something that

belonged to her," Pyke said.
Pyke has written more than
20 books, including "Abandoned in Collegedale," which
was used in every section of
freshman southern connection classes this year. She has
received the Zapara Award
for Excellence in Teaching,
The President:s Award for
Excellence in Teaching and
the Distinguished Service
Medallion.
Pyke said she is looking
forward to tending her 20acre Sand Mo.untain horne in
Alabama and writing when
she wants.
"We have woods, pastures
and a garden filled with goats,
ducks, cats, dogs, roosters,
hens and pullets," Pyke said.
"I'm going back to farming!"

Celebrating Tuition Freedom Day Renovations
continued from pg. 1

MEGAN StiTHERLAND

Students are invited to celebrate Tuition Freedom Day
Thursday, March 31.
Naturally, this does not
mean that after today, students no longer have to pay
tuition. Tuition Freedom Day
was designed to celebrate the
fact that students only pay 8o
percent of the cost of their
education while the other 20

percent is covered by alumni
and friends of Southern who
wish to see students succeed.
Following awards convocation, free cookies and "Thank
You" cards will be available in
both the cafeteria and Student
Center for students to write a
personal note of thanks to donors who give their money to
make tuition more affordable
for all Southern students and
t? support a cause they believe in -Christian education.

education, the four departments of the School of Education and Psychology, and \\ill
hang in Herin Hall.
Renovations for Summerour Hall are expected to last
two years and will include an
expansion of the front of the
building as well as a complete
redesign of the inside. Becky
Djernes, interior design coot'<iinator for SOtithern, said
that the renovation plans are
still very much in the early
stages, but that columns for

the outside of the building are
being considered.
~columns are somewhat
iconic for Southern," Djernes
said. "People come to Southern and know us for our columns and I think it's something very important and
prominent to us as a school."
Djernes also said ,that the
plans for the insidEt of the
building are to give it a more
"collegiate look" as well as
make it more student friendly, and Stepanske agreed.

"The new building will allow for common areas for
each of the four departments
that students can come together in-we want to build a
community within a community," Stepanske said.
Frank McDonald Architects, PC will be in charge of
the renovation and redesign
plans for Summerour and
will begin construction in the
summer. The) are continuing to work wit~ Southern to
finalize all remodeling plans.
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Nursing simulation labs expand
NATHAN LEWIS
SuuWam1

The School of Nursing
is exploring ways to incorporate simulation labs for
students pursuing a Bachelor of Science and Master of
Science in Nursing.
Students pursuing associate degrees in nursing already
experience simulation labs
in all of their classes, said
Barbara ·James, chair of the
School of Nursing.
Every Tuesday and Thursday, students work in a real
hospital setting, adapting- to
various scenarios with a manikin simulator, controlled and
supervised by a professor in
a separate room via one-way
glass. Students communicate with the manikin just
like they would a real patient.
The voice of the manikin is
heard over speakers located in
the exam room.
Three professors from the
School of Nursing attended.

meetings March 22-25 in
Orlando to learn how other
schools have incorporated
simulation labs into their upper level programs, and how
the School of Nursing here can
do the same thing, said Joelle
Wolf, an adjunct in the School
of Nursing who attended
the meetings.
Wolf said the goals for the
·simulation lab include teaching students how to manage
problems when they occur,
teaching patient safety in accordance with the patient
safety board and teaching
medication administration to
the patient all in a controlled
environment.
"If they make a mistake, it
stays in shn land hospital here,
and they can learn from it and
hopefully be better nurses out
in the real world," Wolf said.
Students acknowledge the
value in the skills they are
learning in simulation labs.
"When we are in clinicals,
we liave nurses there to help

us," said Breck Lang, a junior
nursing major. "But here, it is
all on us, and we have to figure out what is wrong and do
our best with the resources
that we have."
Six students and two professors are involved with any
given simulation day. Two students work in the exam room
with the patient and the remaining four observe and take
notes via live video stream in a
seminar room next door. One
professor leads the instruction
and debriefing, while the other
controls the simulator from a
control room.
"We can generate complications that students react
to so they can be well prepared for the real hospital
setting," Wolf said.
After each simulation, Wolf
leads a debriefing with the
students to determine what
went well and what needed
improvement.
Since the move into Florida Hospital Hall in January,

Social work students to travel t9 Kenya
~RYMIXON

SuuW•m•

A team from the School of
Social Work is going to Africa this summer to help victims of female genital mutilation by understanding their
needs and culture.
When the team first gets to
Kenya they want to meet with
Adventist Development and
Relief Agency and World Vision to get information on
what they are doing and see
what a typical day is like for
them, said Mariesa Swisher,
· a social work graduate student. They also plan on visiting orphanages in the area
and meeting with worne~ and
girls who have been injured by
genital mutilation.
Kajiado Adventist Education and Rehabilitation Centre promotes an alternative
"rite of passage" for girls becorning women and the social work team wants to help
ed~cate the people there so
they s ee that fernaile genital
rnuttilation is dangerous and
painful, Swisher said.
While the team is traveling and meeting with ADRA.
World Vision, KAERC and
orphanages, Professor Sharon Pittman will be teaching
the students about international development and other things about social work,
Swisher said.

"We are going to visit anumber of different humanitarian
projects in Kenya and Tanzania," Pittman said. "This will
be an awesome learning experience for anyone interested in
international service." Krj.sta Mattison, junior social work major, said for her,
this trip will be a foundation for more international
development trips.
"I am interested in doing
long-term work with community development in Africa.

I want to go to get exposed
and learn more about another
a culture different than my
own," Mattison said. "I want to
get my feet wet, you could say.
It is hard to fully understand
what international work is unless I go find out. My passion is
to work in Africa."
When asked why this trip
was so important to her,
Swisher said, "Because we get
to be Jesus' hands and feet.
We serve others because he
first served us."

James said
she
would
like to take
the simulation labs to
new levels.
"We feel
very blessed,
but we have
dreams
to
grow
and
expand,"
James said.
Plans for
the near future include
more use of
a pregnancy
simulator,
which gives
student& experience in
normal
or
complicated
baby deliv- Judy Dedeker, an associate professor of nursing, uses a
ery scenari- SIM person in lessons.
os. In addition, Wolf said a MorphVOX of the professor will be slissystem is being installed on torted, adding to the realism
the simulators, so the voice of the setting.

Jars of Clay is coming
JuuE TILLMAN
Co11 ffiEDAI E CQMMUNRY CHURCH

Jars of Clay with Matt
Maher, Derek Webb and
Audrey Assad will be performing Sunday, April 10
at 6:30 p.m. at Collegedale
Community Church.
The award-winning group
is well-known on Christian radio stations for songs
and
"Shelter."
"Flood"
This concert will be part of
the Shelter Tour.

Tickets are $32 for Premium Seating and $25 for
Regular Seating, if purchased
in advance. VIP Meet-theartist tickets are also available. Tickets are on sale at
http:/ fcollegedalecommunity.com. The performance
begins at 6:30 p.m., doors
open at 5:30 p .m. Those with
additional questions can call
(423) 396-5464.

Southern Student Spec~al:
Large 1 Topping, Only

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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Don't just silly yourself
ANGElA McPHERSON
Ra !CION EDDD!!

"Why do people close their
eyes when they sing?"
I peppered my Mom with
questions like this when
I was three. Literally. We
have it on a tape-recording.
Little me, asking all sorts of
questions of my Mom.
"Mom, why do people close
their eyes when they sing?"
My Mom humored me.
'"To think about the words.''
I was unsatisfied.
"No, the weal weason."I also had trouble with
the consonant "r."
"So they won't look at the
aU<ijence."
"No, the weal weal weason!"
"Angela, why do you
think people close their eyes
when they sing?"
"To silly themselves."
We had just gotten back
from a church service where
a woman from our congregation had performed some sort
of special music spectacular,

in which she emphatically
closed her eyes during the
chorus and raised her hands.
And at the tender age of three,
I didn't know the term for
"getting into it," so I came up
with my closest analogy: to
silly herself.
I wasn't sure how I
felt
about
her
sillying
herself in church.
Now, nearly 23 years
later, I often go to churches where plenty of people
close their eyes when they
sing. They even raise their
hands sometimes.
And I find it interesting
that, depending on the Sabbath, sometimes I think people are sillying themselves,
and sometimes I don't.
I'm not exactly sure how
to describe it, but maybe we
have certain preconceived notions about what authenticity
looks like, or what genuineness looks l.ike, in action. And
maybe sometimes we act out
those things, in order to "look
like" we're worshipping.

And maybe
sometimes
we're actually worshipping,
and
there is no
acting at all .
I've been
trying lately
to
seriousmyself before
God. And I
don't mean
guarding my
hand-motions or my
eye-closings
in church. I
mean really
taking stock in
how I wotship and from where
the motivation comes.
Are my worship acti<?ns
being moved by a genuine
gratefulness for the love of
Christ, or am I standing and
raising my hands because
my neighbor is standing
and raising his hands and
I want to look like I am worshiping, too?

Photo illustration by Katie Freeland

Am I willing to be genuine
not only during a contemporary service, but also ~h.:!n
hymns are being sung?
I love hymns. And I go
back and forth over time as
~o which service feeds me and
my heart. The other Sabbath
I went to two services to get
more Jesus time.
I'm not asking for us to
judge other people. I'm ask-

ing us to let the Holy Spirit
help us judge ourselves as
we try to worship Him in
humbleness-no
matter
the style of service.
Let's check ourselves. Is
our worship an authentic response to the person of Jesus Christ, or are we method actors who know how
to play church?

site tomorrow and I am just
calling to confirm that you are
coming. Please call our office
and ask to speak to Carlos if you
have any questions ... "
In your nap1e I pray, Amen.
I froze in-my-seat as I almost
let those words slip from my
mouth. I hung up the phone
and told my fellow volunteer,
"So, how about I almost ended
a voicemail with 'In your name
I pray, Amen'?"
·
We both laughed, and I
sighed in relief at avoiding
a very awkward situation,
but then it hit me. Yes, I really had just ·done that-and I
knew exactly why.
The thought scared me, much
more than the beep. Is this what
my mind equates with prayer?
Am I just leaving God
a voicemail?
Maybe the reason why our
prayer life getS bland is the
same reason I hate leaving
voicemails. It's the same message over and over again, with
a word change here or there,

and you always feel just a little
silly because you know you're
talking to a machine. And,
if we forget our "script," we
stumble on our words and feel
under pressure.
Often when we pray, we close
our eyes and perform our version of the script we were once
taught, without having the.
slightest idea that even before
we say "Dear God," He sits up
in his chair, leans forward and
prepares for a conversation
with us. And, all too often, we
give Him a half-hearted, oneway monologue.
I needed that voicemail scare
to make me realize that I've been
looking at prayer all wrong, that
I can't grow if I continue leaving
God voicemails and that I won't
stop leaving voicemails unless
I realize-really realize-that
He's there and He's listening.
When it comes to prayer,
there's no scary beep, no suspenseful ringing and God
will always answer.

Leaving God a voicemail
RAQUELLEVY
CONJRIIWQI

One down, 20 more to go.
I love making phone calls,
especially to eager volunteers,
but leaving voicemails is a
new kind of embarrassing torture. I always end up sounding
like "Hello! Urn, I'm calling to
urn ...no, I'm calling to let you
know that urn ... OK, bye! Have
a great day!"
It was the summer I volunteered at the office of Habitat
for Humanity and, for some
reason I could never understand, no one there liked making phone calls. Because of
that, I usually received that
particular privilege.
It was the highlight of
my nine-hour workday to
hear a friendly voice on
the other end of the phone,
but the voicemail beep always scared me. For me,
it meant stumbling and
forgetting my words. Too
much pressure.

But, if you've ever made a
great number of phone calls
in one sitting, you know that
it doesn't take long to build a
"script," so to speak. It becomes
a pretty familiar pattern. Ring,
beep, voicemail. Ring, beep,

voicemail. After five more calls,
I had it down pat.
"Hello! My name is Raquel
and I'm calling from the office of Habitat for Humanity of
Greater Miami. I see you are
signed up to volunteer at our

Illustration by Katie Freeland
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God's .love is sufficien-t
ROCHEu.E BANNER

De the center of our. hearts.

We often forget that the love
He has for us is far greater and
A smile appeared on my face fulfilling than the love another
as I flipped through a _p hoto al- human gives. His love is perfect
bum of what we used to be. One love and will always be ours.
picture contained us in a silhou- Even when we choose to stop
ette form, your hands stretched loving Him, His heart yearns
out to push me away.
to love us.
Little did I know that months
Christ seeks to fill the love
later the contents of this picture space that you try to get
would come true. I began to re- others to fill.
alize that too oftep we depend • Praying about your relationon the love of another person to ship and giving everything over
fulfill us instead ofletting Christ to Christ an<! -aSking for His
CONUIIUTQR

approval will save you a lot of
heartAche in the end. Talk to
Him about problems in your relationship, but also thank Him
for the good times you experience as well.
Don't be afraid to pray with
your boyfriend or girlfriend; it's
~good way to come to Christ together. Praying together helps
you both to experience the
blessings that He wants to give
you. By doing this you will become closer to your boyfriend
or girlfriend and Christ will be·

the center of your relationship.
I used to think that having
a special someone would add
happiness to my life that no one
else could give me. Until I met
Christ. His love showed me that
no matter how much I search
for love in others there is no
· love like His. He's real, His love
is real, and He is love.
Let His love be an example
in your life and be the foundation on which your relationship is built. When you put the
· love in yow; relationship before

Him you are making it a god.
Therefore, submit yourself to
the One who desires to love
you unconditionally without
selfish intentions.
He wants to prune your love
and make it into something that
is beautiful and prosperous. So
trust in Him, knowing that He
only wants what's best for you.
In Psalm 31=4 it says, "delight
yourself in the Lord and He
will give you the desires of your
heart." Trust Him and let HID!
give you what you desire.

Can I take your order?
KEVIN JOHNSON
CONU!BUTQR

Many · changes and additions to Food · Services here
at Southern have occurred
over the years, giving students
more food options. Where you
go to eat all depends on what
you want to eat.
Now, I am a little biased
about food options because I
am a student worker at South-

em's cafeteria, but don't let that
bother you. Throughout my
years at Southern, I have seen
a lot of changes which were
all for the better~
I have seen the addition of
extra food options on campus,
the remodeling and relocation of KR's, the makeover of
the eafeteria and the additions of the Kayak and vending · machines. Even the Village Market allows students

to use their ID card to buy
certain food items.
A few years ago when there
weren't that many options,
most of the on-campus students
came to the cafeteria to eat.
During those years, there was
a lot to do in the cafeteria. There
was a lot of food to prepare, especially since the cafeteria was
in high demand at the time.
Since the additions of other
food options on campus, the

cafeteria has been losing customers and because of that,
different
changes
around
the cafeteria have happened, .
mainly for the cooks.
Nowadays, it feels like there
tends to be a lot of down time
during meals because of the lack
of business coming through the
doors. During' that down time,
some of us student workers
start to wor~ on the next meal, ·
which causes another issue.

Since we start preparing
early for the next meal, we tend
to get a lot done earlier than
usual. When we have most of
the food made before the deadline, there is a need to let a·
few students leave before their
scheduled shift ends.
So come on in to the cafeteria and help us student workers
keep our scheduled hours.

MASTER'S DEGREES
From Southern Adventist University
Master's Degrees:

O ur goal is to help you
• reach yo urs.
Convenient and Flexible.
Classes are designed to coordinate
with your work schedule. Many
classes, and some entire degrees,
are available online. ·

Affordable.
Graduate tuition at Southern is
competitively priced. In fact, you may
be surprised at how comparable our
tuition is to public universities.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
Counseling
Education
Nursing
Relig1on
Social Work

Call, visit online, or stop by
Graduate Studies in Wright
Hall to find out more about
the graduate program that
works for you.

Graduate Studies
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failed to apply in time for the
absentee ballot for my district,
and the candidate that I would
have supported lost.
It's no secret that young
voters turned out in droves to
support Obama in the 2008
presidential election. But what

It was a hot summer day in
Mississippi when I pulled up
to the Lamar County Courthouse-the same courthouse
where both my grandparents
worked as judges in the '8os
and '90s. I've always had a
sense of pride about their participation in our community
and our government, and this
day I was taking my own baby
steps to civic participation-!
was registering to vote.
As I passed the water fountain I thought back to the pictures in my elementary school
history books that ·depicted
two water fountains-one labeled "white" and the other
labeled "colored." Many peo. . ple during hundreds of years
fought for those labels to be
removed, and they were suc- about the officials that colleccessful. Turning the comer, . tively matter more than the
I walked into the courthouse president? What abdot our
and found a clerk who helped representatives and senators?
me register. After filling out
Voter turnout among 18- to
a paper and showing my li- 19-year-olds fell from the last
cense, the clerk smiled and presidential election to the
assured me that I would be most recent midterm election
mailed my voter registration from 51 percent in 2008 to
card that same week.
20.9 percent in 2010. There
Unfortunately, like so many ate many reasons for this.
of my fellow college students, I First, voter turnout in any age
missed the opportunity to vote bracket falls during midterm
the first time I could-during elections. In fact, total voter
the 2010 midterm elections. I turnout from the presiden-

''I

tial election to the midterm
election fell by more than 19
percent. The media doesl1't focus all its attention on two or
three candidates, as they do in
presidential elections. Rather,
national media have to cover
multiple candidates from

nor part of the community
surrounding their college.
My suggestion is to register
anyway in whichever community you think needs your
vote the most.
Lack of interest is, in my
opinion, the most socially
destructive of the reasons
for the decline in midterm
voter participation in my age
bracket. Most revolutionsnot excluding our own and
the ones in Libya, ~gypt and
Tunisia-often involve a great
deal of young people. I don't
think we need revolution, but
I do think that young people
should take their government
seriously. Many young people
take for granted the freedoms
that our international counterparts are risking their lives
for. It's a slippery slope when a
'large block of a voting populaacross the country, and Con- tion loses interest in the issues
gressional candidates, even and cedes power to far left
incumbents, simply don't get a or far right voters.
lot of time in the media.
Because of my own laziness,
Another problem with voter I missed my chance to vote in
turnout in our age bracket is 2010, and I was joined by millocation. As I mentioned, I lions of peers who also didn't
failed to get an absentee bal- participate. We've got another
lot in time to vote in the mid- chance every two years to get
terms. This is common es- involved-which is as easy as
pecially among college-aged showing up at the precinct.
people who often move away Join me in my promise to myfrom their district for col- self and to my generation that
lege. They feel neither part of I will vote from now on, every
their community back home, chance possible.

don't think we need
revolution, but I do
think that young people
should take their
government seriously.

Barely alive isn't alive at all
RA.QUELLEVY
CONDIBIODR

I was talking to a friend of
mine a few weeks ago-an
individual who lives his life
well but from behind a bright
red brick wall keeping him
from opening up to others.
In my attempt to at least
convince him to answer
my questions about why he
wouldn't open up, I realized
he had a point in repeating
that he was fine and would
continue to be fi ne while living behind his wall.
"I have no doubt that you'll
be fi ne," I said. "You'll be
perfectly fine." He nodded,
sure that I was going to take
his side, but I continued.
"But all you'll ever be is fine."
I wonder how many of
us are just breathing. How
many are perfectly fine, but
stuck in a cheap imitation
of life and call it living. The
conversation with my friend

kept me thinking and I realized that in our effort to be
sensible, sophisticated and
reasonable, we lose a huge
part of what it -means to really live. We put up pretty red
walls and keep ourselves at a
safe balance without being
"too much" of anything.
I
suggest that being
open, and living life in the
same manner, doesn't have
to be foolish. There are
some areas in which a safe
balance just won't do.
Too nice, too soon: At
the beginning of this year,
while shopping for dorm essentials, I remembered my
friend's new roommate mentioning that she wanted a
new mug. I suggested to my
friend that she surprise her
new roommate by buying it
for her and was received with
"No, Raquel it's too soon!
·
She'll think I'm a creep!"
I was confused, but accepted my "creep" status and
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Missing: young voters in the U.S.
JAROD KEITH
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let it go. A couple semesters is the area my friend and his
later when the mug story - bright red wall had the bigcame out amid laughter, my gest trouble with, but I'm
friend's roommate said a new not suggesting-you tell your
mug would have been really tragic life story to the server
sweet. So I argue that be- handing you lunch in the cafing a creep is worth it, that eteria. Being open is much
kindness is something that simpler than that.
Have you ever seen somecan't be done reasonably,
and that it's never too soon one who smiles with everything they have? Someone
to be too nice.
Too loud, too often: who, regardless of circumI'm not talking about inside stances that may have exor outside voices, though I cused a brick wall, are still
could make a separate case living openly, showing every
just for that. I mean in the expression on his or her face?
way we live. Do we do bare- That person is free , and that
ly enough, as if talking in a is what it means to be open.
Yes, some things are meant
whisper just to be heard?
Or do we commit our whole to be done in moderation, but
life isn't one of them. Barely
selves t o everything we do?
When we yell, we show that alive isn't alive at all. To be
we mean what we're saying. alive is to break out of the
I vote that we do the same comfortable, the ordinary,
with our actions. Whatever the apathetic, the bl(lh, the
we do-be a friend, clean a meh, the *shrug. * To live.
bathroom, say an encouraging word-let's do so loudly.
Too open, too much: This

·This
Weekend
Brue Lee on YouTube ...
it will change your life.
•••••••••••••••
EarthDayz
Rock City Gardens
1400 Patten Road
Lookout Mountain, Ga.
Friday, April!
8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
http:/ jseerockcity.com/earthdayz
"Bob's Favorite Things"
Chattanooga Symphony &
Opera
Tivoli Theatre
703 Broad St.
Chattanooga, Tenn .
Saturday, April2
8-top.m.
$15-75
http:/ jchattanoogasymphony.
org
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
Chattanooga Theatre Centre
400 River St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday, April 2
8-top.m.
$30
http:/ jtheatrecentre.com
The Music Man
Fabrefaction Theatre
999 Brady Avenue
Atlanta, Ga.
Saturday, April 2
8-top.m.
$15-20
http:/ I fabrefaction.org
Savannah Music Festival:
Atlanta sYmphony Orchestra
Lucas Theatre for the Arts
32 Abercorn St.
Savannah, Ga.
Sunday. April3
3p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ jsavannahmusicfestival.
org
Trans-Siberian Orchestra
Memorial Auditorium
399 McCallie Ave.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Tuesday, April19
7:30p.m.
Starting at $41
http.:/ /trans-siberian.com

•
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MLB season preview
wait and see.
do some damage this season.
Atlanta has a solid roster and
Rounding out the NL West
should be a decent team, but are the Dodgers, Padres and
Spring is here, and that ·
they won't be able to· compete
Diamondbacks. The Dodgers
means it's time for baseball.
with Philadelphia. The Marlins are in a transition phase after
Today marks the beginning
are going to surprise a lot of the retiring of manager Joe
of a 162-game, seven-month
people this season; they are a
Torre. The· Padres will field
journey that will ultimately
team to watch.
a decent team, but not much
crown one team as World
NLCentral
else. And don't get your hopes
Champions. Trying to guess
The Cincinnati Reds are high on Arizona.
who that's going to be is an
going to take the NL Central
ALF..ast
adventure in itself, but _that's
this year. Mark it "down. They
The American League East
exactly what I intend to do. In
won it last year, and they11 is sure to be ·a battle between
fact, I11 layout the whole searepeat again this year, whicll fanilliar foes-,.the Boston Red
son for you-final standings,
is really goingJo be a product Sox and New York Yankees. If
individual awards, everything.
of keeprng their entire 2010 Tampa Bay can get solid proWe11 start with the NL East. .
roster intact.
duction out of Manny Ramirez,
NLEast
The St. Louis Cardinals have they might be able to challenge,
There is a clear favorite in
a solid team, but with Adam but it doesn't look good for the
the NL East-the Philadelphia
Wainwright out for the sea- Rays.
Phillies. They stand head and
son, the Cardinals may have a
The additions ofAdrian Gonshoulders above the other four
rough time trying to keep up
zalez and Carl Crawford should
teams in their division and,
with the Reds.
push the Sox over the Yankees.
save some disastrous unforeThe Chicago Cubs will be im- There's just too much talent on
seen injury to one of their stars,
proved this season, not that it
Boston's roster.
should easily take the divisio~.
will make mucll of a difference.
The Rays will slide into third
They may even end up with
Prince Fielder and the Brew- place behind the two powerthe best record in the National
ers should also be a solid team, houses. They simply don't have
League. You can thank Roy
especially after acquiring Zack the roster to compete with the
Halladay, Cole Hamel, Cliff Lee
Greinke, a former Cy Young big boys this year. And the Blue
and Roy Oswalt for that. Best
Award winner.
Jays and Orioles aren't much
rotation ever? We11 have to
NLWest
more than batting practice for
The
defending the rest of the teams in their
champion San Fran- division.
National
Ameriean
cisco Giants have a lot
ALCentral
League
League
to prove this season.
I don't expect the AL CenThey too kept much of tral to be decided until the
East
East
their 2010 roster in- last week of the season. The
Phillies
Red. Sox
tact. They lost World Twins, Tigers and White Sox
Braves
Yankees
Series MVP Edgar are all pretty evenly matched.
Rays
Mets
Renteria, but gained ' The Twins may be the betNationals
Orioles
solid utility man Mark ter of the three, especially if
Blue Jays
Marlins
DeRosa and the aging Justin Morneau can bounce
Miguel Tejada. If ei- back from last year's season
Central
Central
ther of them can play
Reds
Twins
up to their reputation,
White Sox
Cardinals
the Giants should have
Brewers
Tigers
no wuble repeating as
Cubs
Indians
Division Champs. GetAstros
Royals
ting past the Phillies- is
Pirates
a different story.
Keep your eye on
West
West
the Colorado Rockies.
Giants
Rangers
They might be the only
Rockies
Angels
team good enough to
Athletics
Padres
challenge the Giants
Dodgers·
Mariners
for the NL West crown.
Diamondbacks
Carlos Gonzalez and
Troy Tulowitzki will
NL *Wildcard:
AL *Wildcard:
carry the offense-one
Colorado Rockies Yankees
may even be MVP.
Ubaldo Jimenez will
NLMVP:Troy
ALMVP:
carry the pitching staff,
Tulowitzki
Adrian Gonzalez
and is a threat to win
NLCyYoung:
ALCyYoung:
the cy Young. Overall,
Cliff Lee
Jered Weaver
the Rockies are a big
sleeper team ahd will

ANDREW

GARCILAW

:tSero:uRTSm...£JEowuwnnaL-_ _ _ _ _ _ ~

Texas Rangers first baseman Chris Davis puts t~e tag on
. RO!*ies' Troy Tulowitzki who was cauf!ht over-runnmg f!rst after_ a sm!?le m
the third inning of a spring traimng baseball game m Surpns~. Anz.,
Wednesday, March 16, 2011.

The Chicago White Sox may
be the best offensive team in
the division, but I don't foresee
them overtaking Minnesota.
Detroit will finish a distant
third with the Indians and Royals rounding out the bottom of
the division.
ALWest
Last year's AL Champs are
looking to do it again this year,
and they certainly have the
roster to do so. Adrian Beltre
should be a nice addition for
the TexaS Rangers, but losing
Vlad Guerrero may hurt them
more then the front office anticipates.
The lA Angels, if they play
at their best, could definitely
compete with Texas, and could
even win the division. But only
if they live up. to their potential.
Jered Weaver and Dan Haren
at the top of their rotation is a
nice 1-2 punch that many peohave overlooked.

The Oakland As also have a
decent team, I guess. Realistically, they have absolutely no
chance against the top teams in
the league. The same could be
said for the Seattle Mariners,
who don't have much going for
them, to say the least.
Postseason
ALCS: Red Sox v. Rangers
NLCS: Phillies v. Rockies
World Series: Red Sox v.
Rockies
World Champs: Colorado
Rockies
*Fm sick of hearing all the
praise for the Phillies and Red
Sox. The 2011 World Series
will be a rematch of the 2007
World Series. This time, the
Rockies will get their revenge.
Mark it down. Fm picking a
big underdog.

__

.._

Collegedale to:
Andrews University........•.. - ... 2:40
Bass Academy .......................... 2:10
Blue Mountain Acadenty .......3:00
Fletcher I Pisgah Academy ......:SO
Forest lake Academy-........... .2:45
General Conference................ 2:40
Creal Lakes Academy.............3:10
Highland View Academy..... .2:40
Ozark Academy ...........•...........3:00
Shenandoah Valley ....... ."....... .2:20
Spring Valley Academy.........1:40
Mt Vernon Academy............... 2:00
Charter Your Personal Aircraft Today!
• Fly mom and d•d in for • qukk visit
• Be .iirbornc within minutes of dJss
• Sa one price for three pa en~r;
• Never miss a family event
• fly home just for the day

• One Way flights are Half Price·
Hct•lct fliC'S to any public .Urport ln the e.utem h•lf US.
Cont.td Ut'fl .. jet tn quotf" vuur nl:."d Aight

..
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Upcoming events calendar
Thursday, Mareh 31
11
a.m.
Convocation,
Awards, Iles PE Center
Financial Aid (FAFSA) Priority Deadline
Wind · Symphony Tour
(March 31-April 2)
12 p.m. Awards Luncheon,
Church Fellowship Hall
Friday, April 01
AlA Convention, Lorna Linda, Calif. (1-5)
1-3:30 p.m. Free Trips to
Walmart-leaves Southem everyl/:z hour, Wright
Hall Steps
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunity: West Side 4 Jesus,
Wright ball Steps
6:30 p.m. Power Hour,
Gospel Chapel in the
Church
8 p.m. Sunset
8 p.m. Vespers, Jaela
Cornejo, Church
After Vespers Afterglow,
Promenade

STUDENT LIFE
The Latin American Club
is hosting its annual Spiritual Encounter weekend
April 1-3. There will be a
Bonfire Vepsers at the Student Park on Friday, April 1
at 7 p.m. On Sabbath, April 2,
there will be OneAccord Sabbath School at the Lynn Wood
Hall Chapel at 10:30 a.m., followed by a church service at
11:30 a.m. Potluck is at 1:30
p.m. in the White Oak Room,
and there will be a Sunset Service at 7 p.m. at the F1ag Pole.
Student tickets for the
SonRise Easter Pageant
on April 23, 2011, can be
picked up beginning April
4 at the Chaplain's Office,
while supplies last. Tickets

After Vespers HymnSing,
Talge Chapel

Sabbath, April 02
a.m. Adoration t-Ed
Wright, Church
9:30 a.m. The Fountain,
White Oak Room
Chattanooga 4 Christ- Cardboard Testimony, Wright
Hall Steps
9:45 a.m. Breaking Free Sabbath School-Women Only,
Collegedale Academy #105
10 a.m. High Definition Sabbath School, Talge Chapel
Collegiate Sabbath School,
Church Fellowship Hall
Beautiful Feet, Thatcher Chapel
Wmning at Work and
Home-Men Only, Collegedale Academy #103
10:15 a.m. Adoradon 2-Ed
Wright, Church
Pura Vida, Church Training
Chapel
10:30 a.m. One Accord Sab9

are

free but required for all
performances fro~ 8:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. (Half hour intervals.) Tickets will be released
to the general public beginning April to at 12 p.m. at the
Hamilton Place Mall at the
Food Court entrance. Children
6 and under do not need a ticket. Casual dress and comfortable shoes are encouraged for
the leisurely, less-than-a-mile
walk through -the Pageant.
There will be NO non-ticketed
showings this year.

H you purchased photo.grapbs at the Valentine's
Day Banquet, they are now
available to pick-up in the Student Association office.
The incoming 2011-2012
SA Executive Cabinet is
seeking members to fill

bath School, Hulsey Amphitheater
11:30 a.m. Connect-Andy
Nash, Collegedale Academy
Roundtable Sabbath School,
• Church Seminar Room
11:45 lf.m.
Renewal-Eel
Wright, Church
1:3o-5 p.m. Cave Open, Student Park
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall-Transportation Provided
West Side 4 Jesus (Youth
Ministry)
Metamorphosis . (Hispanic
Ministry)
FlAG Camp (Children's
Ministry)
Hungcy 4 Jesus (Homeless
Ministry)
Patten Towers (Evangelistic Series)
8 p.m. Evensong-! Cantori,
Church
9 p.m. Dusk 'til Dawn Challenge, lles PE Center
.Sunday, April 03

the following positions:
Secretary, Assistant Finance
Director, Public Relations Director, Community Service
Day Director, and Parliamentarian. If you are interested,
please stop by the Student Services Office for an application.

H you like planning and
executing exciting events
and would like to get involved in helping with
n~ year's social events,
pick up an application for the
Social CommitteE). Applications will be available next
week in the Student Services
Office.

BIRTHDAYS
March 3:1 - Carolyn _Taylor, Ingrid Skantz, Jonathan Sackett, Mark Windo-

*Cafeteria Closed, CK Open "' T-30 p.m:
from 9 a.m.-6 p.m., KR's
Ayano Ninomiya, Ackerman Auditorium (ConvoPlace open 5-9 p.m., and
cation Credit)
The Kayak open s-8:30
p.m.
8 a.m.-12 p.m. sth Annual
Wednesday, April o6
Community Health Walk,
9:30 p.m. Residence HaD
Church Parking
Joint Worship, Thatcher
11:40 a.m. Outreach OpporHall
tunity:
Metamorphosis ·
Health Expo, Wright Hall
Thursday, April 07
Steps
11 a.m. Convocation, Voices
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Adventist Roof Lee, Des PE Center
botics League Southern
PreView Southern 1o6 (14Challenge
15)
s:30 p.m. Senior Recognition
a:ao p.m. Deans/Chairs ~
Banquet, Dining Hall
visory, Conference Room
5 p.m. "Southern 0pen•
Monday, April 04
Meeting, Hulsey W
Southern Open Disc Golf
Center
Tournament,
Sign-up,
http://southem.
edu/intramurals
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council

Tuesday, April 05
12 p.m. Tornado Siren Test

ver, Megan Loney, Richard Ward, Robert Hargrove,
Sam Steele, Tisha Gabriel, Tom Stone, Vanessa
Valleray
April 01 - Gabriela Bonilla, Jana Dietsche, Janice Cosme, Karen Caldwell,
Mistique Piedra, Ovidiu
Goia, Phil Patton, Sandra
· Twombl~ .

April 02 - Justin Burks,
Michael Milmine
April 03 - Dave Lu, David
Garner, Jonathan ~urichek,
Kaitlin Collins, Niki Penola,
Nikki Smith, Oyindamola
Ajumobi, Rebecca Amenta
April 04 - Carissa Haley, Casey Walter, Crystal
Stit?.er. Lore:la Howard.

Matt Wetmore, Raygenee
Ruado, Robert Gabel
April 05 - Cassandra
Aguas, Christina Verrill, Jaclyn Sorbet, Jordan Core,
Karissa Knobloch, Mariesa
Swisher, Nicbole Sampson, Steven Green, Vincent
Cantrell ·
April o6 -Alan Iwahashi,
Mark Larson, Nancy Valencia, Sara Uribe, Tyler Newmyer
April 07 - Aaron Lauger,
Andrew Lauger, Eric Davis, Eric Edgerton, Hillary
Goodman, Jace Coston,
Jonathan Harper, Julie Alvarez, Junior Toussaint,
Lauren
Behnke,
Mary
Thrash

·.

If you're looking for a place to stay,

a.sk for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

O'SPRINGS

Texting101
to be
taught next
semester
SuZANNE OcsAI
HuMoa Eonoa

Southern bas approved a
new one-hour general education class for the English
department. TXT-101 is now
on the schedule for the fall
2011 semester.
As more students and
adults incorporate texting
into their daily activities,
Southern, along with the
English department, believes that it is critical to
step in and help bridge the
gap between formal English
and text lingo, says a senior
English major.
"I thnk txtin is a gr8 way
2 communicate," texted a
freshman English major, who
is looking forward to taking
the class.
Students will learn how
to use T9 properly as well
as which phones have the
best keyboards for different
fingertip sizes.
"Picking out the right keyboard size is like picking out
the right wedding ring for
your finger," said a Writing Center worker. "Keys
too small and you can forget
spelling things right! Keys
too big and you11 have to
strain your joints more than
necessary moving your fingers back and forth over the
long distances."
Other topics the class
will cover are spelling big
words quickly, what textese is appropriate and what
should never be used, and
situational text etiquette.
Students interested in
taking this class are encouraged to stop by the English department to register
by April1.

Missing cobra mingles
· with local duck
c.....oUJN!!IlTLIIB.IIIIa(L[umallH!l__ _ _ _ _ _ _ regrets since I don't have to

Cafeteria to stop.
servi g luhch
SuZANNE OCSAI
..,H...
u,M.,.o.._a...
E.Lfjonwn..,a..__ _ _ _ _ _

In honor of the soon-coming warm weather the cafeteria is planning
to stop serving lunch. Instead the cafeteria staff will
be preparing
picnic lunches ,
for students to
purchase and
enjoy outside.
Over the years the staff
have heard students talk
about spring fever and wishing that more classes would
meet outside. Professors may
not be interested in accommodating the students' wishes but the cafeteria staff are,
said a staff member.
"It's a huge undertaking,"

said an unofficial university
spokesperson. "But we believe in going that extra mile
for the students."
The
picnic•
lunches come
in various sizes
depending on
the number of
people eating
together.
"While
it's
extra
work,
the new picnic
lunch system encourages
students to eat together more
often," says the spokesperson. "Everyone knows that
it doesn't matter what age a
student is, lunch is the favorite subject because you get to
hang out with your friends.
We want to encourage
more of that."

It doesn't
matter what
age a
student is
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Nearly a week after a deadly cobra mysteriously came
up missing from the Bronx
Zoo, officials are following
leads tbat the dangerous
reptile may be
in a serious
relationship
with Ledford,
a spunky mallard living at
the duck pond.
The pair reportedly coordinated their
rendezvous
via
Twitter.
An
investigation
into
past
tweets
between
@
Ledfordfhe-Duck and @
BronxZoosCobra
reveals
a history of interaction
between the couple.
Attempts to contact Ledford for comment were unfruitful. However, zoo officials have reas<>n to believe
that Ledford and the Bronx
escapee have met somewhere
near Southern's duck pond.
"Ledford is a great cook,"
the cobra said in an email

'

~t

worry about the food going
straight down to my nonexistent hipssssssss."
However, wildlife resource
officers are concerned Ledford may get too comfortable
with the cobra's sssmooth
moves.
"At this rate,
the cobra may
strike a dinner date with
the
duck,"
said
Dusty
Rhodes, duck
pond housing
coordinator.
"We all know
the innocent
bird doesn't
stand a chance
to a famished
reptile."
Residents of the duck pond
are having a hard time with·
the new intruder. ·
"For the first time in the
history of this peaceful
pond, we all feeling like third
wheels," said a spokesduc\
for the flock, "It hurts our
flock like rocky soil hurts our
webbed feet. "

this
rate, the
cobra may
strike a
dinner
date with
the duck; '

BUJIOil8Dl'IOR'S~

The Humor Bcijtor" bas detetoWsed that
cootent lbuild on the Humor Pap IS
8trktly htunorous ill nature and not
necessarily to be taken as truthful or
offensive.
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Student art show
'touches' lives

Students observe Janelle Junn's senior art gallery entitled 'Touch• on March 30, 2011 .

• Ph~to by lim bnks

Southern to launch evangelism training program
EDUARDO ARRoYo
SuuWann

An evangelism training
program for the fall semester
of 2011 has been approved for
the School of Religion.
The program, named SALT,
stands for Southern Adventist
Lay-evangelism Training.
"Salt is also a metaphor for
evangelism," said Alan Parker, professor .in the School
of Religion. "Southern being the 'saltshaker,' and
the students, the salt that
goes into the world to be
transforming agents,"
SALT will teach students
how to understand and study
the Bible, share ·and defend
their beliefs and get handson experience doing evangelism ,in the communityincluding work with a full
evangelistic series.
Michelle Doucoumes, Bible

worker certification coordinator, said her dream is having
students on fire about evangelism and becoming leaders

Salt is a
metaphor
for
evangelism
in local churches and soul
winners for Christ regardless
of their future occupations.
Parker said SALT plans to
have guest speakers throughout the semester, including
possibilities such as Mark
Finley, David Asscherick, Don
Mackintosh, Chester Clark
and others.
The speakers would stay for a
couple of days and would hold

meetings for those wishing
to attend.
"This · program . enables
the university to offer a full
complement in personal
evangelism in addition to the
public evangelism that we do
through the ERC trips," said
Stephanie Sheehan, evangelism resource coordinator.
Students will be able to
take these classes through
four years at Southern or the
r~ommended one semester
intensive program, Parker
said. This way, they dedicate
themselves completely to God
and have the encouragement
of a team of cohorts doing
the same.
"Working for the salvation of other people can also
change our own spiritual
lives," Doucoumes said.
Parker has been developing
the program since last year
continued on pg. 4
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EMlLY BANKS
art and becomes a metaphor
..,sl..."'w••....W,.,....a,..m.ua.__ _ _ _ ___ of the process of touching
lives of others. That's kind
Many were "touched" at of why I wanted to instill
Janelle Juno's senior art that concept," Juno said.
"That and I think it's a lot
show on March 30.
Art majors are required to more fun than just sitting
have a gallery at the end of apd looking."
Junn srud the greater
their senior year, said Giselle
Hasel, assistant professor in plan she had for the art was
the School of Visual Art and to inspire others to take
Design. Hasel, who also or- a pledge to donate either
ganized the event, said there time or money to Adventist
are currently about a dozen Health International or the
fine arts majors at South- Global Health Institute by
ern, but Juno is the only one placing cut canvas squares
graduating this year, which around the frames of the
allowed her to have her own paintings. Juno also said
that all proceeds of her art
"hands-on" display.
Janelle Juno, a senior fine would go toward a selected
arts and allied health major, Adventist hospital of the
said the inspiration for her buyer's choosing.
"I just want people to walk
"touch" theme came from
her time spent as a student away with awareness of the
missionary in Ethiopia last world and to know that you
year, where she volunteered can make a difference," Juno
at the Gimbie Adventist said. "Whether it's through
Hospital serving as com- art or anything else."
Juno's cause rallied the
munication director and a
support of many friends
dentist's assistant.
"To volunteer overseas and family who attended the
is something, that hit me Wednesday evening show.
"I know Janelle and how
very personally," Juno said.
"So from there I just grew passionate she is about her
that concept with my love artwork and the cause befor fabric and my love for hind it," said Sam Steele, a
senior film production mabright colors,"
Once Juno had her idea, jor in attendance. "We're all
she said she '\'orked for very proud of her and what
more than eight months on she has done."
Juno said she is planthe show. When the piPntings were finished, Juno said ning to go to dental hygiene
she was not only relieved but school at Lorna Linda after
excited to display her pieces graduation; and she may go
in what she feels is a very into an Master in Fine Art
program later on.
nontraditional way.
"Being able· to touch the
painting you're breaking a
barrier with the person . .. It
helps you identify with the

days
until

rry
Festival
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Southern's affordable '~Geek Squad"
CHARLES CAMMACK

SnnWR•n•

For several y~ars, Information Systems has been offering a very affordable computer repair service to students,
faculty and staff.
Their technicians will take
a look at students' personal
computers free of charge
and give a quick assessment
of what needs to . be fixed,
whether it will cost and how

long it will take to repair.
If students bring their ·
computer in the morning,
the technicians will generally-have it ready for them by
the afternoon, if it happens .
to be a problem that can't be
fixed on the spot, said Mike
McClung, associate director
of information systems. A vi- -:
rus cleanup costs $15 and the
general rate for repairs that
take more ip depth work is .
$30 per bout.

"Our purpose is not to
make money," McClung
said, "but to provide an affordable, mo'st- times free,
service to our students,
faculty and staff."
McClung said that Best
Buy's Geek Squad will charge
up to $200 for some of the
simplest repairs where Information Systems would only
charge $30.

Library to -have a 25' cent book sale
CHRIS JANETI;KO

SnFF Wams

Mckee Library will be holding its third 25 cent book sale
on ApriltS-29.
When books in the library
meet their maximum capac. ity, old books are removed
from the shelves to make
room for new ones. Friends
of McKee Library, which
creates volunteer opportu-

nities and communicates
between the ·library and the
.local community, came up
with the idea to sell the uneeded books . at prices that
students can afford instead
of the library having to trash
the books, said Marcella Morales: a library employee.
"The _books are 25 cents,"
Morales said. "You can't even
get a book at McKays for that
price."

The first sale was last
school year in the spring: the
library also held one during
Alumni Weekend this past
fall, Morales· said.
"We plan to hold the used
book sales bi-annually or
whenever we have a large
number of books available,"
Morales said. "The next book
sale will take place during
fall semester."

I

South_e rn goes baref~ot for needy children
CHRIS JANETZKO

' Sun Wilma
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On Tuesday Southern students went barefoot, despite
cold weather, to promote
awareness. on how much a
pair of shoes impacts children's lives.
Bringing "One Day Without Shoes" to Southern's
campus started last year as
a Promotional Strategies
class assignment. The goal .
for the project was to increase the traffic to McKee
Library, while reposition. ing the view of the library
in the mind of students. The
event was such a success last
year that the library decided
to put on the event again,
said Shelby Mixon, a senior
marketing major.
"One Day Without Shoes"
is an international event
SJ?Onsored by TOMS Shoes.

The event is intended to
raise awareness and give
people an idea of what it was
like to ·lNe -without shoes.
Southern students this year,
however, didn't want to just
show support: they wanted .

"There is a famous saying that says 'You don't really know a person until you
have walked in their shoes
for three days,'" said Michael Roosenberg, -a freshman history major. "Going

''a

.. You don't really know _
person until you have
walked in their shoes
f~r three days

to take action, Mixon said.
This year students donated more than $).00 to the
company called Soles4Souls.
They give a pair of shoes to a
child in need forevel1:-dollar
donated, Mixon said.

without shoes has helped
me understand the lives of
those people just a little bit
more."
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The Summit wins Dusk 'Til Dawn challenge
SARAH CROWDER

SnuWa1nR

Fourteen co-ed teams of
four people each competed
in Southern's fourth annual
Dusk 'Til Dawn adventure
race from Saturday night to
Sunday morning.
Testing outdoor skills and
teamwork, teams participated in rock climbing, caving,
running, orienteering, rope
climbing and more activities which took participants
around Southe~'s campus.
The race officially lasted
about nine hours but the winning team, The Summit, completed the race in six hours
and five minutes, said Christina Soule, an outdoor education graduate student. Upon
completion of the 14 activi-

ties campuswide, cash pri~
e~ of $200, $150 and $100
were given to the winning
teams respectively.
This year · only one team
consisted of contestants
mostly from the Chattanooga
area.However, in the past,
participants traveled from as
far as Texas.
Soule said she sees this ad-·
venture race as a unique experience. "It's a pretty cool
event," Soule.said, "to challenge students and people of
the community to do things
they may have never tried before, and to do it while staying
up all night."

Marty Miller, a professor at Southern, gives students instructions on the night's events.

Photo by Sarah Crowder

SIFE team wins at regional competition
I<ACYEFOOTE
SIFE PI181K RDAIJON5 CQQR!HNAJQII

The Southern Adventist
University SIFE team was
named a Regional Champion
at the SIFE USA Regional
Competition held April 4
, in Atlanta, Ga. The event is
one of 12 SIFE USA Regional Competitions being held
across the United States in
March and April.
The team presented on
four of their 15 projects that
they worked on this year:
Vending, Collegedale Recycles, Ideals International and
Adventist Health Systems.
Southern is one of nearly
6oo prpgrams in the United
States. Participating students
use business concepts to develop community outreach
projects that improve the
quality of life and standard of
living for people in need.
"It was my firs time at the
competition, and I thought
Southern Adventist University's team did an excellent job.
Chris Brown, a junior computer science major, said, "I saw a

couple other presentations and
I thought we were one of the
top runners. I am excited that
we are going to Nationals."
The culmination of the
SIFE program is an annual
series of competitf;ns that
provide a forum for teams to

present the results of their
projects and to be evaluated
by business leaders serving
as judges. Teams compete
first at the regional and national levels, then at the international level when the
national champion teams

from each country meet at
the SIFE World Cup.
Fifty-eight other universities and colleges competed
at the Regional Competition
in Atlanta. Nine others in
addition to Southern, were
named Regional Champion.

As a SIFE USA Regional
Champion, the Southern
team now advances to the
2011 SIFE USA National
Exposition in Minneapolis,
Minn., May 10-12.

Southern Student Special:
Large 1 lbpping, Only

$5.55
Pickup or Delivery with SAU ID
All Applicable Sales Tax and
Delivery Charges Apply.
Not Valid with Other Discounts.

423.396.4433
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Students inspire residents to discover God
IsRAEL GoNZALEZ
SuFEW.nu

Southern's Patten Towers
Ministry and Preach the Word
Ministry came together to
minister to residents of Patten
Towers in a series, "Discovering Jesus 2011."
Leroy Abrahams, a junior
biology major, said that the
meetings would help the resi.:
dents of Patten Towers realize
the need for God in their lives.
"Our goal is to help people
realize that they need a sav:ior," said Abrahams. "Through

the evangelistic series, we
hope to provide more opi>ortunities for us to interact with
them and also provide opportunity to prese~t some of what
we believe in."
Southern students arrived
at 6 p.m. knocking on doors,
inviting residents to attend
the meetings that began
an hour later.
"It felt good being able to
be around people and watch
how they appreciated tis for
being with them learning
and sharing about God," said
Daisy Mo11tenegro, a fresh-

man nursing major.
On Tuesday, Brooke Durst
presented "God's Intentions,"
where she explained how
God's plans for his people are
good and how the devil.tries to
manipulate His plans.
On
Wednesday,
Jesse
Chumley presented "God's
illtimate Gift," explaining
that God has given salvation
and He has freed society from
sin and guilt.
On Thursday, Jeremy Wong
spoke about how Jesus can
deliver' the world from sin
and make everyone victorious

over sin. His sermon was titled learning about _the characters
"Victory, Is It possible?"
of the Bible and' how their lives
Wong also spoke on Friday are a living testiirrony.
about the only sin that cqn
Before every presentation
never be forgiven, presented ·the attendees participated in
as "The Holy Spirit and the a drawing for a fruit basket.
Unpardonable Sin."
On Saturday, there were two
Saturday's speaker was drawings; the first winner reEliud Sicard, presenting "In a . ceived a fruit basket and the
Moment." He explained that second Winner received a large
Jesus second coming can hap- print Bible. __
pen at any time and also why
The evangelistic · series
Jesus has not come yet.
closed with a fellowship dinJohn Evans, a Patten Tow- ner after the presentation on
ers attendee, said that he was · Saturday-afternoon.
blessed by the students that
preached and that he enjoyed

Ile-s locker rooms to be reriovated
I

CHARLES CAMMACK

SuFF W.ma

for financial administration,
"is to start the· project as soon
as the specifics of the project
are approved, so hopefully in
the next couple of weeks."
The newly renovated locker

rooms will still have entrances P.E., Health, and Wellness.
from the swimming pool. The - Hamilton said the plan is
men's locker room will now .to increase the number of
have an entrance from inside urinals; toilets and sinks. The
the Iles gymnasium, said Phil locker rooms will be handicap
Garver, dean of the School of accessible, have private show-

Both the women's and
men's locker rooms in the lies
P .E. Center are getting what
students, faculty and visitors
are calling a long-overdue
makeover this summer.
The locker rooms have not
been redone since the Iles
P.E. Center was first opened
·in 1965, and since then many
people have voiced their dis- ·
pleasure with their condition.
"Sometimes it seems like
the school cares more about
plants and flowers compared
to needed changes such as
improving the locker rooms,"
said Kim McKenzie, a junior
nursing major. "I think it's
great that they are finall)1realizing that having presentable
bathrooms is a necessity."
The locker rooms currently
consist of stalls with broken
doors, rusty lockers and showers that appear to be unused.
Katie Freeland
"The plan," said Marty Ham- Doors in the Iles PE Center women's locker room show their dge with chipping paint and locks that do not work.
ilton, associate vice president

and has been interested
giving this opportunity to
Southern students since he
came to ~outhern in . 2907.
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Currently connected with
Parson Institute of Evangelism
and World Mission, which was
founded at Southern .Adv;e ,
titrt• University, P~
·:tliat thjS evangel· · "'
will ·be available for

· intereste<JiQ.ev~· .
cloSer waik. with God.

." .

e_rs and a locker area that resembles those of the Hulsey
Wellness_Center.
Hamilton also said the complete renovation ·are projected to cost around $250,000
and will take about three
months to complete. The corridor .-of rooms now located
next to the men's locker
rooms will at some point be
turned . into classrooms, but
not immediately.
Southern has also ordered new energy-efficient
lights that have varying levels of brightness. They will
replace ·all of the Iles gymnasium house lights, which
have a history of over-heating,
Hamilton said.
"It is really nice to work at a
place where they want to, and
have the ability to fix thingS
like this," Garver said. "These
improvements will really enhance the atmos-phere of the
School of P.E., Health, and
-Wellness, and also continue
to leave a great lasting impres- ·
- sion on our visitors."

Those interested in learning more about,SALT or wisJt.:
ing to apply may visit' the
EvangeliStic Resource Cent~
oeated in ~ Ka<.1kman Hall

~(423} 236t~03l•
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New courses aimed for students interested in studying abroad
KATHERINE WILSON
SnFFWRmR

The modern languages department is developing two
global competence seminars
for international studies of
all language majors beginning fall 2011.
These seminars will provide
international career counseling,
readjustment sessions, in depth
dialog and interaction and a
better understanding of the

country of interest, said Carlos
Parra, chair of the modern Ianguages department.
The courses will offer students the choice to practice
their target languages in group
conversations with modern
languages department tutors,
Parra said. Not only will these
seminars allow students to readjust after returning to the
U.S., but students will also
learn to use their cultural experience to enhance their pro-

fessional job career outlook.
for her study abroad program
"Students will be individuals next school year.
with an international mindset, - "This would help make me
placing their experience abroad even more sure about goin context, and able to capitalize ing abroad," Baker said. "It
from the process in their profes- would be a good opportunity
sional fields," Parra said. "They to know all the details and
will also have the opportunity learn more about Italia."
to work and enhance their own
In addition to these semi- ·
international resumes."
nars, guest speakers will also
Hayley Baker, a freshman be invited from local internapsychology major, said she tional companies and firms to
believes this course will bet- give international insight. Amy
ter prepare her as she plans Fullman, a senior international

studies major, said seminars
like these are informational
and provide important cultural
awareness, "It will help students better understand what
they can do with international
studies and why it is iinportant
to go to another country."
The modern langmges department · currently has 70
students, which Parra said is a
huge accomplishment for such
a small department.

•

Southe~n honors
BECCA ANDERSON
SnFFWRmR

On May 1, a small group of
alumni from the class of 1961
will be preparing to march
for a second time down the
graduation aisle.
Since the year 2000, Southern has the so-year alumni
march on the day of commencement along with the graduating
seniors, said Evonne Crook, director of alumni relations.

"Without them, our school
wouldn't be where it is today.
By honoring and including
.them, we are showing them
our gratitude," said Lindsay
Morton, a senior elementary
education major.
The class of 1961 originally
consisted of 73 graduates, but
Southern expects fewer than
20 to be involved in this year's
march, Crook said.
Invitations are sent out in
January to inform golden an-

golden alumni
niversary class members of the
occasion. Anywhere from half
a dozen to 20 people show up
to march and participate in the
luncheon to follow; Crook said
eight attended last year.
"Some are now beginning to
anticipate a year or more in advance that their soth is coming
up and are contacting us to find
out if they will be able to participate," Crook said.
Southern lends emerald
green robes to so-year alumni

to march in and graduation
caps that can be kept as a memento. Some also wear hoods
that they received from previous degrees, Crook said.
Following commencement,
a reunion luncheon, featuring an Italian buffet, will take
place in a private room at
the Chattanooga Convention
Center Golden anniversary
class members are encouraged to invite their families.
Crook said the event is

LEADE

planned by alumni relations,
with assistance from the academic administration office
and conference services and
events.
"I'm happy to know that
I graduated from Southern,
where I1l be welcomed even 50
years down the road," said Erin
Westberg, a senior mathematics major. "I11 definitely be
back to reunite with old classmates and friends."
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Pick me up,- daddy!
ANGELA McPHERSON
REliGION EDITOR

I don't remember the pre• cursor to how it happened, or
even what my Mom and Dad
said when we found ourselves
stranded on the side of the road
at10p.m.
Our 1980s Chrysler had stubbornly quit. I was only 6 or so,

by the side of the road. They
probably reasoned that people
couldn't see us very well; we
weren't wearing neo.n colors.
But what I remember is this:
I am flopped in my Daddy's
arms as he slowly walks down
the middle of the little highway, his feet tracing the yellow
track-marks of double-yellow
or da8hed lines. •

remember them opening their
trunk to move things around
and make room for us-and inside their trunk were skis .
I remember wondering if angels went skiing.
We piled into their car and
they took us to the gas station.
There we met a man with a mo~or home who happened to be
driving right past our house on ·
the way to his destination. We
piled into his motor home and
arrived safely back to our house.
I remember Mom saying
that he probably wasn't an angel, because he was smoking, road, smack-dab in the center
and angels didn't . smoke, she of chaos on either side.
thought, but she said he was a
I only held on tight.
very nice man.
I knew everything would
Those are the moments that '· . be fine.
comprise one of the many reI was being held in my dadtold stories of my childhood. dy's arms.
There could have been
, Whenever we pass the exit
where it happened, the story iS three sets of footprints. Daddy
recounted-in much greater de- could have said, "You're old
Mom is following behind, · tail-by my parents.
enough, you're big enough.
'
carrying my now-sleeping sisBut.
the
moment
that
sticks
You
can walk in front of me."
'
ter. And the cars come from out to me in vivid detail is the Or -I could have pleaded my
. either side in their respective moment before the angels. independence and my age and ·
lanes with droning rapidity: Before the gas station and experience and requested to
slowing when they drive around the motor home.
· walk by myself.
us, one after another, after anIt is the moment when we are
If this happened, Daddy
other, each shining their lights· walking down the highway, cars would have taken both of my
in a glowing haze-sometimes speeding by, punctuating the hands land walked me· out in
. in my eyes.
darkness, and I am being held · . front of him. He would never
But I am not afraid.
in my daddy's arms.
have let go.
My daddy is holding me.
I didn't ask what we were goBut this time, he decided to
Finally a couple pulls over to ing to do. I didn't ask where we pick me up.
the side of the road and offers to were going to go.
There is something so
give us a ride. Mom and Dad alI didn't even ask why we were safe about being in the arins
wayssaytheywere angels. I just walking down the middle of the of your.father.

' ' · There is something so safe abOut
·being in the arms
of your father
and I was probably asleep in the
back seat when it happened.
All I remember is that I was
tired. And Mom and Dad were
getting us out of the car to go
find a gas station.
And it was dark. ·
Laurel was crying. She was
only 3.Mom was carrying her.
And I was three years older-big and brave, and old
enough to walk by myself. But
I didn't want to.
.So my Daddy scooped me up.
I don't remember why Mom
and Dad didn't want to walk

My responsibility, right then,
was not to .choose the steps for
myself. Not to worry about seeing if I could stay on the yellow
lines and play dot-to-dot with
my left-right-left.
It was late. I was tired.
My
responsibility
was
to hold on tight. Daddy
would do the rest.
I picture Jesus carcying me,
like my own daddy. When I
need a victure of what it is like
to have spiritual security, I picture Him ·carcying a 6-year-old
me, flopped in His arms, need:ingrest.
And finding it.
"I give them eternal life, and
they shall never perish; no one
· will snatch them out of my
hand. My Father, who has given
them to me, is greater than all;
no one can snatch them out of
my Father's hand," John 10:28,
29(NIV).

Ho-w I .t rust Him
COLTON STOLLENMAIER
CONTRIBIJIDR

Can He be trusted? Beyond all o" r rigors of doctrine and tradition, above
all our addictions and struggles, and beneath every
doubt in our heart, there lies
this one question.
"Is He really good?" a
young man asks silently as he stands over his
father's open casket .
."Could He really love meall of me?" a woman's broken
heart secretly cries ·out into
the lonely night.

We need to know if God
can really be trusted. The
terrifying thing is, we can't
know until we try it.
"0 taste and see that the
Lord is good: blessed is the
man that trusteth in Him,"
Psalm 34:8 (KJV). And
what's worse, we can't predict or control Him: "Who
can fathom the mind of
the Lord, or instruct the
Lord as His counselor?"
Isaiah 40:13 (NIV).
In the end of all things,
that greatness and unpredictability is exactly why we
.can trust Him. When we.dis-

cover the greatness of GodPsalm 104, Job 36-41, Isaiah
40, for starters-we come to
know two important things:

that we can never hope to
fathom the width and length,
and height and depth, and inctt!dible breadth ofthe plans

of God in our lives-Job
42:3-and that we can never
hope to fathom the width and
length, and height and depth,
and immeasurable breadth
of the love of God for our
hearts-Ephesians 3:18, 19;
Psalm 139.
He loves you.
He knows you; and He
still loves you. And He loves
all of you.
And after all, would it really be trusting if we could
control and predict Him?
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Take a risk, make a.change, breakaway
KATHRYN MATIE!"SO
CoNTRIBtrroa

. I am a recovering scaredycat. I was the girl who hesitated to speak in class, even when
I knew the answer. If KR's got
my order wrong, I would just
eat the food anyway, afraid
that if I asked them to redo it,
they might spit in it or something equally as ·horrible. I
was horrible at small talk and
would often just remain silent,
fading into the background of
the conversation.
I would complain to my
friends about how shy I was
and how I wished I could be
someone different. I wanted
to be one of those people who
could reduce the entire room
to hysterical hyenas with a single witty line. I wanted to be
the girl who, when asked for
an Exacto knife by the cute guy
in Design Principles, threw a
flirtywink leaving him speechless. I wanted to change.
I started out small. I started
making small talk with my
roommate's friends. I went
and sat next to a guy I sortof-kind-of knew from fresh-

man orientation instead of
my usual security blanket of
close friends. It wasn't easy. I .
felt awkward. I felt shy. I felt
like an idiot.
I was petrified that I was doing something wrong, or that
someone was going to make
fun of me for something I said.
· But I just kept telling myself,
"I need to do this. I can do this.
I want to change."
It may sound like a
cheesy line from a selfhelp book, but it really
did make a difference.
Talking to people made
it easier. Making little
choices and taking little
risks, helped me make
bigger ones. I'm not saying that I've made some
giant 180 in my life and
now I throw winks at every cute boy on the promenade, but I'm growing.
I'm changing.
Everyone has something they . don't like
about
themselves,
something in their life
or character that they
want to change. It's
the thing you complain

to. your friends about over
hot chocolate and massive
amounts of fried cheese. It's
the one thing you wish your
fairy godparents could poof
away with a wave of their
magic wands. But the real
truth is if you want to change
something about yourself, if
you want to live your life differently, you have to get up
and do something.

Oneofmyprofessorssaid the
definition of insanity is doing
the same things·and expecting
a different result. I agree with
him wholeheartedly.
Go do something ~iffer
entgo take a risk. Don't sit in
your room, wondering what
would have happened if you
did this or tried that, If you
sit around whining about
what could be and how things

should be, then ~othing will
ever change.
If you're- tired of being shy,
then do something about it.
Stop finding the awkward seat
all the way in the back of the
class and then sigh heavily as
y~ur fellow classmates meet
new people and make new
friends. Get up, go find a seat
next to someone you don't
know and try.

Collegedale to:
Andrews University""········....2:40
Bass Audemy-...................... ..2:10
Blue Mount.1in Academy•..... .3:00
Fletcher I Pisgah Academy...... :50
Forest Lake Academy.............2:C5
General Confeftnce................2:t0
Great Lakes Academy ............3:10
Highland View Aademy......2:40
Ozark Academy.......................3:00
Shenandoah Valley ·-··---·-.2:20
Spring Valley Audemy.........l:to
Mt Vernon Aademy..............2:00
Charter Your Perwonal Aircraft Today!
• Fly mom and dad In for a qukk vl51\
• Be al~ within adnuk!& ol cl-

•

Samep~forth-pueeopn

• Neva- miN a fudly event
• fly .home jiUt for the day

-One Way Flip.. are H.If Prla!1-Jd fUHio uy public airport lathe e - . holf US.
Coatact U...}d 1o q - yov IM'Xt flipt

Don't listen to them
HANNAH ScHAEFER
CQND!BUJQR

The alarm clock taunts me
for the fifth time in 20 minutes. I shudder as I poke a
toe out of my blankets to
test the air. The sharp coldness makes me retreat my
toes before the shivers travel
up my legs.
After a few minutes of talking to myself, I venture out
of my bed and triumphantly march toward the light
switcli. Instead of my hands
finding the light, my big toe
violently discovers the edge
of my desk.
That is when I knew "they"
were starting to attack me. I
can hardly push them away.
They tell me to give up on
school, and who cares if I
missed just one pre-calculus class or slept in another

hour? I ask them nicely to
stop, but the sound of my own
groaning from a smashed toe
is still unable to calm them.
Don't worry, I don't need

thing as simple as convincing a college student like
me to feel like school is not
worth the struggle of my
morning routine.

''

God gave us the most
amazing tool too fight
the battle over our
crazy emotions

Coming from someone
to tell the dean about them,
regardless of their dan- who is predominantly rightgerous nature. I still own brained, meaning my actions
are more influenced by emoand control them.
Untrainted emotions, are tions than reason, I underpowerful enough to con- stand the danger in letting
vince a wife to divorce her my emotions take control.
husband, a depressed teen- • I have learned so many
ager to isolate, or even some- valuable lessons during my

freshman year at Southern.
I understand now more than
ever, that emotions act the
same as pain. If you can survive them and move on, your
body will forget the pain. God
gave us the most amazing
tool too fight the battle over
our crazy emotions-connection to Him through His son,
Jesus Christ.
Imagine the kind of emotions Jesus felt during His
last hours praying in . the
Garden of Gethsemane. Even
Jesus was not free from fear
and uncertainty. He prayed
earnestly, "Now my heart is
troubled, and what shall I
say? 'Father, save me from
this hour?' No, it was for this
very reason I came to this
hour," John 12:27 (NIV).
Jesus could have let His
fear take over His body; He
could have easily. fled. But

He knew that no matter what
pain-physical and emotional-He went through, His
Father would be at His side,
feeling the same hurt.
Every lash and cut that
Jesus endured, God f~lt the
same pain. That's so amazing
about our God! He never lets
those who love Him suffer
anything alone. When Jesus
sweat drops of blood, God
felt His pain with Him.
If you are suffering froJ:!l
the loss of.a loved one, a recent breakup or failed test
score, and the whole world
seems to be covered in a
dark haze, remember that
you are not alone. Remember that the pain of emotions
is temporary, but the love of
Jesus is forever.

LIFESTYLES
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William's story opened my eyes
JAIME JACOBSON
CDOFDIIliiOR

This semester I decided to
take World Geography, not
because I needed it, but because I really liked the teacher. Call me nerdy, but if you
sat through one of her classes
you could literally feel your
brain grow. That class has really been a blessing to me this
year, and to think how little I
knew about the world before.
It's embarrassing, really.
I'm sure most of us would
be a little embarrassed about
our lack of knowledge when
it comes to the world outside of the United States, or
Tennessee or Collegedale
for that matter.
Part of the curriculum for
this class is to read a book
entitled "The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind" by William
Kamkwanba. It's a story of a
boy named William who lives
in ·Malawi and it tells of his
struggle through poverty,

Expand your
music library
DEANNA

MooRE

LIFESTYI FS

Emma

If you're looking for some
fresh ideas for your next legal
download, try out this list of
artists. There's something for
everyone.

drought and hunger.
Malawi is a small, funnyshaped country in Southeast
Africa. It's one of the world's
least developed countries-a
land where ."magic rules and ·
modem science is a mystery."
The people struggle with a
corrupt government that neglects them intensely, they
suffer from climate changes
that destroy their ability to
farm the land and therefore
make a living, and they don't
enjoy the luxury of electricity
and running water.
Now I'm sure a good percentage of Southern students
could say they've been on a
mission trip where there were
only cold showers, or maybe no running water at all.
It's hard, right? But it's only
for 10 days tops.
Imagine never knowing
what running water is unless
it was the river that flowed
through your village and supplied bathing, drinking and
laundry water for the entire
Francesca Battistelli
Concerning Lions
TheAfters
· Dubstep
Bassnectar
Flux Pavilion _
Nero
Benga
Downlink

Indie/Rock
Funeral Party
Broken Bells
Generationals
Secret Cities
Lovett
Techno
Basement Jaxx
Bass Hunter
Daft Punk
Fedde LeGrand
Edward Maya

The Civil Wars

Folk
Ray LaMontagne
The Civil Wars
Xylos
RioenMedio
F1eetFoxes

Christian
Owl City's "All Things Bright
and Beautiful: Album
• Gung~:i~"~'r~t
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'town. For some people, that's
the only type of running water
they've ever heard of, but mdst
of us don't even consider th"t
because we're too busy taking
half-hour hot showers because
we're "so stressed" from our
high maintenance, luxurious
American lives.
~
William's family endured
many hardships from Malawi's poverty, especially when
famine hit. They had an outhouse for a bathroom with
termites in it. They withdrew
William from school because
they couldn't pay tuition. They
were fortunate to eat one meal
at the end of the day, which
involved sitting around a bowl
of something like porridge
and getting seven mouthfuls,
if they were lucky.
Despite the difficult life
that William lived, he had a
passion for learning and a
dream that he never stopped
chasing. He taught himself from the textbooks his
friends used, visited the li-

brary to read about Physics
and other sciences, and even
began inventing things on his
own at home with supplies he
found in the junkyard.
William made huge accoinplisliments that were revolutionary to his town-I'll let
you read the book to find out
what they were. He created
opportunities for his ·village
that would never before have
been possible. He was able
to do these things because
he never stopped trying, despite the poverty his faroily endured, despite the teasing from his peers and his
lack of education.
There's a lot we can learn
from a guy with that amount
of perseverance. So I encourage each one of you to
practice some willpower in
this last month of school.
Conserve some water, read
a book, maybe take World
Geography. It has definitely
opened my eyes.

This
Weekend
Despite a common
misconception in the guys'
dorm, weekends weren't
made for videogames!

•••••••••••••••
JarsofClay
Collegedale Community
Church
4995 Swinyar Dr.
Collegedale, Tenn.
Sunday, April1o
6:30p.m.
Prices Vary
http:/ fcollegedalecommunity.
com

..

ChattanoogaLookoum
Baseball Game
AT&T Field
201 Power Alley
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday, April1o
2:15-4:15 p.m.
$2-8
http:/ /lookouts.com

Atlanta Braves vs. Phillies
Turner Field
755 Hank Aaron Dr . SW
Atlanta, Ga.
Sunday, April10
1:35p.m .
Prices Vary
http:/ /atlantabraves.com
Benjamin Britten's Albert
Herring
UT Opera Theatre
Bijou Theatre
803 Gay St.
.Knoxville, Tenn.
Sunday, April10
7:30p.m.
$15
http:/ /music.utk.edufopera/
index.html
Trans-Siberian Orchestra
Memorial Auditorium
399 McCallie Ave.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Tuesday, April19
7:30p.m.
Starting at $41
http:// tr(JJls-siberian.com

h.u.
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Which NBA coach is more annoying?
ANDREW GARCILAZO

srous fDITDII

People love to hate the Los
Angeles Lakers.
Therefore it is no surprise
that their head coach, -Phil
Jackson, takes his fair share
of criticism, both from fans
and NBA players.
But is Phil Jackson the most
annoying coach in the league?
According to a recent Sports
illustrated poll of NBA play._ . .n
. ~o •

''

In second came the "cocky"
and "arrogant" Jackson, who
received seven percent of the
vote. Apparently his 11 career
NBA championships don't
sit too well with the rest of
the league. But really, who
wouldn't be a little cocky after
that much success?
Scott Skiles, who coaches
the Milwaukee Bucks, also
received~ seven · percent of
the vote. Avery Johnson of

J,.

But really, who
wouldn't be a little
cocky after that muGh
success?

ers, that honor goes to Stan
Van Gundy, current head
coach of the Orlando Magic.
Van Gundy received 65 percent of the vote, based on a
survey of 138 players throughout the league. The Magic
coach is clearly one of the
most excitable coaches in the
league, and his incessant yelling at both players and referees can get old real fast, even
.to those watching at home.

'

the Mavericks-4 percent.and Gregg Popovich of the
Spurs-3 percent-rounded
out the top five.
Interestingly, two non-head
coaches also received votes
and one of them was Charlotte Bobcats majority owner
Michael Jordan. Larry Brown
and Jerry Sloan, two coaches
who left their teams midseason, also received a small percentage of the votes.

Derrick Rose, MVP?
ANDREW GARCILAZO

As the NBA season comes
to an end, the inevitable
speculation on who should
be the league's MVP is
just getting started.
Michael Jordan has already
voiced his opinion: He thinks
Derrick Rose ·should be MVP.
Others, such as Orlando Magic
head coach Stan Van Gundy
feel Dwight Howard should be
the frontrunner for the award.
The battle of words between
analysts and pundits in newspapers, TV and sports radio,
has led Van Gundy to say this
about the whole argument:
"I don't think it's wide
open," he told ESPN. "The
media seems to have made
their decision, and they're the
ones that vote. So I think it's
over. I mean, I just listen and
read. I think it's over. Derrick Rose has it. I haven't really read or heard a media guy
who is going another way at
this point. I'd be shocked if
he doesn't win it."
As would I.
For months, the only name
I've heard in conjunction with

the MVP is Derrick Rose.
And in an age and a sport so
propelled by the media, Van
Gundy is right-the media has
made their decision, and that
decision is really all that matters. Is that fair? Or is it like
deciding a court. case without
an impartial jury?
It doesn't help that those
who ·vote for NBA MVP (a
panel
sportswriters
and
broadcasters) are those who
make up the majority of the
sports media.
At this point, I see no reason why Rose won't be MVP.
He's led his team to the best
record in the Eastern Conference, even with key injuries
to Qther players on the team.
More, the consensus around
the league seems to be Rose is
doing this all by himself, and
that the Chicago Bulls are a
one-man show.
Rose has definitely put up
some stellar numbers this
season, His 25 points per
game is the seventh best
in the league. There is no
question that the Bulls are
one of the best teams in the ·
Eastern Conference, but
much of the credit should

go to coach Tom Thibodeau,
not Derrick Rose.
The Bulls are allowing only
97.1 points per game to the
opposing team. That stat is
the best in the league. Ever
heard "defense wins championship?" Well, it wins
you some regular season
games too. Credit Thibodeau
for that, not Rose.
The fact is, that the Chicago
Bulls have the best record in
the Eastern Conference because they are doing one thing
better than everyone else: they
are playing team basketball.
Sure, -Rose is an integral part
of the team, but he shouldn't
be given all the credit. He
doesn't deserve all the credit.
In the end, Rose will likely
become the NBA's next MVP.
Yes, he's played well, but is he
the most deserving? That remains in question.
*Notes: A preseason poll
of NBA general managers revealed that 66.7 percent believed Kevin Durant would
be crowned MVP. Kobe Bryant was second with 25.9
percent. Derrick Rose didn't
receive a single vote.

Soccer intramurals midseason report
ANDREW G ARCILAZO
SPORTS FQIIDR

Even with several rain relate'tl cancellations during the
first two weeks of play, only
a week of games is left in the
soccer intramurals season.
Who are the teams to beat?
Let's take a look.
In the Ladies' Division
North, ~WoMan U is looking
good with a perfect 2-o-o record. They have also yet . to
allow a go~, while scoring
four goals themselves. Grass
Rats are in second place with
one win and one tie so far
this season.
In the. Ladies' Division
South, Whip It is putting together an impressive season.
They've poured in 16 goals this

season, good for two wins. In
fact, those two wins both came
with an 8-o score. They have
also yet to allow a goal.
In Men's Division A, three
teams are looking good: Bolts
Brothers, Blitzkrieg and Fluffy
Chickens. Likely one of these
teams will separate themselves from the pack as the
season progresses.
In Men's Division B, White
Flour i~ in sole possession
of. first place with a perfect
2-o-o record. They've scored
four goals this season, which
has only been surpassed
by The Substitutes, who
have netted five.
*Notes:
all
statistics
are reflective of the first
two weeks of the soccer
intramural season.

Philadelphia 76ersforward Elton ~rand, left, challenges Chicago Bulls guard Derrick Rose during the second
half of an NBA basketball game, Monday, March 28, 2011, in Chicago. The 76ers won 97-85. (AP Photo/Charles
Rex Arbogast)

•
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UpcQming events calendar
Thursday, April 07
11 a.m. Convocation, Voices
of Lee, lies PE Center
PreView Southern 106 (1415)
• 3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory, Conference Room

Steps
8:06p.m. Sunset •
8 p.m. Vespers, Destiny
Home Show, Church
Sabbath, April 09
9 a.m. Adoration 1-Ivan
Blazen, Church
9:30 a.m. The Fountain,
White Oak Room
Chattanooga 4 Christ-Cardboard Testimony, Wright
Hall Steps
9:45 a.m. Breaking Free
Sabbath School-Women
Only, Collegedale Academy#105
10 a.m. High Definition Sabbath School, Talge Chapel
Collegiate Sabbath School,
Church Fellowship Hall
Beautiful Feet, ThatQber
Chapel

A

5 p.m. "Southern Open"
Meeting, Hulsey Wellness
Center
7-9 p.m. Residence Hall
Housing Fair, Dining Hall
7 p.m. Modern Language
Film Series, Miller 201
Friday, April o8
Payday
Student Missions Exit Retreat (8-9)
1-3:30 p.m. Free Trips to
Walmart-leaves Southern
every 1h hour, Wright Hall

STUDENT LIFE

--

Student tickets for the
SonRise Easter Pageant on April 23, 2011,
can be picked up at the
Chaplain's Office, while
supplies last. Tickets are
free but required for all performances from 8:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. (Half hour intervals). Tickets will be released to the general public beginning April 10 at 12
p.m. at the l:{amilton Place
Mall at the Food Court entrance. Children 6 and under do not need a ticket. Ca.;__
sua! dress and comfortable
shoes are encouraged for
the leisurely, less-than-a-mile walk through the Pageant. There will be NO nonticketed showings this year.

f

The Cafeteria invites
you to watch Toy Story
3 and have a Pajama Party
in the Cafeteria oq April 9
from 8:30-11 p.m. The cost
is free and refreshments will
be provided. Bring a pillow
and wear your favorite pajamas (must be southern
dress code appropriate).
If you purchased photographs at the Valentine's Day Banquet, they
are now available'to pick-up
in the Student Association
office.

The incoming 2011-2012
SA Executive Cabinet is
11eeking members to fill
the following positions:
Secretary, Assistant Finance Director, Public Relations Director, Community

Winning at Work and Home
-Men Only, Collegedale
Academy #103
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2Ivan Blazen, Church
Pura Vida, Church Training
Chapel
10:30 a.m. One Accord Sabbath School, Hulsey Amphitheater
11:30 a.m. Connect-Campout, Collegedale Academy
Roundtable Sabbath School,
Church Seminar Room
11:45 a.m. Renewal-Ivan
Blazen, Church
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunities, Wright Hall-Transportatic;m Provided
8 p.m. Evensong, Church

Sunday, April to
10 a.m. Committee of 100
Brunch
6-8 p.m. SA Spring Open
House, 1'alge Hall
7:30 p.m. Wind Symphony
Spring Concert, Church
(Double
Convocation
Credit)

.

Monday, Aprilu
GRE Subject Exam, Lynn
Wood Hall
3 p.m. University Senate
5 p.m. "Southern Open" 1st
Roung
Tuesday, .Apri112
12 p.m. Dean's Luncheon,
Presidential
Banquet
Room

Service Day Director, and
Lauren
Behnke,
Mary
Parliamentarian. If you are
Thrash
interested, please stop by
April o8 - Elizabeth Ponthe Student Services Office
tvik, Kevin Quimby, Nikki
for an appliclrtion.
Creed, Nirali Peter, Randy
Looking to get involved
Craven, Russell Thorman,
next school year? If
Ryan Rigsby, Trevor Stout
you like planning and exApril 09 - Amy Steele,
ecuting exciting events
Ashley Jensen, Gennevieve
and would like to get inJennifer
Brown-Kibble,
volved in helping with next
Stollenmaier, Leah Montes,
year's social events, pick
Nancy Soapes, Thomas Hinup an application for the
richs II, Tommy Anderson
Social Committee. Applications are available in the ' April 10 ~ hdam GarStudent Services Office.
rett, Alexaiidra Livingston,
Andrew Eldenburg, Brent
Wagner, Carl Reiter, Erin
Cook, Kayne Leeper, Kristina Dunn, Lisa Hess, Serge
April 07 -Aaron Lauger,
Castlebary, Zoe Mitchell
Andrew Lauger, Eric Davis, Eric Edgerton, Hillary
April 11 - Angela Johnson,
Goodman, Jace Coston,
Anthony Fernandez, Eden
Jonathan Harper, Julie AlGreene-Ryan, Ginger Crawvarez, Junior Toussaint,
ford, Joshua Mejia, Landon

BIRTHDAYS

Wednesday, Apri113
Faculty Fall Textboo\ Adoptions due, Campus Shop
Social Work Field Instructor
Appreciation Dinner
6:30p.m. ACA Orientation,
Miller 201
7:15 p.m. SA Senate Meeting, White Oak Room
9:30 p.m. Residence HaD
Joint Worship, Thatcher

Han·

....

ThUisd'ay, ~~~4"
11 a.m. Convocation, Origins, Church
PreView Southern 1o6 (1415)
3:30 p.m. Graduate Council,
Conference Room A
7:30 p.m. Symphony/Orchestra Concert, Church
(Convocation Credit)

Robinson, Leif Fredheim, Marissa Hagan, Matthew Hollie,
Michael Gee
April 12 - Bethany Werner, Brittney Shazier, Christopher Klinvex, Danika Ouzounian, Kara Holland, Kim
Quiambao, Kirsten Russell,
Melissa Leffler, Shauna
Chung, Steven Clark
April 13 - Austin Owen,
Jason Vyhmeister, Luis Rodas, Michael Daily, Sally
Weeks, Serge Sory, Seth
Leker, Victoria Eldenburg
April 14 - Amitha Daniel,
Antonio Lane, Arthi Daniel, Charlle Maddux, Christopher Ban, Genesis Son,
JP Mathis, Kristen Downs,
Michael Liedke, Sam Voigt,
Stacy Hernandez, Thea King

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.
•

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

.O'SPRINGS
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A student's guide to sofa ownership
CALEB DEVOST
CONUIBUJQI

There are many places
where a student can purchase a sofa. But Crate &
Barrel probably won't fit
into the student's budget.
Therefore, I suggest looking
for used couches.
My recommendation is
that you start at your local
thrift store. Avoid Craigslist.
There are bad people out there
· that want to sell you cat-peesoaked, insect-infested fur-

''

ing it?" If the answer is yes,
make a mental note of that
particular sofa.
While the appearance of
the couch is important, keep
in mind that your dorm room
is already well stocked with
mismatched dressers, desks
and chairs. A purple and green
floral print sofa won't make
things that much worse. There
are a few cosmetic defects you
need to look out for, though:
Large, particularly revolting . stains-especially pet
stains-cat
scratches
on

aging, this problem can be
remedied later.
Transporting a ·sofa
Who do you know that owns
a truck? Can't think of anyone? Check your dormitory's
parking lot for trucks, find a
friendly looking one-i.e. no
gun rack in the back window,
no Confederate flag bumper
stickers-and wait nonchalantly for the owner to come out.
This could take several days.
When the owner does make
an appearance, strike up a casual conversation with a question like, "So how about this
weather?" Introduce yourself.
Explain the situation. Hope
for the best.
If the truck owner does
not seem interested in helping you, offer to pay him or
her. I suggest ·that you offer no more than $5, though
$10 may be necessary under
some circumstances.
Cleaning a sofa
After your new sofa has·
been in your room for about
five minutes, you will realize
how bad it actually smells. A
, coat or two of antibacterial
the armrests and sides of spray is a must. For particuthe sofa, insects, living or larly powerful stenches, use an
dead, garbage beneath or upholstery cleaning machine.
between the cushions, mon- Ask your cafeteria's head cook
ey beneath or between the if he has one in his basement
cushions-pocket.
that he would lend to youFinally, smell your options. this worked for me.
Nothing stinks like a smelly
Enjoying a sofa
sofa. If the couch you are
Xick .back. Relax. Read a
considering has been in the book. Nap between afternoon
thrift store for an· eXtended classes. Invite friends from
period, chances are it has down the hall to behold the
picked up the thrift shop's merits of sofa ownership and
signature stencn. Though an bask in their compJ.i?lents.
odorous couch is discour-

There are bad people
out there that :w-ant
to sell you cat-peesoaked, insect-infested furniture

niture without even letting
you see it first.
If a ~offee-stained couch
with cigarette butts between
the cushions is your preference, I suggest that you insist
on seeing it first, regardless.
Selecting a sofa
Weigh your options carefully. Comfort should be your
first priority. Try sitting in
• each couch and ask yourself,
"Could I sit in this comfortably
for more than the 15 seconds
I'm going to put into test-
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Three weeks: that's all we have
until the end of the semester.

Rain: GO AWAY!

Dusk to Dawn: Most awesome
race on campus!

.Summer: So we're stressed
about school and now we're
stressed about planning our
summers all at the same time.

Kayak: Keep~ Southern
healtby1
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Move for

Uganda

JANELLE SUNDIN
Snu W•rn•

Southern students raised
more than $6,ooo Sunday
through Move for Uganda, a
joint project with Invisible Children and students from Covenant College, Lee University
and the University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga.
The event, which was at
Coolidge Park in Chattanooga,
involved a 5 kilometer race,
live entertainment by two local bands, and an African village that offered informa- .
tion about the cause and sold
merchandise, food and drinks,
face painting and crafts.
Karolina Grekov, a senior
international studies major
and one of Move for Uganda's
organizers, said that in its first
three years, the event earned
more than $22,000, making
its total earnings more than
$ 28,ooo to date.
Participants in Mov f! for Uganda get a running start on Sunday, Aprilw, 2011 .

Over
30,000

children
. have
been
abducted '
Move for Uganda works in
conjunction with Invisible Children's Schools for Schools program. Adam Litchfield, event
coordinator and a Southern
graduate, said because Southern's Senate covers event costs,
every penny the event earns
is used to provide water and
sanitation, books and supplies,
teacher training and support,
buildings and infrastructure,

and technology for Lacor Secondary School in Uganda.
Seth Williams, a roa<lie for
Invisible Children, said he and
his team spent over a week
speaking at. high schools, colleges and churches in Tennessee to promote Move for
Uganda and as part of a 10week tour to raise awar~ess
and support for the problems
Uganda and bordering countries are facing from one of
the longest-running wars i
n Africa to date.
"The situation is, I believe,
one of the worst situations currently around with the extreme
violence, brainwashing and
horrific use of child soldiers,"
Litchfield said. "Over 30,000
children have been abducted,
and the UN deemed it to be
the worst humanitarian crisis
involving children today."
Rachel Jones, a junior
continued on pg. 3

NGO Summit comes to Southern
MAu.oRY MIXON

5D&Wenn

This week Southern has
become a place to show and
explore the potential for the
humanitarian movement.
From Tuesday, April 12
through Thursday, April14,
10 non-governmental organizations, including Southem, got together on campus
to see if partnerships could
be built to help empower the
four billion people who exist
on less than $2 a day, said
Sharon Pittman, professor
in the School of Social Work.
The summit was put together on very short notice,
said Mariesa Swisher, a social work graduate student.
Pittman flew to Galifornia
to meet with Lars Gustav-
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vson from World Vision and
other executives from their
headquarters. After they
met, they decided to have
the summit at Southern and
everything was set up in two
weeks,. Swisher said.
The School of Social Work
would have liked to open
the workshop to all students and faculty, but there
just wasn't time, Swisher
said. · She is hoping that
this is the start of many
summits for Southern in
the future.
Chris C\l'ey, vice president for Advancement and
Southern's liaison for the
summit, said that nothing like this has happened
before at Southern.
"The international caliber
of professionals in inter-

national development and
related organizations on
campus is unprecedented,"
Carey said, •and one that
would make any university
anywhere in the world privileged to host."
On Tuesday the NGOs met
andwentoverwhattheycould
contribute. On Wednesday, they talked about
refining partnership opportunities with key stakeholders. Today they are going over how to negotiate
with
key
stakeholders,
Pittman said.
Throughout the conference there were also workshop sessions on fieldbased learning, emergency
response, including major
domestic and international
continued on pg. 3
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WSMC releases new a:pps
JANELLE SUNDIN

SnFFW.ma

After months of planning,
Classical 90.5 WSMC radio is
releasing new mobile apps to
have a more interactive experience with the station.
The free apps, designed for
iPhone, iPad and Android
devices, allow users to pause,
rewind and fast forward live
programming, view the pro-

-

touted ..
the ·U\a,jor

..eulnn'al" dubs em campUs.
But stop ancl ~for. (l

second; what makes these
"eultural" dubs? What unites
the indiViduals who make up

.Strawberry Festival redesigJ?.ed

these groups? As far as I can
tell, it's aU in the name. ..
Cu1ttu'al (;lubs provide the
opportunity to explore cfiver..
sity, ~·. for the Asian and
Latin ·.Amelican dubs, this
includes~

gram schedule and access WSMC is trying to
some programs on demand.
with its audience.
"The app lets you use it as
"We have an official Facean alarm clock," said Scott book page, and we've startKornblum, WSMC's general ed an interac'tiv:e program
manager. "It even works as a . called 'Classics by' Request,"'
sleep timer, so you can go to .Kornblum said. "We want
sleep with WSMC and wake to build relationships with
up with WSMC, too."
our listeners-that's what
Kornblum said the new we're flere to do."
applications, which can . be
downloaded · from iTunes,
are just one of several ways

berry Festival.
"It's a deeper walk on what
students have gone through,"
Rather than the typi- Moore said. "Instead of
this
year,
cal pictures and music for remembering
Strawberry Festival, a fea- we're reliving it."
Moore said he hopes that
ture-length
documentary
following the lives of four _ students watching will be
Southern students will be the able to connect with the charcenterpiece of the ev~nt on acters~ The four students
featured are all in different
April17 at 8 p.m.
Ryan Moore, director of classes, and the film ~ves an
Strawberry Festival, said that inside look at their lives from '
students should not come the beginning to the end of
expecting the typical Straw- the school year.
SARAH CROWDER
STAFF WRITER

more abolit

what Jife is like for people,
from tlJ.o9e regions. '
But 'What about BCU?
DoestbeJWDe~~

.

I

The documentary is made
by students, and most of the
music in it is also studentmade. There have been three
screenings and feedback from
students so far has been
positive, Moore said.
With so much time,
fort and money put into
Strawberry Festival, Moore
said he feels like there is finally something that
e~ students can see
feel like a bit . about
story has been told.

-

New assistant dean hired for Thatcher Hall
"The deans here are amazing and they provide a lot for
students, however I needed
A Southern alum has been someth~g· -more personal
hired as the new assistant dean and intimate," Looby said . .
for Thatcher Hall.
As a result, while .a stuTisha Looby graduated in dent at Southern, Looby
2010 with a degree in biology began a group now called
and a minor in Spanish. Be- "Finally a Ministry for Us,"
sides working with the deans, which is entering its fourth
Looby will be updating the year. Looby said FAMUS is
website for both Thatcher and specifically aimed at ladies
Thatcher South. She ·will alSo who are interested in getting
be in charge of the desk work- real answers to questions
ers and student leaves among and concerns they face in
other various tasks.
their everyday lives.
"It's funny because as I look
"We are helping each other
back I ~ee how God has been grow in Christ through buildpreparing me for this job," ing relationships with each
-Looby said, "I did not choose other," Looby said.
this job; this job chose me."
Kassy Krause, dean of
Looby was .raised in a non- Thatcher Hall, said she
Adventist family, and attended firmly
believes
Looby
public schools her whole life. has much potenti~L
Upon arriving at Southern, _ "She's mature, very misLooby said she struggled with sion minded~ solid quality,"
finding the support she needed. Krause said; "There is no
KATHERINE WILSON

SDFFWan•

~on them ~ccrnt
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adv~ing

Renae Chambers, a
cal and mental health
seling graduate student,
that she feels Looby is
only a good candidate but
best candidate for the job.
"She's one of thos~
who has a genuine desire
do the will of God and it
reflected in her
words and actions, which
tracts people to her,"
bers said. "This is where
needs to be because she
tens and follows where
leads and that's· the kind
role model that the girls
the dorm need in this
so few God-fearing
left in this world."
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New students required to get chickenpox vaccinations
NATHAN LEWIS

Snn Wanu

Immunization · records for
new students enrolling next
fall will now require proof of
chickenpox vaccines.
The Tennessee Department of Health sent a letter
to school officials informing
of the change, stating that
this is the first such update to
state immunization requirements in more than a decade.
The change, effective July
1, will require new students
born after 1980 to show
proof of immunity to chickenpox, also known as varicella. Current students are

not included in the change,
said Betty Garver, University
Health Center director.
Requirements from the
Tennessee Department of
Health, will require the University Health Center to look
for documentation that students have had chickenpox
in the past, have received the
varicella shot or have had a
blood test showing immunity
to varicella, Garver said.
If a student has not had
chicken pox in the past, becoming immune involves two
doses of the varicella vaccine
given 28 days apart, Garver
said. The Health center will
allow a semester grace pe-

riod for students who have
not received the vaccine
by the time school begins.
However, students should
be proactive to complete the
requirement before the grace
period is over.
"We will put a hold on winter semester registration if
students do not comply with
the new requirement in the
fall," Garver said.
According to the letter
from the Tennessee Department of Health, the reason
for the change is a noticeable
increase in unvaccinated college students not exposed
to chickenpox as a child.
Varicella is a very conta-

Southern hires new journalism professor
JANAMILES
5DFEWRmR

A new professor is JOilling the School of Journalism
and Communication. Kendra
Stanton Lee will be teaching
News Reporting, Advanced

Reporting and Publication
Tools and Techniques.
Lee said she originally
chose to major in journalism in college because she
was passionate about it and
always came back to it, even
after trying new things.
"I have no fiction writing
skills," she said. "I just loved
all of the learning that you're
forced to do as a journalist."
While
completing her
bachelor's in political jour-

nalism at Alleghery College,
she interned in Washington;
D.C., but said after watching politicians slave over
their work, she decided she
did not want to end up like
them. After completing her.
degree, she moved to.,Boston
and worked for a nonprofit.
She said she found that she
missed writing and started
graduate school while writ- _
ing for a consulting firm.
Lee finished her master's in
liberal arts, with an emphasis
in journalism from Harvard
University. She then went on
to teach at Quincy College for
the last two years where she
was, "very thankful to be able
to test drive [her] syllabus."
She found the opening at
Southern on an Adventist
educators website, not hoping that there would be a position she was qualified for,
she said. But the position she
did find was attractive to her
because it was a broad program combining several areas in her field.
Lee said she was nervous
about applying and did her
homework, asking people
what they knew about the
campus and the surrounding area. She said Southern did their homework
on her as well.

Once her transcripts were
cleared, she was invited to
visit campus. She said it was
important to her to have as
many conversations as possible with the students, so she
visited classes and ate with
students in the Dining Hall.
"They al_l seemed very happy to be students there," she
said. "I took this as a great
sign that this was going to be
the call for my life's work."
Greg Rumsey, dean of
the School of Journalism
and Communication, said
he is pleased Lee will be
joining the staff.
"I know that students will
enjoy her energetic style in
the classroom," Rumsey said.
"She's a good find for us."
Michael Hadley, a junior ·
mass communication major,
said he hopes Lee will be as
helpful with design classes
and knowledgeable with
news writing as the teacher
she is replacing.
Lee said that she's looking
forward to getting to know
the students and learning
right alongside them. She
also said she is excited for the
immersion in the Adventist
community and to work with
her new colleagues.

gious illness, which creates
the potential for a large outbreak in heavily populated
areas such as classrooms'
or residence halls.
Students believe this new
requirement may cause an
inconvenience for some, but
feel the inconvenience is better than an epidemic.
"I do think this will add
an extra strain on registration," said Mona Endehipa,
a senior public relations
m~r, "but I think it is
a necessary strain."
Garver said the health center has already received the
varicella vaccine, and they
are prepared for the influx

of new students required
to get the shot.
Shirley Rumsey, University Health Center receptionist, said the shots are not
cheap. Receiving one dose at
the health center costs $124,
which can be applied to students' school bills. However,
students can receive the vaccine cheaper at public health
departments such as in
Ooltewah and Chattanooga,
Rumsey said.
For a speedy registration
in the fall, Rumsey said students should already have
completed varicella documents in hand.

Although the event itself has passed, Litchfield
said that Southern students
can still get involved by
donating directly to Invisible Children or joining the
planning for next year.
eondaued faooat ... t
"This is something that
sociology m¥>r at Covenant
College, is a oo-president of anyone can be a part ofthe Invisible 01ildren chapter no matter what," Litchfield
at her $Chool and has been in- said. '"This is not somevolved with Move for Uganda thing to make excuses
for two yeazs. Jones said her about, to let someone else
favorite part is seeing how do. ... If something bothChattanooga comes together ers you in the news, or the
to support the cause of social lack of news, don't just let
it happen; do something
justire in Uganda
"We love that there are about it. I believe that this
other 'Christian scbooJs that generation has the power,
care," Jones said. "Our school the voice, the technology,
. doesn't really get involved with . and the chance to change
things like this, so being part of our world in many ways
Southern's event is awesome." for the better."

Move for

uganda

get approved but did and
now we can reach out to
continued from pg. 1
others through Jesus."
emergencies,
educaDeanna Baasch, a senior
tional arid research ser- · social work major, was exvices, peace foundation for cited about "some
the
global provision, a humani- world's leading NGOs"
tarian software business coming to Southern.
suite and rapid response
'"This was a priceless
company and many more, opportunity for students
right here on our campus,"
Pittman said.
,
Swisher said that this was Baasch said. "Students took
a place where she could get part in exploring faith and
involved and learn how to global development as we
make a living by helping networked, discussed and
collaborated."
others.
'"The Lord has really
provided. [The summit]
seemed to be impossible to

NGOSummit

of
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Southern to .swi~ch companies for vehicle registration and ticke~ing
lieves the new ·i>rogram
is an improvement.
"It is user-friendly, and
A new company has been it's a good time to make a
chosen to streamline and change," Hart said.
.update
vehicle
registraTh'e new program is schedtion and ticketing processes · uled· to begin this summer
and will be tested during the
on campus.
The decision . to switch next few weeks.
"If everything goes just
companies did not stem
from difficulties with the perfectly, it should be
old program, iPani,~ · · btit ready to go in July for
from . increased
innova- SmartStart," Hart said.
Hart also said the layout of
tions in the technology used
on college campuses, said the website can be modified.
"The program is u~
Don Hart, Campus Safety
access manager.
defined and customizable,"
The new company Rydin Hart said. /"We can make it
Decal, developed the soft- look the same as any other
.ware with the help of South- Southern webpage. Everyern and other ·.universities thing will look cohesive."
to put parking, ticketing
Hart said the program
and vehicle registration into costs less to maintain, one program.
and will ' save the schoo"t
Kevin
Penrod,
direc- money. Prices per ticket
tor of Campus Safety, said and per parking decal will
all are hopeful about the remain the same.
Tyler Newmyer, a sophonew program.
"All of us at Campus Safety mor:.e outdoor leadership maare optimistic," Penrod said. jor, commented on the park"We are looking forward to a ing problem on campvs.
"I · think the registration
new direction.~
be- process is fairly simple,"
he
Hart
said
RACHEL PARRISH

SuuWRmR

.

•

.

.

·

A new company wzll be used next year to order the parking permztsfor Southern students.

Newmyer said: "But L think
the price for parking per semester is too high, considering I ·have a hard time even
finding a parking place relatively near the building my

classes are in." .
Chris Carey, vice president
for Advancement, said the
university is concerned about
parking on campus.
"As Southern grows," Car-

Photo by Katie Freeland

ey said. "We will be putting a
greater emphasis on making
campus a pedestrian-friendly
environment."

t

I

·Early childhood program to be offered
SAMM.wfHA SwANSON
STAFF WRD"ER

An early childhood development program· in the
School of Education and Psychology has been approved,
a~d classes will be offered
beginning next school year.
The program is a two-year
degree in early childhood development, which allows graduates opportunities to work at
·eai-Iy childhood centers. The
class Partnering in Nl}rturing Young Childrenwill be offered in fall 2011, and Health,
Safety and Nutrition as well
as Early Childhood Spiritual
and Social Development -will
be offered in winter 2012, said
Jeanette Stepanske, interim
dean of the School of Education and ~sychology.

Cheryl ~es J ~rlais will be said. She also said she bethe full-time professor for lieves that Southern students
the program starting in the will better know how to meet
fall. Stepanske said they will the spiritual needs of the chilbe looking for a second instructor throughout the up. coming school year and they
plan to set up classes online.
"We are eventually hoping •
to get most of the courses oncall~ng
line," Stepanske said. "This
would also help people xvho
are already workmg in early
childhood centers who have
no tmining.
Stepanske also said they
are strongly considering an
•
evening
course for present
early childhood care workers
dren since they will have been
with no trai!ling.
. Southern is the only .faith~ trained in a faith-based envibased institution in the area ronment. DesJarlais agreed.
."You have to have a strong
that will offer an early childhood program, Stepanske ~a~l~i?-g .for nurturing young

chilc:b:cil in Christ during the
most critical years of their
life," Des J arlais said. "It~s
such an important time for ·

''

You have to have a strong
for·nurturing.
young children in Christ .
during the most critical ·
years of their life
their spiritual !Vowth."
Stepanske said that a survey, which was conducted
earlier this year across the
Southern Union to deter-

mine the interest of potential
students for: . this program,
showed very positive results.
She is confiaent in the success of the program and steps
have been taken to increase
awareness about the new
program.
Riley Kirkpatrick, ~ senior
liberal arts education major,
said .· she has been working
on dev~loping contacts with
early childhood· center~> and
their directors in the area
to discover how Southern's
program could best meet the
needs of their employees.
Post cards are also being pre. par,ed to announce the new
program.
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My Bible isn't a fortune cookie anymore
ANGELA McPHERSON
REI 'G!!ON

EDITOII

I have a confession to
make: I've played Bible Fortune Cookie. You've probably
done it too.
Here's how it's played: I
wake up in the mornings with
about 20 minutes to get ready
for class-and these minutes
areprettyvital. Butlknowthat
Jesus is vital, too, so I grab my
Bible and flop it open to see
what God has to say to mein about 30 seconds. Then I
try to remember it somehow
throughout the day-maybe I
repeat Jeremiah 29:11 to myself while I'm quickly washing
my hair or something.
But just like you cannot make
a meal out of a fortune cookie,
I cannot make a spiritual life
out of grabbing tiny verses and
thinly spreading it out over my
heart, my life or my day.
So this semester I have started to do what I know I need to
do if I say I am a Christian and
really mean it. I have begun
to get up and spend about an
hour of my time with Jesus.

I've actually done it.
And it has been the single
best thing I've ever done.
Somehow, in carving out
actual time for Jesus, His
presence has become so sweet
to my heart that I want Him
like I wanted a pony when I
was 10. It's craz'y, folks.
The other crazy thing that's
happened is this: I love E.G.
White. I love her. I've started
to lbve her books. Want to
know why?
I read them.
That's it.
They're awesome. Especially when you aren't just
hearing excerpts or getting
someone's opinion. When it's
just you and the Bible and
you and the books. I live under the denominational name
of Adventist and I've actually recommended "The Great
Controversy" to others-never having read it myself.
So here I am in the mornings, picking up my Bible and
the Conflict series. Picking
up my prayers like it's the
greatest thing in the universe
to talk to the Living God-

and it is.
But I feel it
now. I want
it now.
beAll
cause
I
opened my
eyes
one
miniscule
little
hour
earlier than
normal.
This is the
single greatest thing I
could
ever
recommend
to
'3Ilyone.
Ever. Get to
know the Jesus in whom we believe.
E.G. White says this in the
book "Education" on page 260:
"Many, even in their seasons of devotion, fail of receiving the blessing of real
communion with God. They
are in too great haste. With
hurried steps they press
through the circle of Christ's
loving presence, pausing perhaps a moment within the sacred precincts, but not wait-

Photo by Katie Freeland

ing for counsel. They have no
titne to remain with the divine
Teacher. With their burdens
they return to their work.
"These workers can never
attain the highest success
until they learn the secret
of strength. They must give
themselves time to think, to
pray, to wait upon God .for a
renewal of physical, mental,
and spiritual power. They
need the uplifting influence

of His Spirit. Receiving this,
they will be quickened by
fresh life. The wearied frame
and tired brain will be refreshed, the burdened heart
will be lightened.
"Not a pause for a moment
in His presence, but personal contact with Christ, to sit
down in companionship with
Him-this is our need."

The mind battle of becoming a student missionary
YADIRA SANCHEZ

Deciding to become a student

missionary is one of the biggest
and fastest choices I have ever
made. Here I am a second -year
senior with one semester left to
graduate. My FAFSA is completed and I'm registered for my
classes in the full. Everything
was in order, or so I thought.
Two weeks ago Jesus saw
it fit to throw me a curve ball
through my friend in Saipan, a
small island northeast of Australia. It started with her telling me about all the wonders of
Saipan and what a great experience she was having.
"You should come out here,"
she said. "You would love it!"
Of course I was excited for
her and I agreed that I would
probably love it over there, but
I left it at that.

She later started dropping
pieces of information like the
fact that they 'Jere in need of
an art teacher for next year. I
wassurprisedrohear-Ialwa~

''

to be there as well. Some time
passed and she sent me, along
with a select few of her other
friends, a message stating that
she was appointed ro recruit
people for positions they needed next year and
she thought we
would be great
candidates. The
positions included an art teacher,
PE teacher, computer teacher and a chaplain.
When I received this letter
something hit me-it was Jesus
tugging on my heart. It felt like
a warm sensation of purpose
and direction. I was compelled
to ask her for more information. She told me that the principal would call me and tell me
all about it. A few da~ later I
received the call from the principal and he told me that they

Pray more
and think less

thought student IDISSionaries
went out to teach English, science or math, but art? I didn't
see that one coming.
Being a graphic design major, I found this position coincidencetally specific to me.
However, I just brushed it off
and told her that I thought it
was great that it was Jesus' will
for her to be there, but that I
wasn't so sure if He wanted me

needed someone to help make

a structured afterschool activity
system for the lcids. This would
include hclping the kids with
Pathfinders, arts and crafts and
other fun activities that have an
educational, as well as a spiritual value to them.
He then went on to ask me if
I liked to play sports, to which
I responded, "Yes!" He then
told me about their intramurals program where they have
two competitions-volleyball
and basketball-and that they
would welcome s<>me help with
the kids' teams.
I have been doing arts and
crafts since I could make a
mess, and I was in Pathfinders for years. I love working
with kids, and I love sports; I
play volleyball and basketball
the most. So everything he
said really hit home for me.
We ended the conversation

on a good note with him offering me the position!
I plunged inro the process cl
getting all my paperwork in to
the missions office. I talked with
Rebeca Clay-F1ores and Teri
Reutebuch, joined the missions
class and I am now on my way
to finishing everything up. This
all happened in the time span of
about 2 weeks. Needless to say I
was asking m~, "What about
me?" Or more correctly, "What
about me, God?" I was thinking about so much and freaking out, but a friend told me to
"Pray more and think less." After taking his advice I have been
less stressed and have let Jesus
take the reigns for my life.
This is the best thing anyone
thinking about being a student
missionary can do. Like a friend
ance told me, you would be surprised what can happen when
YQU just let go.
II
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Looking through heaven's .eyes
DANIEILE .QuAILEY

O...MON Eono•

Over the past couple of
months I have been thinking
about purpose. Some purposes are quite obvious, such
as the purpose of eating being
to stay alive, or the purpos·e of
going to school being to learn.
Other purposes aren't as
obvious, such as reasons
why bad things happen, or
even why good things happen that you can't explain.
The answers to these questions sometimes take years
to reveal themselves, or they
may never come at all. As I
write this article I am wondering what the purpose of
finals week and homework is,
but I digress.
The most important question of purpose that we've all
asked ourselves at one time
or another is, "what is the
purpose of my existence?"
Have you ever sat in class, as
professor so-and-so lectures
about something, daydreaming about what your life's purpose is? I have.

Some might say, "Crack
open a Bible and figure it
out.", That is simply not a
good enough answer. Sure
we have read our Bibles and
recited verses that talk .about
being made in God's likeness
and our purpose being to
win souls for Him, but sometimes that seems too general
of an explanation. We know
that we're all supposed to do
that, but deep down in our
hearts-.. we want to know what
our specific purpose is as an
individual. What does God
want me to do, and how do
my life experienc~s shape me
for his purpose?
I used to live life in a linear fashion, doing the obvious "right" things so that my
life would be somewhat normal. Go to school, get good
grades, be nice and pleasant
to teachers, don't fail a class
and then move on to the next
year and do the same thing.
This 1s what I did for the past
15 years. I figured, "School is
my life right now, and after I
graduate I can start living out
my purpose." No.

God began placing challenging and strengthening
experiences in front of me to
shape my character for things
bigger than an impeccable
grade point average. God was
showing me that he had other
plans greater than my own. I
am not saying that school and
ed1,1cation aren't important; I
don't plan on dropping out or
anything. But I'm becoming
more aware of my deepest desire to seek and find out how
God feels about me as a person, and what he needs from
me to build his kingdom. We
all want this.
So, the question is, how
do we find out the answer
to · th~ question of our purpose? Well, we must start by
having a relationship with
God. J know this suggestion
sounds like the generic textbook answer, but it's is the
truth. When you have this
relationship, God speaks to
the inner chambers of your
heart, leading you to His
will for your life.
This concept used to be
foreign to me. Wlienever

someone would say "you
just need to have a relationship with God, and then ev- .
erything will be alright," I
would blink at them in confusion. What did that mean?
How did ·I go about having
this relationship?
i'm sure that most of you
have heard that having a relationship with God is · the
equivalent of having a good
human relationship. It's true.
For me, even just talking to
God about my hopes and
dreams, expressing my frustrations and just spending
time in nature worshipping
Him and absorbing His beauty opens my heart and causes
me to feel His presence.
Before I open up the Bible I ask God to speak to
me as an individual, and to
help me see what the words
mean for me in my life. And
He always does.
So, what was the J>Urpose
of this article? To help each
of you see that your life has a
great purpose, and that there
is something special you posses that no one else does. God

needs you as you are. Your
personality, your looks, your
heart, your soul, everything
about you as an individual
that can and will be sculpted
by God for his purpose-if you
let Him do it. Don't feel that
you aren't necessary.. Like the
Bible says, we are all a part of
the body of Christ, and without you, the anatomy will
be incomplete.
As you finish this school
year, as you study for final
exams, prepare for graduation, that summer job or life
on your own, remember to
take the time to ask God what
He wants you to do with your
life. Be open, be willing to find
out. The world needs you and
what you have to offer.
As Jeremiah 29:13 says,
" ... You will seek me and find
me when you search for me
with all of your heart." Find
Him now; He's waiting to
be sought. Like the song
"Through Heaven's Eyes"
says, "The answer will come
to him who tries, to look at his
life through heaven's eyes."

presen~. Bu~, it is about time
for me to pack up the old typewriter and say goodbye. Thanks

for reading! And that, folks, is
all she wrote.

That's all she -wrote
DANIEILE QUAlLEY
OPINION EQDDR

This is a bittersweet moment
for me: The last issue of the
"Southern Accent" and my last
year as opinion editor. But as
the school year and my seem-

Danielle Quailey

ingly never-ending reign as
your opinion editor comes to a
close, I think that it's time for

top 10 opinion page highlights
8. God's love is sufficient, and
with yours truly!
He will be with you through the
1. The power of opinion begood, bad and indifferent times.
longs to you. Use it!
9. I have lost all hope
for Hollywood motion
2. Church check is still useless. And still going on. Guess pictures. Come on film
that means someone needs to majors! Graduate and
write another article!
produce something worth
3. Don't forget to say thanks, watching!
and take advantage of good op10. Hakuna Matata. If
portunities that present them- you guys hadn't noticed,
I have made about 3,000
selves to you.
.
4· Can we ·please work on Disney movie references
that electronic credit issuing in my articles throughout
system? I'm starting to get shin the year. What can I say?
splints from · dashing out the I love Disney!
door from every convocation.
Thank you to the stu5· God's opinion about mo- dents and faculty who
rality is the only one that mat- · sent encouraging emails
ters. #justsaying
and spoke kind words to
6. Harvey and Sally kissing in help me keep on wnting.
front of the dorm. We still don't It wasn't always easy, but
want to see it.
God always came through
7· Risk taking is good, as long for my section, whether it
as you aren't doing anything was giving me an idea or
crazy like trying to pick a fight sending CQntributors to
with a raging bull. :
grace my page with their

Machu Picch.ucmc1Restaurant
6ood

1-k be$ H~

~~

check out our new menu!

Vegetarian food
Rotisserie chicken
Beef
Fish
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What is your mind wearing?
DEANNA M ooRE
LIEESIXI ES

En•m•

I recently spent an hour
and a half at a tattoo parlor.
I'm generally not the type
found h anging out with people who love skulls and have
Harley Davidson insignia
all over their walls. But this
was fo r a project in one of
my writing classes.
I don't have any tattoos,
but I like to think of myself as
accepting of people who do.
However, when I pulled up
to the parlor I was horrified.
I didn't know what to expect.
What were these rough, leather-clad guys going to think
of this little white girl stepping foot in their workplace
to just "hang out" with them
for a while?
I met all of the artists an d
watched as they gave tattoos and sketched out figures
for their clients. Despite my
first impressions, they were
some of the friendliest, most
open people I have ever met.
Each artist removed or rearranged clothing to let me see
their various tattoos ranging

!PIII

from skulls to flowers to pl!l'lllli..-IIIIIJIII!I!JIIII• •
comic figures.
The owner told me that
he became a tattoo artist
after quitting his job as a
youth pastor.
"There's a need here,"
h e said. "I was sick of the
church condemning people who had tattoos."
I wanted to tell him,
"Weil, my church doesn't
do that, and neither does
my school.'! Would that
have been honest ? I know
my friends as well as my
teachers would never
condemn someone based
on their appearance. But
Sure, at first glance, the Samu el, "For the Lord sees
as a church and school in
outline
of a skull doesn't re- not as man sees: man looks
general, do people feel acappeal
to me, and I will on the outward appearance,
ally
cepted if they decide to aradmit
that
my mind would ·but the Lord looks on the
tistically express themselves
jump
to
the
conclusion that heart," I Samuel16:7 (ESV).
' through tattoos?
anyone
sporting
a skull on
So, the people at this parThe owner went on to t ell
their
leg
probably
didn't
grow
lor
may be wearing 25 tatme that his son died a year
up
in
the
same
setting
th
at
I
toos,
but what are our minds
ago. He was doing an appren-wearing
when we come in
did.
But
this
was
more
than
ticeship at the.time, hoping to
a
skull;
it
was
the
last
thing
contact
with
them? Condemone day own the parlor. The
this
man
would
ever
receive
nation?
Judgment?
Critifirst, and last tattoo he ever
cism?
from
his
son.
The
very
thing
we
are
did was on his dad-the outTattoos
are
controversial,
judging
may
be
the
one
tanline of a skull. His dad now
has a permanent reminder of and I'm not condoning or gible memory they have left
condemning them. God told of a loved one.
his much-loved son.

Finding the difference between love and infatuation ·
the more securely they wrap ately. Rather th'a n comprotheir lives around their idola- mising values and purity,
trous relationships.
their rela_tionship strengthEvery time I go to campus
Don't get me wrong-I'm ens their convictions, in orI see them-radiant couples not against marriage. I've der to be the man or woman
snuggling in the sunshine- been married for nearly 10 their partner deserves.
giggling, basking in each years, and have found it imIn contrast, infatuation ofother's presence. They feel so measurably ricb and fulfill- ten leads to immersion. It is
fulfilled, so loved.
ing. But the key is having a need-based or want-based.
watch sadly. Agonizing marriage based on true love. Infatuated couples can shrug
breakups are ahead for most Can you know whether you're off conviction from the Holy
of them. Of those who marry, building on the solid rock Spirit, because they have
more than 50 percent will of true lo~e, or the blowing each other. They may contindivorce, and the majority of sand of infatuation?
ue to have shallow devotional
the marriages that do surTrue love leads people to time, and grasp at anything
vive will be filled with harsh be more connected with God that gives them assurance
words, manipulation and un- than with each other. Rather that God's blessing is on the
resolved conflicts.
than just following attrac- relationship.
According to statistics, tion, they seek counsel from
But life is meaningful now
more than so percent will parents and other trusted because identity, worth and
face the anguish of infidelity, people. Spiritual life flour- lovability is found in the rewhen feelings between them ishes as they commune with lationship. Someone other
melt away and blaze up with God about the thoughts and than Christ has become the
someone else instead. In emotions pouring through center of their existence,
short, nearly every one will their hearts. They hold their thoughts and feelings. Idolalook at their wedding pic- relationship with open hands try is a deadly vine, winding
tures with more bitter regret before the Lord, willing to itself around their hearts. If
than anything else.
give it up at any moment, left to flourish, it will choke
Most of these couples live no matter how painful that out their spiritual life.
with uneasy conviction be- might be. They love deeply,
Our hearts are designed
cause. their relationship wit~ but carefully and gradually.
for worship-we can't .help
God IS not all they know It
It's not like the movies- it. If we don't wm:ship God,
s,h,o,a]q ,h,e,; 13ut..~e•.~es~ co?~·.·. t.h.ey . c;:t;a~l . i~tp , ·~o~~ . yvj~eJY.', ·. "'!~ ,-.yi!l. ~P~~ip , s,o.me~~~ or
netred• t'ii~y feel. JWith ,GQa,•. • instMd •of ie~ng !paS"Sion-· · sol'O'ething•else,•and our 'real.

NICOLE PARKER
CONTRI!UJ)J)!I

idol will be selfishness.
What is the remedy for
idolatrous relationships? In
Jeremiah 2:13, God exposes
the two root sins that lead
to all fruit sins: forsaking
Him as our Fountain of living waters.. and seeking satisfaction in broken cisterns.
This is a cycle-the less we
drink deeply from God's love,
the thirstier we are, and the
more easily we fall into some
idolatry.
Breaking off an addictive
relationship is crucial, but
without connecting deeply
with Christ you will just find
another addiction. Escaping to movies, music, food,
popularity, grades or other
accomplishments may bring
temporary satisfaction, but
God in His great love for us
keeps making the idols crumble, in order to bring us back
to Himself. It is when we
drink deeply of His love that
our hearts.will be forever satisfied. And only then can we
learn to truly love each other.

This
Weeiend
Go to Strawberry
Festival on Sunday!
••••••• ••• ••
Blues for Mr. Charlie
Chattanooga Th eatre Centre
400 River St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Saturday, April16
8-10 p.m.
$18
http://theatrecentre.com
An Evening with David

Sedaris
Tivoli Theatre
709 Broad St .
Ch attanooga, Tenn.
Saturday, April16
8-10 p.m.
Prices Vary
http://chattanoogaonstage.
com
4 Bridges Arts Festival
First Tennessee Pavilion
1826 Carter St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday, April17
u a.m.-5 p.m.
$7
http://4bridgesartsfestival.
org
Chattanooga Symphony
&Opera
Sheraton Read House
827 Broad St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sunday, April17
3-5 p.m.
$15
http://chattanoogasyrnphony.org
Jaci Valasquez
Athens Junior Highschool
200 Keith Lane
Athens, TN
Saturday, April16
?p.m.
$7
http:// athenschamber .org

I
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The best of 2010-2011 lntra111urals
ANDREW GARCILAZO
SPORTS EIHJQR

It's been a great year for
Southern intramurals, but
alas the school year will soon
be at an end. From All-night
Softball to ·the Rees Series,
there are a lot of reasons intramurals were memorable this
year. Here now, are the top
10 moments of the 20~0-2011
intramural season.
10. Ladies' Division A
Hockey
Championship:
Icy Hot vs. Whip It
Whip It had not allowed a
goal during the regular season,
it seems they were due as an
early goal by Sophie Anderson in the first period. That
was all Icy Hot needed, giving them the Ladies Division
Hockey Championship.
9· Men's Division B
Hockey
Championship: The Ehces vs. Bad
News Bears
After a hard-fought, defensive struggle during the second
and third periods, the Men's
Division B Hockey Championship was still anybody's
game heading into the third
and final period.

That's when Evan Gagnon
picked the perfect time to
score his first goal of the season, giving The Ehces a 1-0
lead with four minutes left
to play. The Bad News Bears
had no answer, giving The
Ehces the championship.
8. Men's Division A
Football
Championship:
Bolts
Brothers
vs. Blitzkrieg
Everyone
thought
this
game was over at halftime.
Blitzkrieg had a 14-6 lead
and didD;t look to be letting
up. But with stellar defense,
the Bolts Brothers were able
to claw back into the game
thanks to two interceptions by
sophomore Jacob Depas.
The final score: Bolts Brothers 24, Blitzkrieg 14.
7· Rees Series: OH
SHOOT! vs. Dream Team
The Ladies' Division B
Championship between OH
SHOOT! and Dream Team
wasn't decided until the final
seconds of the game, making
for a very exciting match.
In the end 01:1 SHOOT! came
out on top, 15-14.
6. Rees Series: Toon
Squad vs. Who Dat!!!

With an 8-o regular season shooting of John Creech, Know
Tied 6-6 at halftime, neirecord, Toon Squad was eas- Skillz was able to control most ther the Lime Wires nor the
ily favored to win the Men's of the game. Perhaps the big- End Zone Divas were able
Division A crown. Who Dat!!!, gest factor was their large to make that one big play
however, really stepped up to cheering section, who seemed until the final five seconds
the challenge.
to get louder and louder with . ofthegame.
Who Dat!!! set the tone early each successive shot.
That's when freshman Janby jumping out to a quick six
That atmosphere, and the ice Cosme threw the gamepoint lead, a lead that Toon fact that We Dat!!! played winning touchdown to MyJeila
Squad was never able to recover hard till the end, maQ.e for Velasco, giving the End Zone
froin. The final score was 51-39, one of the most exciting Divas a 12-6 victory.
Who-Dat!!!
games of the year.
1. Mens'
Division A
Oh, and let's not forget the
3· All Night Softball: Hockey
Championshp:
spectacular dunk thrown down Havoc vs. Team Fresco
Pucks of Doom vs. Tortilla
by Sean Lemon.
Those of you able to stay Flats
5· Men's Division B Foot- up until the wee hours of the
With all due respect to
ball Championship: Those morning during All-Night the games· and teams menGuys vs. Old School
Softball witnessed a stun- tioned above, this game
In the feel-good story of . ner: the unbeatable Team was the game of the year,
the season, Old School, a Fresco had been beaten. Not without a doubt.
team filled with Southern once, but twice.
Down 2-0 in the third peprofessors . and staff, adYes, Havoc's champi~n riod with only four minutes left
vanced all the way to the ship was well deserved, to on the clock, Pucks of Doom
championship game.
say the least.
somehow found a way to win
Tied 13-13 at the end of reg2.
Ladies'
Division the game. They scored two
ulation, Old School came up B Football Champion- quick goals to tie it up in regulajust short in overtime as Those ship: lime Wn-es vs. tion, and then came the gameGuys scored a touchdown and End Zone Divas
winning goal in overtime from
then got a stop on defense to
There was a lot of build up Blake Spalwinski, his second
win the championship.
to this game; both teams were goal of the game.
That
stunning
come4· Rees Series: Know undefeated and both teams
Skillz vs. We Dat!!!
seemed evenly matched on back earns Pucks of Doom
The final score was 44-36, the field. The hard-fought the Most Memorable Mobut the game itself was much game that resulted did ment Award from
the
2010-2011 school year.
closer. Lead by the long range not disappoint.

New Jersey Nets looking to trade for Dwight Howard?
ANDREW GARCILAZO

Orlando Magic's Dwight Howard
reacts after missing afoul shot
in the second half of the game
against the Philadelphia 76ers,
Monday, April11, 2011 (AP
Photo/Michael Perez)

According J:o the "Bergen Record," the New Jersey Nets are aiming to
aggressively pursue current Orlando Magic center

Dwight
Howard
duririg
the offseason.
"Humphries has proven
his value to the Nets with
his rebounding and
toughness," the paper
said last week. "But he
also could be a valuable
chip if the Nets try to
acquire Dwight . Howard from Orlando. They
are expected to pursue
the NBA's best big man
and to get som:ething
done, the Nets may have
to offer a package that
includes
Humphries
and Brook Lopez."
· Would the Magic part
ways with Howard?
The only reason they
would, or should, is if
Howard refuses to sign
an extension with the
club after his contract
runs out in 2012.

As we saw with Carmelo
Anthony and the Nuggets,
Orlando will not want to
lose Howard and get noth-

ing in return. But if you're
New Jersey, is giving up
two solid pieces-Lopez and
Humphries-for one re-

ally good piece-Howarda good deal? I wouldn't
make that trade, but maybe
the Nets woula.

Collegedale to:
Andrews University................ 2:40
Bass Academy •.........................2:10
Blue Mountain Academy...... .3:00
Fletcher I Pisgah Academy•..... :50
Forest Lake Academy.............2:45
General Conference...•........... .2:40
Great Lakes Academy.............3:10
Highland View Academy ...... 2:40
Ozark Academy...................... .3:00
Shenandoah Valley•............... 2:20
Spring Valley Academy..•...... 1:40
Mt Vernon Academy ..............2:00
Charter Your Personal Aircraft Today!
• Fly mom and d~d in for~ quick visit
• Be airborne within minutes of class
• Same price for th= passengers
• Never miss 1 family "ent
• fly home just for the cby

-One W!Y Rights ue Half Price •
Hnejet flies to •nJ public .Urport in th~ e•stnn half US.
Cont.Jd H...Jot to quote you-r ru!Xt flipt
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Upcoming events calendar
Thunday, Aprill4
u a.m. Convocation, Origins,
Church
PreView Southern 1o6 (14-15)
3:30 p.m. Graduate Council,
Conference Room A
7:30p.m. Symphony/Orchestra Concert, Church (Convocation Credit)

Fritbay, Aprill5
Income Tax Retuln due
Withdrawals after today re-

ceive"F'

STUDENT LIFE
Join the School of Music
as I cantori, Bel Canto
and Die Meistersinger
presents a spring concert. Featuring American
folk songs and a medley
from Les Miserables. The
concert will take place Tuesday, April19 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Ackerman Auditorium.

If you purchased photographs at the Valentine's Day Banquet,
they are now available to
pick-up in the Student
Association office.
Looking to get involved
next school year? If
you like planning and executing exciting events
and would like to get involved in helping with next
year's social events, pick

8 p.m. Vespers, Ted N.C. Wilson, Church
8:u p.m. Sunset
9 p.m. Star Watch, Hickman
Parking Lot

6 p.m. International Farewell
Party
8 p.m. SA ~wbeny Festival

Sabbath, April16

Monday, Apri118

Weekender Infonnation

3 p.m. Undergraduate Council

Sunday, April17
No Field Trips or Tours (1723)
National Volunteer Week (1723)

up an application for the
Social Committee. Applications are available in the
Student Services Office.
The Samaritan Center
will be at Southern for
the annual Dorm Donation Days on MondayThursday, April 25-28. As
they're packing for the trip
home, students can downsize while supporting the
community by donating
unwanted items to the Samaritan Center. Their truck
will be right there on Taylor Circle, and yolunteers
will be there to help load
things up and make it as
easy as possible for students
to reclaim their leg room!
The Student Association inv.ites you to experience the first annual
CRASH Week, happening
April 18-22. CRASH stands
for Creating Relationships

12-6:30 p.m. McKee library
Open

Tuesday, April19
8 a.m.-s p.m. Campus Re-

6 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
7=30 p.m. Southern Choirs
Spring Concert. Aclcerman
Auditorium
Wednet!ilday, April20
Student Appreciation Day,
Various Locations
6:30p.m. Volunteer Banquet,
Presidential Banquet Room
7:15 p.m. SA Senate. White
Oak Room

Thursday, April21
11 a.m. Convocation, Various
Locations, Student Organizations/Departments/
Schools
6 p.m. Employee Retirement
Party, Church Fellowship
Hall.

search SympOsium, Various Locations

and Stopping the Hurt. Let
us appreciate one another,
mend broken relationships,
and create new friendships;
Gandhi once told a crowd,
"You can't shake hands With
a clenched fist." Look for opportunities in the next week
to show others your care,
such as the Make-A-Card
Booth and other events.

BIRTHDAYS
April 14 - Amitha Daniel,
Antonio Lane, Arthi Daniel, Charlie Maddux, Christopher Ban, Genesis Son,
JP Mathis, Kristen Downs,
Michael Liedke, Sam Voigt,
Stacy Hernandez, Thea King
April15 -Amanda Adams,
Michael Worotikan, Ruth
Urdaneta, Terri Fillman,
Yeshara Acosta

Billy Snow, Brandon ShaziBree Scott, Charles Bermudez, Jean Bay, Joshua
Shallenberger, Katie Chandler, Patricia Hoovel', Ross
Kloosterhuis,
Ruiguang
Zhuang, Stephen McLane

April 20 - Amanda Allen,
Danny Davenport, Donnovan Greaves, Jeremy
Wong, Jim Stewart, Monmon Marasigan, P. Willard
Munger, III, Scott Spicer,
Sherri Canther, Tyler Cole

Apri1.17-:- Adel Ochoa, Andres Escobar, Breanna Yoder, Danette Hutton, Kimberly Solis, Laura Boyer

April 21 - Christina Tozer,
Claudia Tamay, Holly liar. gus, Nick Burgeson, Paul
Juberg, Yora Zyra Quiambao

ei,

April 18 - Alyssa Velbis,
Anthony White, Aric Turlington, Ashlee Pacamalan, Jacob Rawls, Jacques
Laguerre, J.oshua Inglish,
Kellan Feyerharm, Lucinda
Hill, Natasha Mirilov
April 19 - Beauregard
Story, Bradley Firestone,
Brooke Firestone, Hadleigh
Stone, Rebecca Lowry, Savannah Maxwel~ Zachary
Mills, Zoraida Cardenas

April 16 - Andrew Chapman, Andrew Christiansen,

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask fOr the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800

O'SPRINGS
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CLASSIFIEDS

Summft housing
·· ctal.l'iDt~r$1,200
In Ooltewah- $825,
and an\ akO will.ing accept
month plus utilities - 3 bed,, an offer 'within a certain
1.5'bath available from ·May
amount.
1 until AUiUst 3l of this
. Co. .~tfo&terat
Yf*'.·Onl.y 10 ~lites from
<423>
35s~r
, .•.
.
.• ..
e&mpus. Houe baa spacious
'
back yard and iatage. Also · , :J'orSalet
features lar&e kitchen area,
•usee~• Listentna io Music,
and master bedroom with
sth edition with NEW 6 CD
r.
walk-in closet and half bath. set - $20 for bOth
Contact: ademelo@southAbout Teachina: 4MAT in
the classroom (Bernice Meem.edu or (774) 2o8-4387.
Carthy) Along with all class
Cannonclale SM soo for
ma~ala-$15
sale:
Must
within the next 2
Blue, 18-speed mt. bike
weeks.
""'
w/26" tires, has good sturdy
frame, great on and off the
Call or text 423-505-3045 or
trails. $200 obo. Drive it
email shanis@southem.edu
home today!
Contact Jonathan Har~ at Carfor.Ue:
jhargus@southem.edu.
2004 Ni~ Pathfind~r LE
"Platinum Edition, 131,900
Car for sale:
miles, Great shape a: extra
1999 Pontiac Grarad AM GT
clean! New aD terrain tires.
for sale u a Meeluuric's Spe- new towiD& padmae, heated

sell

.

leather seats·with·memory
seat position for multiple
drivers, sunroof, roof rack,
custom heavy duty nibber
mats, power~ 6
disC~. keylest entry.
All the bells and whistles!
Call Jackie Galbraith at
(423) 544-4008 or (423)
3()8-9610.

able to drive tractors, zeroturns, operate a chain saw,
etc. ~
Must be Handy with gardening tools, painting, able
to fix and repair general
household items etc. Work

To ADD OR REMOVE CLASSIFlEDS EMAIL
ACC~IFIEDS@GMAIL.COM

THURSDAY,

AprilJ.4, 2011

Compaq Presarlo Laptop

t1

ona~utindp~rtyon~

4 m.Ues from campus.
Serious inquiries only. Call
7o6-264-9441 or e-mail:
bsbdppm@gmaU.com

Suinmer Housing:
Apartment available for
summer months, 2 bedroom . House Keeper Position
Available:
2 bath, located only 5 min
Must have experience and
from SAU. Rent $570.00 +
utilities av&ilable May 10 to ,solid references. Job description includes: CleanAug. 15"(this is negotiable)
for more info call Kyrstal
ing/organizing/household
upkeep/baby sitting
Barton at (719)393-5464, or
email kbarton@southem.
Serious inquiries only.
edu
Work for a warm and caring
family. Call7o6-264-9441
or e-mail: bsbdppm@gmail.
Handy Man Needed:
Farm Hand/Handy Man
com
needed with experi~ and
solid references. Must be
I

.

for Sale:
Compaq Presario cq60-417dx
2.20 GHz Intel Celeron Processor 900 Processor
15-6 Display
16oGB Hard Drive
Memory 3072MB
W"ueless &)2.llb/& WLAN
Video Graphics Card Intel
Graphics Media Accelerator
4500M
3 USB ports
CD/DVD Player
Windows Vista
One Year Norton 2010 Protection "a lready installed
Still under Best Buy Black
Tie Protection Warranty
PRICE DROPPED TO $375!
MUST SELL!
Please contact Alexandre&
if you're interested at (917)
442 0571 or ·~son@

aouthem.edu

MASTER'S DEGREES
From Southern Adventist University
Master's Degrees:

Our goal is to help you
reach yours.
Convenient and Flexible.
Classes are designed to coordinate
with your work schedule. Many
classes, and some entire degrees,
are available online.

Affordable.
Graduate tuition at Southern is
competitively priced. In fact you may
be surprised at how comparable our
turtion is to public universities.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
Counseling
Education
Nursing
Religion
Social Work

Call, visit online, or stop by
Graduate Studies in Wright
Hall to find out more about
the graduate program that
works for you.

1[[ ~JJJ!jr&~
Graduate Studies
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board-bys-simitripping,
lar to the drive-by-and
cut offs. The most common
being the push.
This normally takes place
when classes have just been
let out. The most prominent

As the semester comes to
a close Campus Safety has
reported more incidents
of promenade rage taking

----

place as students walk to '
and from classes.
"Stress levels are high,"
an officer said. "Students
are too busy thinking

'
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SUZANNE OcsAJ

Promenade rage increases
SuZANNE OcsAI
HuMoR Eono•

2f·

statistics indicate.
"~ was shoved while I was
he~ded to lunch one day,"
says an anonymous freshman
social work major. "It was
crazy, I mean you wouldn't
expect this to happen at a
Seventh-day Adventist institution! I know
we aren't perfect, but
I thought we were
closer than this."
Campus Safety has
issued a statement
that, during finals
week, they will be
patrolling the promenade more closely to
help cut down on injuries associated with ·
promenade rdge.

I was shoved
about passing their class- whi"le I was headed
es to worry about pass-

HUMBs· up
Graduation: 17 days!

Finals: Well, this is it!

to } unch one d ay

ing each other politely on
thepromenade."
According to an unofficial report filed by
Campus Safety, common
forms of rage include
shoving,
pushing-slightly
less harmful than the shove-

'5

time for it is at 10:55 a.m. as
students are heading to class,

Study suggests Adventists aren't perfect
SuZANNE OcsAI

'

HuMOR Eonoa

A recent study conducted
by the Pew Research Center
has concluded that Adventists may not be perfect.
The study, prompted by
a case study began in 1998
on "Badventists," examines
regular good Adventist behavior in various situations
and.settings.

Adventists were viewed
in
work,
school
and
home environments and
at various times.
It was found that while the
setting and interaction with
others remained neutral, Adventists were able to calmly
go about their days with little to no conflict arising, the
study said. But when the environment changed, the good
Adventist was more likely to

behave like a Badventist in
two out of three cases.
The conclusion to the case
suggests that while good
Adventists mean well, they
haven't yet perfected the
perfect angelic comeback to
sticky situations. Whereas
the Badventist study found
that they have primarily given up searching for their angelic approach.

Parachute Army Men: on the
promanade = awesome!

Loans: Now you get to pay
them back!

The weather: being bi-polar.

The weather: being bi-polar.

Awesome photo of the week

